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Explore several advanced features of
Macintosh programming. Expand your
understanding of color, sound, and QuickTime
movies. Master the development of multipledocument interface applications. By exploiting
the programming features of graphical user
interfaces, create advanced programming
projects.

programming language: program structure;
QuickDraw, data files; input and output; and
the events, properties, and methods of Mac
controls. Examine - and revise! - the code
of real-world applications.

Master the steps of Macintosh application
development. Learn to create useful and
attractive windows and dialog boxes. Refine
the program' s appearance and behavior by
adding menus and text.

programming environment and ~xplore its
features through a series of hands-on
example programs. Learn about resources
and memory, and how to use the Toolbox
to begin building an application. Run your
first Mac program.
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m,ou•re new to Macintosh programming, or have only compiled a few
trivJil example programs, you'll want to read the chapters in Prut I to get
an overview of what Mac code looks like, how it works, and how it inter-atts With resomces and me ory.

Chapter 1 Overview f Mac Programming ............................................. 9
This chapter covers th
importance to all Mac
pose of resources and
short, well-documente
a program that plays a

to pics, techniques, and terminology that are of
rogrammers, and introduces you to the p urhe Macintosh Toolbox. Here you'll find a very
first look at a Macintosh source code listing for
QuickTime movie .

Chapter 2 Resources • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 51
This chapter takes a l ok at how a programmer uses resources to
easily define the elem nts of the Mac's graphical user interface - elements such as menus, windows, dialog boxes. The chapter describes
how a Mac program loads resource data into memory for use by your
program's code.

Chapter 3 Memory ............................................................................ 99
Each program that runs on a Macintosh is given its own p rivate area of
RAM. This chapter shows how your program will make use of this memory.

PART

II PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 133

The topics covered in Part II are the true fundamentals of Macintosh programming. All but the most trivial Mac applications make use of the topics
covered here.

Chapter 4 .Drawing .......................................................................... 135
Much of the work of drawing graphics to a window is taken care of for
you by QuickDraw. QuickDraw is the name for the hundreds of built-in
drawing routines that are a subset of the thousands of Toolbox routines.
This chapter shows how simple shapes such as rectangles and ovals can
be drawn with just a function call or two.

Chapter 5 Events •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 167
Macintosh programs respond to actions, or events, initiated by the user. A
click of the mouse button or a press of a key on the keyboard are each
considered an event. This chapter shows how to write an event-driven
program - an application that handles such events.

Chapter 6 Menus ............................................................................ 189
Users of a Macintosh program make their wishes known to a program through
menu selections. All but the simplest of example programs display a menu
bar and menus, and respond to user's selection from these menus. This
chapter describes how menus are added to a program, and how that program takes the correct action in response to a user's menu choice.

Chapter 7 Windows ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 229
Everything that is displayed by a Mac program is done so in a window.
Whether it's graphics, text, or a movie, a programmer needs to first display
a window to be used as the drawing board. This chapter shows how to
not only open windows, but to allow the user to drag, grow, zoom, and
close them as well.

Chapter 8 Dialogs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 269
A dialog box is a window with a few "extras" thrown in. These extras,
called dialog items, consist of buttons, check boxes, radio buttons, text
items, and more. This chapter demonstrates how a dialog box is displayed
and how your program properly handles user mouse button clicks on any
of the dialog box items. Both stationary and movable dialog boxes are
covered in detail.

'

Chapter 9 Text •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 323
Getting text from the keyboard into a window of your program is the topic
of this chapter. Here you'll learn how typed text can be displayed in any
part of a window, and how that text can be edited by the user.

PART

Ill

MULTIMEDIA: GRAPHICS, SOUND, AND MOVIES •••••••• 361

The topics covered in Part I and Part Il provide an important base for writing a
Macintosh application - each topic is ~tial to writing a program that looks
and behaves as expected of a Mac program. Now it's time for the fun stuffl

Chapter 10 QuickDraw Graphics .......................................................363
Chapter 4 provided an introduction to drawing. This chapter shows how
QuickDraw can be used to draw much more than just circles and squares.
This chapter discusses the drawing of more complex shapes. It also describes how these shapes can be filled with any pattern of your choosing.

Chapter 11 Programming With Color ................................................395
A monitor connected to a Mac can display hundreds of colors. Some models
can display thousands or even millions of colors. This chapter discusses the
system the Macintosh uses for defining colors. You'll read how to select a
color from within your code and how to give users the ability to make
color selections of their own choosing. Once a color is selected, your
program can use that color to fill a shape or the entire window with it.

Chapter 12 Color and the Macintosh Interface .................................. 423
Chapter 11 described how you can draw in color in a Window. In this
chapter you'll learn how co add color to a window. Through the use of a
window color table resource you'll be able to add color to a window's
frame, title, or content area. As you'll see in this chapter, the same holds true
for dialog boxes. Finally, this chapter shows how you can add a little - or
a lot - of color to a program's menus.

Chapter 13 Sound ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 451
The Mac has always been known for its graphics capabilities. But from its
inception it has also been capable of producing sound. In this chapter you'll
see how to store digitized sounds in both resources and sound files. You'll
then learn how your program can play back these sounds at any time.

Chapter 14 QuickTime •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 503
QuickTime may very well be the embodiment of multimedia. Sound, graphics, animation - all contained in a single file that is easily playable from
any of your own Mac programs. In this ch~pter you'll see how your program can open and play any existing QuickTime movie.

PART

IV FILES AND PRINTING ...................................... 593

Your program should be able to allow users to create interesting things. It
should also allow users to save and print the results of their workAfter you've
implemented the features that have been described in the other parts of
this book, you'll want to add the two features covered in Part IV: file handling
and printing.

Chapter 15 Files ............................................................................... 595
A program that makes use of user-supplied data usually makes use of files.
In this chapter you'll learn how your program can create a new file and
then save data to it. This chapter also describes how to reopen this saved
file at any time in order to access the data in it.

Chapter 16 Printing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 643
Saving data to a file may not be enough for some users - they may want to
also save it on paper. In this chapter you'll learn how to send both text and
graphics to the user's printer. The printing techniques described here will
work regardless of the type of printer users have connected to their Macs.
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Foreword
It has long been Metrowerks' philosophy to promote and support the
Macintosh as a programming platform. As you make your way through this
book, you, too, will discover Mac programming and make it your own.
The Macintosh is incredibly easy to use, its interface elegant. No one
will argue with that. On the other hand, the Mac has a reputation as a
difficult machine to program. Part of this stems from the more than 27
volumes of Inside Macintosh that describe the inner workings of the Mac.
Truth is, with CodeWarrior and a few Mac programming books, you
can have your first Mac application up and running in pretty short order.
Foundations of Macintosh Programming begins by covering general Mac
programming concepts and moves into more specific topics - including
the fun stuff that attracts people to the Mac - like QuickTime movies
and sound.
One of the best ways to learn a concept is to see sample source code
demonstrating the concept. Foundations of Macintosh Progranuning serves
as both a reference book with syntax references and a tutorial book with
sample code that can be compiled using CodeWarrior. Dan has taken
Niklaus Wirth's phrase "Programming is a constructive art" and turned it into
this wonderful book.
With Foundations of Macintosh Programming, the new Mac developer
can take the first step into becoming a true code warrior. We'r~ real happy
to be part of that first step and wish you well in your trip.
If you want to send Metrowerks comments or flames, send email to
prez@metrowerks.com. It will find me.
Greg Galanos
President and CEO
Metrowerks, Inc.
Austin, Texas
October 10, 1995
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Introduction
lVTelcome to Foundations ofMac Programming This book exists
W to get potential Mac programmers started and to supply
intermediate-level Mac programmers with the information needed to
Write more sophisticated applications. More advanced Mac developers
will also benefit - the sheer size of this text guarantees there'll be at least
a few tips and techniques not encountered elsewhere! Whatever your
current pffgramrning skill level, I.he goal of I.his book remains the same:
to provide a firm foundation on which all your Mac programs can be
built and move you on to the next level of application· development.
Pou
lions ofMac Programming includes chapters that cover all
the basics of Mac progranuning - topics such as using windows,
menus, dialiog boxes, graphics, and more. Additionally, there's plenty of
material devoted to the fun stuff - topics such as programming with
color and dding sound-playing and movie-playing capabilities to any
of your pryigra ms. You'll find that the emphasis of each chapter isn't on
writing programs from scratch. Instead, the focus of a chapter is on
achieving progranuning goals by using the Macintosh Toolbox - the
rich, expansive set of Apple-supplied functions built into every Mac.
Each chapter ends with a handy reference section that provides a
summary of the Toolbox functions used in the chapter.
This book 'includes a CD-ROM that contains all the example code
included in the book. If you use a Symantec compile r, you'll make use
of the Symantec folder. There you'll find a Symantec project and source
code file for each and every example. If your compile r happens to
match the author's compiler of choice - Metrowerks CodeWarrior you'll be pleased to find that the CD also houses a Metrowerks version
of each project and source file. Regardless of the compiler you choose,
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you'll find the numerous public domain and shareware programs and
utilities that are also included on the CD of great help in your programming
endeavors.

Four Parts Make a Whole
This Foundations book is divided into four parts. Part I covers the very
basics of Mac programming: topics such as Mac programming terminology,
C data types specific to the Mac, and a look at a Mac source code listing.
Part II covers the interface elements that just about any Mac program
requires: windows, menus, and the like. After mastering the basics, you're
ready to diversify a little and move on to more exciting topics. Part III
shows you how to add multimedia features such as sound playing and
movie playing to your programs. Finally, Part IV describes how to complete
a program by adding data-saving and printing capabilities to it.

PART I: INTRODUCTION TO MAC PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS
Pan I introduces the basic concepts, data types, and terminology used by
programmers of Macintosh applications. It begins with an overview of just
what a Mac program consists of. Chapter 1 includes source code listings for
two short, simple Mac programs - each requires less than 50 lines of code.
The first program opens a window and writes some text to it. The second
program is a little more ambitious and a little more useful - it opens a
window and plays a QuickTime movie in it. Chapter 1 takes a long, detailed
look at each of these programs so that you'll feel comfortable with the
format of Macintosh C language code.
Part I also covers two topics every Mac programmer becomes intimate
with: resources and memory. A resource is a special type of code used to
define an ele ment of the interface, such as a window or menu. Resources
make it easy to create and edit these elements - as Part I points out. Like
any type ·o f code, resource code eventually makes its way into RAM. When
your program runs, it loads resource code and your application's code into
memory. Part I provides all the details of how this happens and why it's of
importance to you.

INTRODUCTION

PART II: PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTAIS
Part II provides you with the information you need to write real Mac
applications. How to display a window, a dialog box, menus, and the menu
bar - it's all covered here. Displaying these interface elements isn't enough,
of course - your program needs to be able to work with them. A Mac
program allows the user to drag and close a window, click on items in a
dialog box, and make menu selections from a menu. In Part II you'll learn
to do all of that.
Opening a window and allowing the user to move it, resize it,· and
close it will give you a sense of accomplishment. But it won't cut it as a
program - for that you need to add a little content! In Part II you'll learn
how to add both graphics and text to a window.

PART Ill: MULTIMEDIA: GRAPHICS, SOUND, AND MOVIES
The basics are out of the way, the foundation has been laid - now its on
to more interesting and more challenging topics! Part III covers multimedia
programming topics such as graphics, color, sound, and movies. Programmers who write programs for platforms other than the Mac might consider
these topics as advanced, but developers of Macintosh applications would
consider even these more diverse topics as the foundations of programming. That's because Mac users expect and demand interesting, exciting,
feature-laden applications. The chapters that comprise Part III prove that on
the Mac even multimedia programming techniques are well within the grasp
of beginner and intermediate programmers.

PART IV: FILES AND PRINTING
Part IV covers a couple of topics that serve to round out a Macintosh
application. While a Mac program may do exciting things for the user here
and now - what does it do for the user later? A program should allow the
user to save the results of his or her efforts - to be used or viewed at a later
time. In Part IV you'll learn how to save user-supplied data in files. That
allows the user to recall data at a later running of your program. In Part IV
you'll also see how to add printing capabilities to your program. That allows
users to show off their work to people who don't have access to a Mac!
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How to Use This Book
If you're new to Mac programming, it's strongly recommended that you
begin at Part I and read the chapters in that part in their entirety. Part I and Chapter 1 in particular - will get you in the Mac programmer frame of
mind! After Part I, move on to Part II. The topics in this part are essential
reading if you hope to accomplish anything beyond a very trivial program.
After Part II you're free to pick and choose topics from the remainder of
the book.
If you're an intermediate-level Mac programmer, you'll probably want to
skim the chapters that make up Part I. You might want to skip Chapter 1
altogether - though a good programming refresher never hurts! You may
be familiar with many of the topics described in Part II - but undoubtedly
you'll find a few tidbits of interest. In particular, you may not be familiar
with using TextEdit. If that is in fact the case, make sure to read and follow
the examples in Chapter 9. The chapters in Parts Ill and IV should provide a
wealth of material of interest to you. Even if you do find yourself skipping a
chapter here and there, don't forget that every chapter after Chapter 1 ends
with a reference section that describes the API - the application programming interface - for the Toolbox routines discussed in the chapter. That
makes Foundations ofMac Programming a good reference book for
looking up the calling conventions of a couple of hundred of the most
commonly used Toolbox functions.
If you're an advanced-level Mac programmer, you may still find some
points of interest in this text. In particular, you should find yourself thumbing through the back of each chapter whenever you can't recall exactly
which Toolbox routine you need to call in order to achieve a specific task.
Regardless of your programming skill level, you'll be happy to know
that every example program in this text - over SO in all - can be found
on the included CD-ROM. In an attempt to cater to every reader's choice of
compiler and choice of target computer, there's actually a few versions of
each example. Whether you use a Symantec compiler or a Metrowerks
CodeWarrior compiler, you'll find a project for you - and for each example. And no matter which type of machine you expect your example to
run on (that is, whether the target will be a new Power Mac or an older
Mac that doesn't use the PowerPC chip), you'll find a project suited for you.
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Conventions Used in This Book
I've tried to be clear and consistent about what's what in this book. This
can get tricky, so I used the following typographical conventions to
distinguish among a variety of elements that you're likely to encounter
while programming.

CODE
When I include fragments of code or whole programs, I set them off from
the rest of the text, like this:

OSErr theError:
FSSpec MooVFSSpec:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0. "\pMyTestMovie", &MooVFSSpec >:
When I quote an element of code in running text, you'll see a different
typeface used to set it off, as in "The Movie Toolbox function Ent e rMo vi es ( )
allocates a block of memory that the Movie Toolbox will use exclusively for
your program."

ICONS

Flihl This icon highlights short, to-the-point time-savers or quick techniques
L..l!.J that will help you work smarter.
~

This icon highlights a special point of interest about the topic under
discussion - information you might not need if you're just skimming a
chapter but that might be valuable when you need more details about a
particular topic.

~

This icon alerts you that the action or operation being described can

ILJ

l___][J cause problems if you're not careful.

,

,
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This icon highlights concerns or issues that are peripheral to the main
topic or provide additional background information like the example shown
below:

Notjustanyoompilerwill generatefast PowerPC
code. When the Macs based on the new
PowerPC microprocessor became available in
1994, each compiler vendor had to design a
new version of their Macintosh compiler. The
new compiler had to be one that would produce

native code - code consisting of instructions
that were apart of the PowerPC instruction set.
Metrowerks managed to accomplish this feat
before Symantec and won quite afew 1;onverts
in doing so. Refer to Appendix A for more
information.

Onward!
Enough of the preliminaries - it's time to start coding! As you do, feel free
to take a break at any time to share your thoughts and opinions, pro or con ,
about the way this text presents material to you. You can contact the author
at the e mail address listed in the "About the Author" section.

Introduction
to Mac
Programming
Concepts
I

f you're new to Macintosh programming or have
only compiled a few trivial example programs, you'll
want to read the chapters in Part I to get an overview of
what Mac code looks like, how it works, and how it
interacts with resources and memory.
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Overview of
Mac Programming
l

f you've never programmed on a Macintosh, this chapter provides an
overview of the topics, techniques, and terminology that are of importance to all Mac programmers. If you have written Mac programs, you might
want to at least browse this chapter - it serves as a good review of
Macintosh programming basics.
You'll ieam how a Macintosh program relies on resources and the
Macintosh oolbox to implement the elements of a graphical user interface elements uch as windows, me nus, and dialog boxes. You'll see how a Mac
program watches for, and responds to, events - user actions such as a click
of the mo e button or a press of a keyboard key. A sho11, simple source
code listing demonstrates these concepts, and a thorough explanation of the
code rein.ti rces these topics.
The chapter explains the conventions the book uses for naming local
variables, lobal variables, and constants. It also describes how to make
proper us of the universal interface files, which are an impoltant set of
header files that Apple supplies. You'll learn to add simple error-checking
to your code to help ensure that your program won't come to a quick,
unexpected halt. All of this information is then summed up and demonstrated in the chapter's second complete source code listing, a one-page
program that plays a QuickTime movie. The chapter ends with a discussion
of the differences between code writte n for pre-PowerPC Macs and code
written for the newer Macs that are driven by the PowerPC chip.

f
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Macintosh Programming Basics
Macintosh programmers are familiar with bitmapped graphics, resources, the
Macintosh Toolbox, events, and data types unique to the Macintosh. This
section provides an overview of these important Macintosh topics.

PIXELS AND llTMAPPED GRAPHICS
Each dot, or pixel, on an older monochrome Macintosh screen is always in
one of two states - on or off. The computer turns some pixels on and
others off to display images on screen. Images can be as simple as a dot, a
line, or an icon, or as complex as a full-screen digitized image. To keep
track of these images, a Macintosh must keep track of the state of each
pixel. This pixel information is stored in memoiy. On a monochrome Mac,
each pixel has a corresponding bit in memoiy. Since a single bit can have a
value of 0 or 1, it is the perfect unit of memoiy for keeping track of a twostate pixel. This mapping, or relationship, between pixels and bits gives rise
to the term bitmapped graphics. Color monitors also use bitmapped
graphics. For a color system, however, each pixel requires more than a
single bit of memoiy. To keep track of which of many states - or colors a single pixel currently is in, color systems use 8, 16, or 24 bits.
To draw an image, a Macintosh program alters the state of some of the
screen's pixels. To draw at a desired location, a program needs a means of
specifying which pixels to alter, so it uses a coordinate system that assigns
each pixel a horizontal and vertical value. Since a program always draws to
a window, each window has its own coordinate system. The pixel in the
upper left corner of the window's content area (the area excluding the title
bar) is pixel (0, O) and serves as the reference point for all of the other
pixels in that window. Consider a rectangle that is to be drawn in a
window. If the upper left corner of the rectangle is supposed to appear 60
pixels from the left edge of the window and 150 pixels down from the top
of the window, then that comer will be at point (60, 150). Figure 1-1
illustrates this.
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Figure 1·1
Graphics ore drown to a window using a pixel coordinate system as a reference.

RESOURCES
The Macintosh graphical user interface is achieved through the use of
resources. A resource is code that describes a part of the interface - there's
a resource for each menu , icon, dialog box, and window that you see on
the Mac screen. Because resource code describes a visual e lement of a
program, the code lends itself to being viewed visually as well. Instead of a
te>...'t editor, a Mac programmer uses a resource editor to create, edit, and
view resource code. Far and away the most popular resource editor is
ResEdit, a program that is freely distributed by Apple. The other leading
resource editor is Mathemaesthetics Resorcerer. Resorcerer has the advantage of being a more powerful editor than ResEdit, but at a cost. Because it
is .a third-party product, you'll of course have to pay for this editor.
As an example of how a resource is viewed in a resource editor,
consider the WI ND resource. AW I ND resource holds the information that
describes what a window looks like. By making changes to a W I ~ D
resource, a programmer can alter the size, initial placement on the screen ,
and the overall look of a window. Figure 1-2 shows how a WI ND resource
looks as viewed in ResEdit. Figure 1-3 shows that same resource as viewed
in Resorcerer.

• • •liEil• •
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A WI ND resource, as viewed in the resource editor ResEdit.
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The ability to graphically edit resources is one advantage to using them.
A second advantage is that a single resource can be used as a template from
which any number of interface elements can be created. For instance, a
WIND resource can be used to define the look of a window used by a text
editing program. That program will use the same resource every time the
user selects New from the program's File menu. As Figure 1-4 shows, the
data that makes up a WIND resource gets loaded into memory. From there,
the program that loaded the data uses that data to create as many windows
as needed.

011H010101
1101010010
1101101001
0101001110

Figure 1-4

A resource holds data that gets loaded into memory and used by an application.
You saw in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 that a WIND resource displayed in a
resource editor is very "human-readable." Yet in Figure 1-4, the WIND
resource data is shown as nothing but a group of ls and Os. That's because
resource data is in fact code that's ready to be linked with compiled source
code. A resource editing program, through the use of a number of individual resource type editors (such as a WIND editor), presents this code to
the user in a graphical manner.
What Mac programmers call a compiler is ac.tually both a compiler and a
linker. When a programmer builds, or makes, a Macintosh application, the
compiler compiles source code. The result is object code. The linker then
combines this object code with the code that makes up the resources that are
to be used with the program. The result is a Macintosh application that contains
both compiled source code and resource code, as shown in Figure 1-5.

•• •lltll•.
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Coap I I er IL inker

Figure 1-5

A Macintosh program consists of code that comes from source code and from
resources.

THE MACINTOSH TOOLBOX
In a graphical user interface environment such as that of the Macintosh,
most programs share many similar programming tasks. Tracking the
movement of the cursor as the user moves the mouse, dropping menus
down in response to a mouse-click in the menu bar, displaying a new
window when the user selects New from the File menu - these are all
examples of situations that almost every Mac programmer must write code
for. Apple anticipated this and wrote all of the code necessary to handle
such program tasks. This code was then added to the ROM chips of each
Macintosh. Finally, an application programming interface, or API, was
developed to give all Mac programmers access to this code. The API is
commonly called the Macintosh Toolbox, or simply the Toolbox, and is a
set of several thousand routines that any Macintosh programmer can make
use of in any Mac program he or she writes.
Having Apple engineers pour thousands of man-hours into the writing
of code that is given away may seem too good to be true. But as you'll see
in the pomts below, Apple had good reason for doing so. Here's why the
Toolbox exists and why it is free:
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• It forces Mac programs to have a similar "look and feel" - which is a
key part of the Macintosh philosophy.
• It saves programmers the effort of "reinventing the wheel," or spending
time solving programming problems that have been solved by others.
• It is a good selling point of Macintosh computers to developers.
How does a programmer make use of one of the many Toolbox
routines? By simply making a call to the function from within the source
code of a program. Earlier the idea that the data that makes up a WI ND
resource could be loaded into memory was discussed. Because almost every
Mac program displays at least one window, this scenario is a perfect
example of why a particular Toolbox routine exists. Rather than force each
programmer to determine the format of the data in a WIND resource and
then devise a way to move that data from a resource on disk to an area in
RAM that a program can access, Apple has supplied a Toolbox routine to
handle these tasks. The Toolbox function is named GetNewWi ndow(). and a
call to it looks like this:
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );

After adding the above line of code to a source code file, a programmer
can assume that the data that describes a window is loaded into memory
and can be accessed by the variable named theWi ndow. From that point on,
theWi ndow can be used to work with that one particular window-to
move it, resize it, draw to it, and so forth.
There'll be WI ND resource data in memory only if the programmer
remembered to add a WI ND resource, of course. In Chapter 2 you'll see how
to verify the success of a call to a Toolbox routine that works with resources. Later in this chapter, and then in Chapter 7, you'll read about the
parameters to GetNewWi ndow( ).
Of the several thousand Toolbox routines, the average programmer
typically uses only a few hundred. A very small Macintosh program Qike the
one shown a little later in this chapter) might contain a dozen or so Toolbox
calls. A somewhat larger program, such as a simple text editor, would make
use of a couple of hundred or more Toolbox calls. You'll find that this book
thoroughly documents more than 200 Macintosh Toolbox functions.

•• •l•t·ll•.
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RESPONDING TO EYENTS
Older computer programs used to run sequentially. You would have to
traverse through menus to get to a particular screen of information. You
wouldn't use the pull-down menus you now find in Macintosh programs to
execute commands; you'd select items from menus to take specific actions.
For example, you might see a menu like the one in Figure 1-6.

Employee Information Menu
Type the number corresponding to the
screen to view:
1. Enter new employee information
2. Change existing employee information
3. Delete existing employee information
4. Return to Main Menu
5. Quit

Figure 1·6

Menus in older computer programs allowed you to select items and take specific
actions.
While the above system worked, it had the severe limitation of forcing
the user to travel in only set directions - directions established by the
computer. The Macintosh operating system, as well as other graphical user
interface operating systems, gives program control to the user. Instead of
providing the user with a strictly defined set of choices and forcing the user
to accept one before continuing, the Macintosh program waits for the user
to select any one of perhaps dozens of menu selections. Further, the user
often has access to numerous unrelated menu choices rather than a screen
of narrowly defined options. Further still, before a user makes a choice, he
or she is free to perform other actions, such as moving windows, scrolling
through information in any one of perhaps several open windows, or even
changing to a diffe rent application. The mechanism that makes this type of
program possible is the event.
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When the user clicks the mouse, a mouse-down event occurs. "When
the user presses a key on the keyboard; a key-down event occurs. When
the user moves a window that was partially off screen back on screen, a
window update event occurs. "When ... well, you get the point. User
actions generate events. If a program is written in such a way that it watches
for events and responds to events, then the program is said to be eventdriven. Macintosh programs, of course, are event-driven.
Because the search for events is one of those tasks common to just
about any Mac program, the Macintosh Toolbox has a routine that provides
assistance in this area. That routine is named Wai tNextEvent (). Here's a
typical call to Wai tNext Event ():
WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil ) ;

If Wai t Next Event ( ) comes across an event, it supplies the program
with information about the event by placing that information in the
theEvent parameter. Next, it's up to the programmer to examine the
the Event variable to see what type of event occurred. After that, some
action should be taken. The action taken will depend on the type of event
and on the requirements of a particular program. The following snippet
provides a general look at event-handling for a program that watches for a
click of the mouse button or a press of a key. Because this overview omits
the details of event processing, comments have been used in place of much
of the necessary code.
WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, 0Lnil);
switch < theEvent.what )
I
II case mouse click event:
II
handle mouse click event

break:
II case key press event:
II
handle key press event

break;

~lihl

The above snippet - and many others in this book - use C++-style

[__JitJ comments. For you C programmers, a double slash (/() can be used to

create a single-line comment. Most C compilers now recognize this style of
comment and allow you to use them in your source code.
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The details of events, event-handling, and event-driven programming
can be found in Chapter 5.
When WaitNextEvent() is called, it checks the current status of the
Mac. In other words, at the moment Wai t Next Ev en t ( ) is invoked, the
Macintosh Toolbox checks things over. Is the user pressing the mouse
button right now? Is the user pressing a key on the keyboard right now? If
such an action is being taken, an event is occurring and needs to be
handled. That's all well and good for the moment - but what about a
minute later? Or a second later? Or even a fraction of a second later? The
one call to Wai tNextEvent() can't foresee what will happen next. So
apparently one call to this routine isn't enough. As it turns out, it isn't close
to being enough. A Macintosh program calls Wa i t Next Event ( ) continuously as the program runs - a couple of thousand times or more a minute.
For the programmer, this isn't as frightening of a job as you might think.
Simply wrapping the call to Wai tNextEvent () in a loop takes care of this
repetitive task.
11 loop until user qui ts
I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, 0Lnil );
switch ( theEvent.what )
I
II case mouse click event:
II
handle mouse click event

break:
II case key press event:
II
handle key press event

break:

Because the call to Wa i t Next Event ( ) is found in a loop, the section of
code that holds the loop and the Wai tNextEvent () call is referred to as a
program's main event loop, or simply its event loop.

MACINTOSH DATA TYPES
If you've programmed in C but not on a Macintosh, you're acquainted with
only a subset of the C data types that you'll need to be familiar with. You'll
find the ANSI C data types such as void, float, doub 1e, int, short, and
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1on g useful in Mac programming -

but you'll also find that these data types
aren't enough. That's because ANSI C makes no provisions for working with
data that is unique to a particular operating system. For instance, because all
computer operating systems don't make use of windows, you won't find an
ANSI C data type that seives as a pointer to a window. When you write a
program that is to be compiled with a Macintosh compiler, however, you
will make use of such a data type-the WindowPtr type. After loading WIND
resource data into memory, the Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow() creates a
pointer to this data and returns that pointer to your pro$ram. It returns this
pointer in the form of a Wi ndowPtr variable.
WindowPtr theWindow;
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128. nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );

There are hundreds of other data types that are used by Macintosh
programmers but not by developers of programs written for other operating
systems. You'll encounter a couple more of these types in this chapter, and
many others throughout the remaining chapters of this book.

ASIMPLE MACINTOSH SOURCE (ODE LISTING
On the CD that accompanies this book, you'll find a folder named IDG
Sydow Book Examples. This folder holds two additional folders. One
contains book examples in a fonnat ready to be compiled by a Symantec
compiler; the other has the same examples in Metrowerks format. If you
look in either of these two folders, you'll find one folder per book chapter.
Within the one named COl Oveiview, you'll find a folder named POl Intro
Program. This folder holds the code for this chapter's lntroProgram example. Figure 1-7 shows the folder hierarchy that leads to the Metrowerks
version of this example.
The lntroProgram is a short, simple program designed simply to seive
as a demonstration of the very basics of Macintosh programming. When you
compile and run the IntroProgram (or when you double-dick on the
application icon), you'll see a window like the one shown in Figure 1-8. To
quit the program, click the mouse button.
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This book's CD contains two versions of every program - a Symantec version
and a Metrowerks version.
New Window io:

~

3500
7000

Figure 1-8

The result of running the lntroProgram example application.
The following listing is the contents of the IntroProgram.c file - the
complete source code listing for the IntroProgram example. A walk-through
of the listing's key points follows.
void ma in( void )
(

EventRecord
WindowPtr
Str255
long

theEvent:
theWindow :
theString: "\p3500' :
theN umber :
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InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts();
InitWindows();
InitMenus();
TEinit();
InitDialogs( 0L );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 ):
InitCursor();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128. nil. (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring( theString );
StringToNum( theString, &theNumber ):
theNumber *= 2:
NumToString( theNumber, theString );
MoveTo( 10. 40 );
Drawstring( theString );
for (::)

I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent. &theEvent. 15L. 0Lnil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what )
{

case mouseDown:
ExitToShell();
break:

1be main () Function
Like any C program, a Macintosh program must have a ma i n ( ) function.
The beginning of the ma i n ( ) function is the starting point for the execution
of the program. Because ma i n ( ) has no return value and no parameters, its
return type is v o i d and its parameter list is v o i d.
void main( void )

Variables
The lntroProgram declares these four variables:
EventRecord theEvent:
WindowPtr
theWindow:
Str255
theString = •\p3500":
long
theNumber:

I
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The first three variables are of data types that you won't ftnd in ANSI C.
A variable of type EventRecord is used to hold information about one
event. A variable of type Wi ndowPtr is used as a pointer to a window. A
va1iable of type Str255 is a string that can consist of up to 255 characters.
The last variable is of the ANSI C data type long. A variable of this type can
hold a number in the range of -2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647.
A Macintosh string stored in a Str255 variable always starts with the
"\ p" characters. The backslash and the lener p tell the C compiler that the
string should be in the format of a Pascal string - the original language of
the Macintosh operating system. The Toolbox will be expecting a St r 255 to
be in this Pascal format, so the inclusion of these two characters is an
important and necessary step. The "\ p" characters, by the way, won't show
up when the string is drawn to a window.
~
You C programmers who are familiar with ANSI C know that C strings
end with, or are terminated by, the "\O" characters. A Pascal string doesn't
need these characters to signal where it ends. Instead, the fu-st character of a
Pascal string holds the length of the string.

l.__LJ

lnitiataations
Before a program works with the Macintosh Toolbox, some parts of the
Toolbox need to be initialized. This initialization of the Toolbox can be
performed by the Toolbox itself. These eight Toolbox function calls take
care of this task:
InitGraf( &qd .thePort );
InitFonts() ;
InitWindows () ;
InitMenus () ;
TEinit() ;
InitDialogs( 0L ) ;
Fl ushEvents( everyEvent . 0 l ;
Ini tCursor( l ;

The Toolbox routines are grouped by topic, and each group of routines
is referred to as a manager. Some of the various managers, such as the
Menu Manager and the Window Manager, need a one-time initialization at
the start of a program. Initialization consists of different things for different
managers. For the Window Manager, for example, a call to I ni t Wi ndows ()
draws the desktop and an empty menu bar.
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It's a good idea to call the above eight routines at the start of every
Mac program. A program that fails to initialize a manager and later attempts
to use a routine from that manager will crash. A program that initializes a
manager and doesn't make use of any of that manager's functions will not
be adversely affected. Thus, even though each Mac application you write
might not make use of Toolbox routines found in all of the managers, it
is a good idea to get in the habit of playing it safe and initialize the
managers anyway.
~
In the next example program in this chapter, SimpleMovie, these eight
Toolbox functions will be grouped together in a single function defined by
the application.

l__l_J

Opening aVfmdow
After the Toolbox completes its initialization, the program calls the
Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow ( ) to load the data from a WI ND resource
into memory.
theWindow

=

GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll ) :

The resource file used to hold this WI ND resource was pictured back in
Figures 1-2 and 1-3. Windows and the GetNewWi ndow() function are
discussed at length in Chapter 7. For now, take a look at the first parameter
to GetNewWi ndow( ). The number that is used for this parameter should be
the resource ID of the WI ND resource that holds the data to load. If you page
back to Figure 1-2 or 1-3 you '11 see that the WI ND resource pictured in these
figures does in fact have an ID of 128.

Drawing in aVfmdow
In a Macintosh application, graphics are always drawn to a window. But a
Macintosh program may have several windows open at the same time - so
which window receives the drawing? To specify the window that is to be
the recipient of future drawing commands, call the Toolbox function
SetPort(). Pass Set Port() the window pointer that was returned by the
call to GetNewWi ndow().
1

SetPort( theWindow );

• • •llHI• 11
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Two of the many drawing-related Toolbox routines a program can use
are the MoveTo() and Drawstring() functions.
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
DrawStri ng( theStri ng ) ;

Here the effect of MoveTo() is to prepare for the drawing of a string by
telling the application where in a window the drawing of the string will
start. In this example the string will start 10 pixels from the left edge of the
window and 20 pixels down from the top. The call to DrawStri ng() will
draw the current value of the string the St r i n g to the window - the string
3500 will appear near the top left of the window, as shown back in Figure
1-8.
A string can represent a number, as the St r i n g does, but the string

value can't be treated as a number. To convert a string to a number, use the
Toolbox routine Stri ngToNum().
StringToNum( theString, &theNumber ):

Pass this function a string and the address of a 1on g variable, and the
routine will determine the number that the string represents and place that
value in the 1 ong variable. After that, your program can use the 1on~J
variable as it would any number. In this example the value 3500 is multiplied by 2.
theNumber *= 2;

Just as a string can't be treated as a number, a number can't be treated
as a string. Thus, to write a number to a window, it must first be converted
to a string. Stri ngToNum() has a companion Toolbox routine named
NumToStri ng () that takes care of this task.
NumToString( theNumber. theString );

Pass this function a long variable (not its address) and a string, and the
function will convert the number to a string and store the result in the string
variable.
After the call to NumToStri ng ( ), theStri ng has a value of "\p7000"
rather than "\p3500." This string can be drawn to the window as done
previously - by calling Move To ( ) and Draw St r i ng ( ).
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MoveTo( 10. 40 );
Drawstring( theString ):
The parameters passed in this second call to MoveToC) tell the program
that this string will line up with the first string but will appear 20 pixels
below it - both strings start 10 pixels from the left edge of the window, but
the first starts 20 pixels from the top, while the second appears 40 pixels
from the top.

Main Event Loop
The Macintosh main event loop was discussed earlier in the chapter. Here's
the IntroProgram version of a main event loop:
for (::)
(

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. 0Lnil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
Exi tToShe 11 ():
break:

The main event loop in this program relies on a standard for loop.
Because no conditions are specified in the loop statement, the loop will
repeat indefinitely. Once the program opens a window and draws to it, the
event loop starts, and it doesn't stop until the program terminates. In this
simple example, that's accomplished by the user clicking the mouse. In a
more sophisticated program - one that makes use of menus - the user
would end the program by selecting the Quit item from the File menu.
As discussed earlier, an event loop is centered around a call to
Wai t Next Event ( ). This Toolbox function gets called over and over,
checking for the occurrence of an event each time it is invoked. Mac
programs can look for, and handle, a number of different kinds of events.
The IntroProgram only acknowledges one event type, a mouse-down event.
The case label mouseOown is an Apple-defined constant that is used in a
comparison of the what field of the Event Record variable the Event. When
a mouse-dick occurs, Wai t Next Event C) becomes aware of it and fills the
what field of theEvent with the value mouseDown. Then the code under the
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mouseOown case label executes. The lntroProgram chooses to handle a
mouseDown event by calling the Toolbox function Exi tToShel l ().This

function tells the program to exit, or quit.

Macintosh Code and Code Conventions
An application consists of calls to both Toolbox functions and functions

defined by the application. It also consists of variables of different scope
(local and global) and constants that represent resource IDs and
nonresource-related values. To increase the readability of a Mac source code
listing, this book uses a few naming conventions.

APPLICATION·DEFINED ROUTINES AND TOOLBOX ROUTINES
The Macintosh Toolbox consists of several thousand routines. The more you
program, the more of them you'll recognize. No matter how much time you
spend programming the Mac, however, you'll find that there are far more
Toolbox functions than can ever be memorized. When looking over source
code written by someone other than yourself, this can present a problem:
How can you tell which functions are defined by Apple as part of the
Toolbox and which are defined by the programmer who wrote the example
code? Consider this snippet:
StopAlert( 128. nil );
SoundAlert( 128 );

The first function call is to a Toolbox function named StopA l ert ().The
second function, SoundA l ert( ), is a routine defined by the application from
which the snippet came. To some readers it may not be obvious which
routine is a Toolbox routine and which isn't. To clear this up, in the body of
text that describes a snippet, the Toolbox function will always be referred to
as just that - a Toolbox function. On the other hand, a function that is
defined by an application will be referred to as an application-defined
function. For instance, a textual description of the above snippet might read
as follows: The Toolbox function StopA l ert () displays an alert with a stop
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sign icon in its upper left comer. The application-defined function
SoundA 1ert() posts an alert and broadcasts a warning sound from the
Mac's speaker.
Before your program calls an application-defined function, the compiler
needs to be informed of the function's format. That is, the compiler needs to
be aware of what types of parameters the function accepts and what type of
value, if any, the function will be returning to the program. The applicationdefined Sound Al er t ( ) function has one parameter - of type short - and
no return value. Its prototype would look like this:
void SoundAlert( short ):

Typically, each application-defined function has a function prototype, and
all of the prototypes are grouped together and listed either at the top of a
source code file or in a header file that can be included in a source code file.

LOCAL AND GLOBAL VARIDLE NAMES
Different programmers use different conventions to make the scope of
variables easily recognizable. Some start the name of a global variable with
an uppercase character, as in GrandTota l or Grand_ Total, and that of a
local variable with a lowercase character, as in bonus Poi nts or
bonus_poi nts. In this text you'll find that all global variable names have a
leading lowercase g, which stands, of course, for global. Each word in the
name will begin with an uppercase character. An example of a global
variable name that follows this convention is gGrand Tot a 1. The name of
each local variable in this text will always begin with a lowercase character;
only the first character of the second and subsequent words in a local
variable name will be capitalized. An example of such a local variable name
is bonus Points.
Because function parameters act as variables local to the function in
which they appear, in this text, parameters will follow the same naming
convention as local variables. The following snippet from part of a
Macintosh program defines one global variable (gGrandTota l), one local
variable (bonus Points), and one passed parameter (baseScore):
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II_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

II Define global variables
long gGrandTotal:
II_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

II Application-defined function
void Oetermi neGrandTota l ( long baseScore
I

long bonusPoints:
bonusPoints = 5:
gGrandTotal = baseScore + bonusPoints:

CONSTANT DEFINITIONS
Like variable names, the first character in a constant name will be the
indicator of a constant's type. You'll find that most constants in this book
begin with a lowercase k, as in the kSal esTaxRate constant defined here:
#define

kSalesTaxRate

0.05

Here's a snippet that is a rewrite of the previous one. This version uses
a constant rather than a variable to hold the bonus point value.
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Define global variables
long gGrandTotal:

II

II_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Oefi ne global constants
#define
kBonusPoints
5
II

II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

II Application-defined function
void OetermineGrandTotal( long baseScore
[

gGrandTotal = baseScore + kBonusPoints;

To identify constants as resource-related, some constants will begin with
a lowercase m for menu resource, i for item in a menu resource, and r for
resource - other resource types. The following shows an example of each
constant definition:
//define
#define

mFil e

iNew

128
1

II MENU resource with IO 128
II 1st item in the menu
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l/def i ne
I/define
l/defi ne

~

iOpen
iQuit
rScoreDia log

2
3

200
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II 2nd item i n the menu
II 3rd item in t he me nu
II OLOG resource with ID 200

You'll find more examples of menu constants, and example progra ms
Chapters 2
and 6, respectively.

L_l_J that use them, in the chapters that cover resources and menus -

APPLE'S UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FILES
Regardless of the compiler you use, it will make use of Apple's universal
interface files- also called the universal headerfiles. Your Macintosh
compiler came with a folder that contains more than 100 such files. That
folder should be similar to the one pictured in Figure 1-9.

Ifill Unluers111 He11ders 2.0.1 1111]
133 ttemo 296.6 MB In dlok

&mt
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D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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LenQueQe.h
Uoto.h
LO'olMem.h
Meehl neExceptlono.h
NacTCP.h
MedlaHandlero.h
Memory.h
Menuo.h
MIDl.h
MixedMode.h
Movieo.h

4'

27.6 MB
Si ze

<&-

~

-0~II

Figure 1·9

Some of the more than 100 universal header files.

~
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Your compiler may have come w ith more or fewer header files.
Different compile rs, and different versions of compilers, include different
versions of the universal header files. By the way, the word universal in
"universal header files" refers to the fact that a set of these header files will
work for code being compiled for either an older Macintosh or a newer Mac
that uses d1e PowerPC chip . Differences between Macintosh models are
discussed later in this chapter.
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just as each application-defined function must have a function protorype, so must each Toolbox routine used by your program. The function
protorypes for all of d1e Toolbox functions appear in these universal
interface files. For example, me protorype for the NumToStri ng() Toolbox
function used in me lntroProgram example can be found in me TextUtils.h
universal interface ftle - it appears on me top line of me file shown in
Figure 1-10.
::-

TeHlUtlls.h

extern poscol void Hi..ToSlrlng<lonQ lhet'W. Slr~ UM:Slring>;
extern pascal short Re1StrlnQ <Cons tStr255Paroa strl, ConstStr255Pai
ex te:rn pascal SlringToOateStatu.s Strir"19ToOote(Ptr tex tPlr. 10f"l9 ta_
FOURllOROINLINE<Ox2F3C, Ox9214, OxFFF6, OxA~ >;

extern pascal StrinoToOoteStatus StrlngToT itne<Ptr textPtr, long te:
FOURl-IOAOINLINE<Ox2F3C, Ox8214, OxFFF4, OxR885);

extern pascal Forma t.Status Ex t1ndedT0Strlng(ex tended80 *x, cons:t Ni
FOURUOROINLINE<Ox2F3C, Ox8210, OxFFES, OxR885> ;

ex tern pascal ForlhOtStatus StrlngToExt1nded(ConstStr2,,Param sourc::

II

Figure 1-10
A universal header file holds the function prototypes for several Toolbox

functions.
~

Pascal is the original language of me Macintosh o perating system. You'll

LLJ see d1at die universal interface files define Toolbox routines using me

pascal keyword. This tells me compiler to use Pascal conventions ramer
than C conventions. One example is in d1e compiler's ordering of function
parameters. Pascal and C specify a different placement of function parameters on d1e stack.
Figure 1-10 shows d1at die TextUtils.h universal header file defines
NumToString() as a Toolbox function mat accepts two parameters, one of
rype long and one of rype Str255. While me NumToString () rerums a
value in the Str255 variable (a string version of me number passed as me
first parameter), me function has no return rype - me void keyword tells
you mat. From earlier in mis chapter you can see mat in me IntroProgram
source code listing p roperly called NumToSt ring ( )- me function call from
that program is repeated in die following snippet:
Str255
long

theString • "\p3500':
theNumber;

theNumber *= 2;
NumToStri ng ( theNumber. theStri ng l :
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To make your program aware of a particular universal header file, you
can use an #i nc 1ude directive at the top of a source code file. If your
program uses the NumToStri ng() function, for instance, you can include the
TextUtils.h header file that holds this function's prototype by using the
following line:
#include <TextUtils.h>

~

11-J

If you're observant, you may have noticed that the source code listing
for the lntroProgram that appeared earlier in this chapter didn't use such an
Iii n c 1ude directive - even though the program used the Num To St r i ng ( )
Toolbox function. This was possible because compilers like those made by
Symantec and Metrowerks automatically include dozens of the many
universal header files in any program you write.
Figure 1-9 shows that more than 100 universal header files exist - 133
at this writing. Rather than include every one of these files in a program,
Symantec and Metrowerks each use a single precompiled headerfile that
holds the compiled header file information found in many of the most
commonly used header files.
Precompiled header files are discussed later in this chapter, on the
pages that deal with Symantec and Metrowerks projects.
You'll find that the source code listings for many Macintosh programs
don't use any #include directives. That means that all of the Toolbox
functions used by such a program are defined in the universal header files
that are automatically included in each program. Other Mac programs,
however, include one or more universal header files. When a source code
listing includes universal header files, it tells you that program makes calls to
Toolbox functions not found in the header files automatically included in a
program. Here's one example:
#include <Movies.h>

The Movies.h header file holds the definitions for Toolbox routines
that work with QuickTime. Since the majority of programs don't make
use of QuickTime movies, Symantec has decided not to include the
Movies.h header file in its group of header files that get turned into.a
precompiled header ftle. The same holds crue for Mecrowerks. Because
the Movies.h header file isn't automatically a part of your program, you'll
need to manually include it (as shown above) if your program uses
QuickTime movies.

• • •llf•I• •
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If you're new co Macintosh progranuning, you may be wondering how
to determine which - if any - universal header files need to be included in
you r program . To find out, try compiling your source code. If it compiles
successfully, you needn't add any unive rsal header files. If you get e1Tor
messages that say "function has no prototype," o r some similarly worded
messages, you'll know that you need to add at least o ne of the header files.
Figure 1-11 shows such messages as displayed by the Metrowerks compiler.
To determine w hich header file or files to include in your source code,
search for a function by name in the files in the universal header files folder.
Using the error messages in Figure 1-11, for example, you could search for
EnterMovies. The result o f that search would show that this routine is fou nd
in the Movies.h header file. Including that file in the source code listi ng and
recompiling would e liminate the error messages shown in the figure.
Yo ur compiler enables you to look thro ugh multiple ftles in a single
search . Re fe r to your compile r's docume ntatio n to see how this is done.
[liiE
l8J

e

Messl!ll_e Window
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[8J &
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DIE 0
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Figure 1·11

Compiler errors can be caused by a failure to use one or more of the header
files.

CHECKING FOR ERRORS
One of the many Macintosh data types you may not be familiar with is the
OS Err type. A value of this op erating system error type is returned by many
Toolbox functions to le t your program know if a Toolbox function call was
successfully e xecuted. What might cause a Toolbox routine to not execute
prope rly? There a re many possible reasons. If a routine is to perform some
initialization, and the thing to initialize is no t found, a n operating system
e rror w ilJ occur. If a ro utine is to open a file, and the file is not found, an
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operating system error will occur. An example of the latte r is the Toolbox
function OpenMovieFi l e () . This routine is called to o pen a QuickTime
movie file in preparation for playing. The Movies.h universal header file lists
the prototype for OpenM ov i eFi le () as follows:
extern pasca l OSErr OpenMovieFile(const FSSpec *fileSpec .
short *resRef Num . SlntB permiss ion)

From the function prototype you can see that OpenMovi eF i l e () is a
function that requires three parameters and returns a value of type OSE r r.
Here our concern won't be with the parameters and what they're used for,
but rather the fact that the function returns an OSErr value. Here's what a
call to OpenMovi eFil e () might look like in a Macintosh source code listing:
OSErr theError ;
short moovRefNum ;
FSSpec theFSSpec :
theError = OpenMovieFile( &theFSSpec . &moovRefNum , fsRdPerm );
If an error occurs, OpenMovi eFi l e() returns a value that corresponc.b Lo

one of several Apple-defmed constants. For instance, if the QuickTime
movie file that Ope nMo vie Fi l e ( ) is attempting to open can't be found perhaps the user deleted it from his or her hard drive - no file will be
opened and theError will be assigned a value of fnfEr r. Each operating
system en-or has a nume rical value, but your code should refer to an en-or
by its Apple-defmed names rathe r than by its number. For instance, after
calling OpenMovi eFi le () , your code could compare the value of t he Er ro r
with one or more Apple-defined constants.
theError • OpenMovi eFile( &theFSSpec . &moovRefNum . fsRdPerm l :
if ( theError ~~ fn fErr l
II post an ale rt that says "Quick- ime movie file not found "
else
II assume file ha s been opened and carry on.. .

Rather than handle specific errors, as shown above, your code can
compare the returned OS Err value with the Apple-defined constant noEr r .
If a Toolbox routine that returns an OS Er r returns a value of noErr, you can
assume the function executed properly. Following is another snippet that
calls OpenMovie File ( ). After the call, the code compares the value of
theError with the value of the Apple-defined constant noE r r. If the two
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aren't equal, the program knows that an error of some sort occurred. Your
program can then handle the error as it sees fit - usually by displaying an
error message in an alert and, possibly, terminating the program.
theError = OpenMovieFile( &theFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );
if ( theError != noErr )
II post a general "Sorry, error" alert and/or quit the program
else
II assume file has been opened and carry on ...

~

You'll find Apple-defined operating system error constants described

l1J in their appropriate chapters. For instance, the fnfErr is mentioned in

Chapter 15.
Toolbox routines aren't the only type of function that can return an
OSErr. You can write any application-defined function in such a way that
it too returns an error code. The following snippet shows part of an
application-defined routine named MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e().
OSErr MyOpenAndPlayMovie( Str255 theMovieName )
{

OSErr theError:
short moovRefNum:
FSSpec theFSSpec;
theError ~ FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0L, theMovieName, &theFSSpec >:
if ( theError != noErr )
return ( theError );
theError = OpenMovieFile( &theFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );
if ( theError != noErr )
return ( theError );
return ( noErr ) :

~

l1J

Again, it isn't important to understand how Toolbox functions such as
FSMakeFSSpec() and OpenMovieFile() work-you'll find all the details
pertaining to these routines in Chapter 14. Instead, just examine the code
and read the following text to gain an understanding of the general
technique of implementing a function that returns an error code.
The MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e ()routine makes several calls to Toolbox
functions that each return an 0 SE r r value - two of the calls are shown.
After each call, the returned 0SE r r value is compared to the Apple-defined
constant noErr. If the value of variable theError doesn't match the value of
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noErr, the function immediately exits and returns the value of theError. If
the function executes without an error, the value of no Err is returned to
signal this fact.
Notice that the MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e() function doesn't actually handle
any errors; it just returns the error code and leaves the task of error-handling
to the routine that calls MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e(). The MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e()
function has an advantage over a similar function that presupposes how a
program will handle errors. By leaving specific error-handling chores to the
program, a function such as MyOpenAndPl ayMovi e() is a likely candidate to
be used as-is in another program - a simple copy and paste, and the code
is reused. If, on the other hand, the function itself determined how errors
should be handled, then the potential would exist for errors to be handled
in a way contrary to how a program expects that to be done.
The following snippet shows one way that a program could handle an
error code returned by the application-defined routine
MyOpenAndPlayMovie(). In this code it is assumed that PostErrorAlert()
is an application-defined routine that posts an alert that displays the passedin string.

OSErr theError:
theError = MyOpenAndPlayMovie( "\pGambling Movie" );
if ( theError == fnfErr )
PostErrorA l ert( "\pFi le not found" ) :
else
PostErrorA l ert( "\pUnknown error" ) :

DETERMINING THE FUTURES OF AUSER'S MACINTOSH
If the Macintosh application that you write is a simple one, you're pretty much
assured that it will run on just about any Macintosh model that is currently
being sold. As your programs become more sophisticated, though, this
assumption shouldn't be made. Why? Because programs that do more require
more. The more that's referred to here is usually a system software extension.
Most of the operating system functionality on a user's Mac is supplied
by the System file found in the user's System Folder. An extension is
software that adds capabilities to the system software found in the System

•• •llt.11•.
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file. The Speech Manager extension, for example, enables a Mac owner to
add speech capabilities to his or her Macintosh. QuickTime, another
extension, adds movie-playing capabilities to a user's Macintosh.
Whenever a Mac program makes a call to a function that makes use of
an extension, that program re lies on the extension's being in the System
folder of every Macintosh the program runs on. For instance, if a program
calls a Toolbox routine such as OpenMovi eFi 1e() in preparation for the
playing of a movie, that program expects the Mac it is currently running on
to have the QuickTime extension installed. Because an extension is an
optional piece of software, any program that relies on an extension must
first verify the presence of that extension.

The Gestah ( ) Function
The Toolbox provides a powerful function that any Mac program can use to
check for the availability of an extension such as the Speech Manager or
QuickTime. That function is Gestalt(). Gest a 1t () accepts two parameters.
The first parameter is a selector code that tells Gest a 1 t () what type of
infom1ation is being sought. The second paramete r is a response parameter
that Gest a 1 t ( ) uses to tum information to a program. There are dozens of
Apple-defined selector codes and hundreds of Apple-defined response
parameter values. The following snippet uses the gesta 1t Oui ck Ti me
selector code to determine whether the QuickTime extension is installed on
me user's Macintosh.
OSErr theError:
theResult;
l ong
theError = Gestalt ( gestaltOuickTime. &theResult l :
if ( theError ! = noErr l
Exi tToShel 1( l:

~

Recall mat in C, passing a function the address of a variable allows the

LLJ function to make a lasting change to the value of mat variable. The same

holds true for Toolbox routines. Passing a Toolbox routine a pointer - me
address of a variable - lets the Toolbox fill me variable with infom1ation
that can then be used by your program.
When Ges ta 1t ( l receives a ges ta 1 tO u i c kTi me select code, the
function checks the user's machine to see if QuickTime is installed. If it is,
Gest a 1t() uses the response parameter - me long variable theResult to pass back the version number of me QuickTime extension. If any
version of QuickTime is on the user's machine, Gestalt( l also returns a
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value of no Err as the function's OS Err rerurn value. If your program is only
interested in whether the user's machine has QuickTime installed, it can
simply check to see if the OS Err rerurn value is noErr. If your program also
needs to know the version number of the QuickTime extension, it can go
on to examine the value in theResult.
Gest a1t ( ) isn't used exclusively for determining the presence of system
software extensions. It can be used to gather all sorts of info1mation about
the user's software and hardware. You can see the power of Gest a1t ( ) by
opening and scrolling through the Gestalt.h universal header file. In that file
you'll find the definitions for all of the Ges ta 1t () selector codes and
response parameters. Figure 1-12 shows that a selector code has a value
surrounded by single quotes. Underneath a selector code you'll find d1e
response parameters for that code.
~
At the time of this writing, Symantec uses a set of universal header files
that includes a GestaltEqu.h file rather than the Gestalt.h file. If you're using
a Symantec compiler and you can't find a file named Gestalt.h, look for this
GestaltEqu.h file.

L.LJ

Selector code

..,,...

•

Gestalt.h
(

:?geslal lNaliveCPUlllP•
r.r"""1=i-'....,. ges la I lCPU68000
ges la I lCPU680 I 0
ges la I lCPU68020
Response
gu la I lCPU68030
ges la I lCPU68040
parameters
ges la I lCPU60 I
geslal lCPU603
~gesla I lCPU604

l!.tllill~I

l Line:

. '·
II

'cpu t ' 1

• 2,
• 3,

.
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c
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0><101,
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• Ox104

119

Figure 1-12

The Gestalt.h universal header file holds Gestalt selector code and response
parameter values.
In Figure 1-12 you can see that the type of CPU the user's Mac has can
be determined by using Gest a 1t ( ) and a selector code of
gestal tNati veCPUtype. Gestalt() will rerurn one of eight response
parameters for this selector code. If you include response parameter
constants in your code, as recommended, you can ignore d1eir numerical
values. The following snippet shows how the gesta 1 tNat i veCPUtype
selector code can be used with Gest a 1 t ( ). The snippet also shows one
way to check the response parameter value returned by Gestalt () .
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theError =Gestalt( gestaltNativeCPUtype, &theResult ):
switch ( theResult )
I

case gestaltCPU68000:
Drawstring( •\pYour 68000 CPU is outdated - upgrade!· ):
break:
case gestaltCPU68020:
case gestaltCPU68030:
case gestaltCPU68040:
Drawstring( •\pConsider moving to PowerPC!" ):
break:
default:
Drawstring( "\pYou're enjoying the power of PowerPC!" ):
break:

The above snippet writes out a message regarding the CPU in the user's
machine. The 68000 CPU is the original Macintosh processor found only in
older models such as the Mac Plus, as pointed out in the case section for
the gesta l tCPU68000 response parameter value. The 68010 was never used
in any Mac, so that response parameter isn't given a case label. If theResul t
doesn't have one of the gestaltCPU680x0 values, then it must have one of
the ges ta ltCPU60x values. The 601, 603, and 604 are PowerPC chip
numbers, so the message reflects that fact.

THE SIMPLEMOVIE SOURCE CODE LlmNG
Many of the topics covered in this chapter have been supported by
example snippets and discussions that used QuickTime movies, so it
should come as no surprise to you that the next example program also uses
QuickTime. When run, the SimpleMovie program opens a window, plays a
short· QuickTime movie, and then quits. One frame from the movie which is a waving flag- can be seen in Figure 1-13.
Like the lntroProgram, the SimpleMovie application requires only a
single WIND resource, pictured in Figure 1-14. Rather than use a window
with a title bar, SimpleMovie uses a window frame like that found on a
modal, or fixed, dialog box. This information is set in the WI ND resource. In
ResEdit, a click on one of the small window icons in the window editor
changes the look of the window.
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Figure 1-13

The result of running the SimpleMovie example application.
WIND ID - 128 from SlmpleMoule
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Figure 1-14
The WINO resource used by the SimpleMovie example program.
As with the previous example program, the entire source code listing is
given first, followed by a detailed explanation. Here's the listing from the
SimpleMovie.c file:
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''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#include <Movies.h>

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void

InitializeToolbox( void );

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Movie gTheMovie;

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define
#define

kMovieFileName
rMovieWindow

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
OS Err
theError:
long
theResult;
short
moovRefNum:
short
moovResID = 0:
Str255
movieName;
Boolean
wasChanged;
FSSpec
theFSSpec;
InitializeToolbox();
theError =Gestalt( gestaltQuickTime. &theResult );
if ( theError !c noErr }
ExitToShell();
theError = EnterMovies();
theError
theError
theError

FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0L, kMovieFileName, &theFSSpec );
OpenMovieFile( &theFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );
= NewMovieFromFile( &gTheMovie, moovRefNum, &moovResIO,
movieName, newMovieActive.
&wasChanged );
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );
=

=

theWindow GetNewWindow( rMovieWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetMovieGWorld( gTheMovie, (CGrafPtr)theWindow, nil );
StartMovie( gTheMovie );
do
MoviesTask( gTheMovie, 0 );
while ( IsMovieDone( gTheMovie ) ==false );
a

I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void InitializeToolbox( void
I

lnitGraf( &qd.thePort };
Ini tFonts();
InitWindows();
InitMenus():
TEinit():
InitDialogs( 0L );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 };
InitCursor():
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Universal Header Files
Because IntroProgram was such a simple application, its source code got
away without including any of the universal header files. SimpleMovie uses
some Toolbox functions not called by most applications, so it needs to add
one of the universal header files that isn't a part of the precompiled header
file found in all applications. The prototypes for all of the nonstandard
Toolbox routines used by SimpleMovie can be found in Movies.h, so that's
the only universal header file that needs to be included in the listing.
#include <Movies.h>

Function Prototypes
All application-defined functions other than ma i n ( ) require a function
prototype. SimpleMovie defines just one function - it's called
InitializeToolbox().

void

InitializeToolbox( void );

Global Variables
This book's variable-naming convention states that all global variables begin
with a lowercase g. SimpleMovie declares one global variable, a variable of
the Macintosh type Mo vi e.
Movie gTheMovie;

Constants
In this book you'll find that an application-defined constant that is used for
a resource begins with a lowercase r. SimpleMovie defines a constant
named rMovi eWi ndow to hold the value of the WI ND resource. Other
application-defined constants that aren't resource-related begin with a
lowercase k. SimpleMovie defines a constant named kMovi eFil eName to
store the name of the QuickTime movie file that is to be played.
/Jdefi ne
/Jdefi ne

kMovieFileName
rMovieWindow

•\pFlag"
128

11111 11 ll II
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In a large application, the movie file name could appear in numerous
places throughout the source code listing. If it's decided to use a different
movie in a later version of the program, only the constant definition would
have to be changed. All of the source code, which uses the name
kMovi eFi 1eName rather than the string, remains untouched. The same
applies to the WIND resource ID.

Local Variables
SimpleMovie declares a host of variables local to ma i n ( ) . Each variable
follows this book's convention of using lowercase for the first word of each
local variable name.
WindowPtr
OS Err
long
short
short
Str255
Boolean
FSSpec

theWindow:
theError:
theResult:
moovRefNum:
moovResID = 0:
movieName:
wasChanged;
theFSSpec:

lnitiar11ations
The main () function begins by calling the application-defined routine
Initial i zeTool box(). Recall that the Toolbox initialization should be the
first thing your application does.
InitializeToolbox();

The In i ti al i z e Too 1box ( ) function consists of nothing more than calls
to the same eight Toolbox functions made at the start of the IntroProgram's
ma i n ( ) routine.
void InitializeToolbox( void
I

InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts():
InitWindows():
InitMenus():
TEI nit(>:
InitDialogs( 0L ):
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 ):
InitCursor():
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The In i ti a 1 i ze Too 1box ( ) function is used in every example program
in this book. To save a little ink, the listing for this function is not included
in the rest of the book's source code listings. You will, of course, find its
listing in every example source code file that appears on this book's CD.

Checking for Qukkrrme
Because SimpleMovie relies on QuickTime, the program needs to verify that
this system extension is present on the user's machine. A call to Gest a1t ( ) ,
using the g est a1t Ou i ck Ti me selector code, provides this verification.
SimpleMovie demonstrates error checking by examining the returned OS Err
value. If it is anything other than no Err, the program will realize that
QuickTime isn't available. A call to the Toolbox function Ex i t To She 11 ( )
will then terminate the program.
theError =Gestalt( gestaltQuickTime. &theResult );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell ():

Playing a Movie
Next, SimpleMovie calls four Toolbox functions that each return an OS Err
value. Error handling has already been demonstrated in the call to Ge st a 1t ( ) , so in this abbreviated program, no error-checking is pet.formed on
these returned values. In a full-featured application, it would be wise to
examine the value of the Error after each call. If at any time theError
takes on a value other than no Err, a problem has occurred and should be
dealt with.
theError = EnterMovies();
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0L. kMovieFileName. &theFSSpec );
theError = OpenMovieFile( &theFSSpec, &moovRefNum. fsRdPerm );
theError = NewMovieFromFile( &gTheMovie, moovRefNum. &moovResID.
movieName, newMovieActive. &wasChanged
);

The details of the above four Toolbox functions are provided in Chapter 14.
Suffice it to say, these functions do the following:
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• Initialize the movie-related Toolbox functions.
• Create a record that tells where the movie file can be found on disk.
• Open the movie file.
• Create a movie in memory based on the data in the movie file.
After the movie is loaded in memory, the file from which the movie
data came from can be closed. Another Toolbox function takes care of
this chore.
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum >:

A movie is played in a window. A call to the Toolbox function
GetNewWi ndow() loads the WIND resource data into memory. Rather than
using the numerical value of the WI ND resource ID as a parameter,

SimpleMovie uses an application-defined constant. After the window is
opened, a call to the Toolbox routine SetMovi eGWorl d ()associates the
QuickTime movie with the new window.
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rMovieWindow. nil. (WindowPtr)-lL ):
SetMovieGWorldC gTheMovie, CCGrafPtr)theWindow. nil >:

SimpleMovie plays the QuickTime movie by calling the Toolbox
routines StartMovie( ), MoviesTask( ), and IsMovieDone().
StartMovie( gTheMovie >:
do
MoviesTaskC gTheMovie. 0 >:
while ( IsMovieOone( gTheMovie ) ==false >:

Each of these routines is covered in Chapter 14, the QuickTime
chapter.
SimpleMovie has no event loop. When the movie completes playing,
the do-while loop will end- and so will the program.
SimpleMovie makes 21 function calls - 20 calls to Toolbox routines and
1 call to an application-defined routine. SimpleMovie makes it apparent that
the power of Macintosh programming lies in the Toolbox. Your ability to
exploit that power comes from gaining a knowledge of the routines that
make up the Toolbox.
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Writing Code for Old and New Macs
Before 1994, all Macintosh computers used one of the microprocessors from
the Motorola 680x0 family of CPUs. Now, there are millions of Macintosh
computers with these Motorola chips and millions of Macintosh computers
based on the newer PowerPC microprocessor. These two microprocessors
use different instructions, and a compiler that generates Macintosh applications can't compile code using two different instruction sets. While there
may soon be dual-processor machines that hold both types of processors,
those Macintosh computers will be the exception rather than the norm.

68K AND PPC COMPUTERS
As noted, all Macintosh computers used a version of the Motorola 680x0

microprocessor until recently. The x in 680x0 means that there are several
different CPUs in this family of microprocessors - including the 68000,
68020, 68030, and 68040 versions. Now Apple is phasing out the 680x0
family of processors and bringing in the PowerPC family of microprocessors.
Since some current Macs use the 680x0 processor and some use the
PowerPC processor, a distinction needs to be made when one discusses the
type of machine a Mac program will be running on. A Macintosh that is
driven by one of the 680x0 family of processors is said to be a 680x0-based
Macintosh, or a 68K-based Macintosh, A Mac that uses one of the PowerPC
family of chips is referred to as a PowerPC-based Macintosh, or a PPG-based
Macintosh. This book uses the phrases 68K-based and PPC-based.

68K AND PPC APPUCATIONS
The 680x0 chips and the PowerPC chips use different instruction sets.
Compiled code that is recognized by one chip is not recognized by the
other. Because of this, companies such as Symantec and Metrowerks that
make Mac compilers each distribute two separate compilers, one that
generates 68K applications and one that generates PPC applications.
~
The above statement is subject to change. Both Symantec and
Metrowerks will each soon have a single environment that allows the
creation of either a 68K or PPC application. Even as you read this note, one
or both may be available!

l.__l_J
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A 68K-based Macintosh cannot run a program that was designed to run
on a PPC-based Macintosh because of the different instruction set the
PowerPC chips use. A PPC-based Macintosh, on the other hand , can run
both types of programs - those designed for PPC-based Macs and those
designed for 68K-based Macs. There's a simple explanation for this apparent
contradiction - a PPC-based Mac contains code that enables the computer
to emulate 68K code. That is, when a PPC-based Macintosh encounters a
program designed to run on a 68K-based Mac, it knows how to interpret the
68K instructions and convert them to recognizable PPC instructions. Figure
1-15 illustrates this.

681C-based Mac

68K App Ii cation
PPG-based Mac

PPC-based Mac

PPC App Ii cation

Figure 1·15
A 68K application can run on either a 68K-based Mac or a PPC-based Mac,
while a PPC application can run only on a PPC-based Mac.
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If a PPC application only runs on PPC-based Macs while a 68K application can run on both 68K-based and PPC-based Macs, why write a PPC
application? Because while a 68K application will run on a PPC-based
Macintosh, it won't run in native mode; that is, it won't take advantage of
the faster processing speed of the PowerPC chip. Instead, the 68K code that
makes up the 68K application will have to be converted to PowerPC
instructions by the PPC-based Macintosh. That significantly slows down the
execution of the 68K program.
To create the fastest program, you'll want to create a PPC application.
The drawback to this is that owners of 68K-based Macs can't use your
program. The solution to that dilemma is to create two versions of the same
program. One is generated by a 68K compiler and consists of 68K code for
68K-based Mac owners, and the other is generated by a PPC compiler and
consists of faster PPC code for PPC-based Mac owners.
Distributing two versions of the same program could cause confusion
for some Mac owners - they might not understand why they have two
copies of the same program, or they might feel that they're paying extra
money for a second program that they'll never use. To make things more
convenient for the end user, a developer has the option of combining the
two versions of a program into one single program. This fat binary
application, or fat app, is the perfect solution. When an owner of a 68Kbased Mac double-dicks on the application icon, the Macinfosh is smart
enough to determine which of the two sets of code should be executed.
The same holds true when the owner of a PPC-based Mac double-clicks on
the same application icon - only the PPC code will be executed.

COMPIURS AND THE INTEGUTED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT (IDE)
Your compiler of choice is really much more than just a compiler-it's a
source code editor, compiler, linker, and debugger. When an assortment of
program development utilities are packaged together, this is often referred
to as an integrated development environment, or IDE If you use Symantec's
1HINK C, the Think Project Manager is your IDE. If you use Symantec C++,
the Symantec Project Manager is your IDE. If you're a Metrowerks fan, than
you're using the Code Warrior IDE as your IDE. Since the phrase integrated
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development environment is a bit wordy and !DE is a little tob brief, this
book compromises and refers to your development package as the
development environment.
Macintosh compilers such as the ones from Symantec and Metrowerks
are project-based. A project is a file that serves as an organ izer of the files
that make up the Macintosh program under development. A single project
may hold one or more source code files, one or more resource files, and
one or more library files. A library is a file that holds code that has already
been compiled. Compilers come with libraries of code that provide your
project with support for the Toolbox routines. Symantec's MacTraps and
Metrowerks' MacOS.lib are two commonly used libraries. Figure 1-16 shows
how a project typically consists of three types of files and how the IDE turns
these three files into a single application.
11=:1 lntroPro n1m.rsrc

ll&m lntroPro n1m.c
lni Windows<>;
In I lllti>usO;

TE Inf l < >;
lni lOlalOQs< OL >;
FlushEvents< avryE:ve:nt, O
lni

tc-.rsor< >;

>;
Co.p I 1..-IL Ink..-

tl\flocApp

01101101010110101010101000
111010101010 11101101000111
01100111100010101011100101
11101010111000000110110101
11011110101010010100001001

Figure 1·16

A Macintosh pro;ect holds source code, resource, and library files that together
will become a Macintosh application.

~

Figure 1-16 uses a resource window from the ResEdit resource editor to

L..l_J represent a resource file and a source code window from the Metrowerks

editor to represent a source code file. A library has no such editor that can
be used to view its contents, so Figure 1-16 uses a host of ls and Os to
represent a library. A library file consists of compiled code, so its contents
can't be viewed in the way that a resource file or source code file can be.
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Source code that is to become a 68K application needs to be compiled
differently than source code that is to become a PPC application. If you
want to create both a 68K version and a PPC version of the same program,
an IDE will typically require that you create two separate projects. Each
project might hold the same source code file and the same resource file, but
the two projects will be compiled differently. The details of these differences
are generally left to the compiler. Because you'll be more concerned with
generating a working application rather than understanding the details of
different CPU instruction sets, this should set well with you!
~
All source code listings in this book compile using either a 68K or PPC
compiler, so you can generate either a 68K or a PPC version of any
example. In each folder that holds an example you'll find a source code
file, a resource file, and two projects - one project to be used with a 68K
compiler and one to be used with a PPC compiler. Both projects share the
same source code file and resource file, but each uses different supporting libraries.

l__l_J
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Resources

A

Macintosh program is composed of resources: a few, dozens, or
even hundreds. In this chapter you will learn how all interface
elements start as resources. You'll also learn how some of the more
common resource types are created and used.
r,ien you launch a Mac application, many of its resources remain
on '1k; they don't get loaded into memory. Before a program can use
resources, though, the program must load them into memory.
This hapter describes both a specific approach you can use to load
s · 1c types of resources and a more general approach that you can
use load any type of resource. Because loading a resource successfully s dependent on the availability of free memory, this chapter
describes a simple method for handling resource-related errors.
program's resources are usually all stored within the program
itself. A program may, however, also use resources that are stored
outsi e the application - resources that reside in external resource
files. In this chapter you'll see how a program can do this, as well as
why a program might do this.

c§i·

About Resources
Resources, resources, resources. If you're programming the Mac, you
can't escape this topic. Here's why resources are of such importance to
Macintosh programmers.
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RESOURCES AND THE MACINTOSH INTERFACE
In Chapter 1, you learned that the Macintosh graphical user interface is
created by using resources. Almost anything you see on your Macintosh
screen starts out as a resource. A window is defined by a WIND resource; the
menu bar is defined by a MBAR resource; each menu in the menu bar is
described by a MENU resource; each icon on the desktop is identified by an
I CON or similar resource.
The Macintosh views a resource as just more computer code. For
programmers, though, the Mac displays this code in a graphical manner that
makes for easy viewing and editing.

EDITING RESOURCES

~

L_IJ

Computer programs usually keep track of numbers. For example, programs
calculate the population of cities, update the number of items in a store's
inventory, and measure the distance between planets. Computer programs
that display a graphical user interface also keep track of, obviously,
graphics. While numbers don't lend themselves to an editing process that is
primarily visual, graphics do. So it's natural that interface elements such as
windows, menus, dialog boxes, and icons can be edited in a manner that
deals with graphics rather than numbers. While text is treated as text in a
text editor, resources are treated as graphics in a resource editor.
Mac programmers have a choice when it comes to using a resource
editor. ResEdit, an Apple product, is by far the most popular resource editor.
It is freely available from online services and is included with most development environments. Symantec and Metrowerks include it on their CDs.
Resorcerer, a third-party product, can be purchased directly from the
company that makes it, Mathemaesthetics, Inc.
Most programmers use ResEdit. Books like this one show most
resource-related screen dumps from a ResEdit perspective. So ResEdit must
be the best choice of the resource editors, right? Consider the following
before drawing that conclusion. Most programmers use ResEdit because it's
free. And most books use ResEdit in screen shots because most programmers are using ResEdit. Remember, free means just that - free. It doesn't
mean better. If you are a beginner to intermediate Macintosh programmer,
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ResEdit should work just fine. Should you begin to take Mac programming
very seriously, you might consider investing in Resorcerer. It offers numerous resource-editing features not found in ResEdit.
Resources are stored in resource files. A single resource file may contain
several different types of resources, and several resources of any given type
of these different types. Because more than one resource of a type can be
saved in a single file, each resource has a resource ID. Figure 2-1 shows a
file that contains two WI N0 resources. The figure shows that the WIN 0
resource with an ID of 128 is being edited.
WINDs from MyMocRpp.rsrc
126
129

29
29

uc:cuoouo BD
Color:

@ Default

0

Top:~

Height:

§0

left:~ Width:~

Custom

181 lnltiolly ulsible
181 Close boH

Figure 2-1
A resource file may contain more than one resource of a resource type.

Figure 2-1 shows how you can edit a resource graphically. At the top of
the WI ND editor is a row containing icons that represent the different looks a
window can have. By clicking on one of these icons, you can change the
look of the window that this WIND resource will be used to create.
While a resource editor provides a programmer the comfort of editing
resources in a visual manner, underneath it all, numbers are still involved.
When you use a resource editor to change a characteristic of a resource,
such as the look of a window, you are really just changing numbers that get
stored as information in a window definition. You can confirm this by using
your resource editor to view any resource in a format other than the
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graphical one that the editor usually presents to you. If you're using ResEdit,
open a resource file (any resource file with a WI ND will do - the resource
file for this chapter's ResourceLoader program includes one). Double-dick
on the WIND icon in the typepicker(the main ResEdit window), and then
click once on a WI ND resource to select it. Don't double-dick on it as you
would to view it in the WIND editor. Next, select Open Using Hex Editor
from the Resource menu. When you do that, you'll see the WIND resource
shown as hexadecimal numbers rather than as it looks with a fancy
graphical front end. Figure 2-2 shows how the WIND resource pictured in
Figure 2-1 looks when viewed in this way.
~
If you're using Resorcerer, open a resource file. Then click on WIND on
the left side of the File window - the main Resorcerer window. That
displays a list of all the WI ND resources in the file (depending on which
resource file you use, there may, of course, be only one - or perhaps none
at all). Click once on one of these WIND resources. Then click on the Hex
button in the File window.

L.LJ

WINOS from MyMacRpp.rsrr
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Figure 2·2
A WIND resource, as viewed using the hex editor in ResEdit.

RESOURCES AND THEIR ROLE IN MAC PROGRAMS
Because Macintosh programs are graphical, consisting of menus, windows,
dialog boxes, pictures, sounds, movies, and more, you might expect that a
typical Mac application holds a number of resources. If that was your
guess, go ahead and award yourself a prize. Macintosh programs contain
dozens - even hundreds - of resources.
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To see the resources that any Mac program contains, launch your
resource editor. Then select Open from the File menu and open the
application. Remember, when an application is built using a development
environment, compiled source code and resources are combined into a
single file, the application file. Programs such as ResEdit and Resorcerer can
open any file that contains resources, and that includes applications.
Several software companies distribute program documentation on disk
rather than in hardcopy form. Some of those companies also distribute
Apple's DocViewer as the application with which users view their documentation. For an example of the types of resources you can expect to find in a
program, refe r to Figure 2-3. This figure shows how Apple's DocViewer
program looks when opened with ResEdit.
Apple OocUlewer
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Figure 2-3
Some of the many resource types found in a typical commercial application.

There are far too many resource types to describe in detail in this book.
Knowledge of the more than 100 resource types isn't important; only a
handful are used by most programmers. The other, more esoteric, resource
types are used by large applications that include a vast multitude of features.
Table 2-1 provides a good summary of the most common resource types the types you 're likely to encounter as you program the Macintosh.
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Table 2·1
Some of the Common Resource Types
Four-character name

Description

ALAT

Alert box

BNDL

Bundle, groups together icon information

CNTL

Control, defines a control for a window or dialog box

CODE

Code segment, holds 6BK executable code

Dill

Dialog item list, the items that appear in a dialog box

DLOG

Dialog box

FAEF

File reference, relates icons to file types

ICN#

Large black and white icon 132 by 32 pixels)

ics#

Small black and white icon (16by16 pixels)

ic14

Large 4-bit color icon (32 by 32 pixels)

ics4

Small 4-bit color icon (16 by 16 pixels)

iclB

Large 8-bit color icon (32 by 32 pixels)

icsB

Small 8-bit color icon (16 by 16 pixels)

MBAA

Menu bar

MENU

Menu

PICT

Picture

snd

Sound (note: last character in resource name is a space)

STA

String (note: last character in resource name is a space)

STA#

String list, holds one or more strings

WIND

Window

Loading Resources
When you start up a Mac application, only some of its resources get loaded
into memory. Before your program can use the other resources, it must load
them into memory.
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RESOURCES AND MEMORY
When a Macintosh program is launched, or started, a copy of a pa1t of the
program is loaded into a partition, or area, in RAM. Chapter 3 provides
details of this application partition. The part of the program that gets loaded
into RAM is the program's executable code- the compiled code.
~
So, as a program runs, it will load more and more resources and will
eventually use up more and more RAM, right? Partially right. More and more
resources will get loaded. But resources have a purgeable attribute that can
be set. That means that when a program is finished with a resource, it lets
the Memory Manager know that it's okay to deallocate the memory that
resource uses. So while one resource is getting loaded into memory,
another one may be getting thrown out.
Loading a resource consists of making a copy of the resource's data,
finding a free area in memory that is large enough to hold that data, and
then moving the data into that area. Fortunately, the details of this process
are handled by the Resource Manager and the Memory Manager - you
only need to make a single Toolbox call to accomplish all of this. One such
Toolbox call is GetNewWi ndow(). Figure 2-4 shows that a call to this function
results in the copying of the data from a WIN D resource and the loading of
that data into RAM.

l1J
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Earlier in this chapter you saw that the storage
of a program's executable code varies depending on whether the application was compiled
with a 68K compiler or a PowerPC compiler
(refer to Chapter 1 for a definition of these
types of compilers). This leads to a difference
in the loading of the code as well:
•

A program compiled with a 68K compiler has some of its COOE resources
loaded at application launch (those COO E
resources with a preload attribute set),
while other CODE resources are loaded as
need arises during program execution.

•

A program compiled with a PowerPC
compiler has all its executable code

loaded from the data fork at application
launch.
When you launch a program, a copy of the
executable code gets loaded into memory but most of the application's resources don't.
Instead, resources remain on disk until needed.
Only when a program requires the data that
makes up a particular resource does a copy of
that data get loaded into memory. Some programs occupy several megabytes of disk
space, yet they require far less RAM than
that in order to execute. Keeping resources on
disk and loading them only on demand makes
this possible.
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Figure 2-4

A resource holds data that gets loaded into memory and used by an application.
Once in memory, a resource is usually treated as an o bject rather than
as the collection of data that it is. Instead of directly accessing the resource
data in memory, Toolbox routines are called to act o n the object. For
example , the data of a WIND resource is tl10ught of as a window, and is
treated as a window object. To move the window on the screen, the
Toolbox routine DragWi ndow ( ) is used. To change the w indow's size, the
Toolbox routine GrowWi ndowC) is called.
~
In Chapter 1 it w as mentioned that a resource serves as a template from
which any number of instances, or elements, can be created. Now that you
know that the loading of a resource means the loading of a copy of the
resource data, this concept should make sense. A program can call
GetNewWi ndowC ) any number of times using the same WI ND resource ID.
Each call will result in a new window (and a new pointe r to that window)
in memory. If each window is based on the same WIND resource, each will
have the same characteristics (such as the same window type, or look, the
same size, the same initial location o n the screen, and so forth).

l1_J
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LOADING AWIND RESOURCE
In Chapter 1 you were introduced to the WIND resource type. The WIND is

the most common of the more than 100 resource types. Because the loading
of some resource types is such a common programming task, the Toolbox
contains routines that are each designed to load a specific resource type.
You've already seen one such routine, GetNewWi ndow( ).
In a call to GetNewWi ndow( ), you don't need to specify which resource
type should be loaded. The Toolbox knows what you're after. However,
because a resource file can hold more than one resource of a resource type,
you will need to specify the resource ID of the WI ND resource to load. The
following snippet loads a WI ND resource with an ID of 500:
#define
rMessageWindow
500
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rMessageWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll ):

LOADING APICT RESOURCE
Another Toolbox routine designed to load a particular type of resource is
GetPi cture(). In Macintosh programming, you can paste a clip-art picture
(or one you have created using a paint or draw program) into a resource
file, where it will automatically be saved as a PI CT resource. If a program is
to make use of a PI CT resource, it should call the Toolbox routine
GetPi cture() to load the picture data into memory. The following snippet
will load a PI CT resource with an ID of 300:
#define
PicHandle
thePicture

=

rEinsteinPicture
300
thePicture:
GetPicture( rEinsteinPicture ):

As is the case with GetNewWi ndow() and window data, GetPi cture()
only loads the picture data into memory - it doesn't do anything with the
data. Just as you call other Toolbox routines (such as Set Port(), as
mentioned in Chapter 1) to take some action with window data, you call
other Toolbox routines to take some action with picture data. A call to
Draw Pi ct u re ( ) , for instance, draws the picture data to the frontmost window:

DrawPicture( thePicture. &theRect ):

•• •ll.1il l•.
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you will need to typecast a value of - 1. To
typecast. or force, a value to a different data
type, precede the value with the data type,
enclosed in parentheses. In this case, precede
the number-1 with (Wi ndowPt r). Because all
The awkward-looking third parameter is used Macintoshpointers (including the Wi ndowPt r)
to indicate whether the window should appear are 4 bytes in size, append an uppercas13letter
in front of any other open windows. Avalue of L to the numerical value that is to be typecast.
-1 places the window in front. a value of ni l That guarantees that the number will occupy
places it behind all others. Because the Toolbox the 4-byte memory size of a l ong type, which
definesthisparametertobeoftypeWi ndowPtr, is the same size as a pointer.

The second parameter to GetNewWi ndow()
is used to optionally specify a memory location
for the WI ND resource. Pass nil to let the
Window Manager locate a free area inmemory.

~
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The second parameter to DrawPi ct ure() is a rectangle that defines the
coordinates at w hich the picture w ill be drawn in the frontmost window.
Pictures and Dr awP i ct ure ( ) are discussed in detail in Chapter 10.

LOADING OTHER RESOURCE TYPES
There isn't a Toolbox routine written to specifically load each type of
resource. But there is a generic resource-loading Toolbox function you can
use to load any type of resource: GetResource( ). The GetResource()
function is used to get a handle to a resource. Here's an example of a call
to this function:
Handle

theHandle ;

theHandl e

=

GetResource< •snd • • 9000 ) :

As you'll see in Chapter 3, a pointer holds the address of an object in
memory, while a handle holds the address of a pointer. This somewhat
confusing memory management scheme actually has a very practical
purpose, as you'll see in the next chapter. For now, Figure 2-5 illustrates
how a handle variable named theHandle indirectly leads to an object in
memory. In tl1is figure a sound resource (a resource of type snd) is loaded
into memory using a call to Get Resource( ). After loading the sound data,
GetResource() returns to the program a handle to this data. When the
program needs to access the sound data, it w ill use this handle.
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Handle

.. •.,.,...

theHandle

theHandl e = Get Resource( 'snd '

9000 ) ;

theHandle
0x00625000

~

0x00742000

0x006 25000

10111001010
11111001101
00101011001
01101111010
11010101001

[ ex011742000

(handle, or pointer
to a pointer, to the
sound data)

Sound data

Pointer to sound data
(address of the start
of sound data)

Figure 2·5
A handle holds the address of a pointer, while the pointer holds the address
of data.
The GetResource() function requires two parameters. The first is the
type of resource that is to be loaded. The type is the four-character resource
name -W IND and PICT are examples. Because you can use
GetNewWi ndow() and Get Picture() to load resources of these types, you
won't need to call GetResource() to load window or picture data. Instead,
you'll use GetResource() for loading resource types such as the sound
resource.
The second parameter to GetResource() is the ID of the resource to be
loaded. Because a resource file may have more than one sound (or more
than one of whatever other type of resource is being loaded), you need to
specify which is to be loaded. In the above snippet a snd resource with an
ID of 9000 is being loaded into memory.
~
Chapter 13 discusses sound resources, sound files, and the playing of
sounds. This book's CD contains several sounds you can experiment with in
your own programs.
You can record sounds with your Macintosh and save them as resources, or you can purchase collections of sound resources. In either case,
a sound that is in a resource file has a type of snd . That space that appears

l__l_J
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between the d of snd and the period isn't a typo - the snd resource type
ends with a space. Remember, resources all have a type that must be four
characters long. To meet this four-character requirement, the sound resource
type ends with a space.
After calling GetResource(), your program will have a handle that can
be used to reference the resource data that has been loaded into memory.
Continuing with the sound example, the sound data in memory can be
played by calling the Toolbox function SnclPlay(). You'll see an example of
how this function works in the ResourceLoading program.

Example Program: Resourceloading
ResourceLoading is a simple program that serves to demonstrate how to
load three different types of resources: a window resource, a picture
resource, and a sound resource. When you run ResourceLoading, you'll see
a window like the one pictured in Figure 2-6. You'll also hear the whinny of
a horse. After several seconds the program will quit on its own.

Figure 2-6
The window displayed by the Resourceloading program.
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RESOURCES FOR THE EIAMPU PROGRAM
The ResourceLoading project uses three resources: a WIND, a PICT, and a
s nd . Figure 2-7 uses ResEdit to show the ID and size of each of these
resources.
Resourceloadln~rsrc

U.li

<1>~

PICT

snd

CJ
\/IND

snds from Resourceloading.rsrc

m.

SiH

Name

I

312172

9000

PICTs from Resourceloading.rsrc

..__

ID

Sizt

--

Sys Purge Lock Protect

Pr•~

Col'

l

137416

500

OOila .WINOS from.Resourceloadlnjl.i"src ·§1!11
112.

126

Size

29

Name

~
~

16
Figure 2·7
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The resources used in the Resourceloading project.
Resource editors let you view resources in different ways. If you're
using ResEdit, double-dick on the PI CT icon to see a reduced-size version
of the picture used by ResourceLoading. To view this picture by its size, as
shown in Figure 2-7, select the By Size menu item from the View menu. If
you're using Resorcerer as your resource editor, you won't need to take this
extra step - the size of the picture will be displayed next to the reducedsize view of the picture resource.
Why are the resources shown by size in Figure 2-7? To introduce a
new, only slightly related topic, of course! At some point in the running of
ResourceLoading, all three of its resources will be in memory at the same
time: The window will be open with the picture drawn in it, and the sound
will be playing. If you refer to Figure 2-7, you can add up the sizes of these
resources to see that they total about 450,000 bytes, or roughly 450K. Because
these resources will all be in memory at the same time, you now know that
ResourceLoading will need at least this much memory in order to run.
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Your development environment assigns a preset, or default, size for
new applications - one typical value is 384K. That's good enough for
many programs but not good enough for ResourceLoading. A size of 1024K
(lMB) is more appropriate. You can increase this application partition size
from within your development environment. Then, when you build, or
make, a new version of the ResourceLoading program, it will be assigned a
new, larger, memory partition size.
The different development environments provide slightly different
means of changing the partition size for a program that is to be built from a
project. Figure 2-8 shows that the Project panel in the Preferences dialog
box is the place to make this change when using a Metrowerks compiler.
Figure 2-9 shows that the Project Type panel in the Options dialog box is
where you set the partition size when using a Symantec compiler.
~
Figure 2-8 shows the dialog box that appears when you select Preferences from the Edit menu of version 6 of the CodeWarrior compiler. Figure
2-9 shows the dialog box that appears when you select Options from the
Project menu of version 8.0 of the Symantec compiler. Earlier versions of the
Symantec compiler let you make the partition size change from a dialog box
brought up by selecting Set Project Type from the Project menu. Regardless
of the compiler, or version of compiler, that you use, a little menu searching
will e nable you to find a way to change the partition size.
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Rpply to open project.
Project Type:

I
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I
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Figure 2-8
For a Metrowerks Code Warrior proiect, the partition size is set from the Proiect
pa'.lel of the Preferences dialog box.
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Pro ect Options for "Resourceloadln •Tl"
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Figure 2-9

For a Symantec 8.x pro;ect, the partition size is set from the Pro;ect Type panel
of the Options dialog box.
~
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In the versions of the compilers being examined here, Symantec uses a
default partition size of 1024K, or lMB, while Metrowerks uses 384K. Both
compilers allow you to set both a minimum pa1tition size and a preferred
partition size. If there is sufficient free memory on the user's Mac when
ResourceLoader is launched , the preferred size will be used. If there isn't
that much memory available, an amount as low as the minimum value will
be used. If there isn't even that much free memory, the application won't
launch and an alert will inform the user of this memory shortage.
The PI CT resource used in the ResourceLoading project is a digitized
picture of two horses. The picture started as a TIFF file (a file format
commonly used to hold digitized pictures) that was opened in a paint
program. From the paint program, a large section of the picture was
selected and copied. Creating a PI CT resource was a simple matter of
opening the ResourceLoading resource file and pasting the contents of the
clipboard to the resource file. Both ResEdit and Resorcerer will turn a
copied picture into a RI CT resource in this manner. Figure 2-10 shows this
PI CT resource.
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Type:
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Size:
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Protected
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Figure 2-10

Using ResEdit to change the ID of the PI CT resource used in the
Resourceloading project.
Figure 2-10 shows how ResEdit displays reduced-size versions of PI CT
resources. It also shows how to change the resource ID of a resource. To
display the Info dialog box for a resource, click on the resource once, and
then select Get Resource Info from the Resource menu. Type in an ID of
your choosing. If you're using Resorcerer, click on a resource and then click
on the Info button in the File w indow - the main Resorcerer window.
Figure 2-11 shows the last of the three ResourceLoading resources, the
WI ND resource. Using ResEdit, the look of the window was set by clicking
on one of the icons in the row of window icons found at the top of the
WI ND editor window. If you're using Resorcerer, first click once on the WI ND
type in the column of resource types on the left of the File window. Then
double-click on the WI ND displayed on the right of the File window. Next,
select Set Window Info from the window menu. That w ill open a dialog
box that lets you specify the window type, its size, and other information.
When creating the WIND resource for ResourceLoading, make sure the
Initially visible checkbox is unchecked. And don't be concerned with the
size of the window - any values can be used for this program. That's
because the fmal size of the window w ill be determined and set fro m w ithin
the source code, as described next.
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Figure 2-11
The WI ND resource used by the Resourceloading project, as viewed in ResEdit.

SOURCE CODE FOR THE EXAMPLE PROGRAM
The ResourceLoading program starts, as do all programs in this book, by
making a call to In i t i al i z e Tool box Cl to initialize the various Toolbox
manage rs. After that, calls to GetN ewWi nd ow( ), Get Pict ure(), and
Get Resource ( ) are made to load each of the three resources:
#define
rMovieWindow
128
#define
rHorse Picture
500
#define
rHorseSound
9000
W
i ndowPtr theWindow;
Pi cHandle thePictu re;
Handle
theSound ;
theWindow = GetNewW
indow( rMovieW
indow . nil. (WindowPtrl -lL );
thePicture = GetPicture( rHorsePicture );
theSound = Get Resource( ' snd ' . rHorseSound ) ;
When picture data is in memory, it appears there in a sp ecific order.
That means that a program can easily access particular pieces of information
about the picture. For instance, the second piece of information in a block
of memory that holds picture data is always the pixel coordinates of the
p icture . This infom1ation is held in the form of a rectangle. The four values
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of the rectangle represent the four coordinates of the picture. This information is given the name picFrame and w ill be of use to the ResourceLoading
program in just a bit. Figure 2-12 shows that picture data always appears in
memory as a value that holds the size of the picture, the picture's boundary
rectangle, and finally the data that makes up the picture itself.

thePicture
0x00678900

(handle, or pointer
to a pointer, to the
picture data)

Picture data

picFrame
picSize

~ 0x00700400

:> 0x00678900

0x007110400

Pointer to sound data
(address of the start
of picture data)

Figure 2-12
PICT resource data gets loaded into memory in a predictable order.

~

This concept of resource data matching a particular known format in

l_l_J memory isn't limited to PI CT resources; it applies to any resource type. It's
not enough that resource data gets loaded into memory - a program needs
to be able to access the different fields of information held in a resource.
Chapter 3 provides some detail about the format that WIND resource data
takes when loaded into memory.
To fmd out how large a picture is, in pixel dimensions, a program can
examine the pi cFrame data. The four values found in this rectangle data
appear in the order top, left, bottom, right; so if these values happen to be
0, 0, 309, and 480, you know that the picture is 309 pixels in height and 480
pixels across. You also know that because the top and left values are each
0, the picture, if drawn now, would fit snugly in the top left corner of
whatever window it was drawn to.
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Figure 2-12 shows that the pi cFrame information appears as the second
group of data in a picture resource loaded into memocy. Fortunately, you
don't have to keep track of the order of different fields of information for
resources in memocy. Instead, you can just use the field's name in an
assignment statement. In the following snippet the rectangle information is
being assigned to a rectangle, or Rect, variable:

PicHandle thePicture:
Rect
theRect;
thePicture GetPicture( rHorsePicture );
theRect = (**thePicture).picFrame:
0

In the above code the Pi c Hand l e variable the Pi ct ure is dereferenced

twice before the pi cFrame data is accessed. Dereferencing one time leads to
the pointer to the picture data; dereferencing a second time leads to the
picture data itself. Then it's a matter of naming the field of interest pi cFrame.
After the above code executes, the ResourceLoading program will have
a Rec t variable that holds the boundaries of the picture that the Pi ct u re
references in memocy. While there is the possibility that this re~tangle may
have top and left boundaries of 0, there is no guarantee that this will be the
case. Calling the Toolbox routine OffsetRect () with the parameters shown
shifts the four coordinates of the rectangle in such a way that the boundaries
are forced to include 0 as the top coordinate and 0 as the left coordinate.

theRect (**thePicture).picFrame:
OffsetRect( &theRect. -theRect.left, -theRect.top ):
0

The first parameter to OffsetRect() is the rectangle to shift. The
second parameter is the number of pixels to shift the rectangle in the
horizontal direction, while the third parameter is the number of pixels to
shift the rectangle in the vertical direction. To verify that this technique
works, plug in some example values. Keeping in mind that a variable of
type Rect has four fields (top, bottom, left and right), let's say that
pi c Fr ame looks like this before the offset:

picFrarne.left
picFrarne.right
picFrarne.top
picFrarne.bottom

50
530
30
339

Ill II •
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After assigning theRect the value of pi cFrame, this variable will have the
same values:
theRect.left
theRect.right
theRect.top
theRect.bottom

50
530
30
339

Now the call to OffsetRect( ):
OffsetRect( &theRect, -theRect. left, -theRect.top );

The amount to shift horizontally is -theRect. 1eft, or -50. The amount
to shift vertically is -theRect. top, or 30. After shifting the rectangle by
these amounts, the new theRect values will be as follows:
the Re ct. 1eft
theRect.right
theRect.top
theRect.bottom

50 - 50

0

530 - 50 = 480
30 - 30
0
339 - 30 = 309

The rectangle has been shifted so that its upper left comer is at point (0,
O), as desired. And the rectangle has kept its same dimensions - before
and after the shift it is 480 pixels across by 309 pixels high.
At this point (or perhaps at a much earlier point), you may be wondering what benefits have been derived from this whole business of rectangle
shifting. The first benefit of the call to OffsetRect () is that it is now very
easy to determine the size of the picture. Because the rectangle theRect is
the size of the picture (recall that it obtained its original values from
pi cFrame) and because theRect has been shifted so that its left and top
coordinates are each at 0, the bottom of theRect represents the rectangle's
height and the right of theRect represents the rectangle's width.
ResourceLoading takes advantage of these facts when it resizes the
program's window using a call to the Toolbox function Si zeWi ndow( ).
SizeWindow( theWindow, theRect.right, theRect.bottom, true );

After the above call, the window referenced by variable theWi ndow
will have a width of the Re ct.right (480 pixels) and a height of
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theRect. bottom (309 pixels). The last parameter to Si zeWi ndow( ),

incidentally, tells the Window Manager that the window has been altered
and needs to be redrawn.
~
Determining the picture boundaty rectangle using the pi c Frame field of
the resource data means the program is directly accessing a field of resource
information. In Macintosh programming, this isn't the norm. More often then
not, the Toolbox provides a function that can be used to do this dirty work.
Consider the resizing of a window. This task is accomplished by changing
the values in the portRect field of a window's resource information. Notice,
though, that this field isn't mentioned in the source code. Instead, it's left up
to the Si zeWi ndow() function to take care of accessing this field.
The call to Si z eWi ndow ( ) explains why the size of the window
established by the WI ND resource was unimportant: The ResourceLoading
program resizes it to match whatever size the picture has. There was one
other point emphasized in the creation of the WIND resource - the window
was set to be initially invisible. That was done so that while a call to
GetNewWi ndow() would still load the WIND resource into memoty, it
wouldn't display the window on the screen. That prevents the user from
seeing the window and then seeing it change size. Instead, this size
finagling takes place behind the scenes. After resizing, a call to the Toolbox
function ShowWindow() finally displays the window. A call to SetPort()
ensures that subsequent drawing will take place in this window.

LLJ

ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow );

The second benefit of the rectangle shifting is that the rectangle now
has a top left comer coordinate of (O, O). That's important if the picture is to
be drawn in such a way that it starts in the upper left comer of a window.
Here's the Toolbox call that ResourceLoading uses to do just that:
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect ):

The above call draws the picture referenced by thePi cture (the horse
picture that was loaded to memoty earlier} at the coordinates specified by
the rectangle theRect.
At this point the window is open, resized, and has the picture of the
horses drawn in it. There is only one task left to perform: The sound needs
to be played. A call to the Toolbox function SndPl ay() does that.
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false);
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The SndPl ay() function plays sound data that is in memory and that is
referenced by the handle specified in the second parameter. You'll find all
the details concerning sounds and the SndPl ay() function in Chapter 13.
Finally, here's the complete source code listing for the Resourcel.oading
program. You've just taken a long walk through the listing of a very short
program. It's only Chapter 2, so it's not a bad idea to take things slow. As
you progress through the book, you'll be exposed to more code and a little
less talk.
II

//define
lldefine
lldefine

rMovieWindow
rHorsePicture
rHorseSound

128
500
9000

II

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr
PicHandle
Handle
Re ct

theWindow:
thePicture:
theSound;
theRect:

InitializeToolbox();
theWindow
GetNewWindow( rMovieWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL ):
thePicture GetPicture( rHorsePicture >:
theSound
GetResource( 'snd ', rHorseSound >:
theRect = (**thePicture).picFrame:
OffsetRect( &theRect, -theRect.left, -theRect.top >:
SizeWindow( theWindow, theRect.right, theRect.bottom, true >:
ShowWindow( theWindow >:
SetPort( theWindow ):
c

g

c

DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false);

Resource·Related Errors
Your program can often make a call to a Toolbox function without :regard as
to whether or not the call will execute properly. Calls to a resource-loading
function such as GetNewWi ndow() or GetResource () are a little different.
Before continuing on, a program that makes such a call should verify that
the routine executed as desired.
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Two factors enter into the precautionary tactic mentioned above. First,
the success of a resource-loading call is dependent on supplemental data,
the data being the resource that is to be loaded. If you've forgotten to add,
say, a WIND resource to a resource file, a call to GetNewWi ndow() will fail.
Second, the success of a resource-loading call is dependent on the amount
of free memory that is available. As you saw in the ResourceLoading
example, some resources can be quite large. If there isn't enough free
memory to hold a resource that is to be loaded, the Toolbox function that is
attempting to perform the load will fail.

VERlmNG THAT ARESOURCE HAS BEEN LOADED
Verifying the success of a call to a Toolbox routine that loads a resource is a
straightforward process: Load the resource, and then compare the returned
pointer or handle to nil. If the returned address is a value other than ni l ,
the call was successful.
Routines such as GetNewWi ndow( ), GetPi cture( ), and Get Resource()
all return reference to the newly loaded resource data. GetNewWi ndow()
returns a pointer (type Wi ndowPtr) to the data. GetPi cture() returns a
handle (type Pi cHandl e) to the data. The GetResource() function returns a
handle (type Handle) to the data. If any of these routines is successful, a
valid pointer or handle will be returned to the program. That is, a valid
address, or nonzero address, will be returned. If any of these routines
fails - that is, if a resource can't be loaded for one reason or another - an
invalid, or ni l , pointer or handle will be returned. A ni l pointer or handle
has a value of 0.
The following snippet shows how the result of a call to
GetNewWindow() can be verified. If the returned WindowPtr variable has a
value of ni l , it can be assumed that the attempt to load the window
resource data has failed and that the program should exit.

a

#define
rMovieWindow
128
WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rMovieWindow. nil. CWindowPtr)-ll );
if C theWi ndow == ni 1 )
ExitToShell ():

• • •llHI• •
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You'll find many examples of programs that don't perform the above
test following a call to GetNewWi ndow(). That's because the primary reason
for a resource's failing to load is a memory shortage, and windows occupy
very little memory. For example, the WIND resource shown back in Figure 27 occupies only 29 bytes. While a window occupies more memory than this
(GetNewWi ndow() reserves space for more information than is specified in
the WIND resource), it still occupies relatively little memory. Again looking at
Figure 2-7 you can see that it is much more likely that an attempt to load a
picture or sound resource will fail. The PICT resource in Figure 2-7 is about
135K in size, while the snd resource is over 300K in size. The following
snippet is an example of how your program can verify the success of an
attempt to load a PICT resource and a snd resource:
I/define
#define
PicHandle
Handle

rHorsePicture
rHorseSound
thePicture;
theSound;

500
9000

thePicture GetPicture( rHorsePicture );
if ( thePicture == nil )
ExitToShell():
theSound GetResource( 'snd
rHorseSound ):
if ( theSound == nil )
ExitToShell();
a

a

~libl

I.

For the sake of brevity, most of the examples in this book omit some

L_llj error-checking code. When you decide to write a full-featured Macintosh

program, make liberal use of error-checking code.
While low-memory situations are the most conunon cause of a failed
attempt to load a resource, there are other reasons. If a program that uses
resources quits unexpectedly, check for each of these situations:
• A resource file wasn't created.

• A resource file was created but was inadvertently left out of the project.
• A resource file was created, but the resource in question wasn't added
to it.
• A resource file was created, and the resource in question was added, but
the resource was misnumbered.
• A resource file was created, and the resource in question was added and
properly numbered, but the program doesn't have enough free memory
to load the resource.
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USING AN ERROR•HANDUNG ROUTINE
Calling the Toolbox routine Exi tToShel l () is a quick-and-dirty way to
respond to an error. Terminating a program in response to an error makes
for easy programming (and helps keep example programs short and to the
point), but it isn't very user-friendly. In fact, it can be downright disconcerting to the user. Instead of simply quitting, you '11 want to post an alert that
holds a message that's at least somewhat informative. If the error is severe
enough, your program can then exit. If the error is relatively harmless, your
program may be able to proceed despite the fact that some resource data is
now missing from the program.
~
Don't just assume that a failed loading of a resource spells disaster for
your program. Examine each case individually. For example, if a sound
resource fails to load, it may just mean that a user of your program misses
out on an interesting sound effect that serves to supplement a more
important on-screen action. In a case like this, the program shouldn't
terminate.
The following application-defined function can be called in response to
a variety of errors. When called, ErrorA l ert () displays an alert like the one
pictured in Figure 2-13. The message in the alert will vary depending on the
type of error that occurred:

L....ll..J

#define
rErrorStringList
128
#define
rErrorAlert
128
void ErrorAlert( short theErrorCode, Boolean fatalError
(

Str255 theErrorStr:
GetlndString( theErrorStr. rErrorStringlist, theErrorCode >:
ParamText( theErrorStr, "\p", "\p", "\p" );
StopAlert( rErrorAlert, nil );
if ( fatalError == true )
ExitToShell(};

The Error Al er t ( ) function accepts two parameters. The first parameter
is an application-defined constant that tells the routine what type of error
occurred. The second parameter is a Boolean value that tells the routine
whether the error was severe enough to warrant terminating the program
(true) or whether the program should proceed (false).

• • •IE·ll• •
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Error loading picture resource

((

OK

J)

Figure 2·13

The alert displayed by the application-defined routine ErrorA 7ert ().
When calJed, Er rorA 1ert() invokes the Toolbox function
Get I nd St r i ng ( ) to get one string from a resource that holds a list of
strings - a STR/t resource. The first parameter to Get I nd St r i ng ( ) is a
Str255 variable that will hold the string once the call to GetindStri ng ()
has completed. The second p arameter is the resource ID of the STR#
resource to use. The final parameter is an index into the string list. A value
of 1 retrieves the first string in the list, a value of 2 returns the second string,
and so forth. Figure 2-14 shows how ResEdit displays a STR/t resource w ith
an ID of 128. This resource holds four strings.
STR# ID • 128

from Mjj_MlltRpp.ruc

Hu•Strlngs
I)

*****

The string
2)

The s t ring
3)

!Error loadi ng sound r esource.

*****

The string

4) *****
The string
S)

!Error loadi ng picture resource.

*****

!Error loadi ng •ov le .
!Error: entered nu•ber l oo large.J
LEnler a value less t han 100.

*****

Figure 2·14
A STR# string list resource, as viewed in ResEdit.
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After GetlndString() fills variable theErrorStr with an error message
string, a call to the Toolbox function Pa ram Text ( ) prepares for the writing
of the string irlto an alert that is about to be displayed. The Pa ramText ()
routine accepts up to four strings (\ p can be used for empty strings). These
four strings will be written to dialog boxes or alerts that contain static text
items with the following values already in place: 110, 111, 112, 113, Figure 2-15
provides an example. In this figure, the 0 IT L resource has a single static text
item that will display a single string, 110. When this DITL is used by a
program, this 110 string will be replaced by the first of four strings provided
in a call to ParamText( ).
ParamText( "\pError ! " , "\p" , "\p" ) ;
Din ID - 128 from HandleError.rsrc

DK

Lg

Figure 2-15
A DI TL resource that holds a static text item with a marker that will be replaced
by text defined in a program.

~
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The ALRT and DITI. resources used to hold the information that defines
an alert are discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
After making calls to Get I ndStri ng () and Pa ramText () to set up the
string to use in the error alert, ErrorA 1ert() calls the Toolbox function
StopA 1ert () to display a simple alert. After the user dismisses this alert,
Error A1e rt ( ) checks to see if the program should be terminated using a
call to Exi tToShel 1 () .The following snippet provides an example of the
use of Error A1er t ( ) :
#define
kErrloadingPicture
1
kErrloadingSound
2
#define
kErrLoadingMovie
3
#define
kErrNumberTooBig
4
#define
the Picture • Get Picture( rHorsePi cture ) :
if ( thePicture •• nil )
Error A1ert( kErrLoadi ngPi cture , t rue ) :

• • •llHI• 111
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If the STR/I shown in Figure 2-14 were used in the program that
included the above snippet, the first string (string number
kErrLoadi ngPi cture) would appear in the error alert. That is, the AO would
be replaced by "Error loading picture resource."
The above snippet shows that an application-defined constant should
be defined for each error string that might be displayed. The names of these
constants in this same snippet hint that error messages aren't used only for
errors related to resource loading. If a program saves a user-entered value in
a variable named the Test Score, for example, a check could be made to
verify that a valid number has been entered.
#define
kErrloadingPicture
#define
kErrloadingSound
kErrloadingMovie
#define
#define
kErrNumberTooBig
if < theTestScore > 100 )
ErrorAlert( kErrNumberTooBig, false

1
2
3
4
);

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: HANDLEERROR
This chapter's HandleError program is a modification of this chapter's
ResourceLoading program. In short, HandleError adds error-checking to
ResourceLoading.
The HandleError program verifies that both the picture resource and the
sound resource get loaded. If there is a problem with either resource, the
Er r or Al er t ( ) function described earlier gets called. If the picture fails to
load, the program will post the error alert and then exit. If the sound fails to
load, the program will post the error alert but continue.
thePicture = GetPicture( rHorsePicture );
if ( the Picture == nil )
ErrorAlert( kErrloadingPicture, true );
theSound = GetResource( 'snd '. rHorseSound ):
if ( the Sound "'= nil )
ErrorAlert( kErrloadingSound, false );

Later in the program the picture is drawn to the window with a call to
DrawPi cture( ), just as it was in the ResourceLoading program.
DrawPi cture( thePi cture. &theRect ) :
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What happens if the attempt to load the picture fails, and the variable
thePi cture doesn't hold a valid handle to picture data? If DrawPi cture()
executes under those circumstances, the call will fail. In the HandleError
program, this scenario will never happen. If the attempt to load the picture
fails, Error A1er t ( ) is called with a value of true as its second parameter.
That tells Error Al er t ( ) to exit - and that of course means that the
DrawPi cture() call will never be reached.
The playing of the sound data is handled differently than the drawing of
the picture data. The HandleError program assumes that the playing of the
sound is less important than the drawing of the picture. As such, the
program will continue even if the sound data can't be loaded. This necessitates a check before the call to Snd Play (). If sound loading failed, the
handle the Sound will have a value of ni 1. If that is the case, the call to
SndPl ay() gets skipped. Any other theSound value - any non-nil valueresults in Snd Play ( ) getting called.
if ( theSound ! = nil )

SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false );

You can test the effectiveness of this chapter's error-handling technique
by varying the size of the HandleError application partition. First, use your
development environment to specify a large partition size such as 1024K.
Then build the program and run it to verify that the program works as
expected. The HandleError program includes a while loop that causes the
program to run until you click the mouse button. Now, from the Finder,
click once on the HandleError icon. Now select Get Info from the File
menu. The dialog box that opens, shown in Figure 2-16, lets you change
the size of the HandleError memory partition.
For a first test, change both memory values to lOOK, as shown in Figure
2-16. Close the Get Info window, and run the HandleError program.
Because the partition size for HandleError is less than the 135K needed for
the PI CT resource, the error alert will appear. Once you dismiss the alert the
application will quit.
As a second test, again select Get Info for the HandleError program.
This time enter a value of 200K. Then run HandleError. Now there is
enough memory to load the 135K picture. But there isn't enough free
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HandleError I nfo

KIM : oppllcotlon prqom
Slzo: 4461< on disk (4~2,063 t.,,tu us..O
Vh•r• : H¥d Disk: Projt-ct.s : Errors :
HWWrror

Crutod : Frl,M'll 12 , 199:5, 12:08 AM
Hodlftod : Thu, AU9 10, 199:5, 3:<r.5 AM
V•rston : n/ •
Comm.nts :

l

rf1•mor9 R•qair••••ts----:
Su1/9<st td stu :

384

K

~K
Prtf...,.td stu: ~ K
Mlnlmumsiu :

0

Locto4

Figure 2-16
The Finder's Get Info dialog box lets you change the partition size for an
application.

memory to load the 300K sound resource. The program will display the
error alert with the sound-loading error message. When you dismiss the
alert, the picture will be drawn in the window, but the sound won't play.
Notice that the program won't quit. Instead, the code continues to execute,
entering the wh i 1e loop. Click the mouse button once to end the program.
II

/tinclude <sound.h >
II

//define
/tdefine
/Ide fine
/tdefine
l/defi ne
l/defi ne
l/defi ne

rMovieW
indow
rHorsePicture
rHorseSound
rErrorStringlist
rErrorAlert
kErrloadingPicture
kErrloadingSound

II

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr
PicHandle
Handle
Rect

theWindow;
thePicture ;
theSound;
theRect;

128
500
9000
128
128
1
2
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lnitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rMovieWindow, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL );
thePicture = GetPicture( rHorsePicture );
if ( the Picture == nil )
ErrorAlert( kErrLoadingPicture, true );
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rHorseSound );
if ( the Sound == nil )
ErrorAlert( kErrloadingSound, false );
theRect = (**thePicture).picFrame:
OffsetRect( &theRect, -theRect.left, -theRect.top );
SizeWindow( theWindow, theRect.right, theRect.bottom. true );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow );
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );
if ( theSound != nil )
SndPlay( nil. <SndListHandle)theSound, false );
while ( !Button() )
I
!!_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void ErrorAlert( short theErrorCode, Boolean fatalError )
I

Str255 theErrorStr:
GetlndString( theErrorStr. rErrorStringList, theErrorCode };
ParamText( theErrorStr. •\p•. •\p•. •\p• ) :
StopAlert( rErrorAlert, nil };
if ( fatalError ==true
ExitToShell();

Resource Files
You've seen that resources reside in a resource file. Your development
environment then merges the resources from a resource file with your
compiled source code to create a stand-alone application. That fact tells you
that resources don't have to exist alone in a resource file - they can be a
part of an application file.

•• •11:£11•.
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RESOURCE FILES AND RESOURCE FORKS
Macintosh files consist of two forks - two areas that hold data in different
manners. You may not know it by name, but you're already familiar with
the resource fork of a file. A resource fork always holds - you guessed
it - resources. The second type of fork is named the data fork and,
unsurprisingly, holds data other than resource-related data. In a resource
file, such as the one you use to hold resources for a programming project,
the resource fork holds one or more resources. The data fork is empty.
Figure 2-17 illustrates this.

Resource file

Data fork

I

{empty}

Resource fork

Figure 2-17
A resource file has a resource fork with resources, and an empty data fork.
When you use your development environment to build an application,
the resources in the project's resource file get merged with your compiled
source code. The result is a single application file. If a compiler that
generates 68K applications was used, the application file will have an empty
data fork and a resource fork that holds all the resources that were in the
project's resource file, along with CODE resources that hold the application's
compiled, or executable, code. These CODE resources will have been
generated by your development environment. The file on the left side of
Figure 2-18 shows the forks of a 68K application.
If you use a compiler that generates native PowerPC applications, the
resulting application file will have a data fork that isn't empty. Instead, the
data fork will hold the application's executable code. The PowerPC doesn't
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use CODE resources; it instead looks for executable code in an application's
data fork. The resource fork of the PowerPC application w ill hold all of the
resources originally found in the project's resource file. The file shown on
the right side of Figure 2-18 illustrates the forks in a PowerPC application.

Application file (68K)
Data fork
{empty}

Application file (PPCI
Data fork

Resource fork

Figure 2-18
The contents of the forks in a 68K and a PowerPC application differ.

Not all Macintosh files hold resources. Many document files (files created
by an application) store all their information in the file's data fork. Figure 2-19
shows a typical document file.

Document file
Data fork
1101010101010101
0110111001111001
1010101000000400
0110111000101010
0011110101110100

Resource fork
{empty}

Figure 2·19
A document file usually has document data stored in its data fork, and an empty
resource fork.

I.
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USING MULTIPU RESOURCE FIUS
This topic's heading may cause you to think of using more than one
resource file to hold the resources for your project. Development environments let you use more than one resource file to hold a project's resources.
Some large projects take advantage of this feature in order to better organize
the project's resources while working on them. This topic, however, is about
stand-alone applications that rely on external resource files to hold some or
all of their resources.
The examples you've seen so far have all had their resources stored in
the application's resource fork. The resources started out in a resource file
that was added to a project. From there, the resources were merged with
compiled code to become part of the application. The three files shown on
the left of Figure 2-20 are typical of the three files used to build an application with a Metrowerks IDE. After performing a build, an application is
created. This application needs no other files in order to run.
Rather than storing all the resources used by a program in the program
itself, an application can keep none or some resources within its own
resource fork and store other resources in external resource files. As the
program runs, it will access these external resources and use them just as if
they resided in the application's resource fork. Because some or all of the
resources used by the program are stored in external files, these external files
must accompany the application file. If a user obtains just the application
file and attempts to run the program, the program will terminate when it
attempts to load a missing file. The three files on the right of Figure 2-20
provide an example of a program that uses resources .from two resource files.
Why store resources in external files? In most instances you won't need
to. For large applications that are heavily resource-dependent, however, this
approach might be advantageous. For example, consider a program that
uses a few PI CT resources that you know will be changed in the near future
(perhaps you'll be replacing some black-and-white PI CT resources vvith
color ones). Instead of changing the resources in the application and distributing your large application (perhaps on several disks) to each user, you could
just make the changes to a small resource file and distribute only that small
file. Users could then replace the old resource file with the new version.
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34.5 MB eveileb

IQ
These three
files are used
to build the
application

Re,.,urceflles.11

D

ResourceFl1es68K

D

Instrumontsounds.rsrc

~

SpeceSounds.rsrc

~urceflles.c

Resourcefllesnrc

~

These three
files must be
ke pt together
in order for the
programto run
properly

~

~

~
~

l<:J•

Figure 2·20

An example of how resource files are used by both a pro;ect and an application.
Creating additional resource files is easy - you use ResEdit or
Resorcerer to create new files and add the desired resources to the files.
Using external resources from within your application is relatively easy
too - you just have to make sure that your application knows where to
look to find each resource.
Resources that reside in the resource fork of an application are always
available to the application. You know this because none of your prograins
have made any special effort to make sure that an application's resource
fork was accessible. When you launch an application, the system opens the
application's resource fork. Before an application can make use of a
resource located in an external resource ftle, though, the application has to
open that file's resource fork.
The Toolbox routine Open Res Fi 1e C) can be used to open the resource
fork of a file. The parameter to this routine is the name of the resource file to
be opened. After the call to Open Res Fi 1e() is complete, a ftle reference
number is returned. This reference number will be used when it comes time
to access a resource from the opened file. Remember, a program can open
the resource fork of more than one file - the reference number allows
your program to distinguish between these open files. The following
snippet opens the resource fork of a resource file named SpaceSounds.rsrc
and returns a file reference number in the variable the Fi 1eRefNum:
shor t theFileRefNum ;
theFileRefNum • OpenResFile( "\pSpaceSounds.rsrc" ) ;

I
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Refer to Chapter 15 for a more sophisticated way of opening a resource
one that involves first creating a file system specification for the file
to open and then a call to FSpOpenRes Fil e (). Here, the call to
Open Res File () will suffice just fine.
Different resource files can hold the same type of resource. Not only
that, different resource files can even hold resources of the same type and
resource ID. For example, two resource files could have different sound
resources (type s nd ), both with an ID of, say, 9500. Knowing this, it should
make sense that when multiple resource forks are open, a program should
make sure to specify which file a particular resource is to come from. That
is, before loading a resource, a program should be informed of which file
the resource resides in. Figure 2-21 emphasizes this point.
Because a resource fork is treated as a file, you will see the terms
resource file and resource fork used interchangeably in this and other texts.

l__l_J fork -

~

L..l..J

Resource file

Application file
=

Data fork
{empty}
Resource fork

Memory

=
Data fork
{empty}
.
""'
Resource fork

L=s.:nlf Jur

t.I

,,,

sound
data

Both resource forks have snd resources, and both forks may even have
snd resources with the same ID

Figure 2-21

When multiple resource forks are open, an application must be made aware of
which file a resource is to be loaded from.

The Toolbox routine UseResFi le ( ) is used to tell an application which
file to use. Pass Use Res Fi l e ( ) a file reference number, and the application
w ill search for the resource in the file specified by that reference number.
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The following snippet opens the resource fork of a file named
SpaceSounds.rsrc and then tells the application to use that file for any
subsequent call that loads a resource:
short theFi leRefNum;
theFi leRefNum = OpenResFile( "\pSpaceSounds. r src" l;
UseResFi 1e( the Fi 1eRefNum) :

Calling Open Res Fi 1e ( ) returns a file reference number for a newly
opened ftle. What about the resource fork of the application itself? That fork
is always open, so how does an application get a reference number for it? A
call to the Toolbox routine Cur Res Fi 1e C ) takes care of that. This routine
returns a file reference number to whichever resource file is currently in use.
If you call this routine shortly after your application launches, when the
application's resource fork is the only resource fork open, you'll be guaranteed a reference number to the application resource fork.
short theAppRefNum;
theAppRefNum = CurResFile();

The following snippet begins by getting a reference number to the
application's resource fork. Then, the resource fork of a resource file named
SpaceSounds.rsrc is opened and a reference number to it is returned . This
file holds a sound resource that tl1e application needs to play, so
Use Res File () is called to let the application know that the snd resource
that is about to be loaded can be found in the newly opened resource fork.
Then, calls to Get Resource() and SndPl ay() load the sound and play it.
Finally, another call to Use Res Fi 1 e ( ) is made. This call reestablishes the
application's resource fork as the current resource fork. That means that the
next resource that gets loaded will come from the application, not the
external file.
short
short
Handle

theAppRefNum;
theSpace FileRefNum ;
theSound :

theAppRefNum = CurResFile( ) ;
theSpaceFi 1eRefNum = OpenResFi le( "\ pSpaceSounds. rsrc " l ;
Use Res Fi 1e( theSpaceFil eRefNum l ;
theSound • GetResource C ' snd ' , 9500 ) ;
SndPlay( nil. (SndlistHandleltheSound. false l ;
UseResFile( theAppRefNum l ;
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: RESOURCEFILES
When you run the ResourceFiles program, you won't see any evidence of a
running program on your screen. Instead, you'll hear several sounds.
ResourceFiles simply plays the sounds and then quits. You'll hear the sound
of horses used in previous programs, followed by the sound of a UFO, and
then drums. Next, you'll hear a sound like the one the "Star Trek" transport
makes, followed by the sound of bells. Finally, the program finishes by
again playing the sound of horses.
The ResourceFiles program uses five sound resources to play the
sounds. Only one of these sound resources is found in the project's resource
file. Figure 2-22 shows that the ResourcesFiles.rsrc file holds a single
resource - a snd resource with an ID of 9000.

Application file

Resource file

Data fork

Data fork

{empty}

{empty}

Resource fork

sn

Both re source forks have snd resources, and both forks may even have
snd resources with the same ID

Figure 2-22
The single resource used by the ResourceFiles project.
When you examine the project used to build the ResourceFiles program, you'll see that it uses only one resource ftle, the one pictured in
Figure 2-22. When you run the Resourcefiles program, however, you will
notice that the program uses several resources. The other resources are
found in two external resource files - a ftle named SpaceSounds.rsrc and a
file named InstrumentSounds.rsrc. Figure 2-23 provides a ResEdit view of
the application's resource fork and the resource forks of the two files that
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the ResourceFiles program uses. Take particular note of the fact that both
the SpaceSounds.rsrc file and the InstrumentSounds.rsrc file hold a sound
resource with the same ID, 10001.
ResourceFlles68K

........
........
........
;:m:
DATA

CODE

SIZE

ands from Resoun:ef.lles68K
9000

312172

"Horses"

lnstrumentsounds.rsrc

SpaceSounds.rsrc

<]>~

<]>~

snd

snd

--

....

sods from SpoceSounds.rsrc
IQ.

10001
10002

Stzt

60147
47426

~in.

snds from lnstrumentSounds.rsrc

m.
10001
15000

"UFO"
"Beem Me Up"
I-

Sfzt

14760
49192

~

"Drum"
"Bells"
I-

Figure 2·23

The ResourceFiles application uses snd resources from three resource forks.

~

The top file pictured in Figure 2-23 is the application itself. When an

LLJ application is built, your development environment merges the resources
from the project's resource file (here, a single snd resource) with code,
data, and a SIZE resource. Your development environment is responsible for
adding these other resources to the application.
ResourceFiles begins by initializing the Toolbox and then obtaining and
saving a reference number to the application's resource fork. Next, the two
external resource files are opened. At this point the application has three
reference numbers saved, one for each resource fork. Whenever a resource
is loaded, the application first calls UseResFi le(). This setves two purposes. First, it guarantees that the resource comes from the proper file.
Second, it eliminates the need to keep track of which resource fork is
current. There is never a need to examine the value of the reference number
of the current resource fork to see if it's the correct one. Instead, the
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program just sets the current fork to the one that holds the resource and
then performs the load. Finally, when the program is through with a
resource fork, the Toolbox routine C1oseRes Fi 1e ( ) is called to close
the fork.
~
Now that you know how to handle resource-related errors, you may
want to add error-handling to the ResourceFiles source code -as an exercise.

1---..J

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Iii ncl ude <sound.h>

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

//define
I/define
//define
//define
//define
//define
//define

9000 // in application
rHorseSound
10001 // in SpaceSounds.rsrc
rUFOSound
rBeamMeUpSound
10002 // in SpaceSounds.rsrc
rDrumSound
10001 // in InstrumentSounds.rsrc
rBellsSound
15000 // in InstrumentSounds.rsrc
•\pSpaceSounds.rsrc•
kSpaceFileName
klnstrumentFileName •\plnstrumentSounds.rsrc·

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

short
short
short
Handle

theAppRefNum;
theSpaceFileRefNum;
thelnstrumentFileRefNum;
theSound;

InitializeToolbox();
theAppRefNum = CurResFile();
theSpaceFileRefNum = OpenResFile( kSpaceFileName );
thelnstrumentFileRefNum OpenResFile( klnstrumentFileName );
UseResFile( theAppRefNum >:
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rHorseSound );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false );
UseResFile( theSpaceFileRefNum ):
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rUFOSound );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false ):
UseResFile( thelnstrumentFileRefNum ):
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rDrumSound );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false ):
UseResFile( theSpaceFileRefNum >:
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rBeamMeUpSound );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, false);
UseResFile( thelnstrumentFileRefNum >:
theSound = GetResource( 'snd '. rBel l sSound ) :
SndPlay( nil. CSndlistHandle>theSound, false):
g

UseResFile( theAppRefNum );
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', rHorseSound );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle>theSound. false);
CloseResFile( theSpaceFfleRefNum );
CloseResFile( thelnstrumentFileRefNum );
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Resource Reference
This section summarizes the Toolbox functions that work with resources
and resource files.

LOADING RESOURCES
Before working with a resource, a copy of its data needs to be loaded from
disk to memory.

GetNewW"mdow( )
To bring a new window to the screen, first call GetNewWi ndow() to load a
WI ND resource into memory. If the WI ND resource has its visible field set to
false, follow the call to GetNewWi ndow() with a call to ShowWi ndow()
(described later) to display the window.
#define
WindowPtr
Ptr
theWindow

rMyWindow
128
theWindow:
theStorage =nil;
= GetNewWindow( rMyWindow, theStorage, (WindowPtr)-ll );

Pass GetNewWi ndow ( ) the resource ID of the WI ND resource that holds
the window information. Pass a ni 1 pointer to let the Toolbox allocate
memory for the window (as opposed to your supplying a pointer to a
memory block - refer to Chapter 7 for more information). Typecast -lL to a
Wi ndowPtr as the last parameter to tell the Toolbox to place the window in
front of all others. GetNewWi ndow() will return a pointer to the window data
that gets loaded into memory.

GetPicture( )
To draw a picture, first call GetPi cture() to load a PICT resource into
memory. To draw the picture, call DrawPi cture() (described later).
Pass GetPicture() the ID of the PICT to load. GetPicture() will
return a handle to the picture data that gets loaded into memory.

•• •llEll•
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GetResource( )
Some resource types have Toolbox routines specifically written to load that type
of resource. GetNewWindow() l?ads a WIND; GetPicture() loads a PICT.
Other resource types don't have such a routine. For those types, call
Get Resource().

Handle theHandle;
ResType theResourceType = 'snd ';
short
theResID = 9000:
theHandle = GetResource( theResourceType, theResID );
Pass Get Resource ( ) the four-character resource type of the resource
that is to be loaded. The second parameter should be the resource ID of the
resource to load. In return, GetResource() will load the resource data into
memory and return a handle to the block of memory that holds the data.

WORKING WITH RESOURCES
Once resource data is loaded into memory, the data can be treated as an
object and worked with. For instance, sound data can be treated as a sound
and played back on the speakers of the user's Mac.

ShowYrmdow( )
Once GetNewWi ndow() is called to load WI ND resource data into memory,
other Toolbox routines can be called to act on that window. ShowWi ndow()
is such a function. If the WI ND resource marked the window to be invisible,
ShowWi ndow() will now make the window visible.

WindowPtr theWindow;
II load the window data with GetNewWindow()
ShowWindow( theWindow );
Note that there are numerous Toolbox functions that work with
windows. See Chapter 7 for more information.
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DrawPidure( )
Once GetPi cture() is called to load PICT resource data into memory,
other Toolbox routines can be called to act on that picture. DrawPi cture()
is such a function. This routine will draw the picture to the active, or
frontmost, window:
PicHandle thePicture;
Rect
theRect;
II load the picture data with GetPicture()
II establish the rectangle to which the picture should be drawn
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );

The first parameter to DrawPi cture() is a handle (type Pi cHandl e) to
the picture data loaded into memory by a call to GetPi cture(). The second
parameter is the destination rectangle to which the picture should be drawn.
Refer to Chapter 10 for more information about pictures.

SndPlay()
Once GetResource() is called to load snd resource data into memory,
other Toolbox routines can be called to act on that sound. SndPl ay() is one
such function. This routine will play the sound on the speakers of the user's
Macintosh.
Handle
theSound;
SndChannelPtr theSndChan = nil;
Boolean
asynch = false;
II load the picture data with GetResource()
SndPlay( theSndChan, (SndListHandle)theSound, asynch );

The first parameter to SndPl ay() is a pointer to a sound channel. If
you'd like the Sound Manager to take care of the allocation of a sound
channel, pass a ni 1 pointer here. The second parameter is a handle to the
sound data in memory. The third parameter to SndPl ay() is a Boolean that
tells the Sound Manager whether this sound will be played asynchronously
(true, other actions can take place simultaneously) or synchronously
(fa 1s e, no other actions can take place until the sound has completed
playing). For information about sound channels and asynchronous sound
play, refer to Chapter 13.
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RESOURCE ERRORS
If a resource or resource file is missing, a resource cannot be loaded into
memory. If there is limited free memory, an attempt to load a large resource
may fail. Your application should include a function that handles resourceloading errors. If it does, that function will make use of the Toolbox
routines listed here.

GetlndString( )
Strings can be stored in groups within a single ST R# resource. To retlieve an
individual string from a STR# resource, call GetindString( ):
//define
Str255
short

rErrorStringList
theErrorStr:
theErrorCode:

128

GetlndString( theErrorStr. rErrorStringList, theErrorCode ) :

The first parameter to Ge tI nd St r i ng ( ) is a St r 255 variable that will
hold the desired string once the call to Get Ind St r i ng ( ) has completed. The
second parameter is the ID of the STR# resource to use; a resource file may
hold more than one collection of strings, each held in a STR# resource. The
final parameter is an index into the string list. A value of 1 retrieves the first
string in the list, a value of 2 returns the second string, and so forth.

ParamText( )
An alert or dialog box has a DI TL resource that defines items that will
appear in the alert of dialog box. One such item can be a static text item.
The static text item can define the text that will appear in the alert or dialog
box, or it can use a marker that will be filled in with text as a program
executes. This allows the text of an item to be dynamic - to change as
program conditions warrant. Call ParamText() to define up to four strings
that will be used to fill in the text items that have markers.
Str255 theStringl = "\pName:":
Str255 theString2 = "\pRank:";
Str255 theString3 = "\pSerial Number:";
Str255 theString4 = "\p":
ParamText( theStringl. theString2, theString3, theString4 );
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The four possible markers that may appear in static items in a DI TL are:
AO, Al, A2, and A3. That means any one DITL can hold up to four static text
items that will each display a string defined by the program that uses the
DI TL. If an alert or dialog box opens and there is a static text item with the
marker AO in it, that marker will be replaced by whatever string was used as
the first of the four strings that are the parameters to the most recent call to
Par am Text ( ) . The marker A1 will be replaced by the second string used in
a call to Par am Text ( ) , and so forth.
Pa ram Text ( ) doesn't bind the four strings to any one alert or dialog
box. Any alert or dialog box that uses a text item with one of the markers
will have that marker replaced by a string used in the most recent call to
ParamText( ).

StopAlert( )
A program can post an alert by calling St opA l er t ( ) . An alert always
includes an OK or Done button as the first item in its dialog item list (DI TL
item number 1).
#define
rErrorAlert
128
ModalFilterUPP theFilter =nil;
StopAlert( rErrorAlert, theFilter );

The first parameter to St o pA 1er t ( ) is the ID of the DI TL resource that
holds the items that are to appear in the alert. The second parameter is a
universal procedure pointer, or UPP, that points to an optional filter function.
The purpose of a filter function is to add functionality to an alert. In most
cases you'll pass a value of ni 1 to signify that your alert uses no filter
function.

RESOURCE FILES
A program normally stores all its resources in a single resource fork, the
resource fork that is a part of the application itself. However, a program
does have the power to use resources stored in external resource files.

lllll • Jill Ill
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OpenResFile( )
A resource file on disk needs to be opened before a program can access

any of its resources. Call OpenResFi le() to do this.
#define
theResFileName
"\pMyResourceFile"
short
theFileRefNum;
theFileRefNum = OpenResFile( theResFileName );

The parameter to Open Res File() is the name of the resource file to
open. The file should reside in the same folder as the application that uses
it. For more sophisticated file-handling techniques, refer to Chapter 15. After
opening the resource file, Open Res File() returns a file reference number,
an identifier that can be used in other Toolbox calls to specify which
resource file is to be worked with.

CloseResFile( )
When your program is through with an open resource file, call
Cl oseResFil e() to close it.
short theFileRefNum;
Cl oseResi=ile( theFil eRefNum ) ;

The parameter to Cl oseResFi le() is a file reference number that
specifies which resource file is to be closed. This reference number is the
one returned by the call to Open Res File() that opened the file.

CurResFile( )
When more than one resource fork is open, only one will be the current
resource fork. To determine the file reference number of the resource file
that is currently being used, call Cur Res Fi l e ( ) . This routine is of use when
determining the reference number of the application's resource fork. The
application's resource fork, like other resource forks, is treated as a file and
has its own reference number.
short theFileRefNum;
theFileRefNum CurResFile();
Q
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UseResFile( )
When more than one resource fork is open, only one will be the current
resource fork. To set a particular fork to be the current fork, call
UseResFi le ( ):

short theFileRefNum:
UseResFile( theFileRefNum >:

The parameter to Use Res Fi l e ( ) is the file reference number for the
resource fork to make current. This reference number is the one returned
by the call to OpenResFi le() that opened the file.

• • • IJl:ll •
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Memory
~Tn order to write programs that don't crash and display the feared "bomb
alert" (the alert a user sees when the Mac seizes up), you'll need to
know a little about how the Macintosh manages and allocates memory.
While the subject of memory can be very involved and more than a little
confusing, ou'll discover that understanding only a small subset of this
detailed t ic is enough to help you w rite stable programs.
In this chapter, you 'll learn that each program that is currently running

'-;!

•
verv1ew
If you're n~w to Macintosh programming, you'll discover that you can't get too
far withouti at least a rudimentary knowledge of how memory is organized.

THE IPP.UCATION PARTITION
To the user, double-clicking on a Macintosh application icon starts that
program. To the programmer, the launching of a program means that a
section of free RAM - an application partition - has been reserved for
some or all of the program's code and that this code has been loaded into
that partition. An application partition consists of an application stack, an
application heap, and an area of free memory between the stack and heap,
as shown in Figure 3-1.
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Free
space
0x00424000

Application
partition

0x00420000

Figure 3·1

An application partition consists of a stack and a heap, and the amount of free
space between them.

~

l__LJ

Figure 3-1 shows a couple of addresses simply to indicate that, by
convention, low memory or a smaller address appears at the bottom of a
figure.
A Macintosh computer is capable of running more than one application
at a time. Whe n it does so, each executing application is given its own
private area in RAM - its own application partition. Each partition consists
of its own stack, free memory area, and heap. Figure 3-2 shows a section of
memory that has three applications running on a Mac at the same time.
The application heap, often called simply the· heap, is used to hold an
application's executable code. If the application is a native PowerPC
program (compiled using a PowerPC compiler), then the entire application
code is loaded into the heap. If the application is a 68K application (compiled
using a 68K compiler), some or all of the code is loaded into the heap. If
the heap size for a 68K application (which is established by the programmer
at the time the program is built) is set large enough, all of the code may end
up in the heap. If the heap isn't large enough to hold all of the code at one
time, blocks of code will be loaded and unloaded as needed.
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Application 1
partition
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Application 2
partition
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Application3
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Figure 3·2
RAM holds an application partition for each program that is currently running
on a Mac.
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These blocks of code are CODE resources. When you build a 68K

L...l!J application, your compiler will divide the executable code into a number of

these CODE resources and store them in the resource fork of the application. The compiler does the work of creating CODE resources and you
won't ever have to manually create them. And when the application is
executing, the operating system does the work of loading and unloading
these CODE resources.
~
Your development environment lets you set the application heap
size for any program you write. Refer back to Chapter 2 for more details.
Besides holding executable code, the heap holds data structures that are
created by the application and by calls to the Toolbox. Application-created
data is described later in this chapter. An example of data created by calls to
the Toolbox is window data that gets loaded into the heap in response to a
call to the Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow( ).

l__L_J
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The application stack, or stack, contains data that is local to routines in
the program. When an application-defined function is called, the parameters
that are passed to the function get stored on the stack. As the program calls
enters that function, the variables that are declared local to the function also
get stored on the stack.
~
The application partition for a 68K application includes an area called
the AS World. This area, located just above the stack, holds the global
variables for an application. PowerPC applications store global variable
information without the need for an AS World. If you need information
about the AS World (or the AS CPU register after which this section of the
partition is named), refer to a more advanced text than this book.
Both the stack and the heap grow and shrink in size as items are added
and removed from them. In Figure 3-1 you saw that between the stack and
the heap lies an area of free memoiy. This area is used by both the stack
and heap. As items are added to the stack, it grows downward toward the
heap. This can be a source of confusion to programmers, as it means that
the top of the stack is figuratively shown at the lower end of the stack.
Conversely, as items are added to the heap, it grows upward toward the
stack. Figure 3-3 shows the same application partition that's shown in Figure
3-1. In this new figure, the free space between the stack and heap has been
reduced by the addition of a stack item and a heap item.
~
An item can be any number of things. If an application calls a function,
and that function includes two local variables, those two variables become
the items that get added to the top of the stack. If a resource (such as a
WIND or MENU) is loaded into memoiy, its data will be an item that is
added to the heap. If your application is, say, a program that catalogs a
person's music CDs, information the person enters for a each CD can be a
data structure that's added to the heap.

LL..J

LL._J

THE APPUCATION HUP
As mentioned earlier, a program has blocks of memoiy allocated and
deallocated to its application heap as the application executes. Each block is
a series of contiguous (adjacent) bytes that hold resource data or an
application data structure. When an application doesn't need a block, it may
deallocate, or purge, that block from the heap. If the purged block isn't at
one end or the other of the heap, a gap of free memoiy forms in the heap.
Each time such a block is purged, a new gap forms. These free blocks can
lead to fragmentation.
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Stack

[aw stack: item
Free
space
F.

0x00424000

New heap
item

Application
partition

Heap

0x00420000

Figure 3·3
The stack grows downward as items are added, while the heap grows upward.

~

Figure 3-3 shows a new block that's been added to the top of an

11._J application heap. As you've just read, however, a block isn't always added
to the top. If the heap contains a block of free memory that's of sufficient
size, the block w ill be allocated within this free area.
When a new block is to be allocated, there must be enough contiguous
heap memory to hold the entire block. While the total amount of free heap
memory may be large enough to hold this block, if the free memory isn't
contiguous, it can't hold the block. Thus the fragmented memory can
become wasted memory. To eliminate fragmentation, the operating system
occasionally compacts the heap, moving blocks so that free memory gaps
are eliminated. Figure 3-4 illustrates this. At the left of this figure is an
application heap that holds five blocks. Pictured in the center of the figure is
this same heap after two of the blocks have been purged. To eliminate the
two free memory gaps, the heap is compacted. While compaction doesn't
increase the amount of free memory, it does make the free memory usable.
After compaction there is a single, larger block of free memory that is
capable of holding a much larger item than the heap could hold before
compaction.
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Figure 3-4

Memory compaction reduces unusable free space in the heap.
Not all blocks in the application heap are affected by compaction. A
block can have the attribute of being relocatable or nonrelocatable. As the
terms suggest, a relocatable block can be moved about within the heap and
a nonrelocatable block cannot be moved. If you understand the concept of
compaction, it makes sense that the system prefers to deal with relocatable
blocks. Nonrelocatable blocks hinder compaction because they fom1
immovable barriers that can trap pockets of free space.

NONRELOCATABLE BLOCKS AND POINTERS
The heap can contain blocks that are relocatable and blocks that are
nonrelocatable. Relocatable blocks - the topic of the next section - are
referenced by handles. Nonrelocatable blocks are referenced by pointers.
When you declare a local variable that is a pointer, the pointer variable
is created on the stack. The block that the pointer points to, however, may
be allocated in the heap. A Wi ndowPt r variable, for example, is a pointer.
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Keeping in mind that a variable declared in ma i n ( ) is a local variable, the
following snippet creates a variable named theWi ndow that appears the
stack. The snippet also allocates a block of window-descriptive data on
the heap.
void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWi ndow :
theWindow • Get NewWindow( 128 . nil . (WindowPtrl -lL ) ;

As shown in Figure 3-5, the Wi ndowPt r variable will hold the address of
this heap block.

m
0x00624001i

theWindow

Stack

m

m

Window data
0x00624000
t:===='I

~ck

Figure 3·5

LZ.J

A pointer variable on the stack holds the address of a block of data in the heap.
You'll notice in Figme

3-5 that the pointer appears to point to the

bottom of the window data. Actually, it's pointing to the first byte in the
block of data - as pointers always do. You should keep in mind that
smaller addresses are shown lower in memory; therefore, a block is pictured
as starting at the lower end of a figure and ending higher up in the figure.

• • •liiiHI• •
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Here's something else to notice about Figure 3-5. Pointers point to

LLJ nonrelocatable blocks; thus the window data block pictured in Figure 3-5
cannot be moved. Below the window data block is a block of free memory.
If the block below the free memory block happens to be nonrelocatable,
then the Memory Manager won't be able to do anything with that free block
during compaction. The free block will be trapped, and potentially unusable
Cit will be unusable if the Memory Manager needs to allocate a block any
larger than this free block).
Because a heap block referenced by a pointer can cause heap fragmentation, it's better to use a block referenced by a handle. Because some
Toolbox routines only use pointers (for example, GetNewWi ndow( ), which
uses a Wi ndowPt r pointer), it isn't always possible to satisfy this preference.

RELOCATABLE BLOCKS AND HANDLES
The heap can hold relocatable blocks, which are referenced by handles, in
addition to nonrelocatable blocks (referenced by pointers). Declaring a local
variable that is a handle creates a handle variable on the stack. The block
that the handle leads to will be allocated in the heap. This is the same as it
is for a pointer variable. The difference between the two is in the path that
is taken from the variable to the heap block.
A pointer variable holds the address of the heap data block - the
pointer leads directly to the block. A handle variable holds the address of a
masterpointer. The master pointer in tum holds the address of the heap
data block. Like all pointers, a master pointer is nonrelocatable - it's fixed
in memory. Unlike a pointer variable that your program declares in an
application-defined function, a master pointer is found in the heap, not on
the stack.
When an application is launched, a number of master pointers are
created near the bottom of the heap. These pointers remain in the heap
until the program terminates. While pointers are generally shunned by
programmers because they block the movement of relocatable heap blocks,
master pointers don't share this bad reputation. Because they reside at the
bottom of the heap, they don't interfere with compaction, as pointers in the
middle of the heap do.
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Having to traverse through a master pointer to reach a data block in the
heap seems a roundabout means of accessing data. Why is this extra step
necessary for a handle but not for a pointer? The answer lies in relocation.
Because a handle leads to a block that can be moved by the Memory
Manager, extra precautions must be taken to keep track of the block.
There are several situations in which your code will rely on a handle.
Loading a resource is one of them. The following snippet loads a sound
resource with an ID of 128 into memory, then returns a handle to the
loaded sound data.
void main( void )
{

Handle theHandle;
theHandle c GetResource( 'snd ' 128 ); .

~

Sounds and sound resources are discussed in detail in Chapter 13.
such as a digitized sound can be stored as a resource of type s nd in the resource fork of an application. Loading the sound resource into memory readies it for playing on the
Mac's speakers.
A call to the Toolbox function GetResource() loads resource data into
memory. The call also sets a master pointer to point to this loaded data.
Finally, the call returns the address of the master pointer (not the loaded
resource data) and assigns it to the handle. Figure 3-6 illustrates this.
As in all of this chapter's figures that include addresses, the particular
addresses shown here aren't of importance - they're in the figure merely to
give you something concrete to reference. You can't predict at what address
the Memory Manager will place a new block. And because the Memory
Manager is responsible for its placement, you won't care which address a
block is at!

L_l_J Here, it is sufficient to know that a sound -

~
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0x00480820

theHandle

Stack
ID

Allocated
block

0x00600210

Heap
11

0x00690210

Master pointer

L!:=~D> 0x00400820

Figure 3-6

A handle variable on the stack holds the address of a master pointer in

the heap. The master pointer in turn holds the address of a block of data in
the heap.
Examine Figure 3-6 closely. Notice that the handle holds the address of
the master pointer, while the master pointer holds the address of the
allocated block - the address of the sound data, in this example. Now
consider what will happen when memory compaction takes place. The
allocated block, which is relocatable, may be moved by the Memory Manager.
If that happens, the Memory Manager will update the address of the block
in the master pointer. That is, the current address (0x00600210 in the figure)
will be replaced with the new block address. And the address in the handle?
That won't change. The ha ndle holds the address of the master pointer. The
master pointer itself never moves in memory. In the example, it will always
appear at address 0x00400820.
Because of how the memory management technique of handles works,
the Memory Manager is only responsible for changing the address that
appears in a master pointer. The Memory Manager doesn't ever need to
attempt to change the address found in a handle variable in your program.
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Working with Pointers
To avoid fragmentation, it's preferable to work with handles rather than
pointers (handles work with relocatable blocks, and pointers don't).
Occasionally, however, a program will need to allocate a nonrelocatable
block of memory.

THE TOOLBOX AND CAlls TO NEWPIR( )
Sometimes your program will explicitly make a call to the Toolbox function
New Pt r ( ) , and at other times the call will be made implicitly - a Toolbox
function that your program calls will in tum call New Pt r (). In either case, a
nonrelocatable block of memory will be allocated in memory, and a pointer
to that block will be returned to your program.
A call to GetNewWi ndow() is an example of a Toolbox function that calls
NewPtr() and returns a pointer. Specifically, GetNewWi ndow() returns a
Wi ndowPtr:

WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow = GetNewWindowC 128. nil, CWindowPtr)-ll );

When a Toolbox routine like GetNewWi ndow() makes a call to
NewPtr (),the Toolbox is responsible for taking care of memory allocation.
As you'll soon see, when your program calls NewPtr() directly, then your
program is responsible for allocating a block of memory of the proper size.

THE APPUCATION AND CAlls TO NEWPIR( )
A specific pointer type always points to the same specific data structure in
memory. For instance, a Wi ndowPtr points to a Wi ndowRecord - the data
structure that defines what a window looks like. A Di a1ogPtr points to a
Di al ogRecord - the data structure that defines the look of, and the items
in, a dialog box. On the other hand, the Macintosh data type Pt r is used to
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create a generic pointer; that is, a variable of type Pt r can point to any
block of memory that your program wishes it to. The following is a
declaration of a Pt r variable named thePt r:
Ptr thePtr;

Just as declaring a Wi nd owPtr variable named t heWi ndow doesn't
automatically create a pointer that points to a Wi nd owReco r d in memory, the
declaration of a Pt r variable doesn't tell your program what memory is
being pointed to. Figure 3-7 shows that a Pt r declaration creates a pointer
variable on the stack, but it doesn't create a variable that is immediately of
use by your program .
I I create a poi nte r va ri able on t he stack

Ptr the pt r :

~

th ePtr

I
0x????????

Stack

ij

Heap

~

Figure 3-7

Declaring a pointer adds a pointer variable to the stack.
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1i9t============================i
Where will the pointer variable be on the stack? If no other variable is declared after the pointer,
it will be at the top of the stack (which, remember, is pictured in figures at the lower en of the
stack). If a function declares a few variables, then the pointer may not be at the top of the stack:

short theVa l ue;
Ptr
thePtr ;
1ong the Tota 1;
In any case, the exact stack locatior:i of a variable won't be of concern to you or to your program.

just as your program needs to make a call to the Toolbox function
GetNewWi ndow() to assign a Wi ndowPtr something to point to, your
program needs to make a call to a Toolbox function to set a Ptr variable
pointing to something. The Toolbox call that you'll use is NewPtr ( ), and the
thing that the new pointer will point to is specified as the parameter to
NewPtr() :

Ptr thePtr;
thePtr = NewPtr ( s i zeof( long l l;

The above call to NewPtr() tells the Toolbox to allocate a block of
memory the size of a 1ong variable and return a pointer to that block to the
calling program. Including s i zeof () as a part of the parameter to NewPtr ()
is necessary because NewPtr() is expecting a number as its parameter. The
number is the size of the memory block to allocate, in bytes. Because the
1ong data type always occupies 4 bytes of memory, the above snippet will
allocate a 4-byte block of memory in the heap and return a pointer to that
block. Figure 3-8 shows that the call to NewPtr( ) assigns Ptr variable
thePtr the address of the newly allocated memory block. The figure also
shows that the new block starts at address 0x00600010. The block that
follows the new block begins at address 0x00600014 , making the size of the
new block 4 bytes in size (that is, bytes found at addresses 0x00600010,
0x00600011, 0x00600012, and 0x00600013).
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II allocate a block of memory the size of a
II long and r eturn that block's address

t hePtr - NewPt r ( sizeof( long ) l ;

thePtr

0x0060001 4

Allocated block

0x00600010

Stack

I

Heap

~
Figure 3-8

Calling NewPtr() allocates a block of memory and sets the pointer variable to
point to it.
In Figure 3-8 you can see that the calJ to NewPtr ( ) turns variable
thePtr from an invalid pointer (a pointer that pointed to an unknown

address) to a valid pointer (a po inter that points to a particular block of
memory). While the pointer points to a valid block, the contents of the
block are unknown. To store a value in the contents of the block, you may
be tempted to try the folJowing:
thePtr • 50 :

II

this W
ON'T work

The above line of code doesn't work because a pointer holds an
address. The above line sets thePtr to point to memory address 50 which isn't the desired result. To instead assign the contents of the block of
memory a value of 50, use the * operator (the indirection operator, or
dereferencing operator):
*thePt r

=

50 ;

II

this WI LL work
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In the above line of code, the * operator tells the compiler to assign the
value on the right of the assignment operator (the = sign) to the block
pointed to by the pointer variable on the left of the assignment operator.
Figur~ 3-9 shows how dereferencing the pointer variable thePtr allows a
program to access the memory block that the Ptr points to.
II dereference the pointer to assign a value
II to the block of memory

*thePtr - 50 :

0x006090HI

thePt r

~

Sta ck

~
'c=

0x00600014
0x00600010

50

Allocoted block

I

Heap

~~ ·
Figure 3-9

Dereferencing a pointer lets a program assign a value to the object that the
pointer points to.

POINTERS AND APPLICATION·DEFINED DATA STRUCTURES
For simplicity, the previous discussion used a pointer to a block of memory
the size of a long variable. In practice, it's unlikely that you'll need to create
a pointer to a block of memory that holds a single long value. Instead, it's
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more likely that your program will define a data structure and then use a
pointer to point to the entire data structure. Consider the following data
structure definition:
typedef struct
I

short length:
short width:
long area:
MyRecord, *MyRecordPtr:

The above definition creates two application-defined data types. The
first, MyRecord, is a data structure with three fields. The second,
MyRecordPtr, is a pointer to a struct of type My Record.
To create a variable of type MyRecord, declare one as you would any
other type of variable. To assign a value to one of the fields of the structure
variable, use the dot operator (the structure member operator):
MyRecord theRec:
theRec.length = 5:

To instead create a variable that is a pointer to a MyRecord structure,
declare a MyRecordPtr variable:
MyRecordPtr theRecPtr:

Unlike the MyRecord variable, you can't immediately use the
MyRecordPtr variable in an assignment statement. Instead, you need to
allocate a block of memory for variable theRecPtr to point at. As you've
seen, a call to New Pt r () takes care of that task:
theRecPtr = (MyRecordPtr)NewPtr( sizeof( MyRecord ) );

In the above line the parameter to NewPtr() is the size of a MyRecord
data structure. Because each of the two short fields occupies two bytes and
the one 1ong field occupies four bytes, the Memory Manager will allocate a
block of memory 8 bytes in size. The Memory Manager will then assign the
first address of this block to the variable theRecPtr. Figure 3-10 illustrates
this example.
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II al l ocate a block of memory the size of a
II MyRecord data structure
theRecPtr • (MyRecordPtr)NewPtr( sizeof CMyRecord) ) ;

theRecPtr

0x00452000

~

area

Allocated block

width
length

~

Figure 3·10
New Pt r ()

can be used to allocate a block of memory the size of a data

structure.
You can use either of two methods to assign a value to one of the fields
of the data structure that theRecPtr points to. One way is to use the *
operator to dereference the pointer. Once you do that, you need to use the
dot operator - the structure member operator - to access a particular field
of the pointed-to structure. In the following example the l ength field of a
My Reco rd structure is assigned a value of 3. Notice that the pointer variable
name is enclosed in parentheses to tell the compiler that the * operator is to
be used to dereference the pointer variable the RecPtr. Without the
parentheses, the compiler would assume that theRecPtr . length was the
pointer to de refe rence.
(*theRecPtr). length

a

3:
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The second method of assigning a value to a structure member via a
pointer to that structure is through the use of the - > operator (a hyphen ( - )
followed by the greater-than symbol (>)):
theRecPt r->length = 3;

The above two methods of accessing a structure member via a pointer
variable both accomplish the same task. The method you use will be strictly
a matter of personal preference. In tl1is book the first method is used.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: POINTERS
The Pointers example program demonstrates the use of NewPt r() with an
application-defined data type. The Pointers program uses the same
My Reco rd structure that was shown earlier in this chapter:
typedef struct
I

short 1en'gth ;
short widt h:
long area ;
MyReco rd. *MyRecordPtr :

The program declares two variables that make use of the My Record data
structure. The first is a MyRe co rd variable; the second is a pointer to an area
in memory that holds a MyRecord structure:
MyRecord
theRec :
MyRecordPtr theRecPtr :
:

.~

. .JI======================
What's so special about using a pointer to a data structure rather than just using a variable of that
data structure type? Altering the value of a variable from within a function is one reason to use
a pointer. Remember, in C, when a function makes a change to the value of a variable 1hat is
passed as a parameter, that change doesn't last beyond the time that function executes. When
the function ends, the variable's value goes back to the value it had when passed in. Passing an
address of a data structure rather than the structure itself enables a function to change the value
of the structure - and the change will last even when the function ends.
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After the variable declarations, the program assigns values to each of the
members of the My Record variable:
theRec.length • 5:
theRec.width • 4:
theRec.area = theRec.length * theRec .width;

Next, memory is allocated for one MyRecord data structure. That gives
the MyRecordPtr variable theRecPtr something to point to:
theRecPtr • (MyRecordPt r )NewPtr( sizeof( HyRecord l l :

With a block of memory allocated, the program uses the * operator
with the pointer to fill each of the three fields of the memory block:
(*theRecPtr) . length = 3;
(*theRecPtr ).width • 2;
(*theRecPtr l .area = (*theRecPtrl. length* (*the RecPtr l .width:

If you're familiar with your development environment's debugger, you
might want to step through this short program to see the members getting
assigned values. Otherwise, you can use a call to the Toolbox function
NumToStri ng() to convert to a string any member of either variable. Then
draw the result to d1e window that the Pointers program displays. The
Pointers program does d1at with the area field for both the the Rec variable
and d1e pointer variable theRecPtr. The result is shown in Figure 3-11. To
end the Pointers program, press the mouse button.
New Window

Figure 3·11

The result of running the Pointers program.
After compiling and running Pointers, you can try a simple test to see if
the call to NewPtr() is really necessary. Move to the NewPtr() line in the
Pointers.c source code file and comment out that line. Then build, or make,
an application from the project. What happens next depends on which
development environment you're using and on what preferences settings

I •
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you have set. You may e nd up with a compilation e rror - Figure 3-12
shows the commented-out line in the source code window and such an
e rror in the Metrowerks Message Window. Or, the source code might just
compile - but don't be too pleased. If you double-click on the standalone
application's icon, the program may very well start, the n quit. Figure 3-13
shows one possible alert the Finder could report - a type 1, or bus error.
Regardless of what goes wrong, something certainly is wrong. The lesson
here is that when declaring a pointer variable that is to be used with
application-defmed data, make sure to provide your program with memory
to point to.
~
Keep in mind that you don't have to allocate memory for Macintosh
pointer types such as a Wi ndowPtr or Di al ogPtr. The Toolbox will take
care of memory management when you use a variable of one of these types.

LLJ

Point ers.c
II

.

t.heRftC:P tr •

<t1yRec0t'dP tr >t~ tr ( s1 z eofC 1'1\flece>r"d

theflecPtr-> l<lfl9th • 3;
theRecPtr- >• id th - 2;
theRecPtr->orea
• the~Ptr- > length •

the:A.cPlr'- >width;

Mess'!.9.e Window

1810

i-

> >;

0

& 1-kJrning

181 &

1

DIG 0

~ ~

: variable · theRecPtr' l s not lni ti a I I zed be fore be inc; used
Pol nter-s . c I lne 2~
MoJlecordPtr~

...

~

Iii
Ii

Figure 3·12

Some compilers report an error if a pointer is used before it is assigned a block
to point to.

The 11ppllc11tlon "unknown" hns
uneHpectedly quit, becouse 11n error of
type I occ urred.

R

OK

J)

Figure 3·13
A program that doesn't allocate memory properly may not run properly.

The Pointers project requires a single resource - a WIND - with an ID
of 128. Figure 3-14 shows the type and size of the window used by the
program.
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Pointers.rsrc

L:]

1--~W_l_N_Ds_r_ro_m~
Po_in_t_er_s_.r~sr_c~-1
J2.

Siu

N>IM

29

128

filS

WIND ID • 128 from Polnten.rsrc

-

~~-==s="--~===

Color:

-

-

-

® Default
Q Custom

Top: ~ Height: ~

181 1nitiolly ulslble

left: ~ Width:§]

D Close boH

Figure 3·14
The Pointers pro;ect uses a single WI ND resource.
The source code for Pointers appears next. The re's only one thing that
happens that hasn't been mentioned yet. \Vhen your program is finished
with a pointer variable, it should dispose of the memory block that the
pointer referenced. The last line of ma i n ( ) does that with a call to the
Toolbox function Di sposePtr( ). You pass Di sposePtr() a pointer to the
block that is to be freed. This routine requires a generic p ointer - a
variable of type Ptr . Since the program uses an application-defined pointer
type - the MyRecordPtr type - it is necessary to typecast the applicationdefined pointer type to a Pt r pointer type. Typecasting a variable temporarily converts the variable to a different type. Here, preceding the variable
named theRecPtr with (Ptr) does that.
''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void

InitializeToolbox( void l :

''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

typedef
I
short
short
long

struct

le ngth:
width:
area:
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I MyRecord, *MyRecordPtr:
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void main( void
I

My Record
MyRecordPtr
WindowPtr
Str255

theRec:
theRecPtr:
theWindow:
theString;

InitializeToolbox();
theRec. length
theRec.width
theRec.area

=
=
=

5;
4;
theRec.length * theRec.width;

theRecPtr = (MyRecordPtr)NewPtr( sizeof( MyRecord ) ):
(*theRecPtr).length = 3;
(*theRecPtr).width = 2:
(*theRecPtr).area = (*theRecPtrl.length * (*theRecPtr).width:
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil. (WindowPtrl-ll ):
SetPort( theWindow ):
NumToString( theRec.area, theString );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring( theString l:
NumToString( (*theRecPtr).area, theString ):
MoveTo( 10, 40 );
Drawstring( theString l:
while ( !Button() );
DisposePtr( (Ptr)theRecPtr l:

Working with Handles
Just as the Toolbox and an application can both allocate memory and create
a pointer that references that memory, so too can the Toolbox and an
application allocate memory and then create a handle that references the
new memory block.
~
A pointer points to a block of memory. A handle also does, but
indirectly. A handle points to a master pointer, and the master pointer in
turn points to the memory block. Rather than say that a handle indirectly
points to a block, this book will just say that a handle references a block.

11..J
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THE TOOLBOX AND (ALLS TO NEWHANDLE( )
Toolbox routines that allocate memory may return either a pointer or a
handle to that memory. You've seen that GetNewWi ndow() allocates a
nonrelocatable block of heap memory and returns a pointer to that
memory - a Wi ndow Pt r. There are other Toolbox routines that allocate a
relocatable block and return a handle to that memory. When a program
calls the Toolbox routine Get Picture() to load a picture (a PICT resource)
into memory, for example, the Toolbox allocates a relocatable block of
memory to hold the picture data in, loads the data into that memory, and
then returns a Pi c Hand l e to the program. Anytime the program needs to
access the picture data (to draw the picture in a window, for instance), the
Pi cHandl e can be used.
When a Toolbox routine like GetPi cture() allocates memory, it calls
another Toolbox routine to do the allocation - NewHandl e().
GetPicture() uses NewHandle() to allocate a block of memory the size of
a Picture - a Macintosh data type that holds information about a picture.
When a Toolbox routine calls NewHandl e( ), it is the Toolbox routine that is
responsible for memory allocation. When your program calls NewHandl e( ),
your program must specify the size of the block to allocate. As you've seen,
this is how NewPtr() and memory allocation work.

THE APPUCATION AND CALLS TO NEWHANDLE( )
A Toolbox routine like Get Picture() returns a handle that always references a particular type of data structure, the Picture structure. When your
application calls NewHandl e( ), it can specify that a block of memory be
allocated for any type of structure. Before calling NewHandl e( ), your
program will declare a Handle variable:
Handle theHand:
As Figure 3-15 illustrates, the declaration creates a new variable on the

stack, but it doesn't give that variable the address of a master pointer.
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II create a handle variable on the stack

Handle theHand;

theHand

~

Stack

~

Heap
Master pointer
0x????????

Master pointer
Master pointer

Figure 3·15
Declaring a handle adds a handle variable to the stack.
After declaring the Handle variable, your program will call NewHandl e()
to allocate a block of memory, set a master pointer pointing to that block,
and return a handle to your program. Just as it was for New Pt r ( ) , the one
parameter to NewHa nd l e ( ) is the size, in bytes, of the block to allocate.
Handle theHand;
theHand • NewHandle( sizeof( long l ) ;

The above snippet allocates a block of memory the size of a long - 4
bytes. Figure 3-16 shows how memory now looks.
In Figure 3-16 you can see that the variable theHand holds the address
of a master pointer. The master pointer, in turn, holds the address of the
new block of memory. To assign a value to the contents of this block, the
handle variable needs to be dereferenced twice:
Handle theHand;
theHand • NewHandl e( si zeof ( 1ong ) ) ;
**theHand
50;
D
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II allocate heap memory for t he ma s ter
II pointer to point up to
theHand • NewHandle( sizeof ( long) ):

~:;~

.. ~;..._
;·

~

0x00600214

theHand

~

"""IT

--"'

""""??

Allocated block

~06002!~~

Master pointer
Master pointer
Master pointer

0x00600210

~

Stack

Heap
l!!::iiiiiilii;;;e>0X00400820

b??Hn??

0x1nn1n

Figure 3·16
Calling NewHa nd 7e ( J allocates a block of memory and sets up the handle

variable to reference it.
The above snippet fills d1e new block of memory wid1 me number 50.
Figure 3-17 shows this.
Why does a handle variable need to be dereferenced twice in order to
get to me value in memory? A handle holds me address of a master pointer.
A master pointer holds me address of a block of memory. The block of
memory holds a value. Dereferencing a handle a single tin1e yields me
contents of me master pointer (which is an address - me address of me
heap block). Dereferencing a second tin1e yields me contents of me block.
Figure 3-18 illustrates d1e values me handle has - as a handle, as a handle
dereferenced once, and as a handle dereferenced twice.
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II derefernce the handle twice to assign
II a value to the block of memory
~*t he

Hand • 50:

theHand

~

Stack

~
Allocated block
Heap
Master pointer
Master pointer
Master pointer

Figure 3·17

Dereferencing a handle lets a program assign a value to the object that the
handle refers to.

HANDLES AND APPLICATION·DEFINED DATA STRUCTURES
You've seen that a pointe r can be used to keep track of a data structure in
memory. A handle can be used in the same way. And because a handle
references a block of memory that the system can relocate, a handle is the
preferred way of allocating memory. The following application-defmed data
structure expands upon the MyRecord s truct that was introduced earlier in
this chapter:
typedef struct
I

short 1ength;
short width ;
long area;
MyRecord, *MyRecordPtr , **MyRecordHandle;
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has a value

of 0x00400820

~
**theHand
of 50
0x00600214
0x00600210 ~~~~~

=""""':»

¢:l

~

0x00400820

has a value

**theHa nd

has a value

of 0x00600210

Figure 3·18

A handle holds the address of a master pointer; the master pointer holds the
address of a block of memory.
To create a variable that is a handle to a MyRecord strncture, declare a
MyRecordHandl e variable:
MyRecordHandle

theRecHand;

Next, allocate a block of memory the size of one My Record structure
and get a handle to that block:
theRecHa nd • (MyRecordHa ndle l NewHandle ( sizeof( MyRecord ) l ;

As is the case for a pointer variable, you can use either of two methods
to access a member of the structure a handle references. You can use the *
operator to dereference the handle once (which results in a pointer), and
then use the - >operator to access a member of the pointed-to structure:
(*theRecHandl->l ength • 7:

I.
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A second means of accessing a field of a structure referenced by a
handle is to dereference the handle twice and then use the dot operator:
(**theRecHand). length

a

7;

As in working with pointers, the method of member access is at the
discretion of the programmer. In this book the second method is used.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: HANDLES
The Handles example program is a demonstration of the use of
Ne~1Handl e() with an application-defined data type. The Handles program
uses the same My Record structure that was shown earlier in this chapter and
in the Pointers example. Here the MyRecordHandl e type has been added to
the structure definition:
typedef
I
short
short
long

struct
1ength;
width;
area;

MyRecord, *MyRecordPtr. **MyRecordHandle;

The program declares a handle to an area in memory that holds a
MyRecord structure:
MyRecordHandle

theRecHand ;

Next, memory is allocated for one My Record data structure. That gives
the MyRecordPtr variable theRecPtr something to point to:
theRecPtr

=

(MyRecordPtrJNewPtr( si zeof( MyRecord ) ) ;

With a block of memory allocated, the program uses the * operator
with the handle to fill the three members of the structure in the memory
block:
(**theRecHandl .length • 7;
(**theRecHand ).width • 6;
(**theRecHand ).area • (**theRecHand).length *
(**theRecHandJ .width;
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The Handles program uses a call to the Toolbox function
NumToStri ng () to convert the area member to a string. That string is

drawn to a window - just as was done in the Pointers program. Figure 319 shows the results you should expect to see when you run the Handles
program. To quit the program, press the mouse button.
New Window

I

Figure 3-19

The result of running the Handles program.

~

[_LJ

Here's one last reminder. Remember that you don't have to allocate
memory for Macintosh handle types like the Pi cHandl e - the Toolbox
takes care of memory allocation for Macintosh data types. You only need to
call NewHandl e() when you're working with application-defined data types
and handles to these types.
The Handles project requires the same resource used in the Pointers
program - a WIND with an ID of 128. The project's source code is shown
next. Take note of the last line of code in the listing. When your program is
finished with a handle variable , it should free up the block the handle
references, just as is done with a pointer variable. A call to the Toolbox
function Di s po s eHa nd l e ( ) takes care of that task. Make sure to typecast
w hatever handle type you pass to Di sposeHandl e() - this function
requires a generic Handle data type as its one parameter.
''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void

Init ia li zeTool box( void );

''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

typedef struct
(

short length;
short width;
long area ;
} MyRecord , *MyRecordPt r. **MyRecord Handle ;
''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main ( void l

I
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MyRecordHandle theRecHand;
WindowPtr
theWindow;
Str255
theString;
InitializeToolbox();
theRecHand = (MyRecordHandlelNewHandle( sizeof( MyRecord ) );
(**theRecHandl.length 7;
(**theRecHand).width = 6;
(**theRecHand).area
(**theRecHandl.length * (**theRecHand).width;
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128. nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow );
c

c

NumToString( (**theRecHandl.area, theString );
MoveTo< 10, 20 );
Drawstring< theString >:
while< !Button() );
DisposeHandle( (HandleltheRecHand );

Memory Reference
This section summarizes the Toolbox functions that work with pointers and
handles.

POINTERS
Toolbox functions that work with pointers will take care of memory
allocation without help from you. If your program creates pointers to its
own data structures, however, your program will need to allocate mc~mory
to hold the structure.

NewPtr()
A call to NewPtr () allocates a block of memory in the application heap and
returns a pointer to that block. The pointer holds the first address of
the block.
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Ptr thePtr;
Size numBytes;
thePtr = NewPtr( numBytes );

NewP tr ( ) accepts a parameter of type Si z e. The Si z e data type is
defined to be a 1ong. This parameter is the size, in bytes, of the block of
memoiy that is to be allocated. After NewPtr() allocates the block, it returns
a pointer to that block.
If the exact number of bytes to allocate is unknown - as is often the
case - use the s i zeof () operator as part of the parameter to NewPtr().
The si zeof() operator accepts a data type as its parameter and returns the
number of bytes that one instance of that data type would occupy. For
example, because the short data type always occupies 2 bytes of memoiy
and the l on g data type always occupies 4 bytes, s i z e of ( short ) returns
two, s i z e of ( 1on g ) returns four. This technique can be used to easily
allocate memoiy for one instance of an application-defined data structure.
The following snippet allocates a block of memoiy the size of a single
Auto St r uct data structure and returns a pointer to it:
typedef struct
I

Str255 model;
Str255 make;
short year;
AutoStruct, *AutoStructPtr;
AutoStructPtr theAutoPtr:
theAutoPtr = NewPtr( sizeof{ AutoStruct ) );

DisposePtr( )
When your program is through with a pointer, it should free the block of
memoiy that the pointer referenced. To do that, call Di sposePtr( ).
Di s pose Pt r ( ) accepts a pointer of type Pt r as its one parameter. The
following snippet allocates memoiy for an application-defined structure and
then frees that same memory.
typedef struct
I

Str255 model:
Str255 make;
short year:
AutoStruct, *AutoStructPtr;
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AutoStructPtr theAutoPtr;
theAutoPtr = NewPtr( sizeof( AutoStruct ) ):
DisposePtr( (Ptr)theAutoPtr ):

HANDLES
Toolbox functions that allocate memory and return a handle to that memory
take care of memory management chores for you. If your program creates
handles to its own data structures, your program will be responsible for
allocating memory to hold the structure.

NewHandle( )
A call to NewHandl e() allocates a block of memory in the application heap

and returns a handle to that block. The handle holds the address of a master
pointer. The master pointer holds the first address of the block.
Handle theHand:
Size
numBytes:
theHand = NewHandle( numBytes );
NewHandl e () accepts a parameter of type Size. The Size data type is
defined to be a long. The numBytes parameter is the size, in bytes, of the
block of memory that is to be allocated. After NewHandl e() allocates the
block, it returns a handle to that block.
If the block is to be the size of an application-defined data type, the
number of bytes to allocate may be unknown - especially if the data type
consists of several members. To let the compiler calculate the size of a data
type, pass the data type name to the s i zeof ( ) operator. This can be done
from within the call to NewHandl e( ), as demonstrated below. The following
snippet allocates a block of memory the size of a single AutoStruct data
structure and returns a handle to it:

typedef struct
t

Str255 model:
Str255 make:
short year:
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I AutoStruct. *AutoStructPtr, **AutoStructHandle:
AutoStructHandle theAutoHand:
theAutoHand = NewHandle( sizeof( AutoStruct ) ):

DisposeHandle( )
When your program is through with a handle, it should free the block of
memory that the handle referenced. The Toolbox routine Di sposeHandl e()
will do that. Pass this function a handle of type Hand l e. The following
example allocates memory for an application-defined structure and then
frees that memory block.
typedef st ruct
I

Str255 model;
Str255 make:
short year;
AutoStruct. *AutoStructPtr, **AutoStructHandle:
AutoStructHandle theAutoHand:
theAutoHand = NewHandle( sizeof( AutoStruct ) );
DisposeHandle( (Handle)theAutoHand );
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Programming
Fundamentals

T

he topics covered in Part II are the true fundamentals
of Macintosh programming. All but the most trivial
Mac applications make use of the topics covered in this
section.
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Drawing
T

he Macintosh Toolbox, described in Chapter 1, holds the myriad
functions that enable you to add interface elements such as windows,
menus, and dialog boxes to your programs. The Toolbox also e nables you
to add graphics. It consists of hundreds of drawing routines. In this
introductory drawing chapter, you 'II learn about several of these functions.
You'll learn more about QuickDraw graphics functions in Chapter 10.
The routines in the Macintosh Toolbox are divided conceptually into
separate
as, each area consisting of functions that work with a single
interface pie. Each of these areas has a name, and most of the names end
with the word M anager. There's the Window Manager, the Menu Manager,
the Dialog anager, and others. There's also an area that for one reason or
another doesn't end with Manager. Instead, it's just known as QuickDraw.
QuickDra includes the Toolbox drawing routines that enable programmers
to draw simple objects such as lines, rectangles, and circles. Those are the
types of shapes you'll see described in this chapter. QuickDraw also holds
Toolbox functions that are used to create more sophisticated shapes such as
polygons, regions, and pictures. Those shapes are discussed in Chapter 10.

Drawing Basics
Before drawing, you will need to know where you're drawing to and what
you're draw ing with. That is, you'll need to specify both the location at
which drawing is to cake place and the characteristics of the "pen" that is to
be doing the drawing.
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THE COORDINATE SYSTEM
Before delving into the details of how to draw, a q uick look at where to
draw is in order. QuickDraw easily allows you to draw lines, shapes, and
text anywhere you want in a w indow. You specify where by using a
coordinate grid system. As shown in Figure 4-1, in the horizontal direction
the coordinate system starts at 0 at the left edge of a w indow and increases
to the right. The numbe ring refers to pixe ls, or dots on the screen. The
distance between any two consecutive horizontal values, such as 30 to 31, is
the width of a single pixel. Monitors typically have about 70 pixels per
linear inch, so the width of a pixel is about 1/70 inch. In the vertical
direction the system starts at 0 at the top of a window and increases
downward. Again, the distance between any two consecutive values is the
distance between two consecutive pixels. In Figure 4-1 , notice that because
the window's title bar isn't part of tl1e window's drawing area, it isn't
included in the coordinate system.

0 30 60 90120150180210
Window

:::·rTTTT~
i

90 I120 t-········~
(60,120)
150 t180 1210 1-

,

Figure 4·1
The pixel located at (60, 120) in a window's coordinate system.

Figure 4-1 shows how any one point- any one pixel - in a window
is referred to. A point is specified by first giving the hotizontal, or x, value,
then the ve rtical, or y, value. In Figure 4-1 the point that lies 60 pixels from
the left edge of a window and 120 pixels down from the window's top is
referred to by the coordinate system pair of values (60, 120).
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In past chapters you have seen that before calling the Toolbox function
DrawStri ng () to draw a string of text, a program calls the Toolbox function
Move To(). The MoveTo() function establishes where subsequent drawing
will begin. The following snippet shows how a sentence could be started 60
pixels from the left edge of a window and 120 pixels down from its top.
Figure 4-2 illustrates:
MoveTo( 60 , 120):
Drawstring ( "\pThis sentence starts at (60 , 120)" ) :

0 30 60 90 120150180 210
Window

0 llTTTll,...
30 1-

60 t90 t120 I-

This sentence st11rts 11t (60, 128)

150 1-

180 1210 I-

~

Figure 4·2

Drawn text starts at a particular pixel.
Each window has its own coordinate system, and each system is
independent of the window's current location on the screen - the coordinate system floats along with a window as the window moves. That is,
point (0, 0) will always be the point located at a window's upper left comer,
no matter where the w indow is currently placed on the screen.

THE GRAPHICS PEN
Lines are often, but not always, drawn with a thickness of a single pixel.
Shapes are often, but not always, drawn in solid black. When you draw a
line or shape, you have the ability to select the line thickness and fill pattern
for the line or shape. Drawing is said to be p erformed with an invisible
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graphics pen. When you make a call to the Toolbox function MoveTo( ),
you're setting the starting placement of a graphics pen. A call to
Draw St r i ng ( ) then uses this imaginaiy pen to draw text.
Each window has its own graphics pen. A program can easily change
one of the settings of a pen by making a Toolbox call. As an example of
making a change to a graphics pen setting, consider a program that changes
the thickness at which the graphics pen will draw. When a new window is
created, its graphics pen has a line thickness setting of a single pixel. A
change to this default value is made by calling PenSi ze(). The first parameter to PenSi ze() is the new pixel width in which lines will be drawn,
while the second parameter is the new pixel height in which lines will be
drawn. The following snippet sets the graphics pen's line height to 10
pixels, while leaving its width at 1 pixel:
PenSize( 1, 10 ) :

Changes to a graphics pen affect all subsequent drawing that takes
place in the window to which the pen is associated. Consider the following
snippet:
PenSize( 1. 10 );

MoveTo( 30, 50 );
Line( 200, 0 ) :

The above code begins by changing the size of a graphics pen. It then
calls MoveTo() to move the same graphics pen to a point 30 pixels from the
left edge of a window and 50 pixels down from the window's top. A
horizontal line 200 pixels in length is then drawn using the Toolbox
function Li ne ( ) . The first parameter to Li ne ( ) is the horizontal pixel length
of the line, while the second parameter is the vertical pixel length. Line
drawing is done with the window's graphics pen and begins at the current
position of that pen. In this example the position point is (30, 50). Because
PenSi ze() was called previous to the drawing of the line, the line will have
a height of 10 pixels, as shown in Figure 4-3.
Line thickness is one property of a graphics pen. A second is fill pattern.
When a new window opens, its pen's default fill pattern is black - lines
and shapes all get drawn in solid black. Your program can call the Toolbox
function Pen Pat ( ) to change this pattern. Here is an example that changes
the fill pattern to a light gray pattern:
PenPat( &qd.ltGray );
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New Window

Figure 4·3

The thickness of a line can be changed by setting the line thickness of the
graphics pen.
The parameter to Pen Pat ( ) is a pointer to the pattern that is to be used
by the pen. QuickDraw has five predefined patterns available for your use:
white, light gray, gray, dark gray, and black. Each of these patterns is
represented by an Apple-defined constant: white, 1 tGray, gray, dkG ray,
and b1a ck. These five constants are defined as part of a global structure
named qd. Because your developme nt environme nt defines this global qd
structure, you don't have to declare it in your programs. Instead, to access
one of the patterns, simply use the dot operator, as in qd. gray to specify a
gray pattern. Because PenPat() requires a pointer to a pattern, you will
need to preface the pattern with the & operator.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: GRAPHICSPEN
The GraphicsPen program opens a window and calls Line ( ) three times to
draw three lines. The window is shown in Figure 4-4. You can quit the
program by simply clicking the mouse button.
The top line of the three lines uses the default graphics pen settings to
draw a line 300 pixels in length:
MoveTo( 20 . 30 J;
Line ( 300. 0 J ;

The middle line is drawn with a pen width and height of 10 pixels:
Pen Size( 10, 10 ) :

MoveTo( 20 . 50 J:
Line( 300 , 0 J:
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As shown in Figure 4-4, the second line is slightly longer than the first,

even though both lines result from identical calls to Line ( ) . This is because
the drawing of the middle line takes place after a call to Pen Size() changes
the pen's size. Because the pen's width is 10 pixels at the time of the
drawing of the middle line, the line extends 10 pixels beyond the 300-pixel
length specified in the call to Line ( ) . Figure 4-5 adds the pixel coordinates
of the starting point and ending point of each of the three lines.
The bottom line is drawn after a call to PenPat() changes the graphics
pen's pattern to gray. The result is a gray line, as shown in Figure 4-4. You
can experiment by changing the PenPat() parameter to any of the other
four predefined patterns and recompiling and rerunning the GraphicsPen
program:
PenPa t( &qd.gray l :

MoveTo( 20 . 90 l:
Line ( 300. 0 l :

Like the middle line, tl1e bottom line has a height of 10 pixels. Keep in
mind that a change co a characteristic of a graphics pen stays in effect until
th e characteristic is again changed. Thus the program's call to Pen Size()
changes the pen's size for all of the drawing that follows.
New Window

Figure 4-4
The window that results from running the GraphicsPen program.
New Window

(20, 30)
120=.-=50,.,...
)-

- - - - --

(321, 30)
- - -(330, 50)

..........................(330, 90)

(20, 90)

Figure 4-5
The GraphicsPen window, with pixel coordinates added For reference.
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128

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
theRect:
InitializeToolbox():
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL ):
SetPort( theWindow ):
MoveTo( 20, 30 );
Line ( 300. 0 l ;
PenSize< 10. 10 ):
MoveTo( 20, 50 ):
Line{ 300, 0 );
PenPat{ &qd.gray );
MoveTo( 20, 90 ):
Line{ 300, 0 ) :
while ( !Button() ):
l
"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AWINDOW'S GRAPHICS PORT
In Chapter 2 you saw that when a program calls GetNewWi ndow( ), the data
from a WIND resource gets loaded into memory. When GetNewWindowC) is
called, the system reserves a block of memory the size of a Wi ndowRecord

data structure. This structure, covered in detail in Chapter 7, holds the
information that describes a window. The WIND resource data fills in several
of the fields of a Wi ndowRecord and thus becomes a part of the information
used to describe a window. The rest of the window's description is held in
other fields of the Wi ndowRecord. Of these other fields, the most important
to the programmer is the port field, which is of the data type Graf Port. As
Figure 4-6 shows, the Graf Port is the first- and largest- member in a
Wi ndowRecord.
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~

The rest of the f.1eId s
ofthe WindowRecord

~

~

WindowRecord

WindowPtr

Figure 4·6
The GrafPort is the first field in a Wi ndowRecord data structure.
A field, or member, of a structure can itself be a structure. The port is
such a field. As you will see later in this chapter, and again in Chapter 10,
the Graf Port data structure consists of more than two dozen fields. Each of
the Graf Port fields describes some part of the drawing environment of a
window. From your experience as a user of Macintosh programs, you know
that the contents of a program's windows can differ. A program that has two
open windows may display the text in one window in, say, the Chicago
font, and at the same time display the text in the second window in the
New York font. The fact that each window has its own drawing environment, or its own set of drawing characteristics, is what makes this possible.
A Wi ndowRecord is the data type that defines a window. And while a
call to GetNewWi ndow() creates a new Wi ndowRecord data structure in
memory, a programmer usually simply says that a call to GetNewWi ndow()
creates a new window. In the same vein, unless a programmer is referring
to a specific field of a Graf Port, he or she will usually talk about a
window's g raphics port rather than its Gr af Po rt data structure.
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THE GRAPHICS PEN AND THE GRAPHICS PORT
Just as the graphics port provides a way for the programmer to conceptually
group together the many things that affect a window's drawing environment, so too does the graphics pen. You've just seen that the idea of a
graphics port is represented in a program by a data structure (the
Graf Port). The graphics pen has no single corresponding data type
representation. Instead, changes to the fields of a Graf Port affect what's
referred to as the graphics pen.
As an example of making a change to a graphics pen setting, and thus a
change to a field of a Graf Port structure, consider a program that changes
the line thickness of a graphics pen. As discussed earlier, when a new
window is created, its graphics pen has a line thickness setting of a single
pixel. A change to this default value is made by calling Pen Si z e ( ) .
Toolbox functions that alter a setting of a window's graphics pen
actually alter one of the many fields of the window's Graf Port structure. In
the case of Pens i ze (), the Graf Port field that's being changed is the
pnSi ze field. While Chapter 10 supplies the details of many of the Graf Port
fields, it may be a good idea to glance at the definition of the Graf Port data
structure now:
struct Graf Port
{

short
BitMap
Re ct
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
Pattern
Pattern
Point
Point
short
Pattern
short
short
Style
SintB
short
short
Fixed
long

device:
portBits:
portRect:
visRgn:
clipRgn:
bkPat;
fill Pat;
pnloc:
pnSize;
pnMode:
pnPat;
pnVis:
txFont:
txFace:
filler:
txMode;
txSize;
spExtra;
fgColor;
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long
short
short
Handle
Handle
Handle
ODProcsPtr

bkColor:
colrBit:
patStretch:
picSave:
rgnSave:
polySave:
grafProcs:

}:

In short, the graphics pen exists as another device for making a
programmer's life easier. If you'd like to communicate the idea that the
pnSi ze field of a Graf Port is to be changed, you'd just say that the pen size
needs to be changed. You, and whoever you're working with, wouldn't have
to know exactly which Graf Port field needs changing. In fact, by working
with drawing characteristics in this way, a programmer really need not even
be familiar with the notion that there is such a field as the pnSi z e field.

SETIING THE GRAPHICS PORT
Most of the example programs that you've seen up to this point have made
a call to the Toolbox routine SetPort( ). This function tells QuickDraw
where subsequent drawing commands should be directed. The one
parameter to Set Port() is of type Graf Ptr, a pointer to a graphics port.
Once this call is made, QuickDraw knows which graphics port is to be the
recipient of future calls to QuickDraw routines. Here's an example of a call
to Set Port ( ) :
WindowPtr theWindow;
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, CWindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow ):

If you've been paying attention, you may have noticed that the above
snippet doesn't quite follow the discussion that immediately precedes it. In
particular, it was stated that the parameter to Set Port ( ) should be a
Graf Ptr, whereas the above snippet uses a Wi ndowPtr. This sleight of hand
is made possible by the definitions of a Graf Ptr and a Wi ndowPtr:
typedef Graf Port *Graf Ptr:
typedef GrafPtr
WindowPtr:
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The first of the two definitions states that a Graf Pt r is a pointer to a
Graf Port. The second then defines a WindowPtr to be the same as a
GrafPtr. A Wi ndowPtr and a GrafPtr, it turns out, both point to the same
thing - a Graf Port. Figure 4-7 illustrates this. Because the Wi ndowPtr and
GrafPtr both point to a graphics port, a variable of either type can be used
as the paramete r to Set Port() .

~f

The rest the fields
ofthe WindowRecord
.,....__ _ _- !

.

m

~

[

...________,.

WindowRecord

~~
WindowPtr

Figure 4·7

A Wi ndowPtr variable and a Gra fPtr variable each point to the same part of a
WindowRecord.
When a program has only one window open, the program may work
properly without this call. Calls to QuickDraw routines such as Line() will
usually be directed to the one open window. When a program has more
than one window open, problems are sure to arise if this call is omitted.
~
If only one window is open, where else could QuickDraw calls draw
to? To the screen itself. The screen itself is a graphics port. While your
programs won't need to draw to the screen, the system does - it needs to
draw the desktop and menu bar. If your program opens only one window,
and it doesn't call Set Port(), the re's a chance that graphics could be drawn
over the desktop and menu bar.

LLJ
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In the following snippet GetNewWi ndow( ) is called twice in order to
open two windows, one based on a WIND resource with an ID of 128 and
the other on a WI ND resource with an ID of 129. After that, a call to
Set Port ( ) tells QuickDraw that it should draw to the larger window:
lldefi ne

/ldefi ne

rSmallWindow
rBigWindow

WindowPtr
WindowPtr

theWindowSmall:
theWindowBig;

128
129

theWindowBig = GetNewWindow( rBigWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL ):
theWindowSmall = GetNewWindow( rSmallWindow. nil, (WindowPtr)-lL >:
SetPort( theWindowBig ):
II all QuickOraw calls will result in
II drawing taking place in the big window

What happens when a program needs to draw first to one window and
then to another? Again, SetPort() is relied upon. To tell QuickDraw to start
drawing to a different window, call Set Port () a second time. For this
second call, pass a Wi ndowPtr to the new window to draw to. The following example program provides an example of this situation.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: SmtNGPoRTS
The SettingPorts program opens two windows and draws text to each, as
shown in Figure 4-8. A click of the mouse button ends the program.
The SettingPorts project requires two resources, both of them WI ND
resources. Figure 4-9 shows one of the resources, the WIND with an ID of
128. The other WI N0 resource defines the larger window shown back in
Figure 4-8.
The SettingPorts program relies on the Set Port ( ) function to properly
petform its drawing. As you look over the source code listing, notice that
SetPort() is called three times. It's important to always keep in mind that
SetPort() needs to be called each time drawing is to take place in a
window other than the one currently being drawn to.
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New Window
This text Is In the smaller window

New Window
Thi s stri ng appears in the larger window
Another big w indow string

Figure 4·8
The windows that result from running the SettingPorts program.
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Figure 4·9
One of the two WI NO resources used in the SettingPorts project.
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//_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--"

/tdefi ne
#define

rSmallWindow
rBigWindow

128
129

//_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindowSmall:
WindowPtr theWindowBig;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindowBig
the\.lindowSmall

=
=

GetNewWindow< rBigWindow, nil. (WindowPtr)-ll ):
GetNewWindow( rSmallWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );

SetPort( theWindowBig );
MoveTo( 10, 20 ):
Drawstring( •\pThis string appears in the larger window• );
SetPort( theWindowSmall ) :
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring( •\pThis text is in the smaller window" );
SetPort( theWindowBig );
MoveTo( 10, 50 );
Drawstring( "\pAnother big window string" ) :
while ( !Button() ):

Drawing Shapes
Lines, rectangles, ovals, and round rectangles are the most common shapes
that a Mac programmer works with. Each of these objects is covered in this
section.

LINES
You've already seen one way to draw lines - the Line() function. The
Toolbox provides a companion line-drawing routine named Li ne To ( ) . The
parameters to Li ne ( ) specify the length of the line to draw. The parameters
to Line To ( ) specify the ending pixel point to draw to. While two identical
calls to Li ne ( ) will always produce two lines of the same length, two
identical calls to Li ne To ( ) might not. Figure 4-10 shows that the length of a
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line drawn with Li neTo() depends on the location of the graphics pen
before the line is drawn. In Figure 4-10, make sure to take note of the fact
that both calls to Li ne To ( ) have the same parameter values.
New Window

MoveTo C 60 . 100)

1!19

LineTo C 300 . 30)
New Window

h

~¢').

I---

._..

11..l

MoveTo C 110 . 30)

lineTo C 300 . 30>

Figure 4·10

The length of a line drawn by Li neTo () is dependent on the line's starting
point.

RECTANGLES
A rectangle is created by first setting the boundaries, or coordinates, of the
rectangle and then drawing the rectangle. A rectangle's boundaries are held
in a variable of type Rect. The Rect data stn1cture consists of four members, each of type sho rt. Each field holds one of the four boundaries that
define a rectangle's size and placement in a w indow. He re is the Rect
structure definition:
struct Rect
I
short top ;
short left ;

I •
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short bottom ;
short r ight;
I:

To set up a rectangle, call the Toolbox function SetRect( ), as shown in
this snippet:
Rect theRect :
SetRect( &theRect . 60 . 80 , 250, 150 );

The first parameter to Set Re ct ( ) is a pointer to a variable of type Re ct.
After the call to SetRect( ) is complete, this variable will hold the values
that are passed as the remaining parameters to SetRect( ). The second
parameter specifies the pixel coordinate of the left side of the rectangle, and
the third parameter specifies the top of the rectangle. The fourth and fifth
parameters define the right and bottom pixel values of the rectangle,
respectively. Figure 4-11 shows the rectangle established by the above
snippet. To keep the order straight you might want to define appropriately
named variables and pass these variables to SetRect <). The following
snippet results in a rectangle identical to the one defmed above:
Re ct
short
short
short
short

theRect ;
left =
top
right :
bottom =

60 ;
80 ;
250 ;
150;

SetRect( &theRect, left . top. right , bottom ) ;
New Window

80
150

60
~-------~.······· ·· ··

250

4

Figure 4·11
SetRect ( J establishes the boundaries for a rectangle.
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Figure 4-11 exists to provide you with a reference as to how the
parameters to SetRect () are used by the function to establish a rectangle.
As such, there are a number of things in the figure that wouldn't actually
appear in a window. The four arrows and the numbers beside the arrows
wouldn't be drawn to the window, of course. Perhaps not as obvious is that
the rectangle itself wouldn't be drawn! SetRect() only sets up the coordinates of a rectangle. To draw the rectangle, your program will call any one
of three QuickDraw rectangle-drawing functions. Here's a description of each:

•

FrameRect (): Draws a frame around the specified rectangle.

• PaintRect( ): Draws the specified rectangle and fills it with the current
pen pattern.
• Fi 11 Re ct ( ) : Draws the specified rectangle and fills it with the specified
pen pattern.
The first routine, FrameRect( ), will draw a hollow rectangle; only the
rectangle's frame will be drawn. The second function, Pai ntRect() will
draw a rectangle that is filled in with whatever pattern the graphics pen is
set to. The last routine, Fi 11 Rect( ), also draws a filled-in rectangle. The
difference between PaintRect() and FillRect() is that PaintRect() uses
the current pen pattern, while Fi 11 Rect() ignores the current pen pattern
and instead uses the pattern specified in the second parameter. The
following snippet provides an example of a call to each routine:
Rect theRect:
SetRect( &theRect, 60. 80, 250, 150 >:
PenPat( &qd.black );
PaintRect( &theRect >:
SetRect( &theRect. 55. 75, 245, 145 );
Fi11Rect( &theRect, &qd.gray >:
FrameRect( &theRect ):

Figure 4-12 shows the result of executing the above code Take a look
at it before reading the following explanation. In the above snippet a
rectangle is first established through a call to Set Rec t ( ) . Then Pen Pat ( ) is
invoked to set the current pen pattern to black. A call to Pa i nt Rec t < ) is
then made to draw a solid black rectangle. The rectangle is filled in with a
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black pattern because that is the current pen pattern. Next, SetRect () is
again called. This time the rectangle variable theRect is given coordinates
that create a rectangle the same size as the first rectangle, but at a window
location 5 pixels to the left and 5 pixels up from the first rectangle. A call to
Fi 11 Rect() draws a rectangle filled with a gray pattern. Finally, this gray
rectangle is given a black frame through a call to FrameRect ( ). The frame is
black because like Pai ntRect () , FrameRect () uses the current patte rn
when drawing a rectangle. The current pattern is still black (from the call to
Pen Pat ( )) - the call to Fi 11 Rect() only changed the pattern for the
duration of that one call.
New Window

'-

-- 2
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-.:.....-

Figure 4·12
The result of calls to three rectangle-drawing functions.

:
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fi911================= = = = =
In the above snippet, the same effect could be achieved by replacing the second call to
SetRect() with a call to a different Toolbox function - one with a name that would more
accurately describe what is taking place. Give up? The function is OffsetRect( ), and it's
described in Chapter 2. To offset the rectangle theRect 5 pixels to the left and 5 pixels upward,
as is being done in the above snippet, replace the second call to Set Re ct () with this call:
OffsetRect( &theRect, - 5, -5 ) :

I
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OVALS
If you want to knqw how to draw an oval, you must first know how to
create a rectangle. To set the boundaries for an oval, call Se tRect ( ). To
draw the oval, call one of three oval-drawing QuickDraw routines:
FrameOva 1 (), Pai ntOva 1(), or Fi 11Ova1 () . Each of these functions will
draw an oval inscribed w ithin the rectangle defined by the previous call to
SetRect( ). The following snippet provides an example. Figure 4-13 shows
how this oval would look. The dashed lines that make up the bounding
rectangle in the figure are just for your reference; only the oval would
appear in the window of your program:
Rect theRect :
SetRect( &theRect . 50. 50. 200 . 150 l :
FrameOval ( &theRect l :
New Window

Figure 4-13

An oval's boundaries are established by a call to SetRect ( J.
The routines used to draw solid ovals, Pai ntOva 1() and Fi 11Ova1 (),
are analogous to the routines used to draw solid rectangles, Pai ntRect ()
and Fi 11 Rect( ). The following snippet provides an example:
Rect theRect:
SetRect( &theRect . 30 . 20 . 90 . 100 l :
PenPat( &qd.dkGray l :
PaintOval( &theRect ) :
SetRect( &theRect . 100, 120 . 200, 200 l :
Fil lOva l( &theRect , &qd. ltGray l ;
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ROUND RECTANGLES
QuickDraw provides an easy way to draw a rectangle that has rounded
edges, like the rectangle that forms the outline of a button in a dialog box.
Once again, it's a call to SetRect () that establishes the shape's boundaries.
After that, a call to FrameRoundRect (), Pai ntRoundRect (), or
Fi 11 RoundRect() draws the round rectangle:
Rect theRect:
SetRect( &theRect, 100, 70, 250, 130 ):
FrameRoundRect( &theRect, 40, 30 ):

The first parameter to FrameRoundRect() is a pointer to the rectangle
that holds the boundaries of the round rectangle to draw. The second and
third parameters hold the width and height of an oval that is used to
determine the amount of rounding that will be given to the corners of the
round rectangle. The second parameter holds the width of this oval, while
the third parameter holds the height.
Figure 4-14 shows the drawing of a round rectangle in steps. In this
figure the first step, shown in the top rectangle, is the setting of the
rectangle's boundaries. A call to SetRect ( ) takes care of this. The second
through fourth steps all occur with the call to FrameRoundRect( ). The
rectangle that is shown second from the top has an oval with a width of 40
pixels and a height of 30 pixels set into each comer. The dimensions of this
oval come from the second and third parameters in the call to
FrameRoundRect ().The next rectangle shows how the rectangle looks after
rounding has been applied to its comers. The last rectangle shows how the
round rectangle would appear in a window.
The following snippet shows how calls to PaintRoundRect() and
Fi 11 RoundRect () are made. As they were for FrameRoundRect (), the
second and third parameters to these two routines define the amount of
rounding that will be applied to the rectangle:
Rect

theRect;

SetRect< &theRect, 70. 20, 210, 140 );
PenPat( &qd.ltGray );
PaintRoundRect( &theRect, 20, 20 );
SetRect( &theRect, 90, 130, 200, 220 );
FillRoundRect< &theRect, 40, 50, &qd.black );
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Figure 4-14

The degree of rounding applied to the corners of a round rectangle is based on
on oval.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: SHAPES
The Shapes program opens a single window and draws in it one instance of
each of the four types of shapes described in this chapter: a line, a rectangle, an oval, and a round rectangle. Figure 4-15 shows what the window
looks like. As usual, click the mouse button to end the program.
Figure 4-16 shows the program's window with the starting and ending
coordinates of the line, along with the coordinates for the top left and
bottom right comers of the rectangle, oval, and round rectangle. The figure
also shows the rectangles used to set the boundaries for the oval and round
rectangle. These values should give you a good understanding of how the
values used in the Shapes source code relate to the placement of the shapes
in a window.
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New Window

Figure 4-15

The window that results from running the Shapes program.
New Window

(20,30l

(330,30)

(50,80)

(100, 220)

(400, 300)

Figure 4-16

The Shapes window with coordinates added for reference.
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I/define

rDisplayWindow

128

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow;
Rect
theRect;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, CWindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
MoveTo( 20, 30 );
Line ( 300, 0 ) ;
SetRect( &theRect, 50. 80. 200, 150 );
PenPat( &qd.ltGray );
PaintRect( &theRect ):
SetRect( &theRect, 100, 220. 400, 300 >:
FillRoundRectC &theRect. 30, 30, &qd.black >:
SetRect( &theRect, 250, 60, 350, 200 >:
PaintOval( &theRect >:
while ( !Button() ) ;

Drawing Reference
This section provides a summary of a few of the hundreds of QuickDraw
functions used to draw shapes. Refer to Chapter lO's reference section for
more function descriptions.

THE GUPHICS PEN
Setting the starting point for text or line drawing is done by moving an
imaginary graphics pen. This same pen also defines drawing characteristics
such as the size of lines and the pattern with which shapes are filled.
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Pen pattern constants
Apple defined five constants that can be used when working with fill
patterns:

• white
•

l tGray

• gray
• dkGray
•

black

A Toolbox routine that accepts one of these constants as a parameter
will expect it to be a part of the qd global variable and will expect a pointer

to the pattern. The following example shows how the dark gray constant
would be used as a parameter:
PenPat( &qd.dkGray );

MoveTo()
You move the graphics pen using the MoveTo() and Move() Toolbox
functions. Move To() moves the pen to a specific pixel point in a window:
short theHorizPixelStart
short theVertPixelStart

~
=

10:
50:

MoveTo( theHorizPixelStart. theVertPixelStart ) :

The first parameter to Move To ( ) is the horizontal starting point at which
to set the pen. This value is the pixel distance from the left edge of the
window. The second parameter is the vertical starting point. This value is
the pixel distance from the top of the window's content area - the area
excluding the window's title bar. MoveTo() moves the graphics pen but
causes no drawing to take place.

Move()
Move ( ) moves the pen a specified number of pixels from its current

location:
short theHorizPixelMovement
short theVertPixelMovement

a

a

30:
200:
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MoveTo( theHorizPixelMovement, theVertPixelMovement );

The first parameter to Move(} is the number of pixels that the graphics
pen should be moved in the horizontal direction. This value is in reference
to the current location of the graphics pen, not to the left edge of the
window. The second parameter is the number of pixels to move in the
vertical direction. This value also is in reference to the current pen location.
A call to Move ( ) doesn't cause any drawing to take place.

PenSize()
The width and height in which lines are drawn can be set using the
PenSi ze(} function. After a call to PenSi ze( }, all lines are drawn using the
new graphics pen size.
short thePenWidth = 2:
short thePenHeight a 5:
PenSize( thePenWidth, thePenHeight ):

The first parameter to PenSi ze() is the new pixel width at which the
graphics pen is to be set to. The second parameter is the new pixel height.

PenPat()
The pattern that shapes will be filled with can be set using the Pen Pat ( }
function. After a call to Pen Pat ( ) , all shape-filling function calls of the form
PaintXxxx() will use the new pattern. You use one of the five Appledefined pen pattern constants that are listed at the start of this reference
section:
Pattern thePat

Q

qd.dkGray;

PenPat( &thePat );

The parameter to Pen Pat(} is a pointer to the new pattern in which
shapes will be filled. Chapter 10 describes how you select other patterns.

GUPHICS PoRTS
Each window has its own drawing environment -

its own graphics port.
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SetPort()
Before drawing to a window for the first time, and when about to draw to a
window other than the one that received the last QuickDraw command, call
Set Port ( ) . This function tells QuickDraw which window subsequent
drawing should take place in:
WindowPtr theWindow;
SetPort( theWindow );

The parameter to Setport() is defined to be a Graf Ptr. Because a
window pointer and a graphics port pointer point to the same type of data
structure, a graphics port, the parameter to Set Port () can be either a
Graf Ptr or a Wi ndowPtr variable.

DRAWING SHAPES
QuickDraw provides hundreds of routines that work with shapes. The
following are the most commonly called shape drawing functions.

Une()
To draw a line of a specified length, call Line ( ) :
short theHorizPixelDistance
short theVertPixelDistance

D

a

100:
0:

Line( theHorizPixelDistance, theVertPixelDistance );

The first parameter to Li ne ( ) is the number of pixels that a line should
be drawn in the horizontal direction. The second parameter is the number
of pixels in the vertical direction. A first parameter value of 0 draws a
vertical line; a second parameter value of 0 draws a horizontal line.

UneTo()
To draw a line that ends at a specific pixel coordinate, call Li ne To ( ) :
short theHorizPixelEnd = 240:
short theVertPixelEnd = 94:
Li neTo(

theHori zPi xelEnd, the Vert Pi xelEnd ) :
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The first parameter to Li neTo ( ) is the horizontal pixel that a line should
be drawn to. The second parameter is the vertical pixel coordinate. Line
drawing always starts at the current location of the graphics pen.

SetRect()
The boundaries of a rectangle can be established using a call to SetRect( ):
short
short
short
short
Rect

left = 10:
top
= 30:
right a 85:
bottom = 300:
theRect:

SetRect< &theRect, left, top, right, bottom);

The first parameter to SetRect () is a pointer to the rectangle variable
that is to have its boundaries set. The remaining parameters hold the pixel
coordinates for the rectangle. The left and right parameters use the left edge
of the window as a reference; the top and bottom parameter values use the
top of the window as a reference.
The individual coordinates of a rectangle can be accessed by using the
dot operator with the Rect variable. For example, to store the left boundary
of a rectangle in a variable, use the following code:
Rect theRect:
short theLeftSide:
theLeftSide

=

theRect.left:

FrameRect()
To draw the frame of a rectangle, with no fill pattern in the rectangle's
interior, call FrameRect ():
Rect theRect;
FrameRect( &theRect );

The parameter to FrameRect () is a pointer to a Re ct variable that holds
the boundaries of the rectangle to frame. The coordinates of the rectangle
should have previously been established by a call to SetRect( ):

•
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PaintRed()
To paint a rectangle with whatever pattern is current, call Pai ntRect ():
Rect theRect:
Pai ntRect( &theRect ) :

The parameter to Pai ntRect () is a pointer to a Rect variable that holds
the boundaries of the rectangle to paint. The coordinates of the rectangle
should have previously been established by a call to SetRect().

FillRe<t()
To fill a rectangle with a pattern of your choosing, call Fi 11 Rect ():
Rect
theRect:
Pattern thePattern = qd.black;
FillRect( &theRect. thePattern );

The first parameter to Fi 11 Rect () is a pointer to a Rect variable that
holds the boundaries of the rectangle to fill. The coordinates of the rectangle should have previously been established by a call to SetRect ().The
second parameter is the pattern with which to fill the rectangle. A call to
Fi 11 Rect () has no lasting effect on the current pen fill pattern.

FrameOval()
To draw the frame of an oval with no fill pattern in the oval's interior, call
FrameOval ( ):
Rect theRect;
FrameOval( &theRect );

The parameter to FrameOva l ( ) is a pointer to a Rect variable that holds
the boundaries into which an oval will be inscribed. The rectangle is used
only as an invisible guide for QuickDraw; the rectangle itself will not be
drawn to the window.
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PaintOval()
To paint an oval with whatever pattern is current, call Pa i nt Ova 1 ( ) :
Rect theRect;
PaintOval( &theRect );

The parameter to Pai ntOva 1 () is a pointer to a Re ct variable that holds
the boundaries of the oval to paint. The coordinates of the rectangle should
have previously been established by a call to Set Rec t ( ) . The rectangle
seives as a guide for QuickDraw and will not be drawn in the window.

FillOval()
To fill an oval with a pattern of your choosing, call Fi 11 0 v a1 ( ) :
Rect
theRect;
Pattern thePattern

a

qd.gray;

FillOval( &theRect, thePattern );

The first parameter to Fi 11Ova1 () is a pointer to a Rect variable that
holds the boundaries of the oval to fill. The coordinates of the rectangle
should have previously been established by a call to SetRect( ). The
second parameter is the pattern with which to fill the oval. A call to
Fi 11 0va1 ( ) has no lasting effect on the current pen fill pattern. After the
call to Fi 11 0va1 ( ) , the graphics pen pattern will be the same as it was
before the call.

FrameRounclRect()
To draw the frame of a rectangle that has rounded comers with no fill
pattern in the rectangle's interior, call FrameRoundRect ():
Rect theRect;
short theHorizRound a 40;
short theVertRound = 40;
FrameRoundRect( &theRect, theHorizRound, theVertRound );

The first parameter to FrameRoundRect () is a pointer to a Rect variable
that holds the boundaries of the rectangle to frame. The coordinates of the
rectangle should have previously been established by a call to SetRect ().
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The remaining parameters specify the degree of rounding that QuickDraw
should apply to the comers of the rectangle. The second parameter is the
pixel width of an oval that will be used as a guide for corner rounding. The
third parameter is the pixel height of this oval.

PointRoundRect()
To paint a round rectangle with whatever pattern is current, call
Pai ntRoundRect ( ) :

Rect theRect:
short theHorizRound = 50:
short theVertRound = 30:
PaintRoundRect( &theRect, theHorizRound, theVertRound );

The first parameter to Pai ntRoundRect () is a pointer to a Rect variable
that holds the boundaries of the rectangle to paint. The coordinates of the
rectangle should have previously been established by a call to SetRect().
The second parameter is the pixel width of an oval that will be used as a
guide for corner rounding. The third parameter is the pixel height of this
oval.

FilIRoundRecl()
To fill a round rectangle with a pattern of your choosing, call
Fi 11 RoundRect( ):
Rect
short
short
Pattern

theRect:
theHorizRound = 50:
theVertRound = 50:
thePattern = qd.white:

FillRoundRect( &theRect, theHorizRound, theVertRound, thePattern );

The first parameter to Fi 11 RoundRect() is a pointer to a Rect variable
that holds the boundaries of the rectangle to fill. The coordinates of the
rectangle should have previously been established by a call to SetRect ().
The second parameter is the pixel width of an oval that will be used as a
guide for corner rounding. The third parameter is the pixel height of this
oval. The last parameter is the pattern that is to be used to fill the round
rectangle. A call to Fi 11 RoundRect() has no lasting effect on the current
pen fill pattern.
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DRAWING TEXT
Text is drawn to a window much as a line is: The graphics pen is positioned
at a starting location, and then a QuickDraw function is called to do the
drawing.

DrawString()
To draw one or more characters of text to a window, call Drawstring():
Str255 theString = "\pl'm no dummy!":
Drawstring( theString );

The parameter to Draw St r i ng ( ) is a string of up to 255 characters. This
string should be prefaced with \p and then enclosed in quotations.
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Events
W

hen the user performs an action, such as pressing a key on the
keyboard, the Macintosh system notes this action. It also keeps
track of auxiliary event information: the circumstances at the time of this
action, such as the state of the mouse button; the time the event occurred;
the location of the cursor at the moment the action took place; and so on.
In Macintosh programming, an action such as a keystroke is referred to as
an event. Because Macintosh programs wait for events to occur and then
react, Mac applications are said to be event-driven.
This cfiapter describes the details of events and the auxiliary information
that accom~anies each event. It also shows you how to process eyents how to res ond to events of different types. If you write programs that
watch for, nd appropriately handle, different types of events, your applications beco e event-driven.

The Event Record
In Chapter 1 you were introduced to events, actions to which a Macintosh

program responds. The click of the mouse button and the press of a key are
examples of events.

EVENTS AND THE QUEUE
When an event occurs, a Macintosh program captures it and saves information about the event in an event record. That event record is then stored in
an event queue. By storing information about an event in a queue, a
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program is able to take note of, and respond to, more than one event. The
importance of the event queue is most noticeable when a program needs to
respond to multiple mouse-button presses. When the user double-clicks the
mouse button, two mouse-down events occur sequentially.

THE EvENTRECORD DATA TYPE
To store information about a single event, Apple defines the EventRecord
data structure:
struct EventRecord
{

MacOSEventKind
Ulnt32
Ulnt32
Point
MacOSEventModifiers

what;
message;
when;
where:
modifiers;

);

Your program can declare an EventRecord variable to hold information
about one event:
EventRecord theEvent;

After filling this variable with information about an event, any of the
EventRecord members can be accessed using the dot operator:

Point thePoint:
thePoint = theEvent.where:

Chapter 1 introduced the mechanism for filling an event record, the
Toolbox routine Wai tNextEvent ().You'll see that routine later in this
chapter.

1he what field
The first field of the Event Record, the what field, describes the type of the
event. Events are often triggered by user actions, such as the user clicking
the mouse button. Events can also occur as the byproduct of user actions.
For example, if the user clicks the mouse on an inactive window (a window
that lies behind another window), several events occur. The obvious type of
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event that results from this action is a mouse-down event, the direct result
of the user's click of the mouse button. Less obvious may be the other two
events that occur: an activate event and an update event. When the hidden
window gets clicked, it is activated: Its highlighting changes to show that it
is now the frontmost window. Additionally, the window needs to be
updated; its contents need to be redrawn.
The what field is defined to be of the MacOSEventKi nd data type.
Looking at the definitions provided below you can see that this data type
translates to an unsigned short, a 2-byte type with a range of 0 to 65,535:
typedef Uint16 MacOSEventKind:
typedef unsigned short Uint16:

~

If the MacOSEventKi nd data type is identical to the unsigned short

l__l_J type, then why bother to define it? Why not declare the what field of the
Event Record to be an unsigned s hart? Because that would be too easy!
Seriously, the additional, apparently unnecessary data types that you'll
enco_unter in your studies of Macintosh programming do have a purpose.
They exist to make more obvious the purpose of certain variables and
structure fields. For example, if the what field of the EventRecord was
defined to be an uns i gned short, little information about its purpose
would be conveyed to you. On the other hand, by calling this field a
MacOSEventKi nd, the purpose of the what field becomes readily apparent.
As you read through this book, and as you study the universal header files
that came with your development environment, you'll encounter many
more such self-explanatory data types.
While the definition of the what field as a Mac OS Event Ki nd type makes
it possible for there to be over 65,000 event types, Apple has thankfully
defined only a handful:

null Event
0
mouseDown
1
mouseUp
2
key Down
3
key Up
4
autoKey
5
updateEvt
6
diskEvt
7
activateEvt
8
osEvt
= 15

II
II
II
II
II

II
II
II
II
II

no other event occurred
mouse button clicked
mouse button released
key pressed
key released
key pressed and held down
contents of a window need to be redrawn
floppy disk has been inserted
window has been activated or deactivated
operating system related event
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The following snippet hints at how the what field can be used by a
program as it determines what action should be taken:
EventRecord theEvent:
if ( theEvent.what == mouseDown
II handle a click of the mouse

In this chapter you will see how a program can watch for, and react to,
the mouseDown and keyDown event types. Subsequent chapters will demonstrate how programs can work with some of the other types.

1be message field
The what field of an Event Record gives your program the overall view of
what just took place in the program, but it provides no specifics. For
instance, if the what field has a value of keyDown, your program knows that
the user just pressed a key on the keyboard. But the what field doesn't tell
your program which key was pressed. For that information, your program
will look to the message field of the same EventRecord.
As you've just read, the keyDown event uses the message field to hold
information about which key was pressed. Different event types use the
message field to hold different supplemental information. The updateEvt
uses this field to hold a pointer to the window that needs updating. The
act i vat e Ev t uses the message field to hold a pointer to the window that
needs activating or deactivating. Some event types, such as the mouseDown
event, don't use the message field.
~
Chapter 6 describes the particulars of how the message field can be
used to find out which key was pressed. Chapter 7 discusses the message
field as it relates to update events and activate events.
The message field is declared to be of the Ulnt32 type. This data type is
identical to the unsigned long type. As such, it can hold a value greater
than 4 billion. More important than this, though, is the fact that this data
type occupies 4 bytes. In Macintosh programming, a pointer always
occupies 4 bytes. Because the message field at times holds a pointer, the
UI nt32 data type is the appropriate choice:

lLJ

typedef unsigned long

Ulnt32:
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The when 6elcl
The when field holds the time at which an event occurred. This time is given
in the number of ticks, or 60th seconds, since system startup. For example,
a when value of 36000 would mean the event occurred 10 minutes after the
user started his or her Mac (60 ticks in 1 second, 600 ticks in 1O seconds,
3,600 ticks in 1 minute, 36,000 ticks in 10 minutes). While this information
on its own may be of little use to your program, the time between the
occurrence of events may be. If your program needs to know the time
between mouse-clicks, for instance, it would save the what value at each
click of the mouse and then compare that value to the time at which the
previous mouse-click occurred. The following snippet could be used in a
program that watches for mouse-clicks that occur more than 2 seconds
apart:
#define
kToolongTimeTicks
EventRecord theEvent:
Ulnt32
oldTime:
Ulnt32
currentTime:
if ( theEvent.what == mouseDown

120

II 2 seconds

{

oldTime = currentTime:
currentTime = theEvent.what:
if ( ( currentTime - oldTime ) > kToolongTimeTicks )
II handle case of too much time between mouse clicks

The where Reid
The where field of an EventRecord holds the pixel location of the cursor at
the time a.n event occurs. Like most EventRecord fields, the where field has
greater significance for some event types than for others. For example, the
value of the where field is important if the event is a mouseDown event; the
location of the cursor indicates which menu was clicked on if the user is
making a menu selection, for example.
The where field is of type Point. A Point is a structure with two
members, the vertical screen coordinate of the cursor at the time of the
event and the horizontal screen coordinate at that time:
struct Point
(

short v:
short h:
};
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It's important to realize that the where field holds the global cursor
coordinate, not the local coordinate. This means that if the cursor is over a
window when the event occurs, the coordinates will be specified r~lative to
the user's screen, not to the window. This chapter's EventBranch example
program provides the details of converting the coordinates of a pixel from
values global to the screen to values local to a window.

lhe modifiers field
The modifiers field of an EventRecord lets your program know which
modifier keys were pressed at the time of the event. It also holds the state
of the mouse button when the event occurred. A modifier key is one that
changes, or modifies, the character that is typed when a key is pressed. The
Command, Shift, Caps Lock, Option, and Control keys are all modifier keys.
The modifiers field is of type MacOSEventModi fi ers. As shown
below, this data type is defined to be the same as an unsigned short:
typedef Ulnt16 MacOSEventModifiers:
typedef unsigned short Ulnt16:

More important than the range of values that modi f i er s can hold is its
size, 2 bytes. The system uses individual bits in these 2 bytes to hold jla,gs,
two-state values that are toggled on or off. Six of these 16 bits are unused,
while each of the other 10 has an Apple-defined constant that indicates
what the bit is used to keep track of:
activeFlag
btnState
cmdKey
shift Key
alphalock
optionKey
control Key
rightShiftKey
rightOptionKey
rightControlKey

= 0x0001
= 0x0080
= 0x0100
= 0x0200
= 0x0400
= 0x0800
= 0x1000
= 0x2000
= 0x4000
= 0x8000

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit

0
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

low byte
low byte
high byte
high byte
high byte
high byte
high byte
high byte
high byte
high byte

To determine if a modifier key was pressed at the time of the event or
to see if the mouse button was up or down at that time, you can use one of
the above Apple-defined constants as a mask. A mask is used to ignore all
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bit values except the one in question. In the following snippet the cmdKey
constant is used as a mask to check to see if the modifiers field indicates
that the Command key was pressed at the time of the event:
if ( theEvent.modifiers & cmdKey )
II handle case of command key being pressed at time of event

The above snippet performs an AND operation using the value of
modifiers and the value of cmdKey. If the bit indicated by the cmdKey

constant is turned on in modifiers, the result of the i f statement will be
true and the code beneath it will execute. Chapter 6 gives an example of
the use of the modi f i er s field when determining if the user made a menu
selection using the Command key rather than the mouse.

Capturing Events
In order to be aware of user actions, a Macintosh program must constantly
be on the lookout for the occurrence of an event. When an event does
occur, the program must capture it. That is, it needs to store the infor-mation
about the evenr and then continue with its watch for other events.

THE WAITNEITEvENT() FUNCTION
The system is always aware of any event that occurs. When an event takes
place, the system stores information about it in an event queue. By calling
the Toolbox routine Wai tNextEvent() your program can make a request to
the system for that information:
EventRecord theEvent;
WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15l, nil ) :

The first parameter to Wai t Next Event ( ) is a mask that tells the system
which types of events your program is interested in. Typically, the Appledefined constant every Event is used here to tell the system to return
information about any event that occurred. After that, the program will
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determine which events to handle and which should be ignored. While
your programs will normally use everyEvent, other Apple-defined constants are available:
mDownMask
mUpMask
keyOownMas k
keyU pMas k
autoKeyMask
updateMask
di skMa sk
activMas k
highlevel EventMask
osMask
everyEvent

• 0x0002
• 0x0004
• 0x0008
= 0x0010
a
0x0020
• 0x0040
a
0x0080
• 0x0100
= 0x0400
• 0x8000
= 0xFFFF

II
II
11
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

mouse button pressed
mouse butt on relea sed
key pressed
key re 1eased
key repeatedly held down
window needs updati ng
di sk inserted
acti vate/deacti vate window
AppleEvents
operating system event s
all of t he above

If your program was only interested in mouse-down events (events of
type mouseDown), then it could pass the mDownMa sk to WaitNextEvent( ):
WaitNextEvent( mDownMask . &theEvent . 15L . nil ):

The second parameter to Wa itNextEvent () is a pointer to an
Event Record. When the execution of Wai tNextEvent <) is complete, the
system will have filled in this Event Record with information about the next
event that was in the event queue.
A well-behaved Macintosh program should consider that the user may
be running other applications at the same time. When these other programs
are running in the background, they should be given the opportunity to
cany out any processing tasks when your program is idle. For example,
consider a graphics program that is performing complex calculations in
order to render a three-dimensional object. If the user clicks on a window in
your program to bring your application to the front, and to send the
graphics program to the background, your application should allow the
graphics program to continue its processing. The third parameter to
Wa i t Ne xtE vent ( ) lets your program do just that.
The third parameter to Wai tNextEv ent ( ) is called a sleep value. The
slee p value specifies how much processing time your program is willing to
give up to other applications. If your application specifies a nonzero sleep
time and there are no events to process, the system will execute other
nmning applications. When the sleep time has been reached, the system
will return to the processing of your application. If your program receives
an event (such as a click on one of its windows or a press of a key) while
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the system is processing a different application, that processing will be
intemipted and the system will return to your application. In this way the
system can update all running applications while still giving your program a
priority status. The sleep value is given in ticks, or 60th seconds. Because
this parameter is of type long, you'll append an uppercase L to the sleep
value to force it to occupy the 4 bytes of the long data type.
The final parameter to Wa i t Next Event ( ) specifies a region of the
screen and is used only by applications that change the look of the cursor
as it moves to different areas of the screen. By passing a value of ni l for
this parameter you'll tell WaitNextEvent() to leave the cursor in its present
state, no matter where it is moved on the screen.

PROCESSING mNTS USING WAITNmEYENT()
A program cannot, of course, foresee when an event will occur. So rather
than attempting to time the calling of Wai t Next Event ( ) to the occurrence
of an event, a program instead continuously calls the function. The call to
Wai tNextEvent() is placed inside a loop, so the function will be executed
thousands and thousands of tiin~s during the running of a program.
Because events happen only occasionally, most of these calls to
Wai tNextEvent() will result in an EventRecord that has a what field value
of 0, or null Event. When an event of a type that your program is interested
in handling finally does occur, your application can handle it from within a
switch statement, as in this snippet:
for (::)

I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil);
switch ( theEvent.what )
I

case mouseOown:
ExitToShell();
break:

The above snippet is from the IntroProgram example found in Chapter 1.
The above event loop uses a for statement with no conditions - a for
loop that will run infinitely unless some action within the loop body
terminates it. In this example, that action is a call to the Toolbox function
Exi tToShel l ().
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When the user clicks the mouse button, the system will recognize the
action as an event. The next time Wait Next Event ( ) is called, an event
record with the information about the mouse-down event will be waiting in
the event queue. That information will be placed in the EventRecord
variable theEvent and returned to the program. The first thing the program
should do with this information is examine the what field to determine the
type of the event. The s wi t ch statement in the above example does this.
The event loop's switch statement can handle any number of event
types - the process of handling events is based on the requirements of the
program. The following snippet outlines how an event loop would process
each event type. The snippet also replaces the loop's for statement with a
whi 1e statement and adds a global Boolean variable named gDone.
Somewhere in the program's code, gDone will be set to true. When that
happens, the last pass through the event loop will have been made - the
next time the whi 1e statement is encountered, the comparison of gDone to
fa 1 s e will fail, and the loop, and program, will end. As demonstrated in
Chapter 6, it is usually in response to a user's selection of the Quit menu
item from the File menu that gDone gets set to true:
Boolean gOone = false:
while

<

gDone == false )

I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil);
switch ( theEvent.what )
I

case mouseDown:
II handle a click of the mouse button
case mouseUp:
II handle a release of the mouse button
case keyDown:
II handle a press of a keyboard key
case keyUp:
II handle a release of a keyboard key
case autoKey:
II handle a keyboard key that is held down
case updateEvt:
II handle the redrawing of a window's contents
case diskEvt:
II handle a disk inserted into a drive
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case activateEvt :
II handle the activation or deactivation of a window
case osEvt :
II handle an opera ting sys tem event

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: EVENTSINTRO
The Eventslntro p rogram displays a small window like the o ne picrured in
Figure 5-1. If you press any key, the words "Key pressed" w ill appear within
the framed rectangle. After a fractio n of a second, the words w ill disappear.
To quit the p rogram, click the mo use button.
~

New Window

liiiiiil

I Key pressed I
Figure 5·1

The result of running the Eventslntro program.
Eventslntro uses a call to Wa i t Ne x tE vent ( ) in its event loop . If the
re rurned event is of type mouseDown or key Down, the program handles it.
Any other event type will be igno red :
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lldefine

rDisplayWindow

128

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone • false :
Rect
gEraseRect :

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr
theWindow ;
EventRecord theEvent ;
the Long :
long
InitializeToolbox( ):
theWindow • GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow . nil . (WindowPtr l-lL l ;
SetPort( theWindow ):
SetRect( &gEraseRect . 10, 10 , 100. 30 l ;
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FrameRect( &gEraseRect >:
InsetRect( &gEraseRect. 1, 1 >:
while ( gDone == false )
I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent. lSL, nil );
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
gDone = true:
break;
case keyDown:
MoveTo( gEraseRect.left + 6, gEraseRect.bottom - 5 >:
Drawstring( •\pKey pressed• >:
Delay( 60. &theLong ):
FillRect( &gEraseRect, &qd.white >:
break:

~

As you read through this book you'll notice that most of the example

l.__l_J programs don't include an event loop. Keep in mind that each example is
written with the purpose of demonstrating a single topic. To keep each
example short and to the point (and to eliminate source code that doesn't
deal with the topic at hand), features that are standard to any complete
Macintosh application have been omitted.

THE MNT LOOP AND FUNmONS
You'll find that most Macintosh programs use the event loop's switch
statement as a "branching station." Rather than include within the case
labels all of the code that handles an event, calls to application-defined
functions are made. These application-defined functions then hold the code
used to handle each type of event. For the Eventslntro program, which
handles mouse Down and key Down events, the switch body would look like
the one shown in this snippet:
switch ( theEvent.what )
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break;
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case keyDown :
HandleKeyDown( theEvent );
break ;

Most programs also make the event loop itself an application-defined
routine. This routine is then called once from main C) . You can see from the
following example that this approach makes the event loop function one
that can be copied and pasted between applications, with little or no
modification necessary. Figure 5-2 shows the program's flow of control
when this technique is used:
void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gDone

cc

false

(

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent . &theEvent , 15L, ni 1 J;
switch ( theEvent .what
(

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break;
case keyDown:
HandleKeyDown< theEvent I;
break;

Ir
Ir

main <

li
Even:op (

r&
andleHouseDown C l

~
HandleKeyDown <

Figure 5·2
The Row of_control for a program that handles mouseDown and keyDown events.
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: EYENTIRANCH
When executed, the EventBranch program looks just like the Evenrslntro
application, as evidenced in Figure 5-3. The difference lies in the layout of
the code and the handling of the mouse Down event type. When the user
clicks the mouse button outside the framed rectangle in the window, those
clicks will be ignored . Only when the cursor is over the "Key pressed"
rectangle when the mouse is clicked will the program quit.
~

New Window ~

I Key pressed I
Figure 5·3

The result of running the EventBranch program.

The EventBranch resource
figure 5-4 shows the WI ND resource used in the EventBranch project. This
resource (and resource ftle) is identical to the one used for this chapter's
Eventslntro project. As you look at the figure, take note of the values in the
Top an d Left edit boxes - d1ey'll be discussed next.
WIND ID • 128 f r om EuentBranch.rsrc

CllutduDDuDliilB Q
i:

Color: ® Default
o custom

rlouou• ]

11
11
11:

Top:

~ Height:

l e ft :

EJ

§..=J

Width:~

18] I nltlolly uisible
0 Close boH

Figure 5·4
The WIND resource used by the EventBranch proiect.
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Global coordinates, local coord°lllCltes, and EventBranch
Earlier in this chapter it was mentioned that the where field of an
EventRecord holds the global cursor location at the time of the event. The
global location is the pixel point in terms of where on the screen the cursor
is located. This is opposed to the local location, which is the point in terms
of a window's coordinate system. Figure 5-5 shows that the top left of the
screen has a coordinate of (0, 0), as does the top left of a window, regardless of where the window is located on the screen.

75
iliiiiiil New Window

80

ro:::m:

L

~

J

Figure 5-5

Both the screen and a window have their own coordinate systems.
The EventBranch program responds to a mouse-dick only if it occurs in
the framed rectangle in the program's window. For the program to determine if a mouse-click occurs in this area, it must know the cursor location at
the time of the click. This needs to be known in terms of the window's
coordinate system. The starting place for finding this information is the
where field of the Event Reco r d. Consider a mouse-dick that occurs near the
center of the window's rectangle, as shown in the top screen of Figure 5-6.
This figure shows the horizontal and vertical pixel values that would be
rerumed in the EventRecord where field, the where .hand wh ere. v values,
given that the location of the window is as shown back in Figure 5-5.
To convert a global point to a point local to a window, call the Toolbox
function Gl oba 1To l oca1 () .This routine accepts a pointe r to a variable of
type Point. When the function has completed, the pa~meter will have
been converted to coordinates local to the current window (the window
named in the most recent call to Se t Port()):
Gl oba lToloca l( &! the Event. where) ) ;

I •
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The bottom screen shown in Figure S-6 illustrates that after a call to
Global Tolocal (),the cursor point coordinates will have changed from
(140, 100) to (60, 25).

100
~Nelli Window·~

......

.1

-

]
~

140

I

75

~Neat Window~
_N

80 ,.,

ra-

.1

Joo

60

~·

J

Figure 5·6

A point in global coordinates and that same point in local coordinates.
Once a point has been converted to local coordinates, it can be used in
Toolbox routines that expect a point to be in this coordinate system. An
example is the function Pt I nRec t ( ) , which is used in the EventBranch
program:
if (

PtlnRect( theEvent.where, &gEraseRect ) )

In the above line of code PtlnRect() is called within an if statement.
PtlnRect() returns a value of true if the point named in the first parameter
lies in the rectangle named in the second parameter and fa 1se if it isn't. If
the mouse-click occurred while the cursor was over the framed rectangle,
Pt I nRec t ( ) will return true, and the body of the i f statement will execute.
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In EventBranch, the body of the if simply sets the global Boolean variable
gDone to true to signal the end of the event loop and the end of the
program:
if C Ptl nRect( t heEvent .whe r e, &gEraseRect l )
gDone = true:

Alook at the fields of an EventRecord
Figure 5-7 is a screen dump of the Metrowerks debugge r. The screen
snapshot was taken after the mouse butto n was clicked in d1e window o f
the EventBranch program. If you use a Symantec compile r, you can run
EventBranch w id1 the Symantec debugger on, set a breakpo int near the
mouseDown case label, and generate a window that holds similar information.

=- New Window liiiiii
11:1

I

ltlill1~

v theEvent

{}

Ox 00686F8E
I
0
871200
Ox00686F98

..hat
lllt0$0Cj0

v

.,,hen
.,,here
v
h

~

modifier •

193
82
10

-I

Wo i tHextEvent< av•r"''.fEvent, & theEvent,
swi tch ( lheEvent . whot
(

I

[)H}

>

case mouseOown:
Hand l eMouseDown< l heEvenl

break;
Lino: 43

I

Saur~

Event Record os

...I~IJll

I
~

-1I

•'-1•
Figure 5·7
The fields of on

!iii

"- EuentBnmoh6BK

~Iii

~

i
>;

~

l~Bi

displayed in the Metrowerks debugger.

Figure 5-7 gives you an idea of the values you might find in an
EventRecord structure when an event occurs. Sta1ting at the top of the
debugger window you can see that the value of the theEvent is an address.
Variable theEvent is a structure and as such has no value othe r than its
address, which is provided by the de bugger. The individual members of a
structure have values, and they are listed unde rneath the Event.
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The first Event Record member, the what field, has a value of 1.
Referring back to the list of Apple-defined constants used to denote event
types, you'll see that the mouseDown event type is defined to have a value
of 1, as expected.
The next EventRecord member, the message field, is undefined for a
mouseDown event- the system adds no supplemental information to the
message field when the user clicks the mouse button.
The when field of the EventRecord has a value of 871,200 ticks.
Because there are always 60 ticks to 1 second, this value is equivalent to 4
hours and 2 minutes (that's the number of ticks divided by 60 ticks per
second, divided by 60 seconds per minute, divided by 60 minutes per
hour). That's the amount of time that elapsed since this Macintosh was
started and this mouseDown event occurred. The EventBranch program
doesn't make use of the information found in the when field.
The where field is of type Point, a structure with two members. The
value of the v member, 93, is the vertical pixel coordinate at which the
cursor was when the event occurred. Looking at Figure 5-7 you can see that
it looks as if the arrow cursor is perhaps about 15 pixels from the top of the
content area of the window. In fact, it is exactly 18 pixels from the top. The
reason the where • v value is 93 is that this where member returns the pixel
coordinates in global values, as discussed earlier. Because the WI ND resource
defines the top of the window to be 75 pixels from the top of the screen,
the global vertical pixel value is 93. The same explanation applies to the
where. h value. The window content area starts 80 pixels from the left edge
of the screen. The cursor was just a couple of pixels in from the left edge of
the window, so its horizontal coordinate is 82. When these two global
coordinate values are converted to local coordinates, they'll represent the
pixel (2, 18).
The last Event Record member, the modifiers field, holds information
about the mouse and modifier keys at the time of the event. Because no
modifier keys were down at the time of the event and because the mouse
button was down, the modi f i er s field has a value of 0. If this had been a
mouse Up event, the modi f i er s field would have the value of the Appledefined constant btnState, or 128. As described earlier in this chapter,
btnState has a hexadecimal value of Ox0080, which is decimal 128.
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The EventBranch source code hsting
The following is the listing for the EventBranch example. You'll find that it
follows the style discussed earlier; it has an application-defined event loop
function and application-defined routines that each handle one type of
event:
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rDisplayWindow

#define

128

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gOone = false:
Rect
gEraseRect:

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr

theWindow:

InitializeToolbox():
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow ):
SetRect( &gEraseRect, 10, 10, 100, 30 >:
FrameRect( &gEraseRect ):
InsetRect( &gEraseRect, 1. 1 ) :
Eventloop():
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gDone == false
{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. nil );
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break:
case keyDown:
Handl eKeyDown():
break;
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent )

•• •liHMI•
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GlobalTolocal( &(theEvent.where) ):
if ( PtlnRect( theEvent.where, &gEraseRect ) )
gDone .. true:
J

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleKeyDown( void )
{

long thelong;
MoveTo( gEraseRect.left + 6, gEraseRect.bottom - 5 );
Drawstring( w\pKey pressedw );
Delay( 60, &thelong );
FillRect( &gEraseRect, &qd.white l:

Event Reference
This section summarizes the Toolbox functions used when working with
events.

THE EVENT RECORD DATA TYPE
Information about an event is held in an event record, the format of which
is defined by the EventRecord data type.

EventRecord
The EventRecord is the data structure used to hold the data for a single
event:
struct EventRecord
I

MacOSEventKind
Ulnt32
Ulnt32
Point
MacOSEventModifiers
};

what:
message;
when;
where;
modifiers:
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The what field is of the MacOSEventKind data type, a 2-byte data type.
It is used to hold a number that corresponds to an event type. The message
field is of the type UI nt 3 2, a 4-byte data type. The message field holds
supplemental information particular to the event type. The when field is a 4byte field that tells when the event occurred. The where member holds the
horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates for the cursor at the time the event
occurred. The modifiers field is of type MacOSEventModi fi ers, a 2-byte
data type. This field is used to hold information about the state of the
mouse button (up or down) and information about any modifier keys
(Command, Shift, and so on) that were presse;d at the time of the event.

RECEMNG EVENT INFORMATION
The system holds events in an event queue. Your program needs to
retrieve event information from this queue in order to determine what
actions have taken place.

WaitNextEvent()
To get information about the most recent event, call Wai tNextEvent( ):
#define
MacOSEventMask
EventRecord
U!nt32
RgnHandle
WaitNextEvent(

rMyWindow
128
theMask = everyEvent:
theEvent:
theSleep = 15L;
theRegion =nil;
theMask, &theEvent, theSleep, theRegion );

The first parameter to Wa i t Next Event ( ) is an event mask that tells the
function which types of events should be retrieved. In most programs you'll
use the Apple-defined constant every Event and then let your program
handle only those types that make sense to your application. The second
parameter is an EventRecord that will hold the event information returned
by Wa i t Next Event ( ) . The third parameter is a sleep value - the amount of
time (in ticks, or 60th seconds) that your program is willing to relinquish to
other applications. The final parameter is used when setting up screen
regions in which the cursor will change its look.

II II
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GlobalTolocal()
The Gl oba lToloca 1 () function has been used in this chapter, though it isn't
specifically an event-related routine.
To transform a point from global screen coordinates to coordinates local
to the current window, call G1ob a1To Lo ca 1 ( ) . The one parameter to
G1oba lToLoca 1 () is the Point to translate:
Point the Point;
thePoint.h = 100;
thePoint.v = 140;
GlobalToLocal( &thePoint );

Menus
S

ince its appearance more than a decade ago, the Macintosh
graphical user interface has seived as the model of user-friendly
computing. Menus may be the single most important element of the
Mac's easy-to-use interface. Menus eliminate the need to memorize
numerous commands and provide uniformity among all Macintosh
p J ms. All bur the simplest test applications should allow access to
men s from the menu bar that appears at the top of the screen.
this chapter, you will learn how to use a resource editor to
deftn the menu items, or commands, that you want to have appear in
each r e nu of a program. As you create each new menu item, you'll
be a~le to assign a sg-key equivalent to it. That is, you can designate a
key lfat, when pressed in conjunction with the sg key, executes the
men item as if it had been selected from the menu using the mouse.
A resource editor is also used to list the order in which menus will be
displayed in an application's menu bar.
After reading how to set up your program's menus and menu bar
in a resource editor, you'll discover how your program can watch for a
mouse-click and then determine if that click involves the menu bar or
a menu in it. If an event is menu-related, the material in this chapter
will show you how to handle the tasks necessary to properly respond
to a menu selection.

Menu Resources
Menus, and the menu bar d1at holds menus, are defined using a
resource editor. Creating menus in this graphical way makes for the
easy addition of a new menu or editing of an existing menu.
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THE MENU RESOURCE
The menu items, or commands, that appear in a menu are listed in a
resource of type MENU. Each menu in your program's menu bar will be
defined by a MENU resource. Thus, a program that has only three menus (the
Apple, File, and Edit menus, for example) in its menu bar will have three
MENU resources.
Both ResEdit and Resorcerer make it easy for you to create MENU
resources in your project's resource file. If you use ResEdit, the MENUcreating steps are listed just ahead. If Resorcerer is your resource editor,
follow these steps:

STEPS: USING RESORCERER
Step 1. Click the New button in the File Window (the main window that
lists the resource types).
Step 2. Scroll to the MENU type in the list and double-dick it, or type
MENU (in uppercase) in the edit box and click the Create button.
Step 3. Type the menu name in the top edit box, or click the
the menu is to seIVe as the Apple menu.

ti button if

Step 4. Select New Item from the Menu menu.
Step 5. Type in the item name, or click the Divider button if the item is to
seIVe as a dashed line.
Step 6. Repeat steps 4 and S for each menu item.

Figure 6-1 shows a MENU resource that is being worked on in the Menu
Editor of Resorcerer. In this figure you can see that the MENU resource will
be used to define the File menu and also that the name of the Quit menu
item is being typed in.
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Apple refers to the Apple, File, and Edit menus
as the three standard menus. They're considered standard because every Macintosh program is expected to include them. The Apple
menu allows access to the items in the user's
Apple Menu Items folder. The File menu lets
the user quit the application (it should minimally contain the Quit command). The Edit
menu allows editing. Even if your program
doesn't support editing, it should still include

imi-11
~
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the Edit menu - the user expects tosee it in
a Mac application.
You'll notice that the example programs in
other chapters don't include these three
menus - or, more likely, any menus at all!
Keep in mind that the examples aren't meant
to be full-featured Mac programs. Instead,
they exist to provide a working example of a
single topic.

If you come across a iesource me that was created by a resource editor
that you don't have, don't be alarmed. Resorcerer can open and work with
ResEdic files, and ResEdit can open and work with Resorcerer files. Launch
your resource editor, and then use the Open command from the File menu
co open the file.
New MENU 1 from Untitled
Fiie

} C!J

181 Menu enabled

.li!lll•••••liil•~<>~~
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Figure 6-1

Using Resorcerer to create a MENU resource.
If you use ResEdit rather than Resorcerer, follow these steps to create a
new MENU resource:
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STEPS: USING RESEDIT
Step 1. Select Create New Resource from the Resource menu.
Step 2. Scroll to the MENU type in the list and double-dick it, or type
MENU (in uppercase) in the edit box and click the OK button.
Step 3. Type the menu name in the edit box, or click the ti (Apple menu)
radio button if the menu is to seive as the Apple menu.
Step 4. Select Create New Item from the Resource menu.
Step 5. Type in the item name, or click the separator line radio button if the
item is to seive as a dashed line.
Step 6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each menu item.

Figure 6-2 shows a ME NU resource that is being worked on in the Menu
Editor of ResEdit. In this figure you can see that the MENU resource will be
used to define the File menu. Figure 6-3 shows the same resource as an
item is being added to it; you can see that the name of the Quit menu item
is being typed in.
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Figure 6·2
Using ResEdit to create a MENU resource.
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Creating a MENU for the Apple menu
A MENU resource lists all the items that will appear in a menu. That's true for
all application menus - except the Apple menu. The menu items that
appear in an application's Apple menu vary from computer to computer.
That's because this special menu holds the names of all the items in the
user's Apple Menu Ite ms folder.
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Figure 6-3
Using ResEdit to add a menu item to a MENU reso urce.

Flihl

If you haven't already done so, launch ResEdit. Select New from the File
~ menu to create a new resource file. Because the majority of programmers
use ResEdit, and because ResEdit is often distributed w ithout any documentation, the remaining figures will show the MEN U resource as viewed in
ResEdit. If you use Resorcere r, refer to the extensive MENU resource information lis ted in that product's docume ntation.
If you name the new resource ftle MenuBar.rsrc, your resource editor
windows w ill match the ones shown in the following figures. Not only that,
but you'll be creating the resource ftle used in this chapter's first example!
To create the Apple menu's MEN U resource, begin by selecting Create
New Resource from the Resource menu of ResEdit. Type in MENU and then
click the OK button. When the ResEdit Menu Editor op ens, click the ti
radio button in the MENU resource, as shown in Figure 6-4. That designates
that the menu's title be the ti symbol.
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Figure 6·4

Using ResEdit to create a MENU resource to be used for the Apple menu.
The Apple menu can have any number of menu items preceding the
names of the items that are in the user's Apple Menu Items folder. Typically
an application will have just two items, an About ite m and a dashed line.
Select Create New Item from the Resource menu to add the first item. Then
type About. .. in the Menu Editor edit box (see Figure 6-5).
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Figure 6·5

Using ResEdit to add a menu item to the Apple MENU resource.
Again select Create New Ite m from the Resource menu to add a second
item to the Apple menu. After you do that, click the separator line radio
button, as shown in Figure 6-6. Any menu item in any menu can be turned
into a dashed line by clicking this radio button in the Menu Editor.
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Figure ·6-6
Using ResEdit to add a dashed line menu item to the Apple MENU reso~rce.
Because there is no way of knowing what programs, folders, and
control panels users will have in their Apple Menu Items folder, there's no
way these menu items can be listed in a MENU resource. Instead , they'll be
added from within the source code, as you'll see later in this chapter. That
means that the Apple menu MENU resource is now complete. If you look at
the end of the ResEdit menu bar at the top of the screen, you'll see that
ResEdit has added your new menu. ResEdit does this so you can see how
your new menu will look in an application. While it won't be a functional
version of the menu, it will give you a chance to see if it provides the look
you want. Afte r looking at the demo menu, click the close box in the title
bar of the Me nu Editor. When you do, you'll see the new menu in a
window that disp lays all of the MENU resources in your resource file. As
shown in Figure 6-7, at this point you'll have just a single MENU resource.

Creating a MENU for the File menu
The preceding section demonstrated how to create the MENU resource used
for the Apple menu, the one menu that has a format different from all other
menus in a program. In this section you'll create a MENU resource for a File
menu . Once you know how to create and edit this MENU resource, you will
know the technique for creating a MENU resource for any menu your
program might employ.
To begin, select Create New Resource from the Resource menu of
ResEdit. Then type in the title for the menu (type File if you want to match
the book's example). Next, select Create New Item from the Resource menu
to add the first item. You can type in any name for this first menu item. If
you want your resource to match the one pictured in Figure 6-8, type Play
System Alert.
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Figure 6-7

The completed Apple MENU resource, as viewed in ResEdit.
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Figure 6-8

Using ResEdit to add a menu item to the File MENU resource.
Select Create New Item from the Resource menu for each additional
item you want to have in the menu. In Figure 6-9, a dashed separator line
has been added as the second menu item in the File menu. To complete
this MENU resource, add a third item and name it Quit.
When you're through with the MENU resource, dick the Menu Editor's
close box. In Figure 6-10 you can see that the Apple MENU resource has two
items and the File MENU resource has three items.
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Using ResEdit to add a dashed line menu item to the File MENU resource.
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Figure 6·10

The completed Apple and File MENU resources, as viewed in ResEdit.

MENU IDs and item numbers
When you select Create New Resource from the Resource menu and then
create the first MENU resource, ResEdit gives it an ID of 128. Each MENU
resource you create after that will be numbered consecutively from that
starting value, as you can see by looking back at the IDs of the two MENU
resources in Figure 6-10. While a resource editor allows you to change the
ID of a MENU resource, it is common practice to use this default numbering
system when creating the MENU resources for a project. You'll find that most
programs have an Apple MENU resource with an ID of 128, a File MENU

Iii
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resource with an ID of 129, and an Edit MENU resource with an ID of 130. The
IDs of MENU resources for a program's application-defined menus (any menu
other than the three standard menus just mentioned) then begin at 131.
If you do decide to use a numbering system other than the one used by
ResEdit, follow these steps to change the ID of a MENU resource:

STEPS: CHANGING THE ID OF A MENU RESOURCE
Step 1. Select Get Resource Info from the Resource menu.
Step 2. Type in the new MENU resource ID, and then click the close box in
the title bar of the dialog box.
Step 3. Select Edit Menu & MDEF ID from the MENU menu.
Step 4. Type in the new MENU resource ID in the Menu ID edit box, and
then click the OK button.

FE'l

As listed in the above steps, when changing a MENU resource ID, you

L...:_J need to enter the new ID in two places. You must make both of these
changes or your program won't recognize the MENU resource and won't
place it in the program's menu bar.
Regardless of the numbering system you use, when you're through
creating MENU resources, take note of the ID of each MENU resource. Your
application will use the MENU resource IDs when identifying which menu a
user clicks on. Your program will also use the numbers of the items in each
MENU resource to identify which menu item a user selects. In any MENU
resource, the first item is item number 1, the second item is item number 2,
and so forth.
As you'll see a little later in this chapter, your source code will define a
constant for each MENU resource ID and for each item except dashed
separator lines. For the two MENU resources described in this section, those
definitions should look something like this:
//define
//define
I/define
l/defi ne
//define

mApple
iAbout
mFile
iPlayAlert
iQuit

128
1

129
1
3
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The above snippet uses the naming convention of prefacing a MENU
constant name with a lowercase m. F.ach MENU item constant name is prefaced
with a lowercase i. Because clicking a dashed separator line in the menu of
an application produces no effect, your project won't define a constant for a
separator line MENU item. That explains why there is no /Ide f i ne with a
value of 2 under the File menu constants in the above snippet.

THE MBAR RESOURCE
A resource file can contain any number of MENU resources, and these
resources can be given IDs in no particular sequence. Because of this, a
project's resource file should also contain an MBAR resource. The MBAR
resource defines which MENU resources will appear in an application's menu
bar and in what order.
If you use Resorcerer, follow these steps to create a new MBAR resource
and to add the menus that will appear in the menu bar:

STEPS: USING RESORCERER TO CREATE ANEW MBAR RESOURCE
Step 1. Click the New button in the File Window (the main window that
lists the resource types).
Step 2. Scroll to the MBAR type in the list and double-click it, or type
MBAR (in .uppercase) in the edit box and click the Create button.

Step 3. Click the New button in the Menu Bar Editor to add a menu to the
menu bar.
Step 4. Click the Edit button in the Menu Bar Editor.

Step 5. Type in the ID of the MENU resource that represents the menu to
add, and then click the OK button.
Step 6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each menu that is to be added to the menu bar.
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Figure 6-11 shows the Menu Bar Editor for a menu bar that will hold
the two MENU resources created earlier in this chapte r. The figure also shows
that the resource ftle for this chapter's first example w ill hold two resource
types: MBAR and MENU.
MenuBar.r sr c

• t.____ . __L J

12s

MBRR 12B from MenuBar.nrc
H•nus

8

- · - --2

HENU 1 r •source 10

128

- - ~us •2 -------·-------·---- --··HE.NU 1 resource ID 129

--·- --·-·------ --·- -- ..........

---·------- ............._.. -

Sel ect All
Changed

Figure 6-11

Using Resorcerer to create an MBAR resource.
If you use ResEdit, follow the steps listed in the following list to create
an MBAR resource and to add menus to it:

STEPS: USING RESEDIT TO CREATE ANEW MBAR RESOURCE
Step 1. Select Create New Resource from the Resource menu.
Step 2. Scroll to the MBAR type in the list and double-click it, or type
MBAR (in uppercase) in the edit box and click the OK button.
Step 3. Click the row of asterisks in the Menu Bar Editor.
Step 4. Select Insert New Field(s) from the Resource menu.
Step 5. Press the Tab key, and then type in the ID of the MENU resource
that should be used for the first menu in the program's menu bar.
Step 6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each menu that will appear in the menu bar.
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Figure 6-12 shows how the MBAR resource would look for the MENU
resources discussed earlier in this chapter. The figure also shows that this
chapter's MenuBar example project will use a resource file that holds
resources of type MBAR and MENU.
Recall that the Apple MENU resource has an ID of 128, while the File
MENU resource has an ID of 129. Placing the number 128 in the first field of
the MBAR resource tells the application that uses the resources in this file that
the Apple menu should be the first menu (the leftmost menu) in the menu
bar. Placing the number 129 in the second field of the MBAR resource tells
the application that MENU 129 (the File menu) should be the second menu in
the application's menu bar. Both Figures 6-11and6-12 show this.

Menu·Handling Source Code
Creating the proper menu-related resources in a project's resource file is the
first step of adding menus to your application. Adding menu-handling code
to your project's source code is the second and last step.
MenuBar.rsrc

MBAA

MENU

MBRRs from MenuBar.rsrt
126

6

MBRR 10 ... 128 from MenuBer.rsrc.
is

of menus

1)

*****

Menu res ID
2)

*****

Menu res ID
3)

2

1128

I129

*****

Figure 6·12

Using ResEdit to create a MENU resource.
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SETTING UP THE MENU BAR
After your program performs its standard Toolbox initializations, it should
set up its menu bar. Here are the steps your program should take to handle
this task:

STEPS: SETllNG UP AMENU BAR
Step 1. Load the MBAR and MENU resource data into memory and receive a
handle to a list of menu information.
Step 2. Specify which MBAR is to be used as the current menu bar.
Step 3. Free the memory referenced by the menu bar list.
Step 4. Get a handle to the MENU resource data for the Apple menu.
Step 5. Append the user's Apple Menu Item folder items to the Apple
menu.
Step 6. Draw the menu bar at the top of the screen.
In completing this programming chore, the Toolbox does most of the
work. In fact, each of the above six steps is accomplished through a call to
a Toolbox function. To begin, the MBAR resource and each of the MENU
resources used by the menu bar get loaded by calling the Toolbox function
GetNewMBar().

#define
Handle

mMenuBar
128
theMenuBar:

theMenuBar

=

GetNewMBar( rMenuBar >:

GetNewMBa r ( ) expects the resource ID of an MBAR resource as its one
parameter. GetNewMBa r () loads the data from that resource and from each
of the MENU resources named in the MBAR resource. The function then

creates a menu list and returns a handle to that list. The menu list holds
handles to the data that makes up each menu in the menu bar. After calling
GetNewMBa r ( ) , specify that the menu list returned by this function be
considered the current menu bar.
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SetMenuBar( theMenuBar );

While most programs have only one menu bar, it is possible to write
one that is capable of switching from one menu bar to another. A program
like that would have more than one MBAR resource. Even if your program
has just one menu bar, you'll need to call Se tM en uBa r ( ). Pass
SetMenuBar() a handle to a menu list and this Toolbox function will mark
it as the current menu bar. After this function completes, your program
won't have any need for the menu list, so dispose of it by making a call to
Di sposeHandl e( ). This function disposes of the memory occupied by the
menu list but not the memory occupied by the data loaded from each MENU
resource.
DisposeHandle( theMenuBar );

To work with a specific menu in a menu bar, call the Toolbox function
GetMHandl e(). This routine returns a handle of type MenuHandl e to your
program. This handle references the MENU data specified in the function's
parameter. The following snippet returns a handle to the Apple menu:
#define
mApple
128
MenuHandle theAppleMenu;
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple );

Once your program has a handle to a menu, it can make changes to
that menu. Later in this chapter you'll see how this handle is used in
Toolbox calls that enable or disable a menu item or place a checkmark by a
menu item. Here the menu handle is used to add the user's Apple Menu
Items folder contents to the Apple menu.
MenuHandle theAppleMenu:
AppendResMenu( theApp 1eMenu. 'DRVR' ) ;

The first parameter to the Toolbox function AppendResMenu() is a
handle to a menu. The second parameter specifies the type of resources that
should be added. For example, a second parameter value of ' FONT' tells
AppendResMenu () to add fonts to the menu. In older system versions, desk
accessories (driver resources of type 'DRVR ')were appended to the Apple
menu. More recently, the idea of desk accessories has lost importance. In
fact, with the arrival of Copland (System 8), desk accessories will be
eliminated altogether. Now, any desktop object - that is, any item found in
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the Apple Menu Items folder - can be added to the Apple menu. For this
reason a second parameter value of ' DRV R' is now used to tell
AppendResMenu() to search the Apple Menu Items folder and add its
contents to the Apple menu.
After all the preceding steps have been taken, it's time to draw the new
menu bar to the screen. A call to the Toolbox function DrawMenuBar()
takes care of this.
OrawMenuBar():
DrawMenuBa r () uses the information found in the current menu list to
draw the menu bar. While your program did make an earlier call to
Dis pos eHa nd 1e ( ) to dispose of the handle to this list, the list itself wasn't
released from memory.
A Mac program typically takes care of all the menu bar setup tasks in a
single function near the start of the program's execution. Such a function is
shown here:

void SetUpMenuBar( void )
I

Handle
theMenuBar:
MenuHandle theAppleMenu:
theMenuBar = GetNewMBar( rMenuBar );
SetMenuBar( theMenuBar );
OisposeHandle( theMenuBar ):
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple );
AppendResMenu( theAppleMenu, 'ORVR' );
OrawMenuBar();

HANDUNG AMOUSE•CUCK IN THE MENU BAR
Chapter 5 described how a program watches for, and responds to, events.
One of the event types discussed in that chapter is the mouse down event.
When Wai t Next Event ( ) encounters a mouse down event in the event
queue, the function places the Apple-defined constant mouseDown in the
what field of the returned event record. From that chapter's EventBranch
program comes an example of an event loop that handles mouseDown
events.
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void Eventloop( void )
(

EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gDone

=~

false

(

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil ) ;
switch ( theEvent.what
{

case mouseOown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break;
case keyDown:
HandleKeyDown< theEvent );
break;
I

I

Recall that the EventBranch program handled a click of the mouse
button by checking to see if the cursor was over a rectangle in the
program's window. If it was, the program terminated.
void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent
{

GlobalTolocal( &CtheEvent.where) );
if ( PtinRect( theEvent.where, &gEraseRect ) )
gOone = true;

The EventBranch version of Handl eMouseDown() has the advantage of
being a very short function - it's written to show a simplified means of
how a mouseDown event could be handled. It has the disadvantage, though,
of being able to handle a click of the mouse button in only one way. Now
that you're familiar with menus, Handl eMouseOown() can be turned into a
function that is both less specific and more practical.
void HandleMouseOown( EventRecord theEvent
{

WindowPtr theWindow;
short thePart;
long
theChoice;
thePart ° FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart )
{

I

I •
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case inMe nuBa r :
t heChoice = MenuSelect{ theEvent .where l :
brea k:
I I handle mouse clicks in other locations
)

This new version of Handl eMouseDown () uses a call to the Toolbox
function Fi ndWi ndow() to determine in what part of the monitor or window
the mouse-click occurred. When an event is of type mouseDown, the where
field of that event holds the pixel coordinates of the cursor at the time the
mouse button was clicked. The Fi ndW i ndow() function uses this pixel
coordinate to determine what general area, or part, of the screen or window
the cursor was in at the time of the event. Figure 6-13 shows many. of the
Apple-defined constants that can be used when referring to the different
screen and window parts. In this chapter, only the menu bar patt, represented by the i nMenu Ba r constant, w ill be discussed. The other parts shown
in the figure pertain to windows and are discussed in Chapte r 7.
inMenuBar
•

File

Edit

inMenuBar

i nGoAway

ij
Ill-

inZoomln
inZoomOut

New Window

inContent

inGrow

Figure 6·13

Screen and window parts and their Apple-defined part code constants.
The FindWindow() functio n accepts a Point variable (usually the where
field of an Event Record) and a pointer to a Wi ndowPtr variable as its two
parameters. If the coordinates of the Point variable fall anywhere on an
o pen w indow, Fi ndWi ndow() fills in the second parameter with a pointer to
that window. That lets your program know which window is affected by a
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click of the mouse button. If no window was involved in the mouse-click,
Fi ndWi ndow() fills in this second parameter with a value of ni 1. In all
cases, Fi ndWi ndow() returns a part code that tells your program what part
of the screen or window the cursor was in when the event took place.
After receiving a part code from Fi ndWi ndow(), your mouse Down eventhandling routine should use a s wi t ch statement to compare the part code
to the different parts that your program handles. If your program responds
to mouse-clicks in the menu bar and, say, in the drag bar, or title bar, of a
window, your switch statement would look like this:
switch ( thePart )
{

case inMenuBar:
theChoice = MenuSelect( theEvent.where );
break;
case inDrag:
II drag (move) the window about the screen
break;

The above snippet is intentionally vague concerning the handling of an
i nDrag mouseDown event. Again, the details of handling window-related part
codes are provided in Chapter 7. If the part code is of type i nMenuBa r, your

program should track the cursor as the user moves it about the program's
menu bar. The Toolbox function MenuSe 1ect ( ) does just this. Unlike most
Toolbox functions, MenuSel ect() doesn't quickly perform a task and then
return control to your program. Once called, Menu Se 1ect () retains control
of your program until the user releases the mouse button. As long as the user
holds the mouse button down, Menu Se 1ect () will track the cursor - even
if the user moves the cursor off the menu bar and then back onto it again. If
the user moves the cursor over a menu name in the menu bar, Menu Se 1ect ()
handles the dropping of that menu to reveal the menu's items.
The one parameter used by MenuSelect() is of type Point. Your
program should pass the where field of the current event to tell
MenuSel ect() where the cursor was originally located when the event
occurred. From then on, MenuSelect() takes care of tracking the cursor
without any further input from the program.
MenuSel ect() is a very powerful Toolbox routine. But as you'll see
in the MenuBar example, it doesn't handle all menu-related tasks. Later in
this chapter you'll see some additions to the handling of an i nMenuBa r
part code.

I

I.
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: MENUIAR
This chapter's first example is a program that displays a menu bar with two
menus in it. Figure 6-14 shows the two menus. When you run the MenuBar
program, you'll see the same items pictured in the File menu of this figure.
Your Apple menu, however, will have different items in it. The items
following the dashed line will be the items found in the Apple Menu Items
folder in the System Folder of your Mac.

About ...

Play System Alert

~

Quit

RppleCD Rudio Player

CJ Automated Tasks

!I Calculator

~Chooser

II Compact Pro
~ Control Panels

6Flnd File

lfA Iomega Tools
~ Jigsaw Puzzle

Iii Key Caps

~ Moute Player

...[fl Note Pad
Figure 6-14

The two menus found in the MenuBar program.

As you hold the mouse button and drag the cursor across the menu bar,
a menu will drop down as the cursor moves over its name. If you move the
cursor down the list of menu items, each item in tum will become highlighted. All this is as expected, of course - a call to the Toolbox function
Menu Se 1ect ( ) takes care of all this very standard Macintosh menu-handing.
When you attempt to make a menu selection, however, nothing happens.
That's not what one would expect from a Macintosh program. No program
is perfect, but this is quite a shortcoming! Not to worry - this deficiency
will be quickly remedied in the following pages and in the next example
program. Because the menu items aren't functional, the Quit command in
the File menu doesn't work. Pressing any key will terminate the program.
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II
//define
/ldefi ne
I/define
/Jdefi ne
#define
#define

rMenuBar
mApple
iAbout
mFile
iPlayAlert
iOuit

128
128
1
129
1
3

II
Boolean gOone = false:
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

InitializeToolbox();
SetUpMenuBar():
Eventloop();
I
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetUpMenuBar( void
{

Handle theMenuBar:
MenuHandle theAppleMenu:
theMenuBar = GetNewMBar( rMenuBar );
SetMenuBar( theMenuBar );
DisposeHandle( theMenuBar );
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple );
AppendResMenu( theApp 1eMenu, 'DRVR' ) :
DrawMenuBar();
I
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gOone == false
{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. nil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseOown< theEvent ):
break:
case keyOown:
gOone = true;
break;
I
I

I
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseOown( EventRecord theEvent )
I
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WindowPtr theWindow:
short thePart:
long
theChoice:
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow ):
switch < thePart )
{

case inMenuBar:
theChoice = MenuSelect{ theEvent.where ):
break:

~

Remember, the menu items don't function. That includes the Quit item

t__:_j found in the File menu. You'll need to press any key to quit the program.
HANDLING AMOUSE•CLICK IN AMENU
Wben the user clicks the mouse button in the menu bar, MenuSel ect() is
called. This function maintains control until the user releases the mouse
button. When that happens, Menu Se 1ect () returns a long value that indicates
which menu item was selected. If the user released the button while the
cursor wasn't over a menu item, MenuSel ect() returns a value of 0.
In the previous version of Handl eMouseDown( ), the value returned by
MenuSel ect() wasn't examined- that's why the MenuBar program
couldn't react to menu selections. The new version of Handl eMouseDown( ),
shown below, does check the returned value:
void HandleMouseDown{ EventRecord theEvent
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
short
thePart:
long
theChoice:
thePart = FindWindow{ theEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart )
{

case inMenuBar:
theChoice = MenuSelect( theEvent.where );
if ( theChoice != 0 )
HandleMenuChoice( theChoice );
break:
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If no menu item is selected by the user, theChoi ce will be 0. In that
case, the mouse Down event can be considered handled. If a menu item was
selected, further processing of the event is necessary. An application-defined
function named Hand 1eMenuChoi ce C) will take care of that.
#define
mApple 128
#define
mFile
129
void HandleMenuChoice( long theChoice
(

short theMenu:
short theMenultem:
theMenu a HiWord( theChoice >:
theMenultem = LoWord( theChoice ):
switch ( theMenu )
(

case mApple:
HandleAppleChoice< theMenultem ):
break:
case mFfl e:
HandleFileChoice( theMenultem >:
break:
I

Hil iteMenu( 0 ) :

When a menu item is selected by the user, MenuSel ect() stores two
numbers within the one 1ong value. The 1ong data type is a 4-byte, or 2word, data type. Half of the 1ong - the upper, or high, word - holds the
ID of the menu. The other half of the 1ong - the lower word - holds the
item number of the menu command. Handl eMenuChoi ce() begins by
calling the Toolbox functions Hi Word () and LoWord ().These two functions
serve to extract both the menu and the menu item from the single 1on g
value that was returned by Menu Se 1ect ( ) . A call to Hi Word ( ) returns the ID
of the selected menu. A call to LoWord C) returns the number of the selected
menu item.
After both the menu and menu item are known, a switch statement is
used to further determine how the selected menu item should be handled.
The body of the switch should hold one case section for each menu. Each
case label should be the ID of a menu. While the code to handle a menu
could be contained under the menu's case label, programs generally keep
this code in an application-defined function. Passing the number of the
selected menu item to the application-defined function lets that function
handle the proper menu item.

I
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The above version of Handl eMenuChoi ce() is written for an application
that has only an Apple menu and a File menu. It would be easy to expand
this function to handle a third menu by simply adding one more case label
and a call to another application-defmed function. The project's resource file
would also need a couple of changes, too: A new MENU resource would
need to be added, and the existing MBAR resource would need to list the ID
of the new MENU .
When the user makes a menu selection, a program highlights the
menu's name in the menu bar. After the menu command has been handled,
the program unhighlights the menu name. The highlighting of the menu
name is taken care of by Menu Se 1e ct ( ) . The unhighlighting of the name is
handled by the Toolbox function Hi 1i t eM en u ( ) . Passing this function a
value of 0 serves to unhighlight whichever menu is currently highlighted.
Figure 6-15 illustrates a program's flow of control. The figure assumes
that a program is using the application-defined functions described in this
chapter and shows the functions that get called when a user makes a
selection from a program's File menu.
Event Loop ( )

ij

mouseDown

J

Hand l eMouseDown C J

-0

i nMenuB ar

HandleMenuChoice C J

::J

ijmF ile
HandleFileChoice (

Figure 6·15

The flow of control when a selection is made from the File menu.
A program should be able to handle events of different types and events
occurring in different screen or window parts. If an event is menu-related,
the program should be able to handle a selection from any of a number of
menus. Figure 6-16 expands on the specific case (a mouseDown event in an
application's File menu) covered by Figure 6-15. Figure 6-16 shows that tl1e
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Eventloop( ), Handl eMouseOown( ), and Handl eMenu Choi ce() functions all
seive as branching points through which further event-processing takes
place. In Figure 6-16, assume that each arrow leads to an applicationdefined function. For example, Eventloop() might make calls to functions
named Handl eKeyOown (), Handl eMouseOown (), and, if the other event type
handled by the program was an update event, a function named
HandleUpdateEvent () .

keyOown

0

<)
_..,,,,,,,___ _ _..,
II,.._ _ _Eventloop

Other event type

i j . mouseOown
HandleHouseOown < )

inconte[ ( /

.ij

~ther part code

"')JJ

i nMenuBa r

Ir

HandleHenuCho1ce < > ]
mApplA.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IL.I'

_.~ther

i j . mFile

menu

~

Figure 6-16

An event is handled by a series of branches.

HANDLING AN APPLE MENU ITEM SELEmON
When the user makes a selection from the Apple menu, your program should
call a routine similar to the Handl eAppl eChoi ce() function shown here:
#define
mApple
128
#define
iAbout
1
#define
rAboutAlert 128
void HandleAppleChoice( short theMenultem
I
Str255 theltemName:
short
theltemNumber :
MenuHandle theAppleMenu :
switch ( theMenultem l
I
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case iAbout:
Alert( rAboutAlert, nil );
break:
default:
theAppleMenu ~ GetMenuHandle( mApple );
GetMenultemText( theAppleMenu, theMenultem, theitemName );
theltemNumber = OpenDeskAcc( theltemName >:
break:

Pass Hand 1eApp 1eChoi c e ( ) the number of the selected menu item, and
the function will use a switch statement to properly carry out the menu
command. If the first menu item is an About item, as is typically the case for
a Macintosh program, call the Toolbox function A1e rt ( ) to display an alert
box that holds information about the program. The details of the resources
necessary to display an alert, the ALRT and DITL resource types, are topics
covered in Chapter 8. If you'd like to verify that an About menu selection is
recognized by your program and you don't want to look ahead to Chapter
8, replace the above i About code with the following:
case i About:
SysBeepC 1 ) :
break;

The above snippet us~s the Toolbox function Sys Beep() to play the
user's system alert sound. Each time the About menu item is selected, the
sound will play. This is the technique used by the next example program,
Menulntro, to test that the About menu item is handled properly.
All of the remaining items in the Apple menu - the names of the
desktop objects - are handled by the same small block of code (excluding
the dashed line, a selection of which is of course ignored). Here's the code
that opens whatever item is selected from the Apple menu:
Str255
theltemName:
short
theltemNumber:
MenuHandle theAppleMenu;
default:
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple );
GetMenuitemText( theAppleMenu, theMenultem, theltemName ):
theltemNumber = OpenDeskAcc( theltemName );
break;
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The call to GetMenuHandl e() is used to obtain a handle to the Apple
menu. This handle is needed as a parameter to the next Toolbox function,
called GetMenultemText( ). When passed a menu handle, the number of an
item in the menu referenced by the handle, and a St r 255 variable,
GetMenultemText() returns the name of the selected item. Unlike with the
other menus in a program, your program won't know the names of each of
the items in the Apple menu until the program executes. The name returned
by GetMenultemText() is then passed to the Toolbox function
OpenDeskAcc() to open the selected desktop object.
The 0pen Des kA cc ( ) function takes care of the tasks involved in the
opening of a desktop object. Whether the object is a folder, a document, an
application, or a control panel, OpenDeskAcc() can open it. After the object
is opened, OpenDeskAcc() returns a negative number that can be used as a
reference to the opened object. Your programs will generally ignore this
value.

BANDUNG A FILE MENU REM SELEatON
Unlike the handling of commands in the Apple menu, the handling of each
menu item in the File menu depends on what items a particular program
includes in this menu. The following Handl eFil eChoi ce() shows how the
items in the File menu of the MenuBar program could be handled. That
menu is pictured back in Figure 6-14.
#define
iPlayAlert
#define
iQuit
void HandleFileChoice( short theltem )
I

switch ( theltem )
I

case iPlayAlert:
SysBeep( 1 l:
break:
case iQuit:
gDone = true:
break:

If the user selects the first item from the File menu, the Play System
Alert item, the I tern, will have a value of 1 and the code under the
i Pl ayA 1ert case will execute. This code simply plays the system alert
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sound. If the user selects the third item from the File menu (don't forget, the
second item is the dashed line), the global Boolean variable gDon e will be
set to true. When the program next prepares to pass through the event
loop, the comparison of gDone to fal se will fail and the loop - and
program - will end.
~
Of what purpose is a Play System Alert menu item? And why is it in the
File menu? The answers to these questions are "probably none" and "to
provide a simple example of menu item handling."

l1J

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: MENUINTRO
Both the Me nulntro program and the previous example program, MenuBar,
use the same resources to display the same menus and menu items. The
Menulntro program, however, adds functionality to the menu items. All of
the routines that make up the Menulntro source code listing have been
discussed in this chapter, so a walk-through of the listing isn't necessary.
II

Cdefine
lldef ine
l/defi ne
Cdefine
Cdefine
Cdefine

rMenuBar
mApple
iAbo ut
mFi le
iPlayAlert
iOuit

128
128
1
129
1
3

II

Boolean gDone

=

fa lse :

//_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void
I

InitializeToolbox<l :
SetUpMenuBar( l :
Eventloop() :
l
"-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetUpMenuBar< void l
I

Handle
theMenuBar :
MenuHandle t heAppleMenu ;
theMenuBa r = Ge tNewMBar( rMenuBar l :
SetMenuBar( theMenuBar l :
Di sposeHandl e( theMenuBar l :
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple );
AppendResMenu( theApp1eMenu . 'DRVR' l:
DrawMenu Ba r() :
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gOone

=c

false

{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. nil );
switch ( theEvent.what
{

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent ):
break:
)
)

I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseOown( EventRecord theEvent )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
short
thePart;
long
theChoice;
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart )
{

case inMenuBar:
theChoice z MenuSelect( theEvent.where >:
if ( theChoice != 0 )
HandleMenuChoice( theChoice ):
break;
)
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMenuChoice( long theChoice )
{

short theMenu;
short theMenultem:
theMenu = HiWord( theChoice );
theMenultem = LoWord( theChoice );
switch ( theMenu )
{

case mApple:
HandleAppleChoice( theMenuitem );
break;
case mFil e:
HandleFileChoice( theMenuitem );
break;
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HiliteMenu( 0 );
}
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void HandleAppleChoice( short theMenultem
I

Str255
theltemName:
short
theltemNumber:
MenuHandle theAppleMenu:
switch ( theMenultem )
I

case iAbout:
SysBeep( 1 );
break:
default:
theAppleMenu = GetMenuHandle( mApple ):
GetMenultemText( theAppleMenu, theMenultem, theltemName );
theltemNumber = OpenDeskAcc{ theltemName );
break:
}

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void HandleFileChoice( short theltem )
I

switch ( theltem )
{

case iPlayAlert:
SysBeep( 1 ):
break;
case iQuit:
gDone .. true:
break:

88·KEY EQUIVALENTS
A menu command that is common to most Mac programs, such as the Quit
command, is usually assigned a 86-key equivalent. (This also applies to

commands that are unique to an application, which the user will use
frequently.) A 38-key equivalent lets the user press the H key along with
another key to access a menu item, just as if he or she had selected it from
the menu.
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You'll use your resource editor to mark a menu item as having a 3€-key
equivalent. Open the MENU resource that holds the item to mark and click
once on the menu item. Whether you use ResEdit or Resorcerer, you'll then
find a text edit box in the lower right comer of the editor's Menu Editor.
Click in this edit box, and then hold down the Shift key as you type in the
character that is to be used as the 3€-key equivalent. Figure 6-17 shows that
a Q has been entered in the 3€-Key text edit box of a MENU resource item
using ResEdit. Figure 6-18 shows how the 3€-key equivalent looks in
Resorcerer.
MENU ID • 129 from MenuShapes.rsrc

~

Selected I tern:

Quit

181 Enabled

:Jll Q

I

Te Ht: @I Quit

0 -- (separator line)
Color

O has Submenu

TeHt: .
Cmd-Key:@J.

I

io

I

·I·

Marie:! None

Figure 6·17

.,

Using ResEdit to add a 3€-key equivalent to a menu item .
MENU 129 from MenuShapes.rsrc

J (!]

Fiie
~

MDEF: ~
MenulD: 129
r Colors - - · - - - · - - · -
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11m

(This Menu ) ( Menu Bar )

(

Menu I tem

)

0 0
to
Ii
lou1~
( - Dlulder- )

I
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MarlcEl
( Choose I~

0 Sub- m enu ID ~
@Key Equlu:
:Jll~

I Plain

I

(

Cone el

l

Figure 6·18

Using Resorcerer to add a 3€-key equivalent to a menu item.
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After marking a menu item as having a 88-key equivalent, you'll need to
add a little code to your program's listing. First, you'll need to make sure
your program responds to keyDown events. The following snippet is from
the Eventloop() function. Here a keyDown event is handled by calling an
application-defined function named Handl eKeyDown().
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break;
case keyDown:
HandleKeyDown( theEvent );
break;

The Handl eKeyDown(} function gets called every time the user presses a
key. Its purpose is to determine if the H key was down at the time that the
user pressed a key. If it was, the function determines if the combination of
the H key and the typed key is equivalent to a menu selection. Any such
SC-key equivalent is then handled by the program's menu-handling routine
Handl eMenuChoi ce( ), just as if the menu item had been selected from the
menu.
void HandleKeyDown( EventRecord theEvent )
I

short theChar;
long theChoice;
theChar

=

theEvent.message &charCodeMask;

if ( ( theEvent.modifiers & cmdKey )

!=

0 )

I

if ( theEvent.what != autoKey )
{

theChoice = MenuKey( theChar );
HandleMenaChoice( theChoice );
I
I

The first thing Handl eKeyDown () does is determine which character
was typed.
short theChar;
theChar = theEvent.message &charCodeMask:
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When a keyDown event occurs, the 4 bytes of the message field of the
event's Event Record are filled with different pieces of information. One of
these bytes holds the character that was typed. As shown in the above
snippet, you can use the Apple-defined constant charCodeMask in an AND
operation with the message field to extract the character and store its ASCII
value in a variable of type short.
After saving the typed character in variable theChar, Handl eKeyDown()
performs a second AND operation. This time the modi f i er s field of the
event record is AND-ed with the Apple-defined constant cm~ ~ey. If the X
key was down at the time of the key Down event, the result of this AND
operation will be nonzero. If that's the case, Handl eKeyDown () makes sure
that the event isn't of type auto Key. If it is, the user is holding down a key
to type it repeatedly. That doesn't constitute a K-key-equivalent menu
selection, so the function ends. If the event isn't an autoKey event,
Handl eKeyDown() calls the Toolbox function MenuKey().
1ong theChoi ce:
theChoice = MenuKey( theChar ):
MenuKey() returns the same type of information that MenuSel ect()
returns: along value that holds both the menu and menu item number of
the selected command. Pass MenuKey the typed character, and the function
will determine if this character matches the K-key equivalent of any of the
application's menu items.
To carry out the menu command, Handl eKeyDown() calls the applicationdefined function Handl eMenuChoi ce(). This is the same function called by
HandleMouseDownC) when a mouseDown event in the inMenuBar part is
being handled.
To see a program that uses the Handl eKeyDown () function, run the
MenuShapes example found on the CD. A description of that program
appears next.

ADDING MENUS TO AMENULESS PROGRAM
You've seen that adding menu-handling capabilities to a program requires,
of course, the addition of source code. Most of the example programs in
this book don't include menus simply for that reason. Each program is
meant to be a short, concise example of the topic that was discussed
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preceding the program. Including menus in an example program adds to a
couple of pages to the program's source code listing and makes it harder to
see exactly how the topic the example is meant to demonstrate is implemented.
If you'd like to cum one of the short example programs into a more
Mac-like application, feel free to add menus to it. After reading this chapter,
you have the knowledge to do just that. As an example of how this can be
done, refer to the MenuShapes project o n this book's CD. This program
adds menus to the Chapter 4 Shapes example.
Figure 6-19 shows the four MENU resources used by the MenuShapes
project. Figure 6-20 shows the one MBAR resource used to define the
ordering of the four menus in the program's menu bar.
~~

MENUs from MenuSh11pes.rsrc ~Iii

1.m•.

~--------,

I~

1

1

1.

Il
128

L ____
129

line
Rect11ngle
Round Rect11ngle
Ou11I

Cut
Copy
P11ste
Cle11r

Er11se

~-----_J
130

131

II

Figure 6·19

The four MENU resources used by the MenuShapes project.

Menu Reference
This section describes the Toolbox routines that are used to load menurelated resource data into memory, display a menu bar, and respond to a
user's selection of a menu item.
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MBRR ID • 128 from MenuSh11pes.rsrc

a of •enus
1)

*****

Menu res I 0
2)

1126

*****

Menu r es 10

1129

3) .....

Menu r es 10

I130

") *****
Menu res 10
5)

1131

*****

Figure 6·20
The one MBAR resource used by the MenuShapes project.

SmlNG UP THE MENU BAR
After creating a MENU resource for each menu and a single MBAR resource
for the menu bar, use the routines in this section to turn the resource data
into a menu bar with menus.

GetNewMBar()
Load all of a program's menu-related resource data using a call to this
function.
l/defi ne

Handle

rMenuBa r 128
theMenuBar;

theMenuBar

~

GetNewMBar( rMenuBar );

Pass GetNewMBar() the ID of an MBAR resource, and the functio n will
return a handle to a menu list, which is a list of handles to the data for
each menu.

SetMenuBar( )
After calling GetNewMBar() to load MENU and MBAR data, call SetMenuBar ( )
to make the menu list returned by GetNewMBa r ( ) the current menu list.
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Handle theMenuBar;
SetMenuBar( theMenuBar );

Pass SetMenuBa r ( ) a handle to a menu list, and this function will make
that list the current one. While most programs will have only one menu bar
in memoty, and thus only one menu list, a call to this routine is still
necessary.

GetMenuHandle()
Some Toolbox functions that operate on a menu require a handle to that
menu's data. The GetMenuHandl e() function returns such a handle.
#define
mPlayMovie
132
MenuHandle theMenu:
theMenu = GetMenuHandle( mPlayMovie );

Pass GetMenuHandl e() the ID of a MENU, and this function will return a
handle to the menu's data. The above snippet returns a handle to a menu
used for playing movies. The GetMenuHandl e() routine can be used to
obtain a handle to the Apple menu as well. A handle to the Apple menu is
needed for adding desktop objects to the Apple menu.

AppenclResMenu()
The Apple menu should hold a menu item for each of the user's desktop
objects - each item the user has in the Apple Menu Items folder. A single
call to AppendResMenu() does this.
MenuHandle theAppleMenu:
AppendResMenu ( theApp l eMenu. 'DRVR' ) :

The first parameter to AppendResMenu() should be a handle to the
Apple menu. Obtain this handle from a call to GetMenuHandl e( ). The
second parameter holds the four-character resource type of the items that
should be added to the Apple menu. You can pass a value of' DRVR' to tell
the function to add all items in the user's Apple Menu Items folder, regardless of their type.
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DrawMenuBar( )
To display the menu bar referenced by the current menu list, call
DrawMenuBa r (). If there is more than one menu bar in memory, a prior call
to SetMenuBar() establishes which one will be drawn by DrawMenu Bar( ).
DrawMenuBar();

MENUS AND AMOUSE·CLICK
A mouseDown event in the menu bar or a keyDown event that involves the S€
key can lead to a menu selection.

FindWmdow()
When a mouseDown event occurs, call Fi ndWi ndow () to determine what part
of the screen or what part of a window the cursor was in when the event
occurred.
Point
WindowPtr
short
thePart =

thePoint = theEvent .where;
theWindow;
thePar t ;
Fi ndWindow( thePoint. &theWindow );

Pass the point at which the cursor was w hen a mouse Down event
occurred as the first parameter to Fi ndWi ndow( ). Fi ndWi ndow () will return
a part code that specifies in what general area the cursor was at the time of
the event. If the cursor was located at any point over a window, a pointer to
that window will be returned in the second parameter to Fi ndWi ndow ( ).

MenuSelect( )
When a mouseDown event occurs in the menu bar, call MenuSel ect () to
track the cursor as the user moves the mouse.
Eve ntReco rd
long
Point
theChoice =

theEvent ;
theChoice;
thePoint = theEvent.where;
MenuSelect( t hePoint );

Pass MenuSel ect() the cursor location at which a mouseDown event
occurred, and this function w ill start tracking the movement of the cursor.
Menu Select () remains in control until the user releases the mouse button.
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When that happens, the function returns a single 1ong value that represents
two things: the menu item that was selected and the menu that holds that
item. If no item was selected, the returned value will be 0. Use the Toolbox
routines Hi Word ( ) and LoWo rd ( ) to extract the two pieces of information
from this one value.

MenuKey()
If any of the menu items in any of your program's menus has a 88-key
equivalent, your program should handle keyDown events. When a keyDown
event occurs, determine which key was pressed and whether the 88 key
was down at the time of the event. Then call MenuKey() to determine
which menu item should be considered selected.
short theChar;
long theChoi ce;
theChoice = MenuKey( theChar );

Pass MenuKey() the character that was typed, and this function will
return the same long value that would be returned by MenuSel ect() if the
user had made a menu selection with the mouse. Pass the returned long
value to the same menu-handling routine that your program calls after
MenuSe l ect () is called.

HiWord()
To extract the ID of the menu from which a selection was made, call
HiWord().

long theChoice;
short theMenu:
theMenu = HiWord( theChoice );

Pass Hi Word() the long value returned by MenuSelect(). Hi Word() will
look at only the upper 2 bytes of the 4-byte long and return this value as
the menu ID.

LoWord()
To extract the menu number of the menu item that was selected, call
LoWord ().
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long theChoice:
short theMenultem:
theMenuitem = LoWordC theChoice ):
Pass LoWord() the long value returned by MenuSelect( ). LoWord()
will look at only the lower 2 bytes of the 4-byte l on g and return this value
as the number of the selected menu command.

HiliteMenu( )
When a menu selection is made, the name of the menu that holds the
selected item will be highlighted in the menu bar. The call to MenuSel ect()
does that. After the menu command has been handled by your program,
call Hi 1 i teMenu () to unhighlight the menu name.

Hi l i teMenuC 0 ) :

If the ID of a menu is passed to Hil iteMenu( ), this function will
highlight that menu's name in the menu bar. If a value of 0 is passed
instead, Hi l i t eMe nu C) will unhighlight whichever menu name is currently
highlighted.

HARDUNG AN APPU MENU SEUCTION
Because the Apple menu holds items that differ from computer to computer,
some special considerations need to be made in handling this menu.

GetMenultemText()
In response to the selection of a desktop object from the Apple menu, first
call GetMenu I temText () to get the name of the menu item.

Str255
theltemName:
short
theltemNumber:
MenuHandle theAppleMenu;
GetMenuitemTextC theAppleMenu, theMenultem, theltemName >:
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The first parameter to GetMenuitemText() is a handle to the Apple
menu. Call GetMenuHandl e () to obtain this MenuHandl e. The second
parameter is the menu item number of the selected item. This value can be
obtained from the lower word of the 1ong value returned by MenuSel ect( ).
The third parameter is a St r 255 variable that will be filled in with the name
of the menu item when the execution of GetMenuitemText() completes.
After the name of the desktop object has been determined, call
OpenDes kAcc () to open the object.

OpenDeskAu()
You can open, or launch, a desktop object that was selected from the Apple
menu by calling OpenDeskAcc( ).
Str255 theltemName;
short theltemNumber;

theltemNumber

=

OpenDeskAcc( theltemName );

Pass OpenDeskAcc() the name of a desktop object, and this function
will open that object and return a reference number to the object. The
object's name can be obtained from a call to GetMenuitemText( ). The
returned reference number can usually be ignored.

Windows
T

he introduction to Chapter 6 stated that menus may be the single most
important element of the Mac's easy-to-use interface. If menus do
indeed take first place, windows come in second - a very close second. As
proof of the significance of windows to a graphical user interface, consider
theJact that another (and of course, lesser) operating system is named after
them!
In this chapter you'll see how the WIN Dresource provides the definition
of what a indow will look like. You'll read of how the WIND resource and
a data stru ture work together to create a window in memory.
As p ious chapters have illustrated, loading window data into
memory 1 your program display a window that is frozen on the screen.
While that imited use of a window provides the basis for several short,
helpful e mple programs, it doesn't mimic what a true Macintosh application does with a window. A Mac program isn't supposed to leave windows
frozen on fue screen - it should let the user drag, resize, zoom, and close
them. And when a window gets covered and then uncovered, a program
should redraw whatever was in that window prior to its covering. In this
chapter you'll read about the programming techniques that enable you to
add all these window-related features to your programs.

Window Basics
By this point in your reading you should be comfortable with how a
window is defined and how a window is brought to the screen. Chapter 1
introduced you to windows, Chapter 2 described the WI NDresource, and
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Chapter 4 discussed the Wi ndowRecord data structure. This section, then,
serves as a summa1y of the basics of how a window comes to existence on
the user's monitor.

THE Wi ndowRecord DATA TYPE
As you saw in Chapter 4, a Wi ndowRecord data structure in memoiy
provides the representation of a window. Of the many fields of a
l~ i ndowRecord, the first field, the port member, is the most important to the
programmer. The port field is o f type Graf Port. That makes it a graphics
port, or graphical drawing environment. Figure 7-1 shows that a variable of
type Wi ndowPtr points to this first field of a Wi ndowRecord.

m

The rest of the fields

of the WindowRecord
----l ·

~

WindowRecord

WindowPtr

Figure 7·1
A member of type GrafPort is the first field in a Wi ndowRecord data structure.
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While the port field is the most important member of the
Wi ndowRecord, in this chapter you will see mention of a few of the other
fields of this data structure. The following is the complete definition of the
Wi ndowRecord data structure:
struct WindowRecord
I

Graf Port
short
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
Handle
Handle
StringHandle
short
Control Ref
WindowPeek
PicHandle
long

port:
windowKind:
visible:
hil ited:
goAwayFl ag:
spareFlag:
strucRgn:
contRgn:
updateRgn:
windowDefProc:
dataHandle:
titleHandle:
titleWidth:
control List:
nextWindow:
windowPic;
refCon:

}:

DEFINING AWINDOW WITH AWI ND RESOURCE
In Chapter 2 you saw that when GetNewWi ndowC) is called to create a
window, data from a WIND resource gets loaded into a Wi ndowRecord
data structure in memory. Although you have used the Window Editor of
ResEdit or Resorcerer to graphically define the look of a window, the
information you specified ends up as numbers that make their way into the
fields of a Wi ndowRecord data structure. Figure 7-2 shows a few of the
ResEdit Window Editor settings and the Wi ndowRecord fields that get filled
by the settings.
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windowKind

b]

u Ill u DD u

r ..... J

Color: @ Default
O Custom

Top:~

Left: ~

Figure 7-2
Settings in a WIND resource will be copied into a WindowRecord when a
program opens a window.

Window Updating
When a portion of a window that is obscured comes back into view, its
contents need to be redrawn, or updated. While it would be very beneficial
to the progranuner if the system kept track of all the graphics in a window
and faithfully redrew them as needed, this is not the way the Macintosh
works. Instead, each time a partially or fully obscured window returns to
the forefront, your program needs to call the function or functions that drew
the window's contents in the first place.

THE UPDATEEVT MNT
If a palt of a window is off-screen and the user drags that area back onscreen, an update event will occur. If a window is partially or fully concealed by a second window and the user brings the fLrst window to the
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forefront, an update event will occur. If a dialog box is covering part or all
of a window and the user dismisses the dialog box, again an updated event
occurs; the same applies when an alert obscures a window. Anytime an
obscured part of a window again becomes visible, an update event, an
event of type updateEvt, occurs.
Like other event types, the system is responsible for determining when
any of the above situations occur and for generating the update event. Your
program, through its call to Wai t Next Event ( ) , is responsible for getting
this update event information from the event queue and responding to it. In
Chapter 5 you saw that the code to handle a mouseDown event is often
relegated to an application-defined routine. The same is true of an
update Ev t event. The following snippet from an event loop routine
shows the switch statement for a program that handles mouse-down and
update events:
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break:
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break:

A typical update-handling routine determines which window needs
updating, ensures that this window's graphics port is the current port, and
draws the window's contents. The following Handl eUpdate() routine
performs each of these tasks:
void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow ~ (WindowPtr)theEvent.message:
SetPort( theWindow );
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
DrawWindowContents():
EndUpdate( theWindow ):

When an update event occurs, the system places a pointer to the
affected window in the message field of the event's EventRecord. Casting

II
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this pointer to a Wi ndowPtr type provides the update function with a
window pointer that can be used in subsequent Toolbox calls. One such
call, SetPort ( ), appears on the next line in the above snippet.
Ha ndl eUpdate() relies on an application-defined function named
Dr awWi ndowContents () to redraw the contents of the window. This
function will need to hold all of the code for drawing the entire contents of
the window in order to update it. If the window holds just a single line of
text, this function might consist of a call to MoveTo() and a call to
DrawStri ng( ). On the other hand, if the window holds complex graphics,
this function might consist of dozens of calls to QuickDraw routines and to
other application-defined drawing routines.
In the above snippet, notice that the call to the window-drawing routine
is nested between calls to two Toolbox functions: Begi nUpdate ( ) and
EndU pdate( ). This serves two purposes: The update region gets cleared, and
the amount of drawing necessary to update the window is reduced.
A window's update region is the region that needs to be redrawn when
an update event occurs. Figure 7-3 provides an example. The left of the
figure shows a window partially obscured by an alert. The right of the figure
shows the same window just after the alert has been dismissed. The white
area in the window defines the window's update region. Why is it necessary
to clear this region? As long as the update region includes any area at all,
the system generates an updateEvt event. If the update region isn't cleared,
the system will continuously and endlessly generate update events. It is the
call to Beg i nUpda te ( ) that clears the update region.

rensmed "Horses"

Figure 7·3
When a covered part of a window becomes uncovered, the newly exposed
area is the window's update region.
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If Begi nUpdate() clears the update region, how does the system keep
track of the area of a window that needs updating? Before it clears the
update region, Begi nUpdate() temporarily alters a window's visible region,
which is stored in the vi sRgn field of a window's Graf Port. This region
defines the viewable area of a window - the area that isn 't obscured by
other windows and is thus visible to the user.
The temporary change that is made to the visible region is shown in
Figure 7-4. This figure again uses the situation illustrated in Figure 7-3.
Figure 7-3 uses shaded areas to illustrate which part of a window is the
visible region. When the alert is on the screen, the entire viewable area of
the window is considered the visible region, as shown on the left of the
figure. When the alert is dismissed , an update event occurs and the program
enters its application-defined update routine. When this routine calls
Begi nUpdate( ), Begi nUpdate() temporarily changes the visible region to
the update region, as shown on the right of Figure 7-3. Begi nUpdate ()
then clears the update region so that another update event doesn't immediately occur.
Before BeginUpdate ( ) called

After BeginUpdate ( ) called

renamed "Horses"

[ill Visible region
Figure 7-4
Beg i nUpda te () temporarily changes a window's visible region to ifs update

region.

~

More accurately, Begi nUpdate() sets the visible region to the intersec-

l__l_J tion of the window's update region and its visible region. This intersection is
generally the same as the update region, as shown in Figure 7-4.
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After the call to Begi nUpda t e (), the application-defined windowdrawing routine draws the contents of the window. When QuickDraw
draws to a window, it draws to the window's visible region. What does that
fact mean to the window that is getting updated? That QuickDraw will only
draw to the area that was formerly the update region - the area that is now
rhe temporary visible region. So while the application-defined drawing
routine holds the QuickDraw commands that draw to the entire window,
QuickDraw will draw only to the temporary visible region. That means
Quid<l)raw does less work and updates a window more quickly than it
could if it had to draw the contents of the entire window.
Determining just what area of a window needs to be redrawn is done
by the call to Begi nUpdate () and by QuickDraw. Your application-defined
window-drawing function should draw the entire contents of the window.
Leave it to the system to determine how much of that routine is actually used!
After drawing has completed, End UpdateC) must be called. This
function restores the window's visible region to the actual viewable area
of the window. The temporary visible region is used only for the updating of
the window. After that the system needs to know the true exposed area of the
window.
You must nest the window-drawing routine between calls to
BeginUpdate C) and EndUpdate C) , or update events will be endlessly
generated and your program will enter an infinite loop.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: WINDOWUPDATE ·
When you run the WindowUpdate program, you'll see a window like the
one pictured in Figure 7-5. The window will be fixed on the screen; it can't
be moved and it can't be resized.
::1111

• New Window

Iii_!

Click mouse button to d1sploy alert
Press ony key to QUI t
The quick brown fo x jumped over the le y

Iii

Figure 7·5
The window that appears when WindowUpdate executes.
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Yes, the text in the window does indeed spill over to the area normally
reseived for a scroll bar. That's an undesirable effect that will be remedied
later in this chapter when clipping is discussed.
Clicking the mouse button posts the alert shown in Figure 7-6. A click
on the OK button dismisses the alert. Another click of the mouse button will
again display the same alert. Pressing any key ends the program.

Click mouse button to dis la
Pre
The
When this alert is dismissed, the window
It obscures will be properly updoted.

Figure 7-6

To force an update event to occur, the WindowUpdate program displays an
alert that covers part of the program's window.
The use of the alert in the WindowUpdate program seives one simple
purpose: to trigger an update event. When the alert disappears, the system
recognizes that a part of the program's window that was obscured should
now be visible. In response to this, the system will draw the frame of the
window and add an update event to the event queue. The WindowUpdate
program will call Wai tNextEvent () to retrieve the event information. After
the event is determined to be of type updateEvt, it will be handled by
redrawing the obscured contents of the window.
~
Wait a minute - alerts and the resources used to create them haven't
been covered in any detail yet! True enough - those are topics described
in the next chapter. The posting of an alert over a window makes for such a
simple example of how an update event gets generated, however, that a
quick look at the creation of an alert makes sense.
Figure 7-7 shows the three resource types used by the WmdowUpdate
project. The figure also shows the project's one WI ND resource.
Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9 show the two resources necessary to produce
one alert. The ALRT resource looks much like a WI ND resource. It specifies
the size and screen placement that the alert should have when the
WmdowUpdate program brings the alert to the screen. The ALRT resource

L_LJ
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Figure 7·7

The resources used by the WindowUpdate proiect.
also holds the resource ID of the DIT L resource that is to be used in
conjunction with this ALRT resource. The DITL resource specifies the items
th at will ap pear in the alert. Figure 7-9 shows that this alert will have two
items: a button labeled OK, and a text item that describes the purpose of
the alert.
ALRT ID • 128 frnm WlndowUpd11te.rsrc
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Figure 7·8

The AL RT resource used by the WindowUpdate proiect.
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Figure 7·9
The DITL resource used by the WindowUpdate project.
As shown in this snippet from the Event Loop ( ) function, the
WindowUpdate event loop handles three event types: mouseOown, keyDown,
and updateEvt.

#define
rAlert
128
switch ( theEvent.what )
{

case mouseDown:
Alert( rAlert, nil );
break;
case keyDown:
gDone = true:
break;
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break;

A mouseDown event posts the alert on the screen; a call to the Toolbox
function A1er t ( ) takes care of that. A1er t ( ) requires two parameters. The
first is the ID of the ALRT resource that is to be used to define the alert. The
second is a pointer to an optional event filter function that can be used to
handle events not normally recognized by the A1er t ( ) function. Passing
n i l here tells A1er t ( ) that there is no filter function. As mentioned, alerts
and alert resources are covered in greater depth in Chapter 8.
A keyDown event ends the program. Pressing any key results in the
global Boolean variable gOone being set to true. That causes the event
loop to end.
An update event calls the application-defined function Handl eUpdate( ).
The WmdowUpdate version of this function is the same as the version
developed earlier in this chapter, but with one addition. Between the calls

•• •I@@•
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to Begi nUpdate() and EndUpdateC) is a call to the Toolbox function
DrawGrowlconC ). When passed a Wi ndowPtr, this routine draws a size box
in the window's lower-right comer.
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

/ldefi ne
fldef i ne
I/define

rDisplayWindow
rAlert
kScrollBarSize

128
128
16

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone

=

false;

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow ~ GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil. (WindowPtr)-ll );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
Eventloop();
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gDone

==

false

I

WaitNextEvent( every Event. &theEvent. 15L. nil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
Alert( rAlert, nil );
break;
case keyDown:
gDone = true;
break;
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break;
I
}

}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
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theWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message;
SetPort( theWindow );
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
DrawGrowicon( theWindow ):
DrawWindowContents();
EndUpdate( theWindow ):
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void DrawWindowContents( void
{

MoveTo( 20,
Drawstring(
MoveTo( 20,
Drawstring(
MoveTo( 20,
Drawstring(

20 );
"\pClick mouse button to display alert" >:
40 ):
"\pPress any key to quit" >:
60 ):
"\pThe quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog" );

THE CUPPING REGION
A5 you saw in Chapter 4, drawing takes place in a window's graphics port.
The area of a window's port is defined by its port rectangle, a rectangle that
encompasses the entire contents of the window. When a new window is
opened, a program can draw anywhere within the port rectangle.
For a window that doesn't have a size box or scroll bars, drawing to the
port rectangle works just fine. If a window has either of those, however,
drawing must be constrained so that the size box or scroll bars don't get
drawn over. A window's clipping region is the means of constraining
drawing. When a new window opens, its clipping region is the same size as
the window's port rectangle. If drawing is to be limited to only a part of the
window's port rectangle, the size of the window's clipping region must be
changed. Figure 7-10 shows that when a window has a size box and a
clipping region the size of the port rectangle, drawing can extend into the
areas that are meant for scroll bars.
To prevent drawing from entering the scroll bar areas, the clipping
region should be reduced so that these areas are not included in the region.
Figure 7-11 shows that when this happens, drawing will not take place in
these areas - it will be clipped off at the end of the clipping region.
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D Clipping region

~-

New Window

Orewlng Is llmlted to the cllpplng regl~ n

II

Figure 7·10

If a window's clipping region is the entire window content area, drawing can
enter the scroll bar area.

0 Clipping region
New Window
Drnwlng Is limited to the cllpplng r egl1

!ii

Figure 7-11

If a window's clipping region is changed to exclude the area reserved for scroll
bars, drawing will not appear in those excluded areas.

CHANGING THE AREA OF THE CLIPPING REGION
A window's port recrangle is of type Rect, and is in the shape of a rectangle. A window's clipping region is of type Region, and can be any shape.
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Unlike the commonly used Rect data type, which can only define a
rectangle, the Region data type can define any arbitrary shape. Examples of
the use of a Region could include a program that needs to keep track of
shapes in the form of a star, a snowman, or a map of North America.
To change a window's clipping region to a region other than a rectangle, you can use QuickDraw region routines discussed in Chapter 10. For
instance, to constrain drawing to the shape of a circle you could create a
new region defined to be a circle and then set a window's clipping region
to the new circle region. More often than not, however, the new dipping
region will be in the shape of a window and the shape of the original
clipping region - a rectangle.
To redefine a window's dipping region to a nonrectangle shape, use
the Toolbox function SetC 1i p ( ) , which is described in this chapter's
reference section. To change the clipping area to that of a different rectangle, call the Toolbox routine Cl i pRect ( ).
Rect the Re.ct;
ClipRect( &theRect );

Before calling Cl ipRect() you'll need to define the area of the
rectangle that serves as the parameter to Cl i pRect ().The most common
reason to change a window's clipping region is that the window has a size
box or scroll bars. To handle that situation, define a rectangle the size of the
entire window and then subtract the scroll bar areas from that rectangle.
This next snippet adjusts a window's dipping region to account for a
window's horizontal and vertical scroll areas.
#define kScrollBarSize
16
Rect
theClipMinusScrollRect;
WindowPtr theWindow;
SetPort( theWindow );
theClipMinusScrollRect = theWindow->portRect;
theClipMinusScrollRect.right -= kScrollBarSize;
theClipMinusScrollRect.bottom -= kScrollBarSize:
ClipRect( &theClipMinusScrollRect );
II draw to the new clipping region

The above code begins by setting the current graphics port to
theWi ndow. You can, of course, assume that this window was previously
loaded into memory by a call to GetNewWi ndow(). Next, a rectangle is set to
the size of the window's port rectangle, as defined by the portRect field of
the window's Graf Port data structure.
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Recall that a variable of type Wi ndowPtr points to the first field of a Wi ndowRecord. the
Graf Po rt field. Chapter 4 discussed the way that many of these fields can be accessed through
Toolbox routines rather than directly. When a Gr a f Port member must be accessed directly, use
the - >operator, as in this line from the previous snippet:

theClipMinusScrol l Rect • theWindow->portRect ;

Afcer thac, the righc and bonom boundaries of this reccangle are reduced
by che width of a scroll bar, w hich the Toolbox defines co be 16 pixels.
Finally, a call to Cl i pRect() secs the currenc w indow's clipping region to
che size of this rectangle. After the above code execuces, any drawing that is
pe rfo rmed in the current window will be in the clipping area shown back in
figu re 7-11. For instance, if the window is the size of the o ne pictured in
Figure 7-11, the end of the following string would be clipped o ff as shown
in the figure:

MoveTo( 10 . 30) ;
Drawstri ng( "\pDrawing is limited to the cl ipp ing region" ):
A program that changes a w indow's clipping region may not want the
change to be pe1mane nt. This is especia lly true of a region that is irregularly
s haped . For instance, a program may wane to te mporarily constrain drawing
to, say, a crescent moon sha pe, and then resto re the clipping region to the
size of the e ntire window. It is the refore a good programming practice to
save a window's original clipping region before alte ring it. After changing
the regio n and drawing to the w indow, the original region can be restored.
'l11e following snippet surrounds the previous example with code thac does
just that:

RgnHandle theOrigClipRgn;
Rect
theClipMinusScrollRect :
WindowPtr theWindow ;
SetPort( theW
indow ):
theOrigClipRgn • NewRgn(l ;
GetCl i p( theOri gCl i pRgn l :
theClipMinusSc ro llRect • theWindow->portRect;
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theClipMinusScrollRect.right -= kScrollBarSize:
theClipMinusScrollRect.bottom -= kScrollBarSize:
ClipRect( &theClipMinusScrollRect >:
II draw to the new clipping region
SetCl i p( theOri gCl i pRgn ) :
DisposeRgn( theOrigClipRgn );

Before changing the clipping region, the above snippet calls the
Toolbox function NewRgn () to allocate memory for a new region. It then
calls the Toolbox function Get Clip () to retrieve the clipping region of the
current window and store it in the new region. After the clipping region is
altered and drawing has taken place, the Toolbox function SetC l i p ( ) is
called to restore the window's clipping region to its original shape. Finally, a
little housekeeping is performed by calling Di sposeRgn () to free the
memory that was allocated in the previous call to NewRgn ().

EIAMPLE PROGRAM: CUPPINGUPDAIE
The ClippingUpdate program is very similar to the previous example,
WindowUpdate. Like WindowUpdate, ClippingUpdate displays a window
with text in it and an alert that obscures part of the window, as shown in
Figure 7-12. The difference between the two programs is in the text that is
drawn to the window. Figure 7-13 shows that the text drawn in the
ClippingUpdate window gets clipped at the area of the window that is
designed to hold a vertical scroll bar.

Pre
When this alert Is dismissed, the window
It obscures will be properly updated.

([OD
Figure 7·12

The ClippingUpdate program opens a window and displays an alert that
overlaps that window.
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~Ii™

™- New Window

Cl i ck mouse button to display alert
Press any key t o qui l
The quick brown fox jumped over the

1~

•
Figure 7-13

When the ClippingUpdate window is updated, the text will be clipped in such a
way that the scroll bar areas are not obscured.
The ClippingUpdate project uses the same resources as the
WindowUpdate project. Refer back to Figures 7-7, 7-8, and 7-9 if you'd like
to take another look at them. The only difference in the source code of the
tv.ro programs is found in the Handl eUpdate () routine. The WindowUpdate
program simply called DrawWi ndowContent s () to update the window. The
ClippingUpdate program surrounds a call to DrawWi ndowContent s C) with
the clipping code discussed in this section. The following is the new listing
for Handl eUpdate C). You can see the complete source code listing by
looking back at the Wi ndowUpdate( ) code or by opening the
ClippingUpdate project found on the CD that's included with this book.
void HandleUpdate ( Even tRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr
RgnHandle
Rect

theWindow:
theOrigClipRgn :
theClipMinusScroll Rect :

theWindow = (WindowPt rltheEvent .message :
BeginUpdate( theWindow l:
SetPor t ( theWindow l :
theOrigClipRgn • NewRgnCl :
GetClip( theOrigClipRgn l :
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect l:
DrawGrowl con( t heWindow ):
theCl ipMin usScrollRect • theWindow->portRect :
t heCl ipMin usScrollRect .r ight -· kSc rol lBarSize:
t heC li pMinusScroll Rect.bottom -· kSc rol lBarSi ze:
Cl ipRect ( &theClipMinusScrol lRect ):
DrawWindowConte nts(l :
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SetClip( theOrigClipRgn );
DisposeRgn( theOrigClipRgn ):
EndUpdate( theWindow );

Windows and mouseDown Events
Proper handling of an updateEvt is important to successfully implementing
windows in a Macintosh program. Sb is the handling of a mouse Down event.
In order to move, resize, close, and zoom a window, the user needs to click
the window. Fortunately, Chapters 5 and 6 familiarized you with the
mouseDown event. That means you can jump right into the handling of such
an event when it pertains to a window.

WINDOW•RELADD MOUSEDOWN MNTS
Chapter 6 introduced you to part codes, Apple-defined constants that are
used to represent various areas of a window and the screen. When a
mouseDown event occurs, the part of the window or screen in which the
cursor was located at the time the mouse was clicked can be determined by
calling Fi ndWi ndow( ). This Toolbox function returns a part code. Chapter 6
dealt with menus, so it was the inMenuBar part code that was discussed in
that chapter. In this chapter, several window-related part codes will be
covered. Figure 7-14 is a repeat of a figure introduced in Chapter 6 and is
presented here as a reminder and summary of the different part codes and
the areas they represent.
To handle a mouseDown event in the menu bar, Chapter 6 examples
added an i nMenuBa r case label to the application-defmed
HandleMouseDown() routine. That's the same approach you'll use to handle
mouseDown events that occur elsewhere. The following snippet serves as a
shell, or skeleton, of a version of Handl eMouseDown () that will be able to
handle mouse down events in different areas of a window. The remainder
of this chapter will be devoted to developing the code that will replace the
comment found under each case label.
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inMenuBar

eJ

File

Edit

inMenuBar

~

i nGoAway

inContent

inZooml n
inZoomOut

inGrow

Figure 7-14
The Apple-defined part codes and the areas that they represent.

void HandleMouseDown( Eve ntRecord theEvent )
(

WindowPtr theWindow ;
short
thePart ;
thePart

=

FindWindow( theEvent .where , &theWindow );

switch ( thePart
{

case inGoAway:
II handle mouse
break;
case i nDrag :
II handle mouse
break;
case i nContent :
II handle mouse
break ;
case inGrow:
II handl e mouse
break;
case inZoomln:
case in ZoomOut :
II hand le mouse
break ;

button click in window close box
button click in window drag bar (title bar )
button click in window content
button click in window size box

button click in window zoom in/zoom out box
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THE i nGoAway PART CODE: CLOSING AWINDOW
When a mouse-dick occurs in the go away box - the close box - of a
window, your program should call the Toolbox function TrackGoAway () to
determine if the user releases the mouse button while the cursor is still over
the close box. TrackGoAway( ), like MenuSel ect( ), is one of a handful of
Toolbox routines that take control of a program and stay in control until the
user changes his or her action. Once TrackGoAway() is called, this routine
maintains control until the user releases the mouse button. As the user drags
the cursor in and out of the window's close box, TrackGoAway() highlights
and unhighlights the close box.
When the user releases the mouse button, TrackGoAway () returns a
value of true if the cursor was over the close box when the mouse button
was released, or fa 1s e if it wasn't. If the returned value is true, close the
window by calling the Toolbox function Di sposeWi ndow( ).
WindowPtr theWindow:
EventRecord theEvent:
if ( TrackGoAway( theWindow. theEvent.where ) == true )
OisposeWindow( theWindow );

The first parameter in TrackGoAway() is a pointer to the window in
which the mouseDown event occurred. This pointer is obtained from the call
to Fi ndWi ndow() that is made at the top of Handl eMouseDown ().The
second parameter is the pixel screen coordinate at which the cursor was
located when the event occurred. TrackGoAway() uses this as a reference
point for window dragging.
To handle a mouse-click in a window's close box, place the above
snippet under the i nGoAway label in the Handl eMouseDown () routine.
case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( theWindow. theEvent.where ) == true )
DisposeWindow( theWindow );
break:

THE i nDrag PART CODE: DRAGGING AWINDOW
Dragging a window is accomplished by calling the Toolbox function
DragWi ndow(). When the user clicks the mouse button on the drag bar of a
window, a mouseDown event with a part code of i nDrag is generated. In

I.
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response to this situation, a call to DragWi ndow() should be made.
DragWi ndow() is another of the Toolbox routines that maintains control
until the user releases the mouse button. As long as the button is down,
DragWi ndow() will handle the moving of a window as the user drags the
cursor about the screen.
WindowPtr theWindow;
EventRecord theEvent;
DragWindow( theWindow,

theE~ent.where,

&qd.screenBits.bounds );

The first parameter in DragWi ndow() is a pointer to the window that
received the mouse-click. This pointer comes from the earlier call to
Fi ndWi ndow().

The second parameter is of type Poi nt and specifies the screen location
at which the mouseDown event occurred.
The final parameter is a pointer to a Rect. This rectangle tells
DragWi ndow() where on the screen the window is allowed to be dragged.
To give the user the freedom to drag the window about the entire screen,
use qd. screenBi ts. bounds. The qd struct variable is a system global
variable and as such is available for use by any program. One of the fields
of the qd struct is the screenBi ts field. The screenBi ts structure is used
to keep a map of every bit, or pixel, that makes up the user's screen. The
bounds field of the screenBits structure is of type Rect and is used to
define the boundaries of the user's screen.
DragWi ndow() is a powerful function that takes care of all the tasks
associated with window dragging. The code under the i nDrag case consists
of just this function call and a break statement.
case inDrag:
DragWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where. &qd.screenBits.bounds );
break;

THE i nContent PART CODE: ACTIVATING AWINDOW
The content area of a window consists of the entire window area that lies
beneath the window's title bar, less the size box (if present). A mouse-dick
in the content of a window generates a mouseDown event with a part code
of i nContent. A window typically doesn't react in any special way when
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the user clicks the mouse in it. Instead, if the window is behind any other
windows, it should just be brought to the front. A call to the Toolbox
function Se 1ectWi ndow( ) does this. Pass Se 1ectWi ndow( ) a pointer to the
window to be activated, and this routine will change the window's highlighting to activate it. After that, Se 1ectWi ndow ( ) deactivates whichever
window· was active before the mouse-click. If an already active window is
clicked, Sel ectWindow() has no effect.
case inContent:
SelectWindow( theWindow );
break;

THE i nGrow PART CODE: RESIZING AWINDOW
When the user clicks the mouse button on the size box of a window, call
the Toolbox function GrowWi ndow() to shrink or enlarge the window.
GrowWi ndow() is another Toolbox function that maintains control of a
program until the user releases the mouse. As the user moves the mouse
with the button held down, GrowWi ndow() constantly draws an outline of
the window as it changes size, as illustrated in Figure 7-15.

Figure 7·15
The GrowWi ndow() routine displays the outline of the window that is being
resized.
Before calling GrowWi ndow( ), establish both the minimum and maximum size that a window may have. The minimum size is especially
important - your program shouldn't allow a window to shrink to such a
small size that it becomes unmanageable. To store the window's minimum
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and maximum sizes, use a variable of type Re ct. Though a Rect variable
will be used, your program isn't interested in the rectangle it defines.
Instead, a Re ct is used simply because it is a convenient means of holding
four values. When establishing the window size limits Rect, think of the
parameters to SetRect() in the following terms:
Rect theGrowLimitsRect:
SetRect( &theGrowLimitsRect, minWidth, minHeight, maxWidth, maxHeight );

To define the minimum size of a window to be 50 pixels by 50 pixels
and the maximum size to be 10,000 pixels by 10,000 pixels, make the
following call to SetRect ( ) :
Rect theGrowlimitsRect:
SetRect( &theGrowLimitsRect, 50, 50, 10000, 10000 ):

~

If you'd like to let the user expand a window to fill the screen, set the
~ maximum window size to some height and width that is at least as large as
the user's screen. The above snippet uses values of 10,000 - your code
should use this value or some other ridiculously large number to ensure that
a window can fill a user's large monitor.
With the window limits rectangle set, call GrowWi ndow( ). The first
parameter in this function is a pointer to the window to resize. As usual, this
pointer is obtained from the earlier call to Fi ndWi ndow(). The second
parnmeter is the pixel coordinate of the cursor at the time the mouseDown
event took place. The last parameter to GrowWi ndow() is a pointer to the
rectangle that was set up just prior to the call to Gr owW i nd ow ( ) .
When the user eventually releases the mouse button, GrowWi ndow()
returns a 1ong value that holds the new size of the window. If the user
didn't change the window's size, GrowWi ndow() returns a value of 0, and no
redrawing of the window is necessary-. Any other value requires a redrawing
of the window.
long the News i ze:
theNewSize = GrowWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where,
&theGrowlimitsRect ):

The long value returned by GrowWi ndow() is similar to the value
returned by a Toolbox function described in Chapter 6, Menu Select (). Both
routines hold two 2-byte values combined into one 4-byte variable. As was
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the case with the value returned by Menu Se l ect ( ) , call the Toolbox
functions LoWord () and Hi Word () to extract the two individual values from
the one l ong variable.
short theNewWidth ;
short theNewHeight ;
theNewWidth . · LoWordl theNewSize I:
theNewHeight • HiWord l theNewSize I:

With the window's new size now known, it's time to redraw it. Call
SetPort() to make sure the correct window is curre nt. Then call the
Toolbox function EraseRect() to erase the old conte nts of the w indow.
Pass the portRec t field of the window's Graf Port to EraseRect() -that
te lls the functio n to erase the entire conte nts of the window.
SetPort ( theWi ndow I:
EraseRect( &thelli ndow->portRect ) :

Erasing the contents of the window is a necessary ste p when enlarging
the window. If your program doesn't take this step, the old size box will still
be visible when the window is re drawn. Figure 7-16 illustrates this.
[!!II-

New Window
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Figure 7·16
Failing to call EraseRect() results in the old size box remaining in the window.
Afte r erasing the conte nts of the window, call the Toolbox routine
Si zeWi ndow() to draw the window frame at its new size. Pass
Si zeWi ndow() a pointer to the window to be resized , the new w indow
dimensions, and a Boolean value that indicates whether any new area
added to the conte nt of the window should be included in the next w indow
update:
Sizellindow( thellindow . theNewWidth . theNewHeight . true I:
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Finally, invalidate the content area of the window by making a call to
the Toolbox routine Inv al Re ct ( ). Invalidating an area of a window
includes that area in the next window update.
InvalRect( &theWindow->portRect );

The following snippet lists the code that can be used to handle a
mouseDown event that occurs in the size box of a window:

#define
kMinWindSize
50
#define
kMaxWindSize
10000
Rect theGrowLimitsRect:
long theNewSize:
short theNewWidth:
short theNewHeight:
case inGrow:
SetRect( &theGrowLimitsRect, kMinWindSize, kMinWindSize,
kMaxWindSize, kMaxWindSize );
theNewSize = GrowWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where,
&theGrowlimitsRect );
if < theNewSize != 0 )
{

theNewWidth = LoWord( theNewSize );
theNewHeight = HiWord( theNewSize );
SetPort( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
SizeWindow( theWindow, theNewWidth, theNewHeight, true );
InvalRect( &theWindow->portRect );
)

break:

THE inZoomln AND inZoomOut PART CODES: ZOOMING AWINDOW
When a mouseDown event occurs in a window's zoom box, call the Toolbox
function TrackBox( ). TrackBox() is analogous to the routine that is used to
track the movement of the cursor when the user clicks in a window's close
box, TrackGoAway( ). As the user moves the cursor in and out of a zoom
box, Track Box ( ) highlights and unhighlights the box. If the cursor is in the
zoom box when the mouse button is released, TrackBox() returns a value
of true; if not, it returns fa 1se.
if ( TrackBox( theWindow. theEvent.where, thePart ) == true )
II zoom the window in or out, as appropriate
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To zoom a window, begin by calling Set Port(). Because of a system
bug, this call needs to be made - even if you're sure that the proper
window is already the current window. Next, erase the contents of the
window by calling the Toolbox routine EraseRect(). This step is necessary
in order to erase the old size box, as described in the discussion of handling
a click in a window's i nGrow part. After setting the port and erasing the
window contents, call the Toolbox function ZoomWi ndow( ).
SetPort( theWindow >:
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
ZoomWindow( theWindow, thePart, false ):

The first parameter in ZoomWi ndow() is a pointer to the window to
shrink or enlarge. The second parameter is the part code returned by the
Handl eMouseDown C) call to Fi ndWi ndow(). If the value of the part is
i nZoomln, ZoomWi ndow() will shrink the window to whatever size the
window had before the last zoom out. If the part is i nZoomOut, the
ZoomWi ndow() function will enlarge the window to fill the screen. The final
parameter to ZoomWi ndow() is a Boolean value that specifies whether the
window should be brought to the front (true) or left in its current position
among other windows (false). ·
After zooming the window, call I nva 1Re ct C) to invalidate the
window's content area, thereby forcing an update of the entire window.
case inZoomln:
case inZoomOut:
if { TrackBox( theWindow, theEvent.where. thePart ) == true )
{

SetPort( theWindow ):
EraseRect{ &theWindow->portRect ):
ZoomWindow( theWindow. thePart. false ):
InvalRect( &theWindow->portRect ):
)

break;
~

Call SetPort() before calling ZoomWi ndow(). or your program will

L.IJ more than likely freeze the user's Mac!
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: WINDOWPARTS
When you run WindowParts, a window like the one shown in Figure 7-17
will appear on the screen. The WindowParts program handles mouse down
events that occur in any of the parts discussed in this chapter. The window
can be dragged, zoomed in or out, closed, or resized. If the window is
resized, clipping is properly handled so that drawing doesn't extend into
either of the window areas reserved for scroll bars, as shown in Figure 7-18.
@IS~ New Window ~-

Testing one two three

Figure 7·17

The window displayed by the WindowParts program.
filRJ~

New Window

Figure 7·18

When the window is resized, the text that is drawn in the WindowParts window
will be clipped.
All of the code in the Handl eMouseDown () function has been described
in this. section; the WindowParts version just groups all of the code into one
routine. The Handl eUpdate() function is identical to the version used in this
chapter's ClippingUpdate program. The following is the complete listing for
WindowParts:
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
/!define
#define

rDisplayWindow
128
kMin\.lindSize
50
10000
kMaxHindSize
kScrollBarSize
16

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false:
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rOisplayWindow, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL ):
ShowWindow( theWindow ):
Eventloop():
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gOone == false
I

Wa itNextEvent ( everyEvent. &theEvent. 15L. ni 1 ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseOown:
HandleMouseOown( theEvent ):
break:
case keyOown:
gOone = true:
break:
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdateC theEvent );
break:
I
I
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
RgnHandle theOrigClipRgn;
Rect
theClipMinusScrollRect:
theWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message:
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
·
SetPort( theWindow ):
theOrigClipRgn = NewRgn():
GetClip( theOrigClipRgn ):
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect ):
OrawGrowlcon( theWindow );
theClipMinusScrollRect = theWindow->portRect;
theClipMinusScrollRect.right -= kScrollBarSize:
theClipMinusScrollRect.bottom -= kScrollBarSize;
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ClipRect( &theClipMinusScrollRect >:
DrawWindowContents();
SetCl i p( theOri gCl i pRgn ) ;
DisposeRgn( theOrigClipRgn >:
EndUpdate( theWindow ):
)
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void DrawWindowContents( void
{

MoveTo( 20, 40 >:
Drawstring( "\pTesting one two three" ) ;
)
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent )
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
short thePart;
Rect
theGrowlimitsRect:
long
theNewSize:
short theNewWidth:
short theNewHeight;
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart
I

case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( theWindow, theEvent.where ) == true )
I

DisposeWindow( theWindow );
gDone = true:
)

break:
case inDrag:
DragWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where, &qd.screenBits.bounds );
break:
case inContent:
SelectWindow( theWindow );
break:
case inGrow:
SetRect( &theGrowlimitsRect, kMinWindSize, kMinWindSize, kMaxWindSize,
kMaxWindSize );
theNewSize = GrowWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where, &theGrowlimitsRect );
if ( theNewSize != 0 )
{

theNewWidth = LoWord( theNewSize >:
theNewHeight = HiWord( theNewSize );
SetPort( theWindow >:
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
SizeWindow( theWindow, theNewWidth, theNewHeight, true );
InvalRect( &theWindow->portRect );
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break:
case inZoomln:
case inZoomOut:
if ( TrackBox( theWindow, theEvent.where, thePart } == true }
I

SetPort( theWindow }:
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect }:
ZoomWindow( theWindow, thePart, false >:
InvalRect( &theWindow->portRect >:
}

break;

Windows Reference
This section describes the Toolbox routines that can be used to load
and open a window, update a window, and respond to mouse-clicks in
a window.

WINDOW DATA TYPES
Each window has a Wi ndowRecord data structure in memory that defines
characteristics of the window.

VfmdowRecord
A window's Wi ndowRecord data structure gets created and allocated in
memory when the window is created by a call to GetNewWi ndow( ). Of the
many fields of a Wi ndowRecord, the first field - the port member - is the
most important to a programmer. The definition of the Graf Port data
structure can be found in Chapter 4.

struct WindowRecord
I

Graf Port
short
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean

port;
windowKind;
visible;
hil ited:
goAwayFlag:
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Boolean
RgnHandl e
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
Handle
Handle
StringHandle
short
Control Ref
WindowPeek
PicHandle
long

spareFlag:
strucRgn:
contRgn:
updateRgn;
windowOefProc;
dataHandle:
t itl eHandl e:
titleWidth;
controllist:
next\~i ndow;
windowPic;
refCon:

};

Wcndow Part Codes
A call to the Toolbox function Fi ndWi ndow() returns a short value that can

be compared to any of several Apple-defined part code constants. Each part
code is used to represent a particular area on the screen or in a window.
inGrow
inZoomln
inZoomOut
inOrag
inGoAway
inContent

LOADING AWINDOW
Before working with a window, you need to load its data into memory.
After that, a Wi nd ow Pt r variable can be used to access the data that
represents the window.

GetNewWindow( )
You should use a WIND resource and a call to the Toolbox routine
GetNewWi ndow() to create a window.
#define
WindowPtr
Ptr
theWindow

rDisplayWindow 128
theWindow;
wi ndStorage = nil :
= GetNewWindow( rOisplayWindow, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL ):
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Pass GetNewWi ndow() the ID of the WIND resource that holds the
window information. Pass a n i l pointer to let the Toolbox allocate memory
for the window (as opposed to your supplying a pointer to a memory
block). Type cast -1 L to a Wi ndow Pt r as the last parameter to tell the
Toolbox to place the window in front of all others.

WINDOW UPDATING
When a previously covered window becomes exposed, the system generates an update event- an event of type updateEvt. Your program should
respond to such an event by updating (that is, redrawing) the affected
window's contents.

BeginUpclate( )
Updating a window means redrawing the graphics that make up the contents
of the window. Before drawing, call Begi nUpdate() to temporarily set the
window's visible region to the update region and to then clear the update
region. If the update region isn't cleared in this manner, the system will not
know that the update event has been handled.

WindowPtr theWindow:
BeginUpdate( theWindow ):
II redraw window contents
EndUpdate( theWindow ):
The parameter in Begi nUpdate() is a pointer to the window that is
being updated. This Wi ndowPtr can be obtained from the message field of
the EventRecord. After redrawing the window's contents, your program
must call EndUpdate().

EnclUpdate( )
After redrawing the content area of a window in response to an update event,
call EndUpdate() to restore the window's visible region to its true viewable
area. This region will have been temporarily set to the window update
region by the call to Begi nUpdate() that preceded window-drawing.
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WindowPtr theWindow:
Begi nUpdate( theWi ndow ) :
II redraw window contents
EndUpdate( theWindow >:

The parameter in EndUpdate() is a pointer to the window that has just
been updated. This Wi ndowPtr is obtained from the message field of the
EventRecord. Before EndUpdate() was called, its companion function
Begi nUpdate() should have been called.

CllpRed()
A window's clipping region can be changed to a rectangle the size of which

is specified by the parameter of C1 i p Rec t ( ) . This is most often done to
limit drawing to an firea of a window that excludes the window's scroll bars.
Rect theRect:
ClipRect( &theRect >:

GetClip()
Before changing a window's clipping region, call GetCl i p() to preserve the
existing clipping region. That allows the region to be restored to its original
area by calling SetC 1 i p ( ) .
RgnHandle theOrigClipRgn:
GetClip( theOrigClipRgn );

The parameter in GetCl i p() is a handle to an empty region that will be
filled in by GetCl i p(). Before calling GetCl i p( ), call NewRgn() to allocate
memory for the new empty region.

SetClip{)
To restore a window's clipping region to its original region area, call
GetCl i p() before changing the region, then call SetCl i p() afterwards.
RgnHandle theRegion:
SetClip( theRegion ):
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Pass SetC l i p ( ) a handle to a region, and this function will set the
current window's clipping region to the area occupied by the region the
han_dle references. The region handle can be obtained by calling GetCl i pC ).

NewRgn()
To allocate memory for a new empty region, call NewRgn ().After the
allocation, this function will return a handle to the memory. A region can be
stored in this memory by calling Get C1 i p ( ) .
RgnHandle theOrigClipRgn;
theOrigClipRgn = NewRgn();

DisposeRgn( )
When through with a temporary region, free the memory it occupies by
calling Di sposeRgn().
RgnHandle theOrigClipRgn;
DisposeRgn( theOrigClipRgn );

Pass Di sposeRgn() a handle to the region to dispose of. If
Di sposeRgn() is used as a part of updating a window, then the region
handle to pass will be the one obtained from a call to NewRgn ().

DrawGrowlcon( )
When updating a window that has a size box, call DrawGrowicon() to
redraw the size box.
WindowPtr theWindow;
DrawGrowicon( theWindow );

Pass DrawGrowlcon() a pointer to the window that holds the size box.
This Wi ndowPtr can be obtained from the message field of the
Event Record. Include the call to DrawGrowlcon () as a part of your
window-updating routine. That is, nest the call between calls to
BeginUpdate() and EndUpdate().

• • •IEUI• Ii
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WINDOWS AND MNTS
When the user clicks the mouse button while the cursor is over a window,
your program should respond by determining what part of the window the
cursor was over. It should then take the appropriate action based on the
clicked part.

SetPort()
Ensure that the proper window will receive whatever actions your program
is taking by calling Set Port ( ) .
Graf Ptr thePort;
SetPort( thePort ) ;

Pass SetPort() a pointer to the graphics port that is to be made the
current port. Because a Wi ndowPtr is defined to be the same as a GrafPtr,
your application can pass either a Graf Ptr or a Wi ndowPtr variable in this
parameter.

rmdWindow( )
When a mouse Down event occurs, call Fi ndWi ndow() to determine what part
of the screen or window the cursor was in at the time of the event.
Point
thePoint = theEvent.where;
WindowPtr theWindow;
short
thePart;
thePart = FindWindow( thePoint, &theWindow );

Pass Fi ndWi ndow() the screen coordinates of the cursor at the time of
the event. This Point can be found in the where field of the Event Record.
As the second parameter, pass a pointer to a Wi ndowPtr variable. If the
event was window-related, Fi ndWi ndow() will return a pointer to the
affected window in this variable. When Fi ndWi ndow() completes, it will
return a short value that will match one of the Apple-defined part code
constants listed near the start of this reference section.

TrackGoAway( )
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nGoAway part code, call TrackGoAway() to

track the user's mouse movements.
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WindowPtr theWindow:
Point
thePoint = theEvent.where:
if ( TrackGoAway( theWindow, thePoint ) == true )
OisposeWindow( theWindow >:

Pass TrackGoAway () a pointer to the window that received the mouseclick. This pointer- comes from the earlier call to Fi ndWi ndow ( ) . As the
second parameter, pass the Point at which the mouse-click took place. If
the user releases the mouse button while the cursor is over the window's
close box, TrackGoAway() returns a value of true. In that event, call
Di sposeWi ndow() to close the window. A returned value off a1 se should
be ignored.

DisposeW"mdow( )
To free the memrny that holds a window structure, call Di sposeWi ndow( ).
If FindWindow() returns an inGoAway part code and TrackGoAway() then
returns a value of true, call Di sposeWi ndow() to close the window.
WindowPtr theWindow:
Oisposel1indow( theWindow );

The parameter in Di sposeWi ndow() is the pointer returned by the call
to Fi ndWi ndow().

DragW"mdow( )
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nGoAway part code of i nDrag, call
DragWi ndow() to drag the window in response to the user's mouse
movements.
WindowPtr theWindow:
Point
thePoint = theEvent.where:
Rect
theRect = qd.screenBits.bounds:
OragWindow( theWindow, thePoint, &theRect );

Pass DragWi ndow() a pointer to the window to drag. This pointer
comes from the earlier call to Fi ndWi ndow(). The second parameter is the
Poi nt at which the event occurred. The final parameter is a pointer to the
rectangle that defines the screen boundaries of where the window can be
moved to. To allow the window to be dragged anywhere on the user's
screen, pass a pointer to qd. screenBi ts. bounds as this parameter.

•IEUI• • •
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SelectW'mdow( )
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nContent part code, call Se 1ectWi ndow() to
activate the affected window.
WindowPtr theWindow:
SelectWindowC theWindow );

Pass Se 1ectWi ndow() a pointer to the window to activate. This
Wi ndowPtr comes from a call to Fi ndWi ndow().

GrowW'mdow( )
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nGrow part code, call GrowWi ndow( ) to resize
the affected window.
long theNewSize:
Rect theGrowLimitsRect;
Point thePoint = theEvent.where:
theNewSi ze = Grow\~i ndow( theWi ndow, the Point, &theGrowli mi tsRect ) ;

The first parameter in GrowWi ndow() is a pointer to the window to
resize. This pointer comes from a call to Fi ndWi ndow( ). The second
parameter is the Point at which the cursor was when the event occurred.
TI1e final parameter is a pointer to a variable of type Rect. This rectangle
holds the minimum and maximum pixel dimensions that the window can
shrink or grow to. The 1eft field of the Re ct holds the minimum window
width, the top field holds the minimum window height, the right member
holds the maximum width of the window, and the bottom field holds the
maximum height of the window.

lnvalRect()
To add a rectangular area of a window to the window's update region, call
Inval RectC ).

Rect theRect = theWindow->portRect:
InvalRect( &theRect );

Pass Inval Rect() a pointer to a rectangle, and the area within that
rectangle will be added to the window's update region. If the portRect
field of the Wi ndowPtr is passed, the entire content area of the window will
be updated.
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SizeYrmdow( )
Call the Toolbox function Si zeWi ndow() to change the size of an
open window.
WindowPtr theWindow;
short
theWidth:
short
theHeight:
Boolean updateFlag = true:
SizeWindow( theWindow, theWidth, theHeight, updateFlag );

The Wi ndowPtr variable can be obtained from a call to Toolbox
function GetNewWi ndow(). The second parameter specifies the new width
the window should be sized to, while the third parameter indicates the new
height for the window. The last parameter to Si zeWi ndow() indicates
whether any new area that was added to the window (if Si zeWi ndow()
enlarges the window) should be updated. Typically this should be set
to true.

ShowYrmdow( )
Make an invisible window visible by calling the Toolbox function
ShowWi ndow().

WindowPtr theWindow:
ShowWindow( theWindow

Pass ShowWi ndow() a pointer to the window to make visible. If a
window doesn't appear on-screen after calling GetNewWi ndow(), then the
visible field of the window's Wi ndowRecord structure has not been set to
true. This can be done from within a resource editor or by calling
ShowWi ndow().

TrackBox()
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nZooml n or i nZoomOut part code, call
TrackBox() to track the user's mouse movements.
WindowPtr theWindow:
Point
thePoint = theEvent.where:
short
thePart:
if ( TrackBox( theWindow, thePoint, thePart ) == true
II zoom the window in or out. as appropriate
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Pass TrackGoAway() a pointer to the window that received the mouseclick. This pointer comes from the earlier call to Fi ndWi ndow(). As the
second parameter, pass the Point at which the mouse-dick took place. If the
user releases the mouse button while the cursor is over the window's zoom
box, TrackBox() returns a value of true. In that event, call ZoomWi ndow()
to zoom the window.

ZoomWindow( )
If Fi ndWi ndow() returns an i nZoomln or i nZoomOut part code and
TrackBox() returns true, call ZoomWi ndow() to enlarge or shrink the
affected window.
\•Ji ndowPtr theWi ndow:
short
thePart:
Boolean moveToFront;
ZoomWindow( theWindow. thePart. moveToFront );

The first parameter to ZoomWi ndow() is a pointer to the window to
zoom. This pointer comes from the earlier call to Fi ndWi ndow( ). The
second parameter is the part code returned by Fi ndWi ndow(). If true is
passed as the final parameter, the window will be brought to the front. If
fa l s e is passed, the window will be left in its current plane among other
open windows.

Dialogs

A

window lets a program communicate with the user - it displays
information in the form of text and graphics. A dialog box lets
the user communicate with the program by enabling the user to enter
a wi e variety of information to be used by the program. A dialog box
can e able a user to enter text and numbers in editable text boxes for
future use by a program, can use a bank of radio buttons to let the
hoose one option from several, and can include a checkbox that
e user toggle an option on and off.
you'll see in this chapter, a dialog box is a window with a few
. Those extras are defined in a resource of type DIT L. The look
dialog box itself is provided in a resource of type DLOG. In this
chap er you'll see how to create resources of these two types and then
how o load these resources into memory for use in a dialog box.
You'll also read up on how a dialog box can be modal or modeless.
A mddal dialog box is fixed on the screen , controls the monitor, and
ignores mouse-clicks outside the dialog box. On the other hand, a
modeless dialog box works like a window: It can be dragged about
the screen; it can be sent behind any windows that are on the screen
and it can be clicked on to be brought again to the forefront.

About Dialog Boxes
Your knowledge of windows will pay off as you read about dialog
boxes. That's because a dialog box is so similar to a window. In this
section you'll see the ways in which a dialog box is like a windowand the ways in which it isn't.

• • •IHHI•
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THE ALERT, THE MODAL DIALOG BOX, AND THE MODELESS DIALOG BOX
An alert box, generally referred to as simply an alert, is a window that

serves to inform or warn the user that a problem has occurred or may
occur. An alert usually consists of an eye-catching warning icon, some
descriptive text, and one or two buttons. An alert window is immovable and
"owns" the screen; that is, when an alert is posted, no action can take place
outside of the alert. The alert relinquishes control only after the user
dismisses it by clicking on one of its buttons.
Where alerts· give information to the user, dialog boxes usually get user
input. Dialog boxes come in two states: modal and modeless. A modal dialog
box is similar to an alert in that it is fixed on the screen; its name comes
from the fact that the user is forced into the mode of working with only the
dialog box. Unlike an alert, a modal dialog box can consist of any number
of dialog box items - buttons, checkboxes, icons, pictures, and so forth.
A dialog box that is modeless can be freely moved about the screen.
Unlike a modal dialog box, a modeless dialog box doesn't control the
screen - the user is free to make menu selections or click on a window to
make the dialog box inactive. A modeless dialog box doesn't force the user
into one mode of action.
Because a modeless dialog box doesn't confine the user's activities, it is
more user-friendly and is the preferred type dialog box type. But because a
modal dialog box is easier to implement than a modeless one, this chapter
discusses the implementation of modal dialog boxes first.

ALERT AND DIALOG RESOURCES
Because alerts and dialog boxes are just fancy windows, you shouldn't be
surprised to find out that each is defined by information stored in resources.
But while a window needs only one resource (a WIND), an alert or a dialog
box needs two.
The size and screen placement of a dialog box are defined by a
resource of type DLOG. As you'll see a little later in this chapter, the DLOG
resource is very similar to a WIND resource. In fact, there's only one difference between the two: The DLOG resource requires the ID of a DITL
resource. Because a dialog box holds items such as buttons and a window
doesn't, the definition of a dialog box requires this second resource. The
DI TL resource is used to define what items will appear in a dialog box.
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The ALRT resource is used to define the size and screen placement of an
alert. That makes the ALRT resource similar to both the WIN D and DLOG
resource types. Because the ALRT resource doesn't allow you the freedom to
select from a variety of window types to define the look of the alert, as can
be done in the WIND and DLOG resources for windows and dialog boxes, the
ALRT resource is simple r than both the WIND and OLOG resources.

THE DWOGRECORD DATA TYPE
Chapter 2 described how a call to GetNewWi ndow() loads the information
stored in a WI ND resource into a Wi ndowRecord data structure in memory.
After that, the information can be accessed by a Wi ndowPt r variable. If
you're comfortable with that concept, you'll appreciate how a program
works with a dialog box. A call to the Toolbox function GetNewDi a1og ( )
loads the information from a DLOG resource and a OITL resource into a
Di a 1ogRecord data structure in memory. From that point, the information is
accessed by a Di a 1ogPtr variable. Figure 8-1 illustrates the loading of dialog
box resource data.
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OITL

000110110
1001100101

J

DITL resource data
(being loaded)

IJ
DLOG resource data
.==!] (being loaded)

-,;=-

Executable code
(already in memory)

Figure 8-1

A dialog box requires 0 LOG and 0 ITL resource data that gets loaded into memory.
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Figure 8-1 shows that the DLOG and DITL information may get loaded to
separate areas of memory. The association between these two blocks of
memory is made by the second field of the Di a1cg Record data structure,
the items field. Here's the definition of the Di a1og Record data type:
struct DialogRecord
I

WindowRecord window;
Handle
items:
TEHandle textH:
short
editField:
editOpen:
short
short
aDef Item:
I:

The first field of a Di a1cg Record structure is a Wi ndowRecord. The
second field is a handle that leads to the items that will appear in the dialog
box. These first two fields seem to imply that a dialog box is a window with
a few extras. That is exactly the case. As you work with dialog boxes in
your programs, you'll notice that in most ways they can be treated just like
windows. Your program will be able to call window-related Toolbox
functions to handle tasks that were covered in Chapter 7. Here are a few
examples of the calls that can be made:
•

Set Port ( ) to make the dialog box the active port.

•

DragWi ndow() to drag the dialog box.

· •

Sel ectWindow() to activate the dialog box.

Dialog Resources
A DLOG resource and a DITL resource are the two dialog-related resources
you'll create in order to define one dialog box.

THE DLOG RESOURCE
The DLOG resource defines the look, size, and location of a dialog box, just
as a WI ND resource does for a window. The DLOG also holds the ID of the
DI TL resource that lists the dialog items that are to appear in the dialog box
the DLOG defines. If you use ResEdit, follow these steps:
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STEPS: (ROTING A DLOG RESOURCE IN RESEDIT
Step 1. Select Create New Resource from the Resource menu.
Step 2. Scroll to the DLOG type in the list and double-dick on it, or type
DLOG (in uppercase) in the editable text box and click o n OK.
After you perform the second step, ResEdit will open a new OLOG
resource. Figure 8-2 shows what you'll see. You can click on any of the icons
alo ng the top of the DLOG to set the look of the d ialog box, just as you d id
with a WIN 0 resource. A modal, or nonmovable dialog box, typ ically has no
title bar. In ResEdit you can achieve this look by clicking on the window icon
that's fourth from the right. You establish the size of the dialog box by typing
values in the four editable text boxes that lie at the bottom left of the DLOG.
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Figure 8-2

A DLOG resource being edited in ResEdit.
You can set the ID of the 0 IT L resource that w ill be used by this OLOG by
typing the ID in the DITL ID editable text box. While tl1e DITL used by a DLOG
doesn't have to share the same ID as the DLOG, programmers usually pair a
DLOG and DITL this w ay. The OIT L resource is discussed a few pages ahead.
If you use Resorcerer rather than ResEdit, follow these steps to create a
new DLOG resource:
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STEPS: CREATING A DLOG RESOURCE IN RESORCERER
Step 1. Click on the New button in the File Window (the main window
that lists the resource types).
Step 2. Scroll to the DLOG type in the list and double-dick on it, or type
DLOG (in uppercase) in the editable box and click on the Create
button.

After Step 2, Resorcerer will open an empty DLOG like the one pictured
in Figure 8-3. Where the DLOG Editor in ResEdit displays a miniview of the
dialog box that will result from the DLOG, the Resorcerer Dialog Editor
displays the DLOG just as the dialog box will appear in a program. You can
change the size, initial screen placement, and look of the dialog box by
selecting Set Dialog Info from the Dialog menu. When choosing a look for a
dialog box, consider that a modal (immovable) dialog box typically has the
look shown in Figure 8-3.

Figure 8·3
A DLOG resource being edited in Resorcerer.
You can set the ID of the DI TL resource that will be used by this DLOG
in the Set Dialog Info window. Programmers generally give the DITL the
same ID as the DLOG, although that's not a requirement. The DI TL resource
is discussed next.
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THE Dill RESOURCE
The DI TL (Dialog !Tern List) resource lists the dialog items that will appear
in a dialog box. The look of the dialog box is established by a DLOG resource,
while the items in that dialog box are established by a DI TL resource.
To create a DI TL resource in ResEdit, begin by opening the previously
created DLOG resource. Double-dick on the miniature dialog box that appears
in the small desktop on the left side of the DLOG Editor. When you do that,
ResEdit creates and opens a new, empty DITL resource, as shown in Figure
8-4. This DITL will be the size of the DLOG, as specified in the DLOG Editor.
- • DIR ID a 128 from Modt

(9 Button

181

Check Box

···-······---·-..............

Figure 8-4
A DITL resource being edited in ResEdit.
When ResEdit opens a DI TL resource, it also opens a palette of dialog
items. To add an item to a DI TL, click on the item in the palette. With the
mouse button held down, drag the item to the DI TL, and then release the
button. You can change the location of the item at any time by clicking on it
and dragging it. You can change the item's size by clicking on the lower
right comer of the item and dragging. You can also change these item characteristics by double-clicking on an item and entering new values in the window
that opens. Figure 8-5 shows the result of double-clicking on a button.
Resorcerer uses a DI TL-editing approach that differs from the one used
by ResEdit. Where ResEdit uses separate DLOG and DI TL editors, Resorcerer
uses a single Dialog Editor. When you create a new DLOG resource in
Resorcerer, a new DITL resource is created as well. Both the DLOG and Din
are displayed together just as you'd see them in a program: as a single
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Figure 8-5
Double-clicking on a DITL item in ResEdit brings up a window that allows
editing of that item.
dialog box. To acid an item to a DIT L, first create a DLOG. Then choose New
Item from the Item menu, and select an item from the hierarchical menu
that is displayed . Figure 8-6 shows a new bunon being added to a DITL.
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Figure 8-6
Adding an item to a DI TL resource in Resorcerer.
Once an item has been added, you can change its size by clicking on
the item's lower right corner and dragging. You can move the item in the
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dialog box by clicking on the item and dragging. You can also change these
characteristics by double-clicking on the item and entering new values in
the window that opens, as shown in Figure 8-7.

Figure 8·7
Double-clicking on a OITL item in Resorcerer brings up a window that allows
editing of that item.
When you add an item to a 0 IT L resource, your resource editor gives
that item a number. If you use ResEdit, you can have the editor display the
item numbers by selecting Show Item Numbers from the 0 IT L menu . If you
use Resorcerer, select Show Item Numbers from the Item menu. Figure 8-8
shows how ResEdit displays the item numbers for a DITL that holds four
items. Resorcerer also places a small number by each item.
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Figure 8·8
ResEdit allows for the display of item numbers in a OJTL resource.
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Working With a Modal Dialog Box
A modal dialog box is a dialog box that is fixed on the screen. When a

modal dialog box is open, mouse-clicks outside the dialog box are ignored;
the modal dialog box "owns" the screen.

OPENING AND DISPLAYING THE DIALOG IOI
To display a dialog box, you first load a DLOG resource and its DITL resource
into memory. To take care of this task, call the Toolbox function
GetNewDi al og ( ) .
#define rOisplayOialog 128
DialogPtr theDialog;
theDialog ~ GetNewOialog( rDisplayDialog, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL ):

The first parameter is the resource ID of a DLOG resource. Because the
DLOG specifies which DITL resource is to be used with the DLOG,
Get New Di al og ( ) doesn't require that the ID of the DIT L be passed to it. The
second and third parameters in GetNewDi a 1og () serve similar purposes to
the second and third parameters in GetNewWi ndow( ). The second parameter
is used to specify the memory location where the dialog data should be
· stored, while the third parameter tells whether the d~alog box should appear
in front of all other windows.
If the DLOG resource specifies that the dialog box be visible, the dialog
box will appear on the screen right after the call to GetNewDi al og ().A call
to ShowWi ndow( ) can also be used to display the dialog box:
DialogPtr theDialog;
ShowWi ndow< theDi a1og ) :

~

Recall that Toolbox routines that are used for windows can be used for

L.L_J dialog boxes as well. This is possible because both a Wi ndowPtr and a

Di al ogPtr point to the same thing: a Wi ndowRecord. While a Di al ogPtr
actually points to a Di a 1ogRecord, the first member of the Di al ogRecord is
a Wi ndowRecord.
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MAINTAINING THE DIALOG BOX
Once a modal dialog box is posted to the screen, your program should
enter a loop. At each pass through the loop, the Toolbox function
Mod a 1Di al og () is called. The first parameter to Modal Di al og ( ) is a pointer
to an optional filter function. The second parameter is a pointer to a dialog
box item number.
short
the Item;
Boolean doneWithOialog = false;
while

<

doneWithDialog == false

I

ModalOialog( nil, &theltem );
switch ( theltem )
I
II handle mouse clicks on dialog items
}

Modal Di al o g ( ) watches for a mouse-dick on an item in the dialog box.
If the user does click on an item, Mada l Di al og () returns the item number
of that item. Recall that when you create a DI TL resource and add items to

it, your resource editor assigns a number to each item. That number enables
you to identify each item from within your source code.
Figure 8-9 shows a modal dialog box with four items. At the bottom of
the figure is the DI TL resource that defines those items. In the DI TL you can
see that the OK button is item number 1, the checkbox is item number 2, the
editable text box is item number 3, and the static text item is item number 4.
Your source code should define a constant for each enabled item in a
dialog box. The enabled items are the items that will respond in some way
to a mouse-dick. In Figure 8-9, items 1 through 3 would be enabled items.
A program typically ignores a mouse-dick on a static text item, so a
constant needn't be defined for the fourth DITL item. Here are the /ldefi ne
directives that could be used for the dialog box pictured in Figure 8-9:
/ldefine
/ldefi ne
#define

kOKButton
kAddCheckbox
kNewValueEdit

1
2
3

I

I Iii
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Figure 8·9

Use your resource editor's item number display option to get the item numbers
of DI TL items.
Using the above #define directives, the dialog box loop that was
presented earlier can now be expanded upon:
while ( doneWithDialog

==

false

{

Modal Dialog( nil. &theltem >:
switch ( theltem )
{

case kAddCheckbox:
II handle mouse click in checkbox
break:
case kOKButton:
II handle mouse click on the OK button
break;

Each button or checkbox in a dialog box should get a case label. The
code under a case label performs the task or tasks appropriate for a mouseclick on that button or checkbox. The simplest item to implement is an OK
(or Cancel, or Done) button. Toggling the value of the Boo 1 ea n variable
doneWi th Di a1og from fa 1se to true ends the whi 1e loop.
case kOKBut ton:
doneWithOialog
break:

=

true;
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You've probably noticed that there is no case label for the editable text
item in the while loop snippet. The Mod a lDi a1og ( ) function takes care of
the handling of any typing that takes place in any editable text boxes; your
code won't have to watch for or support keystrokes when a modal dialog
box is on the screen.

THE EFFECT OF AMOUSE•CLICK ON ADIALOG ITEM
When a user clicks on a button, radio button, or checkbox, Mod a1Dia1 og ()
will report the item number of the item. It's up to your application to then
take the appropriate action. When a dialog item is clicked on, the action
that follows is expected to be the same from program to program. Here are
the item actions that are universal to Mac dialog boxes:
• A click on a radio button should tum that button on and tum the
previously on button to off.
• A click on a checkbox should toggle the state of that checkbox. That is,
if the checkbox was on before the click, it should tum off. If it was off,
it should turn on.
• A click on a button should highlight that button while the cursor is over
the button and the mouse button is held down.
The above list describes the actions that are the same for all programs.
There are also application-specific actions that go along with a mouse-click
on an item. For a click on a radio button or a checkbox, these actions
usually go on out of the user's sight. The effects of the actions usually are
not noticeable until a later point in the program. For example, a click on a
checkbox titled "Add to existing total" may result in a global flag being set
in the program. Anytime during the execution of the program, this flag
could be examined to see if a user-entered bonus point value should be
added if a game player scores, say, a bullseye in an archery game.
While radio button and checkbox application-specific actions take place
behind the scene and are noticeable at a later time, button applicationspecific actions usually take place immediately after the button is clicked.
The OK button and cancel buttons found in most dialog boxes are two
examples. Clicking on either of these immediately dismisses the dialog box.
The ModalDialog example program in this chapter provides an example of
the effects of each of the primary dialog items discussed here.

Ill I
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ACCESSING A DIALOG ITEM
A program that posts a dialog box needs to be able to access the items in

that dialog box. Here's why:
• If the user clicks on a checkbox, a program needs to access the
checkbox item to get the current state of the checkbox (checked or
unchecked), so it can toggle the checkbox to the opposite state.
• If the user clicks on a radio button, a program must access both the
"old" radio button (the one that was on before the mouse-dick) and the
"new" radio button (the one that was just clicked on) so that one can be
turned off and the other turned on.

• Once the user clicks on an OK button (or some similarly named
button), a program needs to access an editable text box in order to get
the user-entered string from that box.
Accessing an item starts with obtaining a handle to the item. To be able
to work with each enabled item in a dialog box, your program should be
aware of the item numbers of enabled items. The same application-defined
constants that were used in the dialog box whi 1e loop can be used here.
The #def i ne directives used for the dialog box pictured back in Figure. 8-9
are repeated below:
/fdefine
/!def; ne
/!define

kOKButton
kAddCheckbox
kNewValueEdit

1
2
3

The Toolbox function GetDialogltem() is used to get a handle to an
item. When passed a dialog pointer and an item number in the first two
parameters, Get Di a 1og Item() returns a handle to the item in the fourth
parameter. Get Di a 1o g It em ( ) also returns the item's type in the third
parameter and the coordinates of the rectangle that surrounds the item in
the fifth parameter. These two values are usually ignored by the program.
DialogPtr theDialog:
theType:
short
Handle
theHandle:
Rect
theRect:
Str255
theText;
GetDialogltem( theDialog. theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect):
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As you're about to see, what a program does with the item's handle
depends upon what type of item is being worked with.

The checkbox item
When a mouse-click occurs on a checkbox item, first call Get Di al og It em ( )
to obtain a handle to the checkbox. Then pass this handle to the Toolbox
function GetCont ro l Val Lie ( ) . GetCont ro l Val Lie ( ) accepts only a particular
type of handle - a Control Handle - so you'll need to typecast the
generic handle that was returned by Get Di al og It em ( ).
Handle theHandle;
short theOldSetting;
theOldSetting = GetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle );

GetCont ro 1Va1 ue ( ) returns a short with a value of either O or 1. A
value of 0 is interpreted as a checkbox that is off, or unchecked. A value of
1 means the checkbox is currently on, or checked. Your program should
then call the Toolbox routine Set Cont r o1Va 1ue ( ) to toggle the
checkbox to its opposite state.
if ( theOldSetting == 1 )
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, 0);
else
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, 1 );

Like Get Control Val LI e ( ) , the Set Control Va l LI e ( ) function requires
that the handle passed to it be of type Control Hand l e. The second .
parameter to SetControl Val Lie() is the value that the control should be
set to.
If you like to use constants to add clarity to your source code, define a
constant that makes it readily apparent that a value of 1 turns a control on
and a value of o·turns a control off.
#define
#define

kControlOn
kControlOff

1
0

Iii •
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Using the above constants turns the control-setting code into a snippet
that looks like this:
if ( theOldSetting == kControlOn
SetControlValue( < ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff);
else
SetControlValue( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn );

The toggling of a checkbox is a task so common to Macintosh programming that you'll want to write a simple utility routine that can be included in
any of your programs. The SetCheckBox() function shown below can be
incorporated unchanged into your latest project:
Boolean SetCheckBox( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem
I

short
Handle
Rect
short
Boolean

the Type;
theHandle;
theRect:
theOl dSett i ng:
checkBoxOn;

GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem. &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
theOldSetting = GetControlValue(

ControlHandle )theHandle );

if ( theOldSetting == kControlOn
I

SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff);
checkBoxOn = false;
I

else
I

SetControlValue{ ControlHandle )theHandle. kControlOn );
checkBoxOn = true;
I

return ( checkBoxOn );

Pass SetCheckBox() a pointer to a dialog box and the item number of
the checkbox to toggle. SetCheckBox() will check or uncheck the
checkbox as appropriate and then return a Boal ean value that tells whether
the checkbox has just been turned on (true) or off (fa 1se). Here is a
snippet that calls SetCheckBox( ):
#define kAddCheckbox 2
Boolean gAddBonusToTotal:
DialogPtr theDialog;
gAddBonusToTotal = SetCheckBox( theDialog, kAddCheckbox

);
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The above call to SetCheckBox() would be made when
Modal Dialog() returns a clicked-on item value of kAddCheckBox.
SetCheckBox() then toggles the checkbox and returns a Boolean value that
lets the program know if the checkbox is now on or off. The Boo 1ea n
variable is declared at the global level so that it can be used at any point
during the execution of the program since been dismissed.

even after the dialog box has long

1he radio button item
The setting of radio buttons works in a manner similar, but not identical, to
the setting of a checkbox. The similarity is that Get Di al og Item() is again
called to get a handle to the item and SetControl Value() is again used to
set the value of the item. The difference is that a click on a radio button
requires two items to change values, while a click on a checkbox requires
that o~y the value of the one checkbox item be changed. Unlike a
checkbox, which can appear in a dialog box without other checkboxes,
radio buttons always exist in groups of at least two. A checkbox is used in a
simple yes/no or true/false situation, whereas radio buttons are used when
multiple options are available.
When Modal Di a1og () returns the item number of a radio button, your
program should call Get Di al og I tern( ) and SetCont ro l Va 1ue () to first tum
off whatever radio button is currently on. To keep track of the radio button
currently on, store the button's item number in a global variable:
short gOl dRadi o:

Before turning the newly clicked button on, get a handle to the button
that is currently on. Tum that button off by passing 0 (k Control 0 ff) to
SetControlValue().

DialogPtr theDialog;
short
theType:
Handle
theHandle;
Rect
theRect:
GetDialogltem( theDialog, gOldRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff ):

The above snippet refers to the radio button that is currently on as the old
radio button. Whichever radio button was just clicked on is considered the
new radio button. Again call GetDialogitem() and SetControlValue() to
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turn the newly clicked button on. This time pass SetControl Value() a
value of 1 (kControl On). The following snippet turns on a radio button with
an item number of 5:
#define k25PointBonus 5
GetDialogltem( theDialog, k25PointBonus, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue< ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn ):

One last step needs to be taken care of before the handling of a click
on a radio button can be considered complete. In preparation for the next
dick on a radio button, the newly clicked button is now considered the old
radio button. The global variable is now set to the item number of this
button. Note that in order for the setting of the buttons to work properly this
step must be performed after one button has been turned off and another
one turned on:
gOldRadio

a

k25PointBonus:

Like a mouse-dick on a checkbox, a click on a radio button is a task
that most programs will need to be able to handle. You can paste the
Set Rad i oButtons ( ) function listed below into your source code ftle to add
radio button handling to your project:
void SetRadioButtons( DialogPtr theDialog, short theNewRadio )
I

short
theType;
Handle theHandle;
Rect
theRect:
GetDialogitem( theDialog, gOldRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect ):
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff ):
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theNewRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn >:
gOldRadio = theNewRadio :

Pass SetRadi oButtons () a pointer to a dialog box and the item
number of the clicked-on radio button, and SetRadi oButtons () will tum
the old button off and the new button on.
void SetRadioButtons< DialogPtr theDialog, short theNewRadio )
I

short theType:
Handle theHandle;
Rect
theRect:
GetDialogitem( theDialog, gOldRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect >:
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff ):
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GetDialogltem( theDialog, theNewRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn );
gOldRadio = theNewRadio ;

1he ecbtahle text box item
When a user types in an editable text box item, your program doesn't need
to respond in any way. Once the user moves the cursor into the editable
text box and clicks the mouse button, all characters that are typed will
appear in the box. It isn't until the user clicks on a button such as an OK or
Done button that your program needs to be concerned with the contents of
an editable text box.
When the user signals that typing is complete (usually by dismissing the
dialog box), your program should call the now-familiar GetDi al ogltem()
routine to get a handle to an editable text box item. Follow that call with a
call to the Toolbox function GetDi al ogitemText() to get the string from
the item.
DialogPtr theDialog:
short
the Type;
Handle
theHandle:
Rect
theRect:
Str255
theText:
GetDialogltem( theOialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle. &theRect );
GetDialogltemTextC theHandle, theText );

The first parameter to Get Di a 1og It em Text ( ) is a handle to the editable
text box item. Note that the generic handle returned by Get Di a 1ogI tern() .
can be used as is; no typecasting is necessary. The second parameter to
GetDi al ogitemText() is a Str255 string variable that will be filled with the
contents of the editable text box when Get Di a 1og Item Text ( ) completes
execution.
An application-defined routine that pulls a string from an editable text
box can be written using the two Toolbox routines just discussed. When
passed a dialog pointer, the item number of an editable text box, and a
string variable, the GetStri ngFromEdi tBox() routine fills the passed string
variable with the contents of the edit box specified by the second parameter.
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void GetStringFromEditBox( OialogPtr theOialog,
short
the Item,
Str255
theText )
short the Type:
Handle theHandle:
Rect theRect:
GetOialogltem( theOialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
GetOialogltemText( theHandle, theText );

A program that needs to get the string from an editable text box item
with an item number of 3 and is then to write the string to the dialog box
should call Get String FromEd it Box ( ) as follows:
#define kNewValueEdit 3
OialogPtr theOialog;
Str255
theString;
GetStringFromEditBox( theOialog, kNewValueEdit, theString ):
SetPort( theOialog );
MoveTo( 20, 50 );
Drawstring( theString );

Notice in the above snippet that drawing to a dialog box is preceded by
a call to Set Port ( ) , to make sure that drawing takes place in the dialog
box. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and as demonstrated in the above
snippet, Toolbox routines that work with windows accept a Di al ogPtr
variable in place of a Wi ndowPtr variable.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: MODALDIALOG
The ModalDialog program displays a modal dialog like the one shown in
Figure 8-10. The ModalDialog program demonstrates the handling of the
four primaty item types: the editable text box, the radio button, the
checkbox, and the button.
After typing some characters in the editable text box, click on one of the
cwo radio buttons to indicate whether the entered text should be converted
to uppercase or lowercase characters. When the Do It button is clicked, the
text in the editable text box will be converted and the altered string will be
written back to the editable text box, replacing the original string. To also
have the converted text echoed to the dialog box, check the Print text
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A+.a
Type some teHt here:

IConuert Me I
® Chenge to uppercese

O Change to lowercese
181 Print teHt below:
Dolt

~

Figure 8·10

The modal dialog box displayed in the Moda/Dialog program.
below checkbox. Figure 8-11 shows the result of clicking on the Do It
button when the dialog box items are set as shown in Figure 8-10. To end
the program, press the Quit button.

A_.a
Type some teHt here:

ICONUERT MEI
® Chenge to uppercese

O Chenge to lowercese
181 Print

teHt below:
CONUERT MEI
Dolt

~

Figure 8·11

After you click on the Do It button, the case of the string in the editable text box
is changed.

ModalDialog resources
The ModalDialog project requires three resources: a DLOG, a DITL, and a
PICT. Figure 8-12 shows these resource types and the DLOG resource as
viewed from ResEdit.
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Figure 8·12

The DLOG used in the Moda/Dialog pro;ect.

~

Earlier you read that to create a DI TL resource in ResEdit you can

LLJ double-click on the empty, miniature dialog box that's displayed on the left
side of the DLOG resource. In Figure 8-12 you can see that after you add
items to the DIT L, and then return to the DLOG, the DLOG now displays the
items in the miniature dialog box.
Figure 8-13 provides a ResEdit look at the one DITL resource used by
the Moda!Dialog project. The left of the figure shows the DIT L as you'd
normally view it in ResEdit. The right side of the figure shows the same
Dl TL after Show Item Numbers has been chosen from the DI TL menu.
Resorcerer provides a similar menu item in its Item me nu.
The source code listing for ModalDialog defines six constants that
pertain to the project's DI TL resource. You can compare these constants to
the dialog item numbers shown in Figure 8-13:
/Ide fine
/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
lldefi ne

kDoltButton
kTextToChangeEdit
kUppercaseRadio
klowercaseRadio
kEchoToOialogCheck
kQuitButton

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Din ID ... 128 from Modt

01n 1.D.= 128 from Mod•

Type some teHt here:

!type some teHt here:

11J

®I

11

O Change to uppercase
O Change to lowercase
O Print teHt below:
Do It
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Change to uppercase
Change to lowercase

3
4

D Print teHt below@
Do It

~

( Quitl.2)

Figure 8·13
The DITL used in the Moda/Dialog project: with and without the item numbers
shown.
The above constants are used throughout the ModalDialog source code
listing when referring to particular items. In particular, the constants are
used in calls to Get Di al og I tern().
You will notice that two of the eight items pictured in Figure 8-13 aren't
represented by constants. As mentioned, items that don't respond to mouseclicks don't need to be recognized by a program. For the ModalDialog
program, these items include one static text item (the label above the
editable text box item) and one picture item (the logo at the top of the
dialog box).

Displaying the dialog box
The ModalDialog program works by first initializing the Toolbox, then
posting the modal dialog box.
void main( void >
I
InitializeToolbox();
OpenChangeTextDialog();

The OpenChangeTextDi al og ( ) begins by calling GetNewDi al og () to
load the dialog box data to memory. Before working with the dialog box,
the returned dialog pointer is checked to ensure that the loading of the data
was successful. Because a dialog box might have numerous dialog items,
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Adding apicture toa dialog box is easy. Whether
you use existing clip art or draw your own
picture in a graphics program, copy the picture
to the clipboard. Open your project's resource
file and paste the picture into it. Both ResEdit
and Resorcerer will convert the picture to a
resource of type PICT. Next, open the DITL
resource that will be used for the dialog box.
Add a Picture item to the DIT L. If you use
ResEdit. click on the Picture item in the DI TL
palette, drag the Picture item to the DI TL, and
release the mouse button. If you use
Resorcerer, select Picture from the hierarchical menu that appears when you select New
Item in the Item menu.

Whichever resource editor you use, doubleclick on the newly added Picture item in the
DITL resource editor. A window that lets you
select the picture to use and resize the picture
item will open. Make sure the Picture item's ID
matches the ID that your resource editor gave
the PICT when it was pasted into the resource
file. Notice that your resource editor will force
the PICT resource to whatever size you give
the Picture item. To obtain the exact pixel size
of the PICT resource, paste it into the Scrapbook. If you're using System 7.5 or later, the
Scrapbook lists the picture's dimensions. Type
those numbers into the window that appears
when you double-click on the Picture item.

including any number of memory-consuming picture items, this check is a
good precaution. If any value other than n i l is returned, your program
should assume that all is okay and proceed.
theDialog = GetNewDialog( rDisplayOi alog , ni l. (WindowPtrl - lL );
if ( theDialog == nil l
Exi tToShel l( l ;

Next, dialog items that require an initial setting need to be handled.
First, one of the two radio buttons is set by calling Set Ra di oButtons ( ) .
Whatever item the global variable gO l dRad i o is set to w ill be turned on by
this call. The checkbox is then given an initial value by calling
SetCheckBox( ) .
SetRadi oButtons ( the Di a 1og . gOl dRadi o l ;
if ( gEchoTextToOia l og == true )
gEchoTextToDialog = SetCheckBox( theOialog , kEchoToD i alogChec k ) :

After the items are set in the dialog box, a call to ShowWi ndow( )
d isplays the dialog box . If you look way back to Figure 8-12, you'll see
that the DLOG resource that defines d1e look of the dialog box leaves the
initially visible checkbox unchecked . While n ot required, it's a good idea
ro leave a dialog box hidden while its items are being set. That way, w hen
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The ModalDialog program is written in such a
way that the values of its dialog box items will
be remembered even after the dialog box is
dismissed. You can verify this by adding a
second call to OpenChange'fextDialog()
in main().

void mafn( void l
I

InitializeToolbox() :
OpenChangeTextDialog();
OpenChangeTextDialog(J:

When the modal dialog box opens, click on the
radio buttons and checkbox to give the items
any settings you want. Before clicking on the
Quit button, take note of the state of the radio
buttons and the checkbox. After you dismiss
the dialog box, it will again open - thanks to
the addition of the second call to
Open Change TextDi a1og ( ) . Notice that the
radio buttons and the checkbox are set to
whatever state they were left in. The use of the
global variables g 0 l d Rad i o and
gEchoTextToDialog ensure that this will
happen.

the dialog box is displayed, it will appear with all its items already set to
their initial values. While it only takes a moment to calculate the settings
for the ModalDialog dialog box, a program with several items will take a
little longer.

Handlilg a mouse-did< on a raclo button
After the dialog box is posted , OpenChangeTextDi al og() enters the loop
that holds the call to the Toolbox function Mod a1Di a 1og C) and the code
that handles mouse-clicks on enabled items. To respond to user mouseclicks in the modal dialog, the program uses the same SetCheckBox C) and
SetRadioButtons() functions developed in this chapter. Here's how a click
on the Change to uppercase radio button is handled:
case kUppercaseRadi o:
SetRadioButtons( theD ialog, kUppercaseRadio ) :
gConvertToUpper = true:
break:

After SetRadioButtons() turns the radio button on, the global variable
gConvertToUpper is set to true. If the user instead clicks on the Change to

lowercase radio button, gConvertToUpper will be set to false.
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Handllng a mouse-dick on the Do It button
In the above snippet, notice that the text in the editable text box isn't
converted at the time of the mouse-click on the radio button. A click on a
radio button can change a program setting, but it shouldn't perform the
intended action immediately. Instead, the action should take place after the
user is allowed to finalize his or her decision. A click on the Do It button is
taken to be this approval.
case kDoltButton:
ConvertText( theDialog. kTextToChangeEdit );
EchoConvertedTextToDialog( theDialog, kTextToChangeEdit ):
break:
A click on the Do It button causes the application-defined
ConvertText() function to execute. This routine calls GetDi al ogltem()

and Get Di a1ogIt em Text ( ) to get a copy of the string that the user typed in
the editable text box.
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect):
GetDialogltemText( theHandle, theText );

Next, the UppercaseTextC) or LowercaseText() Toolbox routine is
called to convert the string to either uppercase or lowercase. To make this
decision, the global variable gConvertToUpper is examined.
Str255 theText:
if ( gConvertToUpper == true )
UppercaseText( (Ptr)theText, theText[0] + 1. smSystemScript );
else
LowercaseText( (Ptr)theText, theText[0] + 1. smSystemScript );

The UppercaseTextC) and LowercaseText() routines use the same
three parameters. The first parameter is a pointer to the string to alter.
Because these functions are expecting a generic pointer, typecast the
St r 255 variable to a Pt r. The second parameter specifies the number of
characters that are to be converted. The last parameter is a script code that
tells the Toolbox function how to go about converting the characters. The
Apple-defined constant smSystemScri pt should be used here.
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The St r 255data type is an array of characters.
with the length of the string held in the first
element of the array. Consider the following
Str255 variable declaration and initialization:

Str255 theText • •\pDog•;
For the above string, the array element values
would look like this:

theText[0)
theText[l)

3"'
D

theText.[2) o
t heText[3) g
The second parameter in Upper case Text ()
is the number of characters to be converted.
This number should include the length character, the [OJ element. In the example shown in
this sidebar, a value of 4 should be passed: the
length of the string, or 3, plus the element that
holds the length value. That explains why the
second parameter to UppercaseText<) is
theText [ 0) + 1.

After the text from the editable text box is converted to either uppercase
or lowercase, the altered string is displayed back in the editable text box,
replacing the text the user entered. A call to the Toolbox function
SetDialogitemTextC) takes care of this task.
SetDialog ltemText( theHandle . theText );

After the user-entered string is converted and redisplayed in the editable
text box, an application-defined function named
EchoConvertedTextToD i al og() is called. This routine begins by filling a
rectangle with a white pattern to erase any text that lies beneath the dialog
box checkbox.
SetRect( &theRect . 25 . 180. 230, 200 );
FillRect( &theRect . &qd.white );

If the dialog box checkbox is checked at the time that the Do It button
is clicked, the global variable gEchoTextToDi a 1og will have a value of true
and the string that was obtained from the editable text box and converted
will be drawn below the checkbox, as shown back in Figure 8-11. The
purpose of this feature is to show that drawing to a dialog box is just the
same, and just as simple, as drawing to a window. In the following snippet,
MoveTo() is called to move the graphics pen, while Drawstring() is called
to write the string to the current port. Recall that the dialog box was made
the current port by an earlier call to Set Port ( ) .

• • •IEMI•
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short the Type:
Handle theHandl e:
Rect theRect;
Str255 the Text;
if C gEchoTextToDialog

==

true

I

GetOialogltemC theOialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect);
GetDialogitemTextC theHandle. theText );
MoveToC 30. 190 );
Drawstring( theText );

Disposing of the dialog box
When the program is through with the dialog box, the Toolbox function
Di s pose Di al og ( ) is called to free the memory occupied by the dialog box
resources.
DisposeDialogC theDialog );
DisposeDialogO is called after the while loop code in
OpenChangeTextDialogO. When the user clicks on the Quit button, the
Boolean variable doneWithDialog gets set to true and the while loop ends.

When that happens, it's time to dismiss the dialog box - DisposeDialogO
takes care of that. The following snippet summarizes how
OpenChangeTextDialogO works and shows the placement of the call to
Dispose Dialog():

void OpenChangeTextOialogC void
I
II variable declarations
II open and display the dialog box
II initialize buttons and checkbox

while ( doneWithDialog

==

false

I

ModalDialog( nil. &theltem ) :
switch C theltem )
I
II handle mouse button clicks on items
}
}

DisposeDialog( theDialog );
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The ModalDialog exam~e source code &sting
The following is the complete source code listing for the ModalDialog
example program. As you look through the listing, take note of how the
initial values of the global variables affect what's seen in the dialog box
when it gets displayed.
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I/define
//define
/Jdefi ne
//define
//define
/ldefi ne
I/define
//define
//define

rDisplayDialog
128
kDoltButton
1
kTextToChangeEdit
2
kUppercaseRadio
3
klowercaseRadio
4
kEchoToDialogCheck
5
kQuitButton
6
kControlOn
1
kControlOff
0

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false:
short gOldRadio = kUppercaseRadio:
Boolean gConvertToUpper = true:
Boolean gEchoTextToDialog = false:
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

InitializeToolbox():
OpenChangeTextDialog():
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void OpenChangeTextDialog{ void )
{

DialogPtr theDialog:
short theltem;
Boolean doneWithDialog = false:
theDialog = GetNewDialog( rDisplayDialog, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
if ( theDialog == nil )
ExitToShellO:
SetRadioButtons( theDialog, gOldRadio );
if ( gEchoTextToDialog == true )
gEchoTextToDialog = SetCheckBox( theDialog, kEchoToDialogCheck );
ShowWindow( theDialog >:
SetPort( theDialog >:
while ( doneWithDialog == false
{

Modal Dialog( nil. &theltem );
switch ( theltem )
I

case kUppercaseRadio:
SetRadioButtons( theDialog, kUppercaseRadio );
gConvertToUpper = true:
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break:
case klowercaseRadio:
SetRadioButtons{ theDialog, klowercaseRadio >:
gConvertToUpper = false:
break:
case kEchoToDialogCheck:
gEchoTextToDialog = SetCheckBox( theDialog, kEchoToDialogCheck );
break:
case kQuitButton:
doneWithDialog = true;
break:
case kDoltButton:
ConvertText{ theDialog, kTextToChangeEdit ):
EchoConvertedTextToDialog( theDialog, kTextToChangeEdit );
break:
}
}

DisposeDialog{ theDialog );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void ConvertText( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
I

short theType:
Handle theHandle;
Rect theRect:
Str255 theText:
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect);
GetDialogltemText( theHandle, theText ):
if { gConvertToUpper =~ true )
UppercaseText( (Ptr)theText. theText[0J + 1, smSystemScript ):
else
LowercaseText( CPtr)theText, theText[0] + 1, smSystemScript );
SetDialogitemText( theHandle, theText );
}
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void EchoConvertedTextToDialog( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
{

short theType:
Handle theHandle;
Rect theRect;
Str255 theText:
SetRect( &theRect, 25, 180, 230. 200 >:
FillRect( &theRect, &qd.white );
if ( gEchoTextToDialog == true )
{

GetDialogitem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle. &theRect>:
GetDialogltemText( theHandle, theText >:
MoveTo( 30, 190 );
Drawstring( theText );
}
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Boolean SetCheckBox( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
I

short
theType:
Handle theHandle:
Rect
theRect:
short
theOldSetting:
Boolean checkBoxOn:
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
theOldSetting = GetControlValue(
if ( theOldSetting

==

ControlHandle )theHandle );

kControlOn

I

SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff):
checkBoxOn =false:
J

else
{

SetControlValue( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn ):
checkBoxOn = true:
}

return ( checkBoxOn );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void SetRadioButtons( DialogPtr theDialog, short theNewRadio )
I

short theType;
Handle theHandle:
Rect theRect;
GetDialogltem( theDialog, gOldRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff );
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theNewRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn );
gOldRadio = theNewRadio :

Working with a Modeless Dialog Box
A modal dialog box is easy to work with: A call to GetNewDi a1og C) displays
the dialog box, and repeated calls to Mod a1Di al og () inform your program

of user actions in the dialog box. Supporting a modeless dialog box, on the
other hand, requires a little extra programming effort - so why not just
stick to modal dialog boxes in your program? Because you're a programmer
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and you enjoy a challenge? Perhaps, but the main reason is because
Macintosh users expect to control a program - they don't want the
program to control them. When a modal dialog box is on the screen, no
other action can take place. A modeless dialog box lets the user select other
windows or make menu choices.

OPENING AND DISPLAYING THE DIALOG BOX
To display a modeless dialog box, call to GetNewOi al og C) to load a DLOG
resource and its OITL resource into memory, just as was done for the
display of a modal dialog box.
#define rOisplayOia log 128
DialogPtr theDialog ;
theOia log = GetNewOialog( rD i splayOi alog, nil . (WindowPtrl-l l l :

The DI TL resource for a modeless dialog box can contain the same
ite ms as a 0 I T L resource used by a modal dialog. The DLOG will be slightly
different, tl10ugh. While a modal dialog usually uses a picture-frame look for
the border of the immovable modal dialog box, a modeless dialog box
should have a title bar - just as a window does. Figure 8-14 shows a OLOG
resource used for a modeless dialog box. This ResEdit view of the resource
shows that the dialog box will include a title, or drag, bar at its top.
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Figure 8-14
The DLOG used for a modeless dialog box includes a title bar.
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Look familiar? A DLOG displayed in ResEdit shows a small view of the
DITL items that will appear in the dialog box based on that DLOG. The items
shown in the dialog box pictured in Figure 8-14 are identical to the ones used
in this chapter's ModalDialog example program. The ModelessDialog example
program, presented later in this chapter, is based on the ModalDialog program.
Each program displays a dialog box with the same items. The only difference is that the ModalDialog program displays the dialog items in a modal
dialog box while the ModelessDialog program uses - you guessed it - a
modeless dialog box.
After the dialog box resource data is loaded into memory, set any
checkboxes or radio buttons to their initial values. Again, this is the same
procedure used when opening a modal dialog box: Call application-defined
routines such as SetRadi oButtons () and SetCheckBox() to tum on a radio
button and check a checkbox. After the dialog box is open, however, the
handling of it differs from the handling of a modal dialog box.

hi EVENT LOOP AND DIALOG-RELADD EVENTS
Because a modeless dialog box doesn't take control of a program, your
code shouldn't go into a dialog box-controlled loop as it would for a modal
dialog box. Instead, your program should call an application-defined dialoghandling routine from within the program's event loop. By letting the event
loop take care of events involving the dialog box, your program also allows
for the handling of any event not related to the dialog box. When a modal
dialog box is on the screen, events such as mouse-clicks in the menu bar
are ignored. When a modeless dialog box is on the screen, the program will
take care of this type of event. Here is an outline of how an event loop
looks for a program that makes use of a modeless dialog box:
void Eventloop

<

void )

{

EventRecord theEvent:
Boolean is DialogEvent:
while ( gDone == false )
{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent. lSL. nil ) :
FrontWindow() != nil )
isDialogEvent = HandleDialogEvent( theEvent ):

if (
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if ( isOialogEvent == false )
I

switch ( theEvent.what )
{

II handle events of type mouseOown, keyDown, etc.

I
}
}

Looking at the above snippet you'll notice that there aren't too many
differences between this new version of Event Loop C) and previous
versions. Wai tNextEvent() is still called to obtain information about the
next event in the event queue~ and a switch statement is still used to
branch to other parts of the program to handle the event. What's different is
that Event Loop () now first checks to see if an event is dialog-related before
handling the event from within the s wi t ch statement.
The new version of Event Loop() calls FrontWi ndow() to see if a
window or dialog box is open. If at least one window or dialog box is
open, the Toolbox function Front Wi nd ow ( ) returns a pointer to whichever
is frontmost. If there are no windows or dialogs on the screen,
FrontWindowC) returns a nil pointer. If the pointer is nil, Eventloop()
knows the event isn't dialog-related. If the pointer isn't nil , Event Loop ( )
assumes that a dialog box might be involved. In that case, the applicationdefined function Hand 1e Di a1o g Event ( ) is called to check to see if the
event involves a mouse-click in the content area of a modeless dialog box.
If it does, Handl eDi a 1 ogEvent () does what its name suggests: It handles
the event. It also returns a value of true to Eventloop( ).
Before processing an event in its switch statement, Even tL o op C) checks
the Boolean value returned by Handl eDi al ogEvent( ). Did
Handl eDi al ogEvent() already handle the event? If so, everything is taken
care of and Event Loop() doesn't need to work with the event- the
s wi t ch statement body can be skipped. On the other hand, if
Handl eDi al ogEvent() didn't handle the event, Event Loop() needs to. If
that's the case, Event Loop() will execute the switch statement code that
handles events in the same way they've been handled in the past.
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EVENTS AND THE MODELESS DIALOG BOX
The decision as to whether or not Event Loop() handles an event is based
on the result returned by the application-defined Hand 1eDi a1og Event ( )
function. Before looking at the code that makes up this function, study the
following summary of what the function does:
Boolean HandleDialogEvent( EventRecord theEvent
I

if the event isn't dialog-related
return fa 1se
if the event is an update or activate of a dialog box
let the Toolbox handle it
return true
if the event is a mouse click on a dialog box item
handle the event
return true

Near the start of Handl eDi a1ogEvent() the function declares a Boal ean
variable and initializes it to fa 1s e.
Boolean eventHandled = false;

If Hand 1eDi a1og Event ( ) doesn't handle the event, the value of
eventHandl ed will be returned, unchanged, to Eventloop( ). That will let
Event Loop () know that it must handle the event. After initializing
eventHandl ed, Handl eDi a1ogEvent () checks to see if the event involves a
dialog box. A call to the Toolbox function I s Di a1og Event ( ) returns a value
of t rue if the event is dialog-related or fa 1se if it is not:
if ( IsDialogEvent( &theEvent
II handle the event

>

== true )

If I sDi a1ogEvent () returns a value of fa 1se, the rest of the code in the
Handl eDi a1ogEvent () routine gets skipped. The event isn't dialog-related,
so it's back to Event Loop ( ) for the handling of the event. If
Is Di al ogEvent() returns a value of true, Handl eDi al ogEvent() proceeds
to the next Toolbox function call.
if ( OialogSelect( &theEvent. &theDialog, &theltem

>

== true

I
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The Di a1ogSe1 ect () function is similar to the Mod a1Dia1 og () function
in that it returns the item number of a clicked-on item. Di a1ogSe1 ect () is
more powerful by virtue of its ability to also respond to update events and
activate events. If a dialog box needs updating or activating,
Di a1ogSe1 ect () will take care of things and then return a value of fa 1se.
That tells Hand 1eDi a1og Event ( ) that the event has been taken care of. If
the event involves a mouse-dick on an enabled item, Di a 1og Se 1e ct ( ) will
return the item number of the clicked-on item and a value of true. That
tells Hand 1eDi a1og Event ( ) that it must perform further processing: It must
handle the mouse-dick in a way appropriate to the item that was clicked
on. The means of doing that is a switch statement.
switch ( theltem )
{

II handle a mouse button click on a dialog box item

The code that appears within the body of the Handl eDi a1ogEvent ()
switch statement may be identical to the code that appears in the s wi t ch
statement of the loop that controls a modal dialog box. The following
snippet is an example of what Handl eDi a1ogEvent () looks like. To
demonstrate the format of this function while still keeping things simple,
this version of Hand 1eDi a1og Event ( ) is useful for a modeless dialog box
like the one pictured in Figure 8-15. That dialog box has only a single
enabled item, a Quit button. The ModelessDialog example program that
follows provides a look at a more practical version of the
Handl eDi a1ogEvent () function:
Boolean HandleDialogEventC EventRecord theEvent
I

Di al ogPtr theDi al og:
short
the Item;
Boolean eventHandled = false;
if ( IsDialogEvent( &theEvent )

==

true

{

if ( DialogSelect( &theEvent, &theDialog, &theltem )
{

switch ( theltem )
I

case kQuitButton:
gDone = true;
break;

==

true )
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true;

}

return ( eventHandled );

Rs an alernate means of
eHlting this program, click
the Quit button 111 any time

~
Figure 8·15

An example of a simple modeless dialog box.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: MODELESSDWOG
Some example programs require a lengthy walk-through to make it clear
what's happening in the source code. The ModelessDialog example isn't
one of these; if you are familiar with this chapter's Moda!Dialog example
program, you're most of the way to understanding the ModelessDialog
source code listing. That's because ModelessDialog does exactly what
ModalDialog does: It converts a user-entered string to either uppercase or
lowercase. The two programs are so similar, in fact, that tl1ey use the same
DITL resource. The only difference is tl1at ModelessDialog uses a modeless
dialog box in place of the modal dialog box used by the ModalDialog
program. Figure 8-16 shows that the items in the ModelessDialog dialog box
are identical to those found in the ModalDialog dialog box. The difference
in looks between the dialog boxes can be found in the title bar - the
modeless dialog box has one, and the modal dialog box used in the
previous example doesn't.

Hanclllng other events
ModelessDialog includes a Handl eMouseDown() routine to take care of
events that don't involve a dialog box update or activate or a mouse-click in
the content of the dialog box. What types of events are left? In this program,
mouse-clicks in the window's drag bar.

I •
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A._.a
Type some teHt here:
J Change

ALL this to upper

I

@Change to uppercase
O Change to lowercase
~ Print teHt below:

Figure 8-16

The modeless dialog box displayed by the ModelessDialog program.

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent )
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
short
thePart :
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent .where , &theWindow );
switch ( thePart
I

case inDrag:
DragWindow( theWindow. theEvent.where. &qd.screenBits .bounds );
break;

Notice that the code that handles a mouse Down event in the title bar of a
modeless dialog box is no different from the code that handles the same
event in the title bar of a window. The same would hold true if the
ModelessDialog program supported mouse-clicks in other areas of the
dialog box, such as a close box. For more information on handling mouse
clown events, refer back to Chapter 7. There you'll see a
Handl eMouseDown () routine very similar to the one listed above.

The ModelessDialog source code bsting
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cdefi ne
Cdefine
Cdefi ne
Cdefine

rDispl ayDialog
128
kDoltButton
1
kTextToChangeEdit 2
kUppercaseRadi o
3
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IJdef i ne
/Jdefine
#define
//define
/ldefi ne

kLowercaseRadio
4
kEchoToOialogCheck 5
kQuitButton
6
kControlOn
1
kControlOff
0

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gOone = false:
short gOldRadio .. kUppercaseRadio;
Boolean gConvertToUpper = true:
Boolean gEchoTextToOialog = false;
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

InitializeToolbox():
OpenChangeTextDialog():
Eventloop():
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void OpenChangeTextDialog( void

>

{

OialogPtr theOialog:
theDialog .. GetNewOialog( rOisplayOialog, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL );
if ( theOialog ~= nil )
ExitToShell ():
SetRadioButtons( theDialog, gOldRadio ):
if ( gEchoTextToOialog == true )
gEchoTextToOialog .. SetCheckBox( theOialog, kEchoToOialogCheck ):
ShowWindow( theOialog >:
SetPort( theDialog >:
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
void EventLoop( void >
{

EventRecord theEvent:
Boolean is DialogEvent:
while

<

gOone == false )

I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil ) :
FrontWindow() , .. nil )
isOialogEvent = HandleOialogEventC theEvent );

if (

if ( isOialogEvent .... false
I

switch

<

theEvent.what

{

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseOown( theEvent );
break:
I
I
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean HandleDialogEvent( EventRecord theEvent )
{

Di a1ogPtr the Di a1og:
short
the Item:
Boolean eventHandled .. false:
if (

Is Di a1ogEvent( &theEvent ) == true

{

if ( DialogSelect( &theEvent, &theDialog, &theltem ) == true )
{

switch ( theltem )
(

case kUppercaseRadio:
SetRadioButtons( theDialog, kUppercaseRadio );
gConvertToUpper a true;
break:
case klowercaseRadio:
SetRadioButtons( theDialog, klowercaseRadio );
gConvertToUpper = false;
break;
case kEchoToDialogCheck:
gEchoTextToDialog = SetCheckBox( theDialog, kEchoToDialogCheck ):
break;
case kOuitButton:
gDone = true;
break;
case kDoltButton:
ConvertText( theDialog, kTextToChangeEdit >:
EchoConvertedTextToDialog( theDialog, kTextToChangeEdit ):
break:
eventHandled = true;
I

return ( eventHandled );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void ConvertText( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
I

short theType;
Handle theHandle:
Rect theRect:
Str255 theText;
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem. &theType, &theHandle. &theRect>:
GetDialogltemText( theHandle. theText >:
if ( gConvertToUpper == true )
UppercaseText( (Ptr)theText. theText[0] + 1. smSystemScript >:
else
LowercaseText( (Ptr)theText. theText[0] + 1. smSystemScript );
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SetDialogltemTextC theHandle, theText );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void EchoConvertedTextToDialog( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
I

short theType;
Handle theHandle;
Rect theRect;
Str255 theText;
SetRectC &theRect, 25. 180, 230. 200 );
FillRectC &theRect, &qd.white >:
if ( gEchoTextToDialog == true )
{

GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem. &theType, &theHandle, &theRect):
GetDialogltemText( theHandle, theText >:
MoveToC 30, 190 >:
Drawstring( theText );
I
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
short
thePart:
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart
I

case inDrag:
DragWindow( theWindow, theEvent.where, &qd.screenBits.bounds >:
break:
}

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean SetCheckBox( DialogPtr theDialog, short theltem )
{

short
Handle
Rect
short
Boolean

theType:
theHandle:
theRect:
theOldSetting:
checkBoxOn:

GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect ):
theOldSetting = GetControlValue(
if ( theOldSetting

==

ControlHandle )theHandle );

kControlOn

I

SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff);
checkBoxOn = false:
}

else
{

• •IEI.al• • •
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SetControlValue< ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn ):
checkBoxOn = true;
I

return ( checkBoxOn );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void SetRadioButtons( DialogPtr theDialog, short theNewRadio )
(

short theType;
Handle theHandle:
Rect theRect:
GetDialogltem< theDialog, gOldRadio. &theType. &theHandle, &theRect ):
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOff ):
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theNewRadio, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect );
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, kControlOn );
gOldRadio = theNewRadio :

Alerts
When the user needs to be warned about, or prevented from, taking a
particular action, a program should post an alert. An alert looks like a
simple dialog box. It usually consists of a sentence or two of text, an OK
button, and possibly a Cancel button. An alert behaves as a modal dialog
box does - action can't take place elsewhere until the alert is dismissed.
Now that you know about dialog boxes and the DLOG and DITL
resources, your study of the use of alerts can be short and to the point.
That's because an alert is nothing more than a stripped-down modal dialog
box. In fact, an alert could be implemented using a modal dialog box that
had a DI TL with just one or two buttons. So why not just use a simple
modal dialog box in place of an alert? Because the Toolbox offers more
support for the alert than it does for a modal dialog box. As you'll see in
this section, your code only needs to make a single Toolbox call to display
and handle an alert.
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THE ALERT RESOURCES
An alert requires two resources: an ALRT and a DITL. The ALRT resource

defines the size and placement of the alert. The DI TL defines the items that
will appear in the alert - just as it defines the items that will appear in
a dialog box. To create an ALRT resource in ResEdit, follow these two
simple steps:

STEPS: CREATING AN ALRT RESOURCE IN RESEDIT
Step 1. Select Create New Resource from the Resource menu.
Step 2. Scroll to the ALRT type in the list and double-dick o n it, or type
ALRT (in uppercase) in the editable text box and click on the OK

button.
ResEdit opens an Alert editor like the one shown in Figure 8-17. As you
can see in this figure, the ALRT is similar to the DI TL. The difference is that
an alert comes in only one flavor - you can't change the overall look of
the alert window.
ALRT ID • 128 from Rlerts.rsrc

• fl•

lal ...n , . ._.,.

Color: @ oer11u11
Q Cust om

D

Dill ID:

i120

~-~

Top: ~ Heigh t:~
left:~ Width: ~

Figure 8·17
An ALRT resource as viewed in ResEdit.

To create a DITL that will be used with this ALRT, double-click on the
small alert that's on the left side of the ALRT resource. This is the same
technique used to create a new DITL for a DLOG resource. For additional
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information on working with dialog items, refer back to this chapter's
discussion of the DITL resource.
If you use Resorcerer rather than ResEdit, follow these steps to create a
new ALRT resource:

STEPS: CREATING AN ALRT RESOURCE IN RESORCERER
Step 1. Click on the New button in the File window (the main window that
lists the resource types).
•
Step 2. Scroll to the ALRT type in the list and double-click on it, or type
ALRT (in uppercase) in the editable box and click on the Create
button.
After Step 2, Resorcerer will open an empty ALRT resource. Working
with an ALRT in Resorcerer is just like working with a DLOG resource. Select
Set Alert Info from the Alert menu to change the size and initial screen
placement of the alert. To add an item to the ALRT, select an item from the
hierarchical menu that gets displayed when you select New Item from the
Item menu, just as you would do to add an item to a DLOG resource. For
more information on this process, refer back to this chapter's discussion of
the DI TL resource.

THE ALERT·HANDLING SOURCE CODE
An alert consists of one or two buttons, some informative (or warning) text,
and perhaps an icon in the upper left comer of the alert. The Toolbox
routine A1er t ( ) posts an alert that controls the screen until the user
dismisses it. The A1e rt ( ) routine has three companion functions NoteA 1ert ( ) , Ca ut i onA 1ert (), and StopA 1ert () - that all work in the
same way as the A1e rt ( ) function. The only difference among these three
functions is the icon that each displays in the upper left comer of the alert.
Figure 8-18 shows the icon that each function substitutes in place of the
dashed rectangle shown in the figure.
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NoteAlert ( )
CautionAlert ( ) ~
StopAlert ( )

~

~

e

Il1r;,-_'jlf:;===il
1·_-·J··-····
1

Click OK to accept,
Cancel to Ignore
( Cancel )

K

OK

lJ

Figure 8·18
An alert can display no icon, or any one of three system icons.

~

l__l_J

All four of the alert functions will automatically highlight the button that
has an item number of 1. That means you should make the alert's default
button the first item in the alert's DI TL resource.
To display an alert that has no icon, call Alert (). Pass the ID of an
ALRT resource as the first parameter and a nil pointer as the second
parameter. The second parameter is useful only when an optional filter
function is used to provide additional event-handling:
#define
rMessageAlert 128
Alert( rMessageAlert. nil ):

The above snippet works best for an alert that has a single button. An
example might be an alert that is used to simply provide the user with some
information. Because the user isn't expected to make a decision, only an
OK button would be provided in this type of alert.
If an alert requires the user to make a decision, the short value returned
by the A1er t ( ) function should be examined. This returned value holds
the item number of the button that the user clicked on. The following
snippet shows how to handle an alert that displays an OK button and a
Cancel button:
l/defi ne
rMessageA l ert
#define
kOKButton
kCancelButton
#define
short theltem:

128
1
2
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theltem =Alert( rMessageAlert. nil );
if ( theltem == kOKButton )
II take action appropriate for OK button selection
else
II take action appropriate for Cancel button selection

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: ALERTS
The Alerts program displays either one alert or four alerts. The number
depends on the action.taken when the first alert is posted. This first alert is
shown on the left side of Figure 8-19. If the user clicks on the OK button,
the three alerts on the right side of the figure appear, one after the other. If
the user clicks on the Cancel button, the program exits without displaying
any of the three other alerts.

e

Another alert.

OK))
IIi]

Click the OK button
to see more alerts.
[ Cancel ) [

OK

~

Another alert.
({

OK

)J

~ Another alert.
((

OK

JI

Figure 8·19

The Alerts program displays up to four alerts.
~
The resource file for the Alerts project consists of two ALRT resources
and two DITL resources. One ALRT (with an ID of 128) defines the slightly
larger alert shown on the left of Figure 8-19. One DITL (with an ID of 128)
defines the two buttons and one static text item that appear in that alert.
The other ALRT and DITL (each with an ID of 129) are used for all three of
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the alerts shown on the right side of Figure 8-19. The different icon that
appears in each of these three alerts is the result of the different Toolbox
routines used to display the alerts:
II ________________________________________

#define
#define
#define
#define

rTwoButtonAlert
rOneButtonAlert
kOKButton
kCancelButton

128
129
1
2

II ______________________________________

~

void main( void )
{

short theltem:
InitializeToolbox():
theltem =Alert( rTwoButtonAlert. nil ):
if ( theitem == kOKButton )
I
NoteAlert( rOneButtonAlert, nil ) :
CautionAlert( rOneButtonAlert. nil ):
StopAlert( rOneButtonAlert, nil >:
}

Dialog Reference
This section describes the Toolbox routines that are used to work with
modal dialog boxes, modeless dialog boxes, and alerts.

OPENING AND CLOSING ADIALOG BOX
The technique used to open a dialog box is similar to that used to open a
window. First, resource data needs to be loaded into memory. After that, the
dialog box needs to be displayed.

GetNewDialog( )
To load the data from a DLOG and D!TL resource, call GetNewDi a1og ( ) •
#define
rOisplayDialog
128
OialogPtr theDialog:
theDialog = GetNewDialog( rDisplayOialog, nil. (WindowPtr)-lL >:
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The first parameter to GetNewDi al og () is the resource ID of a DLOG
resource. The second parameter is used to specify the memoiy location
where the dialog data should be stored, while the third parameter tells
whether the dialog box should appear in front of all other windows.

ShowWindow( )
Make an invisible dialog box visible by calling the Toolbox function
ShowWi ndow( ):

OialogPtr theDialog;
ShowWi ndow( theOi al og);

Pass ShowWi ndow() a pointer to the dialog box to make visible. If a
dialog box doesn't appear on screen after calling Get New Di a1og ( ) , then the
visible field of the Wi ndowRecord structure that is a part of the
Di al ogRecord has not be~n set to true. This can be done from within a
resource editor or by calling ShowWi ndow().

DisposeDialog( )
To close a dialog box and free the memoiy associated with it, pass a pointer
to the dialog box to the Toolbox function Di sposeDi al og ( ) .
OialogPtr theDialog;
OisposeOialog( theDialog );

USING AMODAL DIALOG BOX
A modal dialog box controls the screen; mouse-clicks outside the dialog box

are ignored. Displaying a modal dialog on the screen is achieved through a
call to GetNewDi al og ( ) .

ModalDialog( )
Once a dialog box is displayed, it can be either a modal or modeless dialog
box. If the dialog box is controlled by repeatedly calling the Toolbox
function Modal Di al og ( ) , the dialog box is considered a modal dialog box.
short theltem:
Modal Dialog( nil, &theltem );
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The first parameter in Modal Di al og() is a pointer to an optional filter
function. Pass a value of ni 1 here to let Mod a1Di a1og ( ) do all of the work.
The second parameter is a pointer to a variable of type short. When the
user clicks the mouse button on an enabled item in the dialog box,
Mod a1Dia1 og () will return the item's number in this parameter.

USING AMODELESS DIALOG BOX
A modeless dialog box is more user-friendly than a modal dialog box. A

modeless dialog box allows the user to work outside the dialog box;
mouse-clicks outside the dialog box are not ignored. Displaying a modeless
dialog on the screen is achieved through a call to GetNewDi a1og ().

lsDkdogEvent( )
To determine if an event is dialog-related, call I sDi a1ogEvent ().
EventRecord theEvent;
if ( IsOialogEvent( &theEvent )
II handle the event

==

true )

The parameter in I sDi a1ogEvent() is the Event Record of the event to
test. A call to the Toolbox function I s 0 i a1og Event ( ) returns a value of
true if the event is dialog-related or fa 1 se if it is not.

DialogSeled( )
Once an event is known to be dialog-related, pass it to Di a1ogSe1 ect ( ) for
further processing.
Event Record the Event;
DialogPtr
theOialog;
short
the Item;
if ( DialogSelect( &theEvent. &theDialog, &theltem ) == true )

The first parameter in Di a1ogSe 1ect ( ) is the EventRecord of the event
to process. The second parameter is a pointer to the dialog box in which
the event occurred. If an update event or activate event that involves a
dialog box occurs, Di al o g Se 1e ct ( ) will handle it. If the event is a
mouseDown event, Di al ogSel ect() will use the third parameter to return
the item number of the clicked-on item.

lflFJI II II II
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WORKING WITH DIALOG BOX ITEMS
When the user clicks on an item in a dialog box, your program should get a
handle to that item. Once your program has a handle, the value of the item
can be obtained or changed.

GetDialogltem( )
To get a handle to a dialog box item, call Get Di a 1og I tern(). This function
can be used to obtain a handle to any item, not just to an item that has
received a mouse-dick.
DialogPtr theDialog:
short
the Type:
Handle
theHandle:
Rect
theRect:
Str255
theText:
GetDialogltem( theDialog, theltem, &theType, &theHandle, &theRect):

Pass Get Di a 1og It em ( ) a pointer to the dialog box that holds the item
in question and the item number of the item. In return, Get Di al og It em ( )
will fill its third, fourth, and fifth parameters with information about the
item. The third parameter will hold the type of the item; the fourth parameter will hold a handle to the item; and in the fifth parameter the coordinates
of the rectangle that surrounds the item will be stored. Your program will
usually be interested in the fourth parameter, the handle to the item.

GetControlValue( )
After calling Get Di a 1og I tern () to obtain a handle to an item, call
Get Cont r ol Va 1ue ( ) to get the value of the item.
Handle theHandle:
short theVal ue:
theValue

=

GetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle );

Pass GetControl Va 1 ue() a handle to the item whose value needs to be
found. Typecast the handle to a Control Handle. In exchange,
Get Control Va 1 ue ( ) will place the current value of the control item in the
returned short variable. Call Set Cont r o 1 Va 1 ue ( ) to change the value of
the control.
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SetControlValue( )
After calling Get Di a1og It em ( ) to receive a handle to an item, call
SetCont ro 1Va1 ue ( ) to give the item a new value.
Handle theHandle:
short theNewValue = 1:
SetControlValue( ( ControlHandle )theHandle, theNewValue );

Pass SetControl Value() a handle to the item whose value needs to be
found. Typecast the handle to a Cont r o 1Hand 1e. The second parameter
holds the new value for the control. A value of 1 turns the control on, and a
value of 0 turns it off. Call Get Cont r o1Va 1 ue ( ) if you need to check the
current control value before setting it to a new value.

GetDialogltemText( )
After calling GetDi al ogitem() to obtain a handle to an editable text item,
call GetDi al ogitemText() to get the text that is currently in the item.
Handle theHandle;
Str255 thelext;
GetDialogltemlext( theHandle, thelext );

Pass GetDialogitemText() a handle to the editable text item. Note that
this handle should not be typecast to a Cont r o1Hand l e.
Get Di a 1og It em Text ( ) will fill the second parameter with the text that is in
the item. Call Set Di a 1og I t em Text ( ) if you want to place a new string in
this editable text item.

SetDialogltemText( )
After calling Get Di al og Item() to get a handle to an editable text item, call
SetDi al ogitemText() to place a new string in the item:
Handle theHandle:
Str255 thelext;
SetDialogltemlext( theHandle, thelext );

Pass Set Di a 1og It em Text ( ) a handle to the editable text item. This
handle should not be typecast to a Control Handle. SetDi al ogitemText()
will place the text from the St r 255 parameter into the editable text item.
Call Get Di a 1og I t em Text ( ) if you want to get the current text from the item.
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ALERTS
To implement an alert, use one of the four Toolbox functions described
below. Each routine is capable of supporting an alert without any other
code or Toolbox calls.

Alert()
To display an alert that has no icon in its upper left comer, call A1e rt ( ) .
#define
short

rTheAlert
theltem:

128

theltem .. Alert( rTheAlert. nil );

The first parameter to A1ert () is the ID of the ALRT resource that
defines the alert to be displayed. The second parameter is a pointer to an
optional filter function that can be used for additional event processing. Pass
a value of ni 1 here to let A1e rt ( ) do all of the work. When the user
dismisses the alert, the A1er t ( ) function will return the item number of the
clicked-on button.

NoteAlert( )
To display an alert that has a message icon in its upper left comer, call
Not eA 1er t ( ) . Not eA 1er t ( ) works just like A1e rt : see the description of
that routine for more information.
#define
short

rMessageAlert
the Item:

128

theltem .. NoteAlert( rMessageAlert, nil );

CautionAlert( )
To display an alert that has a warning icon in its upper left comer, call
CautionAlert(). CautionAlert() works just like Alert(); see the
description of that routine for more information.
#define
short
theltem

rWarnAlert
the Item:
=

128

CautionAlert( rWarnAlert, nil );
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StopAlert()
To display an alert that has a stop sign icon in its upper left corner, call
StopA l ert (). StopA l ert () works just like Alert (); see the description of
that routine for more information.
#define
short

rDangerAlert
the Item:

128

theltem = StopAlert( rDangerAlert, nil );
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Text

T

he Move To ( ) and Dr a wS tr i ng ( ) functions that are a part of
QuickDraw provide an easy way for your application to draw text to
a window or dialog box. But this method of placing text on the screen has a
few drawbacks. First, using DrawStri ng () to write large amounts of userentered t~ is an awkward process. Second, the text drawn by
DrawStri r1j9 () is not editable. To overcome these obstacles, the Macintosh
Toolbox has a second means of working with text - TextEdit.
T~t is a set of data structures and Toolbox routines that make it
easy f~;;~~r program to display user-entered text and to let the user edit
that text.
you'll learn in this chapter, your program can define a text area
of any siz in a window. This area is then used to display the text that the
user types. In this chapter you'll learn how to create such a text area and
how to iruyiage the text that appears in this area. You'll see how your
program can use TextEdit to support scrolling, text selection, and textediting operations such as cut, copy, and paste.

TextEdit and Static Text
TextEdit is usually used for displaying editable text. But TextEdit also
provides a simple means to display a static, or noneditable, string within a
window or dialog box.
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THE TED BOX
You've seen that QuickDraw lets you draw a line of text anywhere within a
window by using the Toolbox routine Move() or MoveTo() to position the
graphics pen and then calling the Toolbox function DrawStri ng() to draw
a string. TextEdit lets you perform a similar task using the TETextBox()
function.
The difference between the text that results from a call to Draw St r i n g ( )
and a call to TETextBox() is in word-wrapping. When you call
Drawstring(), the text that is drawn always appears on a single line. If the
end of the graphics port that the text is being drawn to is reached before
the end of the text string, the remainder of the string is truncated and lost.
The string drawn with TETextBox( ), on the other hand, can appear on
more than one line. Your program doesn't have to specify how many lines.
Instead, your program specifies an area in which the text should be drawn.
TextEdit will determine from the length of the string and the area provided
how many lines to break the string into.
Besides wrapping text to a given area, TETextBox() will justify the text
in one of three ways. By using one of three Apple-defined constants in the
call to T ET ext Box ( ) , the text can be positioned within the box in the three
ways shown in Figure 9-1.
teFlushleft
These words
appeer tn the
text box

teFlushright

teCenter

These words
eppeer tn the
text box

These words
eppe8r in the
text box

Figure 9·1

Apple-defined constants and the text ;ustification that they produce.
The following snippet shows how a call to TETextBox() can be used to
draw a string to a box in a window or dialog box:
Rect theTextRect;
short theJust;
Str255 theString = "\pThese words appear in the text box";
long thelength;
thelength a theString[0];
SetRect( &theTextRect. 20, 20, 120, 80 );
theJust = teFlushLeft:
TETextBox( <Ptr)(theString+l). thelength, &theTextRect. theJust ):
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The first parameter in TETextBox() is a pointer to the text to draw.
When a variable of type St r 255 is passed, two factors must be taken into
account. The first thing to consider is that a St r 255 variable uses the
Macintosh Pascal format of storing the length of the string (that is, the
number of characters in the string) in the first byte of the string. When using
TETextBox() to draw a string in Str255 format, this first byte should be
skipped. The second thing to consider is that a St r 255 is an array of
characters. In C, the o.ame of an array (and thus the name of a St r 255
variable) can be used as a pointer. That means that in the above snippet
theStri ng holds the address of the first byte of the string to draw. Considering these two points together means that the St r i ng + 1 holds the
address of the start of the characters to draw. Finally, TETextBox () expects
a generic pointer, so the St r i ng + 1 should be typecast.
The second parameter in TETextBox() is the length, in characters, of
the string to draw. As you've just read, the length of a string in Str255
format is held in the first byte of the string. The content of the first byte of
the St r i ng is found in the first element of the string: the St r i ng [ 0 J.
The third parameter in TETextBox() is a pointer to the rectangle to
which the text should be drawn. The final parameter is one of the Appledefmed constants (teFl ushleft, teFl ushRi ght, teCenter) that specify
how the text should be justified.
The above snippet will result in a text box like the one shown on the
left of Figure 9-1. Almost. The TETextBox() function doesn't draw a frame
around the text. The rectangle that is passed as the third parameter to
TETextBox() describes the coordinates of the box in which text should be
drawn - it isn't used to frame the text. To do that, call the Toolbox function
FrameRect( ). Base the size of the framing rectangle on the TETextBox()
rectangle, but add a buffer of a few pixels so that the text will not brush up
against the frame.
Rect theTextRect:
Rect theFrameRect;
theFrameRect = theTextRect;
InsetRect( &theFrameRect, -5, -5 ) :
FrameRect( &theFrameRect ):

In the above snippet, the Toolbox function InsetRect() is used to
defme a rectangle that is 10 pixels wider and 10 pixels higher than the text
box rectangle. The first parameter in InsetRect() is a rectangle whose size
is to be altered. The second and third parameters specify how much the
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first-parameter rectangle should be grown or shrunk. Because the routine is
typically used to shrink a rectangle, positive values specify how many pixels
the rectangle should be shrunk by. Negative values then specify how many
pixels the rectangle should grow by. A second parameter value of -5 tells
InsetRect() to expand both the left and right side of theF rameRect by
five pixels. A third parameter value of-5 tells In set Rect() to expand both
the top and bonom of theFrameRect by five pixels. The result is a framed
rectangle that provides a five-pixel empty zone along each edge of the
text box.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: TEXTBOX
The TextBox program opens a w indow with a small text box in it. A single
string is drawn left-justified within the box, as shown in Figure 9-2. As is the
case with any text drawn with a call to TETextBox <), the text that appears
in the window cannot be selected or edited. To quit the TextBox program,
click the mouse bunon.
~(j'~

New Window

Th1s text will
be wrepped tn
the text box

Figure 9-2

The TextBox program displays a window with a box of noneditable text.

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lldefi ne
l/defi ne
/Ide fine
l/defi ne
/ldefi ne

rTextWindow
kTextRectleft
kTextRectRight
kTextRectTop
kTextRectBottom

128
20
120
20
80

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr
Rect
Rect
short
Str255

theWindow :
theTextRect :
theFrameRect:
theJust ;
theString • •\pThis tex: will be wrapped in the text box·;
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InitializeToolbox():
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rTextWindow. nil. (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow >:
ShowWindow( theWindow );
theJust = teFlushleft:
SetRect( &theTextRect. kTextRectleft, kTextRectTop,
kTextRectRight, kTextRectBottom ):
theFrameRect = theTextRect:
InsetRect( &theFrameRect, -5. -5 >:
FrameRect( &theFrameRect >:
TETextBox( CPtr)(theString+l), theString[0J, &theTextRect, theJust >:
while ( !Button() )

TextEdit
The TET ext Box ( ) routine and the text box that it creates don't do justice to
the power of TextEdit. As you're about to learn, TextEdit enables a programmer to add editable text to any area of a window or dialog box through the
use of just a few Toolbox routines.

THE TED EDIT RECORD
To display editable text in a window, your program will create a text edit
record - usually referred to as an edit record. An edit record holds up to
32,768 characters, or 32 MB of text. But an edit record contains more than
just text. It also holds the editing environment for a block of text, much as a
graphics port holds the drawing environment for a window. An edit record
keeps track of such things as where the text is displayed in a window and
the font the text is to appear in. The information in an edit record is stored
in a TE Rec data structure, the definition of which is shown here:
struct TERec
I

Rect
Rect
Rect
short
short

destRect:
viewRect:
selRect:
lineHeight:
fontAscent:
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Point
short
short
short
WordBreakUPP
TEClickLoopUPP
long
short
long
short
short
short
Handle
long
short
short
short
Style
Slnt8
short
short
GrafPtr
HighHookUPPhigh
CaretHookUPP
short
short

selPoint;
selStart;
selEnd;
active;
wordBreak;
clickloop;
clickTime:
clickloc;
caretTime;
caretState;
just;
telength;
hText:
hDispatchRec:
clikStuff;
crOnly;
txFont:
txFace;
filler:
txMode:
txSize:
inPort;
Hook;
caretHook;
nli nes;
lineStarts[l6001J:

I:

The fields of the TE Rec structure aren't accessed directly. Instead,
Toolbox routines shield you from the need to become familiar with the type
and purpose of each field. For example, the Toolbox function
TEActivate() isusedtosetthe active field of a TERec, thus making your
program aware of which one of possibly several edit records is to be the
recipient of typed characters. This method of indirect access is similar to the
way in which the fields of a Graf Port structure are accessed. Recall that a
Graf Port - used to hold drawing environment information - is also
accessed through Toolbox functions. An example is a call to the Toolbox
function that changes the pattern in which shapes are filled. The PenPat()
function changes the value of the f i 11 Pat field of a Graf Port.

THE DESTINATION AND VIEW REUANGUS
Each edit record has two rectangles that are used in conjunction with each
other to display the text held in the edit record. The destination rectangle
specifies the area that is to hold the text. The view rectangle specifies the
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area that is viewable by the user. The coordinates of these two rectangles
are often the same, but it's possible to make them different. Figure 9-3
illustrates an example where the view rectangle is smaller than the destination rectangle, thus cutting off some of the text from the sight of the user.
Figure 9-4 shows what the user would see given the destination and view
rectangles used in Figure 9-3.
New Window

View
r ectangle

Destination
rectangle

[):R'A:~'~'~Y~~:~~~,;;;~:~~~~:~h;~.·:r·,;~~····1
: hold computer progrems. Wpen you !
. , run e progrem, the Mee ect~elly
!
1! mekes e copy of the progre!fl end
!
11 places the copy into RAM rtjemory. So 1
::when the selesoerson et the local :
!·c:iirriiiiii·a;:·5·iiir-ii·5;iy5.''iiel"more RAM, !
· upgrade, upgrade, you cen never have!
. too much RAM!" he isn't just giYing !

•

l..~~~.~..1.~~~:.~~~--~~~~.~!~~'..~~.~~~~.......l
Figure 9-3
An edit record's view rectangle and destination rectangle con differ in size.
New Window

RAM chips ere memory chip
hold computer progrems. W
run e program, the Mac actL
mekes e copy of the progre1
pieces the copy Into RAM m
when the salesoerson et th1

Figure 9-4
The text that is displayed as a result of the view and destination rectangles used
in Figure 9-3.
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CREATING AND DISPOSING OF ATEXT EDIT RECORD
Before creating a new text edit record, establish the coordinates of the
destination and view rectangles that will be used by the edit record. The
following snippet defines a destination rectangle 200 pixels across by 100
pixels in height and then sets the view rectangle to those same coordinates.
Rect theDestRect;
Rect theViewRect;
SetRect( &theDestRect, 10. 10, 210, 110 );
theViewRect = theOestRect;
To create a new edit record, call TEN ew ( ) . This Toolbox function
allocates memory for a new TERec data structure and returns a handle to
that memory to your program. The following snippet shows why the
destination rectangle and view rectangle were defined before creating the
new edit record - pointers to these rectangles serve as the two parameters
to TENew( ):
TEHandle theTErecord;
Rect
theDestRect;
Rect
theViewRect:
SetRect{ &theDestRect. 10. 10, 200, 100 );
theViewRect = theDestRect:
theTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect ):
The· text that will appear in the new text edit record will have whatever
text characteristics are being used in the current window. For example, if
the following snippet appeared before the above code was executed, the
text in the edit record created by TENew() would appear in 14-point Times:
SetPort( theWindow >:
TextFont( times );
TextSize( 14 );
II set rectangles and create new edit record
~

Make sure a call to GetNewWi ndow() precedes the call to TENew( );
~ TENew() uses information from the current port. A window needn't be
visible at the time TENew() is called, but one must be open. Don't call
TEN ew ( ) too early in your program just to get the task of creating an edit
record out of the way.
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Call the Toolbox function TED i s pose ( ) when your program is through
with an edit record. TED i s pose ( ) deallocates all of the memory associated
with the edit record referenced by the handle passed to the function.

TEHandle theTErecord:
TEDispose( theTErecord >:

USER INPUT AND THE TEXT EDIT RECORD
The hText field of a TE Rec data structure is a handle to an area of memory
that is to hold the text of the edit record. When a new edit record is created
by a call to TENew( ), the memory referenced by the hText handle is empty.
As the user types, the typed characters are added to the memory referenced
by hText.
If the characters resulting from the user's keystrokes are to be entered
into the edit record, the Toolbox function TEKey() should be used. The
following snippet adds an uppercase letter A to the edit record:
TEHandle theTErecord:
TEKeyC 'A', theTErecord ) :
TEKey() adds the character named in the first parameter to the edit
record referenced by the handle in the second parameter. TE Key ( ) adds the
character, but doesn't display it. To do that, call TEUpdate( ).

TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect, theTErecord >:

The first parameter in TEUpdate() is a pointer to a rectangle that needs
updating. Passing the portRect field of the Graf Port that theWi ndow points
to means that the entire window will be updated. The second parameter is
a handle to the edit record that holds the newly added text.
~
If you think using TEKey() to add a particular character to an edit record
seems a bit like simulating user input, you're absolutely correct. After the
introductory example to TextEdit - the TEintro program described next you'll see how TEKey() can be used to really accept user-typed characters.

1.1.J
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: TEINTRO
When you run TEintro, you'll see a window like the one shown in Figure
9-5. The window holds a framed box with the characters "Tell..'t!" in it.
ilfi ~

New Window ::

D
Figure 9·5

The TE/ntro program displays a window with a text area with five characters
in it.
TENew() uses the coordinates of the two passed-in rectangles to

esrablish the edit record's destination and view rectangles, but it doesn't
draw a frame around the view rectangle. Your program will need to do that.
TEintro does that in the same way this chapte r's TextBox program does: A
rectangle the size of the view rectangle is enlarged slightly, and then
FrameRect() is called to draw the frame.
To add the five characters to the edit record, TE Key ( ) is invoked five
times. After the fifth call, TEUpda te ( ) is called to update the window (which
of course includes the destination and view rectangles).
TEintro declares both the text edit record handle and frame rectangle
variables at the global level. While this is not necessary in such a very short
program, it was done to provide consistency with the next two example
programs presented in this chapte r. In those examples, providing t11ese
variables global scope will be important.
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define
#define
#define
lldefine
#defi ne

rTextWindow
kTextRectleft
kTextRectRight
kTextRectTop
kTextRec tBottom

128
20
120
20
80

"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TEHandle gTErecord :
Rect gFrameRect:
"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

voi d main( void )
(
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WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
theDestRect:
Rect
theViewRect:
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rTextWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetRect( &theDestRect, kTextRectLeft, kTextRectTop,
kTextRectRight, kTextRectBottom );
theViewRect theDestRect:
a

gTErecord =
TEKey( 'T',
TEKey( 'e',
TE Key( 'x',
TEKey( 't'.
TEKey( '!'.

TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect );
gTErecord );
gTErecord );
gTErecord ) :
gTErecord );
gTErecord );

TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect, gTErecord );
gFrameRect = theDestRect:
lnsetRect< &gFrameRect. -5, -5 ) :
FrameRect( &gFrameRect );
while ( !Button() )
TEDispose( gTErecord );

IEXTEDIT AND EVENTS
If your event-handling program includes a window that uses TextEdit, you'll
need to make a few additions to your program's event loop. Besides
handling the updateEvt, mouseDown, and keyDown events that you are used
to working with, such programs usually also respond to two event types
you may not be familiar with: null events and activate events. The following
version of Event Loop ( ) looks for an event of any of these five types. When
Wai t Next Event ( ) reports that one of these events has occurred,
Event Loop() then calls an application-defined routine to do the actual work
of handling that event. Each application-defined routine is described in the
text that follows the Event Loop ( ) listing.
void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent:

• • •IHUI•
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while ( gDone

==

false )

{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. nil ):
switch ( theEvent.what
{

case nullEvent:
HandleNull();
break;
case activateEvt:
HandleActivate( theEvent ):
break:
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break;
case keyOown:
HandleKeyOown( theEvent ):
break;
}
}

Tite nuD event
When the event queue is empty, Wai t Next Event ( ) returns an event of type
nu 11 Event. This null event lets your program know that none of the events
it typically handles, such as a window update or a mouse-dick, are waiting
to be taken care of. Since there's nothing to be done, many programs
choose to simply ignore events of type nu 11 Event. All the example
programs you've seen up to this point haven't included any code to handle
a null event. If your program uses TextEdit, however, it should watch for
and respond to null events.
When your program receives a null event, it can perform idle processing - taking care of simple, low-priority chores that can be handled in
between the processing of higher-priority tasks. The most common example
of an idle processing task is the blinking of the caret. The caret is the short
vertical line that appears in a block of text and marks the current insertion
point for typed characters. A program that includes editable text should also
include a blinking caret. The Toolbox function TE Id l e ( ) is responsible for
blinking the caret in the edit record whose handle is passed to it.

TEidle( gTErecord );
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To consistently blink the caret, TE Id 1e ( ) must be called frequently.
Because null events occur very frequently (when no other events occur,
every pass through the event loop generates one), TEldl e() should be
called in response to such an event.

TEHandle gTErecord:
case nul 1 Event:
TEidl e( gTErecord ) ;
break:

If your program includes an application-defined function for the
handling of each event type, then the case nul 1 Event code might instead
look like this:
case nul lEvent:
Handl eNull ():
break:
While this example produces a Hand 1e Nu 11 ( ) function that is quite
trivial, you may still want to make use of such a routine to provide consistency in your program. If you look back at the above version of
Event Loop ( ) you'll see that the occurrence of an event of any type results
in a call to an application-defined routine to handle that event.

void HandleNull( void )
I

TEldle( gTErecord ):

The activate event
When a window other than the frontmost window gets clicked on, two
activate events are generated. The fact that both events are of type
acti vateEvt can be misleading; the first event specifies which window
needs to be deactivated, while the second specifies which window needs to
be activated As with null events, some programs don't handle events
involving window activation. That's because the system takes care of the
work of properly highlighting and unhighlighting windows as they become
active and inactive. A program that uses TextEdit should, however, watch
for activation events.
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When an event is of type acti vateEvt, the event record's modifiers
field holds the information that tells whether the event involves window
activation or deactivation. Your program can perform an AND operation on
the mod if i er s field and the Apple-defined constant act i ve F1a g to
determine the nature of the event. If the result of the following operation is
anything but 0, the event involves window activation; if the result is 0, the
event involves window deactivation:
if ( ( theEvent.modifiers & activeFlag ) != 0
II result isn't 0, handle window activation
else
II result is 0, handle window deactivation
An application can have more than one open window, each containing

an edit record. However, only one of these records can be active at any
given time. The active record should be the edit record in the frontmost
window. If a window has an edit record, that record needs to be made
active when the window is clicked on. If the frontmost window has an edit
record and a different window is clicked on, the edit record in the frontmost
window needs to be deactivated.
In response to a deactivate event, call TEDe act i vat e ( ) to deactivate the
currently active edit record. In response to an activate event, call
TEActi vate( > to activate the edit record. When the user begins to type,
characters will be assigned to the correct edit record.
if ( ( theEvent.modifiers &activeFlag ) != 0 )
TEActivate( gTErecord >:
else
TEDeactivate( gTErecord );
As with the handling of a null event, you can incorporate the code to
handle an activate event in an application-defined activate-handling routine.

TEHandle gTErecord:
void HandleActivate( EventRecord theEvent )
{

if ( ( theEvent. modifiers & act i veFl ag ) ! = 0
TEActivate( gTErecord );
else
TEDeactivate( gTErecord );
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1he key down event
In the TEintro example, TE Key ( ) was called five times to deposit five
characters in the edit record. When characters are instead being entered one
at a time from the keyboard, you'll call TEKey () at each key Down event.
To determine which character to enter into the edit record, perform an
AND operation on the message field of the event record and the Appledefined constant charCodeMask.
short theChar:
theChar = theEvent.message & charCodeMask;
As described in Chapter 6, when a keyDown event occurs, the message
field of the event record gets filled with more than one piece of information.
The above operation extracts just the typed character information from the
message field.
Once the typed character is known, pass it to TE Key ( ) . This function
will add the character to the edit record referenced by the handle that is
passed as the second parameter to TE Key ( ) :

TEKey( theChar, gTErecord );
Here's the function that can be used when WaitNextEvent() returns an event
of type keyDown:
void HandleKeyDown< EventRecord theEvent )
I

short theChar:
theChar = theEvent.message &charCodeMask:
TEKey( theChar. gTErecord >:

1he update event
As you saw in this chapter's TElntro example, anytime text is added to an

edit record, that record needs to be updated.
TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect. gTErecord );

In the TEintro example, TEUpdate () was called a single time - after
TEKey() was called five times. The result was that the five characters were
added to the edit record and then displayed all at once. More typically, your
program will instead call TEKey() at each keystroke, and your program will
want to display each character as it is typed. To do that, call TEUpdate ()
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after every keystroke. The best way to accomplish that task is to call
TEUpdate() in response to an update event. Each time a keyDown event
occurs and TEKey() is called, an update event will be generated. Your
program can respond to that event as follows:
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect, gTErecord );
EndUpdate( theWindow );

Before calling TEUpdate(), call EraseRect() to make sure that the
caret gets erased if the window gets deactivated. The following routine can
be called in response to an update event. This function adds a call to the
Toolbox function FrameRect () to make sure the edit box border gets
redrawn.
void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
theWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message;
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
FrameRect( &gFrameRect );
TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect, gTErecord ):
EndUpdate( theWindow );

EXAMPU PROGRAM: TEINPUT
The TEinput program opens a window that holds a text box like the one
shown in Figure 9-6. Without clicking the mouse button, begin typing.
When you do, the characters you type will appear in the edit box. When
the characters reach the right side of the box, they'll word-wrap to the next
line. If you type enough characters, they will continue to be entered into the
edit record, but they won't appear in the view rectangle. You also won't be
able to scroll down to see them. The next program in this chapter,
TEScrollText, remedies this shortcoming. When you're done typing, click the
mouse button to end the program.
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New Window

The text the user types will
outomottcoll y word- wrap to
the oreo or t ht s bo~

Figure 9-6
The TE/nput program displays a window with an area that holds user~ntered
text.
TEinput uses the application-defined routines discussed in this chapter
to handle null, active, key down, and update events. A mouse down event
is handled by simply setting the global Boolean variable gOone to true. In
the next example, TEScrollEdit, the mouseOown events will be handled in a
more thorough manner.
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

l/defi ne
l/defi ne
l/defi ne
l/defi ne
l/defi ne

rTextWindow
kTextRectleft
kTextRectRight
kTextRectTop
kTextRectBottom

128
20
200
20
80

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false;
TEHandle gTErecord;
Rec t
gFrameRect;

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
(

WindowPtr theWindow;
InitializeToolbox(l ;
theWindow • GetNewWindow( rTextWindow , ni l, (WindowPtr l- ll l ;
SetPortl theWi ndow l :
ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetUpTextEdit() ;
Event loop( l ;
TEDispose l gTErecord l ;
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetUpTextEdit( void l
I

Rect t heDestRect ;
Rect t heViewRect ;
SetRectl &theDestRect . kTextRectleft, kTextRectTop ,
kTextRectRight , kTextRec tBottom l :
theViewRect = theDestRect;
gTErecord • TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect );
gFrameRect • theDestRect;
I nsetRect < &gFrameRect, -5. -5 l;

I
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I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gDone == false
I

Wai tNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L. nil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case nu11Event:
HandleNull();
break:
case activateEvt:
HandleActivate( theEvent ):
break:
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break:
case keyDown:
HandleKeyOown( theEvent );
break;
case mouseOown:
HandleMouseOown<>:
break:
I
I
J

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleNull( void )
I

TEldle( gTErecord );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleActivate( EventRecord theEvent
I

if ( ( theEvent.modifiers & activeFlag ) != 0
TEActivate( gTErecord );
else
TEDeactivate( gTErecord );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleKeyDown( EventRecord theEvent
I

short theChar:
theChar = theEvent.message &charCodeMask:
TEKey( theChar, gTErecord );
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I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
theWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message;
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
FrameRect( &gFrameRect );
TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect. gTErecord >:
EndUpdate( theWindow );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void HandleMouseDown( void
I

gDone = true;

TextEdit and Editable Text
TextEdit allows your programs to easily support user-entered text in one or
more text areas in a window. TextEdit also makes it easy for your program
to support the editing of that text. With the use of just a few Toolbox
commands, your program will enable the user to cut, copy, and paste text
from or to the view rectangle of an edit record.

SCROWNG TEXT
The view rectangle in which text is displayed doesn't have to be large
enough to display all of the text the user enters. On the contrary, because
an edit record is capable of holding over 32,000 characters, there's a good
chance that in many cases only a subset of the user-entered text will be
shown. So users can view portions of the text that aren't currently displayed,
TextEdit provides an autoscroll feature.
To scroll through a section of text, the user begins by positioning the
cursor over the text in a view rectangle and then clicking the mouse button.
With the mouse button still pressed, the user can drag the cursor down to

I
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scroll to text farther down in the edit record. Dragging the cursor up scrolls
text that is farther up into view. Only a single Toolbox function is needed to
add this autoscroll feature to an edit record - the TEAutoVi ew() routine. A
call to TEAutoVi ewe) should be made soon after the edit record is created,
as shown here:
TEHandle gTErecord:
gTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect );
TEAutoView( true, gTErecord );

The first parameter in TEAutoVi ew() is a Boolean value that either turns
autoscrolling on (true) or off (fa 1 se). Calling TEAutoVi ewe) with a first
parameter value of true doesn't perform any scrolling - it enables automatic scrolling. Once TEAutoVi ew() has been called, anytime the user clicks
on text and drags the cursor, the text in the edit record will scroll.

MOUSE DOWN MNTS IN ATED ARU
When a window holds an edit record, events of type mouseDown should be
examined to see if the user clicked the mouse button while the cursor was
over the edit record's text area. To do this, use the Gl oba 1Toloca1 () and
PtinRect() Toolbox functions, with which you're already familiar; you've
seen them in Chapter S. As in that chapter, here you'll use this pair of
functions to convert the cursor's location at the time of the mouse-dick from
global screen coordinates to coordinates local to a window.
Rect gFrameRect:
GlobalToLocal( &CtheEvent.where) );
if (

PtinRect( theEvent.where, &gFrameRect

II handle mouse button click in text area

When an event is a mouseDown event, the where field holds the global
pixel coordinates of the cursor at the time of the mouse-click.
Gl ob a1T o Lo ca 1 ( ) converts these coordinates to ones that apply to the
current window's coordinate system. The Pt In Re ct ( ) function then tests
this converted point to see if it falls within the rectangle specified in the
second parameter to Pt I nRec t ( ) . In the above snippet, the mouse-click is
tested to see if the cursor was at any point over the rectangle that frames the
text area.
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If it turns out that the cursor was over the text area (Pt In Rec t ( ) returns
true) at the time of the mouse-dick, the Toolbox function TECl i ck()
should be called. TE Cl i ck ( ) is another of the Toolbox routines that takes
control for as long as the user holds the mouse button down. As the user
drags the cursor, TECl i ck() will highlight any text the user drags over. In
other words, TECl i ck() is responsible for setting the text selection range.
Boolean shiftKeyOown:
TEClick( theEvent.where, shiftKeyDown, gTErecord );

The first parameter in TECl i ck() is the cursor's pixel location at the
time the mouseDown event occurred. The second parameter is a Boal ean
value that tells whether or not the Shift key was down at the time of the
mouse-click. If it was, TE Cl i ck ( ) highlights all of the text from the old
insertion point up to the point of the mouse-click. The last parameter in
TECl i ck() is a handle to the affected edit record.
When a mouseDown event occurs, the system sets a flag for each
modifier key that is being held down at the time of the mouse-dick. Recall
that modifier keys are keys such as the X, Shift, and Option keys. These
flags are all kept in the modi fie rs field of the event record. To determine
whether the Shift key was one of the modifier keys that was pressed,
perform an AND operation on the modi fie rs field and the Apple-defined
constant shiftKey. If the result of the following operation is anything but 0,
the Shift key was down. If the result is 0, the Shift key was up. Assign the
result ofthis operation to the Boolean variable sh i ftKeyDown.
shiftKeyOown = ( ( theEvent.modifiers & shiftKey ) != 0 );

The following version of Handl eMouseDown () can be used in an
application that has a window with an edit record:
void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent
{

Boolean shiftKeyDown;
GlobalTolocal( &(theEvent.where) );
if ( PtlnRect( theEvent.where. &gFrameRect ) )
{

shiftKeyDown = ( ( theEvent.modifiers &shiftKey ) != 0 );
TEClick( theEvent.where. shiftKeyDown, gTErecord );
}
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EDITING TEXT IN ATEXT AREA
A program that uses TE Cl i ck ( ) to highlight a section of edit record text is

capable of giving the user the power to copy or cut that text. The Toolbox
functions TECut() and TECopy() make this possible. Both routines require
a single parameter, a handle to the edit record from which to cut or copy
the selected text. Here's a call to TECut ():
TEHandle gTErecord;
TECut( gTErecord );

Calling TE Cut ( ) or TE Copy ( ) will place the selected text in a local
scrap, a private scrap recognized only by your application. If the user
launches another application (or clicks on a window of another alreadyrunning application), the cut or copied text will not be transferred to the
desk scrap, the scrap common to all applications. To make sure the text
does get transferred, call TEToScrap() after cutting or copying text. Before
the text is transferred to the desk scrap, call ZeroScrap() to clear the desk
scrap of its current contents.
TECut( gTErecord );
ZeroScrapCl:
TEToScrapC);

Pasting text from the scrap to an edit record is accomplished using the
Toolbox function TEPaste( ). The one value passed to this function is the
handle to the edit record that is to receive the pasted text.
TEPaste( gTErecord );

The TE To Scrap ( ) function takes care of transferring cut or copied text
to the desk scrap. To move text in the other direction - that is, to copy the
contents of the desk scrap to your application's private scrap - call
TEFromScrap() before calling TEPaste().
TEFromScrap():
TEPasteC gTErecord );

If the user copies text in a different application and then switches to
your application, the call to TEFromScrap() ensures that the user has access
to the text in the desk scrap.
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Your application can use the abovementioned functions to implement
the Cut, Copy, and Paste items found in a program's Edit menu. Chapter 6
discusses how an application-defined Handl eMenuChoi ce() function is used
as a branching point from which other application-defined routines are
called to handle each particular menu. One such routine could be the
Handl eEditChoi ce() function shown here:
void HandleEditChoice( short theltem )
{

switch ( theltem )
{

case iCut:
TECut( gTErecord );
ZeroScrap():
TEToScrap();
break:
case iCopy:
TECopy( gTErecord );
ZeroScrap();
TEToScrap():
break;
case iPaste:
TEFromScrap();
TEPaste( gTErecord );
break;
I
I

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: TESCROLlEDIT
TEScrollEdit is an adaptation of the previous example, TEinput. When you
run TEScrollEdit, you'll see the familiar window with the framed text area,
as shown in Figure 9-7. Unlike the TEinput program, though, TEScrollEdit
allows you to click and drag in the text area to scroll through the text and to
make a selection. The addition of a single call to TEAutoVi ew() in the
application-defined SetUpTextEdi t() function enables automatic scrolling.
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New Window

Figure 9-7

The TEScrol/Edit program displays a window with an area that holds editable
text.
For simplicity, TEScrollEdit doesn't include an Edit menu, but the
program still lets you edit the text in the text area. After making a selection,
type 38-X to cut the selected text or 88-C to copy it. Click elsewhere in the
text area, and then type 88-V to paste the text back into the text area. To
hanclle keyboard editing, the application-defined Han d 1eKeyDow n () function
described in d1e TEinput example has been altered. Before calling TEKey()
to accept input from the keyboard, this new version of Handl eKeyDoen ()
first checks to see if the 88 key was pressed at the time of the keyDown
event. If it was and the other key pressed was the X, C, or V key, d1e
keystrokes are treated as if an Edit menu Cut, Copy, or Paste menu
command was made. The test for the press of the 38 key is similar to the
test for the press of d1e Shift key, which was described a few pages back in
the section o n handling a mouse down event.
if ( I theEvent .modifiers &cmdKey I != 0 I

The following snippet provides an overview of how Handl eKeyDown ()
works in the TEScrollEdit program:
void HandleKeyDownl EventRecord theEvent
{

short theChar :
theChar = theEvent .message &charCodeMask ;
if I ( t heEvent.modifiers &cmdKey I != 0 J
{

switch I theChar
I
II handle cut . copy , and paste comma nds
)

I
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else
{

TEKey( theChar, gTErecord );
}

Except for Handl eMouseDown( ), which now calls TECl i ck() to handle
a mouse-dick in the text area, the rest of the TEScrollEdit listing is veiy
similar to the TEinput listing.
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

fldef i ne

//define
//define
#define
fldef i ne

rTextWindow
kTextRectLeft
kTextRectRight
kTextRectTop
kTextRectBottom

128
20
200
20

80

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false;
TEHandle gTErecord;
Rect gFrameRect;
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rTextWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetUpTextEdit();
Event Loop();
TEDispose( gTErecord );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetUpTextEdit( void )
{

Rect theDestRect;
Rect theViewRect;
SetRect( &theDestRect. kTextRectLeft, kTextRectTop.
kTextRectRight, kTextRectBottom );
theViewRect = theDestRect;
gTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect. &theViewRect );
TEAutoView( true, gTErecord );
gFrameRect = theDestRect;
InsetRect( &gFrarneRect. -5, -5 );
)

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
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EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gDone

==

false

I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil);
switch ( theEvent.what
(

case nullEvent:
HandleNull();
break;
case activateEvt:
HandleActivate( theEvent );
break:
case updateEvt:
HandleUpdate( theEvent );
break;
case keyDown:
HandleKeyDown( theEvent >:
break:
case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent );
break;
}

I
}

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleNull( void )
(

TE!dle( gTErecord );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleActivate( EventRecord theEvent )
(

if ( ( the Event.modifiers & act i veFl ag ) ! = 0
TEActivate< gTErecord );
else
TEDeactivate( gTErecord );
l
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleUpdate( EventRecord theEvent
(

WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message;
BeginUpdate( theWindow >:
SetPort( theWindow ):
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
FrameRect( &gFrameRect );
TEUpdate( &theWindow->portRect, gTErecord );
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EndUpdate( theWindow );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent
{

Boolean shiftKeyDown:
GlobalToLocal( &(theEvent.where) );
if ( PtlnRect( theEvent.where, &gFrameRect ) )
{

shiftKeyDown = ( ( theEvent.modifiers &shiftKey ) != 0 ):
TEClick( theEvent.where. shiftKeyOown, gTErecord ):
I

else
{

gOone = true:
I
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleKeyDown( EventRecord theEvent )
{

short theChar:
theChar theEvent.message &charCodeMask:
if ( ( the Event.modifiers & cmdKey ) ! "' 0 )
g

I

switch ( theChar
I

case 'x':
TECut( gTErecord );
ZeroScrap():
TEToScrap():
break:
case 'c':
TECopy( gTErecord );
ZeroScrap();
TEToScrap():
break:
case 'v':
TEFromScrap();
TEPaste( gTErecord );
break:
I
I

else
(

TEKey( theChar. gTErecord ):
I

ii
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: TEMULTIPLEEDIT
All of the example programs in this chapter have displayed a single window
with a single edit record. To get an idea of how multiple edit records are
handled, run the TEMultipleEdit program. When you do, you'll see two
windows: a small one in the background, and a larger one in the foreground. As shown in Figure 9-8, each has an edit record associated with it.
New Window

J
J.

New Window

-

6

'

,--=:

Typed characters wi 11 be
properly directed to the
correct edit bo~

Figure 9-8

The TEMultipleEdit program displays two windows, each with an edit record.
Clicking on e ither window brings that window to the front and directs
typed characters to the text area of that window. While TEMultipleEdit
supports the activating and deactivating of each window, it doesn 't support
other mouse Down events such as dragging or window closing. To add those
features, refer to Chapter 7. To quit the program, move the cursor over the
empty menu bar and click the mouse button.
After typing characters into a text area, you can click the mouse button
over the text area and drag the mouse to scroll through the text. Text that is
cut or copied from a text area in one window can be pasted into that same
area. You can also copy text from one window and then click on the
inactive window and paste the text into the text area of that window. To
keep track of the program's two windows, two global variables are declared.
W
indowPtr gSmall W
indow;
WindowPtr gLargeWindow;
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TEMultipleEdit declares three global TEHand 1e variables. Each of the
first two variables will be assigned values when TENew() is called twice to
create two edit records, one for each window. The third TEHandl e variable,
g Current TE record, will change values during the running of the program.
TEHandle glargeWindTErecord;
TEHandle gSmallWindTErecord;
TEHandle gCurrentTErecord;

After initializing the Toolbox, the program opens the first window and
then calls the application-defined SetUpTextEdi t() function to create a
TERec for that window. This process is repeated for the second window.
The program then enters the event loop to handle the user's actions. Here's
a look at the ma i n ( ) function of TEMultipleEdit:
void main( void l
I

InitializeToolbox();
gSmallWindow = GetNewWindow( rSmallTextWindow. nil, (WindowPtr)-ll l;
SetPort( gSmallWindow l;
ShowWindow( gSmallWindow );
SetUpTextEdit( rSmallTextWindow );
glargeWindow = GetNewWindow( rlargeTextWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll l:
SetPort( glargeWindow );
ShowWindow( glargeWindow );
SetUpTextEdit( rlargeTextWindow l:
Eventloop();
if ( gSmallWindTErecord != nil
{

TEDispose( gSmallWindTErecord );
gSmallWindTErecord = nil;
}

if ( glargeWindTErecord != nil
I

TEDispose( glargeWindTErecord l:
glargeWindTErecord = nil:
I

The version of Set Up Text Edi t ( ) used in this program accepts a
parameter that specifies which of the two edit records should be created:
the one for the smaller window or the one for the larger window. This
parameter is used to determine which edit record to create, to set automatic
scrolling for that edit record, and to make that record the current record.
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void SetUplextEdit( short theWindSize }
(

Rect theDestRect:
Rect theViewRect:
SetRect( &theDestRect, klextRectleft. kTextRectTop,
kTextRectRight, kTextRectBottom >:
theViewRect = theDestRect:
if ( theWindSize == rSmallTextWindow }
I

gSmallWindTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect >:
TEAutoView( true, gSmallWindTErecord >:
gCurrentTErecord = gSmallWindTErecord:
I

else
I

glargeWindTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect >:
TEAutoView( true, glargeWindTErecord }:
gCurrentTErecord = glargeWindTErecord:
I

gFrameRect = theDestRect:
InsetRect( &gFrameRect, -5, -5 }:

~

The two windows in TEMultipleEdit each use an edit record with a text

l__l_J area that is the same size and in the same window location. That's why the

program can get away with keeping track of only one framing rectangle. If
the windows had text areas that differed, it would make sense to have to set
up routines (such as SetUpSmallTextEditO and SetUpLargeTextEditO) rather
than litter the one routine with several if-else statements.
The key to determining which edit record should be the recipient of
mouse-clicks, character input, and editing is in the program's handling of
window activation. When a window gets clicked on, a mouseDown event is
generated. If the mouse-click takes place on a window's drag bar or in a
window's content area, the mouseDown event is handled by calling
Sel ectWi ndow() to make that window the current window. This action in
turn generates an activate event. The following application-defined routine
is used to handle an event of type acti vateEvt:
void

HandleA~tivate(

EventRecord theEvent

I

WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow = (WindowPtr}theEvent.message:
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if ( theWindow == gSma11Window )
gCurrentTErecord = gSma11WindTErecord;
else
gCurrentTErecord = glargeWindTErecord:
if ( ( theEvent.modifiers &activeFlag
TEActivate( gCurrentTErecord );
else
TEDeactivate( gCurrentTErecord );

!= 0 )

When an activate event occurs, the message field of the event record
holds a pointer to the affected window. Handl eActi vate() compares that
Wi ndowPtr with the Wi ndowPtr variable used to keep track of the smaller of
the two windows. If the pointers match, it is the smaller window that is the
recipient of the activate event. Hand l eAc ti vat e ( ) then sets the value of the
global variable that is used to keep track of the current edit record to the
value of the handle that corresponds to the affected window. The routine
then goes on to either activate or deactivate that edit record, depending on
the type of the activate event.
After a window is activated, gCurrentTErecord holds a handle to the
edit record of the active window. The value of gCurrentTErecord remains
the same until the other window gets activated. That means that
gCurrentTErecord always holds a handle to the proper edit record, the edit
record associated with the active window. Anytime a TextEdit function is
called, gCurrentTErecord is the TEHandl e that should be passed to the
function. For example, when the user presses a key on the keyboard,
TEKey() will place the typed character in the proper edit record - the
active record referenced by g Current TE record.
TEKey( theChar, gCurrentTErecord );

TEMultipleEdit uses much of the source code found in the previous
example, TEScrollEdit. If you'd like to see the complete source code listing,
refer to the TEMultipleEdit.c source code file on the book's CD.
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~l=========================================================i
If one or more windows or dialog boxes won't use an edit record, you'll want to incorporate edit
record tests in your code. When awindow or dialog box doesn't have an edit record, set the global
variable gCurrentTErecord to nil when that window or dialog box becomes active. Then,
before calling a TextEdit Toolbox routine, verify that an edit record is active. For instance, before
calling TEidl e( ) make sure that a text edit record is active. Here's how Handl eNul l ()would
look in a program that is capable of displaying windows or dialogs without edit records:

void HandleNullC void )
I

if ( gCurrentTErecord !• nil )
TE!dle( gCurrentTErecord );

Text Reference
This section describes the Toolbox routines used by TextEdit to create and
maintain text edit records.

TEXT BOXES
TextEdit provides a quick-and-dirty means of placing a noneditable string
within a box in a window or dialog box. The text that is placed in this box
can be justified in a number of ways and w ill be word-wrapped to the size
of the box.

TETexlBox( )
To place a text box that w ill hold noneditable text in a window, call
TETextBox( ) .

Str255 theSt r = "\pThe text ";
Rect theRect ;
short theJust a teF l ushRight;
TETextBox( (Ptr)(theStr+ ll . theStr[0]. &theRect . theJ ust );

The first parameter in TET extBox() is a pointer to the text to draw. If a
St r2 55 variable is passed, increment the string name by 1. This has the
effect of pointing to the second characte r in the suing. The first character
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holds the string length and should be skipped. Typecast the resulting string
to a generic pointer. The second parameter is the length of the string. Use
the first character of a St r 255 variable as this parameter. The third parameter is a pointer to the rectangle to which the text should be drawn. The
final parameter is one of the Apple-defined constants ( t e F1us hLeft,
t e F1us hRi g ht, t eCent e r) that specify the justification of the text.

CREATING AND DISPOSING OF ATED EDIT RECORD
A text edit record is associat~d with a window. Before creating a new edit
record, make sure a window has been opened using a call to
GetNewWi ndow<).

nNew()
To create a new text edit record, a data structure of type TERec, call
TENew().

TEHandle theTErecord:
Rect
theDestRect:
Rect
theViewRect:
theTErecord = TENew( &theDestRect, &theViewRect ):

The first parameter in TENew() is a pointer to a rectangle that will serve
as the destination rectangle for the text. The second parameter is a pointer
to a view rectangle. Any text entered into the record will be justified and
word-wrapped according to the boundaries of the destination rectangle but only the text that falls within the boundaries of the view rectangle will
be displayed. After executing, TEN ew ( ) returns a handle to the area of
memory that holds the newly allocated TERec data structure.

nDispose()
When your program is finished with an edit record, call the Toolbox
function TED i s pose ( ) . This routine releases all of the memory associated
with the edit record referenced by the passed handle.
TEHandle theTErecord:
TEDi spose( the TE record ) :
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USER·ENTERED TEXT
A text edit record supports user-entered, editable text. The TE Key ( ) function
is your means of adding a single character to an existing edit record.

TEKey()
To add a character to the text of an edit record, call TE Key (). TE Key () adds
a character but doesn't display it. To do that, call TEUpdate().
short theChar;
TEHandle theTErecord;
theChar = theEvent.message & charCodeMask;
TEKey( theChar, theTErecord );

Pass TEKey() a short that represents the character to add to the edit
record. The typed character can be extracted from the message field of the
event record as shown above. The second parameter is a handle to the edit
record that is to receive the character.

UPDATING AN EDIT RECORD
When a text area in a window becomes obscured and then visible, the text
area needs to be updated. When TE Key ( ) is called to accept the input of a
single character, the text area needs to be updated in order to display that
character. The time to perform these updates is when an event of
updateEvt occurs.

TEUpdate()
To update the text that's displayed in an edit record text area, call
TEU pd ate ( ) . Calling this function in response to an event of type
updateEvt will ensure that each typed character is displayed immediately
after it is typed.
WindowPtr theWindow;
TEHandle theTErecord;
BeginUpdateC theWindow );
SetPort( theWindow ); •
EraseRectC &theWindow->portRect );
II draw window contents
TEUpdateC &theWindow->portRect, theTErecord >:
EndUpdate( theWindow );
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The first parameter in TEUpda te () is a pointer to a rectangle to update.
The portRect field of a window encompasses the entire window, so
passing a pointer to this rectangle guarantees that the edit record's view
rectangle will be included in the update. The second parameter is a handle
to the edit record that holds the text to update. As shown above, call
TEUpdate() between calls to Begi nUpdate() and EndUpdate( ); see
Chapter 7 for information on those two Toolbox functions. Besides updating
the edit record, update the rest of the window's contents as described in
Chapter 7.

TEldle()
To blink the caret in a text area, call TE Id l e ( ) . To blink the caret consistently, call TE Id l e ( ) at every occurrence of an event of type nu 11 Event.
Pass TE Id l e ( ) a handle to the active edit record.
TEHandle theTErecord:
TEidle( theTErecord );

TEAdivate{ )
When an event of type acti vateEvt occurs and the event record's
modifiers field indicates that the event is an activate event (as opposed to
a deactivate event), call TEActi vate() to activate the edit record for the
window that was clicked on. Pass TEActi vate() a handle to the edit record
that is to be activated.
EventRecord theEvent:
TEHandle theTErecord:
if ( ( theEvent.modifiers &activeFlag ) Jc 0 )
TEActivate( theTErecord );
else
II call TEDeactivate() to deactivate the edit record

TEDeadivate( )
When an act i vat e Ev t event occurs and the modi f i er s field of the event
record indicates that the event is a deactivate event (as opposed to an
activate event), call TEDeacti vate() to deactivate the edit record for the
window that is becoming inactive. Pass TEDeact i vate() a handle to the
edit record that is to be deactivated.
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EventRecord theEvent:
TEHandle theTErecord;
if ( ( theEvent.modifiers & activeFlag ) != 0 )
II call TEActivate() to activate the edit record
else
TEDeactivate( theTErecord );

EDITING TED EDIT RECORD TED
TextEdit exists to enable you to easily add text-editing capabilities to your
applications. A handful of Toolbox routines make this possible.

TEAuto'frew( )
To let the user select any portion of the text in an edit record, enable
automatic scrolling by calling TEAutoVi ew() soon after the edit record is
created:
TEHandle theTErecord;
Boolean autoEnabled = true;
TEAutoView( autoEnabled , theTErecord );

The first parameter in TEAutoVi ew( ) is a Boo 1ean value that indicates
whether autoscrolling should be enabled (true) or disabled (false). The
second parameter is a handle to the affected edit record.

TEOkk()
To track the cursor as the user holds the mouse button down and drags
over the text of an edit record, call TE C1 i ck ( ) . This routine will highlight
any text that the cursor traverses. When the user releases the mouse button,
the highlighted text becomes the selected text for editing.
EventRecord
Rect
TEHandle
Boolean

theEvent:
theRect:
theTErecord:
shiftKeyDown:

GlobalToLocal( &(theEvent.where) );
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if ( PtinRect( theEvent.where, &theRect ) )
{

shiftKeyDown = ( ( theEvent.modifiers & shiftKey ) != 0 ) :
TEClick( theEvent.where, shiftKeyDown, theTErecord );

The first parameter in TE C1i ck ( ) is the coordinates at which the cursor
was located at the time of the mouse-dick. Before calling TE C1i ck ( ), call
Gl oba 1To Loe a1 () to convert the where field of the event record to
coordinates local to the window that holds the edit record. Then call
Pt In Re ct ( ) to determine if the cursor was over the text area at the time of
the mouse-dick. The second parameter is a Boo 1ea n value that indicates
whether the Shift key was down at the time of the mouse-dick. You can get
this information as shown above. The third parameter is a handle to the
affected edit record.

TECut()
To cut selected text from an edit record, call TE Cut ( ). The one parameter
passed to TE Cut ( ) is a handle to the edit record to cut the text from. The
TE Cut () routine cuts the selected text and places it in a private scrap (an
area accessible only by your application). To copy the cut text to the desk
scrap (which is accessible by other applications), call ZeroScrap() and
TE To Sc r ap ( ) after cutting the text.
TEHandle theTErecord:
TECut( theTErecord );
ZeroScrap():
TEToScrap( >:

TECopy()
To copy selected text from an edit record, call TECopy( ). The one parameter
p~sed to TECopy ( ) is a handle to the edit record to copy the text from. To
copy the text to the desk scrap, call ZeroScrap() and TEToScrap( ), as
discussed in the TE Cut () section of this chapter's reference:
TEHandle theTErecord:
TECopy( theTErecord ):
ZeroScrap();
TEToScrap();
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TEPaste()
To paste text from the private scrap, call TEPaste( ). The one parameter
passed to TEPaste() is a handle to the edit record to paste the text to. If
your program follows calls to TE Cut ( ) and TE Copy ( ) with a call to
TEToScrap( ), then it should precede the call to TEPaste() with a call to
TEFromScrap().

TEHandle theTErecord;
TEFromScrap();
TEPaste( theTErecord );

TEFromSaap( )
To copy text from the desk scrap to the local, private application scrap, call
TEFromSc rap ( ) .

TEFromScrap():

TEToSaap()
To copy text from the local, private application scrap to the desk scrap, call
TEToScrapO.

TEToScrap();

ZeroSaap()
To empty the current contents of the desk scrap, call ZeroScrap().
ZeroScrap():

Multimedia:
Graphics,
Sound,
and Movies
T

he topics covered in Pan: I and Pan: II provide an
impon:ant base for writing a Macintosh application
- each topic is essential to writing a program that looks
and behaves as expected of a Mac program. Now it's time
for the fun stuff!

• • •IM»I•
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QuickDraw
Graphics
C

hapter 4 described the basic QuickDraw shapes: the line,
rectangle, oval, and round rectangle. In this chapter you'll
learn how to draw more-complex shapes: polygons and regions.
Knowledge of these two types of shapes let you move beyond
the simplispc graphics covered earlier in this book.
Prograjns that rely on user interaction often require that the
user click the mouse button while the cursor is over a certain part
of a wind :>.'w. Often this area is a rectangle that acts as a button.
Regions
w you to expand on this idea by allowing this
clickable ea to be any size and shape. This chapter shows you
how to imf lement such a feature in your own program.
In Chapter 4 you learned about five patterns that can be used
to easily add a fill to any QuickDraw shape. In this chapter you'll
learn a lot r;iore about patterns. You'll find out about the more
than three tlozen additional patterns that are predefined for your
use. You'll also learn how to create your own individual patterns,
as well as lists that hold several patterns. Once you know all
about patterns, you'll be able to use them when working with
any QuickDraw shape, including the polygon and region shapes
you read about in this chapter.
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Polygons and Regions
The QuickDraw shapes discussed in Chapter 4 will serve most of your
drawing needs. But there will be occasional situations where a program of
yours must draw a shape that is more complicated than the basic shapes
described in Chapter 4. The po lygon and region shapes fit this b ill.

POLYGONS
A polygon can be defined as a shap e that consists of a series of cormected
straight lines, whe re the end of the last line meets that start of the first line.
Using this definition, a rectangle could be considered a polygon. Because
QuickDraw specifically defines the rectangle shape and provides Toolbox
functions to work with it, there's no need for a developer to attempt to
redefine the rectangle. Other, less symmetrical shapes are better candidates
for creation as polygons. Figure 10-1 shows a window that holds three polygons.
- New Window

--

Figure 10·1
A window with three polygons drawn in it.
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Drawing a Polygon
You can draw a polygon using a series of calls to Move<), Move To (), Line(),
and Li ne To< >. Consider the following three QuickDraw calls used to draw
the V shape shown in Figure 10-2:
MoveTo( 50, 50 );
LineTo( 125. 200 l ;
Li neTo( 200 . 50 l ;

Ii

New Window

(50 , 50)

(200 , 50)

(125 , 200)

Figure 10-2

The result of calling Move To( J and Line To() .
The two lines drawn that make up the Vin Figure 10-2 don't qualify as a
polygon - the end of the last line doesn't meet the start of the first line. To make
the shape a liule more interesting and to tum it into a polygon, the following
series of QuickDraw calls w ould work. The result is shown in Figure 10-3.
MoveTo (
LineTo<
LineTo(
LineTo(
LineTo(
LineTo(
LineTo(

50 . 50 l ;
125 . 200 l ;
200 , 50 l ;
170 , 50 l ;
125 . 140 l:
80 . 50 l ;
50 , 50 >;

• • •Iffljl • •
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New Window

150 . 50) (80, 50)

(170. 50) (200, 50)

<125, 200)

Figure 10·3

The result of calling Line To() several times.

The Polygon data type
The shape shown in Figure 10-3 is a polygon. But a program won't
recognize it as such. Because the shape is really nothing more than lines
drawn with LineTo( l commands, a program views the shape as nothing
more than several unrelated lines. To force a program to group the series of
lines together into something it considers a single shape, surround the
QuickDraw calls with calls to the Toolbox functions Open Po 1y ( ) and
Cl osePoly().
PolyHa ndle thePolygon:
thePolygon = OpenPoly() :
Move To( 50, 50 ) :
LineTo( 125 , 200 ) :
Line To ( 200. 50 ) :
LineTo( 170 , 50 ) :
LineTo( 125, 140 ) :
LineTo< 80, 50 ) :
LineTo( 50, 50 );
ClosePoly() :

·A call to OpenPoly( l allocates memory for a data strncture of type
Polygon and returns a handle to the memory. It also directs all subsequent
QuickDraw calls to be made to the Polygon data structure, not to the current
window. When you are satisfied that you've created the desired polygon,
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call c1os e Po 1y c >. That tells your program that the creation of the polygon is
complete and that any QuickDraw calls that follow should again be sent to
the current window.
Creating a polygon doesn't draw that polygon to the screen. Instead, it
stores the definition of the polygon in memory. Once a polygon is defined,
use its handle to work with it. There are several QuickDraw functions that
accept a handle to a polygon. The FramePolyC > routine is one example.
FramePolyC thePolygon ) ;

To paint a polygon with the current pen pattern, call Pai nt Po 1y c >. To
erase a polygon from a window, call ErasePolyC >.Each of these routines
requires a single parameter: a PolyHandle. To fill a polygon with a pattern
other than the current pen pattern, call Fi 11 Po 1y c >. Fi 11 Po 1y c > requires a
Po 1yH and 1e as its first parameter and a pointer to a pattern as its second
parameter. The following snippet shows a call to each of these routines:
PolyHandle
FillPoly(
FramePoly(
ErasePoly(
PaintPoly(

thePolygon;
thePolygon. &qd.black );
thePolygon );
thePolygon ) :
thePolygon );

When finished with a polygon, call Ki 11 Po 1yc> to free the memory
associated with the polygon - the memory referenced by the Po 1yHand1 e.
KillPoly( thePolygon );

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: POLYGONLEnER
The PolygonLetter example creates the same polygon described in the
preceding text, a polygon in the shape of the letter V. The program then fills
the polygon with a light gray pattern. Figure 10-4 shows the window
displayed by Polygonl..etter. To end the program, just click the mouse button.

•• •lftlil•.
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New Window

Figure 10-4

The window displayed by the Polygonletter program.

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lldefi ne

rDisplayWindow

128

II

void main( void l
I
WindowPtr theWindow;
PolyHandle thePolygon;
InitializeToolbox () ;
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rD isplayWindow, nil. (WindowPtrl-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
thePolygon = OpenPoly();
MoveTo( 50 , 50 );
LineTo( 125 , 200 ) ;
LineTo( 200. 50 );
LineTo( 170 , 50 );
LineTo( 125. 140 );
LineTo( 80, 50 l ;
LineTo( 50 , 50 ) ;
ClosePoly() ;
Fill Poly( thePolygon. &qd. ltGray l ;
FramePoly( thePolygon );
KillPo ly( thePolygon );
while ( !But ton () )
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REGIONS
The polygon enables you to create shapes more complex than the primitive
shapes discussed in Chapter 4. The region enables you to create shapes that
are more sophisticated than polygons. A region is established by combining
shapes into a single, new shape. The combined shapes can include any
combination of lines, rectangles, ovals, round rectangles, polygons, and
other regions. Figure 10-5 shows a window that holds three regions.
II

4 New Window

Figure 10·5
A window displaying three regions.

~

LLJ

As you can see in Figure 10-5, a region can include more than one
object, and it can also include objects that have holes in them . The region at
the bottom of the window in Figure 10-5 provides an example of both of
these regio n prope1t ies.

Drawing a region
Like a polygon, a regio n can be drawn using a series of calls to Move(),
Move To(), Li ne (), and Li neTo() . But a region can also include calls to such
shape-drawing QuickDraw functions as FrameRect(), FrameOval ( l , and
Fra meRound Rect( ) . Consider the QuickDraw calls used to draw the oval and
rectangle shown in Figure 10-6. In the next section you'll see how these
same Toolbox calls can be used to create a single region.
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SetRect ( &theRect, 50, 50, 150, 150 );
FrameOva l( &theRect l :
SetRect ( &theRect . 100, 100 , 200, 200 l:
FrameRect( &theRect l:
New Window

Figure 10-6
An oval and rectangle drawn in a window.

The Region data lype
Just as a program needs to call OpenPoly ( land ClosePoly ( J to designate
which QuickDraw commands are to define a polygon, a program needs to
call OpenRgn< J and Cl oseRgn ( l to define a region.
RgnHandle theRegion ;
theRegion = NewRgn (l:
OpenRgn( l :
SetRect ( &theRect. 50 , 50 . 150 , 150 );
FrameOval< &theRect l :
SetRect( &theRect . 100. 100, 200, 200 );
FrameRect( &theRect l ;
Cl oseRgn( the Reg I on l;

To create a polygon, you call Open Poly( l to allocate memory for a new
Polygon data structure. Creating a new Region data structure works a little
differently. OpenRgn( l doesn't allocate memory for you - you need to do
that prior to the call to OpenRgn( l. The Toolbox function NewRgn( l allocates
memory for an empty region and returns a handle to that memory.
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> then begins defining a region, storing the definition in temporary
memoty. A call to CloseRgnC >ends the region definition and stores the
region data that had been saved in temporaty memoty to the memoty
referenced by theRegi on.
Don't use fill or paint routines like Fi 11 RectC >or PaintOval C>when
defining a region. Use only frame routines like FrameRectC > or FrameOval < ).
When calls to fill and paint functions are placed between calls to OpenRgnC >
and Cl oseRgnC >,the areas that those calls should define will not become
part of the region. Instead, define the region with frame routines, and then
use one of the region-drawing functions like Fi 11 Rgn c > or Pai ntRgn c > to add
a pattern to the entire region.
Once a region has been defined, use any of several Toolbox functions
to draw the region. A call to FrameRgn C> frames the region. A call to
Pai nt Rg n C) paints the region using the current pen pattern. Er as e Rg n < >
erases the region. Each of these three routines accepts a RgnHandl e as its
single parameter. To fill a region with a pattern other than the current pen
pattern, call Fill RgnC >.Pass Fill RgnO a RgnHandl e and a pointer to a
pattern. The following snippet fills the region defined in the previous
snippet with a light gray pattern and then frames the region. Figure 10-7
shows the result.
OpenRgnC

Fill Rgn ( theRegi on, &qd. ltGray ) :
FrameRgn( theRegion ):

The region shown in Figure 10-7 may not be what you were expecting
to see. When a single region is formed from calls to QuickDraw shapedrawing routines, an intersecting area like the one in Figure 10-7 becomes a
hole in the region. You can omit a hole and instead define a solid region by
first defining two separate regions then combining them into a single region.
Here is how an oval region and a rectangle region could be created:
RgnHandle theOvalRegion:
RgnHandle theRectRegion:
theOvalRegion = NewRgn();
theRectRegion ~ NewRgn();
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OpenRgn() :
SetRect( &theRect. 50 . 50. 150, 150 ):
FrameOval( &theRect >:
CloseRgn( theOvalRegion ):
OpenRgn() :
SetRect( &theRect. 100 . 100 , 200 . 200 ):
FrameRect( &theRect ):
CloseRgn( theRectRegion ) :
]iii~ New Window

Figure 10·7
A region that has been filled and framed.

The Toolbox function UnionRgn( >can be used for the task of combining
rwo regions. Pass the RgnHandl e for each of the two regions to jo in. Pass a
Rgn Handl e to the region that will result from this combination:
RgnHandle theRegion :
t heRegion ~ NewRgn() ;
UnionRgn( theOvalRegion . theRectRegion. theRegion ):

Region-drawing routines that operate on the resulting combined region
will now affect the area that represents the combined area of the two
regions. Figure 10--8 illustrates how Fi 11 Rgn( > and FrameRgn( >affect the
region that was created from the previous call to Uni on Rgn ( >:
Fi l lRgn( theRegion . &qd .ltGray ):
FrameRgn( theRegion >:
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New Window

Figure 10·8

A solid region that has been filled and framed.
When finished with a region, call Di sposeRgn() to free the memory
associated with the region - the memory referenced by the RgnHandle.
KillPoly( thePolygon );

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: REGIONCLICK
The RegionClick program creates and draws the region shown in
Figure 10-8. Clicking the mouse button while the cursor is over any part
of the shaded region will end the program.
~11 Making your program aware of mouse-clicks in a rectangle is easy:
~Define and draw a rectangle using SetRect C) and FrameRect ( >, and then use
the Toolbox function PtlnRect() to determine if the point of a mouse-click
falls within the boundaries of this rectangle. The Chapter 5 example
program EventBranch does exactly tl1at. You can make your program far
more interesting, though, if you give it the ability to recognize mouse-clicks
in irregularly shaped objects. For example, your program might display a
map of the United States. When me user clicks on a state - anywhere on a
state - your program might open a window that displays infonnation about
that state.
The Toolbox function PtlnRgn() makes it possible to test a mouseDown
event to see if the cursor was over a region at the time of the event. Before
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calling PtlnRgn< ), call GlobalToLocal <)to convert the pixel location of the
cursor from coordinates global to the screen to ones that are local to the
current window. The following snippet shows the code pertinent to this test:
EventRecord theEvent:
RgnHandle gClickableRegion:
GlobalTolocal( &CtheEvent.where) ):
if ( PtlnRgn( theEvent.where, gClickableRegion ) )
gDone = true;
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define

rDisplayWindow

128

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false:
RgnHandle gClickableRegion;
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
theRect:
RgnHandle theOvalRegion;
RgnHandle theRectRegion;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow );
theOvalRegion = NewRgn();
theRectRegion = NewRgn();
gClickableRegion = NewRgn();
OpenRgn():
SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 150, 150 );
FrameOval( &theRect );
CloseRgn( theOvalRegion );
OpenRgn():
SetRect( &theRect, 100, 100, 200, 200 ):
FrameRect( &theRect ):
CloseRgn( theRectRegion ):
UnionRgn( theOvalRegion, theRectRegion, gClickableRegion );
DisposeRgn( theOvalRegion );
DisposeRgn( theRectRegion );
FillRgn( gClickableRegion, &qd.ltGray );
FrameRgn( gClickableRegion);
Eventloop():
DisposeRgn( gClickableRegion );
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''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void EventLoop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent;
while ( gOone == false
I

WaitNextEvent( every Event. &theEvent. 15L, nil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what )
[

case mouseDown:
GlobalToLocal( &CtheEvent.where) ):
if ( PtlnRgn( theEvent.where, gClickableRegion ) )
gDone = true:
break;
I
}

Patterns
Chapter 4 introduced you to patterns. There you experimented with the five
different patterns that are predefined for you and easily available for your
use in any program. With the Mac's superior graphics capabilities, it
certainly should come as no surprise that there are several more predefined
patterns available and a countless number of patterns you can define yourself.
In Chapter 4 you used the five predefined patterns when setting the
graphics pen pattern and in QuickDraw fill routines. Recall that each of
those five patterns is represented by a field in the global variable qd. The qd
variable is of the QuickDraw data structure type ODGl obal s. As shown in the
definition of the ODG l oba l s data structure, each of the five fields used to
hold a pattern is of type Pattern.

struct QOGlobals
I

char
long
BitMap
Cursor
Pattern
Pattern

privates[76J:
randSeed;
screenBits:
arrow:
dkGray;
1tGray:
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Pattern gray:
Pattern b1ack:
Pattern white:
Graf Ptr
thePort:
I:

extern ODGlobals qd:

~

LL.J

Which is it, pattern or Pattern? It's both. When discussing a pattern in
general, it's a lowercase p. When specifically referring to the Macintosh
Pattern data type, it's an uppercase P.
From Chapter 4 you know that to use one of the five predefined
patterns, you just access the appropriate field of the qd variable. If the
pattern is to be used as a parameter to a Toolbox function that requires a
pointer to variable of type Pattern, preface the qd variable with the &
operator. Here is an example that fills an oval with a light gray pattern:
Rect theRect:
SetRect( &theRect, 35, 50, 300, 100 ):
Fi 11Ova1 ( &theRect. &q~ .1 tGray ) ;

THE SYSTEM PAMRNS
While it's handy to have a few patterns that are so readily available, the five
predefined ones are of limited usefulness. Fortunately, Apple has seen to it
that programmers have easy access to more than just the five patterns that
are a part of the QDGl oba 1s data structure.

Tite System pattern &st
In the System file of every Mac, 38 more patterns reside. Each of these
standard patterns is a pattern resource of type PAT, and all 38 of these
individual resources are grouped together in a single pattern list resource of
type PAT#.
Later in this chapter you'll learn more about these two resource types,
including how to create your own PAT resources. For now it is adequate to
know that individual patterns in a pattern list are accessed by an index.
Index values start at 1 and increment by 1 up to the last pattern in the
pattern list. For the System pattern list with 38 patterns, the individual
patterns are thus referred to by the numbers 1 through 38. Figure 10-9
shows the 38 patterns stored in the System file and the index value of each.
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Figure lo-9
The 38 standard patterns found in the System file.

Accessing a pattern from the System pattern hst
To access one of the 38 patterns in the System pattern list, call the Toolbox
function GetlndPattern( ) .
Pattern thePattern ;
short thePatternlistlD • sysPatListlD ;
short thePatternlndex • 19:
GetlndPattern( &thePattern. thePatternlistID. thePatternlndex );

The first para.meter in GetlndPattern( >is a pointer to a variable of type
Pattern. When the call to GetlndPattern( >has completed, the variable
named in this parameter will hold a single pattern from a pattern list. The
second and third parameters are used to specify which patte rn ends up in
the first parameter.
The second parameter in GetlndPattern( > holds the resource ID of the
pattern list that is to be accessed. Although the System file holds only a
single pattern list resource, it is still necessary to specify which list is to be
accessed. That's because GetlndPatte r n( > can also be used with pattern list
resources you create. To use the System list, pass the Apple-defined
constant sysPatListID in this second parameter.
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After specifying which panern list to use, identify which pattern to
access from that list. The third parameter to GetlndPatternC > is used for this
purpose. When using the System pattern list, this parameter can have a
value in the range of 1 to 38.
After GetlndPattern<) executes, your program can use the Pattern
variable thePattern just as it would use any of the five predefined QDGl oba 1s
patterns. The following snippet passes a pointer to thePattern to
Fi 11 Rec t < l. The result of running the following code would be a rectangle
100 pixels in width and 200 pixels in height. If the 19th pattern from the
system list was accessed, as was done in the above snippet, this rectangle
would be filled with the waffle pattern shown under the number 19 back in
Figure 10-9.
Rect theRect :
SetRectC &theRect . 50 . 20 . 150 , 220 l :
FillRect< &theRect . &thePattern ) :

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: SYSPAMRNS
The SysPatterns program displays a window that holds 38 small rectangles,
as shown in Figure 10-10. Each of the rectangles is filled with one of the 38
patterns found in the system pattern list. After viewing the SysPatterns
window, click the mouse button to end the program.
New Window

Figure 10· 10

The result of running the SysPotterns program.
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The SysPatterns program uses a loop to call GetlndPattern<) 38 times.
At each pass through the loop, the index that is used as the final parameter
to GetlndPattern<) is incremented. This index is checked to see when half
of the patterns have been drawn. After 19 patterns have been drawn, the
program starts a second row of rectangles.
The SysPatterns program defines several constants. The majority of
these definitions exist for the purpose of setting the initial placement of the
rectangle that gets filled with a pattern.
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define
//define
/ldefine
/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
#define
//define
I/define
fldef i ne
//define
//define

rDisplayWindow
128
kFirstPatternlndex
1
klastPatternlndex
38
kRectWidth
30
kRectHeight
30
kRectleft
10
kRectRight
kRectleft + kRectWidth
kRectTopRowl
30
kRectBottomRowl kRectTopRowl + kRectHeight
kRectTopRow2
100
kRectBottomRow2 kRectTopRow2 + kRectHeight

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
(

WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
the Re ct:
Pattern thePattern:
short thePatternlistID = sysPatlistID:
short thePatternlndex:
int
i:
InitializeToolbox{):
theWindow • GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow ):
SetRect( &theRect. kRectleft, kRectTopRowl, kRectRight, kRectBottomRowl ):
for ( i = kFirstPatternlndex; i <= klastPatternlndex: i++ )
I

thePatternlndex = i:
GetlndPattern( &thePattern. thePatternlistID, thePatternlndex );
FillRect( &theRect, &thePattern ):
FrameRect( &theRect );
if ( i == ( klastPatternlndex I 2 ) )
SetRect( &theRect, kRectleft, kRectTopRow2. kRectRight. kRectBottomRow2
);

else
OffsetRect( &theRect, kRectWidth, 0 );
while ( !Button() )
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THE PAT# RESOURCE
You've seen that the System patterns are held in a single pattern list
resource of type PAT/I. Your program can make use of other pattern lists as
well - PAT II resources that you create in a resource editor.

Creating a PAT# resource in ResEdit
To create a pattern list resource in ResEdit, select Create New Resource from
the Resource menu. Type PAT/I in the editable text box, and then click on the
OK button. In response ResEdit will open a PAT/I editor like the one shown
in Figure 10-11. Use any of the tools in the editor's tool palette to edit a single
pattern. When satisfied with the results, choose Insert New Pattern from the
Resource menu. ResEdit adds a second, empty pattern to the PAT/I resource.
Continue adding and editing as many patterns as you want. When you close
the PATII editor, ResEdit will display a small view of all of the patterns you
have created for this one pattern list. See Figure 10-12 for an example.

~ ~ 'a Im ~
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Figure 10· 11

Using ResEdit to edit a pattern in a pattern list.
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Figure 10· 12

A list of patterns, as viewed in ResEdit.
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Creating a PAT# resource in Resorcerer
To create a pattern list resource in Resorcerer, click on the New button in
the main Resorcerer window. Type PATii in the editable text box, and then
click on the Create button. When you do that, Resorcerer will open an
empty list that will be used to display any patterns you create for this
resource, as shown in Figure 10-13.

1• -=m New PAT# 128 from Untitled ~~

]f_

(QillO)

Cancel

Figure 10-13

Using Resorcerer to create a new pattern in a pattern list.
Click on the New Pattern button to create the first pattern. Move the
cursor over the left rectangle and click the mouse button co tum on a pixel
in the pattern. When you do that, the rectangle on the right side of the
pattern list editor will show how your new pattern will look. Figure 10-14
provides an example.
'lJilE
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Figure 10- 14

Using Resorcerer to edit a pattern in a pattern list.
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\Vhe n satisfied that the pattern is complete, close the editor. Your new
partern will then show up in the formerly empty list of patterns. To add a
second pattern, again click on the New Patte rn button. Re peat this process
for each pattern. Figure 10-15 shows a pattern list with four patterns in it.
New PAT# 128 f rom Untitled

( New Pattern J

([[dlt)J

C11ncel

Figure 10· 15
A list of patterns, as viewed in Resorcerer.

Using a PAT# resource
Your program can access a pattern from your own pattern list in the same
way that it accesses a pattern from the System pattern list - by making a
call to Get I ndPatte r n<l . Instead of passing the Apple-defined consta nt
sysPa tLi stlD (which has the value of the PAT/F resource in the System file),
pass the resource ID of your own PATii resource. The following snippet
returns the third pattern from a PATii resource with an ID of 128, like the
PATii resource created in ResEdit or Resorcere r in the previous sections:
/ldefine
rMyPatternlist
128
Pattern
thePattern:
short
thePat ternlistlD = sysPatlistlD :
short
thePatternlndex = 3:
GetlndPattern( &thePattern. thePatternlistIO, t hePatternlndex ) :

The returned pattern can be used in any routine that requires a Pattern
(or a pointer to a Pattern) as a parameter. Here a rectangle is being filled
with the first patte rn from a pattern list with an ID of 128:
#d efine
rMyPatternlist
12B
Rect
the Rect :
Patte rn thePa ttern :
short
t hePatternlistlD = sysPatl istID :
short
t hePatternlndex • 1:
GetlndPattern( &thePattern. the?atternlist!O , thePat t ernl ndex );
SetRect< &theRect . 10. 10 . 50. 50 l :
Fill Rect( &theRect. &thePattern l ;
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THE PAT RESOURCE

~

_L..LJ

If your program will make use of only one or two patterns, you might want
to use PAT resources rather than a PATII resource. Where a PAT# resource holds
several patterns in a list, a PAT resource always holds only a single pattern.
The fourth character in the name of the PAT resource is a space.
Remember, resource types always have a four-character name.

Creating a PAT resource in ResEad
To create a pattern resource in ResEdit, select Create New Resource from
the Resource menu. Type PAT in the editable text box, making sure to type
a space as the fourth character. Then click on the OK button. ResEdit will
open a PAT editor like the one shown in Figure 10-16. This editor is very
similar to the PATII editor shown earlier in this chapter. Use the tools in the
tool palette to edit the pattern. When finished, close the PAT editor.

PatternRes.rsrc

PAT

PRTs from PatternRes.
_~POT ID= 128 from Pat1
128

Figure 10·16

Using ResEdit to edit a pattern in a pattern resource.

1!11

II
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Creating a PAT resource in Resorcerer
To create a pattern resource in Resorcerer, click on the New button in the
main Resorcerer window. Type PAT in the editable te'xt box, making sure to
rype a space as the fourth character. Then click on the Create button. When
you do that, Resorcerer will open the same editor used to create the
individual patterns for a PATff resource. Use this editor to create a pattern,
and then close the editor. Figure 10-17 provides an example.
PotternRes.rs rc

Zii-

•••

PAT I 28 from PatternRes.rsrc

•••••••

••• •••

Select n11

Changed
0

Snapshot

Cancel

Figure 10· 17

Using Resorcerer to edit a pattern in a pattern resource.

Using a PAT resource
To make use of a pattern stored in a PAT resource, first call the Toolbox
function GetPattern< l to load the pattern into memo1y and receive a handle
to the pattern data in memory. Pass GetPattern < l the ID of the PAT resource
chat holds the pattern you wish to access.
#define rMyPattern 128
PatHandle thePatternHandle :
thePatternHandl e

=

GetPattern( rMyPattern l ;
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Once your program has a handle to the PAT resource data, the handle
can be dereferenced and used in any Toolbox call that requires a variable of
type Pattern as one of its parameters. Consider the Toolbox function
Fi 11 Rect( }. In Chapter 4 you used this function as follows:
Rect theRect:
SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 100, 100 };
FillRect( &theRect. &qd.gray );
The Fi 11 Rect <> function prototype lists the second parameter as a
pointer to a Pattern. The gray field of the global qd variable is of type
Pattern, so &qd. gray is a pointer to a Pattern. To use the PAT data in a call
to Fi 11 Rect< >,pass a pointer to the Pattern data by dereferencing the
PatHandl e variable thePatternHandl e one time.
FillRect( &theRect. *thePatternHandle );
A second function that expects a pointer to a Pattern as a parameter is
the Toolbox function that is used to change the graphics pen pattern PenPat( }.

PenPat( &qd.dkGray ):
To use your own Pattern, again deference the PatHandl ea single time.
PenPat( *thePatternHandle );
Some Toolbox functions have the potential side effect of moving blocks
of memory; PenPat() is one such function. When you call PenPat<) with
one of the five predefined patterns as a parameter, this trait of Pen Pat< > is
not of concern. When you pass a dereferenced handle as a parameter,
however, you should play it safe by locking the handle before the call to
PenPat( > and then unlocking it after the call.
HLock< (Handle )thePatternHandl e ) :
PenPat< *thePatternHandle);
HUnlock( (HandleHhePatternHandle );

•• •lf!ltl•.
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The snippetthat calls PenPat( >with a parameter of &qd. gray doesn't wrap the call to PenPat( >
in calls to Hlock( >and HUn lock(> as the snippet that uses the dereferenced pattern does. Here's
why this is so.
In the first call to PenPat() a pointer to a global data structure is being passed. A pointer
leads to a block of data that can't be moved by the Memory Manager. In this first
example, that block of data happens to hold global data that is fixed in memory.
In the second call to PenPatCl, a dereferenced handle is being passed. A handle leads
to a block of memory that can be moved by the Memory Manager. In this second example
the block of data is the PAT resource data that your program loaded to memory.
What happens if you omit the calls to Hlock() and HUolock()? The code could very well
execute just fine. While a call to PenPat ( > can potentially move memory, it doesn't
always do so.

After the pen pattern is changed, subsequent calls to QuickDraw
routines w ill be affected. Consider a call to Line(> . In the following snippet
a horizontal line 15 pixels in height will be drawn. But instead of the line being
draw n in black, the line w ill have the pattern defined in the PAT resource.
PenSize( 1, 15 ) ;
Move To( 20 , 50 ) ;
Line( 250, 0 l ;

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PATIERNRES
The PatternRes program uses the pattern found in a PAT resource like the
one pictured back in Figures 10-16 and 10-17 to draw the diagonal line and
the rectangle shown in Figure 10-18. To quit this simple program, click the
mouse button.
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Figure 10· 18
The result of running the PatternRes program.
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

//define
//define

rDisplayWindow
rCrosshatchPattern

128
128

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
Rect
theRect;
PatHandle thePatternHandle;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
thePatternHandle

=

GetPattern( rCrosshatchPattern );

SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 100, 100 );
Fi11Rect( &theRect. *thePatternHandle ):
Hlock( CHand.le)thePatternHandle ):
PenPat( *thePatternHandle);
HUnlock( (Handle)thePatternHandle );
PenSize( 5, 5 );
MoveTo( 10, 10 );
LineTo( 140, 140 ) ;
while ( !Button() )

• •IHMI• • •
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QuickDraw Graphics Reference
This section describes the Toolbox routines that can be used to define and
then draw polygons and regions. It also describes the Toolbox functions
used to access pattern resources.

POLYGONS
To draw a shape other than a line, rectangle, oval, or round rectangle,
consider creating the shape as a polygon. A series of lines, with the end of
the last line meeting the start of the first line, defines a polygon.

OpenPoly()
To allocate memory for a Polygon data structure that will hold the definition
of one polygon, call Open Po 1y < >. Open Po 1y < > also directs subsequent
QuickDraw commands to this polygon. After completion of the polygon,
Cl osePolyC) must be called.
PolyHandle thePolygon:
thePolygon = OpenPoly():
II QuickDraw commands to Move(), Movelo(), Line(), and Linelo()
ClosePoly();
OpenPoly() requires no passed values. OpenPoly() returns a handle to
the newly allocated Polygon data structure. OpenPolyC > and Cl osePoly()
define a polygon but do not draw it.

OosePo~()
After defining a polygon by calling OpenPolyC > and then making a series of
QuickDraw calls, call Cl osePo 1y < > to end the definition.
PolyHandle thePolygon:
thePolygon = OpenPoly():
II QuickDraw commands to Move(), Movelo(), Line(), and Linelo()
ClosePoly():

has no parameters. OpenPoly() and Cl osePoly() define a
polygon but don't draw it.
Cl osePolyC

>
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KillPoly()
When you're through with a polygon, call Ki 11 Poly c > to release the memory
occupied by the polygon's Polygon data structure. Pass Ki 11 Poly(> a handle
to the polygon to dispose of.
PolyHandle thePolygon:
Ki 11 Poly{ thePolygon ) :

FramePoly()
After defining a polygon, call FramePolyC > to draw a frame around it.
FramePolyC > a handle to the polygon to frame.

Pa~

PolyHandle thePolygon:
FramePoly( thePolygon ):

PaintPoly()
After a polygon has been defined, call Pai nt Poly< ) to paint the interior of
the polygon with the current pattern of the graphics pen. Pass PaintPoly( >a
handle to the polygon to frame.
PolyHandle thePolygon:
Pai ntPoly( thePolygon ) :

FillPoly()
After defining a polygon, call Fi 11 Poly< > to fill the interior of the polygon
with a pattern of your choosing.
PolyHandle thePolygon:
Pattern thePattern = qd.dkGray:
FillPoly( thePolygon, &thePattern ):

The first parameter to Fi 11 Poly< > is a handle to the polygon to fill. The
second parameter is a pointer to the pattern to use as the fill.

• • •IEPHI•
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ErasePoly()
After defining and drawing a polygon, call Er as ePo 1y < > to erase it. Pass
ErasePoly( > a handle to the polygon to erase.
Po lyHandle thePolygon:
ErasePoly( thePolygon);

lnvertPoly()
After defining a polygon, call InvertPoly<) to invert each pixel within the
content area of the polygon. Any black pixels will become white, while any
white pixels will become black. Pass InvertPoly( > a handle to the polygon
to invert:
Pol yHandl e the Po1ygon:
InvertPoly( thePolygon):

REGIONS
To draw a shape that is more complex than a polygon, create the shape as
a region. A region results from the combining of any other shapes and lines.

NewRgn()
Before defining the shape of a region, allocate memory for the region by
calling NewRgn ():
RgnHandl e theRegi on:
theRegi on .. NewRgn():

OpenRgn()
directs subsequent QuickDraw conunands to temporary memory.
The shape that results from the combination of the individual shapes
created by the QuickDraw calls is the region. After completion of the
region, Cl oseRgn() must be called.
OpenRgn()

RgnHandl e theRegi on:
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OpenRgn():
11 Qui ckDraw commands to Line(). FrameRect(). FrameOva 1(). etc.
CloseRgn( theRegion l:

CloseRgn()
After defining a region by calling OpenRgn() and then making a series of
QuickDraw calls, call Cl oseRgnC) to end the definition. Pass Cl oseRgn() a
handle to the memory that should hold the region definition.
RgnHandl e theRegi on:
OpenRgn():
11 Qui ckDraw commands to Line(). FrameRect(), FrameOva 1(). etc.
Cl oseRgn( theRegi on l:

DisposeRgn()
When through with a region, call Di sposeRgnC) to release the memory
occupied by the region's Region data structure. Pass Di sposeRgn <) a handle
to the region to dispose of.
RgnHandl e theRegi on;
Di sposeRgn ( theRegi on l ;

FrameRgn()
After defining a region, call FrameRgn( > to draw a frame around it. Pass
FrameRgn() a handle to the region to frame.
RgnHandle theRegion;
FrameRgn( theRegion );

PaintRgn()
After a region has been defined, call Pai ntRgn <) to paint the interior of the
region with the current pattern of the graphics pen. Pass Pai ntRgn < > a
handle to the region to frame.
RgnHandle theRegion;
Pai ntRgn( theRegi on ) ;

• • • IEPUI • Ill
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FillRgn()
After defining a region, call Fi 11 Rgn < > to fill the interior of the region with a
pattern of your choosing.
RgnHandl e theRegi on:
Pattern thePattern = qd.black;
FillRgn( theRegion, &thePattern >:

The first parameter to Fi 11 Rgn( > is a handle to the region to fill. The
second parameter is a pointer to the pattern to use as the fill.

EraseRgn()
After defining and drawing a region, call EraseRgnC >to erase it. Pass
EraseRgn( > a handle to the region to erase.
RgnHandle theRegion:
EraseRgn( theRegion):

lnvertRgn()
After defining a region, call InvertRgn( > to invert each pixel within the
content area of the region. Any black pixels will become white, and any white
pixels will become black. Pass InvertRgnC > a handle to the region to invert.
RgnHandle theRegion:
InvertRgn( theRegion);

UnionRgn()
To combine two regions into one new region, call UnionRgn( ).
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
UnionRgn(

theSmallRegion:
theBigRegion:
theCombinedRegion:
theSmallRegion, theBigRegion, theCombinedRegion );

The first and seconq parameters in Uni on Rgn < > are handles to the two
regions that are to be combined. The third parameter is a handle to the
memory that will hold the new, combined region.
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GlobcdTolocal()
If Pt I nRgn <) is to be called to test a mouse-dick for inclusion in a region,
first call GlobalTolocal (>to convert the coordinates of the cursor from
global screen coordinates to coordinates local to the current window.
Point thePoint = theEvent.where;
GlobalToLocal( &thePoint );

PtlnRgn()
To test a mouse-click for inclusion in a region, call PtlnRgn( ).
Point thePoint;
RgnHandle theRegion;
if ( PtlnRgn( thePoint, theRegion ) )
II handle mouse-click in region

The first parameter to PtlnRgn() is a Point variable that holds the
location of the cursor at the time of the mouse-dick. Call Gl oba 1To Loe al C)
before passing this point to PtlnRgn( ). The second parameter is the region
that is being tested. If the point specified in the first parameter is within the
boundaries of the region specified in the second parameter, Pt In Rgn < >
returns a value of true. If the point is outside of the region, PtlnRgn( >returns a
value offal se.

PAmRNS
The Macintosh system defines several patterns for use by your programs.
Additionally, pattern resources enable you to define and store your own
patterns for use in any of your programs.

GetlndPattern()
To access a single pattern from a pattern list resource (a resource of type
PAT/I), call GetlndPattern( ).
Pattern thePattern;
short thePatternListID = sysPatListID:
short thePatternindex = 2:
GetlndPattern( &thePattern, thePatternlistID. thePatternlndex ) :

IEPHI •
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The first parameter to GetlndPattern() is a pointer to a variable of type
Pattern. After the call to Get I ndPattern ( > completes, this variable will hold
a pattern that can be used in any Toolbox function that requires a Pattern as
a parameter. The second parameter is the ID of the PAT /I resource that holds
the pattern to access. To use the System pattern list, which contains 38
patterns, pass the Apple-defined constant sysPatListID. The thjrd parameter
is an index into the PAT /I resource. Individual patterns within the list are
numbered starting at an index value of 1.

GetPattern()
To access the pattern stored in a pattern resource (a resource of type
call Getpattern( ).

PAT ),

#define rSlashPattern 128
PatHandle thePatternHandle:
thePatternHandle

=

GetPattern( rSlashPattern );

The parameter to Get Pattern C) is the resource ID of the PAT resource to
access. GetPattern c) will load the pattern into memory and return a handle
to the memory in the thePatternHandl e variable.

Programming
With Color

F

or the first few years of its existences the Macintosh did not support

color. Still, from its inception the Mac has been known as a graphics
machine. The power of Quick.Draw made it easy for any programmer to
tum a cext-based program into a more exciting graphics-based application.
Once color capabilities were added to the Mac, the power of the new Color
QuickDra routines not only kepc ic easy for programmers co add graphics
, ic also made ic easy for them to add rich, colorful graphics to
pplications.
In this chapter you'll learn about the system the Macintosh uses for
defining !ors. You'll read how to select a color from within your code,
and you'll ee an almost unbelievably simple means for letting users quickly
and easily make color selections of their own choosing. Whether your
program o the user specifies a color, you'll be able to easily use that color
to fill any hape, or even the background of an entire window. If you were
afraid that color programming techniques might be too complex to tackle,
this chapter w i!J alleviate those fears.
In Chapcer 10 you learned all about black-and-white pattern resources
and how to use those patterns in shape drawing. This chapter expands
upon those techniques for monochrome pattern drawing. Here you'll learn
how to create color patterns and see how to fill any type of shape with one
of these patterns.
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RGI Colors and the Color Picker
Older Macintosh computers like the Mac Plus came with a built-in monochrome screen. A pixel on such a screen was composed of a single-color
dot capable of being set to only two states: black or white. The color
monitors that Macs now come with (or that are added as an option) use
three dots for each pixel. These red, green, and blue dots, each capable of
being illuminated in a large range of intensities, allow a single pixel to have
hundreds, thousands, or even millions of different states, or colors.

RGI COLORS
No matter what kind of data a computer works with, to the computer the
data is always nothing more than a collection .of numbers. You've seen that
while a resource editor displays a resource graphically, a look at the same
resource in a hex editor reveals the resource to be nothing more than a
series of hexadecimal numbers. And while a word displayed in a window
looks as if it is composed of alphanumeric characters, it turns out that each
character is nothing more than an ASCII number. The representation of
colors is no different.
~
If you piy open your the case of your Macintosh, you of course won't
find numbers floating around inside. Numbers are still too abstract a
concept for the electronic components that make up a computer. To the
Mac's CPU, all that really matters is the level of voltage at any memoiy
location. But a topic like that is best left to computer and electrical engineers!
Computers are capable of using a variety of schemes, or systems, to
give each color a different value. The system used by QuickDraw is the
RGB color model. RGB stands for the colors of the three dots that make up
each pixel: red, green, and blue. In the RGB model, each color is the result
of the combination of three values. Each value represents a color level of
one of the three colors. A few specific examples using the RGBCol or data
type should clarify how RGB colors work. First, the definition of the
RGBCo 1or data structure:

L.LJ

struct RGBCol or
(

unsigned short red;
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unsigned short green;
unsigned short blue;
I:

The unsigned short is a 2-byte data type capable of holding a value in
the range ofO to 65,535. In the RGB color system, an RGBColor field that
has a value of 0 means that none of that color is present, while a value of
65,535 means that the color of that field is at its most intense. As an
example, consider an RGBColor variable that is set to hold the color red.
RGBColor theRedColor;
theRedColor.red = 65535;
theRedColor.green =
0;
theRedCo l or.blue =
0·:

The color defined in the above snippet has a red component at its
maximum, while its green and blue components are at their minimum. This
produces a pure red color. To produce a color other than red, green, or
blue, you mix levels of the three fields. Because a mix of red and blue
produces purple, the following snippet defines a variable that holds a
purple color:
RGBColor thePurpleColor:
thePurpleColor.red = 65535;
thePurpleColor.green =
0;
thePurpleColor.blue = 65535;

You don't have to use the maximum and minimum values when
assigning a field a color level. Where the field values in the above snippet
produce a very light, bright purple, the following snippet produces a rich,
dark purple:
RGBColor thePurpleColor;
thePurpleColor.red = 32000;
thePurpleColor.green =
0:
thePurpleColor.blue = 32000:

~

You may be familiar with the definition of white as the absence of all

LLJ color, and the definition of black as the combination of all colors. You'll see
that this holds true if you mix a dozen colors of paint together; the resulting
color will be much darker than any of the individual paints. With that said,
why is it that in the RGB model, lower red, green, and blue values produce

• • •IHHI•
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darker colors, while higher values produce lighter colors? Why does
"mixing" the maximum value of 65,535 for each color produce white and
not black? The answer lies in how graphics displays work. Combining three
colored lights produces more light than a single colored light, just as three
lit light bulbs produce more light than one bulb. So more means brighter.
The RGB system simply reflects this fact: Higher RGB values mean brighter
colors. When all three RGB values are at their most intense, white light is
produced. When all are at their lowest, darkness, or black, is produced.
Determining the field values for a particular color isn't always easily
done by using guesswork alone. As you will see later in this chapter,
Apple's Color Picker utility can aid you in producing a desired color. The
Color Picker also provides an easy means for letting users of your program
specify colors of their choosing.

COLORS AND SHAPE DRAWING
Once you've declared and assigned a color to an RGBCo 1or variable, you
can use the variable's color when drawing shapes. You can use any of the
QuickDraw shape-drawing routines just as they're described in Chapter 4
and Chapter 10. Pai ntRect (), Fi 11Ova1 (), Frame Po 1y ( ) will all work
without modification. The only change you'll need to make involves the
foreground color of the window that is to be drawn to. Normally, a
window's foreground color is black - that's why. by default the graphics
pen draws in black. By calling the Toolbox routine RGBForeCol or(), you
can change a window's foreground color. After you do that, all subsequent
drawing takes place in the new foreground color. Here's an example that
draws a green oval in the upper left of a window:
RGBColor theGreenColor;
theGreenColor.red
0;
theGreenColor.green = 50000;
theGreenColor.blue =
0;
RGBForeColor( &theGreenColor );
SetRect( &theRect, 10. 10, 100, 100 );
PaintOval( &theRect );

The RGBForeCol or() requires one parameter: a pointer to a variable of
type RGBCo 1or. This variable holds the definition of the color that the
current window's foreground should be set to.
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The RGBForeCol or() function has a companion routine that changes
the background color of a window. A call to RGBBackCol or() changes the
background color of the current window. Instead of windows with white
backgrounds, your program can easily create windows with backgrounds of
any available color. The following snippet changes the background of the
current window to a light gray color:
RGBColor theGrayColor :
theGrayColor.red = 55000:
theGrayColor.green = 55000:
theGrayColor.blue = 55000:
RGBBackColor( &theGrayColor >:

~Remember, if all three fields of an RGBCol or variable are at their maximum
l_LJ value of 65,535, the result is the color white. If each field color value is
lowered by an equal or near equal amount, a shade of gray is produced.
The lower the values, the darker the gray. Once each field value is very low
(near 0), a very, very dark shade of gray is produced. That shade is black!

COLORS AND COLOR WINDOWS
Up to this point, you have loaded WIND data into memory by calling the
Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow( ). The Toolbox provides a companion
routine to GetNewWi ndow() named GetNewCWi ndow(). If you haven't
already guessed it, the C in this Toolbox name stands for color. Here's a call
to GetNewCWi ndow():
#define rOisplayWindow
WindowPtr theWindow:
theWindow

=

128

GetNewCWindow( rOisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );

The parameters to GetNewCWi ndow() are identical to those used in a call
to GetNewWi ndow(). The WIND resource, too, can be identical. So what is
different? The data structure that the WIND data gets loaded to. You know
that a call to GetNewWi ndow() loads window data into a Wi ndowRecord. A
call to GetNewCWi ndow() loads window data into a CWi ndowRecord.
~
The above text states that the WIND resource loaded by a call to
GetNewCWi ndow() can be identical to a WI ND resource loaded by a call to
GetNewWindow(). That hints that the WIND resource may not have to be the

l_LJ
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same. Chapter 12 bears this out. A WIND resource used for a color window
may optionally include information that is used to add color to various parts
of the window, such as the window's frame or the title that appears in the
window's drag bar.
A CWi ndowRecord is the same as a Wi ndowRecord in all respects except
one: The first field, the port field, is of type CGraf Port in the
rn; ndowRecord. You will recall from Chapter 7 that the port field of a
Wi ndowRecord is of type Graf Port.
Originally the Macintosh had no color, and QuickDraw was for
monochrome drawing. So the Graf Port, which defines the drawing
environment for black-and-white drawing, was sufficient. When the Mac did
come to support color, Apple developed a new QuickDraw, Color
QuickDraw. Along with Color QuickDraw came the CGraf Port. The
CGraf Port defines the drawing environment for color drawing. Many of the
drawing functions that you'll encounter in this chapter are Color QuickDraw
functions and, as such, are expecting to draw to a CGraf Port. While they
may in fact draw to a Graf Port, the colors you are expecting to see will not
appear.
~
Will any color at all appear in a window created by a call to
GetNewWi ndow( )? Yes. While thought of as black-and-white, the original
QuickDraw supports color to a very limited extent. Color QuickDraw of
course fully supports color.
Once a color window has been created by the call to
GetNewCWi ndow( ), the window can be used in the same way as a window
created by a call to GetNewWi ndow( ). Actions such as dragging and closing
the window are performed exactly as described in Chapter 7.

LL.J

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: FOREIACK(OLOR
The ForeBackColor program displays a window like the one shown in
Figure 11-1. The background of the window is red; the rectangle is blue; the
oval is purple; and the text is white. After verifying this on your screen, click
the mouse button to end the program.
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New Window

Bl•ie Ped Purple Vih1te

Figure 11-1

The color window displayed by the ForeBockColor program.
The ForeBackColor program calls RGBBackCol or( ) to set the window's
background color. Once RGBBackCol or() is called, the window's background color doesn't get changed until the window gers updated. In a
program that includes an event loop and basic w indow-handling code, this
would be no problem. The call to RGBBackColor() would cause an update
event to occur. As you read in Chapte r 7, an event-handling program would
then respond by calling BeginUpdate() and EndUpdate( ), with window
content drawing calls in between. In the ForeBackColor program, though,
update evenrs are ignored. To force the program to update the window
after the call to RGBBackCol or(), Begi nUpdate() and EndUpdate () are
explicitly called.
RGBBackColor( &gRedColor l :
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
EndUpdate ( theWindow );

Your event-driven program won't need to include calls to
Begi nUpdate() and EndUpdate() after a call to RGBBackCol or(); your
program's updateEvt-handling code will take care of properly updating the
window's background color.
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

l/defi ne
l/defi ne
I/define
l/defi ne
lldefi ne
l/defi ne
I/define

rDisplayWindow
kBoxTop
kBoxBottom
kBoxleft
kBoxRight
kOva Hop
kOvalBottom

128
20
120

30

260
kBoxTop + 20
kBoxBottom - 20
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fldefi ne
/Jdefi ne

kBoxLef t + 20
kBoxRight - 20

kOvalLeft
kOvalRight

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RGBColor
RGBColor
RGBColor
RGBColor

gRedColor;
gBlueColor:
gPurpleColor;
gWhiteColor;

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
theRect;
InitializeToolbox();
DefineColors();
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil. (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
RGBBackColor( &gRedColor );
BeginUpdate( theWindow );
EraseRect( &theWindow->portRect );
EndUpdate( theWindow );
RGBForeColor( &gBlueColor >:
SetRect( &theRect, kBoxLeft, kBoxTop, kBoxRight, kBoxBottom >:
PaintRect( &theRect );
RGBForeColor( &gPurpleColor ):
SetRect( &theRect, kOvalLeft, kOvalTop, kOvalRight, kOvalBottom );
PaintOval( &theRect );
RGBForeColor( &gWhiteColor );
MoveTo( kOvalLeft + 20, kOvalBottom - 25 );
Drawstring( "\pBlue, Red, Purple. White" );
while ( !Button() )
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void DefineColors( void )
I

gBlueColor.red
gBlueColor.green
gBlueColor.blue

=

gRedColor.red
gRedColor.green
gRedColor.blue
gPurpleColor.red
gPurpleColor.green
gPurpleColor.blue
gWhiteColor.red
gWhiteColor.green
gWhiteColor.blue

0;

c

0:

=

65535:

=

65535;

25000:
25000;
.. 45000:
0;
:a

45000:

.. 65535:
.. 65535:
.. 65535:
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THE COLOR PICKER
Assigning values to the fields of an RGBCo l or variable to adjust a color
setting in your program is something that you, the prograrruner, are capable
of doing. A user of your program, however, shouldn't be expected to know
about the RGB color model or the RGBCo l or data structure. If your program
lets the user change colors used by your program, he or she should be
provided with an easy mechanism for doing so. Enter the Color Picker.
The Color Picker, shown in Figure 11-2, is an Apple utility that enables
a user to change a color setting by adjusting three sliders in a dialog box.
Each slider represents one o f the three RGB colors. As the user moves the
thumb of a slider, the effects of the changing level o f intensity for that one
colo r can be seen in the bottom half of the rectangle at the top right of the
Color Picker. The top half of the rectangle displays the original color that
was in use when the Color Picker was first displayed.

Color Picker

Ortglne1:

C==:J

New:-

( More Choices )

C11ncel

J(

OK

)J

Figure 11-2

The System 7.5 version of the Color Picker.
Users with System 7.5 on their Macs see the Color Picker shown in
Figure 11-2. Users with System 7.1 see a version of the Color Picker like the
one pictured in Figure 11-3. Rad1er than use a set of du·ee sliders to control
color selection, a user w ith the Color Picker shown in Figure 11-3 dicks
anywhere on the color wheel to select a color. Moving the thumb on me
one vertical slider will then increase or decrease the brightness of the
selected colo r.
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Color Picker

Hue 2020

34060
Bright ness 65535
S11 turotlon

Red 65535
Green 37775
Blue 31476

00
00
00
00
00
00

[ Cancel J

(DD)

Figure 11·3

The System 7. 1 version of the Color Picker.

~

From a programmer's perspective, the older Color Picker actually has
~one advantage over the newer Color Picker. The System 7.1 Color Picker
displays the RGB values of the color being displayed. If you have a color
that you'd like to know the RGB values for, you can click on the color in
the color wheel and then look at the values the Color Picker displays in the
three edit boxes at the bottom of the dialog box.
Your program can bring up the Color Picker at any time by calling the
Toolbox function GetCol or( ).
Boolean colorSelected:
Point thePoint = I 50 . 30 I:
Str255 theP rompt = "\pMy Color Picker !":
RGBColor theStartColor :
RGBCol or theEndColor :
col orSelected = GetColor( thePoi nt . thePrompt.
&theStartColor . &theEndColor l :

The first parameter in GetCo l or () is a point that is used in the placement of the Colo r Picker dialog box. This point specifies where the top left
corner of the dialog box sho uld appear. The above snippet declares and
initializes a Point variable named thePoi nt. Using t hePoi nt, GetC ol or()
will place the top left come r of the Colo r Picker 50 pixels from the top of
the screen and 30 pixels from the left.
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r
Notice that to assign a Poi nt a pair of coordinates at the time of initialization you specify first the
vertical value and then the horizontal value. These values are placed between a pair of braces.

Point thePoint

R

(

140, 40 l;

~,

As an aside, a Rect variable can be initialized in a similar manner.

Rect theRect • I 10, 50 , 100, 300 };
When initializing a rectangle in this way, the order of the coordinates differs from the order used
when calling SetRect( ). Here's the coordinate order for both the initialization of a Re ct and the
assignment of a Rect using SetRect( ):

Rect theRect • l top , left , bottom, right ); //initialize
SetRect( &theRect, left . top , right , bottom l : // assign

The second parameter in GetCol or ( ) is a string that seives as a title for
the Color Picker. As shown in Figures 11-2 and 11-3, this string will be
placed in the top left comer of the dialog box.
When the Color Picker dialog box opens, it displays a rectangle that
displays both the original color (the color before any changes are made)
and t11e new color that the user selects. The tllird parameter to Get Co1 or ( )
is a pointer to an RGBCol or that represents the original color. You need to
pass Get Co 1or () this RGBCo 1or variable so that the function knows what
color your program considers ilie original color. When ilie user disnlisses
the dialog box, GetCo 1or ( ) will return the user's color selection in the form
of an RGBCol or in the fourth parameter.
When ilie user disnlisses ilie Color Picker, GetC ol or () returns a
Boo lean value that specifies whether the user accepted or canceled his or
her color change. If a value of true is returned, your program should con-

sider the original color - ilie color used before ilie Color Picker opened as the old color. The color selected by the user, the color returned in ilie
fourth parameter of GetCol or(), should now be considered ilie new color.
Assuming that the old and new colors are being stored in global RGBC ol or
variables, a snippet that performs me above task might look like this:
if (

colorSelected

==

true l

(

gUse rsOldColor
gUsers NewColor

=
=

theStartCol or;
theEndCol or ;
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If your program does store colors in global variables, then those colors
can always be used in calls to RGB ForeCol or() and RGBBackCol or()
without regard for whether, or when, the user makes color-setting changes.
Using the code described in the above snippets, the gUsersNewCo 1or
variable will always hold the color the user has last selected. The PickColors
program provides an example of this.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PICKCOLORS
When you launch PickColors, a small window opens. Then the Color Picker
dialog box is displayed. Adjust the sliders to a color of your choosing, and
then click on the OK button. The Color Picker will be dismissed, and two
small rectangles will be drawn in the window. The rectangle on the left will
be drawn in the original color, and the rectangle on the right will be drawn
in the newly selected color. Figure 11-4 illustrates. The program incorporates
a loop so that this process repeats; the Color Picker will again open, and
two rectangles will again be drawn when the Color Picker is dismissed .
After the third time the Color Picker is dismissed, click the mouse button to
end the program.

"'''""' '~

My Col or Picker!

New:

!1>1 [ill3

Red:i <J

Green:l<J

J

!1>1 [ill3
l1>I [ill3

Blue:i<J
( More Choices )

Cancel

l~

OK

,

Figure 11·4

The PickColors program displays a window and the Color Picker.
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The range of colors displayed in the Color Picker depends upon the
number of colors your Macintosh is capable of displaying. The number of
colors a Mac can display is dependent on the amount of memory it devotes
to video. Choose the Monitors control panel to see the maximum number of
colors, and the different color levels, that your particular computer can be
set to.
The application-defined function Di spl ayCol orPi cker() is responsible
for posting the Color Picker to the screen. This function begins by setting
the value of the local RGBCol or variable theSta rt Col or to the user's
current color choice.
theStartColor

=

gUsersNewColor;

A pointer to the variable the St a rt Co 1or is then passed as the third
parameter to GetColor( ). The color held in theStartColor then serves as
the original color that will be displayed in half of the display rectangle in the
Color Picker. The color passed in the fourth parameter to Get Co 1or ( ) is
unimportant - GetCo 1or() will fill this variable with an RGBCo 1or value
after the user makes a color selection and clicks on the dialog box's OK
button.
colorSelected

= GetColor( thePoint, thePrompt,
&theStartColor, &theEndColor );

Here is the listing for the PickColors program. Note that the universal
header file ColorPicker.h is included to provide access to the Get Ca 1or ( )
function.
II

#include <ColorPicker.h>
II
{Jdef i ne
fldef i ne

#define
#define
#define
/}define
/Jdefi ne
{}define

rOisplayWindow
kNumColorPicks
kBoxTop
kBoxBottom
kOldBoxLeft
kOldBoxRight
kNewBoxLeft
kNewBoxRight

II

RGBColor gUsersNewColor:
RGBColor gUsersOldColor;

128
3
10
60
20
70
80
130

!I II
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!!_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow;
Rect
theRect;
int
i:
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rDisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
for ( i a l; i <= kNumColorPicks; i++ )
{

DisplayColorPicker();
RGBForeColor( &gUsersOldColor );
SetRect( &theRect, kOldBoxLeft, kBoxTop, kOldBoxRight, kBoxBottom );
PaintRect( &theRect );
RGBForeColor( &gUsersNewColor );
SetRect( &theRect, kNewBoxleft, kBoxTop, kNewBoxRight, kBoxBottom );
PaintRect( &theRect >:
I

while ( ! Button() )
I
!!_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void DisplayColorPicker( void
(

Boolean colorSelected;
Point thePoint = I 140, 40 I:
Str255 thePrompt = w\pMy Color Picker!w:
RGBColor theStartColor:
RGBColor theEndColor:
theStartColor

a

gUsersNewColor:

colorSelected

a

GetColor( thePoint, thePrompt, &theStartColor, &theEndColor

);

if ( colorSelected == true )
I

gUsersOldColor
gUsersNewColor

=
=

theStartColor:
theEndColor;

I

~

If an initial color isn't specified, the first time the Color Picker opens the
~ original color will be black. That's what happens in the PickColor program.
You can easily modify the program so that it starts with a different color.
Define a global RGBCo l or variable and assign its three fields values - the
gRedCol or variable in this chapter's ColorShapes program is an example.
Then, near the start of the program, assign the gUsersNewCol or variable the
value of the defined color variable.
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THE COLOR PICKER AND MUDIPLE COLOR SEmNGS
The PickColors example program assumes that the user will be allowed to
change only one color setting. Your program may have several color
settings that you'll want to give the user control of. In that case, you'll want
to display the Color Picker more than one time - you'll display it once for
each setting the user wants to change.
Consider a program that has separate color settings for the drawing of
rectangles and the drawing of ovals. Instead of declaring two global
RGBCol or variables, as the PickColors program did, this program might
declare four:
RGBColor
RGBColor
RGBColor
RGBColor

gOvalOldColor:
gOvalNewColor;
gRectOldColor;
gRectNewColor;

To set the color of one of the settings, such as the color used to draw
rectangles, the Di s p1ay Co 1or Pi ck er ( ) routine developed in the PickColors
example would be called. Pointers to the two RGBCo l or variables used to
keep track of the rectangle color would be passed to the function:
OisplayColorPicker< &gRectOldColor. &gRectNewColor ):

Of course, the above technique requires a few changes to the
application-defined Di sp 1ayCo1 or Pi ck er () function. First, the function
needs to be defined with two parameters.
void DisplayColorPicker< RGBColor *theOldColor.
RGBColor *theNewColor )

Next, the saving of the original color needs to include a dereferencing
of the passed-in pointer theNewCol or.
theStartColor = *theNewColor;

Finally, after the Color Picker is dismissed, the assignment of the new
and old colors must include a dereferencing of both passed-in pointers.
*theOldColor = theStartColor:
*theNewColor = theEndColor;

•lt@I• ••
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Here's a look at the new version of the Dis p1ayCo1 or Pi ck er ()
function:
void OisplayColorPicker( RGBColor *theOldColor,
RGBColor *theNewColor )
Boolean colorSelected;
Point thePoint = I 140, 40 I:
Str255 thePrompt = "\pMy Color Picker!";
RGBColor theStartColor:
RGBColor theEndColor:
theStartColor = *theNewColor;
colorSelected

= GetColor( thePoint, thePrompt.
&theStartColor, &theEndColor );
if ( colorSelected == true )

I

*theOldColor = theStartColor:
*theNewColor = theEndColor;

)

To adjust both the rectangle-drawing color and the oval-drawing color,
invoke Dis p1ayCo1 or Pi ck er () twice.
DisplayColorPicker( &gRectOldColor. &gRectNewColor );
DisplayColorPicker( &gOvalOldColor, &gOvalNewColor );

After the user has set both color levels, call RGBForeCol or() before the
drawing of any shape.
RGBForeColor( gRectNewColor );
II draw rectangle
RGBForeColor( gOvalNewColor );
II draw oval

Patterns and Color
Chapter 10 provided you with the details of creating and using pattern
resources. But the patterns created in that chapter were all black-and-white.
The Mac is just as capable of displaying color patterns. Now that you know
you can create color pattern resources and now that you know about using
color in your programs, you may wish you had never invested any time in
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learning about monochrome patterns. Not to wony, though. As you're
about to see, the techniques you read about in Chapter 10 apply directly to
the topic of color patterns.

THE PPAT RESOURCE
In Chapter 10 you learned that using a black-and-white pattern to fill a
shape begins with the creation of a pattern resource - a PAT resource.
When working with color, a color pattern resource analogous to the PAT
resource is used- the ppat resource. Color patterns are referred to as pixel
patterns, so a color pattern resource has the four-character name ppat.

Creating appat Resource in ResEdit
To create a color pattern resource in ResEdit, select Create New Resource
from the Resource menu. Type ppat in the editable text box, and then click
on the OK button. ResEdit will then open a ppat editor like the one shown
in Figure 11-5. This editor is very similar to the PAT editor shown in Figure
10-16 in Chapter 10. The ppat editor lets you create two versions of the
same resource. Click on the top rectangle on the right side of the editor, and
any editing you do in the rectangle on the left of the editor will be in color
- and will apply to the color version of the resource. Click on the bottom
rectangle of the right side, and editing applies to a black-and-white version
of the same resource. The black-and-white version will only be used by
your program if a user runs the program on a Macintosh that has its monitor
set to display monochrome.

Figure 11·5

The ResEdit color pattern resource editor.
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To rum individual pixels on and off in the pattern, use the Pencil tool
from the editor's tool palette. You can set the color the pencil uses by
d icking on the rectangle at the bottom left of the editor. Figure 116 shows
lhe color palette that gets displayed when this rectangle is clicked on.

B & \f
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Figure 11·6
Using ResEdit to edit a pattern in a color pattern resource.
While a color pattern is generally 8 pixels by 8 pixels in size, it can be
larger. If you select Pattern Size from the ppa t menu in ResEdit, you'll see
the dialog box shown in Figure 11-7. Click on a new pattern size, and then
click on the Resize button. ResEdit w ill respond by enlarging the ppat
editor, displaying an editing grid of the proper size.

Creating a ppat Resource in Resorcerer
To create a color partem resource in Resorcerer, click on the New button in
Resorce rer's main window. Type ppa t in the editable text box, and then
click on the Create butto n. Resorcerer will then open a Pattern Editor like
the one shown in Figure 11-8. TI1e Pattern Editor lets you create two
versions of the same resource. Click on the small rectangle labeled "Color"
on the right side of the editor, and any editing you do in the large grid will
be in color and will apply to the color version of the resource. Click on the
small rectangle labeled "l bit," and editing will apply to a black-and-white
version of the same resource. The black-and-white version only gets used
by a program if the user runs the program on a Macintosh that has its
monitor set to display monochrome.
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Figure 11·7

Changing the size of a ppa t resource in ResEdit.
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Figure 11·8

The Resorcerer color pattern editor.
To rum an individual pixel in the panern on or off, use the Pencil tool
from the editor's tool palene. To change the color used by the Pencil, click
on the rectangle located co the left of the editor's color palette, as is being
done in Figure 11-9. Choose any color from the larger palene that appears.
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pp11t 128 from ColorPettem.rsrc

( C11ncel )

Figure 11·9

Using ResEdit to edit a pattern in a color pattern resource.
Color patterns are usually thought of as 8 pixels by 8 pixels in size, but
rhcy don't have to be. If you select Set Size from the PixelPattern menu in
Resorcerer, you w ill see the dialog box shown in Figure 11-10. Click on a
new pattern size in this dialog box, and then click on the Resize button.
Resorcerer will then change the size of the editing grid in the Pattern Edito r.
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Figure 11·10

Changing the size of a ppa t resource in Resorcerer.
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Using a ppat resource
At the start of this chapter's introduction to color patterns, it was stated that
working with color patterns is veiy similar to working with black-and-white
patterns. Since the black-and-white pattern information from the previous
chapter is still fresh in your mind, a direct comparison of the two methods
should prove enlightening.
To load a black-and-white PAT pattern into memoiy, you pass the
Toolbox function GetPattern() the ID of the pattern to load.
PatHandle thePatternHandle:
thePatternHandle

=

GetPattern( 128 ):

To load a color ppat pattern into memoiy, you pass the Toolbox
function Get Pi x Pat ( ) the ID of the pattern to load.
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern;
thePixelPattern = GetPixPat( 128 );

A monochrome pattern is stored in memoiy in the format of a Pattern
data strucrure. As shown in the GetPattern() snippet, the Get Pattern()
function returns a PatHandl e to the black-and-white pattern data in
memoiy. ·
A color pattern is stored in memoiy in the format of a Pi x Pat data
structure. As shown in the Get Pi x Pat < ) snippet, the Get Pi x Pat< ) function
returns a Pi xPatHandl e to the color pattern data in memoiy.
The pattern used by the graphics pen can be set to a black-and-white
pattern by using a doubly dereferenced PatHandl e in a call to PenPat( ).
PatHandle thePatternHandle:
PenPat( **thePatternHandle ):

The pattern used by the graphics pen can be set to a color pattern by
using a Pi x Pat Hand 1e in a call to Pen Pi x Pat ( ) .
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern:
PenPixPat( thePixelPattern );
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Once the pen pattern has been set, your program can use a paint
function (such as PaintRect() or PaintPoly( )) in the same way.
PaintOval( &theRect >:

To use a fill function with a monochrome pattern, pass a singly
dereferenced Pat Hand 1e as the second parameter.
PatHandle thePatternHandle:
FillRect( &theRect, *thePatternHandle ):

To use a fill function with a color pattern, pass a Pi xPatHandl e as the
second parameter to a color fill routine that is analogous to a black-andwhite fill routine. For example, instead of using Fi 11 Re ct (), use
Fi 11 CRect().
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern:
FillCRect( &theRect, thePixelPattern >:

Every fill routine used with monochrome patterns has a color counterpart. The only difference in the routine names is that the color routine has a
Cin its name. For example, use Fi 11 COval ()and Fi 11 CPoly() in place of
Fi 110 va 1 ( ) and Fi 11 Po 1y { ) . The first parameter in either version of the
routine is the same. The second parameter in the black-and-white routine is
a pointer to a pattern. The second parameter in the color routine is a
Pi x Pat Hand 1e. The ColorPattern program provides an example of how one
of these functions can be used.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: COLORPAmRN
The ColorPattern program makes use of two ppat resources. The program
sets the pen pattern to one of the two color patterns and then calls
Li neTo() to draw a diagonal line. ColorPattern then makes a call to
Fi 11 CRect( ), passing a Pi xPatHandl e to the second color pattern. Figure
11-11 shows the graphics that result from these QuickDraw calls. Clicking
the mouse button ends the program.
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New Window

Figure 11-11

The window displayed by the ColorPattern program.
Figures 11-6 and 11-8 show one of the pixel pattern resources in
ResEdit and Resorcerer, respectively. This resource is used to fill the
rectangle. Figure 11-12 shows the second pixel patte rn resource as viewed
in ResEdit. This pattern is used when drawing the line.

• o
•o
• o

m
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Figure 11-12

A ppa t resource used by the ColorPattern program.

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I/define
//define
//define

rOisplayWindow
rRedBlackPattern
rPurplePat.tern

128
128
129

"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void l
(
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WindowPtr theWindow;
Rect
theRect;
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern;
InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rOisplayWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );
SetPort( theWindow ):
the Pixel Pattern = GetpixPat( rPurpl ePattern ) :
PenPixPat( thePixelPattern );
PenSize( 5, 5 ):
MoveTo( 10, 10 ) ;
LineTo( 140, 140 ):
thePixelPattern = GetPixPat( rRedBlackPattern ):
SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 100, 100 );
FillCRect( &theRect, thePixelPattern ):
while ( !Button() )

Color Programming Reference
This section describes the QuickDraw and Color QuickDraw routines that
are used for drawing in color and working with color patterns.

COLOR WINDOWS
If a window is to be the recipient of Color QuickDraw drawing, it should be
created as a color window. A call to GetNewCWi ndow() achieves this.

GetNe\VC\VindoY1()
To create a window that has a color graphics port, and thus fully supports
color drawing, call GetNewCWi ndow().
#define
WindowPtr
Ptr
theWindow
):

rColorWindow 128
theWindow;
windStorage =nil;
= GetNewCWindow( rColorWindow, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-ll
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The GetNewCWi ndow() function uses the exact same parameters as the
GetNewWi ndow() function defined in Chapter 7. Pass GetNewCWi ndow( ) the
ID of the WI ND resource that holds the window information. Pass a ni l
pointer to let the Toolbox allocate memory for the window (as opposed to
your supplying a pointer to a memory block). Type cast -lL to a Wi ndowPtr
as the last parameter, to tell the Toolbox to place the window in front of
all others.

DEFINING COLORS
The Macintosh uses the RGB color system to define individual colors. For
Mac programmers, this system relies on the RGBCo 1or data type.

RGBColor Data Type
A variable of type RGBCo l or holds the definition of a single color.
struct RGBCol or
{

unsigned short red:
unsigned short green:
unsigned short blue;
I:

Any one of millions of colors can be defined by giving each of the three
fields of an RGBCol or a value in the range of 0 to 65,535. The higher the
value of a field, the more intense (or lighter) that color will be. The lower
the value of a field, the less intense (or darker) that color will be. When all
three fields have a value of 0, the color black is defined. When all three
fields have a value of 65,535, the color white is defined. The following
example defines a shade of the color green:
RGBColor theGreenColor:
theGreenColor.red
0:
theGreenColor.green = 65535:
theGreenColor.blue =
0;
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DRAWING WITH COLOR
Once an RGB color has been defined, that color can be used in the drawing
of any shape.

RGBForeColor( )
To set the foreground color of the current color window, call
RGBForeCol or().

RGBColor theOrangeColor;
RGBForeCol or( &theOrangeCol or ) :

Pass this RGBForeCol or() a pointer to an RGBCol or. The calling of this
routine sets the color that will be used in all subsequent calls to QuickDraw
paint routines. To draw shapes to a different color, again call
RGBForeCol or().

RGBBcKkColor( )
To set the background color of the current color window, call
RGBBackColor( ).

RGBColor thePinkColor:
RGBBackColor( &thePinkColor ):

Pass this RGBBackCol or() a pointer to an RGBCol or. By default, a
window's background color is white, but it doesn't have to be. A call to
RGBBackCol or() sets the color that will be used for the background of the
current color window. Once the background color is set, the
RGBBackCol or() routine does not need to be called again. Any time the
affected window needs updating, the specified background color will be
used in the update.

Shape-drawing routines
All the paint shape-drawing routines described and defined in Chapter 4 can
be used when drawing in color. Before using a QuickDraw drawing
function, call RG BF or eC o1or ( ) to set the current window's foreground color
to the desired drawing color. Then call the drawing routine exactly as done
when drawing with a black graphics pen. The following code draws a solid
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blue rectangle and serves as an example of how any of the QuickDraw
functions can be used. Both the RGBForeCol or() function and the defining
of colors are described elsewhere in this reference section.
RGBColor theBlueColor:
RGBForeColor( &theBlueColor ):
SetRect( &theRect. 10, 10. 80, 100 ):
PaintRect( &theRect );

USING THE COLOR PICKER
Apple supplies a color-picking utility that allows all programs to share a
common interface for letting the user select a color. The Color Picker is an
easy-to-add, easy-to-use utility.

GetColor()
To display the Color Picker utility, call Get Col or ( ). Be aware that the Color
Picker has a different look in System 7.5 than it does in System 7 .1.
Boolean colorSelected:
Point
thePoint = I 100, 30 I:
Str255 thePrompt = "\pforeground Color Picker":
RGBColor theStartColor:
RGBColor theEndColor:
colorSelected = GetColor( thePoint, thePrompt,
&theStartColor, &theEndColor ):

The first parameter in Get Col or ( ) is a point that is used in the placement of the Color Picker dialog box. This point specifies where the top left
comer of the dialog box should appear. The second parameter is a string
that serves as a title for the Color Picker. The third parameter is a pointer to
an RGBCo 1or that represents the original color - the color the user last
selected. The fourth parameter will hold the color selected by the user from
the Color Picker dialog box.
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PAnERNS
Opening a color window allows for the use of color patterns. A color
pattern is defined in a resource of type pp at and is displayed by a variety of
Color QuickDraw routines.

GetPixPat( )
To load the data from a ppat resource to a Pi xPat data structure in
memory, call GetPi xPat( ).
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern:
thePixel Pattern = GetPixPat( 128 ) :

The parameter in GetPixPat() is the ID of the pixel pattern resource,
or ppat resource, that is to be loaded into memory. When the call to
Get Pi xPat() has completed, a handle to the pixel pattern data will be
returned to the program.

PenPixPat( )
To set the pattern of the graphics pen to a color pattern, call Pen Pi xPat().
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern:
PenPixPat( thePixelPattern );

The Pi x Pat Hand 1e that is passed to Pen Pi x Pat ( ) is a handle to a color
pattern retrieved from a pp at resource by a call to Get Pi x Pat ( ).

Shape-Drawing Routines
A color pattern version exists for each of the fill shape-drawing routines
described and defined in Chapter 4 and Chapter 10. Each routine accepts
the same first parameter as its black-and-white counterpart. The second
parameter is a Pi x Pat Hand 1e variable that is a handle to the color pattern to
use as the fill. This handle can be obtained by a call to Get Pi x Pat ( ) . The
following example fills a rectangle with a color pixel pattern:
PixPatHandle thePixelPattern:
FillCRect( &theRect, thePixelPattern );

Other color pattern fill routines include Fi 11COva1 (),
Fi 11 CRoundRect( ), Fil 1CPoly(), and Fi 11 CRgn( ).

Color and
Macintosh
Interface
hapter 11 described how you can draw in color in a Window. In this
chapte r you'll learn how to add color to a window. Through the use of
a window color table resource, you'll be able to add color to a window's
frame, title, or content area.
Adding color to a window is just one way to brighten up the interface
of a pro~. The dialog color table resource and the menu color table
resource afuo enable you to add color to a program's dialog boxes and
menus.
You've probably noticed that most Mac applications use little or no
color in th ir interface elements. That's to provide consistency from program
to pro~. If you do decide to add color to your program's interface, you 'll
want to do so judiciously - only add a touch here and a touch tl1ere for
some sIJe<ial, specific effect.

C

Color Windows
You can add a little flair to your application'::; window:; by using color in
their frames, titles, and content. The wctb resource makes iliis possible.

WINDOW PARTS
In Chapter 7 you saw that Apple defines several part code constants that are
used to describe different areas, or parts, of a window. These part codes
(such as inDrag and inGrow) are used when a mouseDown event occurs.

• • • ltFZll• •
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When working with color windows, the term "window parts" arises again.
These part names don't match the constants used for handling mouseDown
events. Instead, they are part of the terminology used by both programmers
and nonprogrammers when describing an area of a window. As you'll see
just ahead, resource editors make it easy to add color to certain parts of a
window. Figure 12-1 shows the names that are often used when referring to
the various window parts that can have colo r added to them.
Title text

Hi lite

_

Title bar

New

Frame

Figure 12·1

Window parts that can have color added to them.

The content part of a window includes the entire drawing area of the
window. The frame part is the 1-pixel and 2-pixel border that surrounds the
window. A window's hilite parts are the areas in the dose box and zoom box.
These areas change their look when a mouse-click occurs within their bounda1ies. A window's title text is its title - the window title. The title bar part is
tl1e area of the window that seives as a background for the window title.
The Color control panel lets the user change the color of the title bar
and hilite areas of any window that is displayed on-screen. Figure 12-2
shows the Color control panel as it looks under System 7.5. Because
window colors that are set in the Color control panel are a systemwide
feature (a feature tl1at affects any Macintosh window, not just windows in
the Finder), the System will override changes you make to the title bar color
and the hilite color of a window used in your application. Your program
can, however, still make color changes to the color of the content, the
frame, and the title of the windows used by me program.
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Figure 12·2

The Color control panel allows a user to add color to all windows.
The colors used in the various parts of a window are defined in a
resource of type wctb. This window color table resource resides in the
System file and is used by all windows displayed by any program. This
explains why a single change in the Color control panel affects any window
that appears on the screen.
When you defme a WIND resource in a project's resource file and d1en
use that WI ND in a call to GetNewWi ndow(), d1e result is a window that may
or may not display color in some of its parts. Whether it includes color is up
to the user. If the user has decided that windows displayed o n his or her
machine should include color in their parts, the window created by your
program will be displayed in the user's choice of colo rs. The Color control
panel, however, only allows changes to the title bar and highlights parts
of a window.
If your program defmes windows that include color in any w indow
parts od1er than the title bar and hilite parts, your program's windows will
be displayed using those colors, regardless of the user's color preferences.
As you'll see a little later, if you r application is using a window that displays
color in a window part not controlled by the Colo r contro l panel, the
Toolbox routine GetNewCWi ndow() should be used instead of
GetNewWi ndow( ).
Defming tl1e colors of a window's parts can be done in a resource
editor. By defming the colors used by a WIND resource, all windows that use
that WIND resource will also include those colors. If you use ResEdit as your
resource editor, read the next section. If you use Resorcerer, skip over the
next sectio n.
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RESEDIT AND WINDOW COLORS
\\Then you create a WIND resource in ResEdit, two Color radio buttons
always appear in the upper right corner of the WI ND Editor. Normally, the
button labeled Default is selected. If you click on the button labeled
Custom, five rectangles, each with a window part label beside it, will
appear. Figure 12-3 shows these rectangles.

11uccuoou
•

fb

U ll llM•Y"* lll•d1m

D
Top:~ Height:~
left:~ Width:~

Color:

O Default
® Custom

D

l• I
Title teHt : l•I Highlight: l• I
Title bar: l•I
Content:

frame:

18) I nltlally ulslble

181 Close boH

Figure 12-3

The Custom radio button in a WI NO resource allows for the addition of color.
Each rectangle shown in Figure 12-3 serves as a pop-up menu. Each
pop-up menu displays a palette of colors that lets you change the color for
one part of the window that will eventually be created from this WI ND
resource. You change a part's color by clicking on the rectangle by the
part's label and then selecting a color from the palette that appears.
In Figure 12-4, the rectangle labeled Content has been clicked on. The
number of colors that appear in the resulting palette is dependent on the
pixel depth of your monitor. That is, ResEdit will display more color options
on monitors that are capable of displaying more colors. In Figure 12-4, the
content color that will be used by windows created from this WIND resource
is being changed on a computer that has a monitor set to display 256 colors.
\Vhile the gray-scale figure, of course, can't show the various colors that are
available, it does show that there are 8 rows of color choices, with 32 colo rs
in each row.
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Figure 12·4
Clicking on one of the five rectangles brings up a palette of colors.
When you make a colo r change to a WI ND, ResEdit will reflect that
change in the small window that is displayed on the left side of the WIND
Editor. For example, in Figure 12-4 you can see that the small window no
lo nger has a w hite content area, as is normally the case.
Figure 12-5 shows a ResEdit resource file that contains both WIND and
wctb resources. The wctb resources were not explicitly created using the
Create l\ew Resource command in the Resource menu, as most resources
are . Instead , ResEdit created them automatically. The first time you make a
selection from one of the pop-up p alettes in a WIND resource, ResEdit will
display the alert shown in Figure 12-6. As mentio ned , the colo rs of a
window's parts are governed by a wctb resource. When you use any of the
five color palettes in a ResEdit WI ND resource to make a color change to a
window part, ResEdit automatically creates a new wctb resource that will be
associated w ith the WIND resource being edited. As described in Figure 12-6,
the wctb will be given tl1e same ID as the WI ND resource.

Figure 12·5
A resource file with WINO and wctb resources.

I
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Adding color to a 'WIND' will create a
'wctb' resource to store the color
Information. The 'wctb' resource will
heue ttae same Id es this 'WIND'.
Remember to delete this resource If
you delete the 'WIND'
( Cancel

([

OK

II

Figure 12·6

Adding color to a WIND resource causes ResEdit
to automatically create a wctb resource.
If you double-dick on the wctb icon in ResEdit's main window- the
wctb icon shown in Figure 12-5 -you'll encounter a list of all wctb
resources in the resource file. Because a wctb resource is always paired with
a WI ND ID, for each wct b resource there should be a WI ND resource with the
same ID. If you double-dick on ~me of the wctb resources in the list, the
WI ND editor will open, not a wet b editor. ResEdit opens the WIND that
corresponds to the wctb because wctb editing takes place in the WIND, as
you've just seen.
Now that you know how to add color to a window from within a WIND
resource, skip the next section and read on to see how your source code
can take advantage of your color specifications.

RESORCERER AND WINDOW COLORS
When you create a WIND resource in Resorcerer, you use the Set Window
Info command from Resorcerer's Window menu to make changes to the
WIND settings. Figure 12-7 shows the window that opens when you choose
Set Window Info.
At the bottom of the Set Window Info dialog box are five rectangles,
each with a window part label beside it. Each of these rectangles lets you
change the color of one window part. Resorcerer provides two means of
doing this. If you are familiar with the RGB color system (red, green, blue),
you can enter three numbers (each in the range of 0 to 65535) to define a
color. If you don't know the RGB values for a color you have in mind,
instead double-dick on one of the part rectangles. When you do, a dialog
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box that holds Apple's Color Picker will open. As shown in Figure 12-8, the
Color Picker enables you to select a color by varying the placement of any
or all of the three sliders in the picker.
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Figure 12·7
Adding color to a window in Resorcerer is accomplished
through the Set Window Info window.
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Figure 12·8
Double-clicking on one of the five rectangles in the
Set Window Info window brings up the Color Picker.
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When satisfied with a color, click on the Color Picker OK button. The
color change will be shown in the rectangle in Resorcerer's Show Window
Info dialog box.
After changing one or more window part colors, you will notice that
Resorcerer has added a new resource type to the resource ftle you're
working with. When window colors are specified in a WIND resource,
Resorcerer automatically creates a new wctb resource. Resorcerer gives this
new wc t b resource an ID that's the same as the ID of the WIND resource
you're working on. The matching resource ID is the tie that binds the wctb
to the WIND.
Now that you have made color additions to a WIND resource, you need
to let your source code in on the changes. That's an easy step to take, as
you are about to see.

COLOR WINDOW SOURCE CODE
·when a program calls GetNewWindowO, the Window Manager looks for a
WI ND resource with the ID specified in the first parameter to this Toolbox
routine. When a program calls GetNewCWi ndow( ), the Window Manager
again looks for the specified WIND resource. But it also looks for a wc t b
resource with the same ID as the WIND resource. If one exists, the colors
specified in that resource will be used with the window that
GetNewCWi ndow ( ) creates.
#define
rPinkWindow
WindowPtr theWindow;

129

theWindow = GetNewCWindow(

rPink\~indow,

nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );

As you saw in Chapter 11, the parameters to GetNewCWi ndow() are the
same as they are for GetNewWi ndow(): the ID of a WI ND resource, a pointer
to an area in memory in which the window data is to be stored, and a value
that indicates if the window should appear in front of all others currently on
the screen.
Once a color window has been created by the call to
GetNewCWi ndow( ), no special treatment of it is necessary. As demonstrated
in the example program that follows, an application works with a color
window just as it does with a monochrome window.
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: (OLORWINDOWS
The ColorWmdows program displays two windows, as shown in Figure 12-9,
both of which have color added to the ir content, frame, and title. The close
box and the title bar may also display color; that depends on the setting you
have selected from the Color control panel on your Macintosh.

Figure 12-9

The two windows displayed by the ColorWindows program.
The ColorWindows program has a simple event loop like the one
described in Chapter 7. The event loop watches for mouse Down and key Down
events. A click of the mouse will send the program to the applicationdefmed Handl eMouseDown() function, where the closing, dragging, or
selection of a window is handled. A press of a key will be noted as a
keyDown event, and the event loop will end tl1e program.
To make changes to the parts of one of the program's windows, open
the ColorWindows.rsrc resource file. Open one of the WI ND resources and
change the color of one or more of the window's parts, as described earlier
in this chapter. Save your changes, close tl1e resource file, and use your
development environment to build a new application from the
ColorWindows project. The resulting program will display a window that
uses your new colors.
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define rGrayWindow 128
#define rPinkWindow 129
// ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false:
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main! void I
(

WindowPtr theWi ndow ;

Ill II •
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InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rGrayWindow. nil, CWindowPtr)-ll );
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rPinkWindow, nil. (WindowPtr)-ll ):
Event loop<):
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
I

.

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gOone == false
I

WaitNextEvent( every Event. &theEvent. 15L, nil ) :
switch ( theEvent.what
I

case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown< theEvent ):
break:
case keyDown:
gDone = true:
break:
I
I
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown< EventRecord theEvent )
I

WindowPtr theWindow:
short thePart:
thePart

=

FindWindow( theEvent.where, &theWindow );

switch ( thePart
I

case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( theWindow. theEvent.where ) == true )
DisposeWindow< theWindow );
break:
case i nDrag:
DragWindow( theWindow. theEvent.where. &qd.screenBits.bounds );
break:
case inContent:
SelectWindow( theWindow );
break:
}

I
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Color Dialog Boxes
The technique for adding color to dialog box parts is as easy as the
technique for adding color to window parts.

DIALOG BOX PARTS
Because a dialog box is essentially a gussied-up window, dialog box parts
are the same as window parts. Your resource editor lets you easily set the
dialog box title, content, and frame color, just as it does for the analogous
window parts.
When a resource editor is used to add color to any part of a dialog box,
the resource editor will create a new dctb resource. This dialog color table
resource - analogous to the window color table resource, or wctb
resource, that is used in conjunction with the WI ND resource - has the same
ID as the DLOG resource it holds information for.
When you define a DLOG resource in a project's resource file and then
use that DLOG in a call to GetNewDi a1og (), the result is a dialog box that is
capable of displaying color in some of its parts. If a dctb resource is
present, color will be used. If a dctb resource isn't available, the dialog box
will appear in black-and-white.
Because the information in this chapter's Color Windows section
directly applies to the adding of color to a dialog box, the following two
sections that describe resource editors and the d ct b resource will be brief. If
you skipped the Color Windows section, go back and read it now. If you
use ResEdit as your resource editor, read the next two sections. If you use
Resorcerer, skip over the next two sections to get to the Resorcerer
information.

RESEDIT AND DIALOG BOX COLORS
In ResEdit, the editor used to edit a DLOG resource is very similar to the
editor used to edit a WI ND resource. Now that you 're familiar with the
process of adding color to a window via the WI ND editor, you 're all set to do
the same to a dialog box via the DLOG editor.

I •
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Like d1e WIND editor, me DLOG editor has a Custom radio button mat is
used to display me color-editing settings in the editor. After clicking on me
Custom radio button, click on any of me five rectangles to bring up a color
palette like me one shown in Figure 12-10.
DLDG ID - 128 from ColorDlalo .rsrc

•

,., 111111 . . .. , . . . ._

Frame:

1111

Highlight:.

Top:~

Height:

~

Left:~ Width:~

D

Close boH

Figure 12· 10

The Custom radio button in a DLOG resource allows for the addition of color.
Adding color to any part of a dialog box will result in ResEdit's creating
a new dctb resource. It will also result in me display of an alert mat informs
you that ResEdit is taking me libe1ty of doing so.

RESEDIT AND DIALOG BOX COLORS
Now mat you have added color to a dialog box, you may also want to add
color to d1e items in d1at dialog box . Unfortunately, ResEdit provides no
easy way of doing mis. If you'd like to colorize dialog box items, you'll
want to purchase a copy of the "od1e r" resource editor, Resorcerer.
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RESORCERER AND DIALOG BOX COLORS
The steps used to add color to a dialog box in Resorcere r are the same as
the ones for adding color to a window: A me nu selection brings up an Info
window, and a double-dick on a part rectangle in that window brings up
the Color Picker.
·
When you create a DLOG resource in Resorcerer, you use the Set Dialog
Info command from Resorcerer's Dialog menu to make changes to the DLOG
settings. Figure 12-11 shows the window that opens when you choose Set
Dialog Info. To add color to a dialog box part, double-dick on one of the
five rectangles at d1e bottom of the window. The standard Color Picker w ill
then be displayed. Change the slider settings in the Color Picker, and then
click on the OK button.
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Figure 12· 11
Dialog box colors are added from the Set Dialog Info wine/ow.
After setting the color of a dialog b ox part, Resorcerer will add a ne w
dctb resource to the resource file you 're working w ith. This dctb resource
will have the same ID as d1e ID of the DLOG resource you're working on.
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RESORCERER AND DIALOG BOX ITEM COLORS
The dctb resource holds information abouc the colors used for the various
pans of a dialog box. But the color settings in thac resource have no bearing
on the colors of butcon dialog items in a dialog box. In the dialog box
pictured on the left of Figure 12-12 you can see thac while color has been
added co the content of a dialog box, the butcon in that dialog box is still
white. If color is to be added to a dialog box item - as it is for the butcon
in the dialog box on the right of Figure 12-12 - an i ctb, or item color
table, resource must be created.
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S1iue changes

OK
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181

Saue changes

OK

Figure 12· 12

An i ctb resource is used to add color to dialog box items, as shown in the
dialog box on the right.

~

l1J

Figure 12-12 shows that changing the content color of a dialog box is all
that's needed in order to also change the background color of a checkbox
item. The same is true for a radio button ite m and a static text item. No i ctb
resource is necessary for content color to be applied to items of these three
rypes.
A single i ctb resource holds color information for all the items in a
dialog box. It also can hold font information for static text items and
<.:ditable text box items. To create an i ctb resource in Resorcerer, take the
following ste ps:

STEPS: USING RESORCERER TO CREATE AN ; ctb RESOURCE
Step 1. Open the DLOG resource that the i ctb is to be paired with.
Step 2. Click on the item whose color or text you want to change. To have
changes affect more than one ite m, hold down the Shift key as you
click on items.
Step 3. Select Colors and Text Sryles from the Items me nu.
Step 4. Make che desired color and font changes in che window that opens.
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In Figure 12-13, the static text item near the top of the DLOG and the Do
It button at the bottom left of the dialog have been selected. That means
that the Colors and Text Styles command will be affecting these two items.
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Figure 12· 13
The Colors and Text Styles menu in Resorcerer
allows for the addition of color to items.
Selecting Colors and Text Styles from the Items menu brings up the
window shown in Figure 12-14. As you can see in this figure, the window is
divided into three sections. The top two sections, Text Item Style and Text
Item Color, affect only static text items and editable text items. The bottom
section, Control Item Color, affects only control items such as buttons. If no
text items are selected w hen this window opens, the top two sections in the
window will be dim, or disabled. If no control items are selected when the
window opens, the bottom section will be dim.
As you can see in Figure 12-14, the i ctb resource provides you with an
opportunity to change a wide variety of item characteristics. After making
the desired changes, click on the OK button. Resorcerer will apply your
color and font changes to the DLOG resources so you can see what the
resulting dialog box will look like.
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Figure 12· 14

The Colors and Text Styles window with font and color changes.
r l-===========================~
One of the primary uses of the i ctb resource is to make buttons have the same color as the content
of the dialog box, as shown in the dialog box pictured on the right side of Figure 12-12. To do this,
take the following steps:

STEPS: USING RESORCERER TO MAKE THE COLOR OF BUTIONS
MATCH THE COLOR OF DWOG BOX CONTENT
Step 1. With a DLOG resource open, select Set Dialog Info from the
Dialog menu.
Step 2. Double-dick on the Content rectangle to bring up the Color
Picker.
Step 3. Use the Color Picker to set the dialog box content color, and then
click on the OK button.
Step 4. Take note of the three RGB colors that define the content color
(see bottom of Figure 12-11).
Step 5. Save the color changes, and close the color settings window.
Step 6. Click on the button that is to have color added to it.
Step 7. Select Colors and Text Styles from the Items menu.
Step 8. Type in the same three RGB colors that were noted in Step 4.
Step 9. Click on the OK button to save the changes.
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COLOR DIALOG BOX SOURCE CODE
When creating a color window, your program calls GetNewCWi ndow() rather
than GetNewWi ndow(). That forces the Window Manager to recognize the
wctb resource that is in your application's resource fork. To create a color
dialog, there is no special Toolbox call to make. Instead, call
GetNewDi a1og ( ) , just as you have done in the past to display a monochrome dialog box.
When a call to GetNewDi a1og() is made, the Dialog Manager will
always search the application's resource fork for a matching dctb resource.
The Dialog Manager will also search for an i ct b resource with a!l ID that
corresponds to the ID of the DLOG resource specified in the call to
GetNewDi a 1og (). If the dctb resource is found, the dialog box will display
color in its parts. If the i ct b resource is found, the dialog box will additionally display color in its dialog items.
As is the case for a color window, once a color dialog box has been
created, no special treatment of it is necessary. The Dialog Manager will
handle color considerations when updating the dialog box.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: COLORDIALOG
The ColorDialog program is similar to Chapter S's ModelessDialog application. The only difference is in the display of the program's modeless dialog
box. As shown in Figure 12-15, the new program adds color to the content
of the dialog box. The program also changes the look of three of the dialog
items: The two buttons are in color and the static text item is displayed in
the San Francisco font.
If you don't have the San Francisco font in your system, the text of the
static text item won't match that shown in Figure 12-15. Keep this fact in
mind when changing the fo1:n of dialog box text items: In order for a user to
view the text item as you intend it to be viewed, the user must have the
font you selected in his or her system. For this reason you should stick with
common fonts such as the system font (Chicago), Monaco, or Geneva.
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Figure 12· 15

The dialog box displayed by the ColorDialog program.
The source code for a program that displays a color dialog box is the
same as it is for a similar program that displays a monochrome dialog box.
That means the source code for the ColorDialog program should be the
same as the source code for the program on which it is based: the Chapter
8 ModelessDialog example. The two listings are, in fact, identical. To see the
source code, refer back to Chapter 8 or examine the ColorDialog.c source
code file on the included CD.
To make changes to the parts of one of the program's dialog boxes,
open the ColorDialog.rsrc resource file. Open the DLOG resource and change
the color of one or more of the dialog box parts, as described in the Color
Windows section of this chapter. Save your changes, close the resource file,
and use your development environment to build a new application from the
ColorDialog project. The resulting program will display a dialog box that
uses your new colors. To change the color of a dialog box item or to
change the text displayed in the static text item, use Resorcerer to edit item
colors or text, as described a few pages back.

Color Menus
While some programs do add a little color to windows and dialog boxes,
very few make use of color in menus and the menu bar. If you feel you
must add color to a program's menus, do so sparingly.
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MENU PARTS
To add colo r to a program's menu bar o r its menus, you 'll again make use
of a color resource: the mctb, or menu color table resource. From a single
mctb resource you can assign colo r to any or all of the menu parts shown in
Figure 12-16.
Menu title color

Menu bar background color

Jl-~
Menu background color
Menu item color

Figure 12· 16
The parts of a menu bar and menus that can have color added to them.
Both ResEdit and Resorcerer le t you define colo rs for each MENU
resource in a resource file; that e nables you to give each menu in a
program's menu bar a differe nt color. If you are going to add any color at
all to a program's menu bar, you ce1tainly won't want to do so in such a
garish manner. Instead , make all the program's menus the same color. To do
that, create a single mctb resource w ith an ID of 0. When your program
calls GetNewMBar() to load d1e menu bar, it will look for a n mctb resource
that has an ID o f 0. If it finds one, it w iJI use the colo rs specified in that
resource for each of the individual me nus in the program's menu bar.
If you use ResEdit, read d1e next section to see how to create the mctb
resource with an ID of 0. If you're fortunate e nough to own Resorcerer,
you'll want to be sure to skip to the following section - the steps involved
in creating colo r menus using ResEdit are much mo re involved d1an d1ose
used with Resorcerer. Resorcerer's MEN U Editor, w hich allows for the editing
of mctb resources, is much easie r to use then ResEdit's edito r.
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If you want to tty adding color to an existing program, make a copy of
that program's project, source code, and resource files. This chapter's color
menu example does that with Chapter 6's Menulntro program. The three
files from that example were copied, renamed, and turned into a program
named ColorMenus - the resulting files can be found on the CD that's
included with this book.

RESEDIT AND MENU COLORS
To add color to a program's menus, you will create a single metb resource.
Begin by using ResEdit to open a resource file. Then select Create New
Resource from the Resource menu. Type met b in the editable text box, and
then click on the OK button. ResEdit will create a new metb resource.
ResEdit generally gives the first resource of any resource type an ID of 128,
and the metb resource is no exception.
An met b resource that is used to set the colors of an individual menu is
edited from within the ResEdit MENU Editor. Because of this, when you
create a new metb resource, ResEdit will automatically open the MENU Editor
for you. ResEdit will also assume that the new metb with an ID of 128 will
hold a menu-coloring entty that is to be paired with a MENU resource with
an ID of 128. If the resource file you're using has a MENU resource with an
ID of 128, ResEdit will open that MENU resource in the MENU Editor.
When you create a new mctb resource and ResEdit opens a MENU
resource, the resource editor is ttying to do you a seivice. In this instance,
however, ResEdit's efforts are actually a disseivice. You want to create an
entry in the metb resource that will be used to set the colors in the entire
menu bar, not just in an individual menu. Without doing any editing, click
on the close box in the MENU Editor window to close MENU 128. If you
started with a copy of the Menulntro resource file, your screen should look
similar to the one shown in Figure 12-17. Depending on the resource file
you did start with, the types of resources in your file may differ from those
pictured.
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mctbs from ColorMenus.rsrc
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Figure 12· 17
After creating a new mctb resource, close the
MENU Editor to display the mctb list.
With the new mctb resource highlighted, as shown in Figure 12-17,
select Get Resource Info. In the window that o pens, change the resource ID
to 0. You can also give the resource a descriptive name, as shown in
Figure 12-18.
- .... Info for mctb O from ColorMenus.rsrc
Type:

mctb

o

Siz e:

10

IO:

Nome:

Menu Bor
Owner type
ORUR

Owner 10:

WOEF

Sub 10:
Rttrlbutes:
D System Heop
0 Purge11ble

MOH

D
0

Locked
Protected

~

D Prelood
D Compressed

Figure 12· 18
The Get Resource Info window is used to change the ID of a mctb resource.
After changing the mctb resource ID to 0, click on the close box of the
Info window. Then double-dick on the mctb resource to open the mctb
Editor. Because the mctb resource ID doesn't match the ID of any MENU
resource, the mctb Editor rather than the MENU Editor will open. Your screen
will display a window like the one shown in Figure 12-19. Click on the row
of asterisks, and then select Insert New Item from the Resource menu.
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*****

Figure 12-19

An empty mctb resource.

,.-ihol
~

ResEdit will add a number of editable text box items to the met b Editor
window; they're shown in Figure 12-20. To further specify that this mctb be
used for the entire menu bar, type a 0 in the first two boxes, the ones
labeled Menu ID and Item No. (refer to Figure 12-20). Next, you'll enter
RG B color values in all of the remaining editable text boxes, with the
exception of the box labeled Reserved. Enter a 0 in that box. Again refer to
Figure 12-20.
The mctb resource lets you specify a color for each of the four menu
parts shown back in Figure 12-16. Figure 12-20 shows that each menu part
requires three RGB color values to define a single color. After determining
the three RGB values for each color, enter the values in the appropriate
editable text box.
A color that is defined by the RGB format requires three values: a level
of red, a level of green, and a level of blue. Each of these values ranges
from 0 to 65,535. If you aren't familiar with the RGB color system, experiment by entering different values in the mctb resource and checking the
results in the program you build.
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Zero

Zero

I tea Ho.
Red I

Menu title color
(each )-65535
Menu
background
color
(each )-65535
Menu item color
(each )-65535
Menu bar
background colo
(each )-65535

lo
lo

I15000

Green I

lo

Blue I

165000

Red 2

1'15000

Green 2

165000

Blue 2

165000

Red 3

120000

Green 3

15000

Blue 3

165000

Red 1

165000

Green 1

150000

Blue '1

165000

Reserved

lo

2)

*****

~

Ii

Figure 12·20
A single entry in an mctb resource contains several editable text boxes.
After entering all the RGB values, you need to create a second entry in
this same mctb resource. This second entry is a dummy item that seives to
mark the end of the color table. To create this dummy item, scroll ro the
bottom of the mctb Editor window. Click on the row of asterisks by the
number 2. Then again select Insert New Field from the Resource menu.
Another set of editable text boxes will appear. Enter a value of -99 in the
first box (the box labeled Menu ID), and a 0 in each of the remaining
boxes. Figure 12-21 illustrates. Then save the resource.
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Figure 12-21

A second entry, a dummy item with an ID of -99, must
be added to the mctb resource.
You must add this second dummy item, and it must have a Menu ID
value of -99. A program that attempts to use a menu bar mctb resource that
doesn't have this second item will crash.

RESORCERER AND MENU COLORS
Resorcerer enables you to easily add color to menus and the menu bar. To
begin, open a resource file. Then open any MENU resource in that file. Click
on the Menu Bar button in the Colors section of the Menu Editor, as in
Figure 12-22.
~
Adding color usually isn't the first task you do in a resource file. First,
you'll most likely create the MENU resources and the MBAR resource. This isn't
to say you can't create an mctb resource ftrst. To do so, select New Resource
from the Resource menu. Type mctb and click on the Create button.
Resorcerer will open the Menu Editor for a MENU resource with an ID of 128.
You can now create both the Apple MENU resource and the mctb resource at
the same time.

lLJ
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Figure 12·22
An mct b resource can be created from within any MENU resource.

After clicking on the Menu Bar button, a window like the one shown in
Figure 12-23 will appear. This window lets you set the colors of the four
menu bar parts shown back in Figure 12-16. Double-click on any one of the
four rectangles to bring up the Color Picker, which was described in this
chapter's Color Windows section. Make the desired color change, and then
dismiss the Color Picker. To edit any other menu pans, double-click on its
rectangle as described. When finished, click on the close box of the window
shown in Figure 12-23.
i lifi

Monu Bar Colors from MENU 129 " Filo • from Color ~

Menu Bur Color:

rc::::Jl

Default Title Color: Default Bockground: Default Item Color:

-

Delete

~
~
~
~
Coneel

Figure 12·23
The menu parts can be given color from the window
that opens when the Menu Bar button is clicked on
in the MENU resource.
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To get an idea of how an mctb resource looks, view the completed
mctb resource in the Menu Editor. First click on the mctb type listed on the
left side in Resorcerer's main window, as shown in Figure 12-24. Then
double-dick on the one mctb resource shown in the left of the w indow.
Resorcerer w ill open the Menu Editor and display the mctb resource in it.
ColorMenus.rsrt
T"pes:

<OF>
MBAR

1 'mctb" (Menu Color T• b1e) Resource :

-0

t=

•

'. 62

J<>I
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11
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Color m• nu entries
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._

J~
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.....___
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Figure 12·24
An mctb resource can be edited in the Menu Editor of Resorcerer.
The Menu Editor shows that the mctb resource with ID 129 holds two
entries. The first entry, with a Menu ID of 0, defines the menu bar colors.
The second entry is a dummy e ntty used to signal the end of the resource.
An mctb resource must end w ith this dummy entry that has a Menu ID
of -99.
A point of confusion may be the fact that there is more than one ID
involved here. An mctb resource, like any resource, has an ID. The one in
the above example has an ID of 129. Within the mctb resource can be any
number of entries. Each ent1y has its own ID.
Within that mctb resource you can have any number of entries. An entry
can define a set of colors that w ill be used for all menus, or an entry can
define the colors that will appear in just one menu. If you give an entry a
Menu ID of 0, as w ith the mctb resource created above, the colors defined
in that entry will be used for all menus in a menu bar.
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Earlier it was stated that the Toolbox function GetNewMBar() searches
for an mctb resource with an ID of 0. If it finds this resource, it uses the
colors defined within it on the application's menu bar. If there is no mctb
with a resource ID of 0, GetNewMBa r() then looks at each of any other
mctb resources that may be in the resource fork. It will look inside each
mctb resource for an entry with a Menu ID of 0. If it finds such an entry, it
uses the colors defined there.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: COLORMENUS
Adding color to a program's menu bar and menus means making additions
to a project's resource file, not to its source code file. This chapter's
ColorMenus example is simply the Chapter 6 Menulntro example, renamed.
When you run ColorMenus, you will see the menu bar pictured back in
Figure 12-16. The menu bar and each menu will be displayed in color. To
see the listing for ColorMenus, refer to the Menulntro example in Chapter 6,
or look at the ColorMenus.c source code file on the included CD.
~
One last reminder: Macintosh programs should use color sparingly in
windows, dialog boxes, and menus. True, the Mac is known for exciting,
colorful graphics. But when it comes to the interface of a program, Mac
users expect consistency. If you do add color, do so sparingly and for good
effect - don't shock your users!

l__l_J

Color Interface Reference
Only one new Toolbox function is necessary when adding color to the
interface of your applications. To add color to a window, GetNewCWi ndow()
is used. A dialog box that includes color is brought to the screen with the
same GetNewDi a1og () function discussed in Chapter 8. A menu bar that
includes color relies on the same GetNewMBar() function described in
Chapter 6.
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LOADING ACOLOR WINDOW
Before working with a window that includes color in any of its parts, you
need to load its data into memory. After that, a Wi ndowPtr variable can be
used to access the data that represents the window.

GetNewWindow{ )
You should use a WIND resource, a wctb resource, and a call to the Toolbox
routine GetNewCWi ndow() to create a color window.
#define rColorWindow 128
WindowPtr theWindow:
Ptr
windStorage =nil;
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rColorWindow, windStorage. CWindowPtr)-lL
);

The GetNewCWi ndow<) function uses the exact same parameters as the
GetNewWi ndow() function does. Pass GetNewCWi ndow() the ID of the WIND
resource that holds the window information. Pass a n i l pointer to let the
Toolbox allocate memory for the window (as opposed to your supplying a
pointer to a memory block). Type cast -lL to a Wi ndowPtr as the last
parameter to tell the Toolbox to place the window in front of all others. You
do not need to specify the wctb resource - GetNewCWi ndow() automatically looks for, and loads, information found in a wctb resource that has the
same ID as the WI ND resource it uses.

Sound
T

he audio hardware now standard on every Macintosh
includes one or more internal speakers for generating
sounds. Mac programmers can make use of this capability in
conjunction with Sound Manager 3.0 software (which is
built into eve1y PowerPC-based Macintosh and is available
as a!stem extension for 68K-based Macs) to easily add
soun to any Macintosh application.
this chapter you'll read about sound file formats, how
to co vert files from one type to another, and how to use
Soun Manager Toolbox routines to play these different
types of sound files. You'll also find out how sounds can be
sto
as sound resources within your application. And of
course, you'll see how your application can play these same
reso ces. Finally, you'll read up on how to change the
spealter volume so that a user of your sound-playing
proglflm is sure to hear every noise your program makes.

Sound Manager 3.0
The Mac has always had sound - but it hasn't always had
the Sound Manager. The latest version of the Sound
Manager is the most powerful yet.
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HISTORY OF THE SOUND MANAGER
TI10ugh the Macintosh has always had sound routines as part of the
Toolbox, the Sound Manager wasn't introduced until the release of System
6.0. Version 2.0 of the Sound Manager (referred to at the time of release as
the enhanced Sound Manager) was included as a part of System 6.0.7.
Version 3.0 became a part of System 7.5. A Mac owner who hasn't upgraded
to System 7.5 can still add the capabilities of Sound Manager 3.0 by adding
the Sound Manager system software extension to his or her Extensions
folder in the System Folder.
~
That last point is worth repeating. If you're using System 7 5, you have
~ Sound Manager 3.0 - it's part of your system software. If you're using an
earlier version of the Mac system software (such as 7.1), you can get the
Sound Manager 3.0 extension from Apple and add it to your Extensions
folder.
Sound Manager 3.0 improves upon how the Mac works with sound,
and adds new sound-playing capabilities to the Macintosh. Some of the
Toolbox routines discussed in this chapter are available only in version 3.0
(and beyond) of the Sound Manager.

CHECKING FOR THE PRESENCE OF SOUND MANAGER 3.0
Most Mac owners now have Sound Manager 3.0 as a part of their system
software, whether as part of their System 7.5 software or as a software
extension in their Extensions folder. Most, but not all. Before your application jumps right in and starts calling Sound Manager Toolbox routines,
check for the presence of version 3.0 (or later) of the Sound Manager.
One of the data types available to Mac programmers is the NumVers ion
type. A few Toolbox routines return a filled data structure of this type so
that your program can determine if certain system software is available on
the user's machine. Here's the definition of the NumVers ion data type:
struct NumVersion
I

Ulnt8
Ulnt8
Ulnt8
Ulnt8
l;

majorRev:
minorAndBugRev:
stage;
nonRelRev:
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Ulnt8?
Apple defines the Ulnt8 type to be the same as the Byte type. The Byte type? That data type is
defined to be an unsigned char. That means that a Ulnt8 has the same range of values as an
unsigned char - which is 0 to 255. As a reminder, a signed char has a range of -128 to +127.
So, if a Ulnt8 is nothing more than an unsigned char, why didn't Apple just define each of the four
NumVersion fields as unsigned char types? For clarity. Yes, honestly, for clarity! Though calling
each field an unsigned char would have the same effect as calling each a Uinta. it would be
misleading in that programmers might be led to believe that the NumVersion fields had something
to do with characters.

When a Toolbox routine returns a llumVersion, you can check the majorRev
field to see if it meets your program's minimum requirement. In the case of
your check for Sound Manager 3.0, you'll call the Toolbox routine
SndSoundManagerVers ion () and check to see if the major Rev field of the
returned NumVe rs ion has a value of at least 3. This snippet does that:
NumVersion theVersion :
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion(J:
if ( theVersion .majorRev < 3 )
Exi tToShel l ( l :

FE'l
L_U

Add this check to any program that uses the routines discussed in this
chapter. You have Sound Manager 3.0, but are you sure every user of your
programs will have it too? Sound Manager 3.0 cannot be used on older
Macintosh computers. Unfortunately, owners of the Mac Plus, Mac Classic,
and Mac SE are out of luck.

Sound Resources
Your program can p lay a sound that is stored either as a sound resource or
as a sound file. This section discusses sound resources, and the next section
is about sound files.
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ABOUT SOUND RESOURCES
The s nd resource type holds the data for a sound. Storing a sound as a
resource in your application's resource fork (rather than as a separate sound
file) ensures that the sound will always accompany your application and
will always be available for your application's use.
Sounds can be obtained from a number of sources, though usually in
the form of sound files rather than sound resources. This isn't a problem,
since a sound resource can easily be extracted from a sound file, as
discussed in this chapter's "Sound Files" section. You'll find sound files
available from the following sources:
• From the software libraries of online services such as CompuServe,
America Online, and eWorld.
• From commercial sources - for about 25 dollars you can buy a CD
containing more than 1,000 sounds.
• By creating them yourself, using your Mac's built-in microphone, or by
plugging a sound digitizer into the back of your computer.
This book's CD contains a s nd resource; it's in the resource file of this
chapter's sndResource example program (see Figure 13-1).
~B sndResource.rsrc ~Ere

~
Gil

2

~Ill
Figure 13·1
A snd resource in a resource file.

PLAYING THE SYSTEM ALERT SOUND
Users can select one of several sounds, which are listed in the Sound
control panel, to be the system alert sound - the sound that plays when
the user clicks the mouse outside of an alert or dialog box or makes some
other "mistake." Figure 13-2 shows a typical Sound control panel.
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Figure 13·2

The Sound control panel.
Each of the system alert sounds displayed in a user's Sound control
panel has a corresponding snd resource in the user's System file. Your
program can play this sound by calling the Toolbox routine Sys Bee p(), as
follows:
SysBeep( 1 l :

P-11
~

The parameter to SysBeep() is a remnant from days gone by. Originally, SysBeepC) always played a simple beep sound. The parameter
specified the duration of this beep, in sixtieths of a second. Now, because
there are a variety of system alert sounds - each already having a set
duration - the re's no need for this parameter. You can pass any integer
value and the effect will be the same - the user's currenc system alert
sound will play one time.
You can use a resource editor such as ResEdit or Resorcerer to copy
and paste any snd resource from the System file to a resource file. You can
also turn any one of these snd resources into a sound file, as described in
this chapter's "Sound Files" section.

PLAYING ASOUND RESOURCE
The Toolbox function Sys Beep( ) is a fast and sin1ple way to play a sound
resource - but only the user's current system alert sound snd resource.
For your program to play one of its own snd resources, you'll rely on the
Toolbox function SndPl ay( ).
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SndPl ay() requires a handle to a snd resource, so you'll need to obtain

that before calling this routine. As you saw in Chapter 3, the Toolbox
function GetResource() is used to get a handle to a resource. Pass
Get Resource() the type of resource you're interested in (a snd resource)
and the ID of the resource. Assuming your program has a s nd resource with
an ID of 9000, here's how the call to Get Resource() would look:
Handle

theHandle:

theHandl e

=

GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 ) :

~

Make sure to include a space after the din the s nd resource type.
~ Resource types are always four characters. The fourth character of the s nd
resource just happens to be a space.
Once you have a handle to the sound resource, call SndPl ay() to play
the sound.
OSErr theError:
theHandl e = GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 ) ;
Hlock( theHandl e ) :
theError = SndPlay( nil, <SndlistHandle)theHandle, false );
HUnlock( theHandle >:

~
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For snd resources (and snd resources only), Apple reserves all IDs less
than 8192 for its own use. Your snd resources should always be given IDs
greater than 8191.
The first parameter to Sn d Pl ay ( ) is a pointer to a sound channel. The
Sound Manager always uses a sound channel to store sound-playing information about a sound. If you pass a value of ni l as this first parameter - as in
the above example - the Sound Manager will take care of the allocation of
a sound channel for you.
The second parameter to SndPl ay() is a handle to the sound resource
to play. The call to GetResource() returned a generic handle, while
SndPl ay() requires a specific type of handle - a Sndl i stHandl e. Simply
typecast the generic handle, and SndPl ay() will be satisfied.
The final parameter to Sn d Pl ay ( ) is a Boo l ea n value that specifies
whether the sound should be played asynchronously (true) or
synchronously (fa 1s e). When a sound is played asynchronously, other
non-sound-related actions can take place at the same time as the playing of
the sound. Conversely, when a sound is played synchronously, no other
actions take place until the sound has completed. The above example plays
the sound synchronously.
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To play a sound asynchronously, you need to allocate your own sound

l_LJ channel. If you let the Sound Manager allocate the sound channel (as

happens when you pass n i l as the first parameter), the sound will always
be played synchronously - regardless of the value passed as the third
parameter to SndPl ay(). Because asynchronous sound play involves
callback procedures - a topic that is beyond the scope of this text - you
won't find the subject covered here.
As you can see from the above snippet, a sound handle should be
locked for the duration of its playing. Use the Toolbox routines Hlock()
and HU n l ock ( ) to assure that the sound data that has been loaded into
memory doesn't move during the time that SndPl ay() is executing.
If your program will be playing more than a single sound resource,
you'll find it handy to have an application-defined routine in your program
to play one sound one time. The Pl ayOneSoundResource() does just that.
When passed the resource ID of a snd resource, Pl ayOneSoundResource()
loads that sound into memory, plays it, and then releases the memory the
sound occupies. When complete, the function returns an OSErr so that the
calling routine knows whether or not the sound was successfully played.
OSErr PlayOneSoundResource( short sndResourceID )
{

Handle theHandle:
OSErr theError;
theHandl e

=

GetResource< 'snd ' sndResource ID ) :

if ( theHandl e

==

nil )

I

return ( resProblem );
else
I

Hlock( theHandle );
theError = SndPlay( nil. <SndlistHandle)theHandle, false );
HUnlock( theHandle );
ReleaseResource( theHandle );
return ( theError );

If the call to GetResource() fails (perhaps there is no snd resource
with an ID of sndResourceID in the resource fork), GetResource()
will return a value of n i l . Before attempting to play the sound, the
Pl ayOneSoundResource() routine checks the returned handle to make
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sure a s nd resource was in fact returned. If one wasn't, the routine ends by
returning the Apple-defined constant resProblem - one of the many
constants Apple uses to provide feedback on errors. That way the calling
routine knows that the attempt to play the sound failed due to some
problem with the sound resource.
If the call to GetResource () is successful, Pl ayOneSoundResource ()
goes on to play the sound. The snd resource is then released from memory
and the routine returns the 0SE r r value returned by Sn d P1ay ( ) . If the
sound was successfully played, the variable the Error will have a value of
no Err. The calling routine can check this returned value to make sure the
sound was played. Here's an example of how Pl ayOneSoundResource() is
called from ma i n ( ) and how ma i n ( ) checks to ensure that the sound was in
fact played:
void main( void )
{

OSErr theError:
InitializeToolbox():
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( 9000 );
theError != noErr )
ExitToShell():

if (

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: SNDRESOURCE
The sndResource example uses the Pl ayOneSoundResource() function
developed in the preceding section to play a sound resource. In this
program and all others that use Sound Manager routines, the Sound.h
universal header file is included.
You won't see any menus or windows when you run sndResource. The
program simply loads a snd resource, plays it, and then quits. If snd 9000
is not present in the application's resource fork, or if any problem is
encountered playing the sound, Pl ayOneSoundResource() will return an
0SE r r value other than no Err. If that happens, ma i n ( ) chooses to end the
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program with a call to Ex i t To She 11 ( ) . Hopefully, your program will
terminate in a more graceful manner - such as by first displaying an alert
that tells the user the type of error that occurred.
!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
#include <Sound.h>
!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
void InitializeToolbox( void );
OS Err PlayOneSoundResource( short );
/! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

//define
rBarkingSound
9000
!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
void main( void )
{

NumVersion theVersion:
short
sndResourceID:
OSErr
theError:
InitializeToolbox();
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion();
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
Ex i tT oShe 11( > ;
sndResourceID = rBarkingSound:
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( sndResourceIO );
if ( theError != noErr
ExitToShel 1():
I

!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OSErr

PlayOneSoundResource( short sndResourceIO )

{

Handle theHandle;
OSErr theError:
theHandle = GetResource( 'snd' sndResourceID );
; f ( theHandl e

==

nil )

I

return ( resProblem );
else
I

Hlock( theHandle );
theError = SndPlay( nil. (SndlistHandle)theHandle. false );
HUnlock( theHandle l:
ReleaseResource( theHandle );
return ( theError );

I
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Sound Files
A sound doesn:t have to be stored within the application that uses it -

it
can instead be saved to its own file and then used by one or more applications.

ABOUT SOUND FILES
Sound resources are convenient to use because the sounds are embedded
within an application. There are cases, however, when you'll want to
consider storing sounds in files rather than in your program's resource fork.
Here are a few situations where storing sounds in files makes sense:
• If you have more than one application that will make use of the same
sound.
• If your application will let the user select a sound to play from a list of
sounds.
• If you'll be occasionally updating or changing sounds and you'd rather
redistribute just the sounds rather than the application.
• If your sounds are large. Apple recommends that a sound resource
should be kept to less than half a megabyte in size - sound files don't
have this limit.

SOUND FILE FORMATS
Apple has defined two file formats for sound files: the Audio Interchange
File Format (AIFF) and the Audio Interchange File Format Extension for
Compression (AIFF-C). Like all Macintosh files, sound files have a fourcharacter type associated with them. AIFF sound files have a type of AI FF,
while AIFF-C sound files have a type of AI FC.
From Chapter 2 you know that Macintosh files can consist of two parts,
or forks. An application file usually has an empty data fork and a nonempty
resource fork - the resource fork holds the various resources that make up
a program's interface. An AIFF sound file, on the other hand, has an empty
resource fork and a nonempty data fork - the data fork holds the data that
makes up the sound.
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You should refer £O Chapter 2 for more information on resource and
data forks.
An application generally has all of its executable code and resources in its
resource fork. A sound file has the data that makes up a sound stored in its
data fork. Figure 13-3 contrasts a 68K application file w ith an AIFF sound file.

II

Application file

AIFF sound file

Data fork
{empty}

Data fork

Resource fork

0101010110110001
1111010101110101
0111011010010101
1011010100011 100
011 1110101111111

WIND

Resource fork
{empty}

Figure 13-3
The forks of an application file and an A/FF sound file.

~
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On the left of Figure 13-3 is an ap plication file w ith several common
resource types in its resource fork. The CODE resource type holds the
application's executable code. On the right of the same figure is an AIFF
sound file. TI1e ls and Os in the data fork represent the data that makes up
the sound held in the file. Later in this chapter you'll see that for an
application to play the sound that is held in an AIFF sound file, the
application must first open the sound file's data fork.
The application pictured in Figure 13-3 is a 68K program. An Application built using a PowerPC compile r (a native PowerPC application) will
have its code stored in the application data fork rather than in CODE
resources. All other resources will appear in the resource fork.
While sound files are usually distributed in eithe r the AIFF or AIFF-C
format, there is a sound file type that the average Macintosh user is
probably more familiar with - the Finder sound file, or System 7 sound file.
While an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file may or may not have a distinctive icon
(depending o n the application that created the file), the Finder sound file
certainly does. Figure 13-4 shows this.
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(System 7 sound
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Figure 13-4

Icons for A/FF, AIFF-C, and Finder sound files .
A Finder sound file has a different format from that of an AIFF sound
file. In a Finder sound file, the data for a sound is stored in a s nd resource
in the file's resource fork. The file's data fork goes empty (see Figure 13-5).

Finder sound file

Data fork
{empty}

Resource fork

I• I

snd

]I

Figure 13-5

A Finder sound file has its sound data stored as a snd resource in its resource fork.
While AIFF and AIFF-C files need an application to play them, a Finder
sound file can be played directly from the Finder. TI1e user need only
double-dick on a sound file's icon to play the sound held w ithin the file. If
your program is to play a sound file, it will need to first open the resource
fork.of the file so mat me file's snd resource can be accessed. You'll see
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how to do that later in this chapter. Because a Finder sound file holds
sound data in a snd resource, once the file's resource fork is open the
sound within it can be played by calling the Toolbox function Sn d Pl ay ( ) .

OPENING ASOUND FILE
The Toolbox makes playing AIFF and AIFF-C sound files easy. But before
the sound within a file can be played, the file must first be opened. Since
AIFF and AIFF-C file sound data is held in the data fork of the file, you can
use the File Manager routine FSpOpenDF() to open a sound file's data fork.
Here's a typical call to FSpOpenDF ():
FSSpec theFSSpec;
short sndFileRefNum;
OSErr theError;
theError = FSpOpenDF( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm. &sndFileRefNum );

~
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FSpOpenDF () requires three parameters. The first is a pointer to an
FSSpec, a file system specification. The FSSpec provides information about
where the sound file is located on disk. The second parameter is a permission level. Passing FSpOpenOF() the Apple-defined constant fsRdPerm tells
the File Manager to open the file with read permission only. That is, the file
data can be read, but the application that opens the file cannot write to it.
The last parameter to FSpOpenDF () is a variable of type short that will
seive as a file reference number. After opening the file, the File Manager
will fill this variable with the reference number.
Only enough information to give you a working knowledge of file
handling is provided in this chapter. Chapter 15 describes the FSSpecdata
type in greater detail.
Before calling FSpOpenDF( ), you'll need to create the FSSpec for the
sound file that is to be opened. If you know the name of the file and if it
will reside in the same directory as your application, then you can call the
Toolbox function FSMakeFSSpec( ), as shown below. This snippet assumes
that the program is to create an FSSpec for a file with the name Doorbell.
OSErr theError:
FSSpec theFSSpec;
theError

=

FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, •\pDoorbell", &theFSSpec >:

111
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If you aren't familiar with file pathnames, the FSSpec data type, and the FSMakeFSSpec()
routine, refer to Chapter 15. If you just want to know enough to get a file open, continue on with
this note.
As its first parameter, FSM ake FS Spee ( ) accepts avolume reference number, a number that tells
what disk the file is on. The second parameter is the file's parent directory, the folder the file
resides in. The third parameter is the file's name, in the form of a St r255. The last parameter is
the FSSpec data structure that FSMakeFSSpec () fills with information about the file's path.
By passing avolume reference number ofO and a·parent directory of 0, you tell FSMakeFSS pe c ( )
that the sound file is on the startup drive and in the same directory, or folder, as the application
that is to use the file. Refer to Chapter 15 for a description of how to access a file that is in a
directory other than the one the application resides in.

Since any sound file that is to be played needs to first be opened, it is
useful to have a routine that, when given a file name, opens the file and
returns the fLie reference number. Open Soun dFi 1e() is just such a function.
OSErr OpenSoundFile( Str255 t heFileName . short *sndFileRefNum l
I

FSSpec t heFSSpec ;
OSErr theError ;
t heE rror = FSMakeFSSpec( 0. 0. the Fil eName . &theFSSpec l ;
if ( theE rro r •• noErr )
t heError = FS pOpenDF( &theFSSpec , fsRdPerm. sndFileRefNum );
return ( theError ) ;

~
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Because the goal of Open Sound Fi 1e() is to set the value of the
sndFi 1eRefNum variable, it needs to receive this variable as a poimer. That
way the change in value that is made by the FSpOpenD F( ) routine w ill
"stick" after the Open So undFi 1e( ) routine ends.
Assuming that an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file named Doorbell exists in
your application 's directory, your code could make the following call to
OpenSoundFi 1e( ) to open the file:
Str255 theFi leName • '\pDoorbell' ;
short sndFileRefNum;
OSEr r theError;
theError • OpenSoundFi le( theFi leName, &snd Fi l eRefNum ) ;
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After OpenSound Fi 1e ( ) executes, your program will have a reference
number to the open sound file, something you'll make use of when playing
the sound that's in that file.

PIAYING ASOUND FILE
Just as the Toolbox provides a single powerful routine for playing sound
resources (SndPl ay( )), it also provides one for playing sound files,
SndSta rt Fi 1ePl ay (). Because SndSta rt Fi 1ePl ay () requires a reference
number to an open sound file, your code will need to first call the
application-defined OpenSoundFi 1e() routine that was just described.
Str255 theFileName = "\pDoorbell";
short sndFileRefNum;
OSErr theError;
theError = OpenSoundFile( theFileName, &sndFileRefNum );
theError = SndStartFilePlay( nil, sndFileRefNum, 0,
51200, nil, nil, nil, fa 1se ) :

Sn dSt a rt Fi l e Pl ay ( ) looks a little imposing in that it requires eight
parameters. The good news is that most of these parameters can simply be
set to ni l and the routine will still work just fine.
The first parameter to Sn d St a rt Fil e P1ay ( ) is a pointer to a sound
channel. As with the SndPl ay() Toolbox routine, you can pass a nil
pointer to let the Sound Manager allocate the sound channel for you.
The second parameter is a reference number to an open AIFF or AIFF-C
file. Though AIFF-C files are compressed, SndSta rt Fi 1ePl ay () is capable
of playing them without any extra programming effort on your part. As
discussed, obtain this file reference number from a call to the Toolbox
routine FSpOpenDF().
While the Sn d St a rt Fi 1e Pl ay ( ) routine is generally used to play a
sound file, it can also be used to play a sound resource - though Apple
recommends you use SndPl ay() instead. If you follow Apple's advice,
you'll pass a 0 as the third parameter to Snd St a rt Fil e Pl ay ( ) to indicate
that a sound file rather than a sound resource is to be played.
The fourth parameter designates the size of a buffer (a block of free ,
bytes of memory) that the Sound Manager can use in the playing of the
sound file. This buffer is necessary because the Sound Manager doesn't read
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in all of the sound data from the sound file at one time. A sound file can be
up to several megabytes in size, so reading the entire file at once could
have the very undesirable effect of using up more RAM than the user has.
Instead, the Sound Manager reads in part of the file, storing the data in this
input buffer. As the sound is played, more sound data is read into the
buffer, oveIWriting the no-longer-needed data that has already been played.
For successful sound play, Apple recommends a buffer size of at least
20,480 bytes, or 20K. The above snippet arbitrarily uses a value of 51,200, or
SOK.
The fourth parameter to Sn d St a rt Fi l e Pl ay ( ) gives the size of the
input buffer, but it doesn't actually allocate the buffer. That's the job of the
fifth parameter. If you pass a ni 1 pointer here, the Sound Manager will
handle the buffer allocation for you.
SndSta rt Fil ePl ay () is capable of playing either a part of a sound file's
sound or all of the sound. To play the entire sound, pass a ni l pointer as
the sixth parameter.
Asynchronous sound play (performing other actions while a sound
plays) requires the use of a completion routine. For synchronous play
(playing a sound without other actions, as described in this book), pass a nil
pointer as the seventh parameter.
If SndStartFi l ePl ay() is to play a sound asynchronously, pass a value
of true as the last parameter. OtheIWise, pass a value of fa 1 s e.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PLAYSOUNDFILE
Like the sndResource example, PlaySoundFile doesn't have an interface no menus, no windows. This simple program just plays the sound that is in
the AIFF sound file named Doorbell and then quits.
Before playing the sound, PlaySoundFile calls an application-defined
routine that was developed a few pages back, OpenSoundFi le(). Once the
file is open and a reference number is obtained, a call to the Toolbox
routine Sn dSt a rt Fi 1e P1a y ( ) plays the entire doorbell sound found in the
sound file.
!! ______________________________________

~

#include <Sound.h>
!/ ______________________~--------------~

void

InitializeToolbox( void );
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OSErr OpenSoundFile( Str255, short * );
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void main( void )
I

NumVersion
short
Str255
OS Err

theVersion:
sndFil eRefNum;
theFileName = "\pDoorbell":
theError:

InitializeToolbox();
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion();
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
ExitToShel H):
theError = OpenSoundFile( theFileName, &sndFileRefNum );
theError = SndStartFilePlay( nil, sndFileRefNum, 0,
51200, nil, nil, nil, false);
if ( theError != noErr
ExitToShell():
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

OSErr OpenSoundFile( Str255 theFileName, short *sndFileRefNum )
{

FSSpec theFSSpec:
OSErr theError;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, theFileName, &theFSSpec ):
if ( theError == noErr )
theError = FSpOpenDF( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm, sndFileRefNum );
return ( theError );

SELECDNG ASOUND FILE TO PLAY
The above example program shows how to play a sound file when the
sound file name was known beforehand. A situation like this is common in
some applications (such as games, multimedia programs, and educational
tutorials), but there are other instances where your program will instead let
the user select a sound file to play. For those applications, use the File
Manager routine St and a rd Get Fi 1e ( ) to display the standard Open dialog
box that is shown in Figure 13-6.
,
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Figure 13-6

The standard Open dialog box displaying two A/FF sound files.
~
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If adding the standard Open dialog box to one of your programs is
something you haven't done in the past, try the examp le given here. If you
need more background on the Standard Get Fi 1e () function, refer to
Chapter 15.
He re's a call to the Toolbox routine Stand a r dGet Fi 1e ():
SFTypelist
StandardFi leReply
OS Err

typelist ~ ( ' AIFF' , ' AIFC' . 0, 0 };
theReply;
theError;

StandardGe tFile( nil. 2. typelist. &t heReply ) :

In Figure 13-6 you can see that the file list in the standard Open dialog
box only displays the names of sound files - all other file types are filtered
out. The StandardGetFi 1e() function lets you easily display up to four
d ifferent file types in the Open dialog box scroll list. Text editors display
files of type ' TEXT ' , while graphics programs often show ' PI CT' files. A
program that plays sound files should display ' A I FF ' and ' AI FC ' files.
The first parameter to Stand a rdGetFi 1e ( ) is a pointer to an optional
filter function. The filter function is useful only if you intend to tell
Sta ndard Get Fi 1e () to display only certan files from the type or types
listed. Generally, you'll want the standard Open dialog box to display all
files of a given type (such as TEXT). If you don't need the filter function,
pass a n i 1 pointer.
The second parameter indicates the number of file types that will be
displayed . In the above snippet two file types are to be displayed (A I FF and
AI FC).
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The third parameter to StandardGetFi 1e() names the file types that
should be displayed in the dialog box list. Only file types mentioned here
will be shown in the standard Open dialog box. The SFTypeL i st variable is
used to hold up to four 4-character file types.
The fourth parameter to St and a rd Get Fi 1e ( ) is a pointer to a variable
of type Standard Fi 1eReply. After the user selects a file from the standard
Open dialog box (or clicks the Cancel button), the Toolbox will fill in the
fields of this parameter. Of most interest are the sf Good and the sf Fi 1e
fields. The Boolean s fGood field will have a value oft rue if a file was
selected and a value of fa 1s e if the Cancel button was clicked. If a file yvas
selected from the list, the FSSpec s fFi 1e field will be filled with path
information about that file.
Earlier in this chapter you saw an application-defined routine named
OpenSoundFi le(). It used a call to FSMakeFSSpec() to create an FSSpec
for a sound file that had its name passed as a parameter. A new version of
OpenSoundFi 1e() appears below. Rather than pass a file name to the
function, this version makes a call to Standa rdGetFi 1e () to allow the user
to name the sound file to open.
The call to StandardGetFil e() displays the standard Open dialog box
for the user. If the user double-clicks on a sound file (or clicks the Open
button), the program will place a value of true in the sf Good field of the
StandardFileReply. FSpOpenDF () will get called to open the sound file. If the
user clicks on the Cancel button instead, sf Good will be false and theError
will get set to the Apple-defined constant userCancel edErr.
I

1

OSErr OpenSoundFile(
r
SFTypelist
StandardFileReply
OSErr

short *sndFileRefNum )
typelist =I 'AIFF', 'AIFC', 0, 0 I:
theReply:
theError:

StandardGetFile( nil, 2, typelist, &theReply );
if ( theReply.sfGood == true )
theError = FSpOpenDF( &theReply.sfFile. fsRdPerm. sndFileRefNum );
else
theError = userCanceledErr;
return ( theError );

I
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A call to the new version of OpenSoundFi 1 e() requires that only a

pointer to a short variable be passed. OpenSoundFi 1e() will let the user
select a file to open, open that file, and then fill the passed-in variable with
a reference number to the opened sound file. Here's how a call to
Open Sound File () looks:
short sndFileRefNum;
OSErr theError:
theError = OpenSoundFile( &sndFileRefNum );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell ():

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PICKSOUNDFILE
The PickSoundFile uses the new version of the OpenSoundFi 1e() routine to

display the standard Open dialog box, which lets the user select a sound file
to play. After that, the program calls SndSta rt Fil ePl ay ( ) to play the
sound from the open sound file - just as the previous example program
(PlaySoundFile) did.

_____________________
// _____________________

//

#include <Sound.h>

void InitializeToolbox( void );
OSErr OpenSoundFile( short * );

!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

void main( void )
{

NumVersion theVersion:
short
sndFileRefNum:
OSErr
theError;
InitializeToolbox();
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion();
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
ExitToShell ():
theError = OpenSoundFile( &sndFileRefNum );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShel l ():
theError = SndStartFilePlay( nil, sndFileRefNum, 0,
51200, nil, nil, nil, false);
if ( theError ! = noErr
ExitToShell ():
I
//

_____________________

OSErr OpenSoundFile( short *sndFileRefNum )
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SFTypelist
StandardFileReply
OSErr

typelist
theReply ;
theError;

m

(
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' AIFF ' . 'AIFC ' . 0, 0 I;

StandardGetFile( nil , 2, typelist . &theRep ly );
if I theReply . sfGood ·= true )
theError = FSpOpenDF ( &theRep 1y. s fFi l e , f sRdPerm , sndFi 1eRefNJm ) ;
else
the Er ror = use rCan celedE rr;
return ( t heError ) ;

PREVIEWING A SOUND FILE BEFORE PLAYING
If your program allows users to open sound files, you might consider letting
them do so by using the standard Open preview dialog box rather than the
standard Open dialog box. The difference? The standard Open preview
dialog box adds a Show Preview checkbox that, when checked, expands
the standard Open dialog box. The expanded dialog box displays a speaker
icon and a Play Sound button. When the user clicks on the Play Sound
button, the sound in the currently highlighted sound file will play. This
enables the user to preview sounds before opening any sound file. Figure
13-7 shows the dialog box collapsed, and Figure 13-8 shows the same
dialog box expanded.
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Figure 13-7

The standard Open preview dialog box, collapsed.
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Figure 13-8

The standard Open preview dialog box, expanded.

The standard Open preview dialog box is actually a part of the
QuickTime Movie Toolbox - the topic of Chapter 14. In that chapter you'll
rc..:ad a lot more about the standard Open preview dialog box. If you'd like
to t1y it out now, you 'll need to make some additions to your source code.
• Add a /Ii ncl ude directive for the Movies.h universal header file.
• Add a call to the routine that initializes the Movie Toolbox:
EnterMovies( ) .

• Change the existing call from StandardGetFile() to
StandardGetFilePreview().
Here's the necessary Iii nc 1 ude directive to add:
ffinclude <Movies . h>

A call to En terMovi es() returns an OSErr. Make the ca11 as follows:
OSErr theError;
theError a EnterMovies() ;

Finally, change Sta nda rdGe t Fi 1 e ( ) to Standa rdGet Fi 1 ePrev i ew ( ).
The four parameters remain the same.
SFTypelist
typelist • I ' AIFF ' , ' AIFC ', 0, 0 I;
StandardfileReply theReply ;
StandardGetFi 1ePreview( ni 1, 2, typeli st , &theReply ) ;
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You'll find an example program named PreviewSoundFile on the CD
that's included with this book. Except for the #include directive, the call to
EnterMovi es (), and the change from Standard Get Fi 1e() to
Stand a rd Get Fil ePrevi ew(), the source code for PreviewSoundFile is the
same as the code for the PickSoundFile example.
Important: In order to run a program that makes use of Movie Toolbox
routines such as EnterMovi es() and StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew( ), the user
must have the QuickTime extension in his or her system. Chapter 14
discusses the QuickTime extension, checking for its presence, and the
Movie Toolbox routines that are briefly described here.

PIAYING FINDER FILES
In the Macintosh world, sounds are often distributed as Finder sound files also referred to as System 7 sound files. As you read earlier in this chapter,
the chief difference between AIFF sound files and Finder sound files lies in
the location of the sound data. An AIFF file keeps the data in its data fork,
while a Finder sound file keeps the data as a snd resource in its resource fork.
You've already seen how to play a snd resource - first call the
Toolbox function GetResource() to load the sound resource into memory,
and then call the Toolbox function Sn d P1 ay ( ) to play the sound. If your
program plays Finder files, you'll again follow these steps. You will,
however, have to first open the resource fork of the Finder sound file.
A resource in the resource fork of an application is always available to
the application; the system opens an application's resource fork when the
program is launched. A resource found in the resource fork of an external
file is a different story. Your program will have to open the resource fork of
that file before its resource can be accessed. A call to the Toolbox routine
FSpOpenResFi 1 e() will accomplish that. The following snippet uses a call
to FSMakeFSSpec() to create an FSSpec for a Finder sound file named
Meow. Alternatively, you could let the user select the System 7 sound file to
play by using a call to StandardGetFi 1e() or StandardGetFi 1 ePrevi ewe)
in place of the call to FSMakeFSSpec().
OSErr theError:
short finderFileRefNum;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, •\pMeow·. &theFSSpec );
finderFileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm );
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Refer to Chapter 2 and Chapter 15 for the details about working with

l_LJ multiple resource files. Those chapters describe resource forks and resourcehandling Toolbox routines such as FSpO pen Re s Fi l e ( ) .
A Mac program is capable of having more than one resource file open
at any given time. Therefore it is necessary to set, and keep track of, which
resource fork is currently in use. As it does for o pen data forks, tl1e system
assigns a reference number to each open resource fork. Before working
with a Finder file, your code should perform steps similar to these:
1.

Save the reference number of the application's resource fork.

2. Ope n the resource fork of the Finder sound file.
3. Make the Finder file's resource fork the current resource fork.
4. Load the sound resource.
5. Play the sound.

6. Make the application's resource fork the current resource fork.
Figure 13-9 illustrates how tvvo open resource forks may each hold a
s nd resource. Making the correct resource fork current ensures that the
desired sound resource gets loaded into me mo ry.

Application file

Finder sound file

Memory

·~

Data fork
{empty}

Data fork
{empty}

Resource fork

Resource fork

I
I•

snd

.m -

..h

sound
data

I'

1:

Because two resource forks can be open, and both may contain the
same resource types, resource fork reference numbers are used to
pick the correct fork to load the snd resource from

Figure 13·9
An application can have more than one resource fork open at any time.
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To save the reference number of the current resource file (which at the
start of the program is the application's resource fork), call the Toolbox
routine CurResFil e( ):
short appRefNum;
appRefNum = CurResFile();

To open the resource fork of the Finder file, create an FSSpec for the
file by calling FSMakeFSSpec() or one of the routines that display an Open
dialog box. Then call FSpOpenResFil e( ).
OSErr theError;
short finderFileRefNum;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, •\pMeow·. &theFSSpec );
finderFileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm );

Call the Toolbox routine Use Res Fi l e ( ) to use the now-open resource
fork of the Finder sound file.
UseResFile( finderFileRefNum );

~

Refer to Chapter 2 for an introduction to forks and a discussion of the

1.1.J UseResFil e() and CurResFil e() functions.

At this point there are two open resource forks, the application's
resource fork and the Finder file's resource fork. It's the file's fork that is
now the current resource fork. A call to GetResource() will now affect the
Finder file's resource fork rather than the application's resource fork. You
can use the application-defined routine Pl ayOneSoundResource (), developed for this chapter's sndResource example program, to take care of the
calls to GetResource() and SndPl ay( ).
short sndResourceID:
OSErr theError;
sndResourceIO = rMeowSound;
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( sndResourceID );

After the sound has played, reestablish the application's resource fork as
the current resource fork.
UseResFile< appRefNum );
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PlAYFINDERFILE
The PlayFinderFile program opens a Finder sound file (System 7 sound file)
named Meow, provided the file is in the same directory as the
PlayFinderFile application.
With very linle effort you should be able to change the program so that
the user gets to select a Finder sound file to play. Refer to this chapter's
PickSounclFile and PreviewSoundFile example programs.
Before playing the sound file, the program must open it. The application-defined routine OpenResourceFi le () takes care of this.
Open Re sourceF i le() requires two parameters: the name of a Finder sound
file, and a pointer to a short variable that will hold the refe rence number
for the resource fork of the sound file. OpenResourceFi l e() first creates an
FSSpec for the file and then opens the file's resource fork with a call to the
Toolbox routine FSpOpenResFi le( ). FSpOpen ResFi l e() returns a reference
number for that fork. If for some reason the attempt to open the file fails,
the Toolbox will return a value of -1 as the reference number. In that event,
call on the Resource Manager to determine what type of error occurred.

r•1

OSErr OpenResou rceFile( Str255 therileName , short *resFileRefNum )
I
FSSpec theFSSpec :
OSErr theE rror :
theError = FSMakeFSSpec ( 0, 0, theFileName. &theFSSpec >:
if ( theError •• noErr )
I

*resFileRefNum • FSpOpenRes Fi le ( &theFSSpec . fsRdPerm ):
if ( *resFileRefHum ·= -1
theError • ResError() ;

re turn ( theError ) :

Note that FSpOpenResFil e() returns the reference number as a short - not as a pointer to
a short. That's why the pointer variable res Fi 1eRefNum has to be dereferenced.

*resFi leRefNum - FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm );
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To play the sound from the Finder sound file, PlayFinderFile relies on
the same Pl ayOneSoundResource() routine that was developed for the first
example program in this chapter, sndResource. Refer back to the "Sound
Resource" section of this chapter if you have questions about how the
application-defined Pl ay 0neSound Resource ( ) function works.
Earlier you read that there are six steps to follow for the proper playing
of a Finder sound file - those steps are repeated below. Figure 13-10
shows a snippet of code from the main ( ) function of PlayFinderFile. The
code in the snippet has been numbered so that you can easily see the
sequence in which the program executes the six steps.
1. Saves the reference number of the application's resource fork.

2. Opens the resource fork of the Finder sound file.
3. Makes the Finder file's resource fork the current resource fork.
4. Loads the sound resource.
5. Plays the sound.

6. Makes the application's resource fork the current resource fork.

appRefNum .. CurResl!'ile( Ir
theZrror "" OpenResouroei'ile( thali'ileH'ame, &finderi'ileRe t'Num ) f
if ( theZrror ! "' noli:rr I
ExitToShell( Ir
UseResi'ile ( finderi'ileRefNum )

1

sndResouroaID .,, MiOW SOUND ID;
theZrror .. PlayOneSoUndaesouroe( sndResouroeID 11
if ( theZrror I a noErr )
ExitToShell() f
UseRe sli'ila ( appRe t'Num ) f

Figure 13· 10

The six steps to play a Finder sound file.
Here's the source code listing for the PlayFinderFile program:
II _________________________________________

#include <Sound.h>

II __________________________________________

void InitializeToolbox( void );
OSErr PlayOneSoundResource( short >:
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OSErr OpenResourceFile( Str255, short * );
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#define

rMeowSound

9000

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

NumVersion theVersion:
OSErr
Str255
short
short

theError;
theFileName = "\pMeow":
appResNum;
finderFileRefNum:

InitializeToolbox();
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion();
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
Ex i tT oShe 11( ) :
appRefNum = CurResFile();
theError = OpenResourceFile( thefileName, &finderFileRefNum ):
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell ():
UseResfile( finderfileRefNum ):
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( rMeowSound
if ( theError != noErr )
Exi tToShel 1():
UseResFile( appRefNum ):
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OSErr OpenResourceFile( Str255 theFileName, short *resFileRefNum )
I

FSSpec theFSSpec:
OSErr theError:
theError

=

FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, theFileName, &theFSSpec );

if ( theError == noErr )
{

*resfileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm >:
if ( *resFileRefNum == -1
theError = ResError();
return ( theError );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OSErr PlayOneSoundResource( short sndResourceID )
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Handle theHandle:
OSErr theError;
theHandle
if (

=

GetResource( 'snd ' sndResourceID ) :

theHandle ==nil )

{

return ( resProblem );
else
{

HLock( theHandle );
theError = SndPlay( nil. <SndlistHandle)theHandle. false );
HUnlock( theHandle );
ReleaseResource( theHandle );
return ( theError ):

Converting Sound Files and Sound Resources
As mentioned in this chapter's "Sound Resources" section, sound files are
available from a variety of sources including online setvices and commercial
CDs. If you're searching for a particular sound, you may not be able to be
selective about the file format you get the sound in. That could present a
problem if you're writing your program in such a way that it works with
only one file format.
Rather than write a program that works with both AIFF and Finder
sound files, you might settle on one format. This is especially true if your
program is a multimedia or educational program. Applications like these
usually don't give the user the option of selecting sounds but instead play
different sounds on their own, often from sound files stored in folders. If
you've accumulated the sound files your application needs, you'll want to
keep your code as simple as possible by having it only work with one file
format. What if your collection of sound files includes files of more than one
format? You'll simply perform a one-time conversion of all of the files that
are in the undesired format.
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SOUND FILE FORMAT DIFFERENCES
You've already seen the diffe rence between AIFF sound files and Finder
sound files. An AIFF (and AIFC) sound file keeps its sound data in its data
fork, while a Finder sound file keeps its sound data in a snd resource in its
resource fork.

THE SOUNDAPP SOUND FILE UTILITY
To convert an AIFF sound file to a Finder sound file, the sound data has to
be moved from the file 's data fork to its resource fork. The opposite is true
for the conversion of a Finder sound file to an AIFF sound file. If you think
this sounds like a task that could be tricky, don't be concerned - there are
utility programs that exist for just this kind of chore. One such program is
SoundApp, a copy of which is included on this book's CD.
Figure 13-11 shows a folder that holds an AIFF file and a Finder sound
file. While AIFF files often have a generic document icon, the one in the
figure has the distinctive icon given to all AIFF files created by the
SoundApp utility. If your sound-playing program plays only AIFF files and
you have a sound in Finder sound file format (such as the Meow file in the
figure), you can use SoundApp to easily convert that file to AIFF format.
illil
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2 items
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Figure 13· 11
A folder with an A/FF sound file and a Finder sound file.
To convert a file, launch the SoundApp application. Select Convert To
from the Options menu. Choosing this command displays a hierarchical
menu that holds a list of file format types you can use to convert a sound
file to AIFF format. Select AIFF from this menu, as shown in Figure 13-12.
Then select Convert from the File menu to choose a file to convert. Again
refer to Figure 13-12.
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Figure 13·12

The SoundApp menu items used to convert a Finder file to an A/FF file.
Selecting Convert from the File menu displays the standard Open dialog
box. Click on a file in the list, and click the Open button, as shown in
Figure 13-13.
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Figure 13·13

The SoundApp Convert dialog box.
After you click the Open button, Sound.App will display another dialog
box. Here you'll be given the opportunity to name a new folder that w ill
hold the converted file. A new folder is needed because Sound.App will
create a new file with the same name as the original file. After entering a
folder name (or leaving the default name), click the Save button , as shown
in Figure 13-14.
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Figure 13-14

The SoundApp Create Directory dialog box.
SoundApp performs the file conversion very quickly. If you're observant, though, you'll see a window appear briefly on your screen. Figure
13-15 shows a typical conversion window.
i' :;:::·~i"' ·-:'Jib~;!'..':'J!!.!!f!!.~! Sound~ ~~:qµ;
~·~·11 ~il§jfr4f'ii~~

F"ilt NWM : Mtow
Fil• T~p.: S~sltm 7 Sound@ 22254 H<

Filt Siu : 68.6K /68.5K

TYn. : 0:032

Sbtus : ConveYting. ..

Volume: 5

Mtmor~ : 200.e K

I 990 I. I K

Figure 13-15

SoundApp displays an information window as a file is being converted.
When the conversion is complete, you'll find a new folder with a new
file in it. Figure 13-16 shows that SoundApp preserves the original ftle and
places the new file in its own folder.
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Figure 13· 16
After a file is converted, a new folder with a new file is created.

SYSTEM 7 SOUNDS AND THE SYSTEM FOLDER
A few sources for obtaining sound files have been mentioned in this
chapter. While online seivices and mail order houses are convenient, there's
one source that is more convenient still - your Macintosh System file.
If you open your System Folder and double-dick on the System file, a
window opens. Icons appear, which represent various keyboard layouts that
your Mac recognizes and icons for the system alert sounds. Each system
alert sound is stored as a System 7 sound file. You can leave a sound as part
of your system and convert it to a usable sound file by holding down the
Option key and dragging the System 7 sound file out of the System folder
and onto the desktop, as shown in Figure 13-17.
After dragging the file out of the System folder and releasing the mouse
button, you'll have a new System 7 sound file. If one of your programs
plays Finder sound files, you're all set. If your program instead plays AIFF
files, convert the new System 7 sound file to an AIFF file using a utility such
as SoundApp.
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Figure 13· 17
Creating a Finder sound file from a system alert sound.

Adiusting the Speaker Volume
Apple makes it easy for a Macintosh user to set the speaker volume of his
or her computer - the Sound control panel is always just a mouse-click
away. Since users set d1e speaker volume to the level they desire, why
would you want one of your programs to ever go behind d1eir backs and
change this hardware setting? Perhaps your program will have a menu item
that lets the user change the volume. Maybe your program might have
something so impo1tant to say that you'll want to make sure that the user
has the volume on - even if it's just for a moment while you play a single
sound. Whatever the reason, if you need to adjust the speaker volume,
you'll find that the Sound Manager makes it easy.

SPEAKER VOLUME SEnlNGS AND THE TOOLBOX
Sta1ting with version 3.0 of the Sound Manager, the Toolbox allows you to
control the speaker volume level for me system alert independendy from
the volume for all od1er sound output As you'll see, one Toolbox routine
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sets the volume level for calls to Sys Beep(), while a different Toolbox
routine sets the volume level for all other sound-playing routines (such as
SndPl ay() and SndStartFi 1ePl ay( )). In either case, though, the soundsetting routine accepts a single parameter - the volume level to set the
speaker or speakers to.
The parameter that sets the speaker volume level is of type 1ong. The
Toolbox looks at this 1ong as two separate values: One value determines
the right speaker volume setting, and the other determines the left speaker
volume setting. With this in mind you'll pass this long as a hexadecimal
value, with the left four hexadecimal digits representing the right speaker '
and the right four digits representing the left speaker. Table 13-1 shows
several 4-digit hexadecimal values and the level of sound each represents.

Table 13·1

Hexadecimal Representation of Sound Levels.
Hex Value

~

L.L_J
~libl

l__llJ

Speaker Volume

Ox0100

full volume

Ox0200

2 times full volume

Ox0400

4 times full volume

Ox0600

6 times full volume

OxOOAO

2/3 full volume

OxOOBO

1/2 full volume

Ox0050

1/3 full volume

Ox0040

1/4 full volume

Ox0020

1/8 full volume

OxOOOO

speaker off

A number is identified as being hexadecimal by the Ox that precedes its
digits. Thus 0x10A4 and 0x00204E05 are both examples of hexadecimal '
values.
You'll find a more extensive list of speaker volume hex values in the
"Sound Reference" section at the end of this chapter.
To create a single value that holds both speaker settings, use two 4-digit
hexadecimal numbers together. The following hex number holds a value
that would set the right speaker to three times its full volume and would set
the left speaker to one-eighth of its full volume:
0x03000020
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For further clarification, Figure 13-18 shows an example that sets the
right speaker to two times its full volume and sets the left speaker to one
half of its full volume.

These four hex digits are
for right speaker volume
{twice full volume in this
example)

These four hex digits are
for left speaker volume
(one half full volume in this
example)

Figure 13· 18

The right and /eh speaker volumes are embedded within a single hexadecimal
long.

DEFAULT OUTPUT SOUND VOLUME
You can adjust the volume level at which sound is played by calling the
Toolbox routine SetDefaul tOutputVol ume(). Pass in the new volume level
(using a hex value as described on the preceding pages) as the only
parameter. Here's an example that sets the volume level to four times the
normal highest level:
long theNewVolume = 0x04000400:
SetDefaultOutputVolume( theNewVolume );

After the call to SetDefaul tOutputVol ume( ), all calls to the Toolbox
routines SndPl ay() and SndStartFi 1ePl ay() will result in sounds that are
played at the new setting.
Executing SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() will actually change the position
of the slider in the Sound control panel of the user's Macintosh. Figure 13-19
shows that passing SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() a value of 0x00800080 will
result in the slider's being moved to the midpoint of the scale.
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If the bottom mark of the Sound control panel scale is thought of as 0

11.J and the top mark 7, then the midpoint would be 3.5. In System 7.5, this is

where the slider will end up. In earlier systerm versions, however, the slider
always positions itself at one of eight marks on the scale. The above call to
SetOef au l tOutputVol ume() would place the slider at the fourth mark from
the bottom - a value of 3, or 3.5 rounded off. The Sound Manager, though,
would recognize the new volume as exactly half the fu ll volume level.
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Figure 13-19
SetoefaultoutputVolume( )

changes the slider setting in the Sound control

panel.
Because SetDefaul tOu t pu t Vol ume () actually changes a systemwide
feature of the user's computer, you'll want to make sure to return the
volume to its original setting once your application has made use of the
new setting. Before changing the output volume, use the Toolbox function
GetOefaul tOutputV ol ume () to save the output volume level as set by the
user. The Sound Manager will fill the passed pointer with the current
volume. Then, play your sound or sounds and return the volume to its
original setting. Here's a snippet that does just that:
1ong th eOr i gi na1Vo1 :
1ong theN ewVo l ;
GetDefaultOutputVolume( &t heOr iginal Vol l :
the NewVol = 0x00800080:
SetDefau ltOu tput Vol ume ( theNewV ol l ;
II play snd resou rce or sound f ile sound s
SetDefaultOutputVolume( theOri gi nal Vol l ;

II save ori ginal volume

11 set t o new vol ume
II restore original vol ume
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A systemwide feature is one that affects the system of a Mac, not just an
individual application. Speaker volume is one such feature. The desktop
pattern is another.
As mentioned, you can use SndPl ay() or SndStartFi l ePl ay() to play
a sound. The following snippet saves the original volume, sets the volume
to a new level, calls the previously defined application-specific function
Pl ayOneSoundResource() to play a snd resource, and then restores the
speaker volume to its initial setting;
long theOriginalVol:
long theNewVol:
short sndResourceID:
OSErr theError:
GetDefaultOutputVolume( &theOriginalVol );
theNewVol = 0x00800080:
SetDefaul tOutputVol ume( theNewVol ) :
sndResourceID = rBarkinqSound
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( sndResourceID ):
if ( theError != noErr )
Exi tToShe 11 ();
SetDefaul tOutputVol ume( theOri gi na l Vol ) ;

SYSTEM ALERT SOUND VOLUME
Starting with Sound Manager 3.0, you can treat the volume level of the
system alert sound as a separate entity from the volume level of all other
sounds. Use the Toolbox routine SetSysBeepVol ume() to change the
volume level for subsequent calls to SysBeep( ). Pass in the new volume
level (again using a hex value as described earlier) as the only parameter.
Here's an example that sets the system alert volume to two times its highest
level:
theNewVolume = 0x0200~:
SetSysBeepVolume( theNewVolume ):

After the call to SetSysBeepVol ume( ), all calls to the Toolbox routine
Sys Beep() will result in the system alert sound being played at the volume
level set in SetSysBeepVo l ume ( ) .
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It's important to note that only calls to Sys Beep() will be affected by
this new volume level. Calls to SndPl ay() and SndSta rt Fi 1ePl ay() will
still play at the user's volume setting.
A Macintosh user generally sets the speaker volume to the exact level
he or she is most comfortable with. As with the default output volume, if
your application changes the system alert volume level, it should also
restore it to its original level. That means calling the Toolbox routine
GetSysBeepVo 1ume() before changing the volume. Pass this routine a
pointer to a 1on g variable, and the Sound Manager will return the current
volume level. After calling SysBeep( ), again call SetSysBeepVol ume() to
reset the volume.
long theOriginalVol:
long theNewVol;
GetSysBeepVolume( &theOriginalVol J:
theNewVol = 0x02000200;
SetSysBeepVolume( theNewVol J:
SysBeep( 1 );
SetSysBeepVolume( theOriginalVol J:

~

Ill

// save original volume
II set to new volume
II restore original volume

After changing the volume, call SysBeep() to play the system alert
sound at the new volume. When it's done, restore the volume to its original
setting:
SetSysBeepVol ume() doesn't change the slider position in the Sound
control panel, as SetDefaultOutputVol ume() does.

EIAMPLE PROGRAM: SOUNDVOLUME
The SoundVolume program demonstrates how to save the current default
output volume level, change it, play a snd resource, and then restore the
volume to its original setting. After that, the program does the same with the
system alert sound volume level, except that the system alert sound is
played once, rather than a sound resource.
When you run SoundVolume, you'll hear the sound resource played at
half the highest volume of your Mac's speakers. The system alert is played
at twice the normal highest volume of your computer's speakers.
To play the sound resource, SoundVolume uses the same applicationdefined routine that you've seen elsewhere in this chapter,
PlayOneSoundResource().

I
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''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#include <Sound.h>

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void InitializeToolbox( void );
OS Err PlayOneSoundResource( short );

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

/tdefi ne

rBarkingSound

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main{ void )
(

NumVersion
short
OS Err
long
long

theVersion;
sndResource ID;
theError;
theOriginalVol;
theNewVol:

InitializeToolbox{):
theVersion = SndSoundManagerVersion{);
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
ExitToShell();
GetDefaultOutputVolume( &theOriginalVol );
theNewVol = 0x00800080:
SetDefaultOutputVolume( theNewVol );
sndResourceID = rBarkingSound
theError = PlayOneSoundResource( sndResourceID );
if { theError != noErr )
ExitToShel l ();
SetDefaultOutputVolume( theOriginalVol );
GetSysBeepVolume( &theOriginalVol );
theNewVol = 0x02000200;
SetSysBeepVol ume( theNewVol ) ;
SysBeep{ 1 );
SetSysBeepVo 1ume( theOri gi na 1Vo1 ) ;
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OSErr PlayOneSoundResource{ short sndResourceID )
I

Handle theHandle;
OSErr theError:
theHandle

=

GetResource{ 'snd ' sndResourceID );

if ( theHandl e

==

nil )

I

return ( resProblem );
else
I

HLock{ theHandle ):
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theError = SndPlay( nil, (SndListHandle)theHandle, false );
HUnlock( theHandle );
ReleaseResource( theHandle );
return ( theError );

Sound Reference
The following pages summarize the Toolbox functions that enable you to
add sound to any of your Mac applications.

SOUND MANAGER VERSION INFORMATION
Don't make the assumption that all users who try your program have
version 3.0 of the Sound Manager system software installed on their
Macintosh.

SndSoundManagerVersion( )
Before using Sound Manager functions, call the Toolbox function
SndSoundManagerVers ion ().This routine will return a variable of type
NumVersion. Check the majorRev field of the NumVersion data structure to
ensure that it has a value of at least 3.
#include <Sound.h>
NumVersion theVersion:
theVersiona SndSoundManagerVersion();
if ( theVersion.majorRev < 3 )
II display an alert and/or exit

PLAYING ASOUND RESOURCE
Sound data can be stored as a sound resource (resource type snd ). A
resource of this type can be placed in the resource fork of your application
or in a Finder sound file (System 7 sound file).

•IHHI• • •
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SysBeep()
The SysBeep() function plays whichever system alert sound is currently
selected in the user's Sound control panel. Each system alert sound is stored
as a snd resource in the user's System file.
short duration = 1:
SysBeep( duration );

The duration parameter to SysBeep() was of use on earlier Macs but is
of no consequence now. Passing any short value will have the same
result - the user's current system alert will play one time.

GetResource( )
Before playing a sound resource (other than the system alert sound), you'll
need to load the resource into memory. Call Get Resource() to perform
this task.
Handle theHandle:
ResType theResType = 'snd ':
short
theResIO = 9000:
theHandle = GetResource( theResType, theResIO );
GetResource() isn't just used for loading a snd resource into memoryit works for other resource types as well. Therefore, the first parameter is
necessary to tell the Toolbox which type of resource to look for. The
Res Type parameter should be enclosed in single quotes. Resource types are
always four characters - make sure to add the trailing blank space to the
snd resource. The second parameter to GetResource() is the resource ID.
Note that for sound resources, Apple reserves all IDs less than 8192.

SndPlay()
Once you've obtained a handle to a sound resource, play the sound data
that the handle references by calling Sn d P1ay ( ) .
Handle
theHandle:
OSErr
theError:
SndChannelPtr theSndChan = nil:
Boolean
asynch = false:
theHandle = GetResource( 'snd '. 9000 );
theError = SndPlay( theSndChan, (SndlistHandle)theHandle, asynch );
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The first parameter to SndPl ay () is a pointer to a sound channel. If
you'd like the Sound Manager to take care of the allocation of a sound
channel, pass a ni 1 pointer here. Always load a sound resource before
attempting to play it. GetResource( ), described earlier in this "Sound
Reference" section, can be used to load a sound resource and obtain a
generic handle to the sound data in memory. When you pass this handle as
the second parameter to SndPl ay( ), you may need to typecast it to the data
type expected by SndPl ay( ), a Sndl i stHandl e (the universal header files
used by some versions of some compilers don't require this typecast). The
third parameter to SndPl ay() is a Boolean that tells the Sound Manager ·
whether this sound will be played asynchronously (true, other actions can
take place simultaneously) or synchronously (fa l s e, no other actions can
take place until the sound has completed playing).
When Sn d P1ay ( ) completes, it will return an 0 SE r r. To check to see if .
the sound resource was played without error, compare this returned value
with the Apple-defined constant no Err. If they are equal, the playing of the
sound was successful.

CREATING AN FSSPEC FOR A SOUND FILE
Your program must first open a sound file before it attempts to play the
sound data that is stored in that file. Before opening a sound file, the
program needs a file system specification, or FSSpec, for the file. This
section lists three Toolbox routines - FSMakeFSSpec( ),
StandardGetFil e( ), and StandardGetFil ePrevi ewe)- that create an
FSSpec for a sound file.

FSMakeFSSpec( )
Some Sound Manager routines need to know where on disk a sound file is
located. This path must be provided in the form of an FSSpec variable. To
create an FSSpec for a sound file (whether an AIFF, AIFF-C, or Finder sound
file) that has both a file name and path that are known in advance, call
FSMakeFSSpec( ).
OSErr
short
long
Str255

theError:
volRefNum = 0:
dirID = 0:
soundFileName = "\pCarCrash.AIFF";
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FSSpec theFSSpec:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( volRefNum, dirID,
soundFileName . &theFSSpec );

A volume reference number of 0 tells the Toolbox that the file is on the
startup hard drive. A parent directory ID of 0 means that the file is in the
same folder as the application. The sound file name, CarCrash.AIFF, is the
name of the sound file as it appears on the user's desktop. FSMa ke FSSpec ( )
fills in the fields of the last parameter. Use this last parameter in subsequent
Sound Manager functions that require an FSS p e c.
To create an FSSpec for a sound file that is selected by the user, call
either StandardGetFi le() or StandardGetFi l ePrevi ew() rather than
FSMa keFSSpec ( ).

StandardGetFile( )
The StandardGetFi le() routine displays the standard Open dialog box
that lets the user open a movie.
SFTypelist
typelist = I 'AIFF', 'AIFC'. 0, 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply;
Fi 1eFi1 terProcPtr procPtr = ni 1;
short
numFileTypes = 2:
StandardGetFile( procPtr. numFileTypes. typelist. &theReply );

The first parameter is used only if you want to mask out certain files
from being displayed in the dialog box list. Typically, you'll use
St and a rd Get Fi l e ( ) to display sound files that are of either the AIFF or
AIFF-C format. To display these two file types, pass 2 as the second
parameter. The typeList variable defines up to four file types to display.
Specify ' AI FF ' for AIFF formatted sound files and ' AI FC' for AIFF-C
formatted files. The last parameter is filled in by the Toolbox after the user
selects a sound file from the standard Open dialog box. The sf Fi l e field of
the StandardFileReply variable theReply is of type FSSpec. After the user
selects a sound file, the s fFil e field will hold the FSSpec of the file. Use
theReply. sf File in subsequent Sound Manager functions that require an
FSSpec.

StandardCietFilePrevie\Y()
Standa rdGetFi l ePrevi ew() is a part of the Movie Toolbox. Like
St and a rd Get Fi l e ( ) , it displays the standard Open dialog box. The dialog
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box posted by StandardGetFilePreview( ), however, has a checkbox that
allows the user to expand the dialog box such that it displays a Play Sound
button that enables the user to play a sound without opening it.
SFTypelist
typelist = I 'AIFF', 'AIFC', 0, 0 l;
StandardFileReply theReply;
FileFilterProcPtr procPtr =nil;
short
numFileTypes = 2:
StandardGetFilePreview( procPtr, numFileTypes, typelist, &theReply l:

The parameters to StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew() are identical to those
used with StandardGetFi 1e(). Refer to that routine description for
information about each parameter.

OPENING AN AIFF OR AIFF·C SOUND FILE
After creating an FSSpec for an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file, open the file's
data fork in preparation for the playing of the sound data.

FSpOpenDF{ )
Before playing an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file, open its data fork by calling
FSpOpenDF ().

FSSpec theFSSpec;
short sndFileRefNum;
OSErr theError;
theError = FSpOpenDF( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm, &sndFileRefNum );

The first parameter to FSpOpenDF () is a pointer to an FSSpec. You can
use either FSMakeFSSpec( ), StandardGetFil e( ), or
StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew() to obtain this file system specification. The
second parameter is a permission level - use the Apple-defined constant
fsRdPerm to indicate that the data fork is to be opened with read permis'."
sion only. The third parameter is a short variable that will hold a file
reference number. After opening the data fork, the File Manager will fill this
variable with a reference number that can be used in subsequent Toolbox calls.

• • •IHHI• ~
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PLAYING AN AIFF OR AIFF-C SOUND FILE
After opening the data fork of an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file, play the sound
data.

SndStartFilePlay( )
If a sound is stored in an AIFF or AIFF-C sound file, use
Sn d St a rt Fi l e Pl ay ( ) to play it. If the sound is in a Finder sound file, use
SndPl ay() instead.
short
sndFileRefNum:
OSErr
theError:
SndChannelPtr
theSndChan =nil;
short
theResID = 0:
long
theBufferSize = 51200: // 50K buffer
void
*theBufferPtr =nil:
AudioSelectionPtr
thePartPtr =nil;
FilePlayCompletionUPP theCompletionPtr
Boolean
asynch = false:
theError = SndStartFilePlay( theSndChan, sndFileRefNum,
theResID. theBufferSize.
theBufferPtr, thePartPtr,
theCompletionPtr, asynch >:

The first parameter to SndStartFi 1ePl ay() is a pointer to a sound
channel. Pass a ni 1 pointer to. let the Sound Manager allocate the sound
channel. The second parameter is a reference number to an open AIFF or
AIFF-C file. This reference number is obtained from a call to FSpOpenDF <).
If SndSta rt Fi 1ePl ay () is to play a snd resource rather than a sound file
(not recommended by Apple), then the third parameter is the resource ID.
Pass a value of 0 when playing a sound file.
The fourth parameter is the size of a buffer that the Sound Manager will
use as it plays the sound. The buffer does not have to be as large as the
sound data, but it should always be at least 20K (20,480 bytes). The fifth
parameter actually allocates the buffer - pass a nil pointer to let the Sound
Manager handle buffer allocation.
To play the entire sound rather than a part of it, pass a n i l pointer as
the sixth parameter. For synchronous sound play (as described in this
chapter), pass a ni 1 pointer for the seventh parameter - the completion
routine pointer. Pass a value of fa l s e in the final parameter to tell the
Sound Manager that this will be synchronous play.
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OPENING AFINDER SOUND FILE (SYSTEM 7 SOUND FILE)
After creating an FSSpec for a Finder sound file, open the file's resource
fork in preparation for the playing of the sound data.

CurResFile{ )
Opening the resource file of a Finder sound file will result in two resource
files being open at once - the application's resource fork and the Finder
file's fork. Before making the Finder file's fork the current fork, save a
reference number to the application's fork.
short appResNum:
appRefNum = CurResFile():

After playing the Finder file's sound, call UseResFi le() to restore the
application resource fork as the current fork.

UseResFile{ )
After calling CurResFi le() to save a reference number to the application
resource fork, open the Finder file's resource fork with a call to
FSpOpenResFi le(). Then make that fork current by calling UseResFi le().
short finderFileRefNum;
UseResFile( finderFileRefNum );

Use the reference number returned by FSpOpenResFi le() as the
parameter to Use Res Fi l e ( ) . After playing the Finder sound file, again call
UseResFi le() to restore the application resource fork as the current fork.

FSpOpenResFile()
Before playing a Finder sound file, open its resource fork by calling
FSpOpenResFi le().

short finderFileRefNum;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
finderFileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdPerm );

After calling Cur Res Fi l e ( ) to get a reference number to the current
resource fork, call FSpOpenResFi le() to open the resource fork of a Finder
sound file and to get a reference number to the sound file. The first
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parameter to FSpOpenResFi 1e() is a pointer to an FSSpec. You can use
either FSMa keFSSpec (), Standa rdGetFil e ( ) , or
StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew<) to obtain this file system specification. The
second parameter is a permission level; use the Apple-defined constant
fsRdPerm to indicate that the resource fork is to be opened with read
permission only. After opening the resource fork, the File Manager will
return a reference number that can be used in subsequent Toolbox calls.

PLAYING AFINDER SOUND FILE (SYSTEM 7 SOUND FILE)
After opening the resource fork of a Finder sound file, play the sound data
by calling Sn dP1ay ( ) . Because the sound data is kept as a snd resource in
a Finder sound file, you'll use the same code to play a Finder file sound as
you would to play a snd resource found in your application's resource fork.
For a description of SndPl ay( ), refer to the "Playing a Sound Resource"
section earlier in this reference.

ADJUSTING THE SPEAKER VOLUMES
Sound Manager 3.0 enables you to adjust the speaker volume level for the
system alert sound. You can also adjust the volume at which all other
sounds are played, without affecting the volume of the system alert sound.

GetDefaultOutputVolume( )
You can determine the current volume level at which calls to SndPl ay()
will play sound resources and at which SndStartFi 1ePl ay() will play
sound files by calling GetDefaul tOutputVol ume(). Call
GetDefaul tOutputVol ume() to store the current volume level before
changing it:
long theOriginalVol:
GetDefaultOutputVolume( &theOriginalVol );

The parameter to GetDefaul tOutputVol ume() is a pointer to a
hexadecimal 1ong that will be filled by the routine. When the routine has
executed, this parameter will hold both the right and left speaker volumes
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within it. An example of a returned value for the 0 r i g i na 1Vo 1 might be
0x02000080. This value represents a right speaker volume that is two times
the normal high volume and a left speaker volume level that is one-half the
normal high volume. The high word of the parameter (the first four digits
following 0x) is the right volume; the low word (the last four digits) is the
left volume. Refer to the description of SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() for a
complete description of this parameter format.
GetDefaul tOutputVol ume() returns the current volume level for
sounds played by calls to SndPl ay() and SndStartFi 1ePl ay(). To
determine the current level at which Sys Beep() plays sounds, call
GetSysBeepVolume().

SetDefaultOutputVolume( )
You can set the speaker volume level at which SndPl ay() plays sound
resources and at which SndStartFi 1ePl ay() plays sound files by calling
SetDefaultOutputVolume().

long theNewVolume = 0x04000400:
SetDefaultOutputVolume( theNewVolume >:

Before changing the volume level, call GetDefaultOutputVol ume() to
preserve the current volume level. The parameter to
SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() is a hexadecimal long that embeds both the
right and left speaker volumes within it. The above snippet sets both
speakers to four times the normal highest Mac speaker volume level (see
explanation below).
The high word of the parameter (the first four digits following 0x) is the
right volume; the low word (the last four digits) is the left volume. Each hex
word has a decimal range of 0 to 256 decimal ( 0 x0 0 00 to 0x010 0 hexadecimal). A value of 256 decimal (0x0100 hexadecimal) represents full volume.
Fractional values of 256 represent proportionate lower volumes. Thus a
decimal value of 128 (0x0080 hexadecimal) would represent half of full
volume (128 is half of 256). Table 13-2 lists several speaker volumes and the
hexadecimal numbers that provide these volumes. To set the volume level
of both speakers, you must combine two hexadecimal numbers from the list
into a single number. For example, to set the right speaker to full volume
and the left speaker to half volume, pass 0x01000080 to
SetDefaultOutputVolume().
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Table 13-2:

Hexadecimal Values for Setting Volume Levels

~

Hex Value

% of Full Volume

Ox0600
Ox0500
Ox0400
Ox0300
Ox0200
Ox0100
OxOOE6
OxOOCC
Ox0083
Ox0099
OxOOBO
Ox0066
Ox004C
Ox0033
Ox0019
OxOOOO

600
500
400
300
200
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Sys Beep()

-which plays the system alert sound-will be unaffected

l_LJ by SetDefaultOutputVol ume(). Use SetSysBeepVol ume() to change the
speaker volume for SysBeep() calls.

GetSysBeepVolume()
You can determine the current volume level at which calls to SysBeep() will
play the system alert sound by calling GetSysBeepVol ume( ). Call
GetSysBeepVol ume() to store the current volume level before changing it.
long theOriginalVol:
GetSysBeepVolumeC &theOriginalVol );

The parameter to GetSysBeepVol ume() is a pointer to a hexadecimal
1on g that will be filled by the routine. When the routine has executed, this
parameter will hold both the right and left speaker volumes within it. An
example of a returned value for theOri gi na l Vol might be 0x01000040.
This value represents a right speaker volume that is the normal high volume
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and a left speaker volume level that is twice the normal high volume. The
high word of the parameter (the first four digits following 0x) is ~e right
volume; the low word (the last four digits) is the left volume. Refer to the
description of SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() for a complete description of
this parameter format.
~
GetSysBeepVol ume() returns the current volume level for sounds
played by calls to SysBeep(). To determine the current level at which
SndPl ay () and SndSta rt Fil ePl ay () play sounds, call

l.__l_J

GetDefaultOutputVolume().

SetSysBeepVolurne()
You can set the speaker volume level at which SysBeep() plays the system
alert sound by calling SetSysBeepVol ume().
long theNewVolume = 0x02000200;
SetSysBeepVolume( theNewVolume ):

Before changing the volume level, call GetSysBeepVol ume() to
preserve the current volume level. The parameter to SetSysBeepVol ume()
is a hexadecimal 1 on g that embeds both the right and left speaker volumes
within it. The above snippet sets both speakers to twice the normal highest
Mac speaker volume level. For an explanation of the format of the parameter, as well as a table of parameter values, refer to the description of the
function SetDefaul tOutputVol ume().
~
SndPl ay() (which plays sound resources) and SndStartFi 1ePl ay()
(which plays sound files) will be unaffected by SetSysBeepVo 1ume (). Use
SetDefaul tOutputVol ume() to change the speaker volume for calls to
these routines.
1
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QuickTime
ultimedia can mean text, graphics, and sound, all rolled into one
dynamic presentation. Apple recognized the importance of multimedia for Macintosh users - thus the emergence of QuickTime. QuickTime is
a system extension, software that Mac owners can add to the existing system
software on their computers. Once QuickTime is added to a Macintosh, that
machine is capable of playing movies in standard Macintosh w indows.
On irs own, QuickTin1e doesn't p lay movies. Instead, it enables
applications that are written w ith QuickTime in mind to play movies. To give
programm rs the ability to add movie-playing features to their applications,
Apple has added a number of new movie-related functions to the system
software. So many, in fact, that Apple gave this set of routines its own Toolbox,
the Movie Toolbox. Tn this chapter you'll see how to take full advantage of
many of the routines so that your own applications can play movies.

M

Quicknme and QuickTime Movies
QuickTime isn't an application - it's an e>.'tension. A QuickTime movie is
stored in a QuickTime movie file on disk. When an application plays a
QuickTime movie, it loads the movie from the file to memory, then uses
QuickTime extensio n code to play the movie.
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THE QUICKTIME EXTENSION
Part of the Macintosh operating system is programmed into ROM chips,
another part is stored in the System file found in the System Folder, and still
other parts reside in system software extensions in the Extensions folder of
the System Folder. Extensions allow Apple and developers to distribute code
that acts as if it were a part of the user's operating system - even though it
isn't a part of ROM or a part of the System file. QuickTime is such an extension. As with other extensions, you don't run QuickTime; its code is loaded
into memory when you start up your Mac. Programs that properly interface
with the QuickTime code then gain the ability to play QuickTime movies.

QUICKTIME MOVIE FILES
Macintosh files consist of two parts, or forks. Unsurprisingly, the data fork
holds data, and the resource fork holds resources. While a file is usually
thought of as a document, it doesn't have to be; applications are also files.
~
The description of file forks here is a quick summary. You should refer
to Chapter 2 for an introduction to forks.
An application typically has all of the program's executable code and
resources stored in the application file's resource fork. The data fork goes
empty. Document files are created and read by application files. The format
of a document file is usually the opposite of an application file - the data
fork contains all of the document information, while the resource fork is
empty. Figure 14-1 illustrates. On the left of this figure is an application file
with several resource types in its resource fork, including CODE resources that
hold the program's executable code. On the right of the figure is a document file. The document ftle's data fork is filled with ls and Os to represent
the data that could be text, graphics, or both.
~
Figure 14-1 shows the format of an application file for a 68K program.
A program that is built using a PowerPC compiler is said to be a native
PowerPC application, and has its code stored in the data fork rather than in
CODE resources.
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Application file
Data fork
{empty}
Resource fork

I COD E (WINO
I DLOG I DIT L
I MBAR

(MENU
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Document file
Data fork
0101010 110110001
1110110101000110
1001101010010101
0110101100011010
1001010101110100

Resource fork
{empty}

Figure 14·1
The file formats for an application file and a document file.

All Macintosh files have a file typ e. An application is a file of type
·APPL·, a te"''t file is of type ·TEXT · , a file that holds a picture is of type
·PI CT·. A file that holds a QuickTime movie is a movie file of type · Moov •.
Because a QuickTime movie file is a document that holds information used
by an application (such as a QuickTime movie player), you might guess that
the file's movie information is held in the file's data fork. That guess is
partially coITect. A movie file has information stored in both its resource
fork and its data fork.
Stored w ithin a movie file's resource fork is a moov resource. This movie
resource holds a description of the movie. The description consists of
informarion such as the movie's default volume setting and the duration of
the movie. The movie resource doesn't hold the movie itself; the data that
makes up a movie is held in the movie file's data fork. Figure 14-2 shows
the format of a movie file.
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Movie file
Data fork
1001110110110001
1110111 0000001 10
0111101011101111
1000101100011010
011at101011li0.i0

Resource fork

I moov
Figure 14-2
The file format for a Q uick Time movie file.

Note the difference in capitalization between the movie file type
('MooV') and the movie resource (moov) that is in the resource fork of a
movie file.
When an application such as a QuickTime movie player plays a movie,
it loads information from both forks of a movie file into memory.

The Movie Toolbox
A keen understanding of file types and resource types is often necessary
'vhen working with certain Macintosh programming topics. Fortunately, this
isn't the case when programming with QuickTime. As short as the preceding section is, it provides more information than you'll likely ever need
regarding QuickTin1e files and resources. The reason for this is the existence
of the Movie Toolbox.

THE MACINTOSH TOOLBOX AND THE MOVIE TOOLBOX
The Macintosh Toolbox is a collection of several thousand routines that
provide you with the means to give your programs the features expected to
be found in any Mac application, elements such as windows, dialog boxes,
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and menus. The Movie Toolbox is another set of functions that Apple
provides to help Macintosh programmers. The routines found in the Movie
Toolbox are all QuickTime-related - they enable the programmer to open,
play, edit, and close QuickTime movies.
If you have an older Mac, you may wonder if you even have the Movie
Toolbox on your machine. The routines that make up the Movie Toolbox
are a part of the QuickTime extension. So if you have QuickTime installed,
you have the Movie Toolbox.
'

MOVIE INITWIZATION
If your program is to make use of QuickTime, you'll need to make two che~
near the start of your code. First, you'll verify that the user has QuickTime
installed on his or her Macintosh. Because it's an extension, QuickTime may
not be a part of each user's system. Second, you'll initialize the Movie
Toolbox, just as you now initialize the original Macintosh Toolbox.
To verify that the QuickTime extension is present, call the Toolbox
function Gestalt(). You'll recall from Chapter 1 that when one of the ma~y
Apple-defined selector codes is passed as the first parameter, Gest al t <) fills
in the second parameter with information about the topic of the selector .
code. In this instance, the selector code is ges ta 1tOu i c kTi me . The returned
result will be the version of QuickTime that is on the user's Mac. Of mor~
interest to you than the particular version number is whether or not any
version of QuickTime is present. For this information, you'll look at the
osErr value returned by Gestalt< ) , not the result. If the user doesn't have
QuickTime, Gest a 1t ( > will have a value other than the Apple-defined
constant noErr. Here's the QuickTime-checking code:
#include <Gestalt.h>
OSErr theError:
long theResult;
theError = Gestalt( gestaltQuickTime, &theResult );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell ():

You can see in the above snippet that if the user doesn't have
QuickTime installed, Gestalt<) will return an error (the Error will not equal
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You can also see that this situation is handled by abruptly ending the
program. You might want to be a little friendlier and instead post an alert
with a descriptive message for the user, then exit the program.
Once you're satisfied that the user has QuickTime, you'll initialize the
original Macintosh Toolbox and then initialize the Movie Toolbox. As you
know, before using the original Macintosh Toolbox, you have to make calls
to a few select Toolbox initialization routines such as In it Graf< >,
InitFonts( ), and InitWindows( ). Initializing the Movie Toolbox is easierit only takes a single call to EnterMovi es ().
The Movie Toolbox function EnterMovi es ( > allocates a block of memory
that the Movie Toolbox will use exclusively for your program. The
EnterMovi es<) routine returns an OS Err value that lets you know if the
memory allocation was successful. If it wasn't, you'll exit the program. If
allocation went smoothly, you'll carry on with your program. The following
is an example of a call to EnterMovi es<>. Make sure to include the Movies.h
universal header file at the top of your source file - it provides the function
prototypes for each of the Movie Toolbox routines:
no Err).

#include <Movies.h>
OSErr theError:
theError = EnterMovies();
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell ():

The Movie Toolbox is a part of the QuickTime extension. If the user
doesn't have QuickTime, then any call your program makes to a Movie
Toolbox function, including EnterMovi es<), will fail. That's why you'll make
the call to Gestalt(> early in your source code. In fact, you might want to
combine the check for QuickTime and the Movie Toolbox initialization call
to EnterMovi es<) with your routine that initializes the original Macintosh
Toolbox. Here's how this new routine, which is aptly named
In it i a 1 i zeTool boxes (), might look:
void

InitializeToolboxes( void )

(

OSErr theError:
long theResult:
InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts():
lnitWindows();
InitMenus():
TEinit();
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InitOialogs( 0L );
Fl ushEvents( every Event. 0 ) ;
InitCursor():
theError Gestalt( gestaltOuickTime, &theResu lt );
if ( theError != noErr )
Ex itToShell{) :
0

theError = EnterMovies() ;
theError != noErr )
ExitToShel l () ;

if (

Once you've initialized the Macintosh Toolbox, verified the presence of
QuickTime, and initialized the Movie Toolbox, you're aUset to make use of
any of the hundreds of routines in the Movie Toolbox.

loading a Movie File
Before p laying a movie, an application must open the QuickTime file in
which the movie resides. The movie is then loaded into memory, where the
application can work with it.

EnABUSHING THE PATH TO THE MOVIE FILE
As stated earlier, a QuickTime movie is stored in a file on disk. Usually that

file has the distinctive movie film icon, like the two QuickTime movie ftles
shown in Figure 14-3.
Maule Time f
12flerM

~

MovieTime

250. 9 MB 1n disk

§
Liftoff

73.3 MB Millable

§
MyleslMovle

Figure 14-3

Quick Time movies generally have a filmstrip icon.
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If you aren't familiar with file pathnames, the FSSpec data type, and the FSHakeFSSpec( l
routine, take a side trip to Chapter 15. If you just need a refresher on these topics, continue
reading this sidebar.
FSMakeFSSpec( l accepts a volume reference number (designating which disk the file is on), the
file's parent directory (the folder it is housed in), and the file's name (as a Str255 string). In return,
FSMakeFSSpec( l fills in the values of the fields of the FSSpec variable that gets passed to it.
By passing a volume reference number of 0, and a parent directory of 0, you tell FSHakeFSSpec( l
that the movie file in question is on the default drive (the startup drive) and in the same directory
(folder) as the application that is about to use it. Chapter 15 describes how to access a file that is
in a directory other than the one the application resides in.

Before a program can play a movie, the movie's file needs to be
opened. To let the Movie Toolbox know where the movie file to open is
located , you need to create a file system specification, or FSSpec, for the ftle.
Use the Toolbox routine FSMakeFSSpecC l to do this. Here an FSSpec for a
movie named MyTestMovie is created:
OSErr theError:
FSSpec MooVFSSpec:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0. 0. '\pMyTestMovie' . &MooVFSSpec l :

OPENING A MOVIE FILE
Before playing a movie, you need to open its file. To do this, make a call to
the Movie Toolbox routine OpenMovi eFi 1e( ). Pass OpenMovi eFil e( > the
previously created FSSpec for the movie. Also pass a pointer to a short
variable. The Movie Toolbox will fill in this variable with a ftle reference
number that will be used by other Movie Toolbox routines later in your
program. This variable w ill serve as a reference to the file fork that holds the
movie resource, the movie's moov resource. The final parameter to
OpenMovi eFi 1e< l designates a permission level. When a QuickTime movie
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is open, you can let the user play the movie (read it), edit the movie (write
to it), or both. The three Apple-defined constants for these permission levels
are fsRdPerm, fsWrPerm, and fsRdWrPerm. The following snippet opens a
movie with a permission level that allows the user to play the movie:

FSSpec MooVFSSpec;
OSErr theError:
short moovRefNum:
theError

g

OpenMovieFile( &MooVFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );

LOADING AMOVIE FIU
The OpenMovieFile( >routine readies a file for your program's use, but it
doesn't load the file's movie into memory. To do that, call the Movie
Toolbox routine NewMovi eFromFil e( ). Below is a snippet that makes the call
to NewMovieFromFile( ). Following this snippet is a description of the half
dozen parameters that get passed to NewMovi eFromFil e( ):

~

L.L...J

OSErr
Movie
short
short
Str255
Boolean

theError;
theMovie =nil;
moovRefNum:
moovRes ID = 0:
movieName;
wasChanged;

theError

=

NewMovieFromFile( &theMovie, moovRefNum,
&moovResID. movieName,
newMovieActive, &wasChanged );

The call to NewMovieFromFile() creates a movie in memory that is
much smaller than the combined moov resource and data found in a movie
file. That's because all of the movie's data isn't loaded into memory at once.
Once a movie starts playing, more of its data will be loaded into memory.
After the NewMovieFromFi le(> routine is completed, the first parameter
will hold a movie identifier - a pointer to the memory block that holds the
new movie. This variable, of type Movie, helps you keep track of a movie in
an application that allows more than one movie to be open at a time. When
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you declare the Movie variable, set its initial value to ni 1. After the call to
NewMovi eFromFi 1e<) you can check to see if this variable still has a value of
n i 1• If it does, you know that the attempt to load the movie failed.
The second parameter in NewMovi eFromFi 1e<) is the movie reference
number returned by OpenMovieFile( >.Here it's used to locate the resource
fork of the file that holds the movie to load. Then, based on this resource, it
creates a movie in memory.
The third parameter in NewMovi eFromFi 1e<) is the resource ID of the
movie's moov resource. The second parameter told NewMovi eFromFil e<)
where to find the moov resource, but it didn't tell the routine which moov to
use. A movie file can hold more than one movie. While most don't, there is
still this possibility that must be taken into account. If a file does hold more
than one movie, it will have more than one moov resource. If this third
parameter is set to 0, as in the above snippet, the first movie resource in the
file is used. If there is only one movie in the file, as is usually the case, that
movie will be used. After locating the moov resource, NewMovi eFromFi 1e<)
will fill in this third parameter with the movie's moov resource ID.
The fourth parameter in NewMovieFromFileC) is the name of the movie.
NewMovi eFromFi 1e<) will fill in this parameter with the name of the moov
resource from which the movie is created. That means the name of a movie
is not the name of the movie file, but rather it is the name of the moov
resource in the movie file. Because a file can hold more than one movie, a
movie's name comes from its moov resource. If the moov resource doesn't
have a name, NewMovieFromFile() will return a value of nil in the fourth
parameter. In Figure 14-4 you can see that the movie that is loaded from the
MyTestMovie movie file has the name The Test.
Mot1ie Time f
14 Items 251.2 MB l n disk

13

MyTestMovie

Movie file name

MyTestMouie

-~
moov

SIH

128

769

Movie name

Figure 14-4
A movie file in the Finder, and viewed in the resource editor ResEdit.
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The fifth parameter to NewMovi eFromFi l eC > gives the programmer some
additional control over how the NewMovi eFromFi l eC > operates. In almost all
cases you'll pass the Apple-defined constant newMovi eAct i ve. This value tells
NewMovi eFromFil e< > to activate the newly created movie. A QuickTime
movie must be active before it can be played.
The sixth and last parameter to NewMovi eFromFi le(> tells whether the
Movie Toolbox had to alter any data as it loaded it into memory. The Movie
Toolbox will fill in this parameter with a value of true or fa l se. This value
indicates whether changes were made to the movie. The variable
wasChanged is filled in by the Movie Toolbox.

CLOSING AMOVIE FILE
If your program allows the user to make changes to an open movie, you'll
want to keep the file that the movie came from open. That will allow you to
save any changes back to the file. If, however, your program doesn't give
the user write permission, you can close the file right after the new movie is
created from its contents.
Use the Movie Toolbox routine Cl oseMovi eFi le() to close an open
movie file. To let Cl oseMovi eFi 1e( > know which movie file to close, pass the
routine the reference number of the movie to close. You'll recall that the
Movie Toolbox function OpenMovi eFi le(> returned this reference number to
your program. Here's a call to CloseMovieFileC >:
short moovRefNum:
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );

Before moving on to the displaying of a movie in a window, take a
look at how the opening of a movie file and the loading of its movie can be
packaged in a single routine. When it comes time to load a movie, the
GetMovi eFromFil e <> function that appears below can be called from
anywhere in your source code. You'll declare a Movie variable, then invoke
the routine, like this:
Movie theMovie:
theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
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As you look at the GetMovi eFromFi le() routine, notice that it is limited to

opening only one particular movie, the one that's held in the movie file
named in the call to FSMa keFSSpec < ) • By setting the first two parameters to
FSMakeFSSpec() to 0, the routine also makes the assumption that the movie
file named MyTestMovie appears in the same folder as the application that
calls GetMovi eFromFi le(). Later in this chapter you'll see an improved
version of GetMovi eFromFi le(). The modified version will use the standard
Open dialog box to let the user select the movie that gets loaded:
Movie GetMovieFromFile( void )
I

OSErr
theError:
FSSpec MooVFSSpec:
Movie
getMovie = nil;
short
moovRefNum;
short
moovResID = 0;
Str255 movieName;
Boolean wasChanged;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, "\pMyTestMovie". &MooVFSSpec );
if ( theError == noErr )
{

theError

NewMovieFromFile( &getMovie, moovRefNum,
&moovResIO, movieName,
newMovieActive, &wasChanged );
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum ):
=

return ( getMovie );

I~

LLJ

1
1

~

:
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Notice that the local Movie variable getMovie is assigned an initial value
of nil. If the call to FSMakeFSSpec(), OpenMovieFile(), or
NewMovieFromFile() fails (for whatever reason), getMovie will still have
this nil value. It's up to the routine that calls GetMovieFromFile() to check
the returned Movie to ensure that it is anything but nil. If it is nil, the calling
code should either post an error alert, quit the application, or both. The
NoControlMovie program in this chapter provides an example of this.
Once you have a Movie variable that points to a movie in memory, you
don't need the movie file that held the movie to be open. The movie file
can be closed after its movie is loaded, provided the application won't be
allowing the user to edit the movie and save the changes. You'll be using
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the Movie variable, not the movie file, to access the movie. Since this
version of GetMovieFromFile() opens the movie without write permission,
it's okay for it to close the file.

Displaying a Movie in a Window
The steps that you've taken so far have led to the creation of a movie in
memory, but not to the display of the movie. For that you need to open a
window and adjust its size to that of the movie that will appear in it.

THE MOVIE GRAPHICS WORLD: PAIRING AWINDOW WITH AMOVIE
A movie makes use of a graphics world - a drawing environment that
holds display information for that movie. Before a movie is first played,
you'll set the movie's display coordinate system to that of the window in
which the movie is to be played. A QuickTime movie is displayed in a
standard Macintosh window. You can use either the GetNewCWi ndow<) or the
NewCWi ndow<) Toolbox function to create a color window to hold the movie.
Assuming a window has been created, a call to the Movie Toolbox function
SetMovi eGWorl d<) can be made to set the movie's display coordinate system
to that of the window:
Movie
theMovie:
// obtain from NewMovieFromFile()
WindowPtr theWindow;
//obtain from GetNewCWindow()
SetMovieGWorld( theMovie. CCGrafPtr)theWindow. nil );

The first parameter to SetMovi eGWorl d() is the movie that is to have its
display coordinate system set. The second parameter can be a pointer to
one of three data structures: a graphics port, a color graphics port, or a
graphics world. SetMovi eGWorl d() will know what to do with a variable of
any of these types. Here, a Wi nd ow Pt r is typecast to a cGraf Pt r, a pointer to
a color graphics port. The Wi ndowPtr variable theWi ndow is the window that
was sized just for this movie. The final parameter is a handle to the movie's
graphics device structure. Passing a value of ni 1 here results in the current·
device being used.
1
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This section, and the "Playing a Movie" section that follows, discuss the setup and playing of a
movie that doesn't have a movie controller. If your program will attach a movie controller to the
bottom of a movie window, you should still read the following text. It provides background material
that applies to a movie that uses a controller. And why would a program play a movie without a
controller? Usually, you won't; you'll want to give the user the ability to control movie playing. There
are, however, applications that will take the initiative of opening and playing a movie without the
user's intervention. A game, for instance, might open. play, and close movies at different points
in the game. A noninteractive program that advertises or promotes a product might also play
movies at different points in the presentation.

~

points to the first field of a Wi ndowRecord - which happens
A GrafPtr (and a CGrafPtr) also point to a Graf Port . That's
why a WindowPtr can be typecast to a CGrafPtr.
After the call to SetMovi eGWor l d ( l, the movie could be displayed in the
window. At this point, however, the window is invisible. You'll see why as
you continue reading.
A Wi ndowPt r

11.J to be a

Graf Port.

OPENING AND SIZING AMOVIE DISPLAY WINDOW
As just mentioned, a movie is displayed in a standard Macintosh window.
The examples in this chapter each use a call to GetNewCWi ndow< ), with a wI ND
resource providing window descriptive information. The alternative method
is to make a call to NewCWind owCl, with the window description provided in
the parameters to this Toolbox function.
Whether you set up the w indow's placement on the screen with a wI ND
resource (if using GetNewCWi ndow< l) or a call to SetRectC l (if using
~ewCWi ndow( l ) , your concern w ill be w ith the window's top left corner only.
As you'll see, the window's size is unimportant; you r program will resize the
window to the exact size of the movie that it will hold. The top left comer
of the window, however, will remain at the same coordinates that you
initially provide. In Figure 14-5 you can see that the w indow's top left
corne r has been set to (100, 100). The bottom and right values have been
arbitrarily chosen, and give the window a width and height of 100 pixels.
Notice that the window has been set to be initially invisible. To prevent the
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user from seeing the window changing size on the screen, keep the
window hidden until resizing is finished. Here's the call that loads the
window information into memory:
WindowPtr
theWi ndow

=

theWindow :
GetNewCWi ndow( 128 . nil , (Wi ndowPtr l -1L l :

WIND ID • 128 from MouleTest.rsrc

Color: @ Default
Q Custom

Top:~ Bottom:~
Left:~

Right:~

Top and Leh
Bottom and
establish the
Right values are
window's screen unimportant
placement

Un check Initially visible

Figure 14-5

A standard window, created from a
QuickTime movie.

WI ND

resource, can be used to hold a

Once your program makes a Toolbox call to create the window, you'll
resize and then display the window. To do this, first call the Movie Toolbox
routine GetMov i eBox <l. This function determines the size of a box that
would perfectly surround the movie that is to be displayed. Pass
GetMovi eBox< l the Movie variable that NewMovi eFromFi le< l returned to your
program, and a rectangle in which GetMovi eBox( l can place the movie box
values. Here's how a call to GetMovieBox< l looks:
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Movie theMovie : // obtain from NewMovieFromFile(l
Rect movieBox ;
GetMovi eBox ( theMov i e. &mov i eBox ) :

After the call to GetMovieBox( l, the Rec t variable movieBox will hold the
coordinates of the movie. You can't, however, make the assumption that the
left and top values will each be 0, and that the left and bottom values then
provide you with the width and height of the movie. In Figure 14-6 you can
see that for a movie that is 300 pixels w ide by 230 pixels high,
GetMovi eBox<) returned the following mo vi eBox coordinates:
movieBox . left
movieBox .top
movieBox .right
movieBox .bottom

100
50
400
280

(100,50~

230

k:======3=00======!>i!~·~:·O, 280)
!

Figure 14-6
GetHovi eBox( J returns

the size of a movie, but not with
reference point of (0, 0).

a
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The box that holds the movie should have left and top coordinates of 0.
That way, when the movie is placed in a window, it will appear in the
window's upper left comer without any white space surrounding it. To
make this adjustment, call the Toolbox routine OffsetRect< >.If you pass this
routine negative values of the movi eBox left and top coordinates, you'll
offset, or shift, the movie so that its upper left comer starts at (0, 0). After
the shift you'll end up with a Rect with the desired coordinates. As far as
your program is concerned, you've just set the coordinates of a local Rect
variable named movi eBox. The Movie variable won't know of the change. To
remedy this situation, call the Movie Toolbox routine SetMovi eBox< > to
provide the Movie variable with these adjusted coordinates:
Movie theMovie;
II
Rect movieBox:
II
Off setRect ( &movi eBox.
SetMovieBox( theMovie,

obtained from NewMovieFromFile()
obtained from GetMovieBox()
-movi eBox. left, -movi eBox. top ) ;
&movieBox );

Remember that when you load a movie into memory, there is no
window associated with it. That's why you have to do a little tinkering to
get a movie to fit snugly in a new window that you open.
Now the Movie variable knows where in the window to place the
movie. But there's still one more adjustment to make. The window that was
created with the call to GetNewCWi ndow< > or NewCWi ndow( > has coordinates
that were arbitrarily selected - the window will most likely not be the
same size as the movie. A call to the Toolbox function Si zeWi ndow< > will
take care of that discrepancy. Now that the movie box has been offset to
start at (0, 0), you can pass the movie box right and bottom coordinates as
the right and bottom coordinates for the window. Figure 14-7 shows the
placement of a window and the area it would occupy both before the call
to si z eWi ndow< > and after. In this figure, the wIND coordinates from Figure
14-5 and the movie coordinates from Figure 14-6 were used. With the
window properly sized, follow up with a call to ShowWi ndow< > to finally
display the window on the user's screen:

II obtained from GetNewCWindow()
II obtained from GetMovieBox(), repositioned
II using OffsetRect()
SizeWindow( theWindow, movieBox.right, movieBox.bottom, true );
ShowWindowC theWindow );

WindowPtr theWindow:
Rect
movieBox:
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Fiie

100
100

~ Area of window after call to GetNewCWi ndow ( )

~ Area of window after call to Si zeWi ndow ( )

Figure 14·7
Placement and area of a w indow before and after resizing it.
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You might think it's strange that the upper left coordinate of a movie isn't automatically and
conveniently set at (0, 0). so that the right and bottom give the movie width and height. But if you've
ever used the Toolbox function GetPicture() to obtain a handle to a PICT resource, you've
encountered a similar situation. To get the picture's size you dereference the handle to access the
pi cFrame field. The pi cFrame field is a rectangle that holds the dimensions of the picture. You
can't. however, assume that the rectangle's right coordinate holds the picture's width and the
bottom coordinate holds the picture's height. Instead, you have to subtract the left side from the
right, and the bottom from the top - as in the following snippet:
PicHandle
Rect
short
short
thePi cture
pictRect •
pictWidth
pictHeight

thePicture;
pictRect;
pictW1dth;
pictHeight ;
= GetPicture{ 128 );
!**thePicture).picFrame :
• pictRect.right - pictRect.left;
• pictRect .bottom - pictRect.top;
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The previous section ended with a snippet of code that grouped the
window resizing code together. The application-defined function
AdjustMovi eWi ndow<) now packages that same code together. After setting
the movie graphics world, the function resizes the passed-in window to the
dimensions of the passed-in movie:

void AdjustMovieWindow( Movie theMovie, WindowPtr theWindow )
{

Rect movieBox;
SetMovieGWorld( theMovie, (CGrafPtr)theWindow, nil );
GetMovieBox( theMovie, &movieBox );
OffsetRect( &movieBox, -movieBox.left, -movieBox.top );
SetMovieBox< theMovie. &movieBox );
SizeWindow( theWindow, movieBox.right, movieBox.bottom, true );
ShowWindow( theWindow );

You'll see AdjustMovieWindow( >used in an example program a little later
in this chapter. Until then, the following snippet shows how this function
would be invoked. The snippet makes use of the GetMovi eFromFi 1e()
function that was developed earlier in this chapter:

Movie
theMovie =nil;
WindowPtr theWindow;
theMovie

=

GetMovieFromFile();

theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
AdjustMovieWindow{ theWindow, theMovie >:

Playing a Movie
The setup of the movie is complete. Now it's finally time to play the movie.
Well, almost time.
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PREPARING AMOVIE FOR PLAYING
With the preliminaty steps out of the way, it's time to play the movie.
There's no guarantee that when a movie is opened, it will be set to its first
frame. To rewind the movie, call the Movie Toolbox routine
GoToBeginningOfMovieC ). Then call StartMovie( ). Each routine accepts the
movie to play as its only parameter:
Movie theMovie;
// obtain from NewMovieFromFile()
GoToBegi nni ngOfMovi e( theMovi e ) :
StartMovie( theMovie ) ;

contraty to its name, doesn't start the movie playing.
Instead, it readies the movie for playing by ensuring that it is active and that
the movie playback rate is correct. Once StartMovieC >has been called, you
can go ahead and play the movie.
StartMovieC ),

MOVIE PLAYING
To play a movie you'll call the Movie Toolbox routine MoviesTask( >- not
once, but repeatedly from within a loop. The Movi esTask() function services
a movie. That is, it handles whatever processing is needed for that movie.
Processing includes the loading of movie data from the movie file, the
displaying of movie frames, and the playing of the movie's soundtrack.
Here's a typical call to MoviesTask( ):
Movie theMovie;
// obtain from NewMovieFromFile()
Movi esTask( theMovi e, 0 ) :

The first parameter to Movi esTaskC > is the movie to service. If your
application allows more than one movie to be open at a time, pass ni 1 as
this first parameter. That tells the Movie Toolbox to service each active
movie. The second parameter to Movi esTask( > is the time (in milliseconds)
given to the Movie Toolbox to perform the servicing. A value of 0 tells the
Movie Toolbox to take as much time as required to service each active
movie. A nonzero value tells the Movie Toolbox to service as many movies
as it can in the allotted time.
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Movi esTask( > will always complete servicing a movie once it starts, even
if it has to exceed the time value passed to it. As an example, consider an
application that has three open movies, each requiring 10 milliseconds to
service. If Movi esTask( > is passed a time value of 15 milliseconds, the
function will use 10 milliseconds to service one movie. Since it still has time
remaining, Mov i es Task< > will begin servicing a second movie. Mov i es Task C)
will complete servicing the movie, even though it will require the Movie
Toolbox to go beyond the 15 milliseconds allotted to it. The third movie will
go unserviced.
Your application should call Movi esTask( > repeatedly until the specified
movie (or movies) has completed playing. You can determine if a movie
has completed by calling the Movie Toolbox routine I sMov i eDone <). Pass
the movie to this function, and the Movie Toolbox will return a value of
true if the movie has completed, fa 1se if it hasn't. Here's the loop that phtys
a movie:
Movie theMovie:
do

// obtain from NewMovieFromFile()

I

MoviesTask( theMovie, 0 );
while ( IsMovieDone( theMovie )

==

false );

Once a movie is open and in a window, you can play it by calling a
routine like the Pl ayOneMov; e () function listed below. The application needs
to do all of the previously discussed setup work (such as opening and
resizing the window, and loading a movie) only once. The Movie Toolbox
routines discussed in this section (and that appear in Pl ayOneMovi e( >),
however, must be called each time a movie is to be played:
void PlayOneMovie( Movie theMovie )
{

GoToBeginningOfMovie( theMovie );
StartMovie( theMovie >:
do
I

MoviesTask( theMovie, 0 );

I while ( IsMovieDone( theMovie ) == false );

The.PlayOneMovie( >function plays a single movie from start to finish.!If
your program uses a movie controller, as discussed later in this chapter,
you'll give the user the option of playing only a part of the movie.

• • •llH•I• •
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Closing a Movie
When the user closes a movie window, whether by clicking on the movie
window's close box or by selecting a Close menu item, you'll want to
deallocate the memory that holds both the movie and the window. You free
the memory occupied by the movie by calling the Movie Toolbox routine
Di sposeMovi e( ). After you have freed the movie me mory, you caJl the
Toolbox function Di sposeWi ndow< l to free the memory occupied by the
window. The following simple function takes care of these two tasks.
Cl os eMovie() closes both the movie and the window that are passed to it
as parameters:
void CloseMovie( Movie theMovie , WindowPtr theWindow )
I

DisposeMovie( theMovie ):
DisposeWindow( theWindow l :

Example Program: NoControlMovie
The NoControlMovie program is an example of how an application can
open and play a QuickTime movie without the use of a movie controller.
When you run NoControlMovie, the program will open a QuickTime movie
file named MyTestMovie and load the file's movie into memory. You will
then see a window like the one in Figure 14-8. The movie (which, incidentally, was made from a series of photographs by the nineteenth-century
action photographer Eadweard Muybridge) will play from start to finish.
\\'hen the movie ends, so will the application.

Figure 14·8

The movie played by the NoControlMovie program.
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You can have NoContm iMov;e play any mov;e you want. first, move

L_IJ the current MyTestMovie to a d ifferent folder for safekeeping (or give it a
new name). Then select a movie of your choice, rename it MyTestMovie,
and place it in the same folder as the NoContro!Movie application.

RESOURCES FOR NOCONTROIMOVIE

19""
11
L_IJ

NoContro!Movie requires just one resource, the WI ND in which the movie
w ill be displayed . Figure 14-9 shows this resource. Remember, the program
will change the size of the w indow to match the size of whatever movie is
to be played in it, so the size you specify in the WI ND resource is unimportant.
If you ;ubstitute the program's call to GetNewWi odow() with a call to
NewWi ndow< l, the wIN D resource - and the resource ftle - won't be
necessary.
NoControlMoui e.r sr c

WINO

Siu

128

29

Namo

" Movie Window"
WIND ID • 128 from NoControlMoule.rsrc

•

• Color: ® Default
0 Custom

Top: ~ Bottom:~
Left:~

Right:~

0

lnitil1lly ulslble

181 Close boH

Figure 14·9

NoContro/Movie requires only one resource - a WIND .

I.

•IFftJI• .
~11
~
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If your program d;splays a movie diat the user can lllteract w;th (such as
a movie with a movie controller, as discussed later in this chapter), you will
want that movie to appear in a window with a drag bar (a title bar). If your
program displays a movie that doesn't allow user interaction , then that
movie's movie window doesn't have to have a title bar. Figure 14-10 shows
how to define a window tl1at is simply a frame . This approach lets you inset
a movie window within another w indow to create a picture-in-picture
effect, as shown in Figure 14-11. In that figure, a movie of a roulette w heel
is displayed in a w indow that opens over the upper left corner of a
rnodeless dialog box. The applicatio n could play the movie as soon as the
roulette window o pened .

DuDl!j]BLJ
Color: @ Defoult
ocus tom

Figure 14· 10
To create an immovable movie that will appear in a different Mac window,
select the window type shown here.
" lfl

The Gambler's Gulde

Roulette
Origins
Obscure origins, probably
developed In the Monte Carlo
casino.

roulette ( roo let' )
a gambli119 game played by rolling
a small ball around a shallow bowl
with an inner disk revolving in the
opposte direction

Pl'lnclple
A small whke ball ls ttrown In a
clodcwlse direction Into a
horizontal wheel spinning In a
counterclockwise direction. The
rm ot the wheel ts divided Into
ntnlbered compartmerts.
Players bet on the nUmber or
the compartment Into which they
predict the ball will come to rest.

Figure 14· 11
An example of an application that displays a movie within a different window.
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SOURCE CODE FOR NOCONTROlMOVIE
NoControlMovie uses the five routines that were developed in this chapter.
Each routine is called from the program's main< ) routine. The first,
Ini ti a1i zeTool boxes<), which is from this chapter's "The Movie Toolbox''
section, initializes both the original Toolbox and the Movie Toolbox. The
next routine, GetMovi eFromFil e( ), which is from the "Loading a Movie File"
section of this chapter, opens a QuickTime movie file, loads the file's movie,
and then closes the file. Then a color window is opened, but not shown.
The next routine, AdjustMovieWindowC ), from the "Displaying a Movie in a
Window" section, resizes the window to match the size of the movie. The
Pl ayOneMov i e < ) function, discussed in this chapter's "Playing a Movie"
section, plays the movie. Finally, the Cl oseOneMovi e<) routine, from the
"Closing a Movie" section, closes the movie:
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#include <Movies.h>

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void
Movie
void
void
void

InitializeToolboxes< void >:
GetMovieFromFile( void l:
AdjustMovieWindow( Movie, WindowPtr):
PlayOneMovie( Movie );
CloseOneMovie( Movie, WindowPtr );

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
(

WindowPtr theWindow:
Movie
theMovie =nil:
InitializeToolboxes();
theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
theMovi e == nil )
Exi tToShel 1();

if (

theWindow

=

GetNewCWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-ll );

AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie, theWindow );
PlayOneMovie( theMovie );
CloseOneMovie( theMovie. theWindow ):
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void

InitializeToolboxes( void )

{

OSErr theError;
long theResult:
InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts():

1Ff1JI. • I
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InitWindows():
lnitMenus();
TEinit();
InitDialogs( 0L );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
InitCursor();
theError =Gestalt( gestaltOuickTime, &theResult );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShel l ():
theError = EnterMovies();
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShell();
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Movie GetMovieFromFile( void )
I

OSErr
theError;
FSSpec MooVFSSpec;
Movie
getMovie = nil:
short
moovRefNum;
short
moovResID = 0:
Str255 movieName;
Boolean wasChanged:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, •\pMyTestMovie". &MooVFSSpec );
if ( theError == noErr )
I

theError = OpenMovieFile( &MooVFSSpec, &moovRefNum. fsRdPerm );
if ( theError == noErr )
I

theError = NewMovieFromFile( &getMovie, moovRefNum.
&moovResID. movieName.
newMovieActive. &wasChanged );
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );
return ( getMovie );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void AdjustMovieWindow< Movie theMovie, WindowPtr theWindow )
I

Rect movieBox;
SetMovieGWorld( theMovie, (CGrafPtr)theWindow, nil );
GetMovieBox( theMovie. &movieBox );
OffsetRect( &movieBox, -movieBox.left, -movieBox.top );
SetMovieBox( theMovie, &movieBox );
SizeWindow( theWindow. movieBox.right, movieBox.bottom, true );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
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}
!!_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void PlayOneMovie( Movie theMovie )
I

GoToBeginningOfMovie( theMovie ):
StartMovie( theMovie >:
do
{

MoviesTask( theMovie. 0 ):
< IsMovieDone( theMovie ) == false >:

I while
}

!/_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void CloseOneMovie( Movie theMovie, WindowPtr theWindow )
{

DisposeMovie( theMovie >:
DisposeWindow( theWindow );

The Standard Open File Dialog Box
If a program will open movies on its own - without user interaction then the technique of calling FSMakeFSSpec() and then passing the returned
FSSpec to the Movie Toolbox routine OpenMovi eFi 1e( > works fine. This is
because the program will know the name of each movie file. It's just as
likely, however, that an application will allow the user to select a movie to
open and play. In this instance, your program should display the standard
Open dialog box to present the user with a list of movies to select from.

THE. STANDAD OPEN DIALOG BOX AND PREVIEWING MOVIES
The standard Open dialog box, which the screen displays after a call to the
Toolbox routine StandardGetFile( ), displays a list of files that the user can
open. The standard Open dialog box isn't new to QuickTime; it's been
around as long as the Macintosh itself. Figure 14-12 shows a typical version
of this dialog box, as displayed in response to a user's selecting Open from
the File menu of ResEdit.
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IC5l Quicklime .., I

~~-====::::::::::::::===----~~
O Corel Conuerters
<31 Moule Conu erter
<31 Moule Recorder
<31 MouiePlayer
0 My Moules f
<31 Picture Compressor

= Honl Disk
Eject
Desktop

[

'-----~~~~~~~~~ n

J

Cancel

B

Open

D Use Rllas instead of original

Figure 14· 12

The standard Open dialog box..
If you haven't used the standard Open dialog box in any of your own
programs, refer to Chapter 15. There you will find all the details of the
StandardGetFile( l function (including information about the function's
parameters) and an example program that makes use of this Toolbox
routine. In this chapter I'll only offer a summary of StandarqGetFi l e ( l.
The Movie Toolbox offers a new version of the StandardGetFi le ()
function, named StandardGetFi lePrevi ew<). While the dialog box that
results from a call to this function looks very similar to the one displayed by
a call to the older StandardGetFi le( l routine, there is one key difference.
The Stand a rdGetFi l ePrevi ew( l dialog box includes a Show Preview check
box not found in the older dialog box. Figure 14-13 shows this dialog box.

Preuiew

lesi Preulew Open Moule f .., I

=HanlDlsk

0

Eje ct
Desktop

JQJ

Create

[

Cancel

n

Open

181 Show Preuiew

l
~

Figure 14-13

The standard Open preview file dialog box, collapsed.
When checked, the Show Preview check box expands the left side of
the standard Open dialog box (see Figure 14-14). When unchecked, the
check box collapses it (as shown in Figure 14-13). When expanded, the left
side of the dialog box displays a small version, or thumbnail, of the first
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frame of the movie that is currently selected in the dialog box list. This
tl10mbnail gives the user an idea of what a movie looks like without having
to open tl1e movie.

lei Preulew Open Mouie f •I

Preulew

'·

.,

.

-

= Hord Disk

~

Eject
Desktop

Creole

181 Show

(

Concel

([

Open

l
l)

Preulew

Figure 14-14
The standard Open preview file dialog box, expanded to
show a movie preview.
Some movies won't display a file preview. When that happens, the user
can click on the Create button and a thumbnail of the currently selected
movie will be created. Figure 14-15 shows that the user will be informed
that this action is taking place.

lei Preulew Open Mouie f •I

Pr eui ew

= Hllrd Disk
Eject

Creating Preulew
pesktop

~
(

Cr eate

l

Ji;

181 Show Preuiew
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J

t

Open
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Figure 14·15
Clicking the Create button will cause the system to add a
thumbnail preview for a movie.
If a movie displays a file preview, then that movie's file holds both a
If a
movie doesn't display a file preview, clicking on the Create button will add
these two resources to the movie file.
PICT resource and a pnot resource (in addition to a moov resource).
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DISPLAYING THE STANDARD OPEN PREVIEW FILE DIALOG BOX
The Movie Toolbox routine Standa rdGetFil ePrevi ew<) accepts the same
four parameters that the Toolbox routine StandardGetFi 1e() uses. Here is a
typical call to the Movie Toolbox routine:
SFTypelist
typelist = I MovieFileType, 0, 0, 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply;
StandardGetFilePreview( nil, 1. typelist, &theReply );

!~

!ILJ
·

Like its companion Toolbox routine StandardGetFile( ), the Movie
Toolbox function StandardGetFil ePrevi ew<) is the kind of routine that
programmers dream about. Once called, this routine displays the standard
Open preview file dialog box and then takes over and handles all of the
user's actions. Whether the user switches folders with the pop-up menu,
opens a movie by double-clicking on its file name, expands or collapses the
dialog box with a click on the Show Preview check box, or dicks on any of
the buttons in the dialog box, it is the StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew() routine that
handles things. Only when the user finally selects a file or dicks the Cancel
button will the call to Standa rdGetFil ePrevi ew<) be complete.
The file list in the standard Open dialog box doesn't display all the files
in a folder, only the files of a type or types that you specify. Files of any
other type will be filtered out. StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew<) enables you to
easily display up to four different file types (such as 'TEXT', 'PI CT', and so
on). If you want to display more than four types, you will need to use the
first parameter to StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ew<) to pass a pointer to an optional
filter function. Since you'll only be displaying one type of file (type 'MooV '),
you won't need a filter function. Pass a n; 1 pointer here. The second
parameter tells how many file types will be in the list. As just mentioned,
your program will only display one file type, so you should set this second
parameter to 1.
The third parameter to StandardGetFilePreview< >specifies which file
types to include in the dialog box list. Any file type not mentioned in the
SFTypel i st variable will be excluded from the list. In the above snippet you
can see that only QuickTime movie files will be shown. The Apple-defined
constant Movi eFi 1eType represents the 'MooV' file type, as you can see from
its definition in the Movies.h Universal Header file:
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en um
I

MovieFileType

'MooV'

I:

The last parameter to Standa rdGetFi 1ePrevi ew() is a pointer to a
variable of type Standard Fi 1eReply. After the user dismisses the standard
Open dialog box, the Movie Toolbox will fill in the fields of this parameter.
Typically, you'll only be interested in two of the many Standard Fi 1eRepl y
fields. The sfGood field is a Boal ean that will have a value of true if a file
was selected and a value off a1se if the Cancel button was clicked. The
sfFi 1e field is a file system specification, an FSSpec, for the selected file.
Recall from earlier in this chapter that if a file's name and location are
known, you can use the Toolbox routine FSMakeFSSp~c() to obtain an
FSSpec for a file.
Earlier in this chapter you saw an application-defined routine named
GetMovi eFromFil e (). That function used a call to FSMakeFSSpec() to create an
FSSpec for a QuickTime movie named MyTestMovie. With little modification,
GetMovi eFromFi 1e () can be altered so that it lets the user select the movie to
open. In the following version of the function, unneeded code from the
NoControlMovie version has been commented out and replaced with code
in bold type:
Movie GetMovieFromFile( void )
I

OSErr

theError:
MooVFSSpec:
SFTypelist
typelist a ( MovieFileType, 0, 0, 0 }:
StandardFileReply theReply:
Movie
getMovie nil:
short
moovRefNum:
short
moovResID = 0:
Str255
movieName;
Boolean
wasChanged:
II theError = FSMakeFSSpec( 0, 0, "\pMyTestMovie", &MooVFSSpec );
StandardGetFilePreviewC nil, l, typelist, &theReply >:
II if ( theError == noErr )
if C theReply.sfGood aa true )
II FSSpec

a

{

II

theError = OpenMovieFile( &MooVFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );
theError = OpenMovieFileC &theReply.sfFile, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm ):
if ( theError == noErr )
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theError = NewMovieFromFile( &getMovie, moovRefNum,
&moovResID, movieName,
newMovieActive, &wasChanged );
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );
return ( getMovie );

Here is a quick summary of the changes to GetMovi eFi le<>. Because
the sfFile field of the StandardFileReply variable theReplyis an FSSpec,
the Moov FSSpec variable is no longer needed. In its place are two variables
used as parameters to StandardGetFilePreview< ). The call to FSMakeFSSpec<)
has been replaced with a call to Standa rdGetFi 1ePrevi ew<). To see if a
movie file was selected, the sfGood field of theReply is examined. And
when it's time to open the movie file, the sfFi 1e field of theReply is
passed to OpenMovi eFil e(). Here's a "clean" listing of the new version
of GetMovi eFromFi 1eC > - the commented code and bold type have
been removed:
Movie GetMovieFromFileC void )
I

OSErr
theError;
Movie
getMovie =nil;
short
moovRefNum;
short
moovResID = 0;
Str255
movieName;
Boolean
wasChanged;
SFTypeList
typelist = I MovieFileType, 0, 0, 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply;
StandardGetFilePreview( nil. 1, typelist. &theReply );
if ( theReply.sfGood c= true )
I

theError
if

<

OpenMovieFile( &theReply.sfFile,
&moovRefNum. fsRdPerm l:
theError == noErr )
a

I

theError

NewMovieFromFile( &getMovie, moovRefNum,
&moovResID. movieName,
newMovieActive, &wasChanged );
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );
=

return ( getMovie );
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Example Program: PreviewOpenMovie
You've just read a very detailed explanation of how to alter the applicationdefined function GetMovi eFi 1e<) so that it displays the standard Open
preview file dialog box. Why such a thorough walk-through? Because the
changes to that routine are the only differences between this chapter's
NoControlMovie example program and the PreviewOpenMovie example
that you'll also find in the Chapter 14 folder on the CD that accompanies
this book.
When you launch PreviewOpenMovie you'll see the standard Open
preview file dialog box. When you select a movie from the dialog box, the
dialog box will be dismissed and the movie will open and play, and then the
application will terminate, exactly as it did in the NoControlMovie example.

Quicknme Movie Controllers
To play a movie you can use the Movie Toolbox function MoviesTask( >.
While this routine is useful for playing a movie from start to finish, it robs
the user of control of the movie. If your application allows user interaction,
you'll want to add a movie controller to each movie that opens.

THE MOVIE CONTROLLER COMPONENT
A Toolbox manager is nothing more than a conceptual grouping of related
Toolbox routines. For instance, the Window Manager is the set of Toolbox
functions that work with windows. While you're familiar with managers
such as the Window Manager, the Dialog Manager, and the Menu Manager,
you're probably much less knowledgeable about the Component Manager.
The Component Manager is the set of Toolbox and Movie Toolbox routines
that work with components. A component is a code resource that is
dedicated to one service, and can be used by many applications. While
QuickTime is a primary user of components, a component doesn't have to
be QuickTime-related.

IHEll 11 111
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QuickTime uses image-compression components to provide compression services for movies. Applicatio ns that are capable of receiving digitized
data from an external source (such as Apple's Movie Recorder, which
captures images from a VCR or camcorder) use sequence grabber components. The most commonly used compone nt that QuickTime applications
make use of is the movie controller component. This component makes it
easy for programmers to add a movie controller to the bottom of any open
movie, as shown in Figure 14-16.
Standard Macintosh
color window

Quicklime movie controller
within the window

Figure 14· 16

A QuickTime movie appears in a standard Macintosh window, and can have a
movie controller attached to if.
When a movie controller is added to a window that holds a QuickTime
movie, it is said to be attached to the movie. Attaching a movie controller to
a movie provides the user with a standardized means of playing the movie.
Once attached, the movie controller and the Movie Toolbox do most of the
work of playing a movie. By adding a call to a single Movie Toolbox
routine, you let the user of your program use d1e buttons of a movie
controller (shown in Figure 14-17) to play a movie, ste p through the movie
one frame at a time, or adjust the movie's volume.
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Figure 14· 17
The parts of a Quick Time movie controller.

ATIACHING AMOYIE CONTROLLER TO A MOYIE
A movie that uses a movie controller is opened in the same way as a movie
that doesn't use a controller. The following list smlli11arizes the process of
opening and displaying a movie:
1. Call FSMa ke FSSpec ( l or StandardGetFi l ePrev i ew ( l to obtain movie file

information in the form of an FSSpec.
2. Pass the FSSpec to OpenMovi eFi l e( l to open the movie file.

3. Call

NewMovieFromFile( l to load the movie into memory.

4. Open (but don'c make visible) a co lor window in which to d isplay
the movie.
5. Call Se tMovi eGWo r l d( l to set the movie's coordinate syste m to that of
the window.

6. Resize the window co the size of the movie.
7. Call ShowWi nd ow( l to d isplay the resized movie window.
Each of the above steps, with the exception of Step 6, include the name
of the specific Toolbox or Movie Toolbox routine necessary to execute the
step. Step 6 is intentionally vague because the routines you'll use to resize a
movie with a movie controller differ from those you'll use with a movie that
doesn't atcach a controller.
For a movie without a controlle r, you call GetMov i eBox ( l to get a Re ct
that holds the movie's dimensions. The coordinates in the Rect may not
include the point (0, 0), so you'll next call Offse tRect( l to shift the rectangle
to the origin, without changing its overall size. Next, a call to Se t Mov i eBox ( l
assigns this shifted rectangle to the movie:

•• • llf!:ll• •
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Movie theMovie :
//
Rect movieBox :
GetMovieBox( theMovie,
OffsetRect( &movi eBox ,
SetMovieBox( theMovie.

obtained from NewMovieFromFile()
&movieBox );
-movi eBox. 1eft , -movi eBox. top ) ;
&movieBox );

For a movie with a controller, you'll again begin with a call to
GetMovieBox( l. Here, however, you'll make the call so that you can get the
width of the movie. The Rect that is filled by GetMovi eBox( l should be
passed to the Movie Toolbox function NewMovi eControl 1er ( l. This routine
creates a new movie controller and attaches it to a movie. The he ight of a
movie controller is always the same. The width of the controller is dependent on the width of the movie, as shown in Figure 14-18.

f--··· ···-·-

~
GetMovieBox( l returns a Rect that
holds the dimensions of a movie

Pass the GetMov i eBox <) Rec t to
NewMovi eContro 11 er() so thatthe width
of the controller can be calculated

Figure 14-18
A movie controller hos o fixed height, but its width varies with the width of

a movie.

Here's a snippet of code that creates a movie controller and attaches it
to a movie. The name of the Movi eControll er variable is prefaced with a g
to show that it will be a global variable. The reason for making this one
variable global will become evident in this chapter's "Using a Controller to
Play a Movie" section:
MovieController gController :
Movie
theMovie ;
Rect
movieBox :
GetMovieBox( theMovie . &movieBox ):
gController : NewMovieController( tneMovie. &movieBox , mcTopleftMovie );
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The first parameter to NewMovi eContro l l er'( l is the movie to which the
controller will be attached. The second parameter is the rectangle that holds
the dimensions of the movie. The left and right fields of this rectangle will
be used by the Movie Toolbox to establish the width of the movie controller. The fmal parameter to NewMovi eControl l er( l specifies whe re within the
window the movie should be placed. When a movie doesn 't have a
controller, it's a call to OffsetRect < l that shifts the movie to a window's
upper left corner. When a movie does have a controller, it's the Appledefined constant mcTopLeftMovie that does the trick (see Figure 14-19).

Figure 14-19

The NewMov i econ t ro 77er( J function creates a controller and shifts it to line up
with the movie.
At this point the window that holds the movie (and the controller) is still
invisible. So the creating and attaching of a controller won't be observable
by the user.
With the movie and controller in place, it's time to resize the window.
You'll recall that the initial size of the window is unimportant; it may be
smaller or larger than the movie that it will eventually hold. Without a
movie controller, a call to SetMovieBox( l sets the movie's bounding rectangle to the rectangle that was shifted co (O, O). With a movie controller, you
will rely on the Movie Toolbox routine MCGetControl l erBoundsRect Cl co
supply your program with the correct size of the movie. Further, if

• • • IFJr il• •
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was used in the calJ to NewMovi eCont r ol 1er() ,
f'CGetControl l erBoundsRect( ) w ill return the movie's dimensions, offset to
(O, O). This is shown in Figure 14-20.
The following snippet ca lls GetMovi eBox() to get the size of a movie. It
then passes these dimensio ns (in variable movi eBox) to
NewMovi eCont r oll er< l to create a properly sized controller and attach that
controller to a movie. Finally, a call to MCGetControl l erBoundsRec t () returns
the overall dimensions of both the movie and its now-attached controller:

mc TopLeftMovi e

MovieController gController ;
Movie theMovie ;
Rect
movi eBox ;
Rect
windowRect;
GetMovieBox( theMovie . &movieBox ) ;
gController = NewMovieController ( theMovie . &movieBox . mcTopleftMovie ) ;
MCGetContro 11 erBoundsRect ( gContro 11 er . &wi ndowRect ) ;

160

If mcTopleftMovi e is used
in the preceding call to
NewMovieContro l le r C) ,
the movie dimensions will
be offset to (O, 0):
t heRect . left
theRect.right
theRect . top
theRect . bottom

0
160
0
140

Figure 14·20
NCGetControl lerBoundsRect() returns the size of a movie and its controller.

The call to MCGetControl 1erB ound sRect( ) returns a rectangle that holds
the size of the movie, including the attached controller. To resize the
movie's window, use that rectangle in a call to Si zeW i ndow< ) . Figure 14-21
illustrates this. Finally, call ShowWi ndow <l to make the window visible.
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To resize the window, pass
Si zeWindow< l the Rect returned by
MCGetControllerBoundsRect()

Figure 14-21
Si zeWi ndow()

resizes a window to match the size of a movie and its controller.

Earlier in this chapter you saw a version of an application-defined
routine named Adj us t Mov i eWi ndow< ), which was used for a movie that didn't
use a controlle r. Here is a new version of that function, adapted for use with
a movie that does have a controUer. The main differe nce between the two
versions of AdjustMovieWindow< l is chat the old version's caUs to
Off setRect< ) and Se tMo vi eBox( l have been replaced by calls to
NewMovieCont roll er() and MCGetControl l erB oundsRect(l:
void AdjustMovieWindow( Movie theMovie . Wi ndowPtr t heWindow
(

Rect movieBox;
Rect windowRect :
SetMovieGW
orld( theMovie . (CGrafPtr ltheWi ndow. nil l :
GetMovieBox( theMovie . &movieBox l :
gController ~ NewMovieController( theMovie , &movieBox ,
mcTopleftMovie ):
MCGetControllerBoundsRect( gCont roller. &windowRect ):
SizeWindow( theWindow. windowRect.right, windowRect.bottom , true l:
ShowWindow( theWindow ):
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Using a Controller to Play a Movie
To give your program's users the ability to play a movie to which you've
attached a controller, you will only need to add a single Movie Toolbox
routine to your program. However, you will also have to modify your
program's main event loop.

THE OLD MAIN MNT LOOP
Most Macintosh programs have a main event loop routine that gets called
from ma i n < >. The program will then remain in the main event loop routine
until the program terminates. The following is an abbreviated ma i n < ) that
does just that:
void main( void )
{

InitializeToolboxes();
Eventloop():

The format of the main event loop routine
ample) is as follows:

(Event Loop()

in this ex-

• Call Wa itNextEvent c) to get information about the next event in the
event queue.
• Use a switch statement to compare the type of the event with some or
all of the Apple-defined event type constants.
• Take action appropriate to the event type.
The following version of Eventloop() handles two types of events (a
click of the mouse button and a window update) and complies with the
above format:
Boolean gOone = false:
void Eventloop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gOone
I

==

false
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WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 0. nil):
switch ( theEvent.what )
I
case updateEvt:
II handle an update event
break:
case mouseDown:
II handle a mouse down event
break;
II include a case section for each
II event type that the program handles

MCISPLAYEREvENTO AND THE NEW MAIN MNT LOOP
If your program is capable of displaying a QuickTime movie with an
attached controller, you'll want to slightly modify the program's main event
loop so that it can intercept and act upon events that involve a movie
controller. Here is a version of EventloopC) that shows, in general terms,
how that would be done:
void Eventloop( void )
{

EventRecord theEvent:
while ( gDone == false
I
Wai tNextEvent( everyEvent. &theEvent. 0. ni 1 ) :
II Pass a controller and the EventRecord to a Movie Toolbox
II routine for handling. If the event is controller-related.
II consider it handled and skip the following switch statement.
II If the event isn't controller-related, execute the switch
II statement to handle the event in the normal fashion.
switch ( theEvent.what )
I

case updateEvt:
II handle an update event
break:
case mouseDown:
II handle a mouse down event
break:
II include a case section for each
II event type that the program handles
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The Movie Toolbox routine that handles a controller-related event is
MCisPlayerEvent<). You'll call this routine at each pass through the event
loop. If the event is controller-related, MC I sPl ayerEvent < > will take control
and handle the event. That means that all the handling of mouse clicks on
the Play button, either Step button, the Speaker button, and the controller's
slide bar is taken care of for you - you won't need to write any code to
make a movie controller function properly. Here is a typical call to
MCisPlayerEvent():

EventRecord
theEvent;
// obtained from WaitNextEvent()
MovieController gController;
// obtained from NewMovieController()
ComponentResult movieRelatedEvent;
movieRelatedEvent = MCisPlayerEvent( gController, &theEvent );

Many Movie Toolbox routines return a ComponentResul t. For most
routines, this result is unimportant and can be disregarded.
MCisPlayerEvent() is one of the Movie Toolbox routines that returns a
ComponentResult that you'll be interested in. If MCI sPl ayerEvent< > handled
the event that is passed to it, the returned ComponentResul t will be 1. If
MCisPl ayerEvent() didn't handle the event, the ComponentResult will be 0.
Your event loop should examine the ComponentResul t to determine if further
processing of the current event is necessary. A value of 0 means that the
event is not controller-related, and should be handled by traditional means;
that is, by the code in the body of the event loop's switch statement. If the
event was already handled by MCisPl ayerEvent( ), then the switch statement
can be skipped. The following version of EventLoop() shows how
MCisPl ayerEvent() fits into an event loop. The changes from the previous
version of Eventloop( > appear in bold type:
void Eventloop( void

>

I

EventRecord
theEvent:
ComponentResult movieRelatedEvent:
while ( gDone == false )
I

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 0, nil>:
movieRelatedEvent MCisPlayerEventC gController, &theEvent >:
g

if C movieRelatedEvent

==

0}

{

switch ( theEvent.what )
I
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case updateEvt:
II handle an update event
break:
case mouseDown:
II handle a mouse down event
break:
II include a case section for each
II event type that the program handles

CLOSING AMOVIE THAT HAS ACONTROLLER
Earlier you saw how to close a movie. You simply include a call to a Movie
Toolbox routine and a call to a Toolbox routine to free the movie memory
and the movie window memory:
void CloseOneMovie( Movie theMovie, WindowPtr theWindow )
(

DisposeMovie( theMovie ):
DisposeWindow( theWindow );

For a movie that includes a controller, the above rule also applies.
However, you will also want to free the memory associated with the
controller. Here's the new listing for Cl oseOneMovi e( >.Note the order of the
function calls; you don't want to dispose of a window before you dispose of
its contents, and you don't want to dispose of a movie before you dispose
of the controller that is attached to it:
void CloseOneMovie( Movie
theMovie,
WindowPtr
theWindow,
MovieController theController
DisposeMovieController( theController >:
DisposeMovie( theMovie >:
DisposeWindow( theWindow >:

IHEll. II •
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Example Program: ControlMovie
When ControlMovie is launched, the standard Open preview file dialog
appears on the screen. Selecting a movie from the dialog box list opens
that movie, just as it did in the OpenPreviewMovie example. Unlike the
OpenPreviewMovie program, however, ControlMovie opens the movie with
a controller attached to it, as shown in Figure 14-22. The movie window
will be frozen on the screen; clicking on it will have no effect. The movie's
controller, however, is functional. Click on the Play button to nm the movie,
and again to pause it. You can click on either the Step Forward or Step
Backward buttons to step through the movie frame-by-frame. If the movie
includes sound, the Speaker button will be enabled and you can click on
it to adjust the sound volume level. To end the program, press any key on
the keyboard.

Figure 14-22

The Contro/Movie program displays a movie
that includes an attached controller.

RESOURCES FOR (ONTROIMOVIE
The ControlMovie project requires just one resource, a wIND in which the
movie will be displayed. This is the same resource used by the previo us two
examples in this chapter.
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SOURCE CODE FOR CONTROIMOVIE
To use a movie controller, the user needs to be able to use the mouse
button. So unlike the other simple example programs in this chapter,
ControlMovie can't get by with just playing a movie and quitting.
ControlMovie replaces the call to Pl ayOneMovi e( ), which was used in the
NoControlMovie example, with a call to the Eventloop() routine developed
in this section. Here's the new main ( ) function. This one difference from the
ma i n < > function found in NoControlMovie is shown in bold type:
void main( void )
I

WindowPtr theWindow;
Movie
theMovie =nil;
InitializeToolboxes();
theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
if ( theMovie == nil )
ExitToShel 1():
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL l:
AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie, theWindow );

Eventloop(): // replaces PlayOneMov1e()
CloseOneMovie( theMovie, theWindow, gController );

Eventloop< > is similar to the version you saw earlier in this section. The
only event type this version watches for is a press of a key. When that
happens, the program sets the global variable gDone to true to end the loop
and end the program:

void Eventloop( void
I

EventRecord
theEvent;
ComponentResult movieRelatedEvent;
while ( gDone ==false )
{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 0. nil l:
movieRelatedEvent = MCisPlayerEvent( gController, &theEvent );
if ( movieRelatedEvent == 0
{

switch ( theEvent.what )
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case keyOown:
gOone = true:
break:

The remaining functions in ControlMovie are all identical to the versions
discussed in this section. If you'd like to see the entire listing, refer to the
source code file found on this book's CD.

Movie Controller Actions
When a movie controller is created and attached to a movie, it displays a
default action. For instance, clicking on a the controller's Play button causes
a movie to play once, from start to finish. By using the Movie Toolbox
routine MCDoAct ion< >, you can change many of a controller's actions.

MOVIE ACTIONS AND MCDOACTIONQ
The Movie Toolbox routine MCDoAct ion< > has three parameters. The first
parameter is the movie controller that will be affected. The second parameter is one of several Apple-defined constants that specifies what action is to
take place. The final parameter is always a pointer. What it points to
depends on the action being taken: The specific looping examples that
follow will clarify how this last parameter should appear.

MOVIE LOOPING
To cause a movie to loop continuously, call MCDoAct ion< > with an action of
ncActionSetlooping. The third parameter to MCDoAction( >should be a
pointer to a Boo 1ea n value: true if looping is to be turned on for the
controller specified in the first parameter, fa 1s e if looping is to be turned
off. Because of the requirement that the last parameter be a pointer, you will
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need to typecast the Boolean value to a generic Ptr type, as shown in this
snippet that rums looping on:
MovieController gController:
MCOoAction( gController, mcActionSetlooping, (Ptr)true );

Once looping is rumed on, the controller is set to loop. Once the user
clicks on the controller's Play button, the movie will continuously play until
he or she clicks on the controller's Stop button. Each time the user plays the
movie, it will loop until the user stops it. To rum looping off so that the Play
button reverts to its default setting of "one press, one play," again call
MCOoAction( ). Again use the mcActionSetLooping action, but pass a pointer
to fa 1se:
MovieController gController:
MCOoAction( gController, mcActionSetLooping, (Ptr)false ):

If your program needs to check to see if looping is rurned on or off for
a movie controller, pass MCOoAct ion<) an action of mcAct i onGetLoopi ng. The
third parameter should again be a pointer to a Boolean. This time, however,
pass in the address of a Boolean variable and let the Movie Toolbox supply
the value of true or false to let your program know the current looping
starus:
MovieController gController:
Boolean
loopOn:
MCDoAction( gController, mcActionGetlooping, &loopingOn ):
Palindrome loopi.ng is a special kind of looping that causes a movie to

loop back and forth. When a movie set to normal looping completes its first
play, it starts back at the beginning and plays again. When a movie set to
palindrome looping completes its first play, it doesn't wrap back to the start.
Instead, it plays backwards from the end to the start. To set a movie
controller to play a movie in palindrome mode, call MCOoAct ion< ) with an
action parameter of mcAct ion Set Loop I sPa 1i ndrome. Before making this call,
rum looping on by calling MCOoAct ion<> with an action of
mcAct i onSetLoopi ng. Here's how to rum palindrome looping on for one
movie:
MovieController gController:
MCOoAction( gController, mcActionSetLooping, (Ptr)true );
MCOoAction( gController, mcActionSetLooplsPalindrome, (Ptr>true ):
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Figure 14-23 hints at another use for

MCDoAct ion ( l - playing movies at different rates. Here is an example that plays a
movie at double speed:

MCDoAction( gController .
mcActionPlay. {Ptrl0x00020000 };
You'll find details about the mcAct ion play
action at the end of this chapter, in the reference section.

A movie controller's looping mode can be set via a menu item. At the
top of the Play menu in Figure 14-23 are two looping-related items.

loop
loop Back and Forth
Fo1 uoai d ~peed
B11ckw11rd Speed

~

'---------1

Quo rt er
Hoff
Normal
Double
Tripl e

Figure 14-23

Use menu items in conjunction with calls to MCDoAction( J to play a movie at
different rates.
The following snippet of code shows how a program should respond to
a user selecting Loop from the Play menu:
#define
mPlay
131
// MENU resource ID of Play menu
#define
iloop
// first item in t he Play menu
void HandlePlayChoice( shor t theltem
I
MenuHandle playMenuHandle:
Boolean
loopOn;
switc h ( theltem
I

case iloop :
MCDoAction( gCont roller . mcActionGetLoop lsPal indrome , &loopOn );
playMenuHandle = GetMHandle( mPlay );
i f ( l oopOn == true )
I
II looping is on. toggle it off and uncheck it

MCDoAction ( gControlle r. mcActionSetlooping , (Ptr)false );
Checkltem( playMenuHandle . iloop , fa lse );
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else
II looping is off, toggle it on and check it

MCDoAction( gController, mcActionSetLooping. CPtr)true );
Checkltem( playMenuHandle, iloop, true );
break;
II case sections for other Play menu items here

In the above code MCDoAction< > is called with the
mcAct ion Get Loop Is Palindrome action to determine the current state of
looping for the gCont ro 11 er movie controller. If looping is on, MCDoAct ion ( >
is again called, to tum looping off. The Loop menu item is then unchecked.
If the first call to MCDoAct ion< > instead reveals that looping is off, looping is
set to on and the Loop menu item is checked.
~
Refer to Chapter 6 if you need a refresher on menu handling or adding
a checkmark to a menu.

LLJ

Example Program: LoopingMovie
When you run the LoopingMovie program, you'll see the standard Open
preview file dialog box. After the selected movie opens, click on the Play
button of its controller. The movie will play continuously until you again
click the Play button t~ stop it.
The LoopingMovie example is identical to the preceding program,
ControlMovie, with the exception of a single line of code in the program's
main< ) routine. A call to MCDoAct ion< > has been added with the action of
mcActionSetlooping. Here is the LoopingMovie main() routine, with the
single addition appearing in bold type:
void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
Movie
theMovie ~nil:
InitializeToolboxes();
theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
if ( theMovie == nil )
Exi tToShe 11 ();

• • •lit»I• •
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theWindow

=

GetNewCWindow( 128 , nil , (WindowPtr )-ll ):

AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie , theWindow ):
MCDoAction( gController, mcActionSetLooping , (Ptr)true l:
Eventloop():
CloseOneMovie( theMovie , theWindow . gControl ler ) :

Working with Multiple Movies
The NoControlMovie program opens a single movie, plays it, and quits. Not
a terribly powerful application, but a satisfactory first demonstration of
playing a movie. The OpenPreviewMovie application lets the user choose
the movie to play - an example of how to implement the standard Open
preview file dialog box. The ControlMovie program demonstrates how to
attach a controller to a movie. While all of these example programs serve a
particular purpose, they are not typical of real-world Macintosh applications.
Mac programs usually open more than one window, and often those
windows are of different types.
Chapter 7 provides the details of how to implement multiple windows
in a single program. If you haven't read that chapte r, do so now. Impleme nting multiple windows is a troubling topic for many programmers, so it
warrants further investigation. Because many programs that play QuickTin1e
movies allow several movies to be open at once, now is a good time to
reinforce the ideas presented back in Chapter 7.

·=

:~'ll====================
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After referring to this chapter's Reference section, try using other M
CDoAct ion ( l calls in
LoopingMovie. For example, you can play the movie backwards once by replacing the current
MCDoAction() call with this call:

MCDoAction( gController, mcAct ionPlay , (Ptrl0xFFFF0000 ):
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WINDOW RECORDS AND WINDOW INFORMATION
In Chapter 7 you saw that a variable of type Wi ndowPtr points to the first
field of a Wi ndowRecord : the port field, which is of type Graf Port . You also
saw that a variable of type Wi ndowPeek also points to this field. The differe nce between these two pointer types is not in what they point to, but in
how much memory access each is allowed. A variable of type Wi ndowPtr
can only access the first field of the Wi ndowRecord , the Graf Po rt. The
Graf Po r t ho lds information about the drawing environment of a window, so
its information is of the most importance to a programmer. A variable of
type Wi ndowPeek can access any and all fields of d1e Wi ndowRe co rd, including
the Graf Port field. Figure 14-24 (which you saw in Chapter 7) serves as a
review of these data typ es.

11

I
3:J

Wind owRecord

~[[

WindowPtr

WindowPeek

Figure 14·24

A Wi ndowPt r accesses a GrafPort, while a
(which includes a GrafPort}.

Wi ndowPeek

accesses a

Wi ndowRe cord

Every window has its own Wi ndowRecord, and every w indow is modeled
after information found in that Wi ndowReco rd data strncture . For all windows,
the fields of the Wi ndowRecord data sttucture are of course d1e same, though
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the values of the fields differ. For instance, whether or not a window is
visible on the screen is determined by the value (true or false) of the
vi s i b 1e field of that window's Wi ndowRecord. If you want to store additional
application-specific information about each window in your program, you
can create your own type of window pointer that accesses not only a
window's Graf Port and the rest of the window's Wi ndowRecord, but also
other information that is stored in memory just after the Wi ndowRecord .
Figure 14-25, again from Chapter 7, illustrates. Note that the WindowPtr,
Wi ndowPeek, Graf Po rt , and Wi ndowRecord are all Macintosh data types, while
the MyWi ndRecPeek and MyWi ndRec are application-defined data types.

I "'"~""
3:J
Wi "'' "' "" '

~c
It

WindowPtr

WindowPee k
MyWindRec Peek

Figure 14-25

Your own application-defined data type, such as My Wi ndRec, can be used to hold
both Apple-defined window data and your application-defined window data.
How is an application-defined data type written so that a pointer to the
data type points to a Graf Port, a Wi ndowRecord, and additional data? By
defining the data structure such that its first field is a Wi ndowRecord. Because
a pointer to a data structure points to the first field of the data structure, a
pointer to such an application-defined data type points to a Wi ndowRecord
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(and, in turn, to the first field of the Wi ndowRecord, its Graf Port). The
following is the application-defined data type that will be used in the
remainder of this chapter:
ty pedef

struct

I
WindowRecord

theWindowRecord;

short
Movie
MovieController

theWindowType ;
theMovie ;
theController;

MyWindRec, *MyWindRecPeek ;

This new structure has a type of MyWi ndRec, and a pointer type of
MyWi ndRecPeek. Figure 14-26 shows that the Apple-defmed Wi ndowPtr and
Wi ndowPeek types, as well as the application-defmed MyWi ndRecPee k, all point
to the start of the w indow's Graf Port. A vatiable of type Wi ndowPtr can
access the Graf Po r t, a variable of type Wi ndowPeek can access both the
Graf Port and Wi ndowRecord, and a variable of type MyWi ndRecPeek can access
the entire MyWi ndRec data structure, including the window's private data the application-defmed fields that follow the Wi ndowRecord field
(theWindowType, theMovie, and theController).

r

Jl==============================;i
If a program has several types of windows, then the MyWi ndRec might contain fields for the other
types. For instance, if a program opens both a Quicklime movie window and a window that
displays a still picture, MyWi ndRec might also include a Pi cHand 1e field to hold a handle to the
picture that the picture w indow uses:
typedef

struct

t
WindowRecord
short
Movie
MovieController
PicHandle

theWindowRecord :
theWindowType:
theMovie:
theController;
thePicture ;

MyWindRec . *MyWindRecPeek :
Quicklime windows would ignore (or set to nil ) the Pi cHandl e field. while picture windows
would ignore (or set to ni 1) the Movie and Movi eControll er fields.

I
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heCont r olle r
theMovie
heWi ndowType

I

Myw;" dRec

3;::''["'~

ppr

Wi ndow Pt r

WindowPeek
MyWi ndRecPeek

Figure 14-26

Though three data types all point to the same address, each accesses different
amounts of memory.

USING THE APPLICATION·DEFINED WINDOW RECORD
To open a window that uses the application-defined window record, rather
than an Apple-defined Wi ndowRe cord , reserve storage the size of the
application-defined window record and use that storage in a call to
Ge tNewCWi ndowC) :
Ptr
Wind owPtr

wi ndStor age ;
t heWindow;

wi ndStorage = NewPtr ( si zeof( MyWindRec ) ) ;
t heWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128 , wind St ora ge , (Wi ndowP tr) - lL ) ;
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You'll recall that when you set the second parameter to
GetNewCWi ndow<) to ni 1, as you typically do in small programs that don't use
mulitple window types, the Window Manager reserves the memory for you.
When that happens, the Window Manager reserves just enough memory for
a Wi ndowRecord.

At this point you have a Wi ndowPtr that points to the new color window.
But you've seen that a Wi ndowPtr only allows access to a window's Graf Port.
To move beyond that field to the application-defined data members, you
will need to typecast the Wi ndowPtr variable to a MyWi ndRecPeek pointer type.
Once you do that, you can access any of the MyWi ndRec fields by
dereferencing this cast pointer. In the following snippet, the window's
theWi ndowType field - a short - is set to 1:
MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow:
windPeek->theWindowType = 1:
If a program has different types of windows, it can place a value that
identifies the window's type in the theWi ndowType field of the window.
Assuming the program can display QuickTime movie windows and another
window with a text message in it, then a value of 1 in the theWi ndowType
field could mark a window as a QuickTime movie window, and a value of
2 in that field could identify a window as a message window.
Figure 14-27 shows two application-defined window records in
memory. A Wi ndowPtr variable has been cast to a MyWi ndRecPeek and points
to the start of one of the window records. In previous figures memory has
been labeled, but no values have been shown in memory. Figure 14-27 also
shows a few values. From the figure you can see that because the cast
pointer points to a window record that has a theWi ndowType of 1, the pointer
points to a window record that represents a QuickTime movie window.
Because the Movie and Movi eControll er data types are pointers, the movie
and movie controller fields hold pointers to the window's QuickTime movie
and movie controller.
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t~econt roller

8x9H88111111
theMovie 9x880911919
tneWindowType
2

l

MyWindRec

J

theControl ler 0x00000090
theMovie ~00000000
theWindowType
2

'l

MyWi ndRec

J
11

CMyWindRecPeek) theWindow

Figure 14-27

A WindowPtr variable, cast to a MyWindRecPeek type, points to one of two
MyWindRec data structures in memory.

SETIING AND RETRIEVING WINDOW RECORD DATA
ln Chapter 7 you saw that two functions should be written for each field of
application-defined data in a structure such as MyWi ndRec. One function sets
the value of a field; the other retrieves the current value of that field. For the
theWi ndowType field of MyWi ndRec, the function to set the fields data would
look like the one listed below. The first function requires two parameters a WindowPtr and a short. The function will typecast the WindowPt r so that the
application-defined data can be accessed , then set the theWi ndowType field to
the value of the short parameter:
void SetWindowTypeC WindowPtr theW
indow . short type )
I

MyWindRecPeek windPeek ;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek ltheWindow ;
windPeek- >theWindowType a type :
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To retrieve the current value of theWi ndowType for a window, pass
pointer to the window in question. The routine will first
typecast the pointer so that the window's private data can be accessed, then
it will return the value of the theWi ndowType field:
GetWi ndowTypeC > a

short GetWi ndOl'iType( Wi ndowPtr theWi ndow
{

MyWindRecPeek windPeek:
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow;
return C windPeek->theWindowType );

Knowing a window's type is important in determining how to deal with
a window. For instance, a QuickTime movie window and a window that
simply displays a text message should be closed in different ways. When
the user clicks on a window's close box, your code should determine the
type of window, then close it in a way appropriate for that window type.
Here's how this section's MoreMovies program handles a mouse-click in the
close box of a window:
if ( TrackGoAway( whichWindow, theEvent.where ) )
{

if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow )
CloseOneMovie( whichWindow );
else
.
CloseOneWindow( whichWindow );

==

kQuickTimeWindowType

In the above code, the Toolbox routine TrackGoAwayC > returns a value of
true if the mouse button is released while the cursor arrow is over the close
box of wh i chWi ndow. If that happens, the application-defined function
GetWi ndowTypeC > then determines if whi chWi ndow is a QuickTime movie
window or a message window. If the window holds a movie, the application-defined routine Cl oseOneMovi e() is called to dispose of the controller,
the movie, and the window. If the window is a message window, a call to a
different application-defined routine, Cl oseOneWi ndow< ), is made.
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The above snippet is shown below in the context of the routine it
came from, Handl eMouseDownC ). Handl eMouseDown() gets called from the
MoreMovies event loop when a mouse click unrelated to a movie
controller occurs:
void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent )
WindowPtr whichWindow:
short
thePart:
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where, &whichWindow );
switch { thePart )
{

case inDrag:
DragWindow( whichWindow, theEvent.where, &qd.screenBits.bounds ):
break:
case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( whichWindow, theEvent.where ) )
{

if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow )
CloseOneMovie{ whichWindow );
else
CloseOneWindow( whichWindow );

==

kQuickTimeWindowType

break:
case inContent:
SelectWindow( whichWindow );
break:

WINDOWS, MOVIES, CONTROllERS, AND THE WINDOW RECORD
A program that uses the multiple window scheme presented in this chapter

doesn't need to declare global variables to keep track of a movie controller,
as the previous example did. The program won't need to keep track of
window pointers or movie variables either. Instead, this information can be
obtained from the application-defined window record that is associated with
each window that opens.
When a new window is to open, your program will reserve a block of
memoiy for it. As you saw a few pages back, this block of memoiy will be
the size of the application-defined window record:
Ptr
windStorage:
WindowPtr theWindow:
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windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof{ MyWindRec ) );
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128. windStorage, CWindowPtr)-lL );

Next, you'll use application-defined routines to set the window's data.
Continuing with the preceding example, that means that for a QuickTime
window the theWi ndowType field would be set to 1. Additionally, a
QuickTime window would set the window's theMovi e and theControl l er
fields. When the program opens a movie with the application-defined
routine GetMovieFromFile( >,it returns a Movie. This is the Movie that should
be passed to a function that sets a window record's theMovi e field:
Movie theMovie

=

nil;

theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
if ( theMovi e == nil )
ExitToShell();
SetWindowMovie( theWindow, theMovie ):

A movie's controller is created by a call to the Movie Toolbox routine
NewMovi eControl l er(> in the application-defined AdjustMovi eWi ndow()
routine. In past examples, a global variable was used for the controller.
Here, the variable can be local to Adj us tMov i eW i ndow< ). Once the controller
is created, it can be returned to the routine that called AdjustMovieWindow( >.
In the MoreMovies example, a routine named OpenQuickTimeMovieC) groups
together the code for opening a movie, a window, and a controller:
void OpenQuickTimeMovie( void )
{

Movie
WindowPtr
MovieController
Ptr
theMovie

=

theMovie = nil:
theWindow:
theController:
windStorage;

GetMovieFromFile<>:

if ( theMovie == nil )

ExitToShell();
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof ( MyWindRec ) );
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128. windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL );
theController = AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie, theWindow );
SetWindowType( theWindow. kOuickTimeWindowType ):
SetWindowMovie( theWindow. theMovie );
SetWindowController( theWindow. theController );
++gNumWindows;

I • •

lit»I •
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When a call to OpenQuickTirneMovie() completes, a new movie window,
with a controller, will be on the screen. A block of memory will hold the
window's type, and pointers to the movie and the controller.
With the potential for several windows to be open at once, how does
MoreMovies know which window data to use? By calling
GetWi ndowType <).The following snippet shows a part of the MoreMovies
routine Handl eMouseOown (). When a mouse-click occurs, Handl eMouseOown ()
uses the Toolbox routine Fi ndWi ndow( > to ascertain which window received
the click. Once the window is known, its Wi ndowPtr can be passed to any of
the program's "get" routines to get any of the window's data. In
Handl eMouseDown( ), the type of movie is obtained with a call to
GetWi ndowType ( ) :

void HandleHouseDownC EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr whichWindow:
short
thePart:
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where. &whichWindow );
switch ( thePart )
(

case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( whichWindow, theEvent.where ) )
(

if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow ) •• kQuickTimeWindowType
CloseOneMovie( whichWindow );
else
CloseOneWindow( whichWindow );
II

break:
case inDrag, inContent. etc

Figure 14-28 shows how a Toolbox routine that returns a WindowPtr, as
Fi ndWi ndow() does, can be used to access a window's private data. The
returned WindowPtr is passed to one of the application-defined routines that
retrieves window data. This routine typecasts the Wi ndowPtr to a
MyWi ndRecPeek pointer, then returns the desired information.
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Figure 14·28

A Wi ndowPt r, once cost to the application-defined window pointer type, con be
used to access application-defined window doto.
In the previous snippet you see that if a window's theWi ndowType is a
QuickTime movie window, Cl oseOneMovi e< l is called. In previous versions
of this routine a window and its movie and controller were all passed as
parameters. Now, only the window need be passed. Fro m there,
CloseOneMovie ( l calls "get" routines to get the movie and the controller that
are both associated with the window:
void CloseOneMovie( WindowPtr theWindow
(

MovieControl ler theController :
Movie
theMov ie :
theController • GetWindowCont roller( theWindow ) :
theMovie = GetWindowMovie( theWindow ):
OisposeMovi eController( theController ):
Oi sposeMovie ( theMovi e l :
OisposeWindow( theWindow l :
-gNumWindows :
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Example Program: MoreMovies
Mo reMovies is a program that opens three windows: two QuickTime movie
windows and one window that displays a line of texts. Figure 14-29 shows
the program in action .

Figure 14·29

The MoreMovies program displays two Quick Time movie windows and one
non-Quick Time movie window.
Because QuickTime movies can occupy large amounts of memory,
you·11 want to increase your application's heap size. In Figure 14-30 you can
see that the MoreMovies program will get a preferred heap size of lMB
(1024K) rather than the default size of 384K. This figure shows the Project
panel of the CodeWarrior preferences dialog box. If you use a Symantec
compiler, you will use the Set Project Type dialog box (see Figure 14-31) to
j
set the partition size.
i~
To keep the code to a minimum, MoreMovies doesn't use menus. Your
i
program w ill. Look back to Chapter 7 to see the source code listing for an
example that makes use of menus and multiple windows.

l1J
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Figure 14·30

Setting the size of the MoreMovies application heap using the Metrowerks
Code Warrior compiler.
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Figure 14·31

Setting the size of the MoreMovies application heap using the Symantec C++/
THINK C compiler.

OPENING DIFFERENT TYPES OF WINDOWS
As you know from previous discussion, MoreMovies uses the strategy of

using an application-defined data structure to hold information about each
window. When a window is opened, memory is reserved for the structure,

• • •IHUI •
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and the private window data (the window type, movie, and controller)
values are set. A global variable (gNumWi ndows) is then incremented so that
the program can keep track of the total number of windows that are on the
screen. To open a QuickTime movie window, MoreMovies uses two
application-defined routines with which you are already familiar:
GetMovi eFromFil e C) and Adj ustMovi eWi ndow( ). Here is that routine:
#define
kQuickTimeWindowType
#define
kMessageWindowType
void OpenQuickTimeMovie( void )
l

Movie
WindowPtr
MovieController
Ptr

theMovie =nil:
theWindow:
theController;
windStorage:

theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
if ( theMovi e == nil )

Ex i tT oShe 11 () :
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof ( MyWindRec ) );
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL ):
theController = AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie, theWindow ):
SetWindowType( theWindow, kQuickTimeWindowType ):
SetWindowMovie( theWindow, theMovie ):
SetWindowController( theWindow, theController );
++gNumWindows:

To open a message window, MoreMovies again reserves memory and
opens a window. Of the three private data fields, only the window type
field is of importance - it's set to a constant that identifies the window as a
message window, while the other two fields are simply set to ni l :
void OpenNonQuickTimeWindow( void )
I

Ptr
windStorage;
WindowPtr theWindow:
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof ( MyWindRec ) ):
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 129, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetWindowType( theWindow, kMessageWindowType );
SetWi ndowMov i e( theWi ndow, nil ) :
SetWindowController( theWindow, nil );
++gNumWindows:
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WINDOW UPDATING
Updating of the text window is handled in the program's event loop:
case updateEvt:
whichWindow = CWindowPtr)theEvent.message:
BeginUpdate( whichWindow ):
EraseRect( &(whichWindow->portRect) ):
if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow ) == kMessageWindowType
{

SetPort( whichWindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring( "\pNot a Quicklime window!" );
}

EndUpdate( whichWindow );
break:

When an update event occurs, MoreMovies checks to see if the window
is the text window. If it is, a string is drawn to the window. A more
sophisticated program, one that had several types of windows, might handle
updating by calling a different application-defined updating routine for each
window type:
case updateEvt:
whichWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message;
BeginUpdate( whichWindow );
EraseRect( &CwhichWindow->portRect) );
theType = GetWindowType( whichWindow >:
switch ( theType )
I
case kMessageWindowType:
UpdateMessageWindow();
break:
case WINO_TYPE_PICT:
UpdatePictureWindow();
break:
case WINO_TYPE_CONTROL:
UpdateControlWindow();
break;
EndUpdate( whichWindow );
break;

Window updating and the Begi nUpdate<) and EndUpdate< > Toolbox
routines are discussed in Chapter 7.
Notice that the MoreMovies updateEvt event handling code does not
update the QuickTime movie windows. Recall that normal event handling,
such as updates and mouse clicks, will only be handled by the event loop if

lnHI II lll fl
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the event is not related to a movie window. If the event is QuickTimerelated, the Movie Toolbox routine MCisPl ayerEvent() handles it. In
previous examples you saw MCisPl ayerEvent<) called from the event loop,
as shown here:

movieRelatedEvent = MClsPlayerEvent( gController. &theEvent );
MCisPl ayerEvent() requires the controller for one movie as a parameter.
In a program that allows more than one movie window to be open at a
given time, this controller might not be the one that is attached to the movie
window that experienced an event. For this reason, the MCisPl ayerEvent<)
routine must be called from the event loop once for every open movie.
Because of this requirement, MoreMovies uses a slightly different strategy
from that of previous example programs - it calls an application-defined
routine to determine how many times to call MCisPl ayerEvent( ):
movieRelatedEvent = HandleOpenMovies( theEvent );
Handl eOpenMovi es(), which is shown below, employs a loop to check
the window type of every open window. If the window is a QuickTime
movie, the movie's controller is obtained and passed to MCisPl ayerEvent( ).
If the window isn't a movie window, it is ignored. If MCisPlayerEvent() is
called and returns a value of 1 for the movie it is working with, the event is
considered handled and the routine ends. If you imagine the scenario of a
user who clicks on the Play button on the controller of the first controller
examined in the loop, this technique should make sense. In that case,
MClsPlayerEvent( >would handle the playing of that movie and the event
would be considered handled; there would be no need to call
MC I sPl ayer Event() for the second movie. If the second movie needs some
kind of processing (such as updating), that will be a new event handled by
the next pass through the program's event loop.
If every window gets examined in the Handl eOpenMovi es<> loop, and if
MCisPlayerEvent( >returns 0 for all of the movie window controllers, a value
of 0 will be returned to the event loop. This tells the event loop that the
event was not related to any open movie window, and was thus not
handled by HandleOpenMovies( ). That means the event loop should handle
the event using its traditional comparison of the event type to the constants
mouseDown, keyOown, updateEvt, and so on:
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long HandleOpenMovies( EventRecord theEvent
{

inti:
MovieController
WindowPtr
WindowPeek
ComponentResult

theController;
windowFromlist;
windPeek;
eventHandled;

windowFromlist = FrontWindow();
for (i = 0; i < gNumWindows; i++)
{

if (

GetWi ndowType( wi ndowFromli st ) == kOui ckTimeWi ndowType

{

theController = GetWindowController( windowFromlist );
eventHandled = MCisPlayerEvent( theController, &theEvent);
if ( eventHandled == 1 )
return ( 1 ) ;
windPeek = ((WindowPeek)windowFromlist)->nextWindow:
windowFromList = (WindowPtr)windPeek;
return ( 0 );

One of the fields of the Apple-defined Wi ndowRecord data structure is the
nextWi ndow field. This field holds a pointer to the next window in the
window list. The window list is a list of all open windows in an application,
and is maintained by the system; your program normally doesn't have to be
concerned with it. Here, Handl eOpenMovi es () relies on this nextWi ndow field
of the Wi ndowRecord of each window to cycle through every open window.
A call to FrontWi ndow<) returns a pointer to the foremost window on the
screen. After looking at the front window, the window's Wi ndowPt r is
typecast to a Wi ndowPeek so that the window's nextWi ndow field can be
accessed. That enables Handl eOpenMovi es<) to get a pointer to the next open
window. There's more information about the window list back in Chapter 7.

CLOSING DIFFERENT TYPES OF WINDOWS
Just as the handling of more than one open window requires extra effort, so
does the closing of multiple windows. The MoreMovies program uses the
application-defined routine Cl eanUpAndOui t<) to close all open windows and
set the global quit flag. Cl eanUpAndOuit () uses a loop in much the same way
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as Handl eOpenMovi es c ): the front window is first checked, then the window
list is used to cycle through every open window. If a window has a
theWi ndowType of 1 (kOui ckTimeWi ndowType), the Cl oseOneMovi e() routine is
called to dispose of the controller, movie, and window. If the window's type
is 2 (kMessageWi ndowType ), the Cl oseOneWi ndow() routine is called to dispose
of just the window.
Regardless of a window's type, the gNumWi ndows variable is decremented
by the routine that closes the window. For this reason, the loop test doesn't
rely on gNumWi ndows (as Handl eOpenMovi es() does) to determine how many
iterations to perform. Instead, the number of open windows is saved in the
local variable wi ndowsToCheck at the start of the Cl eanUpAndQui t C) routine:
void CleanUpAndQuit( void )
{

int
int
WindowPtr
WindowPeek
WindowPtr

i:
windowsToCheck:
windowFromlist;
windPeek;
theNextWindow;

windowsToCheck = gNumWindows;
windowFromlist = FrontWindow();
for (i = 0: i < windowsToCheck; i++)
I

windPeek = ((WindowPeek)windowFromlist)->nextWindow:
theNextWindow = (WindowPtr)windPeek:
if ( GetWindowType( windowFromlist ) == kQuickTimeWindowType
CloseOneMovie( windowFromlist >:
else
CloseOneWindow( windowFromlist );
windowFromlist = theNextWindow;
gOone = true;

~

If the gOone assignment is removed, cl ea nUpAndOu it Cl could become a

~

c1os eA 11 Windows c > routine that gets called in response to a Close All menu
item in the File menu of a program.
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RESOURCES FOR MOREMOVIES
MoreMovies requires two wI ND resources - one for a QuickTime movie and
another for a text, or message, window (see Figure 14-32). A call to
GetNewCWindowC >,with a WIND resource ID of 128, will be used for
QuickTime movies:
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128. windStorage, (WindowPtrl-ll );
To open a non-QuickTime movie, GetNewCWi ndow< >will be called again,
this time with a wIND resource ID of 129:
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 129, windStorage, CWindowPtrJ-ll );
MultipleMouie~.rsrt

Slit

128
129

29
29

Namt

"Movie Window"
"Messoge Window"

Figure 14·32
MoreMovies uses two WIND resources, one for each type of window.

SOURCE CODE FOR MOREMOVIES
Because MoreMovies has several routines new to this chapter, the entire
source code listing is provided here:
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

#include <Movies.h>
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

InitializeToolboxes( void );
void
Eventloop( void );
void
HandleMouseDown( EventRecord );
void
void
OpenOuickTimeMovie( void );
Movie
GetMovieFromFile( void );
MovieController AdjustMovieWindow( Movie, WindowPtr );
long
HandleOpenMovies( EventRecord );
CloseOneMovie( WindowPtr );
void
OpenNonQuickTimeWindow( void );
void
CloseOneWindow( WindowPtr l:
void
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SetWindowType( WindowPtr, short );
void
SetWindowMovie( WindowPtr, Movie );
void
SetWindowController( WindowPtr, MovieController );
void
GetWindowType( WindowPtr );
short
GetWindowMovie( WindowPtr );
Movie
MovieController GetWindowController( WindowPtr );
CleanUpAndQuit( void );
void
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

//define
//define

kQuickTimeWindowType
kMessageWindowType

1

2

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

typedef struct
I

WindowRecord
short
Movie
MovieController

theWindciwRecord:
theWindowType;
theMovie;
theController;

I MyWindRec, *MyWindRecPeek;
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Boolean gDone = false;
short
gNumWindows = 0:

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

InitializeToolboxes();
OpenQuickTimeMovie();
OpenQuickTimeMovie();
OpenNonOuickTimeWindow();
Eventloop():
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void

InitializeToolboxes( void )

I

OSErr theError:
long theResult;
InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts();
InitWindows();
InitMenus():
TEini t():
InitDialogs( 0L );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
InitCursor():
theError =Gestalt( gestaltQuickTime, &theResult );
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShel 1():
theError = EnterMovies();
if ( theError != noErr )
ExitToShel l ();
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I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void Eventloop( void )
I

EventRecord theEvent:
long
movieRelatedEvent:
WindowPtr
whichWindow:
while ( gOone == false )
{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent. 0, nil>:
movieRelatedEvent = HandleOpenMovies( theEvent >:
if ( movieRelatedEvent

=a

false

(

switch

<

theEvent.what

(

case updateEvt:
whichWindow = (WindowPtr)theEvent.message:
BeginUpdate( whichWindow );
EraseRect( &(whichWindow->portRect) >:
if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow > == kMessageWindowType
{

SetPort( whichWindow >:
MoveTo( 10, 20 >:
Drawstring( •\pNot a Quicklime window!" >:
}

EndUpdate( whichWindow >:
break;
case mouseOown:
HandleMouseDown( theEvent >:
break:
case keyDown:
CleanUpAndQuit();
break:

I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void HandleMouseDown( EventRecord theEvent
I

WindowPtr whichWindow:
short
thePart;
thePart = FindWindow( theEvent.where. &whichWindow >:
switch ( thePart )
I

case inDrag:
DragWindow( whichWindow. theEvent.where, &qd.screenBits.bounds );
break:
case inGoAway:
if ( TrackGoAway( whichWindow, theEvent.where ) )
I

•IHHI• ••
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if ( GetWindowType( whichWindow )
CloseOneMovie( whichWindow >:
else
CloseOneWindow( whichWindow ):

==

kQuickTimeWindowType

I

break:
case inContent:
SelectWindow( whichWindow ):
break:
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void OpenQuickTimeMovie( void )
I

Movie
WindowPtr
MovieController
Ptr

theMovie = nil:
theWindow:
theController:
windStorage;

theMovie = GetMovieFromFile();
if ( theMovie == nil )
Exi tToShe 11():
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof ( MyWindRec ) ):
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 128, windStorage, CWindowPtr)-ll );
theController = AdjustMovieWindow( theMovie, theWindow );
SetWindowType( theWindow, kOuickTimeWindowType >:
SetWindowMovie( theWindow, theMovie >:
SetWindowController( theWindow, theController );
++gNumHindows:
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Movie GetMovieFromFile( void )
I

OSErr
theError;
SFTypeList
typelist = { MovieFileType, 0, 0, 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply;
Movie
getMovie =nil:
short
moovRefNum;
short
moovResID = 0:
Str255
movieName:
Boolean
wasChanged:
StandardGetFilePreview( nil, 1. typelist. &theReply );
if ( theReply.sfGood == true )
I

theError = OpenMovieFile( &theReply.sfFile, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );
if ( theError == noErr )
{

theError = NewMovieFromFile( &getMovie, moovRefNum.
&moovResID. movieName.
newMovieActive, &wasChanged ):
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );
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return ( getMovie );
}

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MovieController AdjustMovieWindow( Movie theMovie, WindowPtr theWindow )
{

Rect
movieBox:
Rect
windowRect:
MovieController theController:
SetMovieGWorld( theMovie, (CGrafPtr)theWindow, nil >:
GetMovieBox( theMovie, &movieBox );
theController = NewMovieController( theMovie, &movieBox,
mcTopleftMovie >:
MCGetControllerBoundsRect( theController, &windowRect >:
SizeWindow( theWindow, windowRect.right, windowRect.bottom, true );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
return ( theController );
}

''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

long HandleOpenMovies( EventRecord theEvent
I

int i:
MovieController
WindowPtr
WindowPeek
ComponentResult

theController:
windowFromlist:
wind Peek:
eventHandled;

windowFromlist = FrontWindow();
for (i = 0: i < gNumWindows: i++)
I

if ( GetWindowType( windowFromlist ) == kQuickTimeWindowType )
I

theController = GetWindowController( windowFromList );
eventHandled = MCisPlayerEvent( theController, &theEvent):
if ( eventHandled == 1 )
return ( 1 ) :
}

windPeek = ((WindowPeek)windowFromList)->nextWindow:
windowFromList = (WindowPtr)windPeek:
return ( 0 );
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void CloseOneMovie( WindowPtr theWindow
I

MovieController theController:
Movie
theMovie:
theController = GetWindowController( theWindow >:
theMovie = GetWindowMovie( theWindow );
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DisposeMovieController( theController ):
DisposeMovie( theMovie ):
DisposeWindow( theWindow >:
-gNumWindows;
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void OpenNonQuickTimeWindow( void )
I

Ptr
windStorage;
WindowPtr theWindow:
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof ( MyWindRec ) );
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( 129, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetWindowType( theWindow, kMessageWindowType );
SetWi ndowMov i e( theWi ndow. nil ) :
SetWindowController( theWindow, nil );
++gNumWindows;
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void CloseOneWindow( WindowPtr theWindow
I

DisposeWindow( theWindow >:
-gNumWindows:
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetWindowType( WindowPtr theWindow, short type )
(

MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow:
windPeek->theWindowType = type;
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetWindowMovie( WindowPtr theWindow, Movie theMovie )
{

MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek a ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow;
windPeek->theMovie = theMovie:
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SetWindowController( WindowPtr theWindow, MovieController theController
)

MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek
MyWindRecPeek )theWindow:
windPeek->theController = theController:
a

(

I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

short GetWindowType( WindowPtr theWindow )
I
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MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow;
return ( windPeek->theWindowType );
}

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Movie GetWindowMovie( WindowPtr theWindow )
{

MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow:
return ( windPeek->theMovie );
}
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MovieController GetWindowController( WindowPtr theWindow )
{

MyWindRecPeek windPeek;
windPeek = ( MyWindRecPeek )theWindow;
return ( windPeek->theController );
l
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void CleanUpAndQuit( void )
{

int
int
WindowPtr
WindowPeek
WindowPtr

i;

windowsToCheck:
wi ndowFromli st:
windPeek;
theNextWindow;

windowsToCheck = gNumWindows;
windowFromList = FrontWindow();
for (i = 0; i < windowsToCheck; i++)
{

windPeek = ((WindowPeek)windowFromList)->nextWindow:
theNextWindow = (WindowPtr)windPeek:
if ( GetWindowType( windowFromList ) == kQuickTimeWindowType
CloseOneMovie( windowFromList );
else
CloseOneWindow( windowFromlist );
windowFromlist = theNextWindow:
gOone = true:

TURNING Mo•ovtES INTO AFULL•FEATURED PROGRAM
If you added menus and combined the multiple movie handling techniques
from this section with this chapter's movie-playing code, you could tum
MoreMovies into a full-featured movie viewing program. Table 14-1 lists
several menu commands that could appear in the program. Next to each
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command is the name of a routine that's included in the chapter, which you
can use (sometimes with sight modification) to implement the command.
'lbe table also includes the name of the chapter section where you'll find a
discussion of each routine.

Table 14·1

Suggested Menu Commands for the MoreMovies program
Menu

Command

Routine ta Use

Chapter Section

File

Open Movie...

OpenQuicklimeMovie{)

Example Program:
MoreMovies

Open Text

OpenMessageWindow()

Example Program:
MoreMovies

Close

HandleMouseDown{)

Example Program:
MoreMovies

Close All

CleanUpAndQuit()

MoreMovies program

Loop

HandlePlayChoice()

Movie Looping

Palindrome

HandlePlayChoice()

Movie Looping

Play Double

MCDoAction()

Quicklime Reference

Play Backwards

MCDoAction()

Quicklime Reference

Play

Quickftme Reference
Any function that is a part of the original Macintosh Toolbox is prefaced by
the word Toolbox, while any function that is a part of the new Movie
Toolbox is prefaced Movie Toolbox. If you need to refer to other texts for
more information on a function, this information may help you narrow
your search.

INITIAUZING THE MOVIE TOOLBOX
Don't make the assumption that all users who try your program have
QuickTime installed on their Macintosh.
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Gestah()
Before using any Movie Toolbox functions, call the Toolbox function
Gest a ltC) with a selector code of gesta ltOui c kTi me to verify that the
user has QuickTime installed. If theError equals noErr, assume
QuickTime is present:
#include <Gestalt.h>
OSErr theError:
long theResult;
theError =Gestalt( gestaltQuickTime. &theResult );

If interested in the version of QuickTime that the user has, check the
value of theResul t. The version number will be returned as a hexadecimal
value. The second, third, and fourth digits hold the version, and the last four
digits will be 8000. Here are a few examples:
• For QuickTime version 1.5:

theResul twill be: Ox01508000

• For QuickTime version 1.6.1: theResul t will be: Ox01618000
• For QuickTime version 2.0:

theResul t will be: Ox02008000

EnterMovies()
Before calling any other Movie Toolbox routine, call the Movie Toolbox
routine EnterMovi es () once to initialize the Movie Toolbox. If theError
equals no Err, your program may use the Movie Toolbox:
#include <Movies.h>
OSErr theError;
theError = EnterMovies();

LOADING AMOVIE INTO MEMORY
After opening a QuickTime movie file, load the file's movie into memory in
preparation for playing.
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FSMakeFSSpec()
Some Movie Toolbox functions need to know where on disk a movie file is
located. This path must be provided in the form of an FSSpec variable. To
create an FSSpec for a movie that has both a file name and path that are
known in advance, call the Toolbox function FSMakeFSSpecC ):
OSErr theError:
short volRefNum = 0:
long
dirID = 0:
Str255 movieFileName = "\pFlying Fish":
FSSpec MooVFSSpec:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( volRefNum, dir!D,
movieFileName, &MooVFSSpec );

A volume reference number of 0 indicates that the file is on the startup
hard drive. A parent directory ID of 0 indicates that the file is in the same
folder as the application. The movie file name, Flying Fish, is the QuickTime
movie file name as it appears in the Finder. FSMakeFSSpecC) fills in the fields
of the last parameter. Use this last parameter in subsequent Movie Toolbox
functions that require an FSSpec.
To create an FSSpec for a movie that is selected by the user, call the
Toolbox routine Standa rdGetFi 1ePrevi ewe) rather than FSMakeFSSpecC ).

StandardGetFilePreview()
The Movie Toolbox routine StandardGetFi 1ePrevi ewe> displays the standard
Open preview file dialog box that lets the user open a movie:
SFTypeList
typeList = { MovieFileType, 0, 0, 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply:
FileFilterProcPtr procPtr = nil:
short
numFileTypes = 1:
StandardGetFilePreview( procPtr, numFileTypes, typeList, &theReply );

The first parameter is used only if you want the standard file dialog box
to display more than four types of files. To display one file type, pass 1 as
the second parameter. The typeL i st variable defines up to four file types to
display; you'll only display one type (movie files, designated by the Appledefined constant Movi eFil eType). The last parameter is filled in by the
Toolbox after the user selects a movie from the standard Open dialog box.
The sfFil e field of the StandardFi 1eReply variable theReply is of type
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FSSpec. After the user selects a movie, the sfFi 1e field will hold the FSSpec
of the movie. Use theReply. sfFil e in subsequent Movie Toolbox functions
that require an FSSpec.

OpenMovieFile()
Before playing a movie you must call the Movie Toolbox function
OpenMovieFileC >to open the QuickTime movie file that holds the movie:
OSErr theError:
FSSpec MooVFSSpec:
short moovRefNum:
theError

=

OpenMovieFile( &MooVFSSpec, &moovRefNum, fsRdPerm );

Pass OpenMovi eFi 1e< > the movie file's FSSpec that was obtained from
either a call to FSMa keFSSpec <> or a call to Standa rdGetFi l ePrevi ewe>. Use
one of three Apple-defined constants (fsRdPerm, fsWrPerm, fsRdWrPerm) to
define the user's level of movie interaction: read (play), write (alter), or
both. OpenMovi eFi 1e() will return a movie resource reference number that
will be used in subsequent Movie Toolbox routines. If theError has any
value other than no Err, the attempt to open the movie file failed.

NewMoviefromFile()
After opening a movie file, call the Movie Toolbox function
NewMovi eFromFil e( > to load the movie into memory:
OS Err
Movie
short
short
Str255
Boolean

theError:
theMovi e .. nil :
moovRefNum:
moovRes IO = 0:
movieName;
wasChanged:

theError = NewMovieFromFile( &theMovie, moovRefNum,
&moovResID, movieName,
newMovieActive, &wasChanged >:
When supplied a movie resource reference number (obtained from a
call to OpenMovi eFil e( >), NewMovi eFromFil e ( > loads the file's movie into
memory and returns a Movie - a pointer to the memory that holds the
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movie. To use the first (and usually the only) movie in a movie file, set the
moovResID to 0. Pass the Apple-defined constant newMovieActive to activate
the movie. NewMovi eFromFi 1e< > will return the name of the movie (the name
of the moov resource) and a Boolean value that tells whether the Movie
Toolbox had to change any data as it was loaded. If the attempt to load the
movie fails, theError will have a value other than noErr.

CloseMoviefile()
After opening a movie file and loading its movie into memory, you can
close the file with a call to the Movie Toolbox function Cl oseMovi eFi 1e( ).
The moov resource reference number that is this routine's only parameter
was obtained in a call to OpenMovieFileO:
short moovRefNum;
CloseMovieFile( moovRefNum );

DISPLAYING AMOVIE IN AWINDOW
Once a QuickTime file has been opened and its movie loaded into memory,
create a window in which to display the movie.

GetNe\YCY{mdoYI()
A movie is displayed in a standard color window. You can use a WI ND

resource and a call to the Toolbox routine GetNewCWi ndowC > to create this
window. The size of the window is unimportant; it will be altered before
the movie is placed in it. Be sure to set the window to invisible so that user
doesn't see the resizing of the window:
#define
rMovieWindow
128
WindowPtr theWindow;
Ptr
windStorage =nil:
theWindow GetNewCWindow( rMovieWindow, windStorage, (WindowPtr)-lL );
c

Pass GetNewCWindowC >the resource ID of the WIND resource that holds
the window information. Pass a n i 1 pointer to let the Toolbox allocate.
memory for the window (as opposed to your supplying a pointer to a
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memoty block). Type cast -1 L to a Wi ndowPtr as the last parameter to tell the
Toolbox to place the window in front of all others.
If your program displays more than one window at a time, you may
want to create a data structure that holds a Wi ndowRecord and additional
application-specific window information. If you do, then you will make use
of the second parameter to GetNewCWi ndow<). The following snippet defines
a data structure, then creates a window pointer that points to a block of
memoiy the size of this structure:
typedef struct
I

WindowRecord
short
PicHandle
Str255

theWindowRecord;
theWindowType:
thePicture;
theString;

I MyWindRec. *MyWindRecPeek;
#define
rMovieWindow
128
Ptr
windStorage;
WindowPtr theWindow;
windStorage = NewPtr( sizeof( MyWindRec ) >:
theWindow = GetNewCWindow( rMovieWindow, windStorage, CWindowPtr)-lL );

GetMovieBox()
Before displaying a movie in a window, resize the window to match the
dimensions of the movie. To get the size of the movie, call the Movie
Toolbox routine GetMovi eBox( ):
Movie theMovie;
Rect movieBox;
GetMovieBoxC theMovie. &movieBox );

The

variable should be obtained from a call to
NewMovi eFromFi 1e< ). After calling GetMovi eBox( ), the Rect variable will hold
the boundaries of the movie. Because the movie coordinates are not
guaranteed to start at the point (0, 0), as desired, follow the call to
GetMovieBox() with calls to OffsetRect<) and SetMovieBox( ).
Movie
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OffsetRed()
Before displaying a movie in a window, resize the window to match the
dimensions of the movie. First call the Movie Toolbox function
GetMovi eBox <) to obtain a Re ct that holds the movie's boundaries. Then
call the Toolbox routine OffsetRect<) to reposition this rectangle to the
(0, O) coordinate:
Rect movieBox:
OffsetRect( &movieBox, -movieBox.left, -movieBox.top ):

The Rect variable comes from a call to the Movie Toolbox routine
GetMov; eBox <) . Because the movie coordinates are not guaranteed to start at
the point (0, 0), as desired, follow the call to the Movie Toolbox routine
GetMovieBox<) and the Toolbox function OffsetRect() with a call to the
.Movie Toolbox function SetMovi eBox<).

SetMovieBox()
Before displaying a movie in a window, resize the window to match the
dimensions of the movie. First call the Movie Toolbox routine GetMovieBox()
to obtain a Rect that holds the movie's boundaries. Then call the Toolbox
function OffsetRect<) to reposition this rectangle to the (0, 0) coordinate.
Finally, set the movie coordinates to the shifted values by calling the Movie
Toolbox routine SetMov i eBox <>:
Movie theMovie:
Rect movi eBox:
SetMovieBox( theMovie, &movieBox );

The Movie variable should be obtained from a call to the Movie Toolbox
function NewMovieFromFileC ). The Rect variable initially comes from a call to
the Movie Toolbox routine GetMovi eBox( ). Before calling SetMovi eBox(), the
Rect variable's coordinates are shifted using a call to the Toolbox function
Off setRect <).

SizeYrmdow()
After adjusting the size of the movie box, call the Toolbox function
Si zeWi ndow< > to set the display window to the same size as the movie:
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WindowPtr theWindow;
Rect
movieBox;
Boolean
updateFlag true;
SizeWindow< theWindow, movieBox.right, movieBox.bottom, updateFlag );
ShowWindow( theWindow );
c

The Wi ndowPtr variable was obtained from a call to Toolbox function
The Rect variable was initially obtained from a call to the
Movie Toolbox function GetMovieBox< ). Before its use here, the Rect
variable was shifted to the origin using a call to the Toolbox routine
Offset Rec t < ) • The last parameter to Si zeW i ndow< ) indicates whether any
new area that was added to the window (if Si zeWi ndow() enlarges the
window) should be updated. Typically this should be set to true. Follow
the call to Si zeWi ndow() with a call to the Toolbox function ShowWi ndow( ).
GetNewCWi ndow().

ShowYrmdow()
After adjusting the size of the window that will display the movie, make the
window visible by calling the Toolbox function ShowWindow( ):
WindowPtr theWindow:
ShowWindow( theWindow ):

SetMovieGWorld()
After creating a movie and opening and sizing a window, establish the
movie's display coordinate system by setting the graphics world:
Movie
theMovie:
WindowPtr theWindow;
GDHandle graphicsDeviceH =nil;
SetMovieGWorld( theMovie, (CGrafPtr)theWindow, graphicsDeviceH );

The first parameter is the movie to work with. The second parameter
should be a pointer to either a graphics port, a color graphics port, or a
graphics world. The last parameter is a handle to the movie's graphics
device structure. A value of ni 1 results in the current device being used.
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PLAYING AMOVIE
With a movie loaded in memory and a window opened and sized to match
the movie dimensions, play the movie.

GoToBeginningOfMovie()
When a movie is loaded into memory, it may or may not be set to begin
play at its first frame. To ensure that the movie will in fact begin at the
beginning, call the Movie Toolbox routine GoToBegi nni ngOfMovi eC ):
Movie theMovie;
GoToBeginningOfMovie( theMovie );

StartMovie()
Contrary to its name, the Movie Toolbox routine StartMovie( >doesn't start a
movie playing. Instead, it prepares for the start by making the movie active
(if it isn't already) and setting the movie's playback rate:
Movie theMovie:
StartMovie( theMovie );

MoviesTask()
To play a movie, call the Movie Toolbox routine MoviesTask( ). This function
services a movie; that is, it updates the display of the movie:
Movie theMovie;
long maxMillisecondUpdate = 0:
MoviesTask( theMovie, maxMillisecondUpdate );

The first parameter to Movi esTask() is the movie to update. The second
parameter is the amount of time (in milliseconds) the Movie Toolbox will be
given to service the movie. Passing a value of 0 for this parameter tells the
Movie Toolbox to update the movie completely, regardless of how much
time it takes. The Mo vi es Task< > function must be called repeatedly until the
movie has finished playing. To do this, embed a call to Movi esTaskC > within
a loop. End the loop when the movie has completed. The Movie Toolbox
routine IsMovieDone< ), discussed next, will indicate to your program when
the movie has finished playing.
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do
I

MoviesTask( theMovie, 0 );
while ( IsMovieDone( theMovie )

==

false );

lsMovieDone()
To check to see if a playing movie is done, call the Movie Toolbox routine
IsMovieDone( ). When passed a movie, this routine returns a value of true if
the movie has completed, fa l s e if it has not. This function is typically used
to determine when to stop calling the Movie Toolbox function
MoviesTask( ), as shown in the following loop:
Movie theMovie:
do
(

MoviesTask( theMovie, 0 );
while ( IsMovieDone( theMovie )

==

false );

CLOSING AMOVIE
When the user closes the window that holds a movie, clean up by releasing
the memory occupied by both the movie and the window.

DisposeMovie()
To free the memory that holds a movie, call the Movie Toolbox routine
Di sposeMovi e( ). Because you'll want to free the memory occupied by
something in a window before releasing the memory ofthe window, call
this function before calling the Toolbox routine Di sposeWi ndow<).
Di sposeWi ndow< >, described next, frees the memory occupied by a window.
MovieController theController
Movie
theMovie;
WindowPtr
theWindow;
DisposeMovieController( theController );
DisposeMovie( theMovie );
DisposeWindow( theWindow );
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Dispose\V"UHlow()
To free the memory that holds a window, call the Toolbox routine
o; spo seW; ndow c>. If the window holds a movie controller, call
Di sposeMovi eControl l er() first. If the window has a movie, then call
Di sposeMovi e() to release the memory that holds the window's movie.
Finally, call Di sposeWi ndow< > to release the window memory:
McvieController theController
Movie
theMovie:
WindowPtr
theWindow;
OisposeMovieController( theController ):
DisposeMovie( theMovie >:
DisposeWindow( theWindow ):

MOVIE CONTROWRS
To give the user the power to work with a movie, attach a movie controller
to the movie.

NewMovieController()
The Movie Toolbox routine NewMovi eControl l er<> creates a new movie
controller component and attaches it to a movie. The height of a standard
movie controller is always the same - 16 pixels. The controller's width is
dependent upon the size of the movie it is attached to. To determine the
width of the controller, call GetMovi eBox( > to get the width of the movie:
MovieController theController;
Movie
theMovie:
Rect
movieBox:
long
sizeFlag = mclopLeftMovie:
GetMovieBox( theMovie, &movieBox );
theController = NewMovieController( theMovie, &movieBox, sizeFlag >:

The first parameter to NewMovi eControl l er() is the movie that the
controller is to attach to. The second parameter is a Rect that is used by the
Movie Toolbox to determine the width of the controller. The final parameter
is a constant that tells the Movie Toolbox where in the window the movie
(and the controller) should be placed. Generally you'll want to place the top
left corner of the movie in the top left corner of the window; that's what the
Apple-defined constant mcTopLeftMovi e does.
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To create a movie that is of a size other than its original size, use the
Apple-defined constant me Sea 1eToFi t in place of mcTopleftMovi e. If you set a
Rect to a size other than the dimensions of movi eBox, then pass
NewMovieController< >this Rect as the second parameter and mcScaleToFit
as the third parameter; the Movie Toolbox will scale the movie to fit this
new rectangle.

MCGetControllerBoundsRed()
The Movie Toolbox routine MCGetControl l erBoundsRect() returns a rectangle
that holds the dimensions of a movie and its attached controller. To properly
resize the movie's window, use the rectangle returned by this routine in a
call to Si zeWi ndow():
MovieController theController;
Rect
windowRect:
WindowPtr
theWindow:
ComponentResult compResult;
Boolean
updateFlag = true:
compResult a MCGetControllerBoundsRect( theController, &windowRect );
SizeWindow< theWindow, windowRect.right, windowRect.bottom. updateFlag );

fAClsPlayerEvent()
Call the Movie Toolbox routine MCI sPl ayer Event<) at each pass through
your program's event loop. At each pass, call this routine once for each
open movie that has an attached controller. MCisPlayerEvent< >will handle a
mouse-click on any of the buttons of a movie controller:
EventRecord
theEvent:
MovieController theController;
ComponentResult compResult:
compResult = MCisPlayerEvent( theController, &theEvent >:

The first parameter is the movie controller that the second parameter
may effect. If the event held in the Event is controller-related and is handled
by MCisPl ayerEvent( ), the function will return a compResul t value of 1. The
remainder of the current pass through your program's event loop should
then be skipped. If the event turns out to be unrelated to the controller,
compResult will have a value of 0 and your program should execute the
remainder of the current pass through the event loop.
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DisposeMovieController()
Call the Movie Toolbox routine Di sposeMovi eControl l er<) when the
window that holds a movie and its attached movie controller is to be closed.
Follow the call with calls to the Movie Toolbox routines DisposeMovie() and
DisposeWindow():

MovieController theController
Movie
theMovie;
WtndowPtr
theWindow:
OisposeMovieController( theController );
OisposeMovie( theMovie );
OisposeWindow( theWindow );

MCDoAdion()
The Movie Toolbox routine MCDoAct ion< > changes the properties of a movie
controller. For instance, this function can set a controller to play a movie in
nonnal or looping mode:
MovieController theController;
short
theAction = mcActionSetlooping;
MCDoAction( theController, theAction, (Ptr)true );

The first parameter to MCDoAct ion< ) is the movie controller that will be
effected. The second parameter is one of several Apple-defined constants
that specifies what action is to take place. The final parameter varies, but it
is always typecast to a generic pointer.

Acdon constants
This section describes some of the action constants. Each constant includes
a description and an example function call.
mcActionSetlooping
This constant turns looping on if the third parameter to MCDoAction( )is true,
off if false. Calling MCDoAct ion ()with this constant does not play the movie.
Looping goes into effect the next time the user clicks the Play button and
remains in effect until MCDoActi one) is again called- this time with
<Pt r )false passed to it:
Boolean loopOn = true:
MCOoAct ion( theContro 11 er. mcAct i onSetloopi ng. ( Ptr) 1oopOn ) ;
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mcAdionGetlooping
This constant tells your program if looping is currently on or off. If looping
is on, the Movie Toolbox will set 1oopOn to true. If looping is off, 1oopOn will
be set to fa 1 se:
Boolean l oopOn;
MCOoAction( theController, mcActionGetlooping, <Ptr)loopOn ):

mcAdionSetlooplsPatmdrome
This constant turns palindrome looping on if the third parameter to
MCDoAct ion is true, off if fa 1 se. A call to MCDoAct ion< )with this constant does
not play the movie. Looping goes into effect the next time the user clicks
the Play button and remains in effect until MCDoAct ion<) is again called, this
time with <Ptr )fa 1se passed to it. For this action to work, looping must first
be turned on. Therefore you must make sure that the call to MCDoAct ion< )
with the mcActionSetlooplsPal indrome action is preceded by a call to
MCDoAct ion<) with the action mcAct i onSetloopi ng:
Boolean palloopOn = true;
MCDoAction( theController, mcActionSetlooplsPalindrome. (Ptr)palloopOn );

mcAdionGetlooplsPatmdrome
This constant tells your program if palindrome looping is currently on or off.
If on, the Movie Toolbox will set pal LoopOn to true. If off, it will be set to
fa 1se:
Boolean palloopOn;
MCDoAction( theController, mcActionGetloopisPalindrome, &palloopOn l:

mcAdionPfay
This constant sets the rate of play for a movie and then plays the movie.
After the movie has ended, the rate returns to normal speed. The third
parameter to MC DoAct i on< ) is a fixed point number that holds the play rate.
If you are not familiar with fixed points, use one of the values in Table 14-2
to set the play rate.
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Table 14·2

Fixed point values and their corresponding play rates
Play Rate

Parameter Value

forward, one-eighth speed

Ox00002000
Ox00004000
OxOOOOBOOO
Ox00010000
Ox00020000
Ox00030000
Ox00040000
OxFFFFBOOO
OxFFFFOOOO
OxFFFEOOOO

forward, one-quarter speed
forward, one-half speed
forward, normal speed
forward, double speed
forward, triple speed
forward, quadruple speed
backwards, one-half speed
backwards, normal speed
backwards, double speed

For example:
Fixed playRate = 0x00020000: // play movie once at double speed
MCDoAction( theController, mcActionPlay, (Ptr)playRate ):

MCGetMovie()
To retrieve a Movie from a movie controller, call the Movie Toolbox routine
MCGetMovieC). Pass this routine a MovieController and it will return the
movie that the controller is attached to:
MovieController gController:
Movie
theMovie:
theMovie = MCGetMovie( gController );

Files
and Printing

Y

our program should be able to allow users to

create interesting things. It should also allow users
to save and print the results of their work. After you've
implemented the features that have been described in the
other parts of this book, you '11 want to add the two
features covered in this section: file handling and printing.
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Files
M

any Macintosh applications make good use of
graphics, movies, and sound. Programs such as
games and interactive tutorials use sound and movies by
opetg predetermined files and playing their contents.
Such '!Programs need to know how to find these files before
they tan be opened and played. In this chapter, you will see
how Mac program uses a file's pathname to find and open
a file
~ your program doesn't know in advance w hich file
sh~ be opened, it can let the user make the selection. This
chap er shows how your program can display the standard
0
dialog box - the dialog box that allows the user to
mov~ from folder to folder to find and select a file to open.
Al resource file may be the most important file type for a
Maorltosh progranuner; it holds the data that defines what a
Mac program looks like. The resource file is also very
important to many Macintosh users as well, although most
users may not ever be aware that they're using a file of this
type. That's because a resource file can be used to save
application data, such as program preferences or userentered data records. In this chapter you'll see how your
application can prompt a user for data input, create a new
resource file, save that data into a record in that file, and
then close the new file. Because the data has been saved to
a file on disk, your program can reopen the new file at any
time and use the saved data.
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Selecting Files
Before your application can work with a file - that is, read from it or write
to it - the application needs to open the file. However, before the application can open the file, the application needs to know the location of the file
on the disk.

FILE SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
A file system specification is the means by which the system locates any file

or directory (folder). By using file system specification structures, structures
of type FSSpec, your program can easily access a file. An FSSpec holds
three pieces of information about a file. The first is the volume reference
number, a reference number for the volume that a file is on. The word
volume refers to the floppy disk or hard drive on which the file resides. An
FSSpec also keeps an ID number for the parent directory of a file. The
parent directory is the folder in which the file resides. Finally, an FSSpec
keeps track of a file's name, the name that appears under the file's icon on
the desktop. Here is a look at the definition of the FSSpec data type:
struct FSSpec
I

short vRefNum;
1ong par ID:
Str63 name;
I:

MAKING AN FSSPEC FOR AFILE
To open a file, your program needs an FSSpec for that file. To create a
FSSpec, call the Toolbox routine FSMa keFSSpec (). This function accepts a
volume reference number, a parent directory ID, and a file name for the file
that requires an FSSpec. FSMa keFSSpec () combines the information in these
three parameters to form a single FSSpec and then returns that file system
specification in the FSSpec variable that was passed in as the fourth
parameter.
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Str255 theFileName:
short theVolRef:
long
theDirID:
FSSpec theFSSpec;
OSErr theError:
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef, theDirID, theFileName, &theFSSpec );

Some applications come with a set of support flles that the application
uses. Such support files may include sound files, QuickTime movie files, or
resource files. For example, a game may store sound effects in several
sound files, while an educational program may keep short instructional film
clips in a set of QuickTime movie files. These files are generally stored
within the same folder as the application that uses them. To create an
FSSpec for such a file, set the first two parameters in a file to 0 to call
FSMakeFSSpec(). Values of 0 for the volume reference number and for the
parent directory ID tell the File Manager that the file in question resides in
the default directory, the directory that holds the application. The file name
should be the name of the file as it appears on the desktop. Optionally, the
file name may be preceded by a colon. Because the name is in the format
of a Pascal string, it needs to be preceded by Ip and appear between
quotation marks. The following declarations both produce a valid name for
a file named Doorbell that is in the same folder as the application that uses
the file:
Str255 theFileName = "/pDoorbell";
Str255 theFileName = "/p:Ooorbell";

II valid name
II also a valid name

To create an FSSpec for a file named Doorbell that resides in the same
folder as the MyKillerApp program that will use the file, use the code that
follows. You should refer to Figure 15-1 as you look over the following
snippet:

(/
/

Str255 theFileName = "/pDoorbell";
short theVolRef = 0;
long
theOirID
= 0;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
OSErr theError;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef, theDirID. theFileName, &theFSSpec );
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5 items

~

MyKtller App

Doorbell or : Doorbell

Figure 15·1

A file that is located in the same Folder as the application that uses if has the
same name as that used by the Finder. The name may optionally be preceded
by a colon.
Rather than keeping support files loose in the application folder, you
may want to keep the m in their own folder within the application folder.
Accessing such a file is again done via an FSSpec. Because this new
subfolder will still reside in the application folder, you can again use a
volume refe rence number of 0 and a parent directory ID of 0. Here,
however, the file name should now include a partial p athname. That is, the
name should include the directory path from the parent directo ry to the file.
The folder names between the parenr directory and the file need to be
preceded by a colon, and the file name itself should also be preceded by a
colon. The following snippet again creates an FSSpec for the Doorbell file:
Str255 theFileName = '\p :Support Files !:Sound Files /:Doorbell';
short theVolRef
0;
long
theOir!O
• 0;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
OSErr theError ;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef . theOir!D , theFileName , &theFSSpec );
s

In the above snippet, the Doorbell ftle is held in a folder named Sound
Files f. This folder is located in another folder named Support Files f.
figure 15-2 shows the partial pathname to the Doorbell file.
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Figure 15-2

If a file appears in a subdirectory of the folder in which the application that uses
it resides, the file's name should include the names of the folders in its path.
If the call to FSMa keFSSpec () is successful, your application will have a
filled-in FSSpec structure in the variable theFSSpec. This variable can the n
be used in subsequent calls to File Manager or Resource Manager routines
that work with files - routines that are covered later in this chapter. In
general, your program should check the outcome of the call to
FSMakeFSSpec (). If the path or file name isn't correct or if the file is
missing, FSMakeFSSpec() will return an OSErr value other than noErr
(most likely fnfErr, file not found).
Str255 theFileName = "\ p:Support Files /:Sound Files {:Doorbell" :
short theVolRef = 0;
long
theDir!D
= 0:
FSSpec theFSSpec:
DSErr theError;
theError a FSMakeFSSpec( theVo lRef . theDirlD . theFileName. &theFSSpec );
if ( theError •• noErr l
II use theFSSpec to open file
else
II post alert: file not found

I
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As the above snippet shows, if FSMa keFSSpec() is successful, your
program should open the file. If the call is unsuccessful, post an error
message such as the one shown in the alert in Figure 15-3.

Fiie not found!
If you'ue moued or renamed any MyKlllerRpp
folders or flies, please refer to the MyKlllerRpp
User'S Manual for Instructions on how to remedy
the situation.

I

DK

I

Figure 15-3
The type of error message your application should display if the user changes
the name of a file or moves a file.

USING THE STANDARD OPEN DWOG BOX
Calling FSM a ke FSSpec ( ) co create an FSSpec for a file is useful when your
application knows in advance the name and location of the file co open.
While this is the case for many programs - such as tutorials, games, and
other programs that use support files - other applications may not be privy
co this information ahead of time. Instead, some programs, such as text
editors, sound players, or movie viewers, let the user select a ft.le to open.
Such programs can use the standard Open dialog box both to let the user
select a file and co let the system create the FSSpec for that file. Figure 15-4
shows the standard Open dialog box.

lei Ree11cat1ons .... I
@I
@I
@I

= Hard Disk

<>

Ejec t

Qtr I Report
Qtr 2 Report
Qtr 3 Report

Desktop

-0

(

Cancel

I

Open

Figure 15-4
The standard Open dialog box.
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Posting the standard Open dialog box requires a call to just a single
Toolbox routine, StandardGetFi 1e(). The following call to
StandardGetFi le() causes the standard Open dialog box to appear on the
screen, with only text files and folders shown in the dialog box list:
SFTypelist
typelist = { 'TEXT', 0, 0, 0 l;
StandardFileReply theReply;
StandardGetFile( nil, 1. typelist, &theReply );

The first of the four parameters to StandardGetFile() is a pointer to a
filter function. The standard Open dialog box normally displays all files of a
certain type or types. For instance, when a text editor uses the standard
Open dialog box, all text files in a folder will be displayed. If an application
needs to limit the display of files to only some of the files of a given type,
the optional filter function is used. Since this is seldom the case, you'll
generally pass a value of n i l as this first parameter rather than a pointer to
a filter function.
The second parameter to StandardGetFi 1e() is the number of file
types to be displayed in the dialog box list. The standard Open dialog box
normally displays up to four different file types, such as 'TEXT' or 'PI CT'.
The second parameter should thus be a value between 1 and 4. In the
above example, the dialog box list will hold only text files, and as such the
second parameter to St and a rd Get Fi l e ( ) is a 1.
The third parameter to St and a rd Get Fi 1e ( ) is directly related to the
second parameter; it names the file types that are to be displayed in the
dialog box list. The type of this parameter, SFTypeL i st, is defined to be an
array of four OSTypes. Each OSType is a four-character name of a file type
that is surrounded by single quotes. The SFTypeL i st variable used for this
third parameter can be initialized when the variable is declared. List the file
types between braces, with 0 for any of the four types that go unused.
The last parameter to StandardGetFi le() is a pointer to a struct
variable, a Standard Fil eReply variable. After StandardGetFi l'e() posts
the standard Open dialog box and the user has made a file selection from
the dialog box list, Standard Get File () fills the Standard Fil eRep l y
variable with information about the selected file. You will probably be most
interested in the sf Fi l e member of the St and a rd Fi l e Rep 1y structure; it is
an FSSpec structure. The following snippet defmes the Standard Fi 1eRepl y

ll·Nll • • •
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data type and includes comments by the two most commonly referenced
members of the structure:
struct StandardFileReply
I

Boolean
Boolean
OS Type
FSSpec
ScriptCode
short
Boolean
Boolean
1ong
short

sfGood:
sfReplacing;
sfType:
sfFile;
sfScript;
sfFlags;
sflsFolder:
s fl sVo 1ume:
sfReservedl;
sfReserved2;

II true if user did NOT cancel
II file system specification

I:

After the user dismisses the standard Open dialog box (by either
selecting a file or clicking on the Cancel button), your program should
check the sfGood member of the now filled-in Standard Fil eReply
variable. If sfGood is true, a file was selected. The user either doubleclicked on a file name in the standard Open dialog box list or clicked on a
name once and then clicked on the Open button. If sfGood is true, your
program should go ahead and open the selected file. The sfFi le member
of the Standard Fil eRep 1y variable will hold an FSSpec (created by the
system) for the selected file. You use this FSSpec to open the file. Ifs fGood
is fa l s e, your program can assume that the Cancel button was clicked on
and should instead handle that scenario. The following snippet provides a
general approach to using Standard Get Fi 1e () to display the standard
Open dialog box with a list that includes both text and picture files. Later in
this chapter you will see the specifics of how to open these file types.
SFTypelist
typelist = I 'TEXT'. 'PICT'. 0. 0 I:
StandardFileReply theReply;
StandardGetFile( nil. 2. typelist, &theReply );
if ( theReply.sfGood == true )
II use the FSSpec found in theReply.sfFile to open a file
else
II handle case of user canceling the dialog box

You should refer to the Chapter 13 example program PickSoundFile and
the Chapter 14 example program PreviewOpenMovie for source code
listings that make use of the StandardGetFi 1e() function.
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Application Data and Files
Applications can save data in a number of ways. One of the most convenient methods is to group related data together into a data structure and
then save that structure as a single resource in a resource file.

RESOURCES AS RECORDS
All Macintosh programmers are familiar with some of the many standard
resource types, such as the WI ND, MENU, and DLOG types. The resources a
program uses don't have to be limited to the doze ns of predefined types.
You can use a resource editor to create your own resource type and then
write a Mac application that is capable of using the data stored in resources
of this new type. If you use ResEdit as your resource editor, all resource
types that are not recognized by ResEdit will have a generic icon like d1e
one shown in Figure 15-5. In the figure you can see how the Microsoft
Word application has its own resource types - the MSWD, PCOD, and RF IL
resource types all use the generic icon. In the Microsoft Word preferences
file, the I Cst resource type is also a nonstandard resource type.
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Figure 15·5

Resources that ore application-defined display a generic icon consisting of 7s
and Os.
Programmers know about d1e standard resource types - and so does
the code that makes up the Macintosh Toolbox. When an application makes
a call to GetNewWindowC ), for instance, the Window Manager knows the
format of the data it will find in the WIN D resource that is uses to load a
window into memory. The same is not true for nonstandard resource types.
If you create your own resource to hold program data, you'll have to
describe the format of this new resource type to the program that uses these
resources. This topic is covered next.
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SAVING APPLICATION DATA AS ARESOURCE RECORD
An application that is to save data to a resource in a resource file will first
save that data to heap memory in the application's partition. As discussed in
Chapter 3, this can be done by defining a data structure that consists of a
member for each item to be saved. The following code could be used in a
game. The code defines a structure that holds a user's name and score.
typedef struct
I

Str31 theName;
long theScore:
ScoreRecord, *ScorePtr, **ScoreHandle:

After the user plays the game, his or her name and score can be saved
by first allocating a block of memory the size of a ScoreRecord structure. In
Chapter 3 you learned that the Toolbox function NewHandl e() is used for
this task. In the following snippet, the Toolbox function NewHandl eCl ear()
is used. It allocates a block of memory in the heap and returns a handle to
it, which is similar to the way NewHandl e() works. NewHandl eCl ear() takes
the extra step of clearing this block by filling each byte with a 0.
Handle dataHandle:
dataHandle = NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord ) );

Figure 15-6 shows the results of calling NewHandl eCl ear().
To assign a value to one of the fields of the Score Record data structure,
dereference the handle twice and then use the dot operator with the name
of the field to access. This snippet assigns a value of 3500 to the theScore
field:
Handle dataHandle;
dataHandle = NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord ) ):
(**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore = 3500;

The value that is assigned to a member of the structure in memory can
also come from a variable, of course.
long
winnersScore = 3500:
Handle dataHandle:
dataHandle = NewHandleClear( sizeof{ ScoreRecord ) );
(**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore = winnersScore:
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Figure 15·6
NewHa nd 7eC 7ear ( J can be used to allocate a block of memory that is the size
of an application-defined data structure.

~

Of course in your program a value such as 3500 won't come from the

l__{_J source code, as is shown here. It's more likely that a global variable would
be keeping track of the user's score, and when the game ends, this variable
would hold the value that is assigned to theScore. The user's name
wouldn't appear in the source code either. It would probably be entered by
the user and read from an edit box in a dialog box.
The effects of the following snippet are illustrated in Figure 15-7.
Numerical values can be assigned to memory in a simple assignment
statement, as shown above. Working with strings requires a little extra effort.
Because a string is an array of characters rather than a single value, you
need to use a Toolbox routine that copies a block of data from a source to a
destination. To copy the contents of a string variable to memory, use the
Toolbox routine Bl ockMoveData (). Pass this routine a string to copy, a
pointer to the area in memory where the string should be copied to, and
the number of bytes to copy (in a variable of type Size, which is defined to
be a l ong). Here is an example:
Handle dataHandle:
Str31 winnersName

=

"\ pJohnny• ;
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Size
numBytes ;
dataHandle = NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord l l :
numBytes = winnersName(0] + 1:
B1ockMoveDa ta ( wi nnersName, (**( ScoreHandl e )da taHandl el . theNa me , numBytes l :
In the above snippet, the length of the wi nnersName string is found in

the first e lement of the Str31 array. Element wi nnersName [ 0J provides the
number of characters in the wi nnersName string. Then the first element, the
length character, needs to be added. In the above example numBytes would
have a value of 7. The string length is held in wi nnersName[0], and the
characters that make up the "\ p]ohnny" string are held in winnersName[ l]
through wi nne rsName [ 6].

3580

winnersScore
dataHandle

[

,,...

3580

the Score

88089080

the Name

Master pointer

Figure 15·7
To assign a value to a member of a data structure in memory, dereference the
data's handle.

With the length of the string known, Bl ockMoveData () can be called to
copy the wi nners Name string to the the Name member of the strncture that
the dataHandl e handle references.
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At this point you may well wonder what saving data to a structure in
memory has to do with saving data to a resource. The previous steps were
taken so that the information that is to be written to a resource is grouped
together in memory and referenced by a single handle. A call to the
Toolbox routines AddResource() and Wri te Resource() are then made to
write the data from memory to a resource, as show n in Figure 15-8.

dataHandl e

8 !iii! HI h Scores File 11111

......
..........
........
.,......

{)>.

. . . 111 1•

SCOR

Ii

Figure 15·8
The data in a block of memory can be written to disk as a single resource.

In Figure 15-8 the resource type that the data is being written to is SCOR.
You won 't find the SCO R type listed in your resource editor - it's a type
being defined by your application. You can use any four-character name
that isn't already defined by Apple. Here, SCOR was selected to hint at what
a resource of this type holds, the score of a game.
To tum the data in memory to a resource, first call AddResource( ) . This
Toolbox routine will write the handle,. a resource type, a resource ID, and a
resource name to the resource map in memory. Follow the call to
AddResource() with a call to the Toolbox routine Wri teReso urce( ) . TI1is
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call immediately writes to disk the daca referenced by the handle. The
following code would create a resource like the one shown in Figure 15-9:
AddResource( dataHandle, ' SCOR'. 1000, "\pScore Record" ) ;
Wri teResource( dataHandl e ) :

..•...•.

H!!!_h Scores file

••tt••••
........
........
Mlt l H I

SCOR

~-=- SCORs from H.!.9_h Scores Fiie ~
~

~o

Stu

36

N""°

..scora ~.mt:

lgII
Figure 15·9

An application-defined resource created and saved from an application.
Rather than risk using a duplicate ID number by including a particular
resource ID in a call to AddResource ( ), use the Toolbox function
Uni q ue 1 ID ( l to let the Resource Manager select an ID. Once it is given a
resource type, Uni q ue 11 D( ) will check the current resource file for all
resources of that type. Based on the IDs of the resources in the current file ,
UniquelID( l will return an ID guaranteed to be unique. The following
snippet is an improvement on the previous code for writing a resource. It
uses Uni quel ID C), as well as a couple of #define directives.
#define
kResTypeSCOR
'SCOR '
#define
kResNameSCOR
"\pScore Record"
short res ID ;
res!D = Uniquell O( kResTypeSCDR );
AddResource( dataHandle, kResTypeSCDR . resID. kResNameSCOR );
WriteResource ( dataHandl e ) ;
Before writing a resource, you'll want to open the correct resource file,
which is the topic of the next section. Once the file is open, call
NewHand l eClea r () to allocate the memory block that will hold the data
that w ill become the resource. Before working with the handle returned by
NewHan dl eCl ear ( l, lock it -you'll want to prevent memory compaction
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from moving your memory block while your program accesses it. After the
resource has been wrinen, unlock the handle and release the memory
block that the handle references. The following snippet covers the code
described in this section, with the exception of the opening and closing of
a resource file:
//define
kResTypeSCOR
/ldefine
kResNameSCOR
Str31
winne rsName
long
winnersScore
Handle
dataHandle;
short
res ID;
Si ze
numBytes;
II open a resource file

=
=

' SCOR'
"\pScore Record"
'\pJohnny';
3500 ;

dataHandle • NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord ) ) ;
Hlock( dataHandl e ) ;
numBytes winnersName[0] + I;
BlockMoveData ( winnersName, (**(ScoreHandleldataHandle ).theName . numBytes
a

);

(**(ScoreHandle ldataHandlel.theScore

~

winnersScore;

res!D = Uniquel!D( kResTypeSCOR l ;
AddResource( dataHandle, kResTypeSCOR. res!D, kResNameSCOR );
WriteResource( dataHandle );
HUnlock( dataHandle l ;
ReleaseResource( dataHandle l ;
II close the resource file

r
A Resource Manager routine that includes a 1 in its name, like Uni quel I 0( ), looks only in the
current resource file. In this case, that is exactly what you want. If there are SCOR resources in
the application fork or some other open file, the Resource Manager shouldn't be considering
their IDs as it determines an ID. The ID need only be unique for the file that the resource is being
written to.
If you would like the Resource Manager to consider all open resource files in its search, use the
same routine without the 1, Unique I 0( ) . The same applies to other Resource Manager routines
discussed later in this chapter, such as Getl IndResource() and CountlResources {).
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OPENING AND CLOSING ARESOURCE FILE
Before writing application data to a resource, your program will need to
open the resource file that is to serve as the data file. While a data file can
be kept in any folder, the Preferences folder in the System Folder is a
popular choice. This is especially true for data that is to be hidden from the
user. This chapter's high score data is just such an example. A game
application will save a player's name and score as a resource in a file. At the
user's request (through a menu item selection), the application can open the
data file, read in the data, and display the information in a window or
dialog box. The user never needs to directly access the data file; only the
application does. Hiding the data file in the System folder minimizes the
chances of the file's being inadvertently discarded by the user.
Regardless of where the data file is kept, an FSSpec is needed if the file
is to be opened. The techniques for creating an FSSpec appear earlier in
this chapter. If the data file is kept in the Preferences folder, your application
can make a call to the Toolbox function Fi nd Fol de r ( ) to obtain both the
volume reference number and the parent directory ID for the file. Pass the
Fi nd Fo1de r ( ) function three parameters that hold information regarding
which folder the file appears in, and Fi nd Fo1de r ( ) will fill in the values of
the last two parameters.
#include <Folders.h>
short theVolRef:
1ong the Dir ID:
OSErr theError:
theError = FindFolder( kOnSystemDisk. kPreferencesFolderType,
kDontCreateFolder, &theVolRef, &theOirID >:

The first parameter that is passed to Fi nd Fo1de r ( ) is a reference
number of the volume that holds the parent folder. Since the Preferences
folder is in the System Folder, the volume will be the system, or startup,
disk. The Apple-defined constant kOnSystemDi sk can be used here. The
second parameter that is passed to Fi ndFol der() describes the parent
directory. Use the Apple-defined constant kPreferencesFol derType here.
The third parameter specifies whether a new parent folder should be
created if such a folder isn't found. You can assume that any System Folder
does contain a Preferences folder, so pass the Apple-defined constant
kDontCreateFo l der as the third parameter.
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rt you want the resource file created in a folder other than the Preferences folder. skip the call to
Fi ndFo1der( ). To create an FSSpec for a nonexistent file that will soon be created in the same
folder as the application, just call FSMakeFSSpec( ):
Str255 theFileName ~ "/pHigh Scores File" ;
short theVolRef = 0;
long
theOirIO
0;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
OSErr theError;
theError • FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef. theOir!O , theFileName , &theFSSpec );
0

~

Fi ndFol der() is a function that is available only to Macintosh owners

11-J who have a version of System 7 (or beyond) as their operating system. With
Copland (System 8) on the horizon (or possibly, available as you read this),
any version of System 6 is fast becoming outdated. Apple encourages
System 6.x users to upgrade to System 7.
After a call to Fi nd Fo 1de r ( ) , your program will have a volume
reference number and a parent directory ID that can be used in a subsequent call to FSMakeFSSpec( ). Here it is assumed that the data file to open
is named High Scores File.
/fdefi ne

kH ighSco reFileName
'\pHigh Scores Fi l e"
FSSpec
theFSSpec ;
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( the Vol Ref, theDi r !D, kHi ghScoreFil eName , &t heFSSpec
);

The FSSpec that is returned by FSMakeFSSpec() should now be used in
a call to the Toolbox function FSpOpenResFi 1e( ) . Pass this routine the
FSSpec and a permission level, and the Resource Manager will open the
specified resource file and return a file refere nce number for the file. The
permission level should be the Apple-defined constant fsRdWrPerm, which
gives your application permission to both read from and write to the file.
FSSpec theFSSpec;
short
fileRefNum;
fil eRefNum = FSpOpenResFi 1e( &theFSSpec , fsRdWrPerm l ;
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An application can have more than one resource file, or fork, open at

any given time. Because the application's resource fork is always open, as
soon as a resource file is opened there will be two open resource forks. To
direct subsequent calls to Resource Manager routines to the newly opened
resource file, call Use Res Fi 1e ( ) . Pass this routine the reference number of
the data file:
UseResFile( fileRefNum );

~

LLJ

Chapter 2 discusses how more than one resource file can be open at a
time. That chapter also discusses the Toolbox routin·es UseResFi 1e() and
Cu rRes File ( ).

There may be instances when a data file that needs to be opened
doesn't exist. For instance, you may choose not to distribute an empty data
file with your application. Or the user may have intentionally or inadvertently deleted the data file from the Preferences folder. To handle such cases,
check the value of the file reference number that gets returned by
FSpOpenResFi 1e( ). If the reference number has a value of-1, then the call
to FSpOpenResFi 1e() has failed. In that case, assume that the data file
doesn't exist and create a new one. A call to the Toolbox routine
FSpCreateResFi 1e() will handle that chore. After the file is created, again
call FSpOpenResFi 1e() to open the file.
if ( fileRefNum

==

-1 )

I
FSpCreateResFile( &theFSSpec. 'RSED'. 'rsrc'. smSystemScript ):
fileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm );

For the first parameter to FSpCreateResFile( ), pass the file system
specification for the file that is to be created. This is simply the FSSpec for
the file that your program was attempting to open. The second parameter to
FSpCreateResFi 1e() should be the file creator, and the third parameter
should be the file's type. If you'd like a double-dick on the file to launch
ResEdit, use ' RS E0 ' as the creator and ' rs r c ' as the file type. If you would
rather use Resorcerer to launch and open the file, use 'Doug' as the creator
and 'RSRC' as the file type.
If you don't intend for a user of your application to ever open the data
~ file, the choice of creator and type will probably depend on which resource
editor you use. For purposes of examining a data file and testing your

,..-!llil
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application, choose the creator and type that match the resource editor that
you're accustomed to using. When your application is complete, you can
change the creator to one that doesn't match either ResEdit or Resorcerer.
That provides a bit of file security - the user can't open the file by doubleclicking on it. The file can, however, still be opened from within a resource
editor.
The final parameter that is passed to FSpCreateResFi le() is a script
code. The script code is used by the Finder in the display of the file's name.
The Apple-defined constant smSystemScri pt is suitable for this parameter.
The following application-defined function makes use of the Toolbox
routines covered in this section. When the
Open Fil einPreferencesFol der() routine is passed the name of a resource
file in the Preferences folder, the routine opens the folder, makes it the
current resource file, and returns a reference number to the file.
short OpenFilelnPreferencesFolder( Str255 theFileName )
{

short theVolRef;
long
theDirIO;
FSSpec theFSSpec;
short fileRefNum:
OSErr theError:
theError = FindFolder( kOnSystemOisk, kPreferencesFolderType,
kDontCreateFolder, &theVolRef, &theOirIO ):
theError

=

fileRefNum

FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef, theOirIO, theFileName, &theFSSpec );
=

FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm );

if ( fileRefNum
I

==

-1 )

FSpCreateResFile( &theFSSpec, 'RSEO', 'rsrc'. smSystemScript );
fileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm ):

I

UseResFile( fileRefNum );
return ( fileRefNum );

To call the above function, pass it the name of the file to open:
#define
kHighScoreFileName
•\pHigh Scores File"
fileRefNum:
short
fileRefNum = OpenFilelnPreferencesFolder( kHighScoreFileName );
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To close an open resource file, pass the file's reference number to the
Toolbox routine Cl oseRe s Fi l e () .
CloseResFile( fileRefNum );

READING DATA FROM ARESOURCE RECORD
Afte r saving application data to a resource, your program may want to read
the data back at a later point, or even at a later execution of the application.
To do this, call the Toolbox routine Get li ndRe so urce( ).
#define
kResTypeSCOR
' SCOR'
Handle dataHandle :
dataHandle = Get l lndResource( kResTypeSCOR, l l :

The Get lindRe sour ce () function loads into memory the data from a
single resource of a specified type. After loading the data to a block of
memory in the heap, Get ll ndResour ce () returns a handle to the block (as
shown in Figure 15-10).

dataHandle

•

l

HI h Scores File

-==

Master pointer
I"'

Figure 15-10
The data from an application-defined resource can be read into a single
block of memory.
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You'll recall from Chapter 3 that a Toolbox routine that loads a resource
and returns a pointer or a handle to the resource data takes care of
allocating the memory block for you. That's why the above snippet doesn't
need a call to NewHandl e () or NewHandl eCl ear () before using the
dataHandl e variable. GetNewWi ndow(), Get Picture ( ) , and Get Resource ()
are a few other examples of such Toolbox functions.
The Getll ndResou rce () routine accepts a resource type as its first
parameter. The second parameter is an index that tells the routine which
individual resource to load into memory. In the above snippet,
GetllndResource() will use the data found in the first SCOR resource in the
current resource file. The first SCOR resource is defined to be the first SCOR
resource added to the resource file, not the SCOR resource with the lowest
resource ID. As you'll see later in this chapter, a program can include a call
to GetllndResource() in the body of a loop. At each pass through the
loop, the value of the second parameter to GetllndResource() can be
incremented. In this way the program can access all of the resources of a
given type in a given file.
When the data from memory was originally saved to a resource, it was
done so in the order in which it appeared in memory. Now when the data
is loaded from the resource back into memory, it will again be copied in
order. After the call to GetllndResource( ), a block of memory matching
the ScoreRecord structure will be present in the heap, and the program will
have a handle that references that memory. As a reminder, here's a second
look at the ScoreRecord data structure:
typedef struct
I

Str31

theName;

long

theScore:

ScoreRecord, *ScorePtr, **ScoreHandle:

To copy heap data to a local or global variable, dereference the handle
that leads to the data and assign the value in the desired field to the
variable. Figure 15-11 illustrates how the following code works:
long dataScore;
dataScore ~ (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore;

•• •1'·''11• •
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Notice that the procedure for copying data from a heap block to a variable is simply the reverse
of the procedure used to copy heap data to a variable. Earlier in this chapter the data in a long
variable named wi nnersScore was moved into a heap block as follows:

long winnersScore • 3500;
(**(ScoreHaTidle)dataHandlel .theScore • winnersScore:

3500

wi nners Score
dataHandle

3500

theScore

Johnny

theName

[
_,._

Master pointer

Figure 15· 11

Any one member of the resource data can be copied to an application variable.

'~'ll==========================
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I
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You'll recall that Bl oc kMoveDa ta ( ) was used to copy astring into the heap. In the above snippet
it's used to copy astring fromthe heap. Compare the first two parameters to Bloc kMoveDa ta ( )
in the above snippet to those in the snippet used earlier in this chapter to copy the string in
wi nnersName to the heap:

Size numBytes :
Str31 winnersName - "\pJohnny• ;
numBytes • winnersName[0J + 1:
BlockHoveData( winnersName, (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandlel.theName , numBytes ) ;
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Once data has been copied from a resource to a heap block, and a
structure member has been copied to a variable, neither the resource data
nor the heap data is needed for that member. In the above example, the
theScore data is now stored in variable dataScore. Henceforth the
data Score variable can be used when working with score data. Here 10
points are added to the score, and then the score is converted to a string
and drawn to a window.
Str255 scoreString;
dataScore += 10:
NumToString( dataScore, scoreString );
MoveTo( 20, 30 );
DrawStri ng ( scoreSt ring ) :

To work with a string, determine the length of the string in the heap
and then call Bl ockMoveData () to copy the heap string to a string variable.
Size numBytes:
Str31 nameString;
numBytes = (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName[0] + l;
BlockMoveData( (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName,
nameString, numBytes );

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: FILEWRITEANDREAD
The FileWriteAndRead example program performs all the critical tasks
discussed in this chapter. The program creates a resource file if one isn't
already present, writes data to application-defined SCOR resources in that
file, and later reads back the data in those resources.
To continue with the high sco~e program examples that have been
discussed in this chapter, FileWriteAndRead begins by displaying a dialog
box like the one shown in Figure 15-12. The dialog box displays a number
score and an edit box that lets the user enter a name. A different score
appears each time in the dialog box. The score is generated by the Ran d om ( ) Toolbox function. In a full-featured game, the score would of course
be determined by the user's playing skills.
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Your score was: 3500
Enter the name under which you
wish your score to be soued:

IJohnny
( Soue to Fiie )

Figure 15· 12

The user-input dialog box from the FileWriteAndRead program.
When the user clicks on the Save to File button, the information in the
dialog box is saved to a new SCOR resource and the dialog box is dismissed.
After that, the program opens a second dialog box. This one displays the
information from the SCOR resource. Because a new SCOR resource is
created each time the program runs, this dialog box won't always show the
same number of entries. Figure 15-13 shows the dialog box during the
second running of the FileWriteAndRead program.

Nome
Johnny
Taylor

Score
3500

23499

Figure 15· 13

The score display dialog box from the FileWriteAndRead program.

!F"lifl

If you're writing a game, display a dialog box like the user input dialog

!l--'!J box when the game ends. Make the score display dialog box available from
·

a menu item, such as Show High Scores. You're not writing a game?
Examine the code closely - these techniques apply to any type of program
that needs to save data from one execution to another.
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The FileWriteAndRead project requires a resource file that holds two
DLOG resources and two DITL resources. Figures 15-14 and 15-15, respectively, provide a look at the two DI TLs in ResEdit, including the item
numbers of each item.
FileWriteHndRead.rsrc

Dill

'--

Dl.OG

Dills from FilelllriteHn
Siz:.

lQ.

128
129

Nime

160
114

l

._~lifB Din ID .. 128 from fileWr1te1 ~

!Your score wa!aj
(Enter the name under which
laJllsh your score to be saued:

YDl!l
_J

WI
[ Saue to

Fil~

Figure 15· 14

The user-input DI TL from the resource file for the File WriteAndReod project.
DIR ID ... 129 from FlleWrlteRndRead.rsrc

4

Figure 15· 15

The score display DI TL from the resource file for the File WriteAndRead project.
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After you run FileWriteAnd.Read one time, a new file will be added to
the Preferences folder of your Mac's System Folder. The file holds a single
SCOR resource. A new SCOR resource is added each time you run the
FileWriteAndRead program. Figure 15-16 shows how ResEdit displays one of
t\vo SCOR resources that are found in a typical High Scores File.

........
....
........
.... ,.......
........

High Scores File

SCOR

SCORs from H!.9_h Scores File
~

Sin

IQ.

658
18532
~
~

36

36

rwne
"Score Record"
"Score Record"

1

SCOR uscore Record" ID a 659 fn

000000

000009
000010
000019
000020

0&4fl
0000
0000
0000
0000

l!F69
0000
0000
0000

6E6E
0000
0000
0000

OOAC

000029
000030

7900
0000
0000
0000

D.JohnnyD
DllllDDDDD
DDDDDDDD

~

2

aaaaaoaa
ODD"

~

Figure 15· 16

Viewing an application-defined SCOR resource from within ResEdit.
~

The SCOR resource isn't easy to read. For a program like

LLJ FileWriteAndRead, where neither you nor the user ever has to look at the
resource itself, this isn't a problem. If you would like to view the contents of
an application-defmed resource, create a template for the resource type.
Templates are discussed later in this chapter.
The FileWriteAnd.Read program uses the same ScoreRecord data
strucrure that you've seen throughout this chapter.
typedef struct
{

Str31 theName:
long theScore;
ScoreRecord, *ScorePtr, **ScoreHandle;

After the user enters his or her name in the edit box of the user input
dialog box, the program calls the application-defmed routine
SaveScorelnfoToRecordlnFi 1e( ). This function first opens the High
Scores File by using the Open Fil elnPreferencesFol der() routine that was
developed in this chapter. A call to New Hand 1eC1ea r ( ) is made to allocate
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memory for a Sco reRe co rd, and then the data from the user input dialog
box (which is stored in global variables g Hi g hScore and g Na me St r i ng) is
copied to this memory.
#define
kResTypeSCOR
'SCOR'
#define
kResNameSCOR
"\pScore Record "
Str31 gNameString ;
long
gHighScore;
Handle dataHandle ;
short res!D ;
Size
numBytes:
dataHandle w NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord l );
Hlock( dataHandle l :
numBytes ~ gNameString[0] + 1:
BlockMoveOata( gNameString , (** (Sco reHandleldataHandle l .theName, numBytes
);

(**(ScoreHandleldataHandlel.theScore = gHighScore ;
res!D = Uniquel!O( kResTypeSCOR l :
AddResource( dataHandl e, kResTypeSCOR. res ID, kResNameSCOR ) ;
WriteResource( dataHandle l:
HUnlock( dataHandle l :
To demonstrate how to delete a resource, FileWriteAnclRead allows o nly
ten SCOR resources to be saved. On the 11th running of FileWriteAnclRead,
the program will delete the first SCOR resource that was added to the High
Scores File . From that point on, each running o f the program will result in
one resource being deleted and one being added.

r

rl==============================;i
If you want your program to make use of a preferences file - a file that keeps track of user
preferences such as volume settings, window sizes, and so on - you'll use the techniques
described in this chapter and ih this program. A preferences file writes data to a resource in a
resource file, just as the FileWriteAndRead pregram does.
You say you would like to make use of a preferences file? You now know how to work with one.
Just modify the FileWriteAndRead code and incorporate it into your own i:irogram. Create a
resource file (like the High Scores File in FileWriteAndRead), and save it in the PreferenGes folder.
Include a menu item that displays adialog box (like the user name dialog box in FileWriteAndRead)
that requests user preferenees information. Save this information as data in an applicationdefined record (like the ScoreRecord structure in FileWriteAndRead) and t~en to a resource (like
the SCOR resource in FileWriteAndRead). Each time the program starts, read the applicationdefined resource and make use of the information in it (like the score display dialog box fn
FileWriteAndRead).

I
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The following snippet is from the SaveScorelnfoToRecordlnFi 1e()
routine. A call to the Toolbox routine CountlResources () returns the
number of SCOR resources in the open High Scores File. If this number is
equal to the maximum number of score records that FileWriteAndRead
allows, one resource is deleted in preparation for the adding of one new
resource. A call to the Toolbox routine GetllndResource( ), with an index
value of 1, loads the first SCOR resource from the resource file and returns a
handle to the resource data. While the program isn't interested in using this
data, a handle to it is needed for the next Toolbox call - a call to
RemoveResource() removes the resource from the resource map in
memory. The memory occupied by the data is no longer considered
resource-related, so call the Toolbox function Di sposeHandl e() rather than
Rel easeResource() to free the memory occupied by the resource data.
#define
define
short
Handle

kMaxScoreRecords
10
kResTypeSCOR
'SCOR'
theNumSCORresources;
dataHandle;

theNumSCORresources = CountlResources( kResTypeSCOR );
if ( theNumSCORresources == kMaxScoreRecords )
I

dataHandle = GetlindResource( kResTypeSCOR,
RemoveResource( dataHandle );
DisposeHandle( dataHandle );

1 );

That covers writing a SCOR resource using application data. The
Wri teScoresToWi ndow() function handles the reading of a SCOR resource.
Just as in writing a resource, reading one requires that the resource file is
opened first. Wri teScoresToWi ndow() calls the same application-defined
function that SaveScorelnfoToRecordlnFil e() called,
OpenFi l elnPreferencesFol der( ). The function then calls the Toolbox
routine Count 1Resources ( ) to determine how many SC 0 R resources there
are in the High Scores File. The number seives as a loop index. Each
iteration of the loop reads in the data from one SCOR resource and writes
that data to the score-displaying dialog box. Here is the loop used in
WriteScoresToWindow():

#define
kResTypeSCOR
'SCOR'
short theNumSCORresources:
int
i:
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Handle
Size
Str31
1ong
Str255

dataHandle:
numBytes:
nameString;
data Score:
scoreString;
for ( i = 1; i <= theNumSCORresources: i++ )
I

dataHandle

=

GetllndResource( kResTypeSCOR, i );

numBytes = (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName[0] + l;
BlockMoveData( (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName,
nameString, numBytes ):
MoveTo( 20, 35 + ( i * 15 ) );
Drawstring( nameString ):
dataScore = (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore;
NumToString( dataScore, scoreString );
MoveTo( 300, 35 + ( i * 15 ) ):
Drawstring( scoreString );
ReleaseResource( dataHandle ):

Yes, the function could just as well have been named
Wri teScoresToDi a1og (). More appropriate still, the function could be
named Wr i t eScores To Port ( ) . That's because the routine writes to
whichever port is current, whether it's a window or a dialog box.
Here's one other topic that's worth mentioning before presenting the
source code listing for FileWriteAndRead. The FileWriteAndRead program
consists of code that might be used in a game, but the program isn't a
game. The user doesn't achieve any score that can be written to a resource.
FileWriteAndRead simulates a score by generating a random number and
storing that value in the global variable gHi ghScor~. A call to the Toolbox
function Random() does the work of generating the random number. To
guarantee that a positive number is returned, the result of Random() is used
as the parameter to the ANSI function labs ( ) . This routine, defined in the
std 1i b. h ANSI header file, returns a 1ong absolute value of the parameter.
long gHighScore:
gHighScore = labs( Random() ) :
Random() doesn't actually return a true random number. It returns one
value from a sequence of numbers. Each time Random() is called, it returns
the next number from the sequence. The sequence is based on a seed
value, a number that sets the starting point for the sequence of numbers
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used by the Random( >function. If the same seed value is used each time the
program is run, the same sequence of random numbers will be generated.
And guess what? The same seed ·value will be used every time you run a
program - unless you change the seed. This seed value is held in the
randSeed member of the QuickDraw global structure qd. The
FileWriteAndRead program chooses a new randSeed each time the program
is run, basing the seed on the current Macintosh dock value, a value that
will always be different.
unsigned long theSeconds:
GetDateTime( &theSeconds ):
qd.randSeed = theSeconds:
gHighScore = labs(·Random() );

Here is the complete listing for the FileWriteAndRead program:
!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

#include <Folders.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
//

_____________________

InitializeToolboxes( void );
OpenGetlnfoDialog( void ):
SaveScorelnfoToRecordlnFile( void );
OpenFilelnPreferencesFolder( Str255 ) ;
OpenShowlnfoDialog( void );
WriteScoresToWindow( void );
/! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

void
void
void
short
void
void

I/define
/ldefi ne
/ldefi ne
#define
/Jdefi ne
#define
I/define
#define
#define

rGet InfoDi al og
kSaveButton
kNameEditBox
rShowlnfoDialog
kOKButton
kMaxScoreRecords
kResTypeSCOR
kResNameSCOR
kHighScoreFileName

128
1
2

129
1

10
'SCOR'
"\pScore Record"
"\pHigh Scores File"

!! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

typedef struct
I

Str31 theName;
long theScore:
l ScoreRecord, *ScorePtr. **ScoreHandle;

!/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Str31 gNameString:
long gHighScore;
short gAppResForkRefNum:

/! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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void main( void )
I

InitializeToolbox():
gAppResForkRefNum = CurResFile();
OpenGetlnfoDialog():
OpenShowlnfoDialog():
I
''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void OpenGetinfoDialog( void
I

unsigned long theSeconds:
Str255
scoreString:
DialogPtt
theDialog:
Boolean
done = false:
the Item:
short
Handle
itemHandle;
short
itemType:
Rect
itemRect;
GetDateTime( &theSeconds >:
qd.randSeed = theSeconds;
gHi ghScore = 1abs ( Random() ) ;
NumToString( gHighScore, scoreString );
theDialog = GetNewDialog( rGetlnfoDialog, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
ShowWindow( theDialog );
SetPort( theDialog >:
MoveTo( 140, 30 );
Drawstring( scoreString ):
while ( done

==

false )

I

Modal Dialog( nil. &theltem );
switch ( theltem )
I

case kOKButton:
GetDialogltem( theDialog, kNameEditBox,
&itemType, &itemHandle, &itemRect >:
GetDialogltemText( itemHandle, gNameString >:
done = true:
break:

SaveScorelnfoToRecordlnFile();
UseResFile( gAppResForkRefNum ):
OisposeDialog( theDialog );
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void SaveScoreinfoToRecordinFile( void )
l

short fileRefNum:
short theNumSCORresources:
Handle dataHandle:
short reslO:
Size
numBytes:
fileRefNum = OpenFilelnPreferencesFolder( kHighScoreFileName ):
theNumSCORresources = CountlResources( kResTypeSCOR );
if ( theNumSCORresources == kMaxScoreRecords )
I

dataHandle = GetlindResource( kResTypeSCOR, 1 ):
RemoveResource( dataHandle );
DisposeHandle( dataHandle );
dataHandle = NewHandleClear( sizeof( ScoreRecord ) );
HLock( dataHandle );
numBytes = gNameString[0] + 1:
BlockMoveData( gNameString, (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName,
numBytes );
(**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore = gHighScore;
resID = UniquellO( kResTypeSCOR );
AddResource( dataHandle, kResTypeSCOR, resID. kResNameSCOR );
WriteResource( dataHandle );
HUnlock( dataHandle );
ReleaseResource( dataHandle );
CloseResFile( fileRefNum );
}

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

short OpenFilelnPreferencesFolder( Str255 theFileName )
I

short theVolRef:
long
theDirID:
FSSpec theFSSpec;
short fileRefNum;
OSErr theError;
theError = FindFolder( kOnSystemDisk, kPreferencesFolderType,
kDontCreateFolder, &theVolRef, &theDirID );
theError = FSMakeFSSpec( theVolRef, theDirIO,
theFile~ame, &theFSSpec );
fileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm );
if (

f il eRefNum == -1 )

I

FSpCreateResFile( &theFSSpec, 'RSED'. 'rsrc'. smSystemScript );
fileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm );
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UseResFile( fileRefNum );
return ( fileRefNum );
I
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void OpenShowlnfoDialog( void
{

DialogPtr theDialog;
Boolean
done = false;
short
the Item:
theDialog = GetNewDialog( rShowinfoDialog, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL );
ShowWindow( theDialog );
SetPort( theDialog );
WriteScoresToWindow();
while ( done== false )
{

Modal Di al og( nil. &theltem ) :
switch ( theltem )
{

case kOKButton:
done .. true:
break;

DisposeDialog( theDialog >:
)
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void WriteScoresToWindow( void )
{

short
short

fileRefNum;
theNumSCORresources:

int

i:

Handle dataHandle;
Size
numBytes:
Str31 nameString;
long
data Score:
Str255 scoreString;
fileRefNum = OpenFileinPreferencesFolder( kHighScoreFileName ):
theNumSCORresources = CountlResources( kResTypeSCOR );
for ( i = 1: i <= theNumSCORresources; i++ )
{

dataHandle = GetlindResource( kResTypeSCOR. i );
numBytes = (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName[0] + l;
BlockMoveData( (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theName,
nameString, numBytes );
MoveTo( 20, 35 + ( i * 15) );
Drawstring( nameString );
dataScore = (**(ScoreHandle)dataHandle).theScore;
NumToString( dataScore, scoreString );
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MoveTo( 300 . 35 + ( i * 15 ) l :
Drawstring( scoreString ):
ReleaseResource( dataHandle ):
CloseResFile( fi leRefNum l :

RESOURCE RECORDS
After running the FileWriteAndRead program, you'll find that a file named
High Scores File now exists in the Preferences folder found in the System
Folder on your Mac. Double-dick on this file to launch ResEdit, and o pen
the High Scores File. After you double-dick on the SCOR icon in the file,
double-dick on one of the SCOR resources. You'll see the data for that
resource. Figure 15-17 shows one such SCOR resource.
High Stores Fiie
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Figure 15· 17

Viewing an application-defined SCOR resource from within ResEdit.
Figure 15-17 shows that w hile an application-clefmed resource is easily
read by a Mac application, it isn't so easily understood by a person. To
remedy d1is, you can create a template, a resource of type TMP L, that will
add formatting to an application-defined resource type.
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CREATING TEMPLATES
To create a template using ResEdit, open the Select New Type dialog box
by selecting Create New Resource from the Resource menu . Scro ll to the
TMPL type in the list, and click once o n that name, as shown in Figure 15-18.
Alternatively, you can just type TMPL in the edit box of the dialog box. In
either case, click on the OK button when ftnished.

Select New Type

TOOL
uers
w ctb

I!

01<

)J

WIND
( Cancel J

wstr ill'

Figure 15· 18
Creating a new TMPL, or template, resource in ResEdit.
After you click the OK button, a TMPL icon, a list of templates, and a
template edito r will all appear in the High Scores File, as shown in Figure
15-19.
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Figure 15-19
The TMPL editor in ResEdit.
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ResEdit lets you create a separate template resource for each applicationdefined resource type that your program uses. Because the FileWriteAndRead
program uses just one resource type, only one template resource is needed.
Before proceeding with the filling in of the template, highlight the template
resource by clicking once on the number 128 in the window that displays
the templates, and then select Get Resource Info from the Resource menu.
In the dialog box that opens, type· in the name of the resource type that this
template will be used with, SCOR. Figure 15-20 shows this dialog box with
the correct name typed in. After typing in the name, close the Get Resource
Info dialog box.

Type:

TMPL

ID:

Name:

Size:

62

1128

SCOR

Owner ID:
Sub ID:
flttributes:

D system Heap D Locked
D Purgeable
D Protected

D Preload
D Compressed

Figure 15·20
Setting the TMPL name to the name of the resource type the template will be
used with.
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The name of the template must match the name of the resource type
the template is to be used with. If you forget this step, the template will
have no effect on resources of type SCOR.
Now it's time to add items to the TMPL resource. For every structure
member in the application-defined ScoreRecord structure, there should be
a corresponding template item. Each item will tell ResEdit how to display a
structure member in the SCOR resource. Here is another look at the
Score Rec a rd st ruct:

typedef struct
I

Str31 theName;
long theScore;
ScoreRecord, *ScorePtr. **ScoreHandle;
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Each SCOR resource holds a string and a long value, in that order. The
template used by the SCOR resource should thus have two items. To create the
first item, click on the row of asterisks in the template editor and then select
Insert New Field(s) from the Resource menu. When you do that, ResEdit
will add a Label edit box and a Type edit box to the template editor. Type
in playerName for the label and POlF for the type. Note that the second
character in the type is a 0. Click on the next row of asterisks, select Insert
New Field(s) from the Resource menu, and enter the information for the
second item. Here you should type highScore for the label and DLNG for
the type. Refer to Figure 15-21 to see how the template editor should look.
High Scores File
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Type

IDLHG
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Figure 15-21

The TMPL template in ResEdit, aher two items have been added.
The labels that you have entered are descriptive names that help you
identify the fields in a SCOR resource. The types tell ResEdit how to display
the data in a SCOR resource. The P0xx type is used to display strings. Replace
the xx with the hexadecimal value for the string length. Because 31 in
decimal is 1 F in hexadecimal, a St r 31 string uses a type of P01 F. The second
field of the ScoreRecord is of type long. In a template, a long is represented
by DLNG - the Dis for "data," the LNG ic; for "long." Figure 15-22 shows how
the application-defined structure corresponds with the ResEdit template.
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typedef
{
~;;;;;;p;iiiiiiiiil

St:r3l
long

.

!:~

st.ruct

thaHamer
thaScoref

} ScoraRecord, *ScorePtr, **ScoreHandlar

lplayerttane
lP01F

I

lhighScore
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I

*****

Figure 15·22

The items in a template correspond to the members of the application data
structure that was used in writing the data to a resource.
That completes the TMPL resource. Close it, and then double-dick on
the SC 0 R icon in the High Scores File window. Double-dick on any of the
SCOR resources in the window that opens. When you do, the data will be
displayed in a format that matches the template. Compare the ResEdit view
of the SCOR resource in Figure 15-23 with the view without the template
back in Figure 15-17.
If you need to view application-defined resources, create a template for
each resource type. ResEdit offers a wealth of item types that allow you to
pair template items with just about any data structure member type. The
following structure definition uses several common data types. Beside each
type is the ResEdit template item type for that application data type.
typedef struct
I

Str31
Str63
Str255
char
Byte
short
long
Boolean

the31String:
the63String:
the255String;
theChar;
theByte;
theShort;
thelong;
theBool:

II

P01F

II P03F

II
II
II
II
II
II

P0FF

CHAR
DBYT
DWRD
DLNG
BOOL
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theRect ;
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MyBigRecord, *MyBigRecPtr , **MyBigRecHandle;
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Figure 15·23
Viewing an application-defined SCOR resource from within ResEdit after a
template has been created.
Figure 15-24 shows what the data from such a structure would look like
if it were saved to a resource and then viewed using a template.
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Figure 15-24
Viewing an application-defined resource when a template exists for that
resource type.
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File Reference
This section summarizes the Toolbox functions that are used to work with
files. While the emphasis here is on resource files, many of the routines
work for other file types as well.

THE FILE SYSTEM SPECIFICATION DATA TYPE
A file is identified by a file system specification, which is represented by an

FSSpec data structure that holds information about the file's pathname. The

information includes the drive where the file is located, the directory where
the file resides, and the name of the file.

FSSpec
The FSSpec is the data structure a program uses to identify where a
particular file resides.
st ruct

FSSpec

I

short vRefNum:
long parID:
Str63 name:
I:

MAKING AN FSSPEC FOR AFILE
Before an application can work with a file, an FSSpec for that file is needed.
Once an application has an FSSpec for a file, that file can be opened,
accessed, and closed.

FSMakeFSSpec()
To create an FSSpec for a file with a known pathname, call
FSMakeFSSpec( ). Typically FSMakeFSSpec() is used for files that are
distributed with an application - resource, sound, or movie files that are
used by the application.
Str255 theFileName = "/p:Movies f:BlackJack":
short theVolRef = 0:
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long
theOirIO
= 0;
FSSpec theFSSpec:
DSErr theError:
theError • FSMakeFSSpec( the Vol Ref . theOi r ID, the Fi 1eName , &theFSSpec l;

When FSMakeFSSpec() is passed a volume reference number, a parent
directory ID, and a ftle name, it returns a filled-in FSSpec. If the ftle is
located in a the same folder as the application or within a folder that is in
the same folder as the application, set the volume reference number and the
parent directory ID to 0, as you saw in the above snippet. If the file is in the
same directory as the application, the Fi 1eName can be the file name as it
appears on the desktop. If the ftle is in a subdirectory (a folder within the
folder the application resides in), precede the ftle name with the
subdirectory name. In the above snippet, the ftle BlackJack is in a folder
named Movies f, which resides in the same folder as the application.

rmdFolder( )
The Fi ndFol der() function doesn't create an FSSpec. It determines the
volume reference number and the parent directory ID for a file that is to be
kept in a particular folder. These two returned values can then be used in a
subsequent call to FSMa keFSSpec ().
#include
short
OSType
Boolean
short ·
long
OSErr
theError

<Folders .h>
desiredVolume = kOnSystemOisk :
desiredDir
= kPreferencesFolderType ;
createFolder = kDontCreateFolder;
the Vol Ref;
theDirlD:
theError:
• Fi ndFo l der( desired Vo 1ume , desired Dir,
createFolder, &theVolRef. &theDirID );

The first two parameters specify where a new file should be placed.
The first is a volume reference number constant; the second is a parent
directory constant. FindFolder() will use these two constants to find the
path to the desired parent directory and will then return a volume reference
number in theVol Ref and a parent directory ID in theDi rID. To specify a
directory on the startup drive, use the Apple-defined constant
kOn Sys temD is k as the first parameter. To specify the Preferences folder
as the parent directory, use the Apple-defmed constant
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kPreferencesFol derType as the second parameter. To determine the
pathname for a file that is to go in a different system folder, use one of the
following constants for the second parameter:
kSystemFolderType
II fill
kDesktopFolderType
// file
kStartupFolderType
// file
kAppleMenuFolderType
// file
kPreferencesFolderType // file

will
will
will
will
will

appear in the System Folder
appear on desk top.
be a startup item
appear in the apple menu
appear in the Preferences folder

The third parameter that is passed to Fi nd Fo1de r ( ) tells the File
Manager whether or not to create a new parent directoiy if the specified
directoiy doesn't exist. Using the Apple-defined constant kCreate Fo1de r
here creates a new directoty; kDontCreateFol der doesn't create a new
directoty.

USING THE STANDARD OPEN DIALOG BOX
The standard Open dialog box provides the user with the ability to open a
file of his or her choice.

StandardFileReply
After the user makes a selection from the list in the standard Open dialog
box, the File Manager creates an FSSpec for the file and places it in the
sfFile field of a StandardFileReply data structure.
struct StandardFileReply
I

Boolean
Boolean
OSType
FSSpec
ScriptCode
short
Boolean
Boolean
long
short
l:

sfGood:
sfReplacing;
sfType:
sfFile:
sfScript:
sfFlags;
sflsFolder:
sflsVol ume:
sfReservedl:
sfReserved2;
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StandardGetfile( )
The StandardGetFi le() function displays the standard Open dialog box
that lets the user open a text file.
SFTypelist
typelist =I 'TEXT'. 0, 0, 0 I;
StandardFileReply theReply:
FileFilterProcPtr procPtr = nil:
short
numFileTypes = 1:
StandardGetFile( procPtr, numFileTypes, typelist. &theReply );

The first parameter is used only if you want to mask out the display of
certain files. If you're using StandardGetFi 1e() to display sound files, you
can refer to Chapter 13 for details. If you're using the routine to display
movie files, refer to Chapter 14. To display a single file type, pass 1 as the
second parameter. The typel i st variable defines up to four file types to
display. The last parameter is filled in by the Toolbox after the user selects a
file from the standard Open dialog box. The sf Fi l e field of the
StandardFil eReply variable theReply is of type FSSpec. After the user
selects a file, the sfFi le field will hold the FSSpec of the file. Use
the Reply. s fFi le in subsequent Toolbox functions that require an FSSpec.
If the user clicks the Cancel button, the sf Good field of the
Standard Fil eReply will be false.

CREATING, OPENING, AND CLOSING RESOURCE FILES
Before a resource file can be worked with, it must be open. If a resource
file doesn't already exist, a new one needs to be created.

FSpOpenResfile( )
The FSpOpenResFi 1e() function opens an existing resource file in preparation for reading from or writing to the file.
FSSpec theFSSpec;
short fileRefNum:
fileRefNum = FSpOpenResFile( &theFSSpec, fsRdWrPerm );

Pass the function an FSS pe c for the file to be opened. This FSS pe c
should have been filled in prior to the call to FSpOpenResFi le(). Use either
FSMakeFSSpec() or StandardGetFi le() to create an FSSpec for the file to
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open. The second parameter is a permission level that specifies what types
of operations can be performed on the file. Use one of the Apple-defined
constants here: fsRdPerm to allow read-only access, fsWrPerm to allow
write-only access, or fsRdWrPerm to allow both read and write operations to
take place. After FSpO pen Res Fi 1e ( ) is finished, the function returns a
reference number for the opened file. Use this reference number in
subsequent calls to File Manager routines that require such a value. If
FSp 0pen Res Fi 1e ( ) returns a reference number of -1, then the attempt to
open the resource file failed.

CloseResFile( )
To close an open resource file, pass the file's reference number to the
Toolbox routine Cl oseRes File (). The reference number comes from the
call that opened the file: FSpOpenResFi 1e( ).
short fileRefNum;
CloseResFile( fileRefNum ):

FSpCreateResFile()
To create a new, empty resource file, call FSpCreateResFil e( ).
FSSpec
theFSSpec;
OSType
theCreator = 'RSED';
OSType
theType
'rsrc';
ScriptCode theScript = smSystemScript;
FSpCreateResFile( &theFSSpec, theCreator, theType, theScript );

Pass the function an FSSpec for the file to be created. This FSSpec
should have been filled in prior to the call to FSpCreateResFi le(). You
can use FSMakeFSSpec() to create an FSSpec for a nonexistent file. If the
file is to be saved in the Preferences folder, use the Toolbox function
FindFolder( ).

The second and third parameters to FSpCreateResFi le() are the file
creator and file type for the new file. A creator of ' RS ED ' and a type of
'rs re' will create a file that when double-clicked will be opened by
ResEdit. A creator of 'Doug' and a type of 'RSRC' will create a file that
when double-clicked will be opened by Resorcerer. Note that the creator
and type only indicate which resource editor will be launched when a file is
double-clicked. Both resource editors can open a file created by a different
editor by using the Open menu item.
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The final parameter is a script code. The script code is used by the
Finder in the display of the file's name. The Apple-defined constant
smSystemScri pt is suitable for this parameter.
After the file is created, it won't be open. Call FSpOpenResFi le() to
open the newly created file.

SAVING AND REMOVING RESOURCES
After copying data to a data structure in the application heap, the handle to
that data can be used to write the data to a resource in a resource file.

BlockMoveData()
The Bl oc kMo v eData ( ) function copies bytes from one area in memory to
another. You can use this function to copy the value of a string variable to a
member of a structure in memory. Once the structure in memory is filled, it
can be saved as a resource using calls to AddResource() and
Wri teResource().

Str255 theSourceString;
Str255 theOestinationString;
Size
numBytes;
numBytes = theSourceString[0] + l;
BlockMoveOata( theSourceString, theOestinationString, numBytes );

The first parameter to Bl ockMoveData () is a pointer to the memory that
is to be copied. A string of any type can be used here. The second parameter is a pointer to the memory that is to serve as the destination. Again, a
string can be used for this parameter. The final parameter is the number of
bytes to copy. The length (in bytes) of a string is found in the first element
of the string. To get the total size of the string, add 1 byte to account for this
length byte.

AddResource( )
The Add Resource ( ) function writes resource information to the resource
map in memory and reserves disk space for a resource.
Handle dataHandle;
ResType theResType = 'RCRO':
short
theResIO
2000;
Str255 theResName = •\pRecord":
AddResource( dataHandle, theResType, theResID, theResName );

n
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The first parameter to AddResource() is a handle to a block of data in
memoiy. This is the data that is to become a resource. Before calling
AddResource( ), call NewHandl eCl ear() to allocate a block of memoiy the
size of an application-defined data structure type and then fill the fields of
that structure with values. The remaining parameters specify the type, ID,
and name for the resource. The above snippet is used to create a resource
of type RCRD with an ID of 2000 and a name of Record. All of the information in the Add Resource() call gets added to the resource map in memoiy.
Add Resource() reserves disk space for the writing of the resource to disk
but doesn't actually write the resource to disk. To perform that step, call
Wri teResource() after a call to AddResource().

WriteResource( )
The Wri teResource() function writes data from a block in the application
heap to a resource in the current resource file.
Handle dataHandle;
WriteResource( dataHandle );

Pass Wri teResource() a handle to a block of memoiy. This block
should hold the data that is to become a resource. The handle is originally
obtained from the call to NewHandl eCl ear - it's that call that reserves the
memoiy for the data.
When an application calls C1oseRes Fi 1e ( ) to close a resource file,
the resource fork of that file is updated. Updating a fork includes writing to
disk any new resources found in the resource map. Thus a call to
Wri teResource() isn't always necessaiy to save a resource - the
closing of the file will accomplish the same task. If a resource fork is to be
left open for any length of time, you should consider calling
l4 r i t eResource ( ) , which saves the resource immediately.

RemoveResource( )
The RemoveResource() function removes resource information from the
resource map in memoiy.
Handle dataHandle:
RemoveResource( dataHandle );
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Passing this function a handle to resource data that has been loaded
into memory removes the resource information from the resource map. To
free the memory occupied by the data, call Di sposeHandl e() after the call
to RemoveResource(). If you don't call Di sposeHandl e( ), the memory will
be released when the resource file is closed by a call to Cl ose Res Fi 1e ( ) .

Unique 1ID( )
The Uni q ue 1 I D( ) checks the IDs of all resources of a given type in the
current resource file. Using this information, the function determines an ID
that is unique for this resource type and returns it to the calling program.

short theReslO:
ResType theResType = 'RCRO':
theResIO = UniquellO( theResType );
Pass the Uni que 1 I D( ) function a resource type, and the function will
return a number that can be used as a resource ID for a new resource of
that type. Calling Uni q ue1 I D( ) to select an ID for a new resource is safer
than picking a number yourself. That's because a call to Uni quell DU is
guaranteed to return an ID that is unused by any existing resources of the
specified type. In the above snippet, all RC RD resources in the current
resource fork will be examined in order to return an ID that is unique.
To determine a resource ID that is unique to all open resource forks,
call the Toolbox Uni que I D( ) . This function uses the same parameter as
Uni quell DC).

RETRIMNG ARESOURCE FROM DISK
After saving a resource to disk, your application may need to use the
resource data at a later time. To make that possible, load the data back into
memory.

Get 1lnclResource{ )
The GetllndResource() function loads the data from a resource into
memory. By including a call to this function in the body of a loop, your
program can easily recall the data from all resources of a given type.
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Handle dataHandle:
ResType theResType = 'RCRD':
short
index = 2:
dataHandle = GetllndResource( theResType. index );

Pass this routine a resource type and an index that specifies one of the
possible many resources of this type. In return, GetlindResource() will
load the data from this resource and return a handle to the data block. In
the above snippet, the routine will load the data from the second RCRD
resource in the current resource file.
To make use of all open resource forks, pass the same parameters to
the Toolbox routine GetlndResource( ). To load all resources of a type, first
call the Toolbox function Countl Resources () to determine the number of
resources of a type. Then use this value as a loop index, calling
GetlindResource() each pass through the loop.

Count 1Resources( )
The Count 1Resources ( ) function counts the number of resources of a
given type and returns that value to the calling program.
ResType theResType = 'RCRD':
short
theNumRes:
theNumRes = CountlResources( theResType );

Pass the Co unt1 Resources ( ) routine a resource type and the routine
will count the number of resources of that type. Only the current resource
fork will be examined for resources of the specified type. To count the
number of resources of a given type in all open resource forks, call
CountResources().

Printing
M

any programmers w ho w rite Macintosh programs assume incorrectly
that it's difficult to give an application the capability to print.
Consequently, such a feature is usually left o ut of programs. In this chapter,
you'll learn that adding just a few Printing Manager functions is all that's
needed to give your Mac programs printing capabilities. You don't have to
include cooe that handles various printer models differently; you can take
advantage b f printer driver software that's specific to the users' various
printers to andle sending output to a printer.
In this chapter, you'll learn about opening a printer driver in preparation
for f)rintin . Then you'll see how any standard QuickDraw drawing
cqpunan can easily be directed to send their output to a printe r rather
than to a indow. By the end of the chapter you'll understand how your
programs an incorporate the standard printing style and job dialog boxes.
These two dialog boxes give your program the uniform printing user
interface tliat's found in all commercial Macintosh software applications.

Printing Basics
An application prints by first obtaining infom1ation about a printer and
about the document to print. After that, a few calls to Printing Manager
functions are all that's needed to print te>..'t and graphics.
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THE PRINT RECORD
The first step in printing from a Mac application is the creation of a print
record, which stores information about the printer and the user's printing
job preferences. Printer information includes such factors as the printer's
resolution and the margin that the printer will always use. The prin~g job
preferences are used the next time the user prints something - that is,
during the next printing job. This information includes the number of copies
to print and the range of pages to print.
The TPr i nt data structure defines a print record. The TH Pr i nt data type
is a handle to a print record. Because a program accesses this record
through a handle, NewHandl eCl ear() is called when a new print record is
being created:
THPrint thePrintRecord;
thePrintRecord = (THPrint)NewHandleClear( sizeof( TPrint ) );

The above snippet allocates a block of memory the size of a TPr i nt
structure, casts the resulting handle to a handle of type THPri nt, and then
returns that handle to the program.
A user of a program will indirectly set the values of the fields of a
TPr i nt record. When a user chooses either the Page Setup or Print item
found in the File menu of a program, the settings he or she selects get
placed in the print record. Until that happens, the program will rely on a set
of default values that can be placed in the new print record with a call to
Pri ntDef a ult ():
Pri ntDefault( thePri ntRecord ) :

The one parameter to Pri ntDefaul t() is the THPri nt print record
handle returned by the call to NewHandl eCl ear().

PREPARING A PROGRAM FOR PRINTING
All printers come with driver software, an extension that gets added to the
Extensions folder. This driver software holds the code that converts
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QuickDraw function calls into commands understood by the printer. Before
your program calls any Printing Manager functions, it must open a printer's
driver file:
PrOpen():

Most Mac users have more than one printer driver in the Extensions
folder. A call to PrOpen () opens whichever driver was most recently
selected by the user. The user makes this driver choice by running the
Chooser program, found in the Apple menu.
After PrOpen () has been called, a program can call any Printing
Manager function, including the previously mentioned Pr i nt Def au 1t ( ) .
When the program is through with a print driver, the file must be closed. A
call to Pr Cl o s e ( ) takes care of that:
THPrint thePrintRecord:
thePrintRecord = (THPrint)NewHandleClear{ sizeof( TPrint ) );
PrOpen():
PrintDefault( thePrintRecord ) :
II print something
PrClose();

The above snippet allocates memory for a print record, opens a printer
driver, fills the print record with default values, prints something, and then
closes the printer driver.
The "print something" comment in the above snippet is somewhat
vague. Here's a snippet that provides a few of the details of how printing
takes place:
THPrint thePrintRecord;
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
thePrinterPort .. PrOpenDoc( thePrintRecord, nil, nil ) ;
PrOpenPage( thePrinterPort, ni 1 ) :
II QuickDraw commands
PrCl osePage( thePri nterPort ) ;
PrCl oseDoc( thePri nterPort ) :

Just as drawing takes place in a port, so too does printing. A call to
SetPort() tells QuickDraw to send drawing to a graphics port. A call to
PrOpenDoc tells QuickDraw to send drawing to a printing graphics port.
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When PrOpenDoc() has executed, a TPPrPort, a pointer to a new
printing graphics port, will be returned. As you can see in the above
snippet, this pointer is used by other Printing Manager routines. The first
parameter in Pr 0pen Doc < ) is a handle to a print record. The second
parameter is used when working with an existing printing graphics port.
The third parameter is used to specify an area in memory that can be used
as a printing buffer. You'll normally pass ni 1 for both the second and third
parameters. When finished with a printing graphics port, call PrCl oseDoc()
to close it.
PrOpenDoc () creates and initializes a new printing graphics port.
PrOpenPage() starts the printing of a single page. Pass PrOpenPage() the
printing graphics port pointer that was returned by PrOpenDoc( ). The
second parameter is for delaying printing (a feature generally used only by
older printers); pass a value of ni 1 here.
Once PrOpenPage() is called, printing begins. Each call to a QuickDraw
function is now directed to a printer rather than to a window. After a page's
worth of drawing has been sent to the printer, call PrCl osePage() to stop
printing. Pass Pr C1o s e Page ( ) the same pointer used in the call to
PrOpenPage().

QUICKDRAW AND PRINTING
You've just read that all the QuickDraw calls subsequent to a call to
PrOpenPage() result in drawing taking place on a printer. Once
PrOpenPage() is called, there's nothing special you need to do to the
QuickDraw calls. Instead, just write the code as if the output were going to
a window:
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
Rect
theRect:
PrOpenPage( thePri nterPort. nil ) :
SetRect( &theRect, 100, 50. 150. 70 );
FrameRect( &theRect );
MoveTo( 110, 65 );
DrawString("\pFish!"):
PrClosePage( thePrinterPort ) :
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The preceding snippet draws a rectangle 50 pixels wide by 20 pixels
high. In it the word "Fish!" is written. Notice that the four QuickDraw calls
(SetRect( ), FrameRect( ), MoveTo( ), and Drawstring()) all appear just as
you've seen them in the past. Figure 16-1 shows what a part of the resulting
printed page would look like.
The QuickDraw calls that lie between the calls to PrOpenPage() and
Pr C1os e Page ( ) don't need to be indented, as they are in the above snippet.
That's done here only to emphasize what function calls are being used for
printing and to make the code more readable.

Figure 16·1

QuickDraw commands can be sentto a printer.
Printers all leave a small margin on each side of a printed page. This
margin differs from the margin that some programs, such as word processors, provide control over. Typically, this printer margin is about one-quarter
of an inch on all sides of the paper. As Figure 16-2 shows, it is from these
margins that the graphics pen measures come.
Your program can package the page-drawing QuickDraw calls in an
application-defined function, rather than placing them all directly between
the calls to PrOpenPage() and PrCl osePage( ):
void UpdateFishWindow( void )
I

SetRect( &theRect. 100, 50, 150, 70 );
FrameRect{ &theRect );
MoveTo< 110, 65 >:
DrawString(•\pFish!•);
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Figure 16-2

Pixel coordinates are measured from a page's border, or printer margin, not
from the edge of the page.
Now, to print a page, just call the new function:
PrOpenPage( thePri nterPort. nil ) ;
UpdateFishWindow();
PrCl osePage( thePri nterPort ) ;

The application-defined Update Fi shWi ndow() function provides the
commands that will be used to print one page - yet its name implies
something else. As you may have already guessed, this function is capable
of seiving a dual purpose. You'll read about that later in this chapter, in the
section titled "Windows and Printing."

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PRINTINGINTRO
The Printinglntro program prints the page shown back in Figure 16-1.
When you run Printinglntro you won't see a window, and you won't have
to interact with the program. Instead, the program will briefly display a
dialog box that tells you that spooling or printing is taking place. The
application will quickly terminate, and after a few moments your printer will
print out a single page.
You've already seen most of the code that makes up Printinglntro. One
addition that has been made is to the Update Fi shWi ndow() function. The
Printinglntro version of this application-defined routine uses a call to the
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Toolbox function Text Font() to set the font to the Chicago, or system, font.
It then makes a call to the Toolbox function Text Si z e ( ) to set the font's
size to 12 points:
TextFont( systemFont );
TextSi ze( 12 ) :

To keep most of the numbers from being scattered about the source
code listing, Printinglntro defines four constants: kFrameleft, kFrameRi ght,
kFrameTop, and kFrameBottom. These constants are used in setting up the
rectangle and in centering the text within that rectangle.
A5 you look over the Printinglntro source code, notice that no Printing
Manager routines are called until PrOpen () is invoked- as required. Also
notice that each call to an "Open" function has a corresponding call to a
"Close" function - again, as required:
//_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

#include <Printing.h>
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

/ldefi ne
//define
{/define
//define

kFrameleft
kFrameRight
kFrameTop
kFrameBottom

100
150
50
70

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void main( void )
(

THPrint thePrintRecord:
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
InitializeToolbox();
thePrintRecord (THPrint)NewHandleClear( sizeof( TPrint ) ):
PrOpen();
PrintOefault( thePrintRecord );
thePri nterPort = PrOpenDoc( thePri ntRecord, ni 1. ni 1 ) :
g

PrOpenPage( thePri nterPort. nil ) ;
UpdateFishWindow():
PrClosePage( thePrinterPort ):
PrCloseOoc( thePrinterPort );
PrClose():
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void UpdateFishWindow( void

>
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Rect theRect;
SetRect( &theRect. kFrameleft. kFrameTop, kFrameRight. kFrameBottom );
FrameRect( &theRect );
TextFont( systemFont ):
TextSi ze( 12 ) ;
MoveTo( kFrameLeft + 10. kFrameBottom - 5 );
OrawString("\pFish!"):
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void InitializeToolbox( void
{

lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonts();
InitWindows():
InitMenus():
TEI nit():
InitOialogs( 0L ):
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
InitCursor():

The Printing Style and Printing Job
Dialog Boxes
you just saw in the Printinglntro example, a program can print a page at
any time. It's more likely, however, that you'll want to give the user control
of how much to print and when printing should take place. The Printing
Manager enables you to do just that. In this section you '11 see an easy way
to integrate two standard printing dialog boxes into your programs.

As

THE PRINTING SME DIALOG IOI
TI1e printing style dialog box is the dialog box that is displayed when a user
selects the Page Setup command found in the File menu of most applications. While the exact look of this dialog box varies with the printer driver
used, all versions of it include a means of changing such printing style
features as page orientation and paper size. Figures 16-3 and 16-4 show two
of the many versions of the printing style dialog box.
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Figure 16-3

A typical printing style dialog box.
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Figure 16-4

A second example of a printing style dialog box.
Your application can bring up the printing style dialog box by calling
PrStl Di al og( ), as shown here:
THPrint
Boolean

thePrintRecord:
userClickedOK:

userClickedOK = PrStlDialog( thePrintRecord );

Pr St l Di a 1og ( ) requires a parameter that is a handle to a print record;
you should use the one returned by the call to NewH and l eC1ear ( ) . After the
user chooses the desired settings and clicks on the OK button,
Pr St 1Dia1 og () updates the print record to reflect the user's preferences.
Pr St 1Di al og ( ) then returns a value of true to let your program know that
the user clicked on the style dialog box's OK button. If the user cancels his
or her changes by dicking on the Cancel button, a value of fa 1s e will be
returned. Your program won't need to check this return value - the user's
decision as to whether to keep or cancel his or her page setup changes
won't affect your program's printing. The decision to print or not to print
comes in the form of the printing job dialog box, which is discussed next.
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THE PRINTING JOB DIALOG BOX
Most Macintosh programs make the display of the printing style dialog box
an option the user can pass on. Displaying the printing job dialog box,
however, is usually a requirement that precedes the printing of a document.
Figure 16-5 shows a typical job dialog box. As with the style dialog box, the
exact look of the job dialog box is dependent on the printer driver that the
user has selected.

OW GH Print
Quollty:
QBest
@Normal
0 EconoMode
Copies:

€olorSmart
Pages:
@RU
O From:

1 .012

H Print B
(Cancel)

D

To:

D

D Print Bock to Front

li!ml
Figure 16·5
A typical printing job dialog box.

After the user has clicked on the OK or Print button in the printing job
dialog box (as with the printing style dialog box, printing job dialog boxes
differ), an alert message similar to the one shown in Figure 16-6 will appear.
As with the style and job dialog boxes, the look of this informative alert
varies depending on the printer driver being used.

~
~

Printing "Unspecified" to OW GH.
Preparing document for printing.

Figure 16-6

Printer drivers display a message after the user confirms printing.
To display the printing job dialog box, call PrJobDi a 1og ().As shown
in this snippet, the one parameter used by Pr Job Di a 1o g ( ) is a handle to a
print record - the print record that was set up with an earlier call to
NewHandleClear():
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THPrint thePrintRecord:
Boolean userClickedOK:
userClickedOK = PrJobDialog( thePrintRecord ):
if ( userClickedOK == true )
II execute printing code
else
II skip printing code

The Pr Job Di a l o g ( ) function, like the Pr St 10 i a l og ( ) function, returns
a Boolean value that tells whether the user clicked on the OK button. In
this chapter's snippet that used PrStl Di al og( ), this Boolean value wasn't
checked after the call to Pr St 1Di a1og ( ) completed. Whether the user clicks
on the OK button or the Cancel button, the program will canyon in the
same manner. The job dialog is handled differently, however. If the user
clicks on the Cancel button in that dialog box, your program will have to
skip the printing code that follows.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PRINTINGDIALOGS
The PrintingDialogs program demonstrates how a program can display both
the printing style dialog box and the printing job dialog box. When you run
PrintingDialogs you'll see the printing style dialog box. Make changes to the
settings in this dialog box (switch the page orientation, for example), or
leave everything as it is. Then click on the OK button or the Cancel button.
The style dialog box will be dismissed, and in its place the job dialog box
will appear. Click on the OK button to print out a rectangle with "Fish!"
written in it.
If the user clicks on the Cancel button in the job dialog box,
PrintingDialogs will end without printing. Because PrOpen () was called
earlier in the program, it is necessary to call PrC l o s e ( ) to close the open
printer driver file before quitting. You'll notice that whether or not the user
chooses to print, a call to PrCl ose() will be made.
PrintingDialogs was developed by adding just a few lines of code to this
chapter's Printinglntro program - the new code is shown in bold type in
the listing that follows:
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//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void main( void )
I

THPrint thePrintRecord;
TPPrPort thePrinterPort;

Boolean userClickedOK:
InitializeToolbox();
thePrintRecord

=

(THPrint)NewHandleClear( sizeof( TPrint ) );

PrOpen(};
PrintDefault( thePrintRecord );

userClickedOK

a

PrStl01alog( thePr1ntRecord >:

userC11ckedOK a PrJob01alog( thePrintRecord >:
if C userClickedOK ca true )
{

thePri nterPort = PrOpenOoc( thePri ntRecord, ni 1. ni 1 ) :
PrOpenPage( thePrinterPort, nil ) :
UpdateFishWindow();
PrClosePage( thePrinterPort );
PrCloseDoc( thePrinterPort );
}

PrCl ose():

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PRINTPICTURE
The motto for Macintosh printing could be: If you can draw it, you can print
it. Whatever QuickDraw commands you have used to draw to a window
can be used to draw to a printer. The PrintPicture program adds a few lines
of code to the UpdateFi shWi ndow() function so that program now loads a
PI CT resource and draws the fish picture stored in that resource. Figure 16-7
shows what a printed page from PrintPicture looks like.
The resource file for the PrintPicture project holds a single PI CT
resource, as shown in Figure 16-8.
The source code for PrintPicture is very similar to the code for the
previous example, PrintingDialogs. In fact, the ma i n ( ) functions used in the
two programs are identical. For that reason, the PrintPicture listing shows
only the three new constants and the new version of Update Fi shWi ndow():
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Figure 16·7
The printed output generated by the PrintPicture program.
PrintPic t ure.rsrc

libk&JEk PICTs from PrintPlcture.rsrc

~,.

0

PICT

128

Figure 16·8
The one resource used by the PrintPicture project.

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

/tdefine
/ldefi ne
/!define

rFishPicture
kPictureleft
kPictureTop

128
20
100

//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

void UpdateFishWindow( void )

• •ll.\}JI• •
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Rect
PicHandle
short
short

theRect:
thePicture;
theWidth:
theHeight;

SetRect( &theRect. kFrameLeft. kFrameTop. kFrameRight, kFrameBottom );
FrameRect( &theRect );
TextFont( systemFont );
TextSi ze( 12 ) :
MoveTo( kFrameLeft + 10, kFrameBottom - 5 >:
DrawString(•\pFish!.):
thePicture

=

GetPicture( rFishPicture );

if ( thePi cture == nil )

ExitToShell ():
theRect = (**thePicture).picFrame:
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left:
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top;
SetRect( &theRect, kPictureleft. kPictureTop.
kPictureLeft + theWidth, kPictureTop + theHeight ):
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect >:
ReleaseResource( (Handle)thePicture >:

!LlJ

If you need a refresher on working with pictures, refer to Chapter 10.

Windows and Printing
Up to this point, none of this chapter's example programs have displayed a
window. Instead, they have just printed text and graphics and then quit.
Macintosh programs don't normally print things that the user doesn't first
view in a window, of course.

WINDOWS, PRINTERS, AND PORTS
Earlier you read that the motto for Macintosh printing could be: If you can
draw it, you can print it. A more succinct version of that same motto might
be: A port is a port. You can use the same QuickDraw commands to draw
to a window and to a printer because the Macintosh· treats both a window
and a printer as a port. If you precede a QuickDraw function call with a call
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to Set Port ( ) , the results of the QuickDraw function will end up in a
window. If you precede the same QuickDraw function call with a call to
PrOpenDoc( ), the results of the QuickDraw function will end up on a sheet
of printer paper. The following snippet provides an example. It draws a
string to a window, then draws that same string to a printer:
WindowPtr theWindow:
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
THPrint thePrintRecord:
II open a window
II prepare for printing

SetPort( theWindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 l:
Drawstring< "\pDrawing to a port• l:
thePrinterPort = PrOpenDoc( thePrintRecord, nil, nil );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring{ "\pDrawing to a port• );

Of course, good programming style dictates that code shouldn't be
needlessly repeated, as it is above. So you'll want to write a single function
that can be used to draw to a window initially, update the window when
necessary, and draw the window contents to a printer:
void UpdateTestWindow( void )
I

MoveTo( 10, 20 );
DrawStri ng ( • \pDrawi ng to a port• l:

The next snippet substitutes the MoveTo() and DrawStri ng() code
used in the previous printing snippet with calls to the UpdateTes tWi ndow()
function:
WindowPtr theWindow:
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
THPrint thePrintRecord;
II open a window
II prepare for printing

SetPort( theWindow );
UpdateTestWindowCl:
thePrinterPort = PrOpenDoc( thePrintRecord, nil, nil ) ;
UpdateTestWindow();

I
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By now you should understand why this chapter's printing examples
made use of a function named UpdateFi shWi ndow( ). From your readings in
Chapter 7 you're familiar with window updating. By now you've probably
wrinen at least a small program of your own that draws to a window and
handles the redrawing to that window in response to update events. No
doubt your program employs functions with names similar to
UpdateWindow ( ). Now that you're about to incorporate printing into your
programs, there's no need to change your programming practices. To
handle the printing of a window, first prepare for printing as described in
this chapter. Then call the window's update routine, as done in the above
snippet.

EXAMPLE PROGRAM: PRINTWINDOW
The PrintWindow program prints the same graphics as the PrintPicture
program: a rectangle, a short string, and a picture of a fish. The
P1intWindow program also displays those graphics in a window, as shown
in Figure 16-9.
i lill

New Window

Figure 16·9

The window displayed by the Printing Window program.
After the window appears on the screen, the printing style dialog box
opens. After that dialog box is dismissed, the job dialog box opens (see
Figure 16-10). Clicking on the OK or Print bunon sends the conte nts of the
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window to the printer. The job dialog box will be dismissed , but the
w indow will remain on the screen. To end the program, click the mouse
button.
_D_
e s_k=
W-rl_
te_r_-=---~---~-=.ioo;.$.'
Quality:

Pages:

Q Bes t
@Normal
O Draft
Coples:

I

I

@ All
0 From:

D

To:

D

Page Order.
O Print Back to Front

n

DK

D

~
~
Help

Figure 16· 10

The printing job dialog box obscures part of the window, like the printing style
dialog box, necessitating an update.
PrintWindow calls UpdateFi s hWi ndow() three times. The first call is
made to initially draw the graphics to the newly opened w indow. The
second call is made from within an application-defmed printing routine
named Pr i ntF i s hW ind ow ( ) . The last call is made to update the window. In
Figure 16-10 you can see that the printing job dialog box obscures a part of
the window. When the job dialog box is dismissed, the part of the w indow
that was obscured needs to be redrawn. The third call to
UpdateFi s hWindow() takes care of that:
InitializePrinting():
theWindow • GetNewWindow( rFishWindow. nil. (WindowPtr l-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
UpdateFi sh Window () :
Pri ntFi shWi ndow( ):
SetPort( theWindow );
UpdateFishWindow();

I •
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Your own full-featured programs won't have printing dialog boxes that mysteriously pop out at
users. Instead, they will appear in response to File menu commands that you'll name Page Setup
and Print.
In response to a Page Setup selection, your program should simply call PrSt lDi al og ().
Handling the Print menu item takes a little extra work-but not alot. You've already seen the code
for displaying the printing job dialog box. The extra work comes into play if your program allows
more than one window to be open at atime. If it does, you'll need to call the correct update routine
to make sure the correct window contents go to the printer.
The Print menu item should print the contents of the frontmost window. You can call
FrontWi ndow() to get a Wi ndowPtr to that window. If you're using the multiple window
handling technique described in Chapter 7, you'll then find out what type of window is to be
printed. After that, call the correct update function. That code might look something like this:

switch ( theWindowType )
l

case kTextWindow:
UpdateTextWindow();
break:
case kPictureWindow:
UpdatePictureWi ndow();
break ;

PrintWindow handles the creation of the program's print record a little
differently from t11e preceding examples. Because a program needs only
one print record and because that print record needs to be allocated and
initialized only one tin1e, the program handles these tasks in a short
application-defined routine. The program also makes the print record
handle a global variable so that it can be used outside of this function:
THPrint gPrintRecord;
void InitializePrinting( void )
(

gPrintRecord (THPri nt )NewHandleClear ( si zeof( TP ri nt ) );
PrOpen( l ;
PrintDefault( gPrintRecord );
PrClose(l :
a
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The I n i ti a1 i z e Pr i nti ng ( ) routine serves as a good reminder that
PrOpen () must be called before a Printing Manager function can be
invoked. It also shows that a call to PrOpen () must be paired with a call to
PrCl ose(). While the program could wait until a later time to make the call
to Pr C1os e ( ) , it's best to call this routine immediately after the current printrelated task is complete. Both PrO pen ( ) and Pr C1os e ( ) can be called again
when the program performs another printing chore. This is in fact what the
PrintingWindow program does in its Pri ntFi shWi ndow() routine:
!! ________________________________________
Iii ncl ude <Printing.h>
!! ________________________________________
//define
rFishWindow
128
f/defi ne
rFishPicture
128
//define
kFrameLeft
100
//define
kFrameRight
150
//define
kFrameTop
50
/ldefi ne
kFrameBottom
70
//define
kPictureLeft
20
/ldefi ne
kPictureTop
100
!! ________________________________________
THPrint gPrintRecord:
//

________________________________________

void main( void )
{

WindowPtr theWindow:
InitializeToolbox();
InitializePrinting();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( rFishWindow, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow >:
UpdateFishWindow():
PrintFishWindow();
SetPort( theWindow );
UpdateFishWindow():
while ( ! Button() )

!! ________________________________________
void PrintFishWindow( void
{

TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
Boolean userClickedOK:
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PrOpen();
userClickedOK = PrStlDialog( gPrintRecord );
userClickedOK = PrJobDialog( gPrintRecord );
if ( userClickedOK == true )
I

thePrinterPort .. PrOpenDoc( gPrintRecord, nil, nil ) ;
PrOpenPage( thePri nterPort. nil ) ;
UpdateFishWindow();
PrClosePage( thePrinterPort );
PrCloseDoc( thePrinterPort );
I

PrCl ose();
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void UpdateFishWindow( void )
{

Rect
theRect;
PicHandle thePicture;
short theWidth;
short theHeight;
SetRect( &theRect. kFrameLeft, kFrameTop. kFrameRight, kFrameBottom );
FrameRect( &theRect );
TextFont( systemFont l;
TextSize( 12 );
MoveTo( kFrameLeft + 10, kFrameBottom - 5 );
DrawString("\pFish!");
thePicture .. GetPicture( rFishPicture );
if ( the Picture == nil )
Exi tToShe 11();
theRect = (**thePicture).picFrame;
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left:
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top;
SetRect( &theRect. kPictureLeft, kPictureTop,
kPictureLeft + theWidth, kPictureTop + theHeight );
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );
ReleaseResource( (Handle)thePicture );
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

void InitializePrinting( void )
{

gPrintRecord = (THPrint)NewHandleClear( sizeof( TPrint ) );
PrOpen ( ):
PrintDefault( gPrintRecord );
PrClose();
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Printing Reference
This section describes the most commonly used Printing Manager routines.
These functions prepare a program for printing and display the two
standard printing dialog boxes.

INITIALIZING PRINTING
Before printing, create a print record. The print record holds information
about printer features and information about the user's preferences for the
current print job.

NewHandleClear{ )
Call NewHandl eCl ear() to allocate memory for a print record- a TPri nt
structure:
THPrint thePrintRecord:
thePrintRecord = (THPrint)NewHandleClear( sizeof( TPrint ) );

PrintDefault( )
To initialize the fields of a new print record, call Pri ntDefaul t(). These
default values will be changed by the user when he or she sets options in
the printing style and printing job dialog boxes:
THPrint thePrintRecord;
PrintDefault( thePrintRecord ) :

The one parameter to Pr i nt Def au l t ( ) is a handle to a print record.
This is the handle returned by NewHandleClear() when the print record
was created.
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PrOpen()
Before calling any Printing Manager functions, open the current printer
driver by calling PrOpen ( ) . The current driver is the one that was last
selected in the Chooser. Each call to PrOpen ( ) must be balanced with a call
to Pr C1ose ( ) :
PrOpen():

PrClose{)
When through with a printer driver, call PrCl ose( ). A call to PrCl ose()
must be preceded somewhere in your code by a call to PrOpen( ):
PrClose();

PRINTING GRAPHICS PORTS
All printing takes place via a printing graphics port. Your program needs to
create such a port before printing can take place.

PrOpenDoc( )
To create and initialize a new printing graphics port, call PrOpenDoc( ). This
routine tells the system to send the results of all subsequent calls to
QuickDraw routines to a printer rather than a window:
TPPrPort
THPrint
TPPrPort
Ptr

thePrinterPort;
thePrintRecord;
theExistingPort = nil;
theIOBuffer .. nil;

thePrinterPort

=

PrOpenDoc( thePrintRecord, theExistingPort, theIOBuffer );

The first parameter to PrOpenDoc() is a handle to a print record. This is
the handle returned by NewHandl eCl ear() when the print record was
created. The second parameter is used when working with an existing
printing graphics port. The third parameter is used to specify an area in
memory that can be used as a printing buffer. Ym~'ll normally pass a value
of n i 1 for both of these parameters. Balance a call to PrOpenDoc () with a
call to PrC 1oseDoc ( ) .
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PrCloseDoc( )
When finished with a printing graphics port, call PrCl oseDoc( ). The one
parameter is the pointer to the printing graphics port that was returned by
the prior call to PrOpenDoc( ):
TPPrPort thePrinterPort;
PrCl oseDoc( thePri nterPort ) ;

PRINTING
Printing of a page takes place when the Printing Manager function
PrOpenPage() is called. A call to PrCl osePage() terminates the printing of
the page.

PrOpenPage( )
To begin printing a page, call PrOpenPage (). Once this call has been made,
the results of all subsequent QuickDraw commands will appear on a printed
page:
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
PrOpenPage( thePri nterPort, nil ) :

The first parameter in PrOpenPage() is the pointer to the printing
graphics port that was returned by PrOpenDoc( ). The second parameter is
used only with older printers that support delayed printing. You'll generally
pass a value of nil here. To end the printing of a page, call
PrCl osePage( ). Balance a call to PrOpenPage() with a call to
PrCl osePage( ).

PrOosePage()
When a page has been printed, call Pr Cl osePage ( ) . The parameter in
PrOpenPage() is the pointer to the printing graphics port that was returned
by PrOpenDoc( ):
TPPrPort thePrinterPort:
Pr Cl osePage( thePri nterPort ) ;
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THE STANDARD PRINDNG DIALOG BOXES
The Printing .Manager provides two standard dialog boxes that let Mac
programmers add a uniform printing interface to their applications.

[3]PrStlDialog( )
To display the standard printing style dialog box, call PrStl Di al og(). This
dialog box offers the user a chance to change printer settings such as page
orientation and paper size. Changes made by the user will be applied in
subsequent print jobs:
THPrint thePrintRecord:
Boolean userClickedOK:
userClickedOK = PrStlOialog( thePrintRecord ):

The one parameter in Pr St 1Di a 1og ( ) is a handle to a print record. You
should pass Pr St 1Di a 1og ( ) the TIIPrint variable that was returned by
NewHandl eCl ear(). After the user dismisses the style dialog box,
Pr St 1Di a 1 og ( ) will return a value of true if the user clicked on the OK
button or fa l s e if the Cancel button was clicked.

PrJobDialog( )
To display the standard printing job dialog box, call PrJobDi a 1og(). This
dialog box offers the user the chance to change document printing settings
such as the number of copies to print and the quality at which the pages
should be printed. Clicking on the OK or Print button in this dialog will start
the print job:
THPrint thePrintRecord:
Boolean userClickedOK;
userClickedOK = PrJobOialog( thePrintRecord );
if ( userClickedOK == true )
II execute printing code
else
II skip the printing code

The one parameter used by PrJobDi a 1og () is a handle to a print
record. You should pass PrJobDi a 1og() the THPri nt variable that was
returned by NewHandl eCl ear(). After the user dismisses the style dialog
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box, PrJobDi a 1og() will return a value of true if the user clicked on the
Print button or fa l s e if the Cancel button was clicked. If the user cancels
the print job, your code should avoid making the call to PrOpenPage() that
normally starts the print job.
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PowerPC
Programming
ou've seen that the CD that accompanies this book holds
four project versions for each example program. For every
example, there are two Symantec projects and two Metrowerks
projects. That means that whether you have the Symantec IDE
or the Mettowerks IDE, you will be able to build both a 68K
applicatio and a PPC (PowerPC) application for each of the
dozens of xample programs. You may have also noticed that
for any giv n example program, both the 68K project and the
PPC projeq use the same source code file and the same resource
file - so i~ may seem unnecessary for you to create two versions
of any on program. In this appendix you'll see why a developer
might wan to create these two versions. More impo rtant, you'll
see how y0u can easily combine these two versions into a single
application that satisfies owne rs of bo th 68K-based and PPCbased Macs.

Y

Native PowerPC Code and Backward
Compatillility
As mentioned in Chapter 1, before 1994 all Macintosh computers

used one of the Motorola 680x0 micro processors: the 68000,
68020, 68030, or 68040. Starting in 1994, Macintosh models began
to appear that used one of the new PowerPC 601 microprocessors.

APPENDIXES

After source code is compiled and linked, the resulting program, or
stand-alone application, consists of computer instructions. Different
microprocessors recognize different sets of instructions. That's why a
program built for a Macintosh won't run on a PC-compatible computer, and
vice versa. So how is it that older programs, built to run on Macs driven by
one of the 680x0 microprocessors, can run on newer PowerPC-based Macs?
And how do newer programs, applications using PowerPC instructions,
remain backward-compatible with older Macs? The answer is twofold,
involving emulation and fat binary applications.

68K EMULATION
Each PowerPC-based Macintosh has emulation software, software that
enables the computer to understand instructions from the instruction set of
the 680x0 microprocessors. When a PowerPC-based Mac runs a program
that consists of 680x0 instructions, it funnels the instructions through the
emulation software. The emulation software, in effect, converts 680x0
instructions to PowerPC instructions and then passes the converted instructions on to the PowerPC microprocessor.
While emulation enables a program built to run on a 680XO-based
Macintosh to also run on a PowerPC-based Macintosh, the program will not
take advantage of the enhanced speed of the PowerPC microprocessor. The
instruction conversions that the emulator is responsible for take time. The
time spent converting instructions from one instruction set to the other
offsets the speed difference between the old 680x0 microprocessors and the
new PowerPC microprocessors.

NATIVE POWERPC CODE
If you'd like to compile your source code so that the resulting application
does take advantage of the fast PowerPC-based Macs, you'll want to use an
integrated development environment, or IDE, that generates native
PowerPC code. Such an IDE produces a program that consists of instructions from the PowerPC instruction set rather than the 68oxo instruction set.
The result? A program that runs on a PowerPC-based Mac without the
assistance - and subsequent delays - of the emulator software. If you
own a Metrowerks CodeWarrior IDE, you're all set. Every version of
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CodeWarrior includes a compiler that generates 680x0 code and a compiler
that generates native PowerPC code. If you use the Symantec IDE, you'll
need to use version 8.0 or later; prior versions didn't include a compiler that
produces native PowerPC code.
The advantage of producing a program that consists of native code is
that it runs faster on a PPC-based Mac than a program generated from a
compiler that produces 680x0 code does. The disadvantage is that a
PowerPC native program can't run on 680x0-based Macintosh. This limits its
usefulness, since owners of older Macs can't use it. This potential dilemma
can be solved by creating a fat binary application.

FAT BINARY APPUCATIONS
A fat binary application, also referred to as a fat binary or fat app, is a
Macintosh application that holds two versions of a single program. Within
the application are both native PowerPC code and 680xO code. When this
one program is launched on an older 68K-based Mac, the section of the
program that holds the 680x0 code gets loaded into memory. If this same
program is instead launched on a PPC-based Mac, the PowerPC code gets
loaded into memory.
The advantage of making an application a fat app is that not only
owners of both old and new Macs can run the program (after all, that's also
true for an older 68K-based application), but also owners of PPC-based
Macs get to enjoy the speed gains of their fast PowerPC microprocessor.
That's because the fat app will run the fast PowerPC native version of the
code on a PPC-based Macintosh.
The only disadvantage of making an application a fat app is that it
occupies more disk space because it holds two versions of the application
code. With the falling prices for large hard drives, this disadvantage is
becoming a trivial one.

Creating a fat app
To create a fat application, you first create a 68K project and generate a
680x0 version of a program. That is, you build a 68K program just as you
normally would. After that, you create a PPC project, just as if you were
instead generating a PPC version of the same program. The PPC project has
one new addition to it, however: You'll add the 68K application to the PPC
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project. When you then generate the PPC version of the program, your IDE
will embed the code and resources from the 68K program into the PPC
program. The result w ill be a single application that holds two versions of
code - a far app.
The next two sections use the SimpleMovie example from Chapter 1 to
provide a specific example of how you can build a fat app using e ither
Metrowerks CodeWarrior or the Symantec IDE.

Creating a fat app using Metrowerks CodeWarrior
If you're using CodeWarrior, first create a 68K version of the program you
wish to rum into a far app. On this book's CD you will fmd a folder named
XA PowerPC, which holds an example that uses the SimpleMovie program.
The project shown at the top of Figure A-1 shows how the 68K project
looks using the CW6 version of CodeWarrior.
After building and resting the 68K version of the program, create a PPC
project. Add the same source code file you used for the 68K version , as
shown in the project at the bottom of Figure A-1. Again, this figure is from
the CW6 version of CodeWarrior. Next, add the 68K application to this PPC
project. CodeWarrior lets you add an ap plication to a project just as you'd
add a source code file, resource file, or library.
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Figure A·l
CodeWarrior 68K and PPC projects used in the creation of o fat opp.
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Because the application holds the resources for the program, there's no

l1J need to add the resource file to d1e PPC version. TI1e fat app needs only

one set of resources, and it gets it from ilie 68K program that CodeWarrio r
merges into the application.
When you select Make from the Project menu, CodeWarrio r will create a
single application that holds both the 68K code and the PPC code.

Creating afat app using Symantec (++
If you're using ilie Symantec C++ 8.0 IDE, you actually have two development environments: the THINK Project Manager, which is used to generate
68K applications, and the Symantec Project Manager, w hich is used to
generate PPC applications. You can build a fat app as follows: First, run ilie
THINK Project Manager and create a 68K version of the program. On iliis
book's CD you w ill find a folder named XA PowerPC that contains an
example that uses the SimpleMovie program. The project shown at the top
of Figure A-2 shows how the 68K project looks using the TIIINK Project
Manager that is included on the Symantec C++ 8.0 CD.
After building and testing the 68K version of the program, quit the
IBINK Project Manager and launch the Symantec Project Manager. Create a
PPC project. Add the same source code file you used for the 68K version, as
shown in the project at the bottom of Figure A-2.
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Symantec 68K and PPC p roiects used in the creation of a fat opp.
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As shown in Figure A-2, at the time of this writing the two Symantec

LLJ development environments have a different look. Soon, Symantec will

release a version of its IDE that will provide a more uniform look to the two
types of projects, 68K and PPC.
~
Because you'll be merging the 68K application, which holds the
resources for the program, into the PPC version, there's no need to add the
resource file to the PPC version. The fat app needs only one set of resources, and it gets it from the 68K program that Symantec C++ merges into
the application.
Next, select Options from the Project menu. Click on the Project Type
icon at the left of the Project Options dialog box, and then check the Merge
checkbox. Click on the Select application button to bring up a dialog box
that lets you select a 68K application to merge with the PPC application
you're going to build from this project. Figure A-3 shows that the
SirnpleMovie68K application will be merged.
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Figure A-3

Using the Symantec Project Manager to specify that a 68K application be
merged with a PowerPC application.
After dismissing the Project Options dialog box, select Build Application
from the Project menu. The Symantec Project Manager will then create a
single application that holds both the 68K code and the PowerPC code.

Copland
Programming
A

ppendix A, PowerPC Progranuning, discusses compatibility across
microprocessors. This appendix deals with compatibility across
operating systems. At the time of this writing, Apple's much-anticipated new
system 8 operating system - better known by its original code name,
Copland - has not been released. When it does become available, it will
offer Ma tosh users an interface with a whole new look and a host of new
features. few of those features are:
isual and behavioral consistency among interface elements such
• Impro ed, more flexible ftle management.
• Better r emory protection.
• On-screen assistance to aid users in setting up and performing
complex tasks.
When Copland is released, it will offer the Macintosh developer a large
set of new Toolbox routines with which this added functionality can be
incorporated into newly developed programs. While the details of the
routines that will be in the new Copland Toolbox have yet to be made
public, there are still some steps you can take to ensure that your program
will work well with Copland.
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Copland Code and Backward Compatibility
Apple is going to great lengths to see to it that existing programs don't
"break" when run on the Copland operating system. In doing so, Apple is
doing much of the work for you - programs like the ones in this book
should all work well now and when System 8 arrives. If you write a Mac
program now, however, there are a few things you can watch for to ensure
that your program makes a smooth transition to Copland. Because Copland
hasn't been released at the time of this writing, there are many unknowns
regarding what it will do and just how it will do it. Apple has, however,
provided several hints for Macintosh developers.
Rather than dealing with how to take advantage of the new features that
will be added to the operating system, most of the tips Apple has supplied
are aimed at keeping current programs compatible with Copland. The
following sections describe some of the key points to watch for as you
program the Mac.

SYSTEM 7.5 AND COPLAND
If you write programs that behave well on a machine running System 7.5,
you're on your way to programming for Copland. That's because besides
adding new Toolbox routines, Copland supports the Toolbox routines used
under System 7.5.
~ All of the example programs included in this book - and on the CD were developed on Macs running System 7.5.

11.J

EXTENSIONS
Included in the Copland operating system will be many of the features that
are now available only as system software extensions. That means extensions like QuickTime and QuickDraw 3D will disappear. It also means that
all Macintosh users who have Copland on their machines will have access
to these dynamic elements of the Macintosh. Programs that currently make
use of extensions - like the QuickTime movie examples in this
book - will still work when run under Copland.
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If you create a program that is "Copland only" - that is, requires
Copland in order to run - you can assume that all users of your program
will be able to take advantage of any parts of your program that make use
of the features now supported by system software extensions. If your
program is to be backward-compatible with System 7.5, it will still need to
check to see if the user has the necessary extension or extensions on his or
her Macintosh.
The development of extensions is beyond the scope of this book and
isn't discussed in this text. While system software extensions are usually
thought of as being supplied by Apple, any knowledgeable programmer
can write an extension. Obviously, now is not the time to write your own
extension because Copland is imminent.

USER•DEFINED INTERFACE
Copland will enable users to personalize their computers by changing the
look of the interface. This may seem to contradict the previously mentioned
Copland goal of improving interface consistency. The degree to which users
can make changes, however, will be limited by a number of themes. Each
theme is a set of designs. Users will be able to choose an interface design
set that provides a certain desired look to the desktop and applications. At
any time, a user can switch to a different theme. While different themes will
provide different interface looks, the interface functionality - the way
windows, menus, and controls operate - will remain constant for each.
Because the user will be able to change the look of interface elements,
your programs shouldn't make assumptions about certain aspects of these
elements. For example, while the default background color for all windows
is now white, under Copland your program shouldn't make this assumption.
If currently your program for some reason clears a window by filling it with
a white pattern, you'll want to change this behavior. If the user chooses an
interface design set that uses nonwhite windows, your application's white
window will look out of place. It also won't update properly when the user
obscures the window and then again brings the window to the forefront. If
you don't make the change now, at least comment your source code so that
you can easily make the change when you modify your program for
Copland:
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** Copland note: change the following "white-out" code
SetRect( &theRect, 0, 0, kWindowWidth, kWindowHeight );
FillRect( &theRect, &qd.white ):
II

DATA STRUCTURE ACCESS
In this book you've seen emphasis placed on accessing Apple data structure

fields through the use of accessor functions. Consider the changing of the
fill pattern used by the graphics pen as an example. Rather than changing
the pnPat field of a window's Graf Port data structure directly, you use the
Pen Pat ( ) function:
WindowPtr theWindow:
SetPort( theWindow ):
theWindow->pnPat = qd.ltGray;
PenPat( &qd.ltGray );

II works, but improper!
II works, and is proper

The use of Toolbox functions such as Pen Pat ( ) free you, the programmer, from memorizing the fields of Apple-defined data structures such as
the Graf Port. Using these functions also gives Apple the freedom to make
changes to the fields of a data structure should the need arise. In doing this,
Apple would make corresponding changes to the definition of Toolbox
functions used to access fields of the structure. All these changes would be
hidden from the programmer; you would go on using the Toolbox functions
as you always have.
Because there isn't a Toolbox routine to access every field of every
Apple-defined data structure, programmers have occasionally found the
need to access a data structure field directly. Knowing this, Apple has been
reluctant to make changes to data structures. If they did, the existing code of
some programmers would break.
Along with Copland comes a host of new accessor functions. These
new Copland Toolbox routines will eliminate the need for any programmer
to access Apple-defined data structure fields directly. This affords Apple the
luxury of knowing that if improvements warrant the change of data
structure fields, these changes can be made safely. To keep your code
compatible with Copland, it's more important than ever to avoid directly
accessing data structure fields - always use the provided accessor Toolbox
functions.
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GRAPHICS
QuickDraw graphic routines have been a part of the Mac's system software
since the first Macintosh. Recently, two new versions of QuickDraw have
been added to the original - QuickDraw GX and QuickDraw 3D. The
code that programs use to gain the functionality offered by the two newer
QuickDraw versions is found in system extensions. In Copland, those
extensions will disappear. The code for the Toolbox routines for all three
versions of QuickDraw will henceforth be a part of the system software
found on all Macintosh computers.
Copland will use a common code base to implement all versions of
QuickDraw. The result will be improved performance: Drawing will be
accelerated. Copland will support all current Toolbox graphics routines, so
the graphics your programs now use will not only work under Copland, their
performance will also improve with no programming effort on your part.
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What's on the CD?

O

n the CD included with this book, you'll find a folder named
IDG Sydow Book Examples. Simply double-click on the CD-ROM
icon to display the folder and its contents.

About This CD
The IDG S dow Book Examples folder holds the source code for all of the
example programs found in the book. Because IDG Books wants these fi.les
to be usab e by all readers - regardless of which compiler they own - the
examples are provided in a variety of formats. Within the IDG Sydow Book
Examples folder you'll find two more folders. If you own Metrowerks
CodeWarrior, you'll use the projects and C language source code ftles found
in the Metrowerks Versions folder. If you use a Symantec compiler such as
the THINK C or Symantec C++ compiler, you'll use the projects and C
language source code files found in the Symantec Versions folder. Additionally, whether you program for the Mac or the new PowerPC Macintosh,
you'll fmd a project that works for you.
Once you've found the appropriate folder that matches the compiler
you use, double-dick on it to open it. In it you'll find sixteen more folders
- one for each chapter in the book. Open one of these subfolders and
you'll find that each chapter example has its project and source code in its
own folder. Consider the SimpleMovie program - the second example in
Chapter 1. The project and source code ftles for this example can be found
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in the P02 Simple Movie folder in the COl Introduction folder. Here, "COl"
stands for Chapter 1 and "P02" stands for program 2. This naming convention applies no matter which compiler your using.
Besides the IDG Sydow Book Examples folder, which holds all of the
example code, you'll find a Goodies folder. In this folder are a variety of
shareware and public domain software that you'll find useful in your
programming endeavors. One example is the SoundApp utility. This
program allows you to convert sound files from one format to another - a
useful trick for turning just about any sound ftle into one that can be used
by your own Mac programs. Chapter 13 provides more details about
SoundApp. As you read the book, occasionally browse through the Goodies
folder to see if any of the programs apply to the topic your studying.

Index

• A•
A5 World area, 102

mcActionPiay, 591-592
mcActionSetLooping, 590
mcActionSetLooplsPalindrome,
591
AddResource() function, 607-609,
639-640
AIFF (Audio Inte rchange File
Format), 460-463
AIFF files
converting to Finder file, 480-482

opening, 495
playing, 496
AIFF-C (Audio Interchange File
Format Extension for
Compression), 460-463
AIFF-C files
opening, 495
playing, 496
alert boxes
See a lerts
Alert() function, 214, 312-314, 320
alert handling , source ccxie, 312-314
alerts
audible, 214
definition, 270
displaying, 320-321
example, 314-315
icons, 312, 320-321
posting,95,214
resources, 270-271
ALRT, 311-312
DITI, 311- 312
sounds,454-455, 500-501
text for, 77, 94-95
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Alerts program, 314-315
ALRT resource, 271
AppendResMenu( ) function,
203-204,224
APPL file type, 505
Apple menu
item names, 227-228
item selection, 213-215, 227-228
launching desktop objects, 224
application heap, 102-104
application partitions, 57
application stack
See stack
application-defined routines
distinguishing from Toolbox,
26-27
Audio Interchange File Format
(AIFF), 460-463
Audio Interchange File Format
Extension for Compression
(AIFF-C), 460-463

• B•
background color, 398-402, 420
backslash p (\p)
character string delimiter, 22
backslash zero (\0)
character string delimiter, 22
BeginUpdate() function, 234-236,
261
bitmapped graphics, 10-11
BlockMoveData( ) function,
605-606,639
branching, 17~179
Byte data type, 453

• c•
Caps Lock key, detecting, 172-173
CautionAlert() function, 312, 320
character strings
delimiters, 22
getting, 76,94
Str255 variable type, 22
checkboxes, in dialog boxes,
283-285
clip-art, pasting, 59-60
clipping region, 241-245
changing,242-245, 262
example, 245-247
restoring, 262-263
ClippingUpdate program, 245-247
ClipRect( ) function, 243-245, 262
CloseMovieFile( ) function,
513-515, 582
CloseOneMovie( ) function, 545
ClosePoly( ) function, 366-367, 388
CloseResFile() function, 96, 638
CloseRgn() function, 370, 391
Code Warrior, 47-49
color monitors, pixel coordinates,
10-11
Color Picker, 403-406, 421
example,406--408
multiple color settings, 409-410
See also color
ColorDialog program, 439-440
ColorMenus program, 449
ColorPattem program, 416--418
colors
background,398-402,420
black, 398

INDEX

dialog boxes, 439-440
ResEdit, 433-434
Resorcerer, 435-436, 438
drawing in, 420-422
foreground,398-399,420
menus, 440-442
ResEdit, 442--446
Resorcerer, 446-449
multiple settings, 409-410
patterns, 411-418
RGB, 396-398
shape drawing, 398-399
white, 398
windows
example,431-432
functions for, 418-419
loading,399-400,450
number of, 426
ResEdit, 426-428
Resorcerer, 428-430
See also Color Picker
ColorWindows program, 431-432
Command key
detecting, 172-173
equivalents, 218-221, 226
comments, source code, 17-18
compilers, 13,47-49
Component Manager, 535
components, 535
constants,28-29,41-42
content window part, 424
Control key, detecting, 172-173
ControlMovie program, 546-548
coordinate system, 136-137

• •

Copland code, backward compatibility, 676-679
CountlResources() function, 642
CurResFile() function, 87, 96, 497
cursors, tracking
events, 171-172, 181-183
menus, 207, 210-213, 225-226
text edit record, 358-359
windows, 264

• D•
data structures
application-defined
handles for, 124-126
pointers for, 113-116
FSSpec,634
StandardFileReply, 636
TERec, 327-328
TPrint, 644

WindowRecord,259-260
data types, 18-19
Byte, 453
DialogRecord, 271-272
EventRecord, 186-187
message field, 170
modifiers field, 172-173
what field, 168-170
when field, 171
where field, 171-172
NumVersion, 452-453
OSErr, 33-35
Pattem,375-376
Polygon, 366-367
(continued)
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data types (continued)
Region, 370-373
RGBColor, 419
Str255,295
TifPrint, 644
Ulnt8, 453
window, 259-260
WindowRecord, 230-231
dctb resource, 433, 436
desk scraps, 360
desktop objects
launching, 228
opening, 215
dialog boxes
checkboxes,283-285
closing, 316
colored, 439-440
creating, 315-316
editable text boxes, 287-288
event processing, 317
handles,getting,318
item text, 319
item values, 318-319
items, accessing, 282-283
job,652-653,666-667
making visible, 316
modal, 270
displaying, 278
functions for, 316-317
maintaining, 279-281
opening, 278
modeless, 270
displaying, 300-301
eventloops,301-302
events, 301-305

example, 305-310
functions for, 317
opening,300-301
mouse clicks, 281
Open
creating an FSSPEC file,
600-602
movies, opening, 529-531
movies, previewing, 529-531
Open preview file
movies, previewing, 532-534
pictures, adding, 292
printingjob,652-653
printing style, 650-651
radio buttons, 285-287
resources,270-271
DialogRecord data type, 271-272
DialogSelect( ) function, 317
DisposeDialog() function, 296, 316
DisposeHandle( ) function, 131
DisposeMovie() function, 524, 587
DisposeMovieController( ) function,
590
DisposePtr( ) function, 129-130
DisposeRgn( ) function, 263, 391
DisposeWindow( ) function, 249,
265,588
Dm resource, 270-271
creating, 275-277
modal dialog boxes, 278-281,
289-291
modeless dialog boxes, 300-301
DLOG resource, 270-271
creating, 273-274
modal dialog boxes, 278,
289-291

llDD

modeless dialog boxes, 300-301
Dohbutton,294-296
DocViewer, 55
double slash (//)
comment indicator, 17
DragWmdow() function, 58,
249-250, 265
DrawGrowlcon() function, 263
drawing
fill patterns, 137-139, 151-155
graphics pen, 137-139
line thickness, 137-139
lines, 148-149
ovals, 153
rectangles, 149-152
round rectangles, 154-155
shapes, 155-157
DrawMenuBar() function, 204, 225
DrawPicture( ) function, 93
DrawString() function, 24, 165, 324

• E•
edit records
activating,357
adding text, 356
creating,330-331,355
deactivating,357-358
disposing of, 330-331, 355
multiple, 350-354
user input, 331-332
editing resources, 11-13, 52-54
EndUpdate() function, 234-236,
261-262

•

EnterMovies( ) function, 508-509,
579
ErasePoly( ) function, 367, 390
EraseRect( ) function, 253
EraseRgn( ) function, 371-372, 392
error checking, 33-35
error handling, 75-81
functions for, 94-95
event loops
See main event loops
event queues, 167-168
event records, 167-168
EventBranch program, 180-186
event-driven programs, 17
EventRecord data type, 186-187
message field, 170
modifiers field, 172-173
what field, 168-170
when field, 171
where field, 171-172
events
capturing, 173-175
cursor location, 171-172, 184
definition, 16-17
details about, 170, 184
dialog related, 303-305
information about, 22
modeless dialog boxes, 301-305
modifier keys, 172-173, 184
processing, 17, 175-178, 187
time of occurrence, 171, 184
type, 168-170, 184
updateEvt, 232-236
Eventslntro program, 177-178
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examples
alerts, 314-315
Alerts program, 314-315
background color, 400-402
basic programming functions,
19-26
changing resource ID, 66
clipping region, 245-247
ClippingUpdate program,
245-247
color
dialog boxes, 439-440
menus, 449
patterns,416-418
window, 431-432
Color Picker, 406-408
ColorDialog program, 439-440
ColorMenus program, 449
ColorPattem program, 416-418
ColorWindows program, 431-432
constants, 41-42
ControlMovie program, 546-548
cursor location, 181-183
dialog boxes
colored, 439-440
job, 653-654
printingstyle,653-654
dialog boxes, modal
closing, 296
displaying, 291-293
Do It button, 294-296
ModalDialog resources,
289-291
radio buttons, 293
dialog boxes, modeless, 305-310

drawing shapes, 155-157
edit records, multiple, 350-354
error handling, 78-81
EventBranch program, 180-186
events
cursor location, 184
details about, 184
modifier keys, detecting, 184
processing, 1n-178
time of occurrence, 184
type, 184
Eventsintro program, 1!'-178
files,reading/writing,617-628
FileWriteAndRead program,
617-628
Finder file, playing, 476-479
ForeBackColor program,

400-402
foreground color, 400-402
function prototypes, 41
global coordinates, converting to
local, 181-183
global variables, 41
graphics pen, 139-141
graphics ports, setting, 146-148
GraphicsPen program, 139-141
HandleError program, 78-81
handles, 126--128
Handles program, 126--128
IntroProgram program, 19-26
loading resources, 62-72
local variables, 42
LoopingMovie program, 551-552
main event loop, 25-26
main( ) function, 21

INDEX

memory allocation
handles, 126-128
pointers, 116-120
menu bars, creating, 208-210
MenuBar program, 208-210
Menulntro program, 216-218
menus
color, 449
creating, 216-218
message field, 184
ModalDialog program, 288-299
ModelessDialog program,
305-310
modifiers field, 184
MoreMovies program, 564-577
mouse clicks, ignoring, 180-186
movies, playing
with controller, 546-548
looping, 551-552
multiple, 564-577
previewing, 535
single, 38-44
without controller, 524-529
NoControlMovie program,
524-529
partition size, changing, 64
PAT resource, 386-387
PatternRes program, 386-387
patterns, 378-379, 386-387,
416-418
PickColors program, 406-408
PickSoundFile program, 470-471
pictures
position, 69-71
printing,654-656,658-662

• •

size, 68-71
PlayFinderFile program, 476-479
PlaySoundFile program, 466-467
pointers, 116-120
Pointers program, 116-120
PolygonLetter program, 367-368
polygons, drawing, 367-368
PreviewOpenMovie program,
535
printing,648-650
PrintingDialogs program,
653-654
Printinglntro program, 648-650
PrintPicture program, 654-656
PrintWindow program, 658-662
RegionClick program, 373-375
regions, drawing, 373-375
resource files, opening, 88-90
ResourceFiles program, 88-90
ResourceLoading program,
62-72
SettingPorts program, 146-148
Shapes program, 155-157
SimpleMovie program, 38-44
sndResource program, 458-459
sound files
playing, 466-467
selecting for play, 470-471
sounds
playing, 71-72,458-459
volume, 489-491
SoundVolume program, 489-491
SysPattems program, 378-379
system pattern list, 378-379
(continued)
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examples (continued)
system software extensions,
verifying,43
TEinput program, 338-341
TEintro program, 332-333
TEMultipleEdit program, 350-354
TEScrollEdit program, 345-349
text, scrolling, 345-349
text box, 326-327, 332-333,
338-341
TextBoxprogram,326-327
Toolbox, initializing, 22-23,
42-43
universal header files, 41
variables, 21-22
viewing resources, 63
what field, 184
when field, 184
where field, 184
window color, 431-432
WindowParts program, 256-259
windows
creating, 256-259
drawing in, 23-25
opening,23
updating,236-241
WindowUpdate program,
236-241
executable code, 57
ExitToShell() function, 75-78

• F•
fat apps, 671-674
fat binary applications, 671-674

File menu, item selection, 215-216
file system specifications, 493-494,

596-600
file types, 505
files
creating,612-614
finding pathnames to, 610-614
opening,637
pathnames for, 635-636
reading, 617-628
selecting, 596-600
writing,617-628
FileWriteAndRead program,
617-628
fill patterns, 375-376
colored, 411-418
drawing, 137-139, 151-155
example,378-379,386-387,
416-418
graphics pen, 159, 422
pattern constants, 158
from pattern resource, 394, 422
polygons, 389
regions,~71-372,392

sizing,412-414
from system pattern list,
393-394
system pattern list, 376-378
FillOval() function, 153, 163
FillPoly( ) function, 367, 389
FillRect() function, 151-152, 162,
371-372
FillRgn()function,371-372,392
FillRoundRect() function, 154-155,

164
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Finderftles,461-463
converting to AIFF, 480-482
opening,497-498
playing, 473-479
See also sound files
FindFolder() function, 610-614,
635-636
FindWindow() function, 206-207,
225,264
ForeBackColor program, 400-402
foreground color, 398-402, 420
frame window part, 424
FrameOval( ) function, 153, 162,
369-372
FramePoly( ) function, 367, 389
FrameRect() function, 151-152,
161, 369-372
FrameRgn()function,371-372,391
FrameRoundRect() function,
154-155, 163-164,369-370
FSMakeFSSpec() function, 493-494,
580, 596-600,634-635
FSpCreateResFile() function,
612-614,638-Q39
FSpOpenDF() function, 463-465,
495
FSpOpenResFile() function,
473-475,497-498,637-638
FSSpec,creating,596-600,634-635
FSSPEC files, creating, 600-602 .
function prototypes, 41
functions
AddResource( ), 607-609,
639-640
Alert(),214,312-314,320

• •

AppendResMenu( ), 203-204,
224
BeginUpclate( ), 234-236, 261
BlockMoveData( ), 605-606, 639
CautionAlert(),312,320
ClipRect( ), 243-245, 262
CloseMovieFile( ), 513-515, 582
CloseOneMovie( ), 545
ClosePoly( ), 366-367, 388
CloseResFile( ), 96, 638
CloseRgn(), 370, 391
CountlResources( ), 642
CurResFile(),87,96,497
DialogSelect( ), 317
DisposeDialog( ), 296, 316
DisposeHandle( ), 131
DisposeMovie( ), 524, 587
DisposeMovieController( ), 590
DisposePtr( ), 129-130
DisposeRgn( ), 263, 391
DisposeWindow( ), 249, 265,
588
DragWindow( ), 58, 249-250,
265
DrawGrowlcon( ), 263
DrawMenuBar( ), 204, 225
DrawPicture( ),. 93
DrawString(),24, 165,324
EndUpclate( ), 23+-236, 261-262
EnterMovies(), 508-509, 579
ErasePoly( ), 367, 390
EraseRect( ), 253
EraseRgn(),371-372,392
ExitToShell(), 75-78
FillOval( ), 153, 163
(continued)
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functions (continued)
FillPoly( ), 367, 389
FillRect( ), 151-152, 162, 371-372
FillRgn( ), 371-372, 392
FillRoundRect( ), 154-155, 164
FindFolder( ), 610-614, 635--036
FindWmdow(), 206-207, 225,
264
FrameOval( ), 153, 162, 369-372
FramePoly( ), 367, 389
FrameRect( ), 151-152, 161,
369-372
FratneRgn(), 371-372, 391
FratneRoundRect( ), 154-155,
163-164, 369-370
FSMakeFSSpec( ), 493-494, 580,
596-600,634-635
FSpCreateResFile( ), 612~14,
638--039
FSpOpenl)F(),463-465,495
FSpOpenResFile( ), 473-475,
497-498,637~38

generic resource loading, 60
Gestalt(), 36-38, 507-509, 579
GetllndResource( ), 641~2
GetClip( ), 262
GetColor( ), 404-406, 421
GetControlValue( ), 283-285, 318
GetDefaultOutputVolume( ),
498-499
GetDialogltem(), 285-287, 318
GetDialogltemText( ), 287-288,
319
GetlndPattem( ), 377-378, 393-394
GetlndString(), 76,94

GetMenuHandle( ), 203-204,
215,224
GetMenuitemText( ), 227-228
GetMovieBox( ), 583
GetNewCWindow( ), 260-261,
399,418-419,450, 582-583
GetNewDialog( ), 300-301,
315-316,439
GetNewMBar( ), 202-204, 223
GetNewWmdow( ), 23, 58-60,
91,260-261,399
GetPattem( ), 394
GetPicture( ), 59-60, 91
GetPixPat( ), 422
GetResource( ), 6o, 92, 492
GetSysBeepVolume( ), 489,
500-501
GlobalToLocal( ), 181-182, 188,
393
GoToBeginningOtMovie( ), 522,

586
GrowWindow( ), 251-254, 266
HiliteMenu( ), 227
Hi"'7ord(), 211, 226, 253
InvalRect(), 254, 266
InvertPoly( ), 390
InvertRgn( ), 392
IsDialogEvent( ), 303-305, 317
IsMovieDone( ), 523, 587
KillPolyC ), 367, 389
Line(), 138, 160, 365-366,
369-370
LineTo(), 1~149, 160-161,
365-366, 369-370

INDEX

LoWord(), 211, 226-227, 253
main(), 21
MCDoAction( ), 548-551,
590-592
MCGetControllerBoundsRect( ),
539-541,589
MCGetMovie( ), 592
MCisPlayerEvent( ), 543--545,
589
MenuKey(), 221, 226
MenuSelect(), 207, 210-213,
225-226
ModalDialog( ), 279-281,
316-317
Move(), 158-159, 365-366,
369-370
MoveTo(), 24, 137-138, 158,
365-366,369-370
MoviesTask( ), 522-523, 586-587
NewHandle( ), 121-124,
130-131
NewHandleClear( ), 663
NewMovieController( ), 538,
588--589
NewMovieFromFile( ), 511-513,
581-582
NewPtr( ), 109-113, 128-149
NewRgn(), 245,263,371,390
NoteAlert( ), 312, 320
NumToString( ), 24-25
OffsetRect( ), 584
OpenDeskAcc( ), 215, 228
OpenMovieFile( ), 510-511, 581
OpenPoly( ), 366-367, 388
OpenResFile( ), 85-87, 96

•
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OpenRgn(),370, 390-391
PaintOval( ), 153, 163, 371-372
PaintPoly( ), 389
PaintRect(), 151-152, 162
PaintRgn( ), 391
PaintRoundRect( ), 154-155, 164
ParamText(), 77,94-95
PenPat( ), 138-139, 159
PenPixPat( ), 422
PenSize(), 138, 159
PlayOneMovie( ), 523
PrCloseDoc( ), 646, 665
PrClosePage( ), 646-648, 665
PrjobDialog( ), 652-653, ~7
PrOpen(),645,664
PrOpenPage(),646--648,665
PrStlDialog( ), 651
PtlnRgn( ), 393
RemoveResource( ), 640-641
RGBBackColor( ), 399, 420
RGBForeColor( ), 398, 420
SelectWindow( ), 251, 266
SetClip(), 243--245, 262-263
SetControlValue( ), 283--287, 319
SetDefaultOutputVolume( ),
486-488,499-500
SetDialogltemText( ), 29S-,.296,
319
SetMenuBar( ), 203--204, 223-224
SetMovieBox( ), 519, 584
SetMovieGWorld( ), 515-516,
585
SetPort(), 23, 144-146, 160, 264
SetRect( ), 150-155, 161
(continued)
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functions (continued)
SetSysBeepVolume( ), 488-489,
501
ShowWindow( ), 92, 267, 316,
585
SizeWmdow( ), 253, 267,
584-585
SndPlay( ), 71-72, 93, 455-458,
492-493
SndSoundManagerVersion( ),
491
SndStartFilePlay( ), 465-466, 496
StandardGetFile( ), 468-470, 494,
637
StandardGetFilePreview( ),
494-495, 530-531, 580-581
StartMovie( ), 586
StopAlert(),95, 312,321
StringToNum( ), 24
SysBeep(),214,455,492
TEActivate( ), 328, 357
TEAutoView( ), 342, 358
TEClick( ), 358-359
TECopy(),344-345,359
TECut( ), 344-345, 359
TEDeactivate( ), 357-358
TEDispose( ), 330-331, 355
TEFromScrap( ), 360
lEidle( ), 334-335, 357
lEKey( ), 331-332, 356
TENew(),330--331,355
TEPaste( ), 344-345, 360
TETextBox(),324,354-355
TEToScrap( ), 360
TEUpdate( ), 331, 356-357

TrackBox(),254,267-268
TrackGoAway( ), 249, 264-265
UnionRgn(),372-373,392
UniquellD(),608-609,641
UseResFile(),86-87,97,497
WaitNextEventO, 15, 17,
173-177, 187
WriteResource( ), 640
ZeroScrap( ), 360
ZoomWindow(),255,268

• G•
generic resource loading, 60
Gestalt() function, 36-38, 507-509,
579
GetlindResource() function,
641--042
GetClip() function, 262
GetColor() function, 404-406, 421
GetControlValue( ) function,
283-285, 318
GetDefaultOutputVolume()
function, 498-499
GetDialogltem( ) function, 285-287,
318
GetDialogltemText( ) function,
287-288, 319
GetlndPattem( ) function, 377-378,
393-394
GetlndString( ) function, 76, 94
GetMenuHandle() function,
203-204,215, 224
GetMenultemText() function,
227-228
GetMovieBox( ) function, 583

INDEX

GetNewCWindow() function,
260-261,399,418-419, 450,
582-583
GetNewDialog() function, 300-301,
315-316,439
GetNewMBar( ) function, 202-204,
223
GetNewWindow() function, 23,
58-60,91, 260-261, 399
GetPattern( ) function, 394
GetPicture( ) function, 59-60, 91
GetPixPat( ) function, 422
GetResource( ) function, 60, 92, 492
GetSysBeepVolume( ) function,
489, 500-501
global coordinates, converting to
local, 181-183
global variable names, 27-28
global variables, 41
GlobalToLocal() function, 181-182,
188, 393
GoToBeginningOfMovie( ) function, 522, 586
graphics pen
example, 139-141
fill patterns, 159
line size, 159
line thickness, 138
moving, 137-138, 158-159
graphics ports, setting, 146-148,
160,264
graphics world, 515
GraphicsPen program, 139-141
GrowWindow() function, 251-254,
266

• •

• H•
HandleError program, 78-81
handles, 126-128
application-defined data structures, 124-126
example, 126-128
getting,318
memory, 106-108
application calls, 121-124
application-defined data
structures, 124-126
example, 126-128
functions for, 130-131
master pointer, 120
Toolbox calls, 121
menu, 224
resources, 60
Handles program, 126-128
heap, 102-104
hilite window part, 424
HiliteMenu( ) function, 227
HiWord() function, 211, 226, 253

• I •
ictb resource, creating, 436-438
IDE (Integrated Development
Environment), 47-49
#include directive, 31
inContent part code, 250-251
inDrag part code, 249-250
inGoAway part code, 249
inGrow part code, 251-254
Integrated Development Environment (IDE), 47-49
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IntroProgram, 19-26
IntroProgram.c file, 20
InvalRect() function, 254, 266
InvertPoly( ) function, 390
InvertRgn() function, 392
inZoomln part code, 254-255
inZoomOut part code, 254-255
IsDialogEvent() function, 303-305,
317
IsMovieDone( ) function, 523, 587

• J•
job dialog box, 653-654

• K•
KillPoly( ) function, 367, 389

• L•
library, 48
Line( ) function, 138, 160, 365-366,
369-370
lines
drawing, 138, 148--149, 160-161
thickness, 137-139, 159
LineTo() function, 148-149,
160-161,365-366,369-370
linker, 13
loading resources, 56-62
functions for, 91-92
local variables
example, 42
names, 27-28

LoopingMovie program, 551-552
loops, main event, 18, 25-26
LoWord() function, 211, 226-227,
253

• M•
Macintosh
PowerPC-based
See PPC-based Macintosh
680x0-based
See 68K-based Macintosh
Macintosh Toolbox functions
See functions
main event loops, 18
example, 25-26
modeless dialog boxes, 301-302
QuickTime movies, 542-545
switch statement, 178--179
main( ) function, 21
MBAR resource, creating, 199-200,
200-201
mcActionGetLooping action
constant, 591
mcActionGetLooplsPalindrome
action constant, 591
mcActionPlay action constant,
591-592
mcActionSetLooping action constant, 590
mcActionSetLooplsPalindrome
action constant, 591
MCDoAction( ) function, 548--551,
590-592

INDEX

MCGetControllerBoundsRect( )
function,539-541, 589
MCGetMovie( ) function, 592
.MCisPlayerEvent() function,
543-545,589
mctb resource, 441-449
memory
allocating, 128-131, 245
allocating nonrelocatable blocks,
109-113
application partition, 99-102
fragmentation, 102-104, 109-113
freeing, 129-131,263
handles, 106-108
application calls, 121-124
application-defined data
structures, 124-126
functions for, 130-131
master pointer, 120
Toolbox calls, 121
heap, 102-104
master pointer, 106-108
nonrelocatable blocks, 104-106
pointers, 104-106
application calls, 109-113
application-defined data
structures, 113-116
functions for, 128-130
location in stack, 111
Toolbox calls, 109
relocatable blocks, 106-108
resource usage, 57-58
stack, 102

II 111

memory allocation, 109-113
handles, 126-128
pointers, 116-120
menu bars
creating, 202-204,208-210,223,
225
functions for, 223-225
handling mouse clicks, 204-207,
210-213
menu handle, 224
menu item ID, 226, 253
menu item number, 226-227, 253
menu items, selecting, 211
menu lists, making current, 223-224
menu names, highlighting, 227
menu parts, 441-442
MENU resource
creating
for Apple menu, 193-195
for File menu, 195-197
with ResEdit, 192
with Resorcerer, 190-191
ID, changing, 197-199
item numbers, 197-198
MenuBar program, 208-210
Menulntro program, 216-218
MenuKey() function, 221, 226
menus
adding to a program, 221-222
color, 449
creating, 216-218
mouse click, 225-227
MenuSelect( ) function, 207,
210-213,225-226
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message field, 170, 184
Metrowerks compiler, 47-49
See also Code Warrior
modal dialog boxes, 270
closing, 296
displaying, 278, 291-293
Do It button, 294-296
maintaining, 279-281
ModalDialog resources, 289-291
opening, 278
radio buttons, 293
ModalDialog( ) function, 279-281,
316--317
ModalDialog program, 288--299
modeless dialog boxes, 270
displaying, 300-301
eventloops,301-302
events, 301-305
opening, 300-301
ModelessDialog program, 305--310
modifier keys, detecting, 172-173
modifiers field, 172-173, 184
monitors, pixel coordinates, 10-11
monochrome monitors, pixel
coordinates, 10-11
MooV file type, 505
MoreMovies program, 564-577
mouse clicks
determining location, 206--207
dialog boxes, 281
ignoring, 180-186
menu bars, 204-207, 210-213
menus, 225--227
movies, 589
regions, 393

mouse movements, tracking,
264-265, 267-268
Move() function, 158-159,
365--366, 369-370
MoveTo( ) function, 24, 137-138,
158,365--366,369-370
movie controller actions
looping, 548-551
palindrome looping, 549
movie files
closing, 513-515, 582
loading, 509-513, 581-582
opening, 510-511,581
pathnames for, 509-510
playing in a window, 515-516,
582-583
See also movies
Movie Toolbox, 506--509
initializing, 579
Movie Toolbox functions
See functions
movies
allocating memocy for, 508-509
attaching a controller, 538,
588-589
checking completion, 523
checking for completion, 587
closing, 524, 545, 588
controller-related events,
543-545
coordinate system, 585
displaying in a window, 515--521
disposing of, 524, 587, 590
looping, 548-552, 590-591

INDEX

making active, 586
making window visible, 585
mouse clicks, 589
multiple, 552-556
opening, 529-531
pathnames,580
playing, 38-44, 521-523,
586-587
playing multiple, 564-577
closing windows, 569-570
opening windows, 565-566
updating windows, 567-569
playing with controller, 546-548
playing without controller,
524-529
positioning in a window, 519
previewing, 529-535, 580-581
rate of play, 590-591
resizing window for, 583-585
retrieving from controller, 592
rewinding, 522, 586
sizing,539-541
sizing window, 589
thumbnail view, 530-531
See also movie files
MoviesTask( ) function, 522-523,
586-587

• N•
NewHandle() function, 121-124,
130-131
NewHandleClear( ) function, 663
NewMovieController( ) function,
538, 588--589

1111 •

NewMovieFromFile( ) function,
511-513, 581-582
NewPtr( ) function, 109-113,
128--129
NewRgn( ) function, 245, 263,
371,390
NoControlMovie program, 524-529
NoteAlert() function, 312, 320
numbers, converting to strings,
24-25
NumToString( ) function, 24-25
NumVersion data type, 452-453

• 0 •
OffsetRect( ) function, 584
Open dialog box
creating an FSSPEC file, 600-602
movies, 529-531
Open preview file dialog box
movies, previewing, 532-534
OpenDeskAcc( ) function, 215, 228
OpenMovieFile( ) function,
510-511, 581
OpenPoly( ) function, 366-367, 388
OpenResFile( ) function, 85--87, 96
OpenRgn( ) function, 370, 390-391
Option key, detecting, 172-173
OSErr data type, 33-35
ovals, drawing, 153, 162-163

• p•
PaintOval() function, 153, 163,
371-372
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PaintPoly( ) function, 389
PaintRect() function, 151-152, 162
PaintRgn( ) function, 391
PaintRoundRect() function,
154-155, 164
ParamText() function, 77, 94-95
parent directory, 596
part codes
inContent, 250-251
inDrag, 249-250
inGoAway, 249
inGrow, 251-254
inZoomln, 254-255
inZoomOut, 254-255
partition size, changing, 64
PAT resource
creating, 383-384, 386-387
using, 384-386
PAT# resource
creating, 380-381
using, 382
pathnames, 596-600
Pattern data type, 375-376
PattemRes program, 386-387
patterns
See fill patterns
PenPat() function, 138--139, 159
PenPixPat( ) function, 422
PenSize( ) function, 138, 159
PickColors program, 406-408
PickSoundFile program, 470-471
PICT file type, 505
PICT resource, loading, 59-60

pictures
adding to dialog boxes, 292
drawing, 91, 93
pasting, 59-60
position, 69-71
printing,654-656,658--662
size, 68--71
pixel coordinate system, 10-11,
136-137
PlayFinderFil~ program, 476-479
PlayOneMovie( ) function, 523
PlaySoundFile program, 466-467
pointers
application-defined data structures, 113-116
example, 116-120
master pointer, 106-108, 120
memory, 104-106, 116-120
application calls, 109-113
application-defined data
structures, 113-116
functions for, 128--130
location in stack, 111
Toolbox calls, 109
Pointers program, 116-120
Polygon data type, 366-367
PolygonLetter program, 367-368
polygons
black/white inversion, 390
creating, 388
disposing of, 389
drawing, 365-368
erasing, 390
framing, 389
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freeing memory, 367
painting, 389
pattern fill, 389
port rectangle, 241
PowerPC code
backward compatibility, 669-670
native, 670-671
PowerPC-based Macintosh
See PPC-based Macintosh
ppat resource
creating, 411-414
using, 415-416
PPC-based Macintosh
applications, 45-47
loading code, 57
memory organization, 102
resource files, 82-83
PrCloseDoc( ) function, 646, 665
PrClosePage( ) function, 646-648,
665
precompiled header file, 31
PreviewOpenMovie program, 535
print records, 644
PrintDefault( ) function, 644, 663
printer drivers, opening, 645, 664
printers, 656-658
printing
closing graphics port, 646, 665
example,648-650
pages,646:-648,665
pictures, 654-656, 658-662
ports,656-658
preparing programs for, 644-646
printing job dialog box, 652-653
printing style dialog box,
650--651,653-654
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windows, 656-658
printing job dialog box, 652-653
Printing Manager functions
See functions
printing style dialog box, 650-651,
653-654
PrintingDialogs program, 653-654
Printinglntro program, 648-650
PrintPicture program, 654-656
PrintWindow program, 658--662
PrJobDialog( ) function, 652-653,
666-667
programming functions, 19-26
projects, 48
PrOpen()function,645,664
PrOpenDoc( ) function, 645-646,
664
PrOpenPage( ) function, 646-648,
665
PrStlDialog( ) function, 651, 666
PtlnRgn()function,393

• Q•
QuickDraw functions
See functions
QuickTime extension, 504
checking for, 507-509
QuickTime movie controllers,
535-537
attaching to a movie, 537-541
closing a movie, 545
playing movies with a controller,
542-545
QuickTime movie files, 504-506
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• R•
radio buttons in dialog boxes,
285-287
rectangles
drawing, 149-152, 161-162
See also round rectangles
reference number for current
resource file, 87
Region data type, 370-373
RegionClick program, 373-375
regions
allocating memory for, 371
hlack/white inversion, 392
closing, 370
combining,372-373,392
coordinate conversion, 393
creating,370-372,390-391
disposing of, 391
drawing, 369-370,373-375
erasing, 371-372, 392
frarning,371-372,391
mouse clicks, 393
painting, 391
pattern fill, 371-372, 392
RemoveResource( ) function
'
640--641
ResEdit resource editor, 11
ALRT resource, 311-312
dialog boxes, colored, 433-434
DITI resource, 275-277
DLOG resource, 273
editing resources, 52-54
MBAR resource, 200-201
MENU resource, 192

menus, colored, 442-446
PAT resource, 383
PAT# resource, 380
ppat resource, 411-412
viewing resources, 63
windows, colored, 426-428
Resorcerer resource editor, 11
ALRT resource, 312
dialog boxes, colored, 435-436,
438
DITL resource, 275-277
DLOG resource, 274
editing resources, 52-54
ictb resource, 436--438
l\1BARresource, 199-200
l\1ENU resource, 190-191
menus, colored, 446-f49
PAT resource, 384
PAT# resource, 381
ppat resource, 412-414
viewing resources, 63
windows, colored, 428-430
resource editors
SeeResEdit
See Resorcerer
resource files, 53-54
closing, 96, 638
creating, 638--639
data forks, 82-83
functions for, 95-97
making current, 86-87, 97
multiple, 84-87
opening,88-90,96,637~38

· opening and closing,

61~14

II
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reference number for current, 96
resource forks, 82-83
resource forks, 82-83, 85-87
resource IDs, 66, 608--609, 641
resource loading
generic function, 60
resource records, 614-617, 628
ResourceFiles program, 88-90
ResourceLoading program, 62-72
resources
adding, 607--609
alert, 270-271
ALRT, 271
counting, 642
creating,85-87,639--640
dctb, 433, 436
definition, 11
dialog, 270-271
om, 210-2n
creating with ResEdit,
275-277
creating with Resorcerer,
275-277
modal dialog boxes, 278-281,
289-291
modeless dialog boxes,
300-301
DLOG, 270-271
creating with ResEdit, 273
creating with Resorcerer, 274
modal dialog boxes, 278,
289-291
modeless dialog boxes,
300-301
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editing, 11-13, 52-54
error handling, 75-78
functions for, 94-95
in external files, 84-87
functions for, 92-93
handles, 60
ictb, creating, 436-438
loading, 56--62,641--642
example, 62-72
functions for, 91-92
MBAR, creating
ResEdit, 200-201
Resorcerer, 199-200
mctb, 441-449
memory usage, 57-58
MENU, creating
for Apple menu, 193-195
for File menu, 195-197
ID, changing, 197-199
item numbers, 197-198
with ResEdit, 192
with Resorcerer, 190-191
PAT
creating, 383-384
using, 384-386
PAT#
creating, 380-381
using, 382
ppat
creating, 411-414
using, 415-416
as records, 603
removing, 640--641
role in Mac programs, 54-56
{continued)
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resources (continued)
saving application data as,
604-609
SCOR, 615-617
snd,454
sounds,60--62,454
converting,479-483
playing, 455-458
table of types, 56
TMPL, 629-633
verifying loading, 73-74
viewing
with ResEdit, 63
with Resorcerer, 63
wctb, 425-428
WIND, 11-13
color windows, 399-400
defining a window, 231-232
writing from application data,

640
response parameter, 36
RGBBackColor() function, 399, 420
RGBColor data type, 419
RG BForeColor( ) function, 398, 420
round rectangles
drawing, 154-155, 163-164
See also rectangles

•s•
SCOR resource, 615-617
scroll bar, text spills over
See also clipping region, 237
selector code, 36

SelectWindow() function, 251, 266
SetClip( ) function, 243-245,
262-263
SetControlValue( ) function,
283-287, 319
SetDefaultOutputVolume( ) function, 486-488, 499-500
SetDialogitemText( ) function,
295-296, 319
SetMenuBar( ) function, 203-204,
223-224
SetMovieBox() function, 519, 584
SetMovieGWorld( ) function,
515-516, 585
SetPort( ) function, 23, 144-146,
160, 264
SetRectO function, 150-155, 161
SetSysBeepVolume( ) function,
488-489, 501
setting a graphics port, 144-146
SettingPorts program, 146-148
Shapes program, 155-157
Shift key, detecting, 172-173
ShowWindow() function, 92, 267,
316, 585
SimpleMovie program, 3~4
680x0-based Macintosh
See 68K-based Macintosh
68K emulation, 670
68K-based Macintosh
applications, 45-47
loading code, 57
memoiy organization, 102
resource files, 82-83
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size box, redrawing, 263
SizeWindow( ) function, 253, 267,
584-585
sleep values, 174
snd resource, 454
SndPlay( ) function, 71-72, 93,
455-458,492-493
sndResource program, 458-459
SndSound.ManagerVersion()
function, 491
SndStartFilePlay( ) function,
465-466,496
sound channels, 456
sound files
converting,479-483
format differences, 480
formats, 460-463
opening,463-465,494
playing, 465-467
previewing, 471-473, 494-495
selecting for play, 467-471
See also Finder files
See also sounds
Sound Manager
checking version, 452-453, 491
sound resources, 60--62
converting,479-483
playing, 454-458
SounclApp utility, 480-482
sounds
asynchronous, 456
loading resource, 492
pathnames for, 493-494
playing, 71-72, 93, 458-459,

Ii •

492-493
resources, 454
sources for, 483-484
synchronous, 456
System 7, 483-484
system alert, 454-455, 500-501
volume, 498-500
default, 486-488
example,489-491
system alert, 488-489
Toolbox, 484-486
See also sound files
SoundVolume program, 489-491
source code
comments, 17-18
sample listings, 19
stack, 102, 111
StandardGetFile( ) function,
468-470,494,637
StandardGetFilePreview( ) function,
494-495, 530-531, 580-581
StartMovie( ) function, 586
StopAlert() function, 95, 312, 321
Str255 data type, 295
strings
converting to numbers, 24
drawing, 24
StringToNum( ) function, 24
Symantec compilers, 47-49
SysBeep()function,214,455,492
SysPattems program, 378-379
System 7 sound files
See Finder files
System 7 sounds, 483-484
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system alerts, 455, 492
system patterns, 378-379
system software extensions,
verifying, 35-38, 43
systemwide features, 424

• T•
TEActivate( ) function, 328, 357
TEAutoView( ) function, 342, 358
TEClick( ) function, 358--359
TECopy( ) function, 344-345, 359
TECut( ) function, 344-345, 359
TEDeactivate() function, 357-358
TEDispose( ) function, 330-331,
355
TEFromScrap() function, 360
TEidle( ) function, 334-335, 357
TEinput program, 338-341
TEintro program, 332-333
TEKey( ) function, 331-332, 356
templates, creating, 629-633
TEMultipleEdit program, 350-354
TENew() function, 330-331, 355
TEPaste() function, 344-345, 360
TERec data structure, 327-328
terminating on error, 75-78
TEScrollEdit program, 345-349
1 'ETextBox( ) function, 324,
354-355
TEToScrap( ) function, 360
TEUpdate() function, 331, 356-357
text
blinking caret, 334-335

copying, 344-345,359
cutting, 344-345, 359
desk scraps, 344
destination rectangles, 328-329
drawing, 165
editing, 344-345
justification, 324
justifying, 324
local scraps, 344
pasting, 344-345, 360
scrolling, 342, 345-349, 358
spilling over scroll bar
See also clipping region, 237
view rectangles, 328--329
word wrapping, 324
text area
editing text, 344-345
mouse down events, 342-343
text boxes, 295-296, 324-326
blinking caret, 357
creating,332-333,338--341,
354-355
example, 326-327
updating, 356-357
text boxes, editable
in dialog boxes, 287-288
text edit record
See edit record
TEXT file type, 505
TextBox program, 326-327
TextEdit
edit record, 327-328
creating, 330-331
disposing of, 330-331

INDEX

user input, 331
events, 333
activate,· 335-336
key down, 337
null,334-335
update, 337-338
text, scrolling, 341-342
1HPrint data type, 644
title bar window part, 424
title text window part, 424
TMPL resource, 629-633
Toolbox, initializing, 22-23, 42-43
Toolbox functions
See functions
TrackBox( ) function, 254, 267-268
TrackGoAway( ) function, 249,
264-265

• u•
Ulnt8 data type, 453
UnionRgn( ) function, 372-373, 392
UniquelID() function, 608--609,

641
universal header files
See universal interface files
universal interface files, 29-32, 41
UseResFile( ) function, 86-87, 97,
497

• v•
variable names, local vs global,
27-28
variable types

• l!iil

EventRecord, 22
Str255, 22
WindowPtr, 22
variables
declaring, 21-22
example, 21-22
volume, sound, 498--500, 596
default, 486--488
example, 489-491
system alert, 488--489
Toolbox, 484-486
volume reference number, 596

• w•
WaitNextEvent() function, 15, 17,
173-177, 187
wctb resource, 425-428
what field, 168--170, 184
when field, 171, 184
where field, 171-172, 184
WIND resource, 11-13
color windows, 399-400
defining a window, 231-232
loading, 59
memory location, 60
window data type, 259-260
window parts, 423-425
window records
controllers, 560-563
movies, 560-563
for multiple movies, 553-558
retrieving data, 558-560
setting data, 558-560
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windows, 560-563
WindowParts program, 256-259
WindowRecord data structure,
259-260
WindowRecord data type, 230-231
windows
activating, 250-251, 266
changing color, 426-430
close box, 249
closing, 249, 265
colors
example,431~32

functions for, 418-419

playing, 515-521, 582-583
playing multiple, 565-570
positioning, 519
resizing, 583-585,589
opening, 23, 59,91
pointing to, 22
printing,656-658
resizing,251-254,266-267
updating, 232-241, 261-262
zooming,254-255,268
WmdowUpdate program, 236-241
word wrapping, 324
WriteResource( ) function, 640

loading,39~00,450

number of, 426
ResEdit, 426-428 .
Resorcerer, 428-430
WIND resource, 399-400
creating, 15, 256-261
defining with WIND resource,
231-232
dragging, 249-250, 265
drawing in, 23-25
erasing, 253
graphics pen, 143-144
graphics ports, 141-146
invalidating content area, 254,
266
loading into memory, 15
making visible, 92, 267
mouseDown events, 247-255
movies
closing, 588
making window visible, 585

• z•
ZeroScrap( ) function, 360
zoom b ox, highlighting, 254
ZoomWindow() function, 255, 268
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$9.95 USN$12.95 Canada

by john Walkenbach
by john Walkenbach

ISBN: 1-5688+-027-6
ISBN: l-56884-957-5

SS.95 USA/S 11.95 Canadll
S9.95 USNSl2.95 Canada

by john Walkenbach

ISBN: 1·5688+-096-9

$8.95 USA/Sll.95 Canada

by Stuanj. Stuple

ISBN: 1-56884-172-8

$9.95 USN$ 12.95 Canada

by George lynch
by Geor1te lynch

ISBN: 1-56881-095-0
ISBN: 1-56881-029-2

S8.95 USNS!l.95 Canada
S8.95 USA/SI 1.95 Canada

by Greg Harvey

ISBN: 1·56884-966-4

$9.99 USA/Sl2.99/Canada

DElllTOP PUBUSHING/lllUSTRATION/GRAPHICI
CorelDRAWI 5 For Dummies• Quick Reference
Harvard Graphics For Windows•
For Dummies• Quick Reference
Photoshop 3 For Macs- For Dummies" Quick Reference

FWANCE/PERIONAL RNANCE
Quicken 4 For Windows"
For Dummies• Quick Reference

GROUPWARE/INTEGRATED

Microsoft• Office 4 For Windows•
For Dummies• Quick Reference
Microsoft• Works 3 For Windows•
For Dummies• Quick Reference

INTERNET/COMMUNICATIONS/NETWORKING
The Internet For Dummies• Quick Reference

MACINTOSH

Macimosh0 System 7.5 For Dummies• Quick Reference

OPERATING SYITfMI:
DOI
DOS For Dummies" Quick Reference

UNIX
UNIX" For Dummies• Quick Reference

WINDOWS
Windows" 3.1 For Dummies"
Quick Reference. 2nd Edhion

PCa/HARDWARf

Memory Management For Dummies• Quick Reference

PRESENTATION/AUTOCAD
AutoCAD For Dummies• Quick Reference

SPREADSHEET
1·2·3 For Dummies" Quick Reference
1-2·3 For Windows" 5 For Dummies• Quick Reference
Excel For Windows" For Dummies"
Quick Reference, 2nd Edilion
Quauro Pro 6 For Windows•
For Dummies• Quick Reference

WORD PROCElllNG
Word For Windows" 6 For Dummies" Quick Reference
Word For Windows• For Dummies• Quick Reference
WordPerfect• 6.1 For \V-mdows• For Dummies"
Quick Reference, 2nd Edition

Miaoloft Ind~ •re regkttrtld lt•ctemarQ of Mlctoloft CorpotaiOn, M.e and Mtcinta.h are 'fOlll«tid tradlf'Nol'kai OI Apple Comp.11111'. UNIX la a r~ltted tf9demark d AT&T. WoroPtr1t>Ct .. a r~ttd ~of Novel. The •... F« DurNnltt 800lt
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Windows• 3.1
SECRETS'"

MORE Windows• 3.1
SECRETS'"

by Brian Livingsro11

by Bria11 Livingston

ISBN: 1-878058-"3-6
S39.95 USA/S~nad
1 1 .1

ISBN: 1-56884-019-5
S39.95 USA/S52.95 Canada

Jncludts sofcwa

o

I

Internet SECRETS"
by Jolm Levine
& Carol Baroudi
ISBN: 1-56884-452-2
S39.99 USA/$54.99 Can•cb
Includes sof..arc. ~

DOS 6 SECRETS'"
by Robert D. Ainsbur)
ISBN: 1-878058-70-3
$39.95 USA/$52.95 Caiml.1
lncludrs software. ~

Jncludrs sof1"a'"·

~

Windows• GIZMOSN
by Brian Livingston
& Margie Livingston
ISBN: 1-878058-66-5
S39.95 USA/S52.95 Canada
lncludts softwarr.

A

Internet GIZMOS~
For Windows•

Network Security
SECRETSN

by Joel Diamond,
Howarcl Sobel,
& Valda Hilley

by David Stang
& Sylvia Moon ..

L.J •
kn

Windows• 3.1
Connectivity SECRETS'"

Windows• 3.1
Configuration SECRETS'

by Runnoe Connally,
David Rorabaugh,
& Sheldon Hall u~

& Ja mes Blal1cly ~k-

ISBN: 1-56884-030·6
'
$49.95 USA/$64.95 Canada
lncluda wftwarr.

PC SECRETS'"
by Caroline M. Halliday
ISBN: 1-878058-49-5
$39.95 USA/S52.95 Canada
ln<ludt1 wft~arr. ~

by Valda Hilley
ISBN: 1-56884-026-8 •
$49.95 USA/S64.95 Canada
Includes sof1warr.

WordPerfect" 6
SECRETS'"
by Roger C. Parlier
& David A. Holzgang

ISBN: 1-56884-451-4
$39.99 USAJS54.99 Conada
Includes soft~·arr

ISBN: 1-56884-021-7
lnt"l. ISBN: 1-56884-151-5
$49.95 USA/S64.95 Canada
lndudn sofrwarr.

Paradox 4 Power
Programming
SECRETS~ 2nd Edition

Paradox 5 For WindowSPower Programming
SECRETS'"

by John M. Goodman,
Ph.D.

WordPerfect" 6
For Windows• Tips &
Techniques Revealed

by Gregory B. Salcedo
& M11rrin \V. Rudy

by Gregory B. Salcedo
& Martin \V. Rudy

ISBN: 1-878058-64-9
S39.95 USNS52.95 Canada

by David A. Ho l~gm1g
& Roger C. Parlier

ISBN: 1-878058-54-1
$44.95 USA/S59.95 Canada
Includes 10ft¥tart

ISBN: 1-56884-085-3
SH.95 USA/$59.95 C.nada
lncludawf..·=

~

ulc-j

ISBN: 1-56884-040-3
S39.95 USAIS52.95 C:uuda
Includes wft~art. ~

Hard Disk SECRETS'"

lncludts S-Ofl k'art. ~

ISBN: 1-56884-202-3
$39.95 USA/S52.95 Canada
ln<ludcs software. ~

Excel 5 For Windows•
Power Programming
Techniques
by Jolin Walhenb11cl1
1~11:-1: 1-56884-303-8
SW.95 USA/S52.95 Can2da

ln<ludts sqi...·an.

••• SEClllltl'S
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"A lot easier to use than the book Ex cel gives you!"
Lisa Schmtchptptr, Ntw Bu lin, \VI, on PC World Excel 5 For Windows Handbook

*
Official Hayes Modem
Communications
Companion

1,001 Komputer Answers
from Kim Komando

PC World DOS 6
Handbook, 2nd Edition

PC World Word
For Windows• 6 Handbook

by Kim Komando

by Caroline M. Halliday

ISBN: 1-56884-460-3
S29.99 USA/S39.99 Canada

by john Socl1a, Clinr Hicks, &
Devra Hall

& David Angell

ISBN: 1-878058-79·7
SH.95 USA/SH.95 Caiuda
lnclwla wf1wort. ~

ISBN: 1-56884-0H-3
S34.95 USA/S+l.95 Canada
lncludts wf1wort. ~

PC World WordPerfect' 6
Handbook

ISBN: 1-56884-072-1
S29.95 USA/S39.95 Canada
lntludts wfl••rt. ~

lncludts sofr-..arr..

'

by Brent Heslop

PC World MicrosottAccess 2 Bible,
2nd Edition

PC World Excel 5
For Windows• Handbook,
2nd Edition

by Greg Harvey

QuarkXPress
For Windows• Designer
Handbook

by Cary N. Prague
& Micl1ael R. Invin

by j olm Wallzenbach
& Dave Maguiness

ISBN: 1-878058-80-0
$34.95 USA/S+l.95 Canad>

& Galen Gruman

ISBN: 1-56884-086-1
S39.95 USA/S52.95 Canada
/nclud<s so/l• •rt.

ISBN: 1-56884-056-X
S34.95 USA/S+l.95 Canada
lnclwla wf1wo1<.

PCWORID

m>S6 Command
Rckrcncc & f.?

·~··,co;

lndwla wfl~•rt.

by Barbara Assadi

~

*

ISBN: 1-878058-<15-2
$29.95 USA/$39.95 Caiuda

*

"PC World Word
For Windows 6
Handbook Is very
easy t o follow with
lots of 'hands on'
examples. The
'Task at a Glance'
Is very helpful!"
j acqudinc Martens, Tacoma, WA

Official XTree
Companion, 3rd Edition
by Belli Slicli

PC World DOS 6
Command Reference
and Problem Solver

ISBN: 1-878058-57-6
Sl9.95 USA/S26.95 Caiuda

by john Socha
&Devra Hall

Client/Server
Strategies'": A Survival
Guide for Corporate
Reengineers
by David Vashevi1ch
ISBN: 1-56884-06'+-0
529.95 USA/S39.95 Canad>

ISBN: 1-56884-055-1
SH.95 USA/S32.95 Canada
Micn)9oft and Wlndowt .,. ~ tradtmltka

tntefNtioNI 0-111 Group. Int.

°'

" Thanks for publish·
Ing this book! It's
the best money I've
spent this year!"
Robert 0. Tcmplcron,
Fr. \~rth, TX, on MORE
Windows 3.1 SECRETS
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Written by 1hc ho11es1
Macimosh au1hor
around, David Pogue,
Macworld Mac FAQs gives
users 1he uhima1e Mac
reference. Hundreds of
Mac ques1ions and answers
side-by-side, right al your
fingenips. and organized
inlo six easy-10-reference
see1ions wi1h lo1s of
sidebars and diagrams.

& j ose11h Schorr
This is 1hc definilive
Mac reference for those
who want 10 become
power users! Includes ~-!!!
~,%.I,~
three disks with
":'.:"'

:&5£ I

FAQs~

by David Pogue

by David Pogue
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Macwortd• Mac•

Macworld' Mac• &
Power Mac SECRETS;'
2nd Edition
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ISBN: 1-56884-175-2
$39.95 USA/S54.95 Canada
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Macworld'
System 7.5 Bible,
3rd Edition
by Lon Poole
ISBN: 1-56884-098·5
S29.95 USA/$39.95 Canada

~ I,~

ISBN: 1-56884-480-8
519.99 USA/$26.99 Canada

~

Macworld'
ClarisWorks 3.0
Companion,
3rd Edition
by Steven A. Schwartz
ISBN: I· 56884-481-6
SH.99 USA/$34.99 Canada

ISBK: 1-56884-192-2
S39.95 USA/$54.95 C:tnad.1

•

ln£ludes an inttractht Q>.RO.V

Macworld' Ultimate
Mac' CD-ROM

Macworfd'
Photoshop 3
Bible, 2nd Edition

by Deke McClelland

ISB:\: 1-56884-477-8
519.99 USA/$26.99 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-158-2
S39.95 USA/$54.95 Canada

CD·ROM Includes w sfon 2 0

oj QwckTimr, and O\'Cr 65 MD
oj ihc bnt shartwart,jrttwart,
(1nu. .sounds, and mart!
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l11cludl.'S stunning
CO-RO.\! wflh
add-ons. d1gfn4cd

ph«osandmorc..
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~~;;l!!!&'i!!i!~~ Macworld'
Photoshop 2.5 Bible

Macworld'
FreeHand 4 Bible

by Dehe McClellcmd

by Deke McClelland

ISBN: 1-56884-022-5
$29.95 USA/$39.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-1 70-1
$29.95 USA/$39.95 Canada

Macworld'
Illustrator 5.0/5.5
Bible
by Ted Als,,ach
ISBN: 1-56884-097-7
S39.95 USA/$54.95 C:tnado
fncludt> CD-ROM wirh
QufckTimc rurorlals.
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"Macworld Complete
Mac Handbook Plus CD
covered everything I
could think of and more!"

"Thanks for the best
computer book I've
everread-Photoshop
2 .5 Bible. Best $30 I
ever spent. I love the
detailed index....Yours
blows them all out
of the water. This is a
great book. We must
enlighten the masses!"

Percr Tsaliiris, New Yor11, NY

" Very useful for
PageMaker beginners
and veterans alikecontains a wealth of tips
and tricks to make you
a faster, more powerful
PageMaker user. 11

"Macworld Guide to
ClarisWorks 2 is the
easiest computer
book to read that I
have ever found!"
Srevcn Hanson, Lurz. FL

" ...thanks to the Macworld
Excel 5 Companion,
2nd Edition occupying a
permanent position next
to my computer, I'll
be able to tap more of
Excel's power. 11

Kevin Lisanhie, Chicago, Illinois

Paul Brainm!, President and founder,
Aldus Corporation

Lauren Blach, Lab Director,
Macworld Magazine

.
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Macwortd•
QuarkXPress
3.2/3.3 Bible

Macwortd•
PageMaker 5 Bible
by Craig Danulo.ff

by Barbara Assac/i

lnchula 2 dish ~ilh
PagcMalctr utililia. chp a11,
andrnort. ~

ISBN: 1-878058-85·1
S39.95 USNS52.95 Canada
lndudts di.sk wuh
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Macworld 0
Guide To MicrosoW
Word 5/5.1

byJim Heid

by Jim Heid

ISBN: 1-56884-082·9
S24.95 USNS34.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-878058-39-8
S22.95 USA/$29.95 Canada

Guide To
MicrosoW Works 3

Macworld"
Excel 5 Companion,
2nd Edition

0

by Barrie Sosi11sl1y

by Chris Van Buren

ISBN: 1-878058·42·8
S22.95 USA/$29.95 Canada

3r scholastic miucsts 6t alacadonal onlm please
ill Edacatlollll Sales, at 1. 800. +Ji. 2086
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Macworld0
ClarisWorks 2.0/2.1
Companion,
2nd Edition
by Steven A. Sclnvartz.
ISBN: 1·56884-180·9
SH.95 USNS34.95 Canada
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Macworld" Guide To
MlcrosoW Excel 4
by David Maguiness
ISBN: 1-878058-40-1
$22.95 USAIS29.95 Canada
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ISBN: 1-56884-081·0
SH.95 US.-VS34.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-201-5
S34.95 USAIS46.95 Canada
lnclwlcs disk wi1h rrady-10-run
data baS<S. ~
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Macworld0
Word 6 Companion,
2nd Edition

by Steven A. Sc11wartz
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FlleMaker Pro
2.0/2.1 Bible
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Quarl<XPrw XTmsions
arul scripu.
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,. Macworld
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ISBN: 1-878058-84·3
S39.95 USAIS52.95 Canada

& Galen Gnm1a11
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For volume discounts & special ordas please call
Sale5, 1t il5. 655. 3018
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Unauthorized Windows9
95: A Developer's
Guide to Exploring
the Foundations of
Windows uChicago"
by Andrew Schul1111111

Unauthorized Windows•
95 Developer's
Resource lfit
by Andrew Schulman

ISBN: 1-56884-169-8
$29.99 USA/$39.99 Canada

~ ~

Best of the Net
by Seth Godin
ISBN: 1-56884-313-5
$22.99 USA/$32.99 Canada

Detour: The Truth
About the lnfonnation
Superhighway
by Micl1ael Sullivan-Trainor
ISBN: 1-56884-307-0
$22.99 USA/$32.99 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-305-4
$39.99 USA/$54.99 Canada

PowerPC Programming
For Intel Programmers
by Kip McClana/11111
ISBN: l-56884-306-2
$49.99 USA/$64.99 Canac.a

Ld

FoundationsNof Visual C++
Programming For Windows• 95
by Paul Yao & Joseph Yao

Heavy Metar Visual C++
Programming
by Sreve Holv 1er

Heavy Metar OLE 2.0
Programming
by Steve Holt ner

ISBN: 1-56884-321-6
$39.99 USA/$54.99 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-196-5
$39.95 USA/$54.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-301-1
$39.95 USA/S54.95 Canada

Lotus Notes Application
Development Handbook
by Erica Kemien

The Internet Direct
Connect Kit
by Peter John Ha rrison

Macworld' Ultimate
Mac• Programming
by Dave Mar/1

The UNIX--Haters Handbook
by Simson Garjinl1el, Daniel
Weise, & Steven Srrassma1111

ISBN: 1-56884-308-9
I I
539.99 USA/$54.99 Canada IM

ISBN: 1-56884-135-3
$29.95 USA/$39.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-195-7
$39.95 USA/$54.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-203-1
$16.95 USA/$22.95 Canada

Learn C++ Today!
by Martin Rine/1art

Type & Learn'" C
by Tom Swan

Type& LeamN
Windows• Programming
by Tom Swan
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ISBN: 1-56884-310-0
34.99 USA/$44.99 Canada

Id

ISBN: 1-56884-073-X
I I
34.95 USA/$44.95 Canada r1

Wl'ICllMsla•~~ofMICfototl ~ Mec•aNlglsWwd~ofApp6e~. UMXlil•~~ofAT&T. Macwortdi1e~~oflrumuonll

ISBN: 1-56884-071-3
I t
34.95 USA/$44.95 Canada li"1
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For Dummies
who want
to program...

HTML For Dummies•
by Ed Tittel & Carl de Cordova
ISBN: 1-56884-330-5
$29.99 USNS39.99 Canada

Visual Basic 3 For Dummies•
by Wallace War1g
ISBN: 1-56884-076-4
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

Delphi ProJramming
For Dummies•
by Neil Rubenhing

Access Programming
For Dummies•
by Rob Krumm

TCP/IP For Dummies•
by Marsliall Wile11sl1y &
Candace Leiden

ISBN: 1-56884-200-7
$19.99 USNS26.99 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-091-8
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-241-4
$19.99 USNS26.99 Canada

Windows• 95 Programming
For Dummies•
by S. Randy Davis

Mac• Programming
For Dummies•
by Dan Parks Sydow

PowerBuilder 4 Programming
For Dummies•
by Ted Coombs & Jason Coombs

ISBN: 1-56884-327-5
$19.99 USN$26.99 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-173-6
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-325-9
$19.99 USNS26.99 Canada

ISDN For Dummies•
by David Angell

Visual C++ ~2" For Dummies•
by Michael Hyman &
Bob Arnson

Borland C++ For Dummies•
by Michael Hy111an
ISBN: 1-56884-162-0
$19.95 USN$26.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-331-3
$19.99 USN$26.99 Canada

Covtrs \'trslon J.

C For Dummies~ Volume I
by Dan Gool1i11

C++ For Dummies'"
by S1eplm1 R. Davis

ISBN: 1-878058-78-9
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-163-9
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

f:holastic rtqucslJ 6t educalloual orders please
.ducalional Salts, at I. 800. 434. 2086

ISBN: 1-56884-328-3
$19.99 USA/$26.99 Canada

QBasic Programming
For Dummies•
by Douglas Hergerr

dBase 5 For Windows•
Programming For Dummies•
by Ted Coombs & Jason Coombs

ISBN: 1-56884-093-4
$19.95 USNS26.95 Canada

ISBN: 1-56884-215-5
$19.99 USN$26.99 Canada
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For volume discount> 6: spedal onlm please CID
Tony Real, Special Salt\, at 415. 655. 3048
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ORDER

FORM

Order Center: (800) 782·2874 (8 a.m.-6 p.m., EST, weekdays)

IDG
BOOKS
WORLDWIDE

Quantity

Tiiia

ISBN

Price

Shipping & Handling Charges

Each

Total

SUbtotal _ _ __

D88Cl'fptlon

First bOOk

addltfonal ba

Total

Domestic

Normal
Two Day Air
Overnight

$4.50
$8.50
$18.00

$1.50
$2.50
$3.00

$
$
$

International

Surface
Airmail
OHL Air

$8.00
$16.00
$17.00

$8.00
$16.00
$17.00

$
$
$

*For large quantities call for shipping & handling charges.
**Prices are subject to change without notice.

Sblp to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment: o Check to IDG Books Worldwide (US Funds Only)
D VISA
D MasterCard
O American Express
Card#
Expires _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CA residents add
• applicable sales tax _ _ _ _ __
IN, MA, and MD
residents add
5% sales tax _ _ _ _ __

IL residents add
6.25% sales tax _ _ _ _ __
RI residents add
7% sales tax _ _ _ _ __
TX residents add

8.25% sales tax _ _ _ _ __

Shipping _ _ _ __

Total _ _ __
Please send this order Jonn to:
IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.
7260 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256
Allow up to 3 weeks Jor delivery.
Thank you!

IDG BOOKS WORLDWIDE
LICENSE AGREEMENT
Important- read carefully before opening the software packet(s).
This is a legal agreement between you (either an individual or an
entity) and IDG Books Worldwide, Inc. (IDG). By opening the
accompanying sealed packet containing the software disk(s), you
acknowledge that you have read and accept the following IDG
license Agreement. If you do not agree and do not want to be
bound by the terms of this Agreement, promptly return the book
and the unopened software packet(s) to the place you obtained
them for a full refund.
1. license. This License Agreement (Agreement) permits you to use one
copy of the enclosed Software program(s) on a single computer. The
Software is in "use" on a computer when it is loaded into temporary
memory (i.e., RAM) or installed into permanent memory (e.g., hard
disk, CD-ROM, or other storage device) of that computer.
2. Copyright. The entire contents of the disk(s) and the compilation of
the Software are copyrighted and protected by both United States
copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Yo~ may only (a)
make one copy of the Software for backup or archival purposes, or (b)
transfer the Software to a single hard disk, provided that you keep the
original for backup or archival purposes. The individual programs on
the disk(s) are copyrighted by the authors of each program respectively.
Each program has its own use permissions and limitations. To use each
program, you must follow the individual requirements and restrictions
detailed for each in Appendix C of this Book. Do not use a program if
you do not want to follow its Licensing Agreement. None of the
material on the disk(s) or listed in this Book may ever be distributed, in
original or modified form, for commercial purposes.
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3. Other Restrictions. You may not rent or lease the Software. You may
transfer the Software and user documentation on a permanent basis
provided you retain no copies and the recipient agrees to the terms of
this Agreement. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Software except to the extent that the foregoing restriction is
expressly prohibited by applicable law. If the Software is an update or
has been updated, any transfer must include the most rece~t update
and all prior versions.
4. limited Warranty. IDG warrants that the Software and disk(s) are free
from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of sixty (60)
days from the date of purchase of this Book. If IDG receives notification
within the warranty period of defects in material or workmanship, IDG
will replace the defective disk(s). IDG's entire liability and your
exclusive remedy shall be limited to replacement of the Software, which
is returned to IDG with a copy of your receipt. This Limited Warranty is
void if failure of the Software has resulted from accident, abuse, or
misapplication. Any replacement Software will be warranted for the
remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever
is longer.

5. No Other Warranties. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable
law, IDG and the author disclaim all other warranties, express or
implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to the Software, the
programs, the source code contained therein and/or the techniques
described in this Book. This limited warranty gives you specific legal
rights. You may have others which vary from state/jurisdiction to state/
jurisdiction.

6. No Liability For Conseqµential Damages. To the extent permitted by
applicable law, in no event shall IDG or the author be liable for any
damages whatsoever (including without limitation, damages for loss of
business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or
any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use the
Book or the Software, even if IDG has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental
damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.
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7. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. Use, duplication, or disclosure of
the Software by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions stated in
paragraph (c) (1) (ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software clause of DFARS 252.227-7013, and in subparagraphs (a)
through (d) of the Commercial Computer - Restricted Rights clause at
FAR 52.227-19, and in similar clauses in the NASA FAR supplement,
when applicable.
Replacement Disc. If a replacement CD-ROM is needed, please write
to the following address: IDG Books Disc Fulfillment Center, Attn: Foundations ofMac Programming, IDG Books Worldwide, 7260 Shadeland Station,
Indianapolis, IN 46256, or call 800-762-2974.
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Disk
Instructions

O

n the CD-ROM included with this book, you'll find a folder named
IDG Sydow Book Examples. Drag the folder to your hard disk to
access its contents, or simply double-click on the CD-ROM disc icon to
display the folder and then double-click on the folder to display its content-;.
The IDG Sydow Book Examples folder holds the source code for all of
the exampte programs found in the book. Because IDG Books wantc; these
files to be usable by all readers - regardless of which compiler they own the examples are provided in a variety of formats. Within the IDG Sydow
Book Exa ' pies folder you'll find two mo re folders. If you own Metrowerk
CodeWarrior, you'll use the projects and C language source code files fou nd
in the Metrowerks Versions folder. If you use a Symantec compiler such as
the 1HINK C or Symantec C++ compiler, you'll use the projects and C
language source code files found in the Symantec Versions folder. Additionally, whethe r you program for the Mac or Power Mac, you'll find a project
that works for you.
Once you've fou nd the appropriate folder that matches the compiler
you use, double-click on it to open it. In it you'll find sixteen more
folders - one for each chapter in the book. Open one of these subfolders
and you'll find the project and source code subfolders for each example
program.
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